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Traditionally, research on human language has taken speech and written language as 
the only domains of investigation. However, there is now a wealth of empirical studies 
documenting visual aspects of language, ranging from rich studies of sign languages, 
which are self-contained visual language systems, to the field of gesture studies, 
which examines speech-associated gestures, facial expressions, and other bodily 
movements related to communicative expressions. But despite this large body of 
work, sign language and gestures are rarely treated together in theoretical discussions. 
This volume aims to remedy that by considering both types of visual language jointly 
in order to transcend (artificial) theoretical divides, and to arrive at a comprehensive 
account of the human language faculty. This collection seeks to pave the way for an 
inherently multimodal view of language, in which visible actions of the body play a 
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crucial role. The 19 papers in this volume address four broad and overlapping topics: 
(1) the multimodal nature of language; (2) multimodal representation of meaning; 
(3) multimodal and multichannel prosody; and (4) acquisition and development of 
visual language in children and adults.
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Editorial on the Research Topic

Visual Language

Traditionally, research on human language has taken speech and written language as the main
domains of investigation. Visual aspects of language have therefore long been excluded from study.
However, the advent of technology allowing us to capture and include auditory and visual signals
in the study of language has changed the landscape. There is now a wealth of empirical studies
documenting visual aspects of language, ranging from rich studies of sign languages, the most
highly sophisticated and self-contained visual language systems, to the burgeoning field of gesture
studies, which targets speech-associated gestures, facial expressions, and other bodily movements
related to communicative expressions as new domains of study.

However, despite the large body of work now available documenting visual elements of
language, sign language and gesture are rarely treated together in theoretical discussions of
the human language faculty. Sign language studies often search for linguistic structures that
are derived from spoken language theory. Conversely, gesture researchers refrain from defining
gestures as “linguistic” (although they often insist that they are part of “language”), because
they do not conform to certain properties that linguists consider defining properties, such as
strict compositional structure and syntactic rules. In both cases, definitions and concomitant
exclusions are not necessarily enlightening, since both domains—speech-associated gestures and
sign language—naturally exploit visual expression, and must both be considered in attempting to
arrive at a comprehensive account of the human language faculty. By considering both types of
visual language, the 19 papers in this Frontiers Research Topic volume thus transcend theoretical—
and, we would say, artificial—divides. The collection aims to pave the way for an inherently
multimodal view of language, in which visible actions of the body play a crucial role.

The volume treats four broad topics: (1) the multimodal nature of language; (2) multi modal
representation of meaning; (3) multimodal and multi channel prosody; and (4) acquisition and
development of visual language in children and adults. This division aims to organize the Research
Topic for the reader, although there is some inevitable overlap.

The first topic targets the nature of all language as multimodal, examining the relationships
between speech, gestures, and sign. Visible parts of the body can be engaged in language use in
a range of ways, and the papers in this section illustrate specific language phenomena that are
multimodal. Perniss; Ferrara and Hodge both review evidence to support a multimodal model
of language that accounts for how humans coordinate their semiotic repertoires in crossmodal
and composite ways. These authors draw on fundamental modes of communication, including
depiction, description, and indicating (Clark, 1996, 2016). Both papers also stress the need to
consider the wider context in which utterances are constructed and interpreted, in order to fully
understand how multimodal resources are integrated into language as traditionally defined. Müller
delves deep into the theoretical debates concerning the status of gestures relative to speech, and
addresses the question—are gestures part of language or are they language themselves? She further
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discusses the relationship between the speech-gesture ensemble
and sign language, specifically targeting the issue of whether the
systems are fundamentally different in nature, or whether there
is a continuum. Sandler argues for the centrality of the body
in understanding the nature of a central property of language:
compositionality. She details the linguistic functions of different
bodily articulations in the prosodic, lexical, and pragmatic
structure of established sign languages, and their recruitment in
the emergence of new sign languages, illuminating more general
principles of compositionality common to spoken and visual
languages alike. The paper goes on to seek possible evolutionary
roots of communicative compositionality in physical displays
of intense emotions by athletes, and their interpretation.
Dachkovsky et al. focus on the relationship between linguistic
complexity and its expression by the body, in the emergence
of a young sign language, Israeli Sign Language. Drawing
on narratives produced by three generations of signers, the
authors illustrate how the self-organization of bodily articulations
becomes more systematic and reduced as the language becomes
more complex over time. Finally, Liebal and Oña discuss the
search for the roots of human language in a cross-species
comparative approach, and investigate whether precursors to
language may already be present in our closest relatives, the non-
human primates. They review the debate concerning whether
non-human primates use gestures to “mean” the same as
humans, and present an overview of how different approaches to
visual/gestural vs. vocal communication in non-human primates
lead to different answers.

While the first topic deals with different kinds of structure
conveyed in language, the second broad topic concerns how
meaning can be represented multimodally, and the ways in
which meaningful elements can be quantified and modeled.
The papers in this section address issues such as how the
body, and specifically the hands, can create meaning visually
and kinetically in speech-associated gestures and sign languages.
Mittelberg begins with a discussion of meaning-making in
speech-associated gestures which involves iconicity (a direct
form-meaning correspondence), indexicality (contiguity), and
habit (conventionality). Comparing two ways in which meaning
can be extended in language, metonymy and metaphor, she
argues that metonomy is a more basic principle in gestures and
signs than metaphor. Mittelberg describes metonymy as more
experientially grounded than metaphor, as it highlights a partial
aspect of a larger context of human activity, the activity itself
being expressed within a frame, or a context of experience.
Metonymic gestures are simultaneously indexical and refer to
conventions of human practice. Cooperrider et al. explore a single
gestural form, the so-called epistemic palm up, as a starting point
for examining a network of meanings that appear to be similar
across gesture and sign. These comparisons serve as the basis for
a discussion of the origins of communicative forms, how they
divide into multiple different meanings, and become integrated
into language. In an unusual comparative study across language
modalities, Perlman et al. examine the presence of iconicity in
two signed languages (American Sign Language and British Sign
Language) and two spoken languages (Spanish and English). The
analyses reveal characteristic patterns of iconicity across semantic

domains both within and across the languages depending on the
affordances of the main modality. Three further papers focus on
iconicity in sign languages specifically: Lu and Goldin-Meadow
examine depiction in American Sign Language to reveal a
conventional (more lexicalized) and, at the same time, a so-called
embellished (more gesture-like) kind of depiction, explaining
that the preference depends on context and task. Meir and Cohen
investigate metaphors in Israeli Sign Language. They provide a
detailed analysis of the ways in which metaphors in sign language
differ from metaphors in spoken language, and suggest two
principles to account for these differences. They conclude that
all human languages exploit metaphorical expression to convey
vivid sensory images, while the visual and the auditory modalities
impose different constraints on such expression. The fact that
the body is visible while signing determines the ways in which
signers can refer metaphorically to the body for both human and
non-human properties. Finally, in a methodologically oriented
paper, Östling et al. use computer based tools to automatically
process 120,000 videos from 31 sign languages to reveal two
different cross-linguistic patterns of iconicity: the use of two
hands to represent plurality, and of locations on different parts
of the body to represent activities associated with such locations
(e.g., the head with thinking). Computational modeling is a
revealing tool for simulating natural communication and testing
its interpretation. Ravenet et al. describe the challenges involved
in modeling multimodal behavior for so-called Embodied
Conversational Agents (ECAs). They identify elements that
need to be captured regarding speech and gesture in order to
automatically generate multimodal communicative behavior in
successful virtual/robotic conversational partners.

The third topic in the volume is concerned with prosody
that is multimodal (speech and gesture) and multi channel
(manual and non-manual in sign language). Prosody refers to
linguistic cues such as intonation, tone, stress, and rhythm, which
are superimposed on the morphosyntactic language stream.
Both in the domain of sign language and in gesture studies,
empirical studies of the coordination of visual prosodic cues with
the phrases and sentences of language are quite rare (but for
pioneering work, see e.g., Nespor and Sandler, 1999; Sandler,
2010 and Sandler this volume for sign language; McClave,
1994 for gesture). Shattuck-Hufnagel and Ren examine the
precise nature of the temporal relationship between speech
and one type of co-speech gesture in adults, looking at how
non-referential gestures in academic lectures coordinate with
prosodic prominence in speech. The analyses reveal a tight
link between the prosodic structure of spoken utterances and
bodily movements, supporting the claim that a comprehensive
speech production model must generate and align gesture
and speech as part of the same system. Esteve-Gibbert and
Guellaï contextualize and evaluate a range of studies on the
development of the prosodic coordination of speech and gesture
in childhood. Brentari et al. focus on visible prosodic markers
in the manual and non-manual channels of different types of
imperatives in American Sign Language (ASL). They also test
their comprehension by signers of ASL, as well as by signers of
a different sign language (German Sign Language, DGS), and
finally by hearing non-signers. Results show that different speech
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acts display different patterns, and also, importantly, that the
patterns are sign language-specific.

The fourth topic deals with acquisition and development
of visual language, both in child and adult language learners
considering both sign language and gestures. Janke and Marshall
ask whether speech-associated gestures function as a useful
starting point or scaffold for hearing adults learning sign
language, and whether iconic signs are easier to learn than
less iconic signs, as is often claimed. The results suggest that
adult hearing learners cannot straightforwardly draw on gestures,
whether iconic or not. Instead, the challenge seems to be to
reduce gestural resources and “linguisticize” a small number of
hand shapes to arrive at forms that are part of the grammar
of a sign language. Shield and Meier also examine children’s
and adults’ acquisition of sign language and posit four possible
strategies for learning signs/imitating gestures. They review
evidence from typical and atypical hearing and deaf groups
to reveal different developmental trajectories across typical and
atypical populations. Finally, Graziano and Gullberg focus on the
well-rooted assumption that gesture is mainly a compensatory
device to support speaking difficulties. Analyses of fluent and
disfluent speech from both adult competent speakers of different
languages and child and adult language learners instead suggest
that gestures are integrated with speech such that both modalities
are affected by speech production difficulties. The results thus

support an integrated view of speech and gesture and of a view
of language use as fundamentally multimodal.

In conclusion, the papers in this volume provide new evidence
for the role of visual elements expressed by the body in language.
The volume unifies theoretical and empirical proposals toward a
more comprehensive view of the multimodal nature of language,
in which speech, gestures, and sign are treated on a par. We
hope that the volume will provide additional substance to
Perniss’ conclusion that “[W]e are already on the threshold of a
new paradigm.”
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What do we study when we study language? Our theories of language, and particularly our
theories of the cognitive and neural underpinnings of language, have developed primarily from
the investigation of spoken language. Moreover, spoken language has been studied primarily as a
unichannel phenomenon, i.e., as just speech or text. However, contexts of face-to-face interaction
form the primary ecological niche of language, both spoken and signed, and the primary contexts
in which language is used, is learned and has evolved (Levinson and Enfield, 2006; Vigliocco
et al., 2014). In such contexts, a multitude of cues, both vocal and visual, contribute to utterance
construction. Should we thus not turn our attention to the study of language as multimodal
language? The position that language can be appropriately studied as just speech or text essentially
aligns with a conception of language based on Chomsky’s competence or Saussure’s langue: it is
the linguistic code and the formalization of phonological, morphological, and syntactic structure
that is of interest. Even functional, usage-based theories of language, which see linguistic structure
as shaped by language use and the function of language in cultural and communicative contexts
(e.g., Fillmore, 1982; Givón, 1984; Goldberg, 1995), have focused on the linguistic code and have
thus also mainly regarded language as speech or text (but see e.g., Tomasello, 1999; Diessel, 2006).
The argument put forward here is that we should study language as its multimodal manifestation
in contexts of face-to-face interaction. As such, our object of study should subsume information
expressed in both vocal and visual channels, including prosody, gesture, facial expression, body
movement, which invariably accompany linguistic expression in face-to-face contexts.

The thought experiment proposed by Vigliocco et al. (2014) offers a window onto this
approach by asking: What if the study of language had started with the study of signed language
rather than spoken language? If the study of language had started with signed language, the
multichannel/multimodal nature of language would have stood center stage from the beginning.
Questions that have become matters of serious inquiry and debate only recently, in particular
concerning the status and interplay of iconicity and arbitrariness (Perniss et al., 2010; Perniss and
Vigliocco, 2014; Dingemanse et al., 2015) and gradience and categoricity (see Goldin-Meadow and
Brentari, 2017 and peer commentary, e.g., Occhino andWilcox, 2017, for review) in language, may
have been discussed earlier and answered in different ways. This brings to the fore the relevance
of thinking about language in a more unified way: encompassing spoken and signed language;
considering multiple channels of expression; and conceptualizing language with respect to its
communicative functions.

What have been considered to be non-linguistic aspects of communication—including gesture,
facial expression, body movement—have largely been studied separately from language proper.
Multimodality studies, for example, are often framed as offering analyses of social interaction,
studying something that is around language, but not studying language as such (see Mondada,
2016 for an overview). Pioneering scholars in the field of gesture studies have long advocated
for a conception of gesture that is part and parcel of language (McNeill, 1985, 1992; Kendon,
2004). Nevertheless, this conception has not been adopted on a large scale. In advocating
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for a multimodal conception of “language,” it is important to
bear in mind the extent to which our objects of study are
constructed by an interplay of the present state of theory,
technology and discourse (Kuhn, 1962; Foucault, 1972). This
point is made by McNeill (1985: 350) when he writes that
the division between speech and gesture (or “body language”)
is “a cultural artifact, an arbitrary limitation derived from
a particular historical evolution”—they are studied separately,
though McNeill considers them to be “parts of a single
psychological structure.” The conception that “language” is
that which is linguistic, while communication is something
different—essentially, the Saussurean and Chomskyan heritage—
is not given by necessity. As such, it is time to reconceptualize
our object of study and to usher in a new paradigm of language
theory, a paradigm that focuses on multimodal language, that
aligns with the real world use of language and focuses on
doing language (Andresen, 2014; Kendon, 2014).

The study of sign language and gesture, as communicative
expression in the visual modality, has been instrumental in
widening the lens of investigation regarding the question of
our object of study when we study language. Signed language
highlights the fundamental multimodality and semiotic diversity
of language. Moreover, the study of sign language, and its
comparisons with speech and/or gesture, has highlighted the
difficulties of maintaining a principled distinction between the
linguistic and non-linguistic, and shown the need for developing
analyses that admit a combination of categorical (considered
linguistic) and gradient (considered non-linguistic) aspects of
language (Liddell, 2003; Johnston, 2013; Kendon, 2014; Vigliocco
et al., 2014; Goldin-Meadow and Brentari, 2017). Similarly,
gesture and multimodality research has shown that, like signers,
speakers make use of a wide range of semiotic resources,
combining vocal and visible action in meaning making and
utterance construction (e.g., Kendon, 2004; Mondada, 2016).
The study of sign and gesture expose our current models of
language as too narrowly conceived. The new paradigm for the
study of language must acknowledge a range of semiotic practices
(exhibiting iconicity, arbitrariness, gradience, categoricity) as
fundamental to and constitutive of communicative expression.
Below, I outline developments in contemporary research that
further attest to the need for incorporating multimodality into
our theories of language.

The neuroscientific investigation of language processing is
one area in which the distinction between “language” and
“communication,” and between “linguistic” and “non-linguistic”
elements has been undermined. Recent research has been unable
to find strong evidence supporting this distinction in language
use. In addition, there is evidence that the brain does not privilege
linguistic information in processing. Rather all kinds of context,
including multimodal cues, are processed simultaneously and
immediately (Hagoort and van Berkum, 2007). Numerous studies
have provided evidence for similar processing of gesture and
speech in terms of semantic and temporal integration (Özyürek
et al., 2007; Hubbard et al., 2009; Straube et al., 2009; Habets et al.,
2011; Dick et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015; Peeters et al., 2017), as
well as in terms of perceiving conventionalized meaning (Andric
et al., 2013; Wolf et al., 2017). In addition, there is evidence that

prosodic information from visual and vocal channels is treated
similarly by the brain, with gestural beats functioning as visual
prosody complementary to speech prosody (Biau et al., 2016).
Studies also suggest that the use of different cues from context,
including co-speech gesture (Skipper, 2014; Weisberg et al.,
2017) and visible mouth movements (van Wassenhove et al.,
2005), may speed up processing, aiding interpretation through
improved prediction, and requiring less allocation of neural
resources and thus conserving metabolic resources. Similar
processing of semantically meaningful information, regardless of
the modality of presentation has, crucially, also been shown for
processing of signed and spoken language (MacSweeney et al.,
2004) as well as for integration of pictures with sentence context
(Willems et al., 2008). Thus, recent evidence from neuroimaging
studies does not support a principled divide between linguistic
and non-linguistic elements as the legacy of studying language as
competence or langue presupposes. Instead, the evidence suggests
that the brain is specially attuned to doing language or languaging
(Andresen, 2014; Kendon, 2014).

Additional evidence supporting a multimodal view of
language comes from recent research that suggests that what
has traditionally been considered to be non-linguistic may
in fact be subsumable under grammar and susceptible of
grammatical description. Floyd (2016), describing the obligatory
incorporation of celestial pointing gestures for time-of-day
reference, discusses the possibility of modality hybrid grammars,
which would incorporate gestural forms into the grammar.
Recent work by Schlenker and Chemla (2017), aims to provide
evidence for the grammar-like nature of gestures. Similarly,
Ginzburg and Poesio (2016) offer a formalization of intrinsically
interactional aspects of language, including gestures as well
as disfluencies and non-sentential utterances, with the goal
of demonstrating their grammatical, rule-governed behavior.
This resonates with work by gesture researchers who have
sought to define multimodal approaches to grammar (e.g.,
Mittelberg, 2006; Fricke, 2012), and who have studied aspects
of conventionality in gesture, identifying varying degrees of
conventionality in form-meaning pairings in gesture, used
consistently across speakers within language communities for
conveying certain meanings (e.g., Kendon, 1995, 2004; Calbris,
2011; Bressem and Müller, 2017; Bressem et al., 2017; Müller,
2017). Similarly, elements in the vocal modality not traditionally
considered to be linguistic have been found to exhibit systematic
behavior in terms of discursive and interactional function, e.g.,
research on the use of clicks and percussives (Wright, 2011;
Ogden, 2013) and “filled pauses” like uh and um (Clark and Fox
Tree, 2002).

Technological advances in experimental paradigms, data
collection and analysis further motivate the need for a new
paradigm in the study of language. The need for experimental
control has meant that ecological validity, and the study of
language in more real-world settings, has often been sacrificed
(Hasson and Honey, 2012). Experimental limitations in the
past have thus constrained researchers to the study of certain
aspects of language. These aspects have happened to align with
a langue/competence-type object of study, best represented as
individual words (spoken or written lexemes) and combinations
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of words (spoken or written sentences). “Non-linguistic”
elements, e.g., gradient and iconic elements which naturally
occur in parallel and simultaneously with the abstractable,
formal linguistic elements, were excluded from study (Tromp
et al., 2017). In addition, the wider so-called extra-linguistic
context, given by the environment—full of visual and acoustic
cues—in which language typically occurs was likewise excluded
from study (Knoeferle, 2015). However, new methodologies,
and in particular, combinations of methodologies (e.g., Virtual
Reality environments with ERP, Tromp et al., 2017; eye-tracking
with ERP, Knoeferle, 2015) can improve the interpretation of
data from a single methodology. Overall, the development of
these technologies will support the construction of multimodal
language (in the active sense of doing language) as the new
object of study, whichmore resembles real-world use of language,
rather than being restricted to just one aspect of it (Kendon,
2009). These technologies will allow investigation of the use and
processing of language in more ecologically valid, contextually
rich and communicatively real-world settings.

Renewed interest in the evolutionary origins of language
also points toward a focus on the multimodality of language.
One question that has dominated the discourse on theories
of language evolution concerns the modality of early
communication. Adherents to the “gesture-first” theory of
language (e.g., Corballis, 2002, 2017; Tomasello, 2008; Arbib,
2012) claim that symbolic communication originated in the
visual-manual modality, and that there was, over time, a
transition to the vocal channel as the main carrier of linguistic
function. However, eminent gesture researchers like McNeill
(1992, 2012) and Kendon (2009, 2017) have claimed that
expression in the vocal and visual modalities must have
characterized communication from the very start (see also
Perlman, 2017). The explanation of a “switch” from the visual
to the vocal modality is difficult to motivate, and the tight
semantic and temporal orchestration of multiple channels of
expression and semiotic resources observable today (from corpus
to neuroimaging studies) suggests that utterance construction
has always shown this entanglement of modes. In addition,
the evidence supporting tight hand-mouth coordination and
links between kinesis (e.g., grip) and vocalization (Gentilucci
et al., 2001; Kendon, 2009; Vainio et al., 2013) further support
a view that gives the “speech-kinesis ensemble” (Kendon,
2009) pride of place in the phylogenetic evolution of language.
Interesting perspectives for the interplay of visual and vocal
communication supporting language emergence ab initio comes
from comparative psychology and animal cognition (Leavens,
2003; Gillespie-Lynch et al., 2014) and from the suggestion by
Larsson (2015) that the sounds of tool use and locomotion may
have contributed to language evolution in a similar way as visible
action and motion. Taking “multimodal language” as our object
of study would allow a straightforward reconciliation of such
findings.

Finally, developments in the fields of multilingualism research
and language documentation offer illustrative guides to the
changes that need to be generalized in language theory more
broadly. The field of multilingualism research has recently been
transformed through the notion of translanguaging. Researchers

no longer conceive of code-switching or even code-mixing
as an adequate account of the language behavior of bi-
/multilingual speakers (Li, 2017). Bi-/multilingual speakers do
not switch between or mix different “codes,” as formal systems of
language. Rather, they engage in flexible use of diverse semiotic
repertoires. Kusters et al. (2017) note that in translanguaging
studies, researchers focus on multilingual communication,
but without paying attention to multimodal communicative
resources; while in multimodality studies, researchers do not
attend to multilingual communication. Given the parallels with
respect to the focus on a diverse semiotic repertoire and
dynamic language practice, Kusters et al. (2017) note the
benefits of bringing the fields together, and suggest that the
language practices of signers can offer unique insight into
the use and negotiation of both multimodal and multilingual
repertoires.

Many linguists, especially those studying endangered
languages, have adopted practices consistent with the linguistic
subdiscipline of language documentation (Himmelmann,
2006). The goal of language documentation goes beyond the
production of a (written) grammar of a language. Rather,
the goal is documentation of language use and practice in
order to create a “lasting, multipurpose record of a language”
(Himmelmann, 2006, p. 1). Technological advances have been
a boon here as well. Language documentation demands video-
recordings of language use on as broad a scale as possible,
including different varieties of use, domains of use, and social
interaction. This necessarily includes the multimodality of
language, and attention to multichannel and semiotically
diverse modes of communication. The recognition that the
majority of the world is multilingual is also important here, in
that it points to the inadequacy of characterizing knowledge
of language as residing in an idealized, monolingual speaker
in a homogenous language community (Chomsky, 1965).
Ansaldo (2010, p. 622) suggests that lessons from monolingual
language use and transmission may represent such “exotic
communicative ecologies in the history of human language
evolution [that] the lessons derived from their study, albeit
significant, could well end up being potentially exceptional,
maybe even peripheral to the construction of general theories of
language.”

Similarly, our models of language need to be based on
ecologically valid contexts of multimodal language use (contexts
of doing language)—and not on the “exotic communicative
ecologies” represented by just speech or text. The development
of our hitherto dominant models of language has been based
on only a part of language, the abstractable, linguistic part best
exemplified by written form (McNeill, 1985). A multimodal
language model includes the full complement of fundamental
modes of communication, including depiction, description,
and indexing (Clark, 1996, 2016), and the wider context in
which utterances are constructed and interpreted (Kendon,
2014; Vigliocco et al., 2014; Knoeferle, 2015). In various and
interconnected ways, the studies reviewed above suggest that we
are already on the threshold of a new paradigm. They point to the
large range of elements, both vocal and visual, that contribute in
systematic ways to language use and communicative expression
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and which we should not exclude a priori from the study of
language (See Andrén (2014) for discussion of the nature of the
problem of delineating the “lower limit of gesture”—the problem
of drawing a line between what aspects of “visible action as
utterance” Kendon (2004) to include or exclude from study.).
Wemust remind ourselves that science often progresses precisely
through a redefinition of the object of study. By redefining the
nature and parameters of our concept of “language” we will
be capable of forging this new paradigm adequate to a unified
conception of language as communication, and basing our
theories of language on language as a multimodal phenomenon.
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Signers and speakers coordinate a broad range of intentionally expressive actions
within the spatiotemporal context of their face-to-face interactions (Parmentier, 1994;
Clark, 1996; Johnston, 1996; Kendon, 2004). Varied semiotic repertoires combine
in different ways, the details of which are rooted in the interactions occurring in a
specific time and place (Goodwin, 2000; Kusters et al., 2017). However, intense focus
in linguistics on conventionalized symbolic form/meaning pairings (especially those
which are arbitrary) has obscured the importance of other semiotics in face-to-face
communication. A consequence is that the communicative practices resulting from
diverse ways of being (e.g., deaf, hearing) are not easily united into a global theoretical
framework. Here we promote a theory of language that accounts for how diverse
humans coordinate their semiotic repertoires in face-to-face communication, bringing
together evidence from anthropology, semiotics, gesture studies and linguistics. Our
aim is to facilitate direct comparison of different communicative ecologies. We build
on Clark’s (1996) theory of language use as ‘actioned’ via three methods of signaling:
describing, indicating, and depicting. Each method is fundamentally different to the
other, and they can be used alone or in combination with others during the joint creation
of multimodal ‘composite utterances’ (Enfield, 2009). We argue that a theory of language
must be able to account for all three methods of signaling as they manifest within and
across composite utterances. From this perspective, language—and not only language
use—can be viewed as intentionally communicative action involving the specific range
of semiotic resources available in situated human interactions.

Keywords: sign language, multimodal, semiotics, language, indexicality, depiction

INTRODUCTION

How do humans communicate with each other? One might say there are many paths up the
mountain: a hearing speaker describes the use of a basket fish trap by closely aligning his speech
with manual gestures depicting the shape of the trap and how it functions (Enfield, 2009, p. 188);
a deaf signer unifies lexicalized manual signs within a bodily re-enactment of herself as a young
child to express the sense of surprise and wonder she experienced as she learned signed language
for the first time (Fenlon et al., 2018, p. 96); while a deafblind signer reaches for the hand of a
hearing shopkeeper, gestures “how much?”, and then invites the shopkeeper to trace numbers on
his palm (Kusters, 2017, p. 400). In each context, each individual engages with others in their
environment on their own terms, making use of the various bodily articulators (a voice, hands,
body) and strategies for communicating (speech, visible and tactile actions, numerical symbols)
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available to them in that moment and physical space. In doing
so, they position themselves as independent agents embedded
within an intricate and dynamic network of social relationships,
someone who effects social actions and is affected by others’
actions in turn (Levinson and Enfield, 2006; Enfield, 2013).

Despite the sheer variety of communicative practices
that can be observed, many linguists have historically been
interested in the question of how ‘language’ – defined as
symbolic, conventionalized, and paradigmatic arrangements
for making meaning – works. This has typically involved
analyzing communicative phenomena using a Saussure-inspired
semiological approach in which the linguistic signe is viewed as
a dual entity of ‘signifier’ and ‘signified.’ The focus has therefore
been on those symbolic and conventional pairings of form and
meaning that are componential (e.g., phonology, morphosyntax)
and therefore easier to identify and analyze. Within this
paradigm, the arbitrariness of symbolic signe relationships and
their potentially decontextualized semantic power is emphasized,
while the contextual rootedness and emergent meaningfulness
of semiosis (namely, indexicality and iconicity) is often omitted
(Parmentier, 1994, p. 5). Yet the aspects of language use which
can be analyzed from a structuralist perspective are only part of
the picture of how we engage in social actions and communicate:
they do not explain everything.

While useful for understanding unimodal patterns of language
use, such as the constituency-based analysis of speech or writing,
these conventional symbol-driven approaches have resulted in
theories of language that do not fully consider the semiotic
plurality of human communication, nor how this plurality
interacts with the emergence of such conventional symbols.
Many researchers have challenged this narrow view of language
and have shown how multimodal approaches to language
description are necessary for a holistic understanding of human
communication. For example, researchers from the field of
gesture studies have investigated how to classify and analyze
different types of co-speech gestures (e.g., McNeill, 1992; Goldin-
Meadow, 2003; Streeck, 2009), including the identification of
different types of gestures with respect to their function and
degrees of conventionalization and grammaticalization (e.g.,
Kendon, 2004; Wilcox, 2007; Calbris, 2011; for an overview
see Müller et al., 2013, 2014, especially Bressem, 2013). Signed
language linguists have investigated the coordination of different
types of signs and strategies for making meaning used by
deaf signers (e.g., Sutton-Spence and Woll, 1999; Liddell, 2003;
Johnston, 2012; Vigliocco et al., 2014), including recent efforts to
directly compare the communication of deaf signers with hearing
co-speech gesture (see Perniss et al., 2015, inter alia).

However, there has yet to be a general theory that unifies
this evidence to account for diverse communicative practices.
Furthermore, many researchers continue to work within
paradigms that posit boundaries between ‘language’ and ‘gesture,’
‘linguistic and ‘non-linguistic,’ ‘verbal,’ and ‘non-verbal’ (see
Kendon, 2014). However, as Kendon (2014, p. 3) has argued, “we
must go beyond the issue of trying to set a boundary between
‘language’ and ‘non-language,’ and occupy ourselves, rather, with
an approach that seeks to distinguish these different systems, at
the same time analyzing their interrelations.” How else can we

directly and systematically compare the communicative practices
used by the hearing fisherman and his interactant with those used
by the deaf signer and her friend, or the deafblind signer and
the shopkeeper? If elements of some repertoires are excluded,
our understanding of the complex nature of language variation
and diversity cannot progress. Our approach is rather to seek
an understanding of how diverse humans (e.g., hearing, deaf)
communicate using the semiotic repertoires available to them,
and how the resulting conventions of these ecologies can be
described empirically. To do this, we build upon Clark’s (1996)
theory of language use as ‘actioned’ via three methods of
signaling: describing, indicating, and depicting. These methods
differ fundamentally in how they signify referents, yet each can
be used alone or in combination with others during the joint
creation of multimodal ‘composite utterances’ to effect social
actions (Enfield, 2009).

We use Clark’s (1996) theory as a starting point, because it
is based upon the foundational semiotic principles of ‘symbols,
indices and icons’ first proposed by Peirce (1955). While other
linguists and gesture researchers have also advocated Peircean-
inspired semiotic approaches for analyzing multimodal language
data (e.g., Mittelberg, 2008; Fricke, 2014) – and these approaches
are certainly complementary to the one described here – we
believe that Clark’s theory most clearly marries Kendon’s call for
a ‘comparative semiotics’ of signed and spoken communication
(Kendon, 2008) with existing semiotic approaches adopted by
signed and spoken language linguists (e.g., Liddell, 2003; Enfield,
2009; Dingemanse, 2011; Johnston, 2013b). In taking a semiotic
approach (rather than a formal linguistic or gesture-oriented
one), we also strive for a modality-free understanding of the
function and use of different semiotic acts, and therefore avoid
issues that have arisen in approaches which do not consider more
gradient aspects of meaning (see Okrent, 2002; Liddell, 2003). In
the following sections, we review the literature on communicative
practices and semiotic repertoires from an ecological perspective
(Haugen, 1972; Goodwin, 2000). We describe Clark’s three
methods of signaling and the notion of the composite utterance
(Enfield, 2009). We then bring together evidence from existing
signed and spoken language research, and present examples of
composite utterances from deaf signers and hearing speakers. All
examples are reflective of the everyday practices signers and/or
speakers use to describe, indicate, and/or depict meaning during
their interactions. Finally, we conclude with some thoughts
on re-orienting language theory to account for these varied
communicative practices—thereby underscoring that a theory of
language use should not be fundamentally different from a theory
of language.

COMMUNICATION PRACTICES AND
SEMIOTIC REPERTOIRES

The first step in investigating the communication practices of
diverse humans is to consider the communicative ecologies
in which these practices emerge. Signers and speakers live in
richly dynamic communicative ecologies, in which what we
understand as ‘language’ is just one of many resources available
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for making meaning (see Bühler, 1990/1934; Parmentier, 1994;
Enfield, 2009; Keevallik, 2018). We coordinate varied bodily
articulators (a voice, hands, body) and physical artifacts (e.g.,
paper, sand, mobile phone) to express communicative intent, the
details of which are embedded within interactions occurring in
a specific time and place. For example, in the Western desert
region of Australia, Ngaanyatjarra children may incorporate
alphabetic symbols into their stories drawn in the sand, along
with the more traditional iconographic drawings and objects used
by adults to index and depict referents in these stories. This
youth-driven contribution to established sand story practices
reflects generational literacy differences (Kral and Ellis, 2008;
see also Green, 2014). Shared semiotic resources and modes
of communication within ecologies may therefore be used in
different ways by different individuals at different times.

In this sense then, a communicative ecology is not simply
the environment in which signers and speakers act; it is the
constantly emerging complex shape and history of interactions
between language users and their environment (Haugen, 1972;
Goodwin, 2000). These reciprocal, dynamic interactions give
rise to ‘structural couplings’ (Maturana and Varela, 1987)
between individuals and their environment, which manifest
as varied communication practices. These practices evolve
as signers and speakers draw on all meaningful resources
available to them into a complete, heteroglossic package, i.e.,
the “semiotic repertoire” (Kusters et al., 2017). Within this
cognitive/biosemiotics approach, a key principle is that the
meanings which emerge within ecologies are largely inferential –
more so than symbolic – so that tokens of expression stand in
relation to each other with respect to their specific indexical
properties (Peirce, 1955; see Kravchenko, 2006).

Another, closely-related principle is that the communication
practices which emerge are embedded in the physical
environment in which they occur (Duranti and Goodwin, 1992;
Goodwin, 2000; Keevallik, 2018). This leads to the emergence
of “spatial repertoires” which are defined by the communicative
resources available to interactants in a particular place (Nevile
et al., 2014; Pennycook and Otsuji, 2014). Encounters between
agents in an ecology are developed and maintained over various
time frames, with the effect that “future interactions occur in
a new and adaptive way” (Pickering, 1997, p. 192). Small-scale
social encounters between individuals shape larger scale practices
and vice versa (Agha, 2005, p. 12). Consequently, communicative
practices and repertoires share similarities and differences,
both within specific interactions and across social networks,
depending on where they unfold (Bourdieu, 1991; Agha, 2007;
see also Bernstein, 2003/1971).

Diverse semiotic resources and modes of communication
are used to disambiguate the situated context, whereby
disambiguation is negotiated between interactants during social
interactions via ostensive and inferential acts (LaPolla, 2003,
2005). These notions challenge generative understandings
of situated context as being used to disambiguate fixed
symbolic forms, whereby the interpretation of ostensive-
inferential communication involves a coding-decoding process
(cf. Sperber and Wilson, 1986; Wilson and Sperber, 1993).
However, it is important to note that an individual’s repertoire

is as much determined by the resources they do not have, as
by those they do have (Busch, 2015, p. 14). This factor gains
prominence, for example, during interactions between signers
and/or speakers whose repertoires do not fully align, as they must
actively negotiate which bits of each other’s repertoire can be
used effectively – or not (see e.g., Green, 2015; Harrelson, 2017;
Hodge, forthcoming). Crucially, an acknowledgment of semiotic
diversity enables investigations of signed and spoken languages
to relax from the restraints of ‘structure’ and ‘descriptive
representation’ resulting from the lineage of de Saussure’s
important contributions to linguistics. It re-establishes semiotic
diversity as a foundation upon which to identify and explore
patterns of embodied communication, of which conventionalized
descriptive signaling is just one method, as we will see in the
following sections.

P-SIGNS SIGNALED THROUGH
DESCRIPTION, INDICATION, AND
DEPICTION

The emergence of diverse communicative practices can be at
least partly attributed to the quintessentially face-to-face and
multimodal nature of human interactions (Bavelas et al., 1997;
Kelly, 2002, 2006; Kita, 2003; Tomasello, 2003; Cienki and Müller,
2008; Calbris, 2011; Müller et al., 2013, 2014). Indeed, the
availability of space during face-to-face interactions between deaf
signers has been suggested as “a fact that may influence, and even
constrain, the linguistic [i.e., communicative] system in other
ways” (Johnston, 1996, p. 1). These influences and constraints
manifest in the extensive and habitual integration of tokens of
three types of signs (in a Peircean sense) in face-to-face, situated
discourse: (1) symbols, (2) indices, and (3) icons (Peirce, 1955;
see also Parmentier, 1994; Kockelman, 2005; Mittelberg, 2008;
Enfield, 2009; Fricke, 2014). Here we refer to tokens of these types
of signs as ‘P-signs’ to avoid confusion with other uses of the term
‘sign.’ Clark (1996) proposed that symbols, indices, and icons are
signaled through acts of describing, indicating and depicting.1

Language use is therefore a system of signaling with these three
different methods.

Symbols are form-meaning pairings where it is ‘pre-agreed’
that X stands for Y. Tokens of symbols are fully conventionalized
and thus have both token and type identities (Enfield, 2009, p. 13).
Examples of symbols include the lexicalized manual signs of
deaf signed languages (e.g., the Auslan sign BOOT in Figure 1
and the Norwegian Sign Language sign FATHER in Figure 2),
alternate signed languages (see e.g., Kendon, 1988; Green, 2014),
as well as the spoken or written words of spoken languages
(e.g., the English words booking a flight in Figure 5). It also
includes culturally-specific emblematic manual gestures such as
the OK and THUMBS-UP gestures (see e.g., Sherzer, 1991), and
even conventionalized intonation contours, such as in the English

1Clark (1996) first proposed ‘describing-as,’ ‘indicating’ and ‘demonstration’ as the
names of the three methods of signaling. Here we abbreviate ‘describing-as’ to
‘describing’ and use the term ‘depiction’ instead of ‘demonstration’ to correspond
with more recent signed and spoken language literature (Liddell, 2003; Dudis, 2011;
Dingemanse, 2014; Clark, 2016).
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FIGURE 1 | An example of a composite utterance in Auslan (images used with consent, Johnston, 2008).

FIGURE 2 | An example of a composite utterance in Norwegian Sign Language (images used with consent, Ferrara and Bø, 2015).

utterance “That was cold!” to mean cold-hearted (Liddell, 2003,
pp. 358–361), or those whistled by Pirahã men when hunting
(Everett, 2005).

Clark (1996) proposes that symbols are signaled through
acts of description. It is these descriptions that have been the
primary focus of linguistics. Dingemanse (2015) provides an apt
characterization of descriptions:

Descriptions are typically arbitrary, without a motivated link
between form and meaning. They encode meaning using strings of
symbols with conventional significations, as the letters in the word
“pipe” or the words in a sentence like “the ball flew over the goal.”
These symbols are discrete rather than gradient: small differences
in form do not correspond to analogical differences in meaning. To
interpret descriptions, we decode such strings of symbols according
to a system of conventions (Dingemanse, 2015, pp. 950–951).

It is true that understanding how description works is essential
to language and linguistic theory. However, it is also true that
actual utterances unfolding as parts of specific interactions and
spatiotemporal contexts involve much more than description:
utterances must index actual referents and meanings, and may
therefore also include indices and depictions (Clark, 1996, pp.
161–162).

Indices are forms that anchor communicative events to a
specific time and place. These forms are physically connected
to their referents, e.g., through finger pointing, and work to

create focused joint attention (Clark, 1996, pp. 164–165). Indices,
as opposed to symbols, exhibit both conventional and non-
conventional properties. Enfield (2009, p. 13) describes tokens
of indices as partly-conventional symbolic indexicals that “[glue]
things together, including words, gestures, and (imagined) things
in the world.” These indexed referents may be physically present
and jointly attended, or they may be entirely conceptual and
mapped onto a jointly attended real space (Liddell, 1995).
Indicating is therefore the method of signaling specific referents
via indices using a variety of forms (Clark, 1996). For example,
hearing speakers often signal indices using deictic forms such as
the English function words it and this, as well as hand-pointing,
lip-pointing, and other culturally-specific bodily actions during
which speakers or signers extend parts of their body (or objects
that act as an extension of their body) in a direction toward, or
contacting, some referent in the context of the utterances (Clark,
1996; Kita, 2003; see also Fricke, 2014). The placement of material
objects in a purposeful way in various settings is also a method of
indicating (Clark, 2003).

The physical manifestation of pointing actions may also
depend on whether agents within a given ecology preference
signed or spoken modes of communication, as well as other
constraints such as local, culturally-specific conventions and
frequency of use. For example, analysis of pointing actions
by speakers of Arrernte in Northern Australia has shown that
the physical manifestation of these actions is culturally specific
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(not universal), with different forms potentially differentiating
distinct frames of reference and semantic fields such as near
vs. far proximity, absolute vs. relative space, and/or singular
vs. plural entities (Wilkins, 2003). Corpus-based analysis of
pointing actions produced by deaf native and near-native
signers of Auslan (Australian signed language) from a semiotic
perspective suggested that pointing actions in signed languages
are not fundamentally different to the co-speech pointing actions
produced by hearing speakers, and that the linguistic analysis of
signed language pointing as fully grammaticalized pronominal
forms may not be warranted (Johnston, 2013a,b).

However, one recent comparison of pronominal pointing
in the BSL (British Sign Language) Corpus and the Tavis
Smiley American English dataset found that the self- and
other-directed pointing actions produced by deaf native signers
of BSL are more conventionalized and reduced in form
compared to those produced by hearing non-signing speakers
of American English, although the function of these pointing
acts requires further investigation (Fenlon et al., 2016; see also
Cormier et al., 2013a; Goldin-Meadow and Brentari, 2015).
Within a different language community, the Nheengatú of
Brazil, Floyd (2016) found a quite conventional multimodal
pattern used to reference time. In this community, speakers
produce an auditory articulation coupled with a point to
the sun’s position to refer to different times of day. Thus
regardless of potential fine-grained differences across ecologies,
it is evident that both signers and speakers systematically use
bodily actions to index physical and abstract referents during
their face-to-face interactions. These actions must therefore be
included in a theory of language alongside forms that have
received more attention from linguists, such as spoken or
written deictic markers and pronominal forms, because they
are all essential to understanding how humans signal through
indicating.

Icons, in contrast to symbols and indices, partially depict
meaning through perceptual resemblances (Clark, 1996). Signa-
ling with icons is achieved through ‘demonstrations’ (Clark,
1996) or ‘depictions’ (Liddell, 2003). Paintings and drawings
are prototypical examples of exhibited depictions, but here we
focus on performed depictions co-created between signers and/or
speakers (see Clark, 2016). More specifically, depictions are:

[T]ypically iconic, representing what they stand for in terms of
structural resemblances between form and meaning. They use
material gradiently so that certain changes in form imply analogical
differences in meaning. Consider the varying intensity of the strokes
of paint that represent the shimmer and shadows on Magritte’s
pipe, or the continuous movement of a hand gesture mimicking the
trajectory of a ball. To interpret depictions, we imagine what it is
like to see the thing depicted (Dingemanse, 2015, p. 950).

Depiction signals icons that vary in their degree of
conventionalization across a community. For instance, mimetic
bodily enactments of people, animals or things (also known
as ‘constructed action’ and ‘constructed dialog,’ Tannen, 1989;
Metzger, 1995) used by signers and speakers to ‘show’ meaning
rather than describe it (see Cormier et al., 2015b) are often
analyzed as ‘singular events’ during which interactants interpret

a form as ‘standing for’ a meaning within a specific usage event
(Kockelman, 2005). These standing-for relations “become signs
only when taken as signs in context” (Enfield, 2009, p. 13)
(see the enactment by the Auslan signer in Figure 1 as well
as the constructed dialog produced by the English speaker in
Figure 5).

Across the world’s signed languages, signs often called either
‘depicting’ signs (analyzed as partly lexical signs composed of
conventional and non-conventional elements, see Liddell, 2003)
or ‘classifier’ signs (analyzed as signed manifestations of the
spoken or written classifier morphemes used in many spoken
languages, see Supalla, 2003) represent another way signers can
depict meanings. These signs have been a major focus of signed
language research and describing and accounting for them within
formal and structural theories of language presented an early
challenge for signed language linguists (see e.g., Supalla, 1978;
Klima and Bellugi, 1979), while others emphasized the iconic and
context-dependent nature of these signs (e.g., DeMatteo, 1977;
Johnston, 1989; Cogill-Koez, 2000). Researchers have observed
that depicting signs are both iconically and spatially motivated
while also exhibiting some level of conventionalization. They
function to depict the handling of entities, the size and shape
of entities, the location of entities, and the movement of entities
(e.g., Liddell, 2003; Johnston and Schembri, 2007).

Depicting signs have been compared in varying degrees to the
iconic and metaphoric manual gestures (also known as referential
gestures) produced as part of spoken language discourse (see e.g.,
cf. Emmorey, 2003; Schembri et al., 2005; Streeck, 2009; Cormier
et al., 2012). In addition, researchers investigating co-speech
gesture have established fine-grained methods for detailing how
hearing speakers depict with their hands and prompt meaning
construction through different types of iconicity—often making
a distinction between the hands as they depict the hands doing
various activities vs. the hands depicting another type of referent
(Müller, 1998, 2014, 2016; Kendon, 2004; Streeck, 2009). The
types of gesture that result from these ‘modes of gestural
representation’ are observed to align with the manual enactments
and depicting signs observed across signed languages (Streeck,
2009; Müller, 2014).

The manual depictions briefly detailed above can be compared
with ideophones. Dingemanse (2011, 2014, 2017a) explains that
ideophones are spoken words that depict sensory imagery,
and which are more or less integrated with surrounding
morphosyntax. Examples include the Japanese gorogoro “rolling”
and kibikibi “energetic” (mentioned in Dingemanse, 2017b).
Ideophones function dually as descriptions and depictions,
because of their conventionalized status, although novel
ideophones can also be created within the context of an
interaction. Others have compared ideophones to iconic, lexical
signs in signed languages (e.g., Bergman and Dahl, 1994; Ferrara
and Halvorsen, 2017). In “Composite Utterances Evidenced
Within Hearing/Hearing interactions,” we will present an
example from a Siwu language interaction that includes two
examples of ideophones to illustrate the multimodal, composite
utterances produced by hearing speakers.

Before discussing how P-signs are coordinated during face-
to-face interaction, it is important to note that symbols, indices
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and icons are not exclusive categories—as illustrated by the
introduction to ideophones above. Following Peirce, Clark (1996,
p. 159) notes that “a single sign may have iconic, indexical, and
symbolic properties” (emphasis in the original). For example,
instances of enactment in which a speaker re-constructs an
earlier dialog of themselves or another person might primarily be
interpreted as depictions, but they are more precisely depictions
of prior acts of description. Each depiction (via enactment) of
the earlier event indexes both the original act of describing
and any subsequent depiction of this event. Ideophones are
fully conventional words that have both symbolic and iconic
properties (Dingemanse, 2011). Signed language P-signs also
exhibit multiple properties. Fully conventional lexical signs are
descriptions, but in the case of more iconic lexical signs, they
can also be used as depictions (e.g., the token of the lexical sign
RUN in Figure 2, see also Johnston and Ferrara, 2012; Ferrara and
Halvorsen, 2017). Other signs can be both symbolic and indexical,
such as fully lexical signs that are meaningfully directed in space
to index a referent (Liddell, 2003; Cormier et al., 2015a).

COMPOSITE UTTERANCES IN SIGNED
AND SPOKEN LANGUAGES

Signers and speakers combine the three types of P-signs to
‘tell, show and do’ during face-to-face interactions. This occurs
via the mutual orientation, recognition, and interpretation
of social acts defined as communicative ‘moves.’ Within
communicative moves, tokens of P-signs are temporally and
spatially coordinated to create unified ‘composite utterances’
that are interpreted holistically rather than componentially

(Enfield, 2009). A communicative move may be recognized as
part of an interactional sequence, such as a turn, or more
specifically as an instantiation of a type of linguistic utterance,
such as an intonation unit or clause (see e.g., Thompson and
Couper-Kuhlen, 2005). These moves are further defined by the
temporal domain of ‘conversation time,’ i.e., the moment-by-
moment temporality in which communicative moves unfold.
Enfield (2009, p. 10) uses the term ‘enchrony’ to refer to
conversation time and to differentiate it from historical time, i.e.,
diachrony.

As products of face-to-face interactions, composite utterances
can be analyzed according to both their semiotic properties and
the situated context of the interactions in which they emerge.
With respect to their interpretation, it is the interaction of
the elements within the composition that drives the creation –
or rather, the disambiguation – of a “precise and vivid
understanding” (Kendon, 2004, p. 174) more so than the use of
language per se (see also Armstrong et al., 1995). The preciseness
and vividness of an understanding, however, might be clarified
by using more conventionalized semiotic resources such as
lexicalized words or signs, to frame the less conventionalized
properties of the utterance. For example, deaf signers’ strategic
use of lexicalized signs to index and frame subsequent token
enactments work to clarify who or what is being vividly enacted.
In the same way, it is often the case that the visible bodily actions
created by hearing speakers “cannot be precisely interpreted until
[they are] perceived as part of the gesture-speech ensemble in
which [they are] employed” (Kendon, 2004, p. 169). However,
this relationship is reciprocal. For example, a hearing speaker’s
enactment of throwing rice on the ground makes more salient the
more vivid aspects of the verb ‘throw’ uttered in the speech, while

FIGURE 3 | An example of an Auslan signer indicating, describing, and depicting across composite utterances (images used with consent, see Hodge et al.,
forthcoming for information about this dataset).
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FIGURE 4 | A continuation of the Auslan example in Figure 3 (images used with consent).

the alignment of speech with the enacted actions simultaneously
makes these actions more precise (see the relevant discussion of
this example in Kendon, 2004, p. 169).

The literature on spoken languages, signed languages,
semiotics, gesture studies, and anthropology attests to a wide
range of evidence for the ubiquity of different P-signs and
composite utterances across varied communicative ecologies. For
example, the use of co-speech pointing actions to symbolically
index physical and abstract referents – and very often their
simultaneous temporal and semantic alignment with speech –
have been described for diverse language ecologies such as the
Cuna people of Panama (Sherzer, 1972), the Yupno people
of Papua New Guinea and speakers of American English
(Cooperrider et al., 2014), Murrinhpatha in Northern Australia
(Blythe et al., 2016), Kreol Seselwa in the Seychelles (Brück,
2016), and speakers of Nheengatú in Brazil (Floyd, 2016).
Across these ecologies, pointing is both a plurifunctional
and multimodal referential strategy (integrating bodily actions,
posture orientations and eye gaze either with or without speech)
that patterns along formal, semantic, and spatiotemporal lines.

Additional research into hearing speaker’s use of co-speech
gesture has shown that speakers’ manual gestures offer either
complementary or supplementary semantic information, or
perform the same pragmatic function, as the spoken utterance
(McNeill, 1992; Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Kendon, 2004; Calbris,
2011). Other manual gestures often co-occur with speech in
various ways to achieve nuanced semantic understandings. Kita

and Özyürek’s (2003) cross-linguistic comparison of speech and
gesture ensembles produced during elicited narratives in Turkish,
English, and Japanese found that speakers of all three languages
consistently produce manual depictions of the same motion
events. The exact manifestation of depicting actions varies
between languages and appears to be shaped by grammatical
structure (i.e., linguistic packaging), the lexical content of the
speech utterance, and also spatial information in the elicited
materials that was never expressed verbally in the speech acts.
Loehr’s (2012) analysis of the integration of intonation and
manual gestures produced by English speakers indicates there is
a strong temporal, structural, and pragmatic synchrony between
speaker’s speech and gestural production. For example, Loehr
describes how one hearing English speaker uses manual gesture
and a steep L+H∗ pitch accent to highlight a contrast between a
present state being described and an earlier one (Loehr, 2012,
pp. 84–85).

It has also long been observed that tokens of manual
depictions or bodily enactments may replace constituent ‘slots’
in spoken composite utterances that are usually ‘occupied’ by
conventionalized words (Slama-Cazacu, 1973; Kendon, 1988;
McNeill, 2012). Slama-Cazacu (1973, p. 180) described this
process as producing a “mixed syntax” within the interaction.
Ladewig’s (2014) research on manual gestures that replace speech
within an utterance demonstrate how such gestures may function
as verbs and nouns and are understood partly through the
surrounding speech. She uses these observations as further
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evidence that language is multimodal. Clark (2016) explains
that depictions are a part of everyday utterances and that they
may function as various types of constituents (e.g., a noun
phrase, an object of a verb, a non-restricted relative clauses)
or independently. The use of enactment in spoken language
interactions has also been shown to co-occur and interact with
the more conventional aspects of speech (Sidnell, 2006; Keevallik,
2018) – particularly when it is used for direct quotation (Bolden,
2004; Park, 2009; De Brabanter, 2010; Sams, 2010). Comparable
patterns have also been described for signed language interactions
(e.g., Metzger, 1995; Quinto-Pozos, 2007; Cormier et al., 2013b;
Ferrara and Johnston, 2014).

Although not undertaken explicitly using a composite
utterance approach, one investigation of clause structure in
FinSL (Finnish Sign Language) found that deaf signers use
variable constituent order and frequently omit overt argument
expression from their utterances (Jantunen, 2008). Jantunen
(2008, p. 112) also identified ample evidence of “important
pantomimic aspects,” i.e., enactment, which could not be handled
in existing frameworks for analyzing clause structure. Indeed,
corpus-based analysis of the clause-like composite utterances in
elicited retellings by deaf signers of Auslan has shown that tokens
of enactment are frequently and tightly integrated into Auslan
syntax at the clause level, e.g., a token of enactment may function
as a core predicate constituent. Signers also use enactment to
elaborate aspects of their narratives that are encoded lexically and
may even rely solely on enactment to show and infer semantic
relations between participants and events in a story, instead of
explicitly encoding these relations via fully lexicalized manual
signs and other conventionalized strategies of morphosyntax
(Ferrara and Johnston, 2014; Hodge and Johnston, 2014). In
some ways, these findings mirror findings on the integration of
enactment and gesture in spoken language discourse mentioned
above.

Investigations of BSL and Auslan have found that signers
typically frame their enactments with lexical noun phrases
and/or pointing actions, which function to index the referent
subsequently enacted with the signer’s body (Cormier et al.,
2013b; Ferrara and Johnston, 2014). Ferrara (2012) analyzed
more than 5,000 composite utterances containing depicting
signs produced by Auslan signers during elicited retellings and
conversational activities. She found that these tokens of partly
lexical signs often combined with other types of signs, but
could also stand alone as full utterances. Another corpus-based
analysis of approximately 1,000 clause-like composite utterances
produced by Auslan signers during elicited retellings found that
one in three tokens of core argument or predicate expression
in single, stand-alone utterances was a partly-lexical pointing or
depicting sign, or a token of enactment (Hodge and Johnston,
2014). More recently, Janzen (2017) has discussed topic-
comment constructions and perspective-taking constructions
(i.e., character viewpoints versus signer-as-narrator viewpoints)
in American Sign Language (ASL) as composite utterances.

These studies illustrate how some patterns of argument
structure and multimodal utterance composition constitute
strategies of situated co-construction that emerge as the
interactions unfold, and are therefore highly dependent on the

spatiotemporal context for recognition and interpretation. Given
the essential role that indicating and depicting plays in signed
interactions, these methods of signaling must be accounted for
in signed language theory – as indeed they have been, albeit
in various ways. We have seen that speakers also engage these
methods of signaling. Thus, as signers and speakers both integrate
multimodal indications and depictions into their utterances
alongside descriptions in fairly conventional ways, a robust
theory of language must be able to account for all three methods
of signaling, even though token forms may vary in degree of
conventionalization and how they are expressed across various
language ecologies.

In the following sections, examples of composite utterances
from deaf and hearing interactions are presented and discussed.
First, two brief examples from interactions between deaf people
are presented to illustrate how signers coordinate different types
of P-signs within signed composite utterances. We then present
an extended example that shows how deaf signers describe,
indicate, and depict across longer stretches of interaction. In
later sections, these examples are compared with examples
from interactions between hearing speakers. Our aim is to
demonstrate the coordinated signaling of description, depiction,
and indication evidenced in both signed and spoken language
interactions and achieve comparable analyses for both. We argue
that Clark’s theory of language use is a strong starting point
for uniting the communicative practices emerging within diverse
ecologies under one theory of language. In this way, we extend
Clark’s theory of language use to a theory of language.

COMPOSITE UTTERANCES EVIDENCED
WITHIN DEAF/DEAF INTERACTIONS

A first example of a composite utterance evidenced in a deaf/deaf
interaction is produced by a deaf Auslan signer re-telling Frog,
Where Are You? (Mayer, 1969) to another deaf signer (Figure 1).
During the story, a little boy searches for his missing pet frog.
In retelling one moment of the story, the signer produces a
composite utterance that both depicts and describes the boy
as he picks up a boot and looks inside it. The signer begins
with an enactment of the boy holding something over his
head (i.e., a depiction), using eye gaze and facial orientation
to index an as-yet un-named referent to a specific location in
the signing space. This enactment is followed by a fingerspelled
English word (‘boot’) and the lexical Auslan sign BOOT (i.e., a
description of the object held by the boy). The signer completes
his move with another enactment of the boy holding up the
boot and looking into it (again, simultaneously depicting the
event and indexing referents within the event). In this way,
the signer coordinates different acts of description, indication,
and depiction to create a composite utterance recounting a
moment in the boy’s search for the frog. The initial enactment is
elaborated retrospectively through the description of the referent
‘boot’ in both English and Auslan. The second iteration of
the enactment enables the signer’s interactant to once again
perceive what happened, but with clarified knowledge about the
imagined object the boy (or rather, the signer as boy) was holding.
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In this composite utterance, the descriptions, indications, and
depictions are essential to understanding the meaning. Without
the depictions, for example, all that would remain is a (bilingual)
description of the referent ‘boot,’ which does little to move the
story forward. In this example, we see that the availability of
bodily enactment precludes the need to formulate a description
through fully conventionalized lexis and grammar. We contend
that such practices, based in the essentially face-to-face nature
of interaction, have been able to fundamentally shape the signed
languages of deaf communities (Johnston, 1996).

A second example further illustrates the nature of signed
language communication by detailing a composite utterance
produced as part of an informal conversation between three deaf
Norwegians (Figure 2). The signer has almost finished detailing
a personal experience about her childhood. She recounts how her
father would have to physically come and find her when she was
out playing, because she could not hear his calls. Her utterance
begins with the signs POINT FATHER, thereby naming ‘father’ as
the actor referent. The pointing action serves to index her own
father, as opposed to someone else’s. The signer then elaborates
her father’s actions by exploiting the gradient properties of the
fully conventionalized sign RUN to express how her father would
have to run (and find her). Her skillful manipulation of this lexical
sign has the effect of profiling both descriptive and depictive
elements of her expression. She ends this composite utterance by
enacting her father as he ran to her, reached out and physically
took hold of her, thus also indexing her young self as a referent
through eye gaze and meaningful use of space. This depiction
(which essentially functions as a verb) is framed by the phrase
that both indicates and describes her father as the actor referent.
As in the Auslan example, these descriptions, indications, and
depictions are all integral to the intended meaning and must
be interpreted holistically. If we were to focus only on the most
conventionalized aspects of this utterance, i.e., the descriptive
signs FATHER and RUN, then we would be left with only a partial
understanding and analysis.

These two brief examples illustrate how deaf signers produce
descriptions, indications, and depictions through manual and
non-manual actions within composite utterances to express
complex meanings. These methods of signaling cannot be easily
isolated or divided from each other: they must be accounted
for as integrated signals. The processes of describing, indicating,
and depicting can be further clarified by examining an extended
interaction between two deaf signers conversing in Auslan, i.e., a
sequence of communicative moves comprising an interactional
event (Figures 3, 4). Both signers are teachers of Auslan in
Melbourne, engaging in a metalinguistic discussion about the
strategies signers use to exploit and expand the comparably
small lexicons of signed languages. This example consists of five
composite utterances over 8 s. It was documented during the
conversation task session for the Auslan and Australian English
Corpus (Hodge et al., forthcoming).

The signer begins by producing three modified iterations
of the fully conventionalized sign TABLE. By manipulating
the depictive characteristics of the symbol TABLE, i.e., the
resemblance in shape to a prototypical table, each iteration
differentiates three tables of different sizes (Figure 3). Signers

exploit the iconic nature of signs in such ways as to manipulate
meaning construction, and in doing so, they profile the dual
function of many signs as descriptions and depictions (see also
the sign RUN in the Norwegian Sign Language example in
Figure 2; Johnston and Ferrara, 2012; Ferrara and Halvorsen,
2017). Comparable manipulations of iconic words have been
observed in spoken languages (e.g., Dingemanse and Akita, 2016;
Dingemanse, 2017a), which points to interesting similarities and
differences between signed and spoken language ecologies.

Although these are just three versions of the lexical sign
TABLE, the signer further explains that with different non-manual
actions, one can multiply the meanings of these three signs. He
does this by first describing his previous actions as ‘three signs’
via the fully conventional lexical signs (THREE SIGN THREE)
and mouthings of the conventional English words ‘three’ and
‘sign’ (also illustrated in Figure 3). Using his right hand, he then
points to the sign THREE, which was preserved on his left hand
(Figure 4). This is possible because signers can hold signs over
periods of time, creating possibilities of future interaction with
those signs as physical entities. Although speakers are unable to
hold spoken words over time while also continuing to speak,
they can produce manual gestures that they interact with as
physical entities.2 The signer’s point to the sign THREE indexes the
three signs depicting the differently-sized tables produced earlier.
He then repeats these depictions while adding various mouth
movements and non-manual actions to this reproduction (see the
top row in Figure 4). The signer concludes by explaining that
these non-manual actions “multiply the meanings of signs” (thus
justifying why deaf signed languages do not require extensive
manual signed lexicons). This explanation is expressed through
a pointing sign that indicates his mouth (and thereby indexes the
various movements undertaken during the preceding depictions)
and a description (the lexical sign MULTIPLY), which explains
the multiplying effect such non-manuals have on the meanings
of signs. Again, this example demonstrates how methods for
description, indication, and depiction are integrated within
composite utterances. By focusing on one method of signaling
only, we are unable to account for the full expression of the
utterance – too much would be left out.

The three examples presented in this section show that
deaf signers make strategic choices during the co-creation of
composite utterances. Face-to-face interaction allows for the
extensive use of all three methods of signaling, but particularly
promotes the use of methods for indicating and depicting. The
availability of space in deaf signed language interactions, we have
seen, means that signers often rely heavily on indication and
depiction for meaning construction. This has implications for the
use of descriptions as well as the development of the inventory of
conventionalized symbols which emerge within ecologies that are
primarily (or in the case of deaf signed interactions, exclusively)
face-to-face. Thus, theories of language which account only
for conventionalized symbolic forms and the descriptions that
signal them are incomplete, while also hindering an accurate
understanding of how description works in combination with
the other two methods of signaling (see also Liddell, 2003,

2Our thanks to a reviewer for pointing this out.
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p. 362). Furthermore, the research reviewed in earlier sections has
illustrated how hearing speakers also engage all three methods
of signaling. One possible way to unite this knowledge into a
global theory of language is to extend Clark’s theory of (spoken)
language use to that of language more generally, thus integrating
findings from signed language linguistics, gesture research, and
other disciplines into linguistic theory. More importantly, we
can begin to understand how diverse humans communicate with
each other without drawing haphazard and somewhat arbitrary
lines around what is ‘linguistic’ and ‘non-linguistic.’ In the next
section, we examine some examples of composite utterances
evidenced in spoken language interactions to further demonstrate
this position.

COMPOSITE UTTERANCES EVIDENCED
WITHIN HEARING/HEARING
INTERACTIONS

In this section, we turn our focus to examples of composite
utterances produced during interactions between hearing
speakers. By contrasting the composite utterances produced
during deaf/deaf interactions with those produced during
hearing/hearing interactions, we can begin to consider exactly
how the communicative ecologies of signers and speakers may
shape their coordination of methods for describing, indicating,
and depicting within composite utterances. Firstly, an example
from the literature briefly illustrates how hearing speakers create
semantic and structural synchrony within their multimodal
composite utterances:

[1] Ideophones and co-occurring manual gesture integrated with
Siwu speech utterances (Dingemanse, 2014, p. 392):

gO O-nyà O-s ὲ Õ-ã´-bo,
when 3sg-see 3sg-hab 3sg-fut-reach
gO O-nyà Odi àra,
when 3sg-see 3sg-take things,
“So when he got there, when he undressed,

gO O-nyà kùgO O-nya, ↑↑walayayayayaya↑↑
when 3sg-see how 3sg-see, idph.walayayayayaya
just when he’s about to – walayayayayaya!” ((gestures waves of
water passing over skin))

oh, O-tsùè pelepelepelepele
oh, 3sg:pst-burn idph.completely
“Oh, he was scalded all over.”

In Example [1], the Siwu speaker depicts what happened to the
king during an unfortunate bath by using conventional and non-
conventional ideophones (walayayayayaya and pelepelepelepele)
and manual gesture, while also describing what happened
using fully conventionalized Siwu words and grammatical
constructions. There are also examples of deictic morphemes (O)
that indicate the king as referent.

Similarly, Green and Wilkins (2014, p. 252) investigated the
alternate signed language practices used by Arandic speaking
communities of Central Australia and found that speakers

FIGURE 5 | An example of an Australian English speaker describing,
indicating, and depicting across composite utterances (images used with
consent, see Hodge et al., forthcoming for information about this dataset).

habitually coordinate composite, multimodal packages with and
without speech. These composite utterances involve different
semiotic elements, including graphic depictions drawn in the
sand, spoken words, and conventionalized signs produced with
the hands, whereby each element serves to disambiguate the
others. These patterns are akin to the ways in which Australian
and Norwegian deaf signers use fully conventionalized signs and
words to disambiguate their bodily enactments (see Composite
Utterances Evidenced Within Deaf/Deaf Interactions). In each
case, both signers and speakers make strategic, moment-by-
moment choices about how to disambiguate the context of
the interaction and prompt meaning construction, and then
execute these choices by drawing from their available semiotic
repertoire. A theory of language should be fully compatible
with these choices by including both emerging and established
communicative practices.

The next example involves composite utterances produced
during an informal conversation between two hearing Australian
English speakers. It was documented during the conversation task
session for the Auslan and Australian English Corpus (Hodge
et al., forthcoming). During this interaction, a hearing woman
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FIGURE 6 | A continuation of the Australian English example in Figure 5
(images used with consent).

is chatting to her brother about a previous experience booking
a flight for travel in Europe. She explains how she compared
two airlines and discovered that the low-cost airline was not
so low-cost after all. She does this by coordinating her speech,
hand, and body in acts of description, indication, and depiction.
This example is presented in Figures 5, 6 with relevant images
of meaningful hand and body movements aligned with co-
occurring periods of speech (represented in bold).

The example begins in Figure 5 with two utterances that
introduce the topic through a description using spoken English
lexis and syntax: “Cuz you know when I was booking a flight to
go from . . .Frankfurt to Barcelona.” The speaker then makes eye-
contact with her brother (who was engaged with picking up a
glass and taking a sip of water while she spoke) as he provides a
confirmatory “Mmm.” She continues with a composite utterance
that describes with speech the possible choice of two airlines. As
she names the two airlines, she produces hand movements to
indicate the two choices and locate the choices in space. These
pointing actions also work to set the two choices up in opposition:
she points her hands joined at the fingertips to the left of her
leg to indicate Lufthansa, and then to the right to indicate a
Spanish airline. This multimodal, composite utterance effectively
presents the topic of conversation—namely a comparison of two
airlines—through acts of description and indication.

In the next composite utterance, the speaker presents the first
part of her comparison by combining speech, hand and head

movements, and facial expression to describe and depict her
thought process (And I was like “Lufthansa includes everything”).
The utterance begins with the English construction And I
was like, which works to frame the subsequent depiction of
(presumably) a thought process. The spoken part of this depiction
is synchronized with the speaker raising her hands and shifting
her gaze upward to demonstrate that the price from Lufthansa
would be all-inclusive. Her hand movements in this utterance
resemble what Kendon (2004) refers to as the Open Hand Supine
gesture (OHS, in this case, a two-handed version), which has been
analyzed as a gesture that relates to acts of receiving. Here, we
can interpret this gesture as contributing to the meaning of the
depiction that one receives everything included with a Lufthansa
ticket, which may justify its higher initial price.

The speaker’s next composite utterance works to link the
current interaction back to earlier comments her brother had
made about the Australian low-cost airline Jetstar. She begins
with a very brief manual indication to the Spanish airlines by
producing another instance of an OHS gesture (this time on only
the right hand) that she places on her right – notably, in the
same space that indicated the Spanish airlines at the beginning
of the example. Without directed movement, we may interpret
this gesture as a Palm Presenting version of the OHS that presents
the Spanish airlines as a focus. However, its function to indicate
the Spanish airlines through meaningful location in space may
mean this gesture is best analyzed as a Palm Addressed OHS
gesture (see Kendon, 2004, Chapter 13). In any case, the gesture
is accompanied by, and elaborated upon, with a description
in spoken English, “Spanish airlines.” This phrase is followed
by further description in spoken English that clarifies that the
Spanish airline is similar to Jetstar. As the speaker utters this
description, she once again produces an OHS gesture; this time
a clearer example of the Palm Addressed type. She moves this
gesture toward her brother, while also shaking the hand laterally,
effectively acknowledging and indicating his earlier comments
about Jetstar and their hidden costs.

The speaker then continues with two composite utterances
that describe with speech the calculations she did to compare the
costs between the airlines: “And like when I worked it out, the cost
was the same.” While uttering these descriptions, the speaker also
synchronizes a co-speech manual depiction comparing the two
prices. This manual gesture can possibly be analyzed as depicting
the ‘weighing of objects’ on a scale—the hands representing the
surfaces of the two sides of the scale, which objects are placed
upon [i.e., Müller’s (2014) representing gestures or Kendon’s
(2004) modeling gestures]. An alternative analysis interprets the
two hands as two calculations, again, representing gestures, that
allow the speaker to visually inspect the choices. This example
concludes with a framed depiction of the speaker’s final decision:
So I just thought “I’ll go with Lufthansa.”

Overall, the acts of description, indication, and depiction
coordinated within these composite utterances are very similar to
the signaling acts produced during deaf/deaf interactions detailed
in Section “Composite Utterances Evidenced Within Deaf/Deaf
Interactions” and the hearing speaker in example [1] above.
However, one difference between deaf/deaf and hearing/hearing
interactions is immediately apparent: speakers recruit speech and
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sound into their composite utterances in addition to visible bodily
actions, whereas deaf signers typically only do this when they
know the other person can hear. This fundamental difference
reflects the respective lifeworlds and communicative ecologies of
deaf and hearing people. The availability sound, or lack thereof,
has important implications for analyzing and comparing signed
and spoken interactions.

RE-ORIENTING LANGUAGE THEORY TO
REFLECT MULTIMODAL LANGUAGE AS
ACTION

In this paper, we have extended Clark’s (1996) theory of language
use to acknowledge that language and language use cannot
be divided and to account for the diverse yet comparable
communication practices which emerge during deaf/deaf and
hearing/hearing interactions. As Dingemanse (2017b, p. 195) has
commented, the tools we use to investigate language (i.e., our
methods and theories) “enhance our powers of observation at
one level of granularity (at the expense of others), and they
bring certain phenomena in focus (defocusing others).” He
suggests that sometimes these tools need to be recalibrated.
In this paper, we have proposed re-calibrating traditional,
structural theories of language with a more holistic theory
that conceptualizes language as ‘actioned’ via three methods
of signaling: describing, indicating and depicting. Evidence
from the existing literature on signed and spoken languages
demonstrates that these three methods of signaling are essential
to understanding face-to-face communication. We have shown
how both deaf signers and hearing speakers describe, indicate,
and depict within composite utterances. In addition to signaling
through description, both signers and speakers signal through
indication and depiction within the spatiotemporal context of
their unfolding interactions, although the exact manifestations
of these patterns diverge according to the availability of

sound. These patterns attest to the pluralistic complexity of
human communication and the varied semiotic repertoires
which emerge within specific language ecologies. If we are
to strive for robust and complex understandings of both
signed and spoken language use, any language theory must
acknowledge the broad range of intentionally expressive actions
available to agents within specific spatiotemporal contexts, and
the complex ecologies in which signers and speakers live.
This can be achieved through direct comparison of the ways
in which diverse humans produce and coordinate acts of
description, indication, and depiction during their face-to-face
interactions.
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The goal of the article is to offer a framework against which relations between gesture
and sign can be systematically explored beyond the current literature. It does so by (a)
reconstructing the history of the discussion in the field of gesture studies, focusing on
three leading positions (Kendon, McNeill, and Goldin-Meadow); and (b) by formulating
a position to illustrate how this can be achieved. The paper concludes by emphasizing
the need for systematic cross-linguistic research on multimodal use of language in its
signed and spoken forms.

Keywords: gesture and sign, McNeill’s gesture-sign continua, multimodality of language use, singular gestures,
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INTRODUCTION

Throughout the relatively short history of gesture studies, the relation between gesture and sign
continues to figure as a central topic. For sign language studies, the question has politically
been a highly delicate one, and it remains a vital issue in contemporary sign language research.
Fortunately, today, we are in a position to discuss the relation between gesture and sign against
the solid background of sign language studies, leaving no doubts concerning the fundamentally
linguistic nature of signed languages (Kendon, 2004, 2008, 2014; Steinbach et al., 2012; Goldin-
Meadow and Brentari, 2017). Against this background, discussions of the relation between gesture
and sign can be very openly reconsidered.

Recent contributions to this discussion are the paper by Susan Goldin-Meadow and Diane
Brentari “Gesture, sign, and language: The coming of age of sign language and gesture studies,”
published in 2017, and Kendon’s (2014) “Semiotic diversity in utterance production and the
‘concept’ of language.” The two publications come to very different conclusions concerning the
relation between gesture and sign. While Kendon’s work on gesture and sign lays out a multitude
of ways in which gestures and sign “are on common ground” (Kendon, 2004, chapter 15), Goldin-
Meadow highlights differences between gesture and sign early on, postulating a ‘cataclysmic break’
between the two (Singleton et al., 1995). Informed by McNeill’s theory of gesture, this idea involves
a focus on spontaneously created gestures and on gestures that “predict learning” (Goldin-Meadow
and Brentari, 2017, p. 1).

Kendon, on the other hand, used the term ‘gesture’ in a much broader sense. In his 2004
book, Gesture: Visible Action as Utterance, he suggests to use the term ‘gesture’ as “a label for
actions that have the features of manifest deliberate expressiveness” (Kendon, 2004, p. 15; see
Müller, 2014a for a minute appreciation of Kendon’s notion of gestures as movements displaying
deliberate expressiveness). In 2013 he suggests employing “utterance visible action” to refer to what
is commonly referred to as ‘gesture’: “In this essay, I offer a survey of the main questions with which
I have been engaged in regard to “gesture,” or, as I prefer to call it, and as will be explained below,
“utterance visible action.” (Kendon, 2013, p. 7). His work on ‘utterance visible action’ concentrates
on hand movements, as indicated in an article the following year: “And although visible bodily
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actions in the torso, head and face can and do play roles in what
is said in an utterance, here I shall concentrate upon the way
hand actions interact with what is spoken in the production of
content.” (Kendon, 2014, p. 4). Kendon comes to the conclusion
that the question of how gesture and sign relate must be shifted to
“how visible bodily action is used in utterance construction” and
“becomes as much a part of the study of speakers as, necessarily,
it is already a part of the study of signers” (Kendon, 2014,
p. 13).

Rather than starting with the current positions in that
debate, this article offers a historical reconstruction of the
discussion of the gesture-sign relation carried out in the
field of gesture studies. Why it is useful to look back in
close detail? We tend to assume, particularly in psychology
and the cognitive sciences, that academic knowledge advances
continuously, making publications quickly look ‘outdated’ and
‘overtaken’ by more recent ones. The underlying assumption
is that more recent publications are the more knowledgeable
and offer the most up to date state of the art of academic
research. Sometimes, however, the most recent debates carry
the burden of ‘older’ discussions – often implicitly. For
the discussion concerning the relation between gesture and
sign this is definitely the case. One goal of this paper is
therefore to exemplify that a close reading of the history of
a scholarly discussion may not only help evaluate current
positions, but indeed may still offer valuable insights, ideas,
concepts or analytical criteria to work with. Given the scope
of this paper, the focus is on the discussion of the relation
between gesture and sign as it was led in the field of gesture
studies.

Note that what is presented here is a close reading of the
writings of Kendon, McNeill, and Goldin-Meadow (and also
her 2017 co-author Diane Brentari). Put differently, it is an
analysis of their lines or argumentation as presented in the
texts. It is not a reconstruction of their current opinions. It
aims instead at presenting a history of the development of
an academic discussion on the relation between gesture and
sign from a point of view of linguistic gesture studies (Müller
et al., 2013b). The paper thus presents the author’s view of the
arguments. To substantiate this reconstruction, many quotations
of the original formulations are included. The figures in the
article are analyses of argumentations as reconstructed by the
author.

The paper begins with a reconstruction of the relation
between gesture and sign in three seminal strands of work:
Kendon on gestures, visible actions as utterances, which
include sign; McNeill and his reading of Kendon’s work,
and his highly influential model of gesture-sign continua;
and Goldin-Meadow’s idea of a cataclysmic break between
gesture and sign. I show how Kendon’s work highlights
commonalities, how McNeill underlines differences and
discontinuities, and the grounds on which Goldin-Meadow
comes to postulate a categorical divide between gesture and
sign.

In the second part of the article, I draw on and develop
Kendon’s work to counter Goldin-Meadow’s position. The
theoretical framework against which this counter position

is formulated adopts a concept of language as inherently
multimodal, usage-based, and dynamic (Müller, 2007a, 2008;
Müller et al., 2013a) and assumes an understanding of gesture
as deliberate expressive movement (Müller, 2014a). The
term gesture covers the full spectrum of co-speech gestures:
singular, recurrent, and emblematic (Müller, 2010, 2017).
The three types of gestures differ with regard to forms and
degrees of conventionalization and with regard to their
typical linguistic and communicative functions. Singular
gestures are created on the spot; although they are based
on a culturally shared repertoire of techniques of gesture
creation (e.g., gestural modes of representation Müller, 1998a,b,
2014b, 2016), the specific realizations in a given context
are rather free and spontaneous. Recurrent gestures “merge
conventional and idiosyncratic elements and occupy a place
between spontaneously created singular and emblems as fully
conventionalized gestural expressions on a continuum of
increasing conventionalization,” and “involve emergent de-
compositions of gestural movements into smaller concomitant
gestalts” (Müller, 2017, p. 276). Emblematic gestures are
fully conventionalized gestural movements. Functionally,
the three types of gestures differ in that singular gestures
mostly serve ‘lexical’ functions, for instance as attributes
(Fricke, 2013); recurrent gestures mostly serve pragmatic
functions (Bressem and Müller, 2014a; Ladewig, 2014b),
as do emblematic gestures (Teßendorf, 2013). However,
while singular and recurrent gestures operate upon spoken
language utterances (contributing semantically or meta-
communicatively), emblems mostly realize full speech-acts,
for example the ‘okay gesture’ (Müller, 2010, 2014c). These
gestural speech-acts can entail vocalizations or sometimes
be paralleled by a verbal speech-act (sometimes this is the
case with insults). Often they are used to replace a spoken
language utterance. The three kinds of gestures operate as
prototype categories, that is, they are not separated by sharp
boundaries, their relations are dynamic. Throughout this
paper the terms ‘singular gestures,’ ‘recurrent gestures,’ and
‘emblematic gestures’ are used as meta-terms to keep track of the
different ways in which the term ‘gesture’ is used in the various
frameworks discussed. Against this theoretical background,
dynamic relations between gesture and sign are discussed.
Such relations concern (a) historical change from gesture to
sign, and (b) synchronic comparison of spoken and signed
languages. The former includes lexicalization processes; the
latter involves functional integration of gestures within a signed
or spoken utterance (multimodal language use), and contact
situations between spoken and signed languages (e.g., recurrent
gestures used in Sign Language, or signing entering spoken
languages).

The paper thus offers a framework against which the
relations between gesture and sign can be systematically explored
further by reconstructing the history of the discussion in
the field of gesture studies and by formulating a position to
illustrate how this can be achieved. The paper concludes by
emphasizing the need for systematic cross-linguistic research
on the multimodal use of language in its signed and spoken
forms.
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GESTURE-SIGN CONTINUA AND
GESTURE AS UTTERANCE VISIBLE
ACTION: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
DISCUSSION IN GESTURE STUDIES

At least as far back as the Enlightenment we find reflections on
the relation between gesture and sign (Copple, 2013; Kendon,
1975, 2002, 2004, chapter 3; Lane, 1979; Müller, 1998b, p. 51–53).
One of the major reasons why this interest continues to motivate
contemporary discussions is that the question of how gestures
and signs relate to one another promises to provide insights into
the nature and the origins of language itself (Kendon, 2002, 2008,
2014; McNeill, 2012, 2013; Wilcox, 2013).

A seminal moment in contemporary gesture studies was
the publication of McNeill’s provocative paper “So you think
gestures are non-verbal” (1985) with which he challenged the,
at the time, dominant assumption that gestures were to be
considered as not being related to language proper. Gestures
were considered to be part of non-verbal communication, clearly
and fundamentally different from language. Social psychologists
Ekman and Friesen (1969) had presented a classification of non-
verbal behavior, conceiving of hand gestures as illustrators to
the stream of speech. Drawing on psycholinguistic evidence
Feyereisen (1987),Butterworth and Hadar (1989) suggested a
fundamental difference between gestures and speech (for an
overview see Hadar, 2013). McNeill countered this position
and engaged in a lively controversy with the then prevailing
understanding of gesture as unrelated to language (McNeill,
1985, 1987, 1989). The importance of this discussion for gesture
studies cannot be stressed enough. McNeill prepared the ground
for a psychological and linguistic perspective on gesture, and
showed that gesture is a highly valuable object of study for
both psychologists and linguists. With the advent of Cognitive
Science in the 1980s and 1990s, his model of gesture and
speech as forming one integrated system opened the doors for
linguists to study gesture. McNeill’s (1992) monograph Hand
and mind. What gestures reveal about thought paved the way for
gesture studies to emerge as a field. In McNeill’s psychological
model, gesture and speech are two sides of language, each
reflecting fundamentally different forms of thought (imagistic vs.
propositional), but both indispensable because their categorical
difference drives thinking as people are speaking. Kendon also
adopted a critical stance toward the idea of gestures as forms
of non-verbal communication. Already by Kendon (1972) had
demonstrated the intimate link between gesture and speaking,
and showed (in Kendon, 1980d) that gesture and speech are “two
aspects of the process of utterance” (see also Kendon, 1983).
Kendon’s work thus historically anticipated McNeill’s. This is
reflected in the manifold references to Kendon’s work in McNeill’s
early writings on gesture.

Highlighting Commonalities: Gestures
and Signs as Utterance Visible Actions
(Kendon)
Kendon underlined the tight integration of gestures with speech
in the process of utterance formation. In Kendon (1980c), he

showed that gesticulation units are temporally aligned with
‘speech units’ and must be considered “an alternate manifestation
of the process by which ‘ideas’ are encoded into patterns of
behavior which can be apprehended by others as reportive
of those ideas. It is as if the process of utterance has two
channels of output into behavior: one by way of speech,
the other by way of bodily movement.” (Kendon, 1980d,
p. 218). In contrast to McNeill, however, Kendon’s interest in
gesture early on included conventionalized gestures, so-called
‘emblems’ (Efron, 1941; Ekman and Friesen, 1969; Kendon,
1981, 1984), or ‘quotable gestures’ (Kendon, 1992) and, with
his move to Australia, signed languages increasingly attracted
his attention (Müller, 2007b). In the early 1980s, he published
a series of papers on a kinesic system, a village sign language,
employed by the Enga community in Papua New Guinea. Those
papers offer a minute analysis of the formational properties,
the semiotic functioning, and utterance construction of the
Enga sign language (Kendon, 1980a,b,c). What began with an
elaborate analysis of the primary sign language of the Enga
in Papua New Guinea led to a broad study of alternate sign
languages employed by Central Australian Aboriginal speech
communities (Kendon, 1988b). In the same year as Kendon’s
monumental work on Australian Aboriginal sign languages was
published, a small book chapter appeared, which later inspired
McNeill’s formulation of “Kendon’s continuum” (Kendon, 1988a,
2004, p. 104–106; McNeill, 1992, chapter 2). Kendon put
forward arguments – historical, functional, and material (i.e.,
concerning the medium of expression) – in support of his
view that “no sharp dividing line can be drawn between
gesticulation that encodes meaning in a holistic fashion and
gestures which, like so-called “emblems,” are not shaped on
the spur of the moment but follow an established form within
a communication community, or which like the signs in a
sign language, can be shown to be structured systematically
out of recombineable [sic] elements and which do indeed refer
to meaning units of great generality, as do words.” (Kendon,
1988a, p. 134) Kendon considers both gesticulation and sign
as one gestural medium of expression (Kendon, 2004, pp.
104, 307).

Historical Connections Between Gesticulation and
Signs: Development as Lexicalization Process
By taking into account the full spectrum of gestures – including
conventional and non-conventionalized kinesic forms – a
historical process of sign formation from ad hoc created
visual actions comes into view that can be described as a
lexicalization process. In this process, gestures change over
time, becoming increasingly stable, and may even develop
into kinesic words, signs within a signed language. In
his 1988 paper Kendon discusses different aspects of this
process in a section entitled “Lexicalization of Gesture.”
He begins by introducing emblems as “the functional
equivalent of a complete speech-act,” a sbeing “standardized
in form” and that “come to have meanings of much greater
abstractness and generality” (Kendon, 1988a, p. 136).
Concluding that “these forms are much more like words
than anything we have heretofore considered,” he moves
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on to describe what happens when gestures become fully
lexicalized:

“Gestures can become fully lexicalized when, for one reason
or another, speech cannot be used for prolonged periods,
but when nevertheless, all of the functions of spoken
interchange are required. In these circumstances, where a
spoken language is not available to create a context for
gestural use, and where propositions must be exchanged as
well as acts of interactional regulation, gestural units must
be established that can serve, as words do, to refer to units
of meaning that can be recombined to create complex signs
with specific meanings.” (Kendon, 1988a, p. 136).

This historical-developmental perspective on the gesture-
sign relation is illustrated in Figure 1, representing
the analysis of Kendon’s text by the author of this
article.

At that point, ‘gesture’ for Kendon includes the entire range of
kinesic forms and functions, from gesticulation as spontaneously
created form “that encodes meaning in a holistic fashion”, to
emblems and, notably, it includes signs. Emblems differ from
gesticulation in that they have acquired a fixed-form meaning
relation. Kendon describes them as “following an established
form” and as such they are comparable to words. In linguistic
terms, these gestures are lexicalized. Signs are described as being
“structured systematically out of recombineable [sic] elements
and which do indeed refer to meaning units of great generality,
as do words.” (Kendon, 1988a, p. 134). Signs within signed
languages may result from processes of lexicalization that start
from the ad hoc creation of kinesic forms, ‘gesticulation’.
Kendon’s analysis of how gestures may become like words
thus includes the development of gestures into ‘kinesic words.’
In his 2004 book, such a historical-developmental perspective
is discussed under the heading of “Iconicity, sign formation
and the emergence of ‘phonology’.” Here an example from
Scroggs (1981) is reported that describes spontaneous creations
of gestures of a deaf boy (not trained in sign language) which
started as iconic pantomime and became increasingly reduced
in form as the boy was telling his story. Kendon describes the
process as beginning with “an elaborate pantomime of mounting
the cycle, starting it, revving it up, using hand motions to
indicate the twisting of the throttle on the handlebar” (Kendon,
2004, p. 308). Over the course of the story the pantomime
becomes reduced and abstracted to a hand motion. In other

FIGURE 1 | “Lexicalization of gesture”: historical development from gesture to
sign.

words, “the boy first created representations in gesture of the
things he wished to refer to, and then he used elements from
these representations as signs for these things.” (Kendon, 2004,
p. 308; italics in the original). He then points out that it needs
a speech-community for stable signs to develop and that the
question of which elements are retained “in the transformation
from elaborate depiction or enactment to a reduced sign-like
gesture” depends upon their contrastiveness with “features of
other gestures in the system” (Kendon, 2004, p. 308). Let
me highlight two aspects of Kendon’s position as formulated
here. First, Kendon speaks of ‘sign-like gesture,’ of ‘gesture-
signs,’ and of ‘other gestures in the system’ using the term
‘gesture’ as a cover term for all kinesic forms of expression
that are utterance dedicated visible actions used as utterances.
Second, by describing the process of an emerging ‘gesture-
sign’, he spells out a historical continuity between spontaneously
created, singular forms of gesture (or gesticulation or descriptive
movement) and simplified, standardized, arbitrary forms (signs)
that function as words in a kinesic system. Note that arbitrariness
is considered to be an outcome of a historical process of
change.

Kendon describes the phases of historical development as
a path of transition that a spontaneously created gesture
(gesticulation, singular gesture) may undergo on its way to
an arbitrary sign (see Figure 2). He suggests that from
“elaborate pantomime or descriptive movement sequence,”
through simplification and “as a result of economy of action,”
iconicity gets reduced (“is no longer apparent”) and “turns
into an arbitrary form” under the ‘pressure’ to become a
“distinctive form within a system of other forms“ (Kendon,
2004, p. 308). Kendon not only points out that his view
of the transitional process is grounded in his work on
alternate and primary sign languages mentioned above, but
also says, with reference to Klima and Bellugi (1979, chapters
1 and 3), Bellugi and Newkirk (1981), and Kyle and Woll
(1985) that similar processes have been described in sign
language studies many times before. In a nutshell, the argument
Kendon unfolds is an outline of the emergence of a kinesic
language from spontaneous, singular forms of gestures, or
from gesticulation: “In this way, the visual representations
and enactments for which the kinesic medium is so well
adapted are transcended and a system of symbols that can
operate in a quite abstract way is established.” (Kendon, 2004,
p. 309).

Kendon’s ideas resonate with observations from (cognitive)
linguistic research on historical changes of signs, here discussed
under the label of lexicalization and grammaticalization
processes. Wilcox (2005, 2007) describes routes from gestures
to signed language with reference to American, Catalan,
French, and Italian Sign Languages and with reference to
historical documentations of gesture in the Mediterranean
region. Several overviews of grammaticalization in sign
languages have been offered (Wilcox et al., 2010; Pfau and
Steinbach, 2011; Van Loon et al., 2014), and Janzen (2012) also
discusses lexicalization. Kendon’s work can be considered an
anticipation of this line of research and may also have been an
incentive for it.
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FIGURE 2 | Visible actions as utterances: phases of historical development.

Functional Commonalities Between Gestures and
Words in Spoken Languages
Already in that brief 1988a book chapter, Kendon brings in a
second line of argumentation concerning the relation between
gesture and sign: functional commonalities between gestures
and words in spoken languages. From the point of view of
communicative function, gestures can be used like words. This
applies to all gestural forms, be they spontaneously created,
holistic ones, or emblematic ones. Kendon already argues that
gestures may be integrated in the vocal utterance, and then
take over the function of a word. Many examples of semantic
and pragmatic integration of a broad variety of hand-gestures
in vocal utterances can be found throughout Kendon’s work.
In the 2004 book, chapter 8 offers a series of ways in which
gestures are deployed in the utterance; chapter 9 is devoted to
“gesture and speech in semantic interaction”; chapter 10 shows
how referential meaning of gestures is established and how this
interacts with what is being said. Chapter 11 shows different
forms of pointing gestures and how they work in conjunction
with speech. Chapters 12 and 13 then discuss semiotic motivation
and contexts of use of gestures with pragmatic functions and how
they form gesture families. These chapters include accounts of
gestures such as ‘precision grip’ gestures (otherwise known as the
ring gesture) as well as open hand gestures and reconstructions
of their functions: marking topic-comment or questions for
the precision grip in combination with the open hand supine
(Kendon, 2004, p. 262) are two examples. For all kinds of gestures,
close analyses of their integration into the verbal utterance are
given. One example used again in his 2014 paper is a speaker
gesturally showing the size of cheese crates as he says “and they
used to come in crates about as long as that” and outlining their
shape while saying “and they were shaped like a threepenny
bit at the ends” (Kendon, 2004, p. 166). Slama-Cazacu (1976)
had already described this phenomenon as mixed syntax. More
recently it has been described as simultaneous construction
(Vermeerbergen and Demey, 2007), as multimodal grammatical
integration (Fricke, 2013), as multimodal utterance (Ladewig,
2014a; Ladewig, in press), as composite signal (Clark, 1996; Engle,
1998); or as composite utterance (Enfield, 2009, 2013; Clark, 2016
for speakers; Janzen, 2017 for signers). This is how Kendon (2014)
describes this kind of gesture-speech interaction: “In his words,
thus, he talks about the length of the crates, and he describes
the sort of shape they had, whereas his hand actions are now
seen as showing the length and the shape. It is as if he is using
his hands to draw sketches of the objects he is talking about
and, by means of these sketches, he adds a kind of description,

allowing, perhaps, the nature of the objects to be envisaged in
a more precise way than the verbal description by itself might
allow. The total meaning of what he is now saying is a product
of an interaction between the meanings of his verbal phrases and
the manually sketched illustrations that go with them. This is an
example of what Enfield [34] has called a composite utterance.”
(Kendon, 2014, p. 5) In short, gestures, understood as visible
actions, can become functionally equivalents of spoken language
‘words,’ they can form composite utterances.

Commonalities of Kinesic Medium: Gesture and Sign
Share the Medium of Expression
As a third commonality between gesture and sign, Kendon
points out that both forms of expression are produced in the
same kinesic medium: “Speakers’ uses of kinesic actions and
signers’ uses of kinesic actions are cut from the same cloth”
(Kendon, 2004, p. 324, chapter 15). Given Kendon’s intimate
knowledge of primary and alternate sign languages and his work
on conventionalized as well as non-conventionalized gestures, it
is not surprising that material commonalities between gesture
and sign come into view. In his 2004 book, an entire chapter
is devoted to illustrating various ways in which ‘gesture’ and
‘sign’ can be understood as being ‘on common ground.’ Two
issues are addressed: iconicity – involving sign formation and the
emergence of kinesic phonology – and discourse construction.
The discussion of iconicity and the emergence of kinesic
phonology concerns the historical development of signs from
spontaneously created gestures that we have dealt with above.
Under the rubric of discourse construction, Kendon (2004,
p. 310) discusses “features of the syntactic use of space and the
use of ‘classifiers’ in sign language and describes examples of
gesture use by speakers that seem very similar.” Regarding the
use of space, he suggests that speakers employ space in much
the same manner as signers do. One example he gives compares
the spatial inflection of signs as described by Liddell (2003),
where signers set up so-called surrogate spaces to which they
then point to later on in their discourse. Kendon gives examples
where a speaker does just the same thing, first when setting up a
gesture scene and later on pointing to the location set up before
gesturally. Concerning sign language classifiers he suggests that
they have much in common with what has been described of
techniques of representation in gesture studies: “In American
Sign Language there is a high degree of consistency in how the
various hand shapes for the different classifiers are used, and how
the movement patterns are carried out when they are employed.
However, this seems to be but a regularization of techniques that
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are widely used by speakers when using gesture for depictive
purposes.” (Kendon, 2004, p. 318–319).

Utterance Visible Bodily Action: No Categorical
Difference Between Gesture and Sign
Kendon offers three lines of argument in support of a view
that sees no categorical difference between gesture and sign.
He sees commonalities between gestures and signs with regard
to historical, functional, and material aspects. In fact the
commonalities between the two are considered so strong that
he suggests giving up the term ‘gesture’ altogether and instead
suggests replacing it by what he considers to be a more specific
term: “utterance visible action” (Kendon, 2013, p. 7). He gives
the following reasons for replacing the term gesture with “[. . .]
utterance uses of visible bodily action”:

It is this that I shall call utterance visible action,
and it corresponds to what is often referred to by
the word “gesture.” However, because “gesture” is also
sometimes used more widely to refer any kind of purposive
action, for example the component actions of practical
action sequences, or actions that may have symptomatic
significance, such as self-touchings, patting the hair,
fiddling with a wedding ring, rubbing the back of the
head, and the like, because it is also used as a way of
referring to the expressive significance of any sort of action
(for example, saying that sending flowers to someone
is a “gesture of affection”), and because, too, in some
contexts the word “gesture” carries evaluative implications
not always positive, it seems better to find a new and more
specific term. (Kendon, 2013, p. 8).

In conclusion, Kendon’s position highlights commonalities
between different types of gestures and between gestures and signs.
In contrast to McNeill, he does not limit his account of the
phenomenon to gesticulation (singular gestures), but includes
conventionalized (recurrent) forms of co-speech gestures,
emblematic gestures, as well as a thorough engagement with the
analysis of sign languages.

Kendon (1988a) already suggested a bridge between gesture
and sign against the backdrop of the historical development,
functional and media specific commonalities:

I would like to suggest a different approach which, as I shall
argue, can serve to link gesticulation with other kinds of
gesturing, and which will also suggest that the gulf between
presenting “content” in gesture and presenting it in “words”
may not be as wide as it may now appear. At least I shall
suggest a way in which a bridge may be built across that
gulf. (Kendon, 1988a, p. 133).

The bridge Kendon offered a long time ago turned out to be
not viable for McNeill and fellow psychologists, such as Singleton
et al. (1995),Goldin-Meadow and Brentari (2017) or Emmorey
(1999) (cf. also Kendon, 2000). Given their particular interest
in gestures as windows onto thought, this is understandable.
However, as we shall argue in the following section this comes
at the cost of reducing the scope of gestural phenomena to those

kinds of gestures that are spontaneously created, that are global-
synthetic, holistic in the McNeillian sense, that are capable of
revealing the ‘imagistic’ thoughts of speakers (McNeill, 1992), and
that are able to “predict learning” (Goldin-Meadow and Brentari,
2017, p. 1). In short, it limits the study of gesture to one type,
namely to singular gestures.

The gesture studies community received Kendon’s (1988a)
reflections on the relation between gesture and sign in terms of
a gesture-sign continuum through McNeill’s discussion of it and
through his (1992) formulation of ‘Kendon’s continuum’ as an
interpretation of the positions Kendon had formulated (1988a).
Kendon, however, never liked the term and asked McNeill to
not use it, which McNeill followed in his 2000 revision of the
original continuum (see also Kendon’s discussion of it under
the heading “Kendon’s continuum revisited” in Kendon, 2004,
chapter 6, p. 104–106). Quite surprisingly, McNeill introduced
the term ‘continuum,’ but then used it to highlight discontinuities
between gesture and sign. While at first sight this contradiction
might not seem obvious, it is what McNeill’s reflections on the
different ‘gesture-sign continua’ come to conclude. In fact, based
on the discussion of a potential continuum between gesture and
sign, McNeill diagnoses a categorical difference between the two,
a difference termed ‘cataclysmic break’ in a co-authored paper by
Singleton, Goldin-Meadow and McNeill in 1995.

Highlighting Discontinuities: A Sharp
Contrast Between Spontaneous
Gestures and Socially Regulated Ones
(McNeill)
It is puzzling. On the one hand, McNeill takes the radical counter
position to psycholinguistic models on gestures by claiming that
gestures are ‘verbal,’ meaning that they are an intrinsic part
of language, rather than being non-verbal. On the other hand,
he considers gestures as profoundly different from language. I
propose that this ‘difference’ is a consequence of a decision to
restrict the concept of gesture to spontaneously used gestures.

In McNeill’s work, the term ‘gesture’ refers only to singular
gestures, gesticulation in Kendon’s terms. McNeill describes
these gestural movements as being meaningful in a global-
synthetic, holistic manner. McNeill (1992) clarifies that he uses
the term “gesture” in this book specifically to refer to the
leftmost, “gesticulation” end of the spectrum” (McNeill, 1992,
p. 37). However, in ensuing discussions of the gesture-sign
relation in the gesture studies community, the term ‘gesture’,
originally referring to singular gestures, came to be used as
a cover term, pars pro toto, to refer to gestures in general.
This led to a tacit backgrounding of recurrent and emblematic
gestures that are nevertheless very widely used along with
speech (Müller, 2017). While the palm-up-open-hand (PUOH)
gesture is conceived of as a singular gesture, metaphorically
presenting the topic of discourse (McNeill, 1992, p. 14–15; see
Cienki and Müller, 2014, for a critical discussion of metaphoric
gestures; but also Parrill’s, 2008 critique of the conventional
status of the PUOH-gesture), other recurrent gestures are not
systematically discussed. For McNeill, conventional gestural
forms (recurrent and emblematic) were not in his focus of interest
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since only spontaneously produced gestures (singular gestures)
are psychologically interesting for him: they provide “an enriched
view of the internal mental processes of speakers.” (McNeill,
1986, p. 108). They constitute a separate channel from speech
and allow “a kind of triangulation onto the speaker’s mental
representation” (McNeill, 1986, p. 108).

“A book about gestures and language.” This is how McNeill
began his (1992) monograph. Crediting the discovery of the
gesture-speech unity to Kendon’s observations on how gestures
contribute to utterance construction, he had set out to develop a
psychological theory of this relation. McNeill’s focus was always
on singular gestures; as spontaneous creations of speakers they
display individual ways of seeing the world. Singular gestures
were viewed as images that are profoundly different from the
conventional code of language, yet closely intertwined with
speech:

The topic of this book was, specifically, gestures that exhibit
images. With these kinds of gestures, people unwittingly
display their inner thoughts and ways of understanding
events in the world. These gestures are the person’s
memories and thoughts rendered visible. Gestures are
like thoughts themselves. They belong, not to the outside
world, but to the inside one of memory, thought and
mental images. Gesture images are complex, intricately
interconnected, and not at all like photographs. Gestures
open up a wholly new way of regarding thought processes,
language, and the interactions of people.” (McNeill, 1992,
p. 12).

It is important to go back to those very early formulations
of McNeill’s theory of gesture and language, since they make it
crystal-clear that he was interested in a specific kind of gestures,
namely the individual, unique forms of gestures (i.e., the singular
ones), because it is only these that allow insights into what he
terms the imagistic side of language. This is the discovery he
makes and he sets them apart from conventionalized gestures
(recurrent and emblematic) that scholars from Antiquity to
present times have dealt with: “None of these early investigators,
however, considered the spontaneous gestures accompanying
speech that are the chief focus of this book” (McNeill, 1992, p. 3).
It is in the dialectic of singular gestures as ‘images’ and speech as
a system of codified forms that McNeill sees two different forms
of thought:

They [singular gestures] are closely linked to speech,
yet present meaning in a form fundamentally different
from that of speech. My own hypothesis is that speech
and gesture [singular gestures] are elements of a single
integrated process of utterance formation in which there
is a synthesis of opposites modes of thought–global-
synthetic and instantaneous imagery with linear-segmented
temporally extended verbalization. Utterance and thought
realized in them are both imagery and language (McNeill,
1992, p. 35).

This means, when formulating his hypothesis concerning
speech and gesture as “elements of a single integrated process

of utterance formation” and characterizing this process as
a “synthesis of opposites modes of thought–global-synthetic
and instantaneous imagery with linear-segmented temporally
extended verbalization,” singular gestures are being described as
revealing the imagistic side of thought while speech reveals the
linear-segmented form of thought. Put differently, what McNeill
is interested in are the insights into ‘imagistic’ forms of thought
that only the individual, spontaneously created gestures can
offer.

This explains why conventional (recurrent and emblematic)
gestures are not in the scope of McNeill’s interest. In his approach
to gesture, conventional gestures switch sides, they become like
language and thus lose the unique capacity of opening up a
window onto a speaker’s mind. Conventional gestures are thus
qua definition excluded from McNeill’s use of the term gesture.
A continuum between the two thus cannot come into view,
because these forms are excluded pre-hoc (as with emblems),
or are not considered as being conventional (see above), which
at least for the ‘ring gesture’ is undebatable even when used
as a pragmatic co-speech gesture (Neumann, 2004; Müller,
2014c). The importance of the distinction between singular
gestures and conventional recurrent and emblematic ones for
McNeill is immense. He devotes the second chapter of his
book to a substantiation of the fundamental difference between
spontaneous gestures and codified signs:

The focus of this book is on spontaneous and idiosyncratic
gestures (. . .) but it is useful to begin (. . .) with the more
language-like gestures that constitute sign-languages. These
are signs organized into true linguistic codes. We benefit in
this way from the sharp contrast that we can draw between
the spontaneous and the socially regulated kinds of gesture.
(McNeill, 1992, p. 36; emphasis added).

The sharp contrast drawn by McNeill concerns singular
gestures on the one hand, and recurrent and emblematic gestures
on the other. In the formulation of this contrast, historical
development and functional aspects are collapsed and put along
one continuum, discussed broadly as gesture’s relation with
speech (Figure 3 adapted from McNeill, 1992, p. 3): “As we
move from left to right: (1) the obligatory presence of speech
declines, (2) the presence of language properties increases, and
(3) idiosyncratic gestures are replaced by socially regulated signs.”
(McNeill, 1992, p. 37) Note that here the term ‘gesture’ is used
as a cover term to include spontaneous and conventional forms:
gesticulation, language-like gestures, pantomimes and emblems.

What McNeill does is to put the functional integration of
singular gestures into a verbal utterance (e.g., mixed syntax, or
linear integration of ‘language-like’ gestures) on the same level
as the historical development from gestures, to emblems, to
signs. He thus blends the functional argument with the historical
one. Moreover, in Kendon (1988a) gesticulation, language-like
gestures and pantomimes are not described as alternatives. For
Kendon gesticulation includes depictive as well as pantomimic
gestures, and both can be used in a language-like function
(Figure 4). But commonalities regarding gesture and sign as
expressive medium are excluded from the continuum in McNeill.
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Although McNeill later published a revised and expanded version
of the continuum (McNeill, 2000), this blurring of historical
and functional perspectives and the exclusion of commonalities
concerning the kinesic medium of expression is maintained. Four
aspects of the gesture-sign continuum are discussed separately:

(1) the relationship to speech, (2) the relationship to linguistic
properties, (3) the relationship to conventions, and (4) the
character of semiosis (McNeill, 2000, p. 1–7). Figure 5 (adapted
from McNeill, 2000) gives an overview of the changes along
the continuum. Here again the term gesture is used in a

FIGURE 3 | McNeill’s initial formulation of ‘Kendon’s continuum (adapted from McNeill, 1992, p. 37).

FIGURE 4 | Functional and historical aspects included in Kendon (1988a).

FIGURE 5 | McNeill’s (2000) expanded version of the gesture-sign continuum (adapted from McNeill, 2000, p. 1–10).
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broad sense to include non-conventional as well as conventional
gestures (gesticulation, pantomime, emblems). Figure 5 shows an
overview of the four sub-continua.

McNeill suggests that, as one moves from gesticulation to
sign, the obligatory presence of speech decreases (emblems
and pantomime switch places here), linguistic properties (in
terms of segmentation) increase, the character of semiosis
changes from global-synthetic to segmented-analytic, and with
conventionalization come emblems and signs. This description
actually could be read as describing the historical processes of
gesture change that both Kendon (1988a) and sign language
studies describe as lexicalization (Janzen, 2012, see above
and below). McNeill, however, establishes a clear-cut dividing
line between gesture and sign as if processes of increasing
conventionalization were impossible. Yet this is precisely
what Kendon keeps pointing out. McNeill’s continuum thus
establishes a sharp dividing line between non-conventional and
conventional forms qua an implied definition. Instead of a
gesture-sign continuum a categorical distinction between gesture
and sign is established.

But why are the continua so important for McNeill that he
reconsiders them and even expands his exposition? The answer
is that they are vital in defining the scope of phenomena covered
by his psychological Growth-Point model. Only those forms of
gesture that show an obligatory presence of speech, that have no
linguistic properties, that are not conventionalized and whose
meaning is constituted in global and synthetic manner (e.g.,
singular gestures) are able to reveal the imagistic side of thought.
It is important to bear in mind that the concept of gestures as
images is a rather idiosyncratic position of McNeill. Not only does
it employ the term ‘image’ in a rather unelaborated manner, but
it also backgrounds the fact that gestures are first and foremost
movements of the hands often engaged in as-if actions and
not images (Kappelhoff and Müller, 2011; Müller, 2014b, 2016,
2018). A concept of gesture as image disregards the practical
engagements of the hands in mundane practices (cf., Streeck,
2009, 2013, 2017) and the way manual actions ground meaning
of gestures (Müller, 1998a,b, 2004, 2010, 2014b, 2016, 2017;
Kendon, 2004). For McNeill’s model of thought processes, the
difference between imagistic and propositional thought remains
as fundamental as does the difference between spontaneous and
conventional gestures, e.g., between singular and recurrent or
emblematic gestures. It is the dialectic between imagistic and
propositional forms of thought in the mental Growth-Point that,
following McNeill, are said to drive thinking processes forward.
When singular gestures become language-like, they change sides
and also imprint thought with propositional structures which are
characteristic of a conventionalized system of codified signs. That
is, conventionalized gestures (recurrent and emblematic) are not
in the scope of interest in McNeill’s concept of gesture because
only the individual spontaneous (singular) gestures of speakers
reveal the hidden imagery of thought.

Such a limitation of the scope of phenomena under scrutiny
is absolutely legitimate as long as it is dealt with explicitly,
which McNeill very clearly does. It is very productive and
even necessary for experimental studies. It is not helpful,
however, in elucidating historical perspectives of gesture change,

commonalities between gestures and signs that concern their
shared kinesic medium of expression, or the roles different
types of gestures, including conventional gestures recurrently co-
occurring with speech, play in the construction of multimodal
utterances (Ladewig, 2014a,b,c; Müller, 2017; Ladewig, in press).
Against this background, the postulation of a categorical divide
or a ‘cataclysmic break’ between gesture and sign appears as
deliberate exclusion of phenomena. This is perfectly legitimate to
underline a specific aspect of gesture (as revealing spontaneous
gestural forms of conceptualization, for example), or in an
experimental design. It can, however, not be considered a
response to the question of the gesture-sign relation in general,
since it excludes recurrent and emblematic gestures, which
are, nevertheless, extremely widespread aspects of multimodal
utterance construction (Bressem and Müller, 2014a,b, 2017).
The exclusion blurs potential ‘continuities’ that cannot come
into view, since they fall outside the scope of the phenomena
investigated. It also excludes reflections concerning the material
commonalities between gesture and sign, relating to the medium
of expression, both historically and when gestures are used by
signers. Against this backdrop, the cataclysmic break recently
restated by Goldin-Meadow and Brentari (2017) must be
considered an ‘artifact’ of definitions.

A ‘Cataclysmic Break’: ‘Imagistic’
Gesture and Categorical Sign
(Goldin-Meadow and Brentari)
McNeill’s position was formulated in the early nineties. It still
informs the discussion on the relation between gesture and sign.
Current discussions continue the above blurring of aspects of
the gesture-sign relation that was an understandable consequence
of McNeill’s theory of gesture and language. In a recent paper,
Goldin-Meadow and Brentari (2017) present a detailed overview
of the state of the art concerning the relation between gesture,
sign and language. It is a strengthening of the McNeillian position
against a Kendonian view of that relationship. Goldin Meadow
and Brentari’s paper addresses the question: “How does sign
language compare to gesture, on the one hand, and to spoken
language on the other?” It tackles these questions strictly from a
McNeillian point of view and “conclude that signers gesture just
as speakers do. Both produce imagistic [singular] gestures along
with more categorical signs or words.” (Goldin-Meadow and
Brentari, 2017, p. 1). The authors compare gesture-speech and
gesture-sign systems as temporally co-existent systems, and apply
the McNeillian concept of gesture as spontaneously created and
‘encoding’ meaning in an idiosyncratic, global-synthetic, holistic
manner. In other words, they focus on singular gestures. Goldin-
Meadow offers a psychological motivation for using the term
gesture only for ‘imagistic,’ spontaneous forms of gesture: “we
argue that making a distinction between sign (or speech) and
gesture is essential to predict certain types of learning” (Goldin-
Meadow and Brentari, 2017, p. 1). The authors conclude that
“a full treatment of language needs to include both the more
categorical (sign or speech) and the more imagistic (gestural)
components regardless of modality and that, in order to make
predictions about learning, we need to recognize (and figure out
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how to make) a critical divide between the two” (Goldin-Meadow
and Brentari, 2017, p. 2). It is crucial that Goldin-Meadow and
Brentari make their definition of gesture explicit. What they do
not make explicit, however, is that this excludes conventional
co-speech gesturing once again, as in McNeill, qua an implied
definition. As a consequence, what cannot come into view is
a dynamic process of gesture change in which spontaneously
created gestural forms may increasingly stabilize, and in which
hybrid forms may emerge, such as is the case in recurrent gestures
regularly employed by speakers across different discourse types
(Müller, 2017, see also Kendon, 2004, p. 104). The “critical
divide” thus is a result, as in McNeill’s work, of the definitional
limiting of gesture to singular gestures and the resulting disregard
of conventional forms of co-speech gesture. With regard to defining
the scope of behaviors relevant for their work, Goldin-Meadow
and Brentari apply the McNeillian framework and thus their
position differs fundamentally from Kendon’s.

The different definitions or concepts of ‘gesture’ have
important implications for the different concept of language
the authors favor. While for Goldin-Meadow and Brentari, the
simultaneity of spontaneous gesture with vocal and with signed
languages shows the critical divide between what is ‘gesture’
and what is ‘language,’ for Kendon, the simultaneity of the full
spectrum of ‘visible bodily actions’ with spoken and with signed
languages indicates that the traditional concept of language is
too narrow and should include the full range of visible bodily
action as a close interrelation of different ‘semiotic systems.’
Kendon’s alternative to the concept of a sharp boundary between
gesture and sign is the broadening of the concept of language
to include different modalities and a flexible interrelation of
different semiotic systems (Kendon, 2014, p. 3).

Goldin-Meadow and Brentari elaborate on the McNeillian
position and highlight the endpoints of McNeill’s continuum
to illustrate a discontinuity between gesture and sign. As a
consequence, differences are maximized and the relation between
singular gestures and signs is constructed as categorically distinct,
as separated by a ‘cataclysmic break.’ This is how Singleton
et al. (1995) formulated it in the title of a chapter: “The
cataclysmic break between gesticulation and sign: Evidence
against a unified continuum of gestural communication.” Here
experimental evidence is offered to reject the idea of a continuity
along the gesture-sign continuum that McNeill (1992) had
attributed to Kendon’s (1988a) analysis. In a psychological
experiment, speakers were placed in one of two conditions:
describing previously seen events with and without speech. In
the suppressed speech condition, the appearance of the gestures
changed; they became more elaborate, more discrete. In the
authors’ view, they became more language-like, more segmented,
forming ordered strings. Goldin-Meadow and Brentari (2017,
p. 9) summarize the results in the following way: “The gestures
without speech immediately took on sign-like properties—they
were discrete in form, with gestures forming segmented word-
like units that were concatenated into strings characterized by
consistent (non-English) order.” Notably, the authors attribute
the change uniquely to the fact that spoken language was
suppressed, and gestures had to carry the full communicative
burden. The basic argument was to show that once an

individual had to communicate only manually, without making
use of spoken language, the appearance of gestures changed
instantaneously, and from one moment to another an individual
speaker ‘invented’ signs. This might be why Goldin-Meadow
(2015) characterized these gestures as ‘silent gestures’ and more
recently as ‘spontaneous signs’ (Goldin-Meadow and Brentari,
2017). The implications drawn from this experiment are far-
reaching and re-state a categorical divide between gesture and
sign:

(1) There is a qualitative difference between hand
movements when they are produced along with speech (i.e.,
when they are gestures) and when they are required to
carry the full burden of communication without speech
(when they begin to take on linguistic properties and thus
resemble signs); and (2) this change can take place instantly
in a hearing individual. Taken together, the findings provide
support for a categorical divide between these two forms
of manual communication (i.e., between gesture and sign),
and suggest that when gesture is silent, it crosses the divide
(see also Kendon, 1988a). In this sense, silent gesture might
be more appropriately called “spontaneous sign” (Goldin-
Meadow and Brentari, 2017, p. 9).

If, however, the term gesture is reduced to singular gestures,
then once again, the divide is caused by the definition. By
deliberately excluding conventionalized co-speech gestures and
by restricting the focus of analysis to a very specific experimental
setting, gradual processes of change between spontaneous and
conventional forms as they may happen in ordinary language
use (Müller, 2017; see also Ladewig, 2010, 2011, 2014c) cannot
come into view because of (a) the definition of the term gesture,
and (b) the restrictions of the experimental setting. Consequently,
conclusions drawn from this specific experimental condition are
not viable for making claims beyond this specific experimental
condition. Gesture change as an historical process can thus
not come into view. This also holds for the various forms of
functional integration of gestures within utterances as observed
under naturalistic circumstances of language use. They are
excluded, because they are not considered an object of inquiry.

Moreover, the interpretation of this experimental condition
suggests that all it needs for language-like gestures to emerge
is to suppress vocal language. However, no individual can
produce a language. What is needed for a language to appear
is understanding, the reflexivity and intersubjectivity of meaning
shared within a moment of discourse or across a community
of speakers/signers. Observing strings of ‘silent gestures’ under
experimental conditions does not tell us whether they are
understood by a conversational partner, or whether they function
within a speech community. As a consequence, it does not tell
us whether they functionally replace speech as a socially shared
communicative system.

Goldin-Meadow and Brentari’s claim that all it needs for
gesture to cross the ‘divide to language’ is to suppress spoken or
signed language does not hold in light of observations concerning
schematizations and generalizations of gestures and emergent
sign described above. Kendon’s descriptions of processes of form
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reduction and generalization of meaning happen very quickly
in emergent signing and are extremely frequent in naturalistic
contexts of multimodal language use (Kendon, 2013; see also
Müller, 2017). Those processes obviously only can come into
view under the condition (a) that the concept of gesture is not
restricted to singular gestures, but includes singular, recurrent,
as well as emblematic gestures, and (b) that gestures are studied
across a broad range of different naturalistic discursive contexts.

Having introduced the idea of ‘silent gestures’ as indicators
of a so-called cataclysmic break in the gesture-sign continuum,
Goldin-Meadow and Brentari expand their view from the
experimental setting to culturally shared repertoires of codified
gestures arguing that those are the same kind of ‘silent gestures’
as the ones observed under the experimental condition described
above. The common ground for those two very different forms
of gesture usage is that they are said to be employed in the
absence of speech. Put differently, the authors move directly from
spontaneous co-speech gestures as produced under experimental
conditions to codified sign systems. As a consequence, processes
of gradual change cannot be uncovered, because precisely those
kinds of gestures and those gestural usage contexts that could
show such a gradual change are excluded.

However, the famous saw-mill gestures, monastic sign
languages, or Aboriginal sign languages are all historical products
of a communication community, they have evolved over time
and have developed conventionalized repertoires of fixed form-
meaning pairings, and a word-order (Kendon, 2004, chapters
14, 15; Kendon, 2013, p. 18). Kendon (2013) discusses these
processes under the heading of “When utterance visible action
is the main utterance vehicle.” He points out that historical
processes of sign formation have been widely discussed in sign
language research that involve a historical and gradual transition
from more complex kinesic enactments to more schematized
ones, and this transition presupposes the social sharing of kinesic
forms. Under naturalistic conditions of language use, it is through
the back and forth between co-participants that schematization of
forms and generalization of meaning happens (see also McNeill
and Sowa, 2011):

To represent a meaning for someone else (and also, I think,
to represent it for oneself), one resorts to a sort of re-
creation. As if, by showing the other the thing that is meant,
the other will come to grasp it in a way that overlaps with
the way it is grasped by oneself. As these representations
become socially shared, they rapidly undergo various
processes of schematization. In consequence they are no
longer understood only because they are depictions of
something but also because they are forms which contrast
with other forms in the system, acquiring the status of
lexical items in a system. (Kendon, 2013, p. 18).

Rather than appearing instantaneously within one individual,
codified kinesic languages are thus products of a historical
process of language formation that critically depends on a
community of users, be they engaged in a dyadic encounter or
as members of larger communicative ensembles.

Although such a historical perspective on the gesture-sign
relation clearly contradicts the discontinuity assumption of a
‘cataclysmic break,’ Goldin-Meadow and Brentari do mention
processes of historical change: “Although the gesture forms
initially are transparent depictions of their referents, over time
they become less motivated, and as a result, less conventionalized,
just as signs do in sign languages evolving in deaf communities
(Frishberg, 1975; Burling, 1999)” (Goldin-Meadow and Brentari,
2017, p. 9). It is a logical consequence of their definition
of gesture that, after conceding this historical process, the
authors nevertheless come to the conclusion that “in all of these
situations, the manual systems that develop look more like silent
gestures than like the gestures that co-occur with speech.” If
the term gesture refers to singular gestures only (idiosyncratic
gestures in McNeill’s terminology and understanding) produced
under experimental conditions, then (a) spontaneous processes
of schematization and abstraction of singular gestures cannot
come into view, because naturalistic conditions of use are
not considered in which they happen very frequently, and (b)
hybrid gesture forms that involve stabilized and non-stabilized
formational aspects cannot come into view because recurrent and
emblematic gestures are excluded qua definition (Müller, 2017).

Once again, the claim of a critical divide between gesture and
sign is the result of a deliberate decision of (a) excluding
conventional (co-speech and co-sign) gestures, and (b)
experimental settings (which implies the exclusion of linguistic
analysis of gesture-speech integration in its ordinary forms and
contexts). Moreover, it implies a static and monadic concept of
language as being either present or not, and as something that
can appear ‘instantaneously’ within one individual.

Goldin-Meadow and Brentari also point out that ‘silent
gestures’ in contrast to alternate sign languages, do not follow
English word order. An explanation to this might be the fact
that silent gestures are in fact, not like language at all. Because
they lack the social sharing across a community of speakers
and across the variable contexts of everyday life. The forms and
repertoires of so-called ‘silent gestures’ never actually leave the
experimental context, they are not taken up, changed, altered,
adapted to other contexts of use, and they are never employed
for complex communicative purposes. Thus, silent gestures do
not have a chance to develop, simply because they are not
used recurrently by a community of speakers under ordinary
conditions of everyday life. Only if this happens, can we really see
if English word order would be instantiated in gestures or not. For
Goldin-Meadow and Brentari, these are the grounds on which
they “argue that there are strong empirical reasons to distinguish
between linguistic forms (both signed and spoken) and gestural
forms,” and “that doing so allows to us make predictions about
learning that we would not otherwise be able to make.” (Goldin-
Meadow and Brentari, 2017, p. 2) Against our critical reading
of the arguments, the empirical grounds presented by Goldin-
Meadow and Brentari appear in fact rather weak. They rest
upon (a) a restricted concept of gesture, (b) a highly specific
experimental condition, and (c) a static and narrow concept of
language. In fact, the narrow focus of their claims is asserted by
the authors themselves, namely, by linking it to the possibility of
making predictions about learning from singular gestures.
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Clearly, adopting a narrow focus is legitimate for
psychological research, and this is what they state in the
above quotation, but three problems remain: (1) it does not tell
us anything about how speakers and signers use recurrent and
emblematic gestures; (2) it is not suited for proving a historical
divide between singular, recurrent, and emblematic gestures
and signs; (3) it does not tell us anything about functional
commonalities between gestures and spoken or signed words.

Summing up, Goldin-Meadow and Brentari’s position comes
with a strong reduction of the scope of relevant behaviors
included under the rubric of gesture, which clearly is crucial
for psychological reasoning. For communicative, linguistic,
anthropological, semiotic, and functional analyses of gestures
this appears as a deliberate and artificial boundary which
excludes qua definition hand movements in their full scope
of phenomenological appearance in naturalistic settings. The
validity of these findings for understanding relations between
gestures and signs with respect to their communicative and
linguistic functions must, therefore, be considered rather weak.

If the full spectrum of co-speech gesture is not considered, that
is, conventionalized co-speech gestures are excluded, then gradual
processes of change in the gestural medium of expression cannot
come into view. What may happen if they are considered is the
subject of the second section of this paper.

BEYOND THE CATACLYSMIC BREAK:
DYNAMIC RELATIONS BETWEEN
GESTURE AND SIGN

In this section, a plea is made for conceiving of relations
between gesture and sign as dynamic. This shift involves a broad
definition of the term gesture, and a consideration of gesture-sign
relations from two different perspectives: the historical dynamics
of gesture change, and a comparative view of two ‘multimodal’
languages in contact (for example, Deutsche Gebärdensprache,
DGS, German Sign Language, and spoken German). The
comparative perspective includes dynamic relations between
gestures and signs within and across languages. It is informed
by Kendon’s multiple observations on the relation, as presented
above, and it considers a discussion of gesture-sign continua
as initiated by McNeill as vital for the discussion. The position
sketched out here is thus informed by both lines of research
in gesture studies. It does, however, not follow the assumption
of a critical divide or a cataclysmic break between gesture
and speech. Instead the relation between the two expressive
modalities is considered as a dynamic one with regard to
three different aspects: (a) historical development, (b) within,
and (c) across spoken and signed languages. This position
starts from a concept of language as inherently multimodal
(Müller, 2007a, 2008). It is in line with Janzen (2017) who
considers multimodality “a general characteristic of language,
with composite utterances as instantiations of multimodality”
(Janzen, 2017, p. 519) Furthermore, it is based on a linguistic
perspective of multimodal language use (Müller, 2007a; Müller
et al., 2013a; see also Ladewig, 2014a; Bressem and Müller, 2017;
Ladewig, in press). It takes the analysis of multimodal language as

it is used across contexts as a basis for exploring manifold possible
relations between gesture and sign (Müller, 2009; Bressem
et al., 2018). This includes the analysis of gestures and signs
across different naturalistic but also experimental contexts. It
presupposes a close semiotic, interactional, and linguistic analysis
of all the gestural forms we observe ‘in the wild’ (Müller, 2010,
2016, 2017; Bressem et al., 2013, see also Mittelberg, 2013, 2014;
Mittelberg and Evola, 2014; Mittelberg and Waugh, 2014) and
the multitude of ways in which they are integrated with speech
or sign creating simultaneous structures (Vermeerbergen and
Demey, 2007), composite utterances (Enfield, 2009, 2013; Janzen,
2017), gesture-speech ensembles (Kendon, 2004), or multimodal
utterances (Ladewig, 2014a; Ladewig, in press). It also starts from
a broader notion of the term gesture than the one suggested by
McNeill and Goldin-Meadow.

Spelling Out the Concept of Gesture
Spelling out one’s concept of gesture, even if an absolutely
watertight definition remains unattainable, is crucial since it
determines the scope of relevant behaviors that become relevant
to empirical investigation and theoretical reflection. Moreover, it
also explicates the theoretical framework within which a given
assumption, research, proposal, and claims concerning gesture
are formulated. As a consequence, the spectrum of phenomena
covered by the claims is made explicit.

Although I agree with Goldin-Meadow and Brentari “that
a full treatment of language needs to include both the more
categorical (sign or speech) and the more imagistic (gestural)
components regardless of modality (see also Kendon, 2014)”
(Goldin-Meadow and Brentari, 2017, p. 2), I do not, agree with
the assumption that gestural equals imagistic, nor that there is a
clear-cut boundary between categorical and gestural.

From a usage-based and interactional point of view, gestures
are meaningful body movements whose meaning is grounded
in embodied experiences that are dynamic and intersubjective,
and not at all like images (Müller, 2017; Müller and Kappelhoff,
2018). Put differently, I advocate an understanding of gestures as
deliberate expressive movements (Kappelhoff and Müller, 2011;
Müller, 2014a; see also Kendon, 2004, chapter 2). Semiotically,
gestures are motivated by as-if actions, enactments of movement,
or object representations (Müller, 2014b, 2016, 2017, 2018;
see also Mittelberg, 2013, 2014). Gestures show degrees of
conventionalization, understood as sedimentation of experiential
frames (Müller, 2017). Degrees of conventionalization may range
from none to partially to fully conventionalized. These different
degrees are reflected in the terms “singular, recurrent, and
emblematic gestures.” Although the terms suggest categorical
differences, these are not implied. Rather, we find different forms
of hybridity between them (Müller, 2017).

An explication of the term ‘gesture’ helps to improve clarity
in the discussion concerning the relation between gesture and
sign. I favor using the term ‘gesture’ over the replacement
‘utterance visible action’ suggested by Kendon because, although
this phrase was introduced to broaden the scope of behaviors
under consideration, I suggest that, in fact, it narrows it down.
Moreover, it implicitly establishes a specific theoretical focus.
If ‘utterance visible action’ is applied semiotically, that is, if
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it refers to the motivation of gestures, then this implies that
gestures are only grounded in actions of the body. This excludes
gestures that are enactments of movement and it excludes hybrid
gestures, where some facets of a gestural movement, may be
used to express aspects of meaning that are independent from
the type of gesture. An example would be the deictic orientation
of a horizontal ring gesture toward an addressee in contexts of
expressing agreement and preciseness of an argument made by an
interlocutor (a gestural expression of ratification and precision)
(Müller, 2017). In that case the ring shape would be motivated
by an as-if action of grasping while the movement toward the
interlocutor is a deictic movement. Another case is the possibility
to express aspectuality, understood as temporal contour of events,
with a bounded (perfective) or an unbounded (imperfective)
movement quality of a gesture (Müller, 2000, 2018). In a cross-
linguistic study on aspectuality in Russian, French, and German
significant correlations between perfective and imperfective past
tense and bounded and unbounded gestural movement qualities
were found for French speakers (Cienki and Iriskhanova,
2018). This perspective on the verbo-gestural expression of
aspect goes along with a proposition made by linguists from
various traditions (Behaghel, 1924; Holt, 1943; Croft, 2012),
who proposed that verbs in the perfect(ive) tense characterize
events as bounded in some way, as opposed to those in the
imperfect(ive). Kinesically, boundedness was determined as pulse
of effort, and unboundedness as more controlled movement,
without a clear pulse of effort (Müller, 1998b, 2000, 2018; Boutet,
2010). We found that French speakers used significantly more
“bounded” gestures, when they used the perfective tense (Passé
compose). With the imperfective tense (Imparfait) the pattern
was reversed. Speakers used more unbounded gestures (Cienki
and Iriskhanova, 2018).

Furthermore, if ‘utterance visible action’ is understood as
semiotic motivation in bodily actions only, then the concept
would exclude gestures that are semiotically re-presentations of
objects, when the hand becomes a body sculpture of a picture or
a window or a piece of paper (Müller, 1998a,b, 2014b, 2016).

If, on the other hand, ‘utterance visible action’ refers to
‘action’ as a theoretical concept, then this implies a praxeological
theory of communication (e.g., Streeck, 2013), which is an
extremely important move in gesture theory interesting with
far-reaching theoretical implication for gesture and speech as
multimodal interaction, but it also implies a narrowing down
of the theoretical focus more than the term gesture as currently
employed in gesture studies. It is one of the strengths of the
field of gesture studies that the term gesture allows for different
theoretical frameworks to be applied and accordingly for different
definitions and foci on gesture. As long as the respective concepts
of gesture are spelled out explicitly, misunderstandings can be
avoided and a critical discussion between the different positions
fostered. To accurately gauge claims about gesture in Goldin-
Meadow’s and McNeill’s work, it is important to know that the
term gesture in their studies refers only to singular gestures
(idiosyncratic gestures in the McNeillian sense). Conversely, to
assess claims about gesture in Kendon, Streeck, or Müller’s work,
it is equally important to know that here the term gesture involves
a broader spectrum of bodily behaviors, including singular,

recurrent and emblematic gestures. Kendon’s recent plea for the
notion of ‘utterance visible action’ obviously includes all of those
and even “actions performed in the course of creating utterances
in sign language” (Kendon, 2013, p. 8).

The following sections will illustrate how such a broad concept
of gesture reveals dynamic relations between gesture and sign
that a narrow one excludes qua definition.1 The discussion
and the claims made concerning the relation between gesture
and sign are structured around two perspectives: a historical
and a comparative one (within and across spoken and signed
languages). Adopting such a broad concept reveals dynamic
relations to be a fundamental characteristic of gesture.

Gesture Change: Historical Dynamics
From Gesture to Sign
When taking into account the full spectrum of gestural
expression, it becomes clear that non-stabilized, somewhat
stabilized, and fully conventional gestural forms may be
employed by language users. These forms are not sharply
separated from one another as discrete categories. Rather, they
can be thought of as arranged on a continuum from individually
improvised forms to forms that are fully conventionalized. This
is in line with Kendon’s (2014, p. 6) position: “These (and
other) representational practices [. . .] are widely shared and
are subject to varying degrees of social conventionalization.
Some forelimb utterance actions may become so standardized
that they acquire meanings that may be glossed with stable
verbal expressions (often known as ‘emblems’ [39]), and, as
such, are sometimes used as substitutes for spoken words in
some contexts. In this case, we have something comparable
to a lexical sign in a sign language” (Kendon, 2014, p. 6).
However, in addition to Kendon’s sketch, we include recurrent
gestures as an intermediate and hybrid form of gesture that is
placed between singular and emblematic gestures with regard to
conventionalization (Ladewig, 2010, 2011, 2014b,c; Müller, 2010,
2017). This developmental position between gesture and sign
critically rests on their material commonality as a medium of
expression. Figure 6 systematizes a potential historical dynamics
based on the degree of conventionalization and compositionality
as an emergent feature. Note that historical development from
gesture to sign may start with any of those three types of gestures.

Figure 6 is inspired by McNeill’s continuum (3) (McNeill,
2000, p. 4) and reflects an understanding of conventionalization
as a successive, dynamic process of constant change (see also
Gullberg’s, 1998 discussion of the continuum) and agrees with
Gullberg’s refined systematics of the continuum’s left side,
where she points out that the spontaneous forms of gesture
(gesticulation) in fact entail a range of different varieties and
includes, for instance, depictive as well as pantomimic forms
(Gullberg, 1998, chapter 3). Singular gestures are considered to
be gestures that are not conventionalized, that show a variable
relation of form and meaning, and that are not compositional.

1Note that although the author favors the use of the term ‘gesture’ over ‘visible
action as utterance,’ the position advocated stands in the tradition of Kendon’s work
on the relation between gesture and sign, and was initiated and inspired by his work
early on.
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Figure 6 thus illustrates conventionalization as a gradual
process (McNeill describes emblems as partly conventionalized,
see also Gullberg, 1998, chapter 3), and introduces recurrent
gestures: “By merging conventional with idiosyncratic or other
conventional elements, recurrent gestures occupy a place between
spontaneously created (singular) gestures and emblems as
fully conventionalized gestural expressions on a continuum of
increasing conventionalization” (Müller, 2017, p. 278). Examples
of recurrent gestures are gestures that build families in the
Kendonian sense, and that come with a stable form-meaning
pairing (Bressem and Müller, 2014a,b, 2017; Ladewig, 2014b,c).
A consequence of such conventionalization processes is that
they affect gestural forms and functions gradually, and involve
hybridization of spontaneous and more stabilized gestural
forms and functions (Müller, 2017). From such a perspective,
compositionality is a consequence of a process of decomposing
holistic form-meaning units into stabilized formational cores
with a shared semantic theme (to employ Kendon’s terms
here, see also Kendon, 2004, p. 104). Formational features
that are not involved can be used to express local meanings
spontaneously (position in gesture space is often used in
this way), or they can include other stabilized formational
features. Recurrent gestures thus show emergent forms of
compositionality. In emblematic gestures all formational features
tend to be stabilized, and in that sense they are not compositional.
Signs, however, are conventionalized and compositional, as in
the case of spatial verbs described above. The compositionality
of signs might be a consequence of accommodation and
assimilation within a linguistic system, but this issue needs
further exploration, at least as far as comparative gesture-sign
language studies point of view is concerned. Recurrent gestures
differ from emblems not only regarding their hybridity, but
also regarding their functions (Müller, 2010, 2017; Ladewig,
2014b). Recurrent gestures function meta-communicatively and
are thus inextricably connected with speech, emblematic gestures

are fully conventionalized and typically function as complete
speech-acts; although they often include vocal elements, they are
more independent from the co-presence of speech than recurrent
gestures (Teßendorf, 2013).

When considering the full range of gestural phenomena,
which, as we have seen, was Kendon’s position early on when
he argued that gestures may lexicalize, it is possible to see that
gestures are affected by processes of conventionalization, which –
as in spoken language – are gradient and not at all sudden. Those
processes go along with tacit agreements of a community of
language users and the changes involved concern gestural forms
and functions that emerge from, and change with, language use.
In sign language research, such processes of change have been
described in terms of lexicalization and grammaticalization, that
is, as historical development from gesture to sign (Janzen, 2012,
2017):

Grammaticalization is the diachronic process by which
lexical items develop into grammatical items in a language,
or where items that are less grammatical in nature increase
in their grammatical function (Heine et al., 1991; Bybee
et al., 1994; Bybee, 2003; Hopper and Traugott, 2003;
Brinton and Traugott, 2005; others). Grammaticalization
in signed languages has been shown to develop by the
same robust principles as for spoken languages with the
exception that, whereas, for spoken language, historic
sources for grammatical elements can only be shown to be
earlier words, for signed language, grammatical elements
can sometimes be traced back to gestural origins (Heine
and Kuteva, 2007). Among such studies on ASL, Janzen
(1998, 1999) has outlined the grammaticalization of topic
marking as developing from a generalized questioning
gesture, through regularized yes/no question marking, to
topic marking. Janzen (1995) shows the development of
the ASL lexical verb FINISH into both perfective and

FIGURE 6 | Gesture change: historical development from gesture to sign in terms of degree of conventionalization and compositionality as an emergent hybridization.
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completive markers. Wilcox and Wilcox (1995), Shaffer
(2000, 2002, 2004), Janzen and Shaffer (2002), and Shaffer
and Janzen (2016) have outlined a number of ASL modals
that have gestural sources for their development, and the
evolution of discourse markers has been undertaken by
Wilcox (1998)” (Janzen, 2017, p. 516–517).

Summing up, from a historical point of view, we observe
gesture changes that are comparable to language change: a
historical dynamics of gesture and sign. Gestural forms may
stabilize (through repeated usages) and in some cases, undergo
processes of lexicalization and grammaticalization and transform
into signs within a signed language.

Dynamic Relations Across Languages:
Comparing Co-speech Gesture to
Co-sign Gesture
Karen Emmorey’s provocative paper “Do signers gesture?”
diagnosed a discontinuity assumption concerning the relation
between co-speech gesture and co-sign gesture (Emmorey, 1999).
In a recent discussion of this question, Janzen points out that
although Emmorey discusses commonalities between co-speech
and co-sign gestures, she concludes “that essentially a signer’s
gestures are not like co-speech gestures“ (Janzen, 2017, p. 514).
Kendon (2004, p. 324) also underlines that Emmorey’s paper
insinuates a sharp distinction between gesture and sign, while
at the same time providing examples of “how signers may insert
‘gestures’ into their discourse” (Kendon, 2004, p. 324).

Liddell has argued that the ASL use of space, depicting verbs,
pointing, and listing buoys is gestural (see Janzen, 2017, p. 515–
518, and Kendon, 2004, p. 310–311 for discussions of this
work). Janzen points out that while for Liddell “it is clear that
he considers gestural material to exist pervasively in modern
ASL” (Janzen, 2017, p. 516), nevertheless a sharp boundary
between gesture and sign is established (Janzen, 2017, p. 518).
Commonalities between co-speech and co-sign gestures have
furthermore been discussed in the context of constructed or
depicted action (Dudis, 2011; Janzen, 2017, p. 527; Hübl and
Steinbach, 2018), classifier constructions (Supalla, 1982, 1986), or
nominal proforms (Schembri, 2003; see Janzen, 2017, p. 525–526
and Kendon, 2004, p. 316–324 for detailed expositions).

Vermeerbergen and Demey (2007) suggest a simultaneity
of gestures with spoken and signed language, and Goldin-
Meadow and Brentari (2017, p. 1) “come to the conclusion
that signers gesture just as speakers do.” Janzen proposes a
usage-based, discourse-led approach to language as multimodal,
as resting upon composite utterances: “Here we consider
multimodality as a general characteristic of language, with
composite utterances as instantiations of multimodality” (Janzen,
2017, p. 519). Following Enfield’s model, Janzen (2017, p. 518)
defines utterance as “a complete unit of social action which
always has multiple components, which is always embedded in a
sequential context. . ., and whose interpretation always draws on
both conventional and non-conventional signs, joined indexically
as wholes (Enfield, 2009, p. 223).”

These proposals mark an important shift toward a
comparative perspective between two fully fledged languages that
are both multimodal. They indicate a path toward deepening
and systematizing existing comparisons. One possible starting
point for a systematic comparison would be to start either from
a gesture studies or a sign language studies understanding of
gestures. Starting from a gesture studies point of view could
involve an investigation of the full spectrum of gestural forms
(singular, recurrent, and emblematic gesture) in spoken and
signed language use. For instance, Müller (2004) and Bressem
and Müller (2014a) have documented that the palm-up-open-
hand (PUOH) is widely used as a pragmatic gesture by German
speakers. Steinbach has shown that it is frequently used in
German Sign Language (DGS).

Starting, on the other hand, from a sign language point of
view involves investigating how, for example, ‘constructed action’
(Bressem et al., 2018; Hübl and Steinbach, 2018), ‘classifiers’
(Schembri, 2003; Kendon, 2004; Müller, 2009), or the use of
‘space,’ ‘depicting verbs,’ or ‘buoys’ (Liddell, 2003) are potentially
realized in co-speech gestures.

Such a comparison between two languages involves two facets:
commonalities of gesture and sign resulting from a shared
medium of expression (what Kendon refers to as being ‘cut from
the same cloth’), and commonalities resulting from language
use within and across language communities. In Germany,
for instance, spoken German and German Sign Language are
in close language contact (cf. Figure 7). This holds for the

FIGURE 7 | Comparing multimodal languages: media commonalities and language contact.
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community of DGS signers (the use of the PUOH documents
this), but it also affects bilingual speakers of German and DGS,
who may include signs in their gesturing, much as they integrate
a new Anglicism into their spoken language.

In sum, this points toward dynamic relations between co-
speech gestures and co-sign gestures across signed and spoken
languages. The dynamic relations are motivated either by the
commonality of the medium of expression or by a language-
contact situation.

CONCLUSION

The systematic reconstruction of the gesture-sign relation across
the history of gesture studies offered in this paper has argued
that the question of how gesture and sign relate critically
depends on the notion of ‘gesture’ employed. In fact, there is
not one question at all, but rather a multitude of questions
to be addressed. Minimally, one must separately address the
question of gesture change, that is, the historical dynamics of
gesture and sign, and the question of cross-linguistic comparison
of spoken and signed languages. I have also shown that
comparing multimodal languages in use, that involve singular,
recurrent, and emblematic gestures, is different from comparing
signing or speaking only with regard to singular gestures and
under experimental conditions. Against this background, the
‘cataclysmic break’ diagnosed by Singleton et al. (1995) appears
to be the result of the particular definition of the term ‘gesture,’
the experimental setting, and a static concept of language.
Although restricting the term gesture to singular gestures makes
sense in an experimental condition and to answer a specific
psychologically motivated question (such as Goldin-Meadow’s
focus on gestures that predict learning), it does, however,
not tell us anything about other forms of gestures that we
observe in speaking as well as in signing people. In fact, it
excludes a broad range of gestural forms pre-hoc and thus
hides that many gestures are partially or fully conventional
and yet used with speech. It also makes it impossible to see
that gestures differ in terms of conventionality and stabilization
only gradually and not categorically. Moreover, experimental
evidence based on this restrictive notion of gesture, such as the
gestures speakers produce when forced to suppress speech (so-
called ‘silent gesture’), is not adequate for countering linguistic
observations concerning lexicalization processes that describe
gesture change across time. Historical linguistics typically
reconstructs processes of language change without recourse
to psychological experiments. And, indeed, there is mounting
evidence that, historically, not only certain lexical signs but also
some grammatical ones have evolved from gesture (Wilcox and
Wilcox, 1995; Janzen, 1998, 1999; Shaffer, 2000, 2002, 2004;
Janzen and Shaffer, 2002; Wilcox, 2005, 2007, 2013; Wilcox
et al., 2010; Shaffer and Janzen, 2016). In contrast to Goldin-
Meadow and Brentari, and also in contrast to McNeill, this
suggests a dynamic, continuous and ongoing process of historical
change, where no cataclysmic break is involved, and no sudden
rupture transforms gesture into sign from one moment to
another.

Gestures produced under experimental conditions of
suppressed speech cannot tell us whether speakers engaged
in other discourses than narratives of visual stimuli produce
gestural sequences that have more in common with ‘silent
gestures’ than it appears. In fact, not much is known about
gesture sequences, gesture scenarios, or local conventionalization
processes occurring in naturalistic communicative contexts, but
what little we know suggests that gestures are indeed often
produced in complex structures involving linear as well as
simultaneous productions of gestures (Müller, 2010; Müller
and Tag, 2010; Müller et al., 2013a,b; Ladewig, 2014a; Bressem
et al., 2018; Ladewig, in press). A narrow focus, useful for
experiments, hides the full range of gestural forms commonly
employed with spoken and signed language in naturalistic
contexts. From a point of view of language use, this appears
as a deliberate exclusion of the scope of phenomena that fall
under a ‘composite utterance’ model. If we agree, however, that
language is inherently (or ‘variably,’ Cienki, 2012) multimodal,
then we need cross-linguistic investigations of spoken and signed
languages along the lines set out in this paper. It suggests dynamic
relations across multimodal languages that are motivated by
commonalities of the expressive medium and by language
contact.

This brings us back to the outset of this paper and to the
milestone work carried out by Adam Kendon, David McNeill,
and Susan Goldin-Meadow making it unmistakably clear that
the study of gestures belongs to the study of language. The
controversial positions concerning the relation between gesture
and sign reflect different concepts of gesture and of language.
From the point of view of studying multimodal language
use ‘in the wild,’ as advocated in this article, the relation
between gesture and sign is to be seen as dynamic on various
levels, which in turn opens up fascinating new avenues for
research.
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Taking its cue from sign languages, this paper proposes that the recruitment and
composition of body actions provide evidence for key properties of language and
its emergence. Adopting the view that compositionality is the fundamental organizing
property of language, we show first that actions of the hands, face, head, and torso
in sign languages directly reflect linguistic components, and illuminate certain aspects
of compositional organization among them that are relevant for all languages, signed
and spoken. Studies of emerging sign languages strengthen the approach by showing
that the gradual recruitment of bodily articulators for linguistic functions directly maps
the way in which a new language increases in complexity and efficiency over time.
While compositional communication is almost exclusively restricted to humans, it is
not restricted to language. In the spontaneous, intense emotional displays of athletes,
different emotional states are correlated with actions of particular face and body features
and feature groupings. These findings indicate a much more ancient communicative
compositional capacity, and support a paradigm that includes visible body actions in
the quest for core linguistic properties and their origins.

Keywords: sign language, compositionality, embodiment, language emergence, language evolution, emotion

INTRODUCTION

Sign languages and spoken languages differ dramatically in the physical modality of transmission.
Despite this difference, since sign languages have been taken seriously as full natural languages,
investigators have placed the emphasis on the numerous similarities between the two systems.
In Sign Language and Linguistic Universals (Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006), all chapters but one
adopt theories devised on the basis of spoken language to analyze the morphology, phonology,
prosody, and syntax of sign languages. Though the physical manifestations of linguistic properties
are duly described, the research paradigm works from linguistic theory to its manifestation by the
body – from the linguistic mechanisms in the mind out to the body. Only the final chapter of
the book deals with so-called modality effects that distinguish the form of sign language from
that of spoken language. Here the direction of investigation is reversed. Working from the body
to language, from the outside in, I bring together a range of diverse studies to show that the
recruitment and composition of body actions provide direct evidence for linguistic properties and
their emergence.

Since the beginning of linguistics, the main object of study has been the structure and
arrangement of words. This focus has been attributed to the technology of writing, which
made it possible to record these parts of language, so that they could be studied scientifically
(Downing et al., 1992). As a result, the elements that can be recorded in writing, the principles
behind them, and the meanings associated with them, became the primary data. Among the
effects of writing systems is the segmental view of the language signal as beads on a string
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(see e.g., De Saussure, 1959; Aronoff, 1992). The technology of
writing systems facilitated linguistic analysis, and linguists have
made much progress over the last century and more using words
and their arrangement as data.

Writing has undoubtedly advanced civilization, but it is not
a component of the language faculty. According to Ethnologue
(Simons and Fenning, 2018), fewer than half of the world’s
languages have writing systems, and for most of those that do,
there are large populations of speakers who are illiterate in the
language, and have not achieved what Gough and Hillinger
(1980) famously called ‘an unnatural act’ – learning to read.
Furthermore, standard written languages like Chinese, English,
or Hindi, almost never represent a person’s actual spoken
language. The human language capacity is independent of the
written word. The fact that it is possible to convey much of the
(spoken) language message in writing is of interest, but it is also
deceptive.1

The language faculty is intimately entrenched in the body –
not only in the voice, but in the face, the hands, and the torso
as well. In recent decades, technology for recording language has
advanced greatly, and it is now easy to capture and study both
the auditory and visual signals that are the physical substance
of language – what we actually produce and perceive. These
advances have influenced the study of phonetics, phonology,
and intonation, fostering new approaches such as articulatory
phonology (Browman and Goldstein, 1992). Through video
technology, we can now observe gestures and facial expressions,
facilitating the much younger but thriving field of co-speech
gesture (McNeill, 1992; Kendon, 2004; Müller et al., 2013, 2014;
Church et al., 2017). These technological advances allow us to
study the interaction between the auditory and visual domains in
spoken language. By including visually perceived bodily signals in
our understanding of human language, we put language back in
the body, and humans in their ecological evolutionary setting.2

In the natural and spontaneous languages of deaf
communities, there is no language at all without the visible
bodily signal. Technological advances have also made it possible
to study these languages rigorously; for example, the early and
seminal research of Klima and Bellugi (1979) relied partly on
videotaped data. Sign languages emerge spontaneously and
relatively quickly whenever deaf people have an opportunity
to communicate regularly (e.g., Senghas, 2003; Sandler et al.,
2005), and even individual deaf children in hearing, speaking
households create gestural systems with the seeds of linguistic
structure (Goldin-Meadow, 2003). It is now accepted that sign
languages are a manifestation of a universal human linguistic

1A reviewer pointed out that language can be communicated without the visual
component – for example, in telephone conversations. However, people use
manual and facial gestures, sometimes prolifically, in phone conversations as
well, and both the degree to which telephone speakers produce added linguistic
information as compensation, and the degree to which information is lost to
the perceiver in these situations, have yet to be studied rigorously. Direct deictic
expressions such as ‘that’ and ‘there’ must be accompanied by gesture, and are
infelicitous in telephone conversations. That bodily gesture is a basic component
of linguistic communication is attested by the fact that congenitally blind people
also gesture when they speak (Iverson and Goldin-Meadow, 1998).
2Throughout, reference to humans refers only to contemporary homo sapiens and
not to any predecessors.

endowment. It follows that they should not be regarded as
extraneous or peripheral, but rather as fundamental to our
understanding of language.

Taking its cue from sign languages, this article pulls together
results from a range of studies to support the proposal that
the recruitment and composition of body actions count as
primary evidence for linguistic properties and their emergence.
This approach has two aims. The first relates to sign language
and co-speech gesture; and the second relates to all language.
The first aim is to motivate a model of the relation between
linguistic functions and bodily actions in sign languages, and a
principled way of relating that model to co-speech gesture. The
second is to give the human body a focal role in the pursuit of
knowledge about core properties of language, how they interact,
how they emerge in new languages, and how they evolved. The
approach complements and supplements those that study only
mind-internal computational manipulations that create language
structure (see e.g., Chomsky, 2007).3

A single thread that unifies all modern linguistic research
is that the human language capacity is rooted in our ability
to communicate compositionally. Compositionality was first
introduced by Frege (1914/1979) as a constraint on the relation
between syntax and semantics (see Hinzen et al., 2012). This
versatile capacity is a robust human trait. Other species, such as
non-human primates, can certainly command compositionally
organized cognitive operations and social systems, which
may indeed have provided primordial underpinning for
compositional expression (see the section on Language Evolution
below). However, to date, evidence for compositionality in the
communicative capacity of other species is scant.4 The version
of the compositionality principle assumed here is given in
(1).

(1) The compositionality principle (Szabó, 2012, p. 71).

The meaning of a complex expression is determined by
the meanings its constituents have individually and the
way those constituents are combined.

Complex words can be understood in terms of their
component parts, and the same is true of phrases, clauses,
complex sentences, and so forth. It is understood that each
component can be recombined with other components, within
the constraints of the system, to create new complex forms.

3Exceptions to the tendency to ignore the body are the disciplines of phonology
and intonation, which commonly attribute universal generalizations to the nature
of the articulatory and perceptual systems and their transmission and acquisition
(e.g., Browman and Goldstein, 1992; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1996; Blevins,
2004, 2012; Gussenhoven, 2004).
4Other species, notably, birds, have combinatorial structure in their
communication – elements combine and recombine – but the components and
their recombinations are usually not considered meaningful (e.g., Wohlgemuth
et al., 2010). There is some literature demonstrating limited compositionality
based on laboratory experiments manipulating tones in birdsong (Suzuki et al.,
2017). Non-human primates communicate multi-modally (Liebal et al., 2013), but
the authors do not present evidence of compositionality. Arnold and Zuberbühler
(2012) write that two-part meaningful vocal components recombine in non-
human primates, and a single vocal signal in putty-nosed monkeys appears to
modify meaning in combination with other components (Schlenker et al., 2016).
To my knowledge, no evidence has been presented of complex combinations with
reliable interpretations in non-human species.
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Though compositionality does not exhaustively account for all
of language structure, the basic principle is robust and results
in productivity and creativity in the language of humans, and of
humans alone.

In what follows, motivation for the body-as-evidence
approach, in which the body and compositionality figure
prominently, comes from four directions: (1) established sign
languages, (2) language emergence (of which the only empirical
data are from sign languages), (3) gesture, and (4) communicative
displays of intense emotion in a human compositional system
that is far more ancient than language.

The idea that sign languages are fully fledged linguistic
systems at all levels of structure is by now widely accepted
across the scientific community (Stokoe, 1960; Klima and
Bellugi, 1979; Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006; Pfau et al., 2012).
But inadvertently, indirectly, and somewhat myopically, the
written word and the language-as-computation paradigm have
dominated sign language research, as they have that of spoken
language.

Sign languages, by their very nature, convey linguistic
information directly through articulations of different parts of
the body – an advantage for linguistic analysis that is typically
overlooked. It can be no accident that (apart from differences in
detail of the kind that any grammatical system would exhibit,
due to conventionalization and automaticity) unrelated sign
languages tend to achieve this kind of structuring in very similar
ways. The section on Established Sign Languages demonstrates
that what I call the Grammar of the Body, which reflects universal
elements of meaning and structure in a way that speech cannot.
The role of iconicity in this system, all the way down to and
including the phonology, is addressed, and considered in light of
recent demonstrations of iconicity in spoken language.

Another advantage offered by sign languages is their youth.
It is only in sign languages that language emergence, the topic
of the section on The Composition of Language Emergence can
be observed empirically, since it is only these languages that can
emerge de novo at any time. In the initial stages of language
emergence, we do not see the sophisticated associations between
body and language form found in established sign languages.
Research on Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL), an
emerging language in a Bedouin village, summarized in its own
section below, suggests that the gradual recruitment of parts of
the body, as well as the refinement of these articulations and
their interactions over time, reveals the way in which linguistic
organization emerges, step by step (Sandler, 2012a). The body-
based approach advocated here reveals which components of
language organization arise earlier than others. We infer that
these early components are critical for successful linguistic
interaction. The next section then summarizes support for this
perspective from another young sign language that arose under
different social and linguistic conditions, Israeli Sign Language.
Broadly speaking, sign languages tend to have similar body-
to-language representations, suggesting that they derive from a
universal, gestural base common to all of us.

The section, Gesture briefly cites related observations from
the field of co-speech gesture studies. The goal is to show how
the Grammar of the Body found in sign languages is tapped

by gesture as well, supporting the view that gesture provides
a universal base for the systematic and constrained system
underlying sign languages.

Since compositional communication is very limited or non-
existent in other species (see footnote 4), but robust in humans,
the question of its evolutionary origins is of interest. Some
comments about different views of language evolution open
the section that probes The Roots of Compositional Expression
in Intense Emotional Displays. A search for the foundations
of bodily compositionality leads to the study of body signals
in humans that are communicative but non-linguistic, and
that have internal compositional organization: body displays
of intense emotion. We review our recent experiments, which
analyze displays of winning and losing athletes (Cavicchio et al.,
2018). Interpretation of these displays – minutely coded for
features of face and body – form the basis of a compositional
model of the expression of emotion, illustrated for the first
time here by idealized computer-generated 3-D images. This
evidence from the body suggests ancient roots for compositional
communication in humans.

The final section brings together these strands of research, to
offer a basis for incorporating the body into future investigations
of the nature of language.

BODY AND LANGUAGE STRUCTURE IN
ESTABLISHED SIGN LANGUAGES

One of the most important differences between signed and
spoken language is that, in sign language alone, movements
of articulators (of the face, hands, and body) correspond
directly to specific linguistic functions. This situation is quite
unlike speech, in which movements of the vocal apparatus
in themselves typically do not signify linguistic categories
directly. That is, the relation between linguistic form and
movement of any part of the vocal tract and the resulting
acoustic signal is indirect. Across sign languages, despite expected
grammatical differences, the same fundamental correspondences
between bodily actions and types of linguistic functions
seem to hold. This strongly suggests that sign languages
are tapping deeper body-meaning correspondences, common
to us all, and converting them into rule-governed linguistic
systems.

The correspondences are identifiable and reveal compositional
structure inherent in signed words themselves as well as in the
organization of sign languages at higher levels. The following
sections look selectively at the linguistic roles played by the hands,
the face, the torso, and the non-dominant hand independently.
The evidence points to a deeper source: the relation between
communicative conceptualization and the body – for all of
us.

The rich cross-linguistic literature on spoken languages
is unfortunately not paralleled in the relatively young field
of sign language research. In the discussion that follows,
data and analyses are presented from several, often unrelated
sign languages. Unless otherwise stipulated, the general
characteristics described below are, to the best of my knowledge,
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representative of sign languages in general. Broader cross-
linguistic confirmation and grammatical detail await future
empirical research.

The Hands: Iconicity and Dual Duality of
Patterning
In all sign languages, the hand or the two hands together
produce forms equivalent to words. Contrary to popular belief
that preceded scientific sign language research (e.g., Bloomfield,
1933), Stokoe (1960) demonstrated conclusively that signs are
not holistic gestures. They are composed of units of handshape,
location, and movement, which make contrasts and in other ways
function like the meaningless phonemes and features of spoken
language. For example, Figure 1 shows minimal pairs in Israeli
Sign Language, distinguished only by features of handshape (1a),
location (1b), and movement (1c).

This means that sign languages share with spoken languages
the design feature named “duality of patterning” by Hockett
(1960); called ‘double articulation’ by Martinet (1960): words
in both modalities are comprised of both meaningless
(phonological) and meaningful levels of structure. Stokoe’s
non-trivial claim has been further investigated, corroborated,
and refined by other researchers (e.g., Liddell and Johnson,
1986; Sandler, 1989, 2012b, 2017; van der Hulst, 1993; Brentari,
1998). The handshape, location, and movement units behave
like meaningless phonological elements in the sense that their
combination is constrained by their form, and they are permuted
by typical phonological processes such as assimilation and
deletion, which are also oblivious to meaning, targeting and
influencing articulatory properties of the elements.

Evidence for a meaningless level of structure is seen
in American Sign Language lexicalized compounds, which
undergo the standard phonological processes of reduction and
assimilation (Liddell and Johnson, 1986; Sandler, 1987, 1989,
2017). The reduction involves deletion of locations and regressive
assimilation that affects the shape and orientation of the hand.
The resulting compound assumes the optimal form of the
prosodic word in ASL: the monosyllable (Sandler, 1999a). What
is important here is that the reduction and assimilation processes
affect sublexical components because of their form, irrespective of

meaning, and in fact often obscure the meaning of the individual
members of the compound.

However, in their enthusiasm to demonstrate that sign
languages are full languages like spoken languages, researchers
often miss generalizations that result from the iconicity that is
still present in the formational units of signs. That is, even as the
composition and behavior of formational elements in the system
tap their form regardless of meaning, the elements themselves can
still bear meaning.

Iconicity goes beyond the general impression of the whole
sign. A growing body of work has been describing iconic aspects
of the sublexical structure of signed words (e.g., Johnston and
Schembri, 1999; Fernald and Napoli, 2000; Taub, 2001; Meir,
2002, 2010; Perniss et al., 2010; Padden et al., 2013). We can say
that duality of patterning in sign languages is itself double-sided:
the elements that are analogous to the meaningless ‘phonemic’
units of spoken language are also often meaningful. Here sign
languages and spoken languages depart, because of the iconic
opportunities that the manual-visual medium so richly supports.

The semantic composition of words in any language is
quite complex, even when the form is morphologically simple
(Wunderlich, 2012). For example, Jackendoff (1990) analyzes the
concept ‘drink’ as shown in example (2).

(2) Lexical conceptual structure of the word drink (Jackendoff,
1990)
drink: [event CAUSE ([thing]i, [event GO (thing LIQUID]j,
[path TO ([place IN ([thing MOUTH OF ([thing]i))])])])]

This internal structure is rarely observable in the form of the
spoken word itself, e.g., drink in English, [Sote] in Hebrew, boit in
French. In any sign language, elements of the internal structure
are often reflected directly, and, together, make up the meaning
of a sign. Consider the sign DRINK (water) in the emerging sign
language of Al-Sayyid, in Figure 2.

The curved hand is a container; the motion reflects causing
a substance to go into something; and the mouth as place of
articulation is the ‘something,’ the destination. The fact that
the ‘something’ is liquid is reflected in the shape of the hand
and its orientation with respect to the location, the mouth.
Such signs are not pantomimes, but conventionalized signs

FIGURE 1 | Minimal pairs in Israeli Sign Language. Form left to right: (Ai) MOTHER, (Aii) NOON distinguished by handshape; (Bi) CURIOUS, (Bii) HEALTH
distinguished by location; and (Ci) ESCAPE, (Cii) BETRAY distinguished by movement.
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FIGURE 2 | DRINK in Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL).

and specific to ABSL. In ISL, for example, the handshape
for DRINK is different from that of ABSL, derived from
holding a vessel, while the movement and location still directly
reflect the event of moving something liquid into the mouth
location.

The sublexical components of handshape, location, and
movement, which, as we see here, often retain meaning, combine
according to morpho-phonological constraints (rules). These
components are not morphemes in the traditional sense, since
they do not serve as roots, stems, inflections or derivational
elements (but see Lepic, 2015 for a different view). Nevertheless,
the components are often motivated, revealing internal semantic
structure, and so may be thought of as meaningful phonological
elements (see Taub, 2001 for a model of meaningful sign
components in ASL). Section “Iconicity in Two-Handed Signs”
gives an example of iconicity of phonological elements in
two-handed signs, and “Iconicity in Location and Movement”
considers the phenomenon in light of recent work on iconicity
in spoken language.

Iconicity in Two-Handed Signs
Recent comparative work on two-handed signs illustrates
the direct relation between the internal semantic structure
of a word and its bodily representation. About half of
the signs in any sign language are produced with one
hand; the other half are two-handed. Previous work on the

phonological structure of two-handed signs from different
theoretical perspectives have often ignored or downplayed
meaning (Battison, 1978; Sandler, 1989, 1993; Van der Hulst,
1996; Crasborn, 2011).

But the selection of two hands rather than one, and of
the type of two-handed sign, is often motivated. Comparing
lexicons of three unrelated sign languages, we have shown
that signs denoting meanings that are essentially plural tend
to be two-handed, more than twice as often as chance
would predict (Lepic et al., 2016). Specifically, plurality,
expressed in relations of composition, interaction, dimension,
and relative location among entities or parts of entities, tend
to be two-handed in American, Swedish, and Israeli sign
languages. A subset of these signs was elicited in Al. Sayyid
Bedouin Sign Language, and the results were compatible with
findings for the other three sign languages. In these signs,
each hand and the interaction between the two represents
a component, directly revealing the composition of the
concept.

For example, the sign EMPTY (Figure 3) in American,
Swedish, and Israeli sign languages is unbalanced, that is, non-
symmetrical, in all cases. The non-dominant hand represents a
surface or container, and the dominant hand signifies its empty
or unencumbered state by the type of motion it articulates
in relation to the container. The two elements – an object
and its empty state – are not equal in EMPTY; it is the
empty state that is the salient meaning component in the
concept and not the object itself. Only the dominant hand
moves to signify emptiness with respect to the non-dominant
hand, which signifies the surface or container, and the sign is
two-handed and unbalanced in three unrelated sign languages.
Enfield (2004) documented similar though unsystematic and
gestural use of the two hands in the description of fish traps in
Lao.

Here is the crux: particular elements of the cross-linguistic,
compositional meanings of concepts, usually not overtly present
in the form of spoken words, are often directly revealed in sign
languages in similar ways – by the body.

FIGURE 3 | EMPTY in (left to right) (A) American, (B) Swedish, and (C) Israeli sign languages.
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Iconicity in Location and Movement
In most of the examples above, the location category of a
sign can also be motivated (Fernald and Napoli, 2000; van
der Kooij, 2002). For example, thought processes are typically
signed on or near the upper part of the head. Movement
patterns are motivated in many signs as well. Figure 4 reveals
iconicity in the movement patterns produced by the hand/s: the
reciprocal, ongoing activity of negotiating motivates repeated,
alternating movement of the two hands. Wilbur (2008), proposes
that event structure is directly revealed in the movement
pattern of verbs across sign languages. Strickland et al. (2015)
provide experimental perceptual evidence from signers across
sign languages and non-signers regarding movement and telicity.
They write that their results “are highly suggestive that signers
and non-signers share universally accessible notions of telicity as
well as universally accessible “mapping biases” between telicity
and visual form. (2015, p. 1).

A caveat: Not all signs are transparently iconic: many
signs are arbitrary in form, and even those with iconic
elements are not usually transparent – their meaning cannot
be guessed by naïve observers (Klima and Bellugi, 1979). As
a language matures, iconicity may diminish and signs may
become more arbitrary with respect to their meaning and
more constrained in form (Frishberg, 1975 for ASL; Meir
and Sandler, 2008 for ISL). Furthermore, not every aspect
of lexical conceptual structure is expressed iconically. For
example, in the case of DRINK (example 2 and Figure 2
above), the liquid property of what is ingested is only
pragmatically inferable.5 Different sign languages do not always
select the same meaning components for iconic representation.
In addition to semantic composition, culture plays a role. If
all sign languages selected the same meaning components to
represent, there would be only one sign lexicon, rather than
hundreds.

Yet meaning is pervasive even in formational units that behave
like meaningless phonological elements; it accounts robustly for
productive aspects of vocabulary formation and for similarities
across sign languages. Words of sign languages, to a much greater

5I thank a reviewer for noticing this.

FIGURE 4 | Iconic movement in signs meaning NEGOTIATE in ISL and ABSL.

extent than those of spoken languages, exhibit what we might call
‘dual duality of patterning,’ and their study across sign languages
will have much to reveal about the semantic composition of
lexical concepts in human language generally.

Iconicity in Spoken Language
Contrary to traditional beliefs about the arbitrary relation
between form and meaning in spoken language (De Saussure,
1959), instances of lexical and sublexical form have been found
to have an iconic relationship (Blevins, 2012; Dingemanse
et al., 2015). Blasi et al. (2016) show that some non-
arbitrary associations between form and meaning are even
shared across linguistic lineages, suggesting that they are not
spread through language contact, but are more basic, and
might even have provided an evolutionary base for language
tens of millennia ago.6 However, the amount of iconicity in
sign languages is far greater than in contemporary spoken
languages, for two reasons: (1) sign languages, expressed with
two visible, anatomically identical articulators, so readily avail
themselves of the complex iconic representation necessary for
a large vocabulary, and (2) sign languages are very young
compared to spoken languages – none of them traceable
farther back than 300 years (Kyle et al., 1988). Presumably, a
large pool of arbitrary signal-form relations requires time to
develop.7

The recent investigations into iconicity in spoken language
in fact only serve to reinforce the claim that iconicity in sign
languages can reveal universal properties of language that are
not – or are no longer – as prevalent in spoken languages.
Sign languages teach us that meaninglessness in duality of
patterning of human language lies on a continuum and is not
absolute.

The Face
In sign language after sign language, particular aspects of
information structure are signaled by the upper face –
brows and eyes – and by head position on the front/back
axis.8 Across sign languages, raised brows and often head
forward accompany yes-no (polar) questions, while furrowed
brows accompany wh- (content) questions (ASL, Liddell,
1980; Sign language of the Netherlands, Coerts, 1992; British
SL, Sutton-Spence and Woll, 1999; other sign languages,
Zeshan, 2004). Squinted eyes reliably accompany shared
(but not highly accessible) information, another information
structuring device in ISL (Dachkovsky and Sandler, 2009;
Sandler et al., accepted), and have been observed for the
same function in ASL (Dachkovsky et al., 2013) and Danish
Sign Language (Engberg-Pedersen, 1993), three unrelated
languages.

6I thank a reviewer for bringing this article to my attention.
7Frishberg (1975) shows that signs can become more arbitrary and less iconic over
time, and Aronoff et al. (2005) show that iconic types of morphological complexity
are common across sign languages, while arbitrary derivational morphology (often
the result of grammaticalization in spoken languages) is much more rare in these
young languages.
8In this discussion, we do not deal with affective or emotional facial expressions.
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In our work, we confirm on functional and distributional
grounds the earlier suggestion that facial expressions comprise
the intonational component of prosody in sign languages
(Reilly et al., 1990), and demonstrate that these signals
are compositionally organized (Nespor and Sandler, 1999;
Dachkovsky and Sandler, 2009; Sandler, 2010). In spoken
language, the vocal cords convey both words and intonation, and
different intonational patterns are manifested by fluctuations in
frequency of vibration of the vocal cords, sequentially conveyed.
This makes it challenging to demonstrate compositionality of
intonation in spoken language, though it has been claimed to exist
(e.g., Hayes and Lahiri, 1991). In sign languages, intonational
signals are conveyed by articulators (such as different parts of
the brows and the upper and lower eyelids) that are independent
of each other and of the hands, used for words. This means that
compositional structure of intonation is clearly revealed by the
ways these components simultaneously combine (see Figure 5
below).

While some of the linguistic facial expressions of sign
languages are similar to expressions that can also accompany
speech (Scherer and Ellgring, 2007; Kidwell, 2013), there is an
important difference. In sign languages, these signals are more
systematic, both in form and in distribution, and there are some
differences across sign languages (Zeshan, 2004; Dachkovsky
et al., 2013). Our study of ISL and ASL showed that over
90% of the relevant constituents are characterized by particular
linguistic facial expressions and head positions (Dachkovsky
and Sandler, 2009; Dachkovsky et al., 2013; Sandler et al.,
accepted).9

The intonational system in sign languages is itself
compositional. In Figure 5A below, we see the raised brows
of a typical yes-no question, in Figure 5B the squint of shared
information, and in Figure 5C, the two intonational units
combined, to characterize a yes-no question about shared
information, as in Did you see that movie we talked about last
week?

The lower face is also important in sign languages, but
its role is different from that of the upper face. It conveys
modification of predicates, meanings such as a ‘for a long time,’
‘carelessly,’ ‘effortlessly’ (e.g., Liddell, 1980 for ASL, Meir and
Sandler, 2008 for ISL and ASL; Sutton-Spence and Woll, 1999
for British SL). It is common that such meanings are conveyed
by articulations of the lower face across sign languages that have
been studied for this characteristic, although the specific lower
face configuration can differ across sign languages (see Meir and
Sandler, 2008 for a comparison of lower face modifiers in ASL
and ISL). Figure 6 below demonstrates a mouth shape meaning
‘for a long time’ in ISL, taken from retellings by three signers
of the same part of a Tweety Bird cartoon, in which the cat

9There has been some debate as to whether these facial signals are components
of syntactic or intonational structure. My colleagues and I have argued at length
that they align rhythmically with prosodic constituents, are not isomorphic with
syntactic constituents, and, like spoken intonation, perform the pragmatic role
of organizing information structure (e.g., Nespor and Sandler, 1999; Dachkovsky
et al., 2013; Sandler, 2010; Sandler et al., accepted). As such, although they interact
with syntax, like prosodic signals in any language, they are fundamentally distinct
from syntax.

and bird fall through the air from a high place (from Sandler,
2009).10

The Head
The whole head also helps to organize information structure, for
example, by assuming a particular position (such as forward for
questions), or by clearly changing its position to signal a prosodic
boundary (Nespor and Sandler, 1999). In the latter case, the
head helps to signal dependency between clauses or information
units such as topic and comment (Liddell, 1980; Dachkovsky and
Sandler, 2009; Sandler et al., 2011). The full sentence example
in Figure 8 below shows the head position on either side of the
prosodic boundary, in this case, separating the topic from the
comment in ‘The little dog that I found last week – ran away.’

The Torso
Torso displacement takes different forms, among them shift
and tilt.11 A shift in the direction toward which the torso is
facing tracks reference and coreference in a discourse. Shift
indicates a change in speaker (signer) perspective, sometimes
called role shift, and is typically used for direct or indirect
quotes in discourse or for what is called constructed action
(Lillo-Martin, 1995, 2012; Janzen, 2004; Cormier et al., 2013).
Taken together, we can say that torso shift involves assuming the
perspective of a character for a stretch of discourse (Quer, 2011;
Hermann and Steinbach, 2012; Lillo-Martin, 2012; Schlenker,
2017a,b). In its most overt and full form, this displacement or
shift usually consists of positioning the torso so that the chest
is facing in a different direction for each perspective, shown in
Figure 7.

A tilt, in which the body faces forward but tilts at the waist
to one side or the other, can indicate contrastive focus in Sign
Language of the Netherlands (Crasborn and van der Kooij, 2013),
and can separate constituents in a sentence, most commonly,
topic and comment (Dachkovsky et al., 2013 for unrelated ISL
and ASL). Torso tilt contrasting the topic from the comment in
two intonational phrases is illustrated in Figure 7.

In general, torso movement conveys a contrast of
character perspectives or of topics in the common ground.
This characterization is broad, and the cross-sign language
generalizations we might glean from it must still be confirmed.12

The Non-dominant Hand in Discourse
Like other sublexical formational elements, the non-dominant
hand can be interpreted as meaning bearing, as seen in Section

10The mouth has many additional roles in sign languages, such as creating iconic
gestures, much as the hands do when accompanying speech (Sandler, 2009). See
also Boyes-Braem and Sutton-Spence (2001) on functions of the mouth in different
sign languages.
11Wilbur and Patschke (1998) deal with a third kind of torso displacement in ASL:
leans on the front/back axis. They show that body leans toward or away from the
addressee indicate inclusion and exclusion of the addressee. The precise functions
and interactions between leans, tilts, and shifts in different sign languages suggest
themselves for future research.
12Torso shifts and tilts can be reduced to movement of the head or eye gaze only.
Distribution of these reduced signals is left to future research.
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FIGURE 5 | Compositionality of facial intonation in Israeli Sign Language. (A) Raised brows for yes/no questions and continuation/dependency. (B) Squint for shared
but not easily accessible information. (C) Raised brows and squint together for a yes/no question about shared information (following Nespor and Sandler, 1999).

FIGURE 6 | Conventionalized non-intonational ISL mouth adverbial: “for a long time” (from Sandler, 2009).

FIGURE 7 | Referential shift of upper body in American Sign Language (reprinted with permission from Lillo-Martin, 2012).

The Hands: Iconicity and Dual Duality of Patterning above.13

As such, it can represent a free classifier (Aronoff et al., 2003;
Emmorey, 2003), or it can be dissociated from its two-handed
sign, maintaining its shape and position in the signing space,
and its inherent meaning, while the dominant hand goes on
to produce other signs.14 An example of the latter is seen in
Figure 8, where the non-dominant hand represents the small dog.
In this way, the non-dominant hand marks different kinds of

13See Kita et al. (2014) for a discussion of the status of the non-dominant hand in
signs.
14The non-dominant hand can also function as a meaningless phonological
element, i.e., as a meaningless element that spreads within prosodic constituents
(Nespor and Sandler, 1999).

topic continuity, disappearing from the signing space when the
discourse topic changes.15

Putting the Body Back Together
If we consider the actions of the body in sign language, and
work from body to linguistic structure, general properties of
language stand out in high relief. The articulators each mark
different linguistic functions, and they are physically independent
of one another, which is also an advantage for analysis. This

15Space does not permit discussion of the classifier construction system here, in
which the two hands can each represent a different classifier morpheme in the
same expression (Supalla, 1986; Aronoff et al., 2003; Benedicto and Brentari, 2004;
Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006; Janke and Marshall, 2017 among many others).
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FIGURE 8 | A complex sentence in ISL, “The little dog that I found last week ran away.”

independence makes it possible to incorporate a good deal of
simultaneity of structure in sign language utterances, where
spoken languages are much more confined to linearity. The
relation between articulations and functions in sign languages
is not exhaustively 1:1; the same articulation can manifest more
than one linguistic function. However, when communication
is exclusively visual, and is conveyed by a large number of
articulators whose movements are directly perceivable and often
simultaneous, the result is a system that can be both complex
and transparent at the same time. This transparency often reveals
general linguistic properties that are opaque or covert in spoken
languages. In sign languages, complex linguistic composition can
be seen at a glance.

Putting it all together, Figure 8 above shows a sentence that
means, ‘The little dog that I found last week ran away.’ Here
is the gloss, in which ‘IX’ stands for ‘index,’ typically a pointing
pronominal sign16; subscript ‘I’ stands for an intonational phrase;

16See Lillo-Martin and Klima (1990) and Cormier (2012) for a seminal treatment
of referential loci and pronominal signs.

and subscript Ø stands for a more minor, phonological (or
intermediate) phrase: [[DOG SMALL IX] Ø WEEK-AGO I FIND
IX ] Ø] I [[ESCAPE] Ø] I

The sentence contains two intonational phrases, separating
the topic of the sentence from the comment. The first
intonational phrase consists of two lower-level phonological
phrases (see Nespor and Sandler, 1999). The phrases are signaled
by the timing of the hands, and the facial intonation aligns itself
with these prosodic constituents, as is the case with intonation
patterns in spoken language.

In Figure 8, we see several of the characteristics described
above, listed in Example (2).

(2) Composition of the complex sentence in Figure 8

(a) The sign for SMALL represents dimensions and is thus
two-handed;

(b) Compositional facial expression: squint indicating
shared information occurring on the entire topic (‘The
little dog that I found last week’); and brow raise is
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added to squint at the end of the intonational phrase,
signaling continuation/dependency

(c) The head moves forward and down by the end of
the topic and changes position for the comment, also
marking a dependent relation between the two clauses

(d) The topic and comment are contrasted by body tilt,
which is simultaneously aligned with facial expression
and head position, changing at the intonational phrase
boundary.

(e) The non-dominant hand, originating in the two-
handed sign, SMALL, remains in the signing space
to mark continuity of the topic (‘little dog’), leaving
the signing space before the comment, (‘ran away’).
As soon as the topic changes, the non-dominant
hand configuration and location no longer signal the
discourse topic (regardless of whether or not the
following sign is two-handed, as it happens to be in
Figure 8).

Culling the investigations of many sign language researchers
in different sign languages over the past several decades, a
Grammar of the Body in sign languages is shown in Figure 9
below.

THE COMPOSITION OF LANGUAGE
EMERGENCE

If the structure outlined above is common to sign languages
generally, then we ought to be able to witness its emergence in
a very young sign language. Unlike spoken languages, which are
all 1000s of years old or descended from old languages, sign
languages can arise at any time, and sometimes can be caught
by linguists in the act of being born. Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign
Language (ABSL), a language my colleagues and I have been

investigating, began with four deaf siblings and their family,
about 90 years ago (Sandler et al., 2005, 2014). The village, today
numbering about 4,000, of whom about 150 are deaf, offers the
exciting possibility of uncovering the fundamental ingredients
of a language and tracking their development as the language is
being formed.

Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language
The naïve but reasonable expectation is that new sign languages
would recruit the body in a pantomimic way, so that each
part of the body represents itself, ‘acting out’ events. A less
naïve, but, as it turns out, equally wrong expectation – one
that our team (Mark Aronoff, Irit Meir, Carol Padden, and
myself) tacitly assumed at the outset – is this: In a community
in which children have adult models and many hearing people
also sign, complex linguistic structuring of the kind observed in
established sign languages should arise very rapidly. Universal
grammar principles and parameters ought to be hovering and
beckoning, we expected, realized by children at the earliest
opportunity.

We did not find this and, in particular, we did not find many
linguistic structures that are widespread across established sign
languages, such as a crystallized phonological system (Sandler
et al., 2011), verb agreement (Padden et al., 2010), or a common
type of complex classifier construction system. Instead, we found
that the language began with a very simple base, but one
which, crucially, bears the seeds of linguistic form, budding and
blooming gradually and sporadically.

Armed with knowledge about language and sign language that
our team brought with us, we were able to identify kernels of
linguistic organization in syntax (Sandler et al., 2005), phonology
(Sandler et al., 2011), and morphology (Padden et al., 2010; Meir
et al., 2010), on their way to becoming more conventionalized
and complex (see Aronoff et al., 2008; Sandler et al., 2014 for
overviews). On the whole, we found that language begins with

FIGURE 9 | Some of the linguistic properties embodied by actions of particular parts of the body across sign languages [adapted from Sandler (2012a)].
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a good deal of variation, converging on conventionalized form
gradually, and at different rates for different properties (Meir and
Sandler, in press).

In the analysis of two young sign languages of equal age, ABSL
and ISL, I follow the outside-in paradigm that works from the
body to linguistic organization, and not the traditional paradigm,
which is the other way around. ABSL, a village sign language was
first conceived and developed with little outside influence, unlike
ISL and similar deaf community languages.17 The first generation
of ABSL deaf people (four siblings) and the older members of
the second generation had very little or no exposure to any other
language, spoken or signed. Younger signers of the second and
later generations had exposure to ISL, but the amount and quality
of exposure, and of influence on their language, varies greatly,
depending on the educational, family, and social environment
of each individual.18 In ABSL, each age group recruits more of
the body for different linguistic functions, adding complexity
concomitantly in the organization of body and language.

In a videotape of a story told by one of the first four signers,
already in his 60s at the time (and deceased before we began
our research), the entire body is active at the outset, but not
in a linguistically organized way. Only the hands are recruited
linguistically, symbolizing concepts as signs. The first unit to
emerge in language, then, is the word. The whole body is involved
in enacting events pantomimically, so that we have a contrast in
the story between HIT, a manual sign that still exists in ABSL,
and ‘strike,’ a whole-body enactment of striking someone with a
sword. With a few exceptions, each proposition in the narrative,
separated by pauses, consists of a single sign representing a
person, object, or action, or two-sign combinations representing
a verbal expression and an argument.

In a carefully coded study of narratives of two older second-
generation signers and two younger second generation signers
(Sandler et al., 2011), we found that older second generation
signers produce longer strings than those of the first generation
man, including coordinated events as well as a rough topic-
comment structure, in which constituents are separated by pause
and movement of the head. Younger second generation signers
add systematic, linguistic facial expressions which indicate the
type of relation holding between constituents, much as the brow
raise indicates dependency in the ISL example (Figure 8). In
other words, recruitment of the head and then the face for
non-pantomimic/affective purposes adds increasing complexity
to linguistic organization as well.

The narrative of a third generation signer (Age Group
IV in Tables 1, 2) is more complex still, in both body and
linguistic organization. He is the son of a deaf mother and
is the oldest of 5 deaf siblings. He has had considerable
exposure to ISL, but can distinguish ISL from ABSL in his

17I adopt the distinction between village sign languages, which arise in insulated,
homogeneous villages with a deaf population, and deaf community sign languages,
which are conventionalized in heterogeneous populations, often in schools for deaf
children (Meir et al., 2013).
18It is very difficult to find a pristine language, utterly untouched by other
languages. See Meir et al. (2013) and Meir and Sandler (in press) for descriptions
of the characteristics of the two language communities, and the impact of these
differences on the linguistic structure.

TABLE 1 | Linguistic complexity in each age group [adapted from Sandler
(2012a)].

Age group
(Older to
Younger)

Words Complex
sentences

Discourse
reference/Information
structure

I Signs

II Signs Unsystematic clause
linking

III Signs Complex sentences –
embedding

Illocutionary force
Parentheticals
Referential shift

IV Signs Complex sentences -
two degrees of
embedding

Illocutionary force
Parentheticals Double
referential shift
(contrasting referents)
Topic continuity

TABLE 2 | Recruitment of bodily articulators for linguistic functions across age
groups in ABSL [adapted from Sandler (2012a)].

Age group
(Older to
Younger)

Hands Head Face Torso Non-dominant
hand

I X

II X X

III X X X

IV X X X X X

own signing, and we found only one ISL sign in his 12-min
narrative. We consider him bilingual). The signer tells of his
enrollment in a vocational school, and of choosing a vocation
to study there. The body is divided in much the same way
as in ISL Figures 8, 9. The stretch he is signing means, “The
third vocation [to choose from at the vocational school] was
welding. Long ago, my father was a welder. . ..”. The still shot in
Figure 10 below was extracted from the parenthetical expression
beginning with ‘Long ago.’ Each hand performs a different
role; the head, torso, and face are independently recruited to
provide relevant linguistic information in a simultaneous bodily
configuration that is typical of sign languages (details in Sandler,
2012a).

Table 1 shows the overall picture of the emergence of
linguistic structure in ABSL [where roman numerals refer to
age groups, from oldest (I) to youngest (IV)].19 In this small
but carefully documented study, there is a direct correlation
between this increasing linguistic complexity and complexity
in the use of the body for these functions, seen in Table 2.
The hands are first – showing the human propensity for
symbolization. Adding the head indicates constituency larger
than the word, especially those that are connected to a following
constituent, as in lists and coordinate structures. When the
face is added systematically in Age Group III, illocutionary
force (e.g., questions vs. declaratives) and embedding/complex
sentences make their appearance. In Age Group III, the

19In all of our work on language emergence, we adopt Labov (1963) Apparent Time
Hypothesis, more recently supported by Sankoff (2006). Since a person’s language
changes little after the critical period, we can reliably identify diachronic change by
synchronically documenting the language of succeeding age groups.
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FIGURE 10 | Age Group IV ABSL signer, simultaneously conveying words and discourse relations by different bodily articulations.

torso marks larger constituents with wider scope in the
discourse, distinguishing different perspectives and referents,
and the non-dominant hand establishes the discourse-level
topic and keeps it in the common ground. Adding articulators
whose movements entail larger spatial volume contributes
to more and more sophisticated structuring of a whole
discourse.

We can only find the emergence of linguistic forms in
new sign languages, 20 and we can track them most clearly
by observing the recruitment of parts of the body. Were we
to restrict ourselves to a model of language as computation
in the mind, in which ‘externalization’ by the body is of
secondary importance, we would miss these generalizations
entirely.

Support From Israeli Sign Language
(ISL), Another Young Sign Language
The ABSL studies rely on a small number of participants,
because adult native signers of the language are so preciously
few, and the results must be taken as preliminary. Israeli
Sign Language is much less limited, both in the size of the
deaf population (estimated at about 10,000)21 and in signers’
availability and flexibility. At the same time, this language arose

20A well-known example of a young sign language is Nicaraguan Sign Language
(NSL, e.g., Senghas and Coppola, 2001). Some accounts of this language claim that
linguistic structure emerges very rapidly (Kegl et al., 1999), and this impression
is common in references to NSL, even if most NSL researchers themselves are
typically more cautious. In our work on Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language, we
stress that its linguistic structure emerges, but gradually. It is difficult to compare
NSL with either ABSL or ISL, because the methods of data elicitation and analysis
are quite different.
21The figure of 10,000 deaf ISL signers is considered a conservative estimation,
based on enrollment in educational programs for deaf and hearing impaired
children, and on figures of the health and welfare ministry regarding disability
stipends (p.c. Yael Kakon, Director of the Institute for the Advancement of Deaf
Persons in Israel). There are no official population figures available.

under very different conditions, and can be considered a Creole
of many substrates but no superstrate (Meir and Sandler, 2008).22

Studies, some of them ongoing, show consistent and quantifiable
correlations between the increasing organization and integration
of bodily articulations and of linguistic structure in this language
(Stamp and Sandler, 2016; Dachkovsky, 2017; Dachkovsky et al.,
accepted).

For example, Dachkovsky (2017) studied the emergence of
relative clause marking across three age groups in ISL. In this
language, relative clauses are marked with non-manual signals:
eye squint and forward head movement. Dachkovsky found that
the oldest age group often recruited only one of the markers
(typically, head position) and aligned it with the noun of the
relative clause alone. In a task eliciting a response corresponding
to, ‘The girl who is riding a rocking horse is eating ice cream,’
older signers who produced head movement tended to align
it only with the noun, ‘girl.’ The younger age group reliably
recruited both markers (squint and forward head movement),
and aligned them with the whole relative clause –‘the girl
who is riding a rocking horse’ – to form a constituent. The
third age group performed like the second, except that the
intensity of the signal was reduced, as is often the case in
grammaticalization.

Another study (Dachkovsky et al., accepted) is based on
spontaneous narratives, and investigates the bodily marking
of discourse structures in 2 min of narrative in three age
groups of ISL signers. The data were analyzed according
to different degrees of discourse complexity, according to a
relational hierarchy successfully used for measuring complexity
and its acquisition in spoken languages. The hierarchy entails
increasingly complex relations among constituents, both within
and across propositions.

22See Meir and Sandler (in press) for a comparison of variation and
conventionalization in these two languages.
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By comparing the bodily coding with discourse relations
expressed, the study found that younger signers convey
significantly more complex relations than older signers, and that
the organization of the body to mark relations becomes more
systematic. For a given relation, older signers are more likely
to use different bodily markers, alone or configured together
with another marker – specifically, tilt or shift of head or torso,
alone or in combination – with no consistency. For the same
relation, younger signers show a striking tendency to converge
on a single articulator (either the head or the torso) and position,
potentially freeing up other articulators to mark a different
relation simultaneously. Reduction effects are also discernible in
younger signers, and their distribution is still being analyzed.

By studying language emergence with the body as evidence,
we have been able to arrive at generalizations regarding increases
both in systematicity and in explicit marking of distinctions
among different linguistic functions and relations, as a language
develops over time. The generalizations described here, regarding
higher levels of structure, are the only empirical evidence of
language emergence available, and the Grammar of the Body
provides a point of entry into the process.

What Is Compositional About It?
What is compositional about this Grammar of the Body? The
compositionality principle is restated for convenience:

(1′) The compositionality principle (Szabó, 2012, p. 71).

The meaning of a complex expression is determined by
the meanings its constituents have individually and the
way those constituents are combined.

What we have not yet demonstrated clearly is that the
components are recombinable, adding predictable meaning in
each recombination (see Talmy, 2003 on recombinance). A clear
example of recombination is found in the components of
intonational facial expression. Figure 5 showed that combining
the raised brows of a yes–no question with the squint of shared

information renders a simultaneous manifestation of the two.
Similarly, adding shared information to the lowered brows
intonation of a wh- (content) question, renders a simultaneous
combination of those two bodily expressions, as shown in
Figure 11.

In the same way, the non-dominant hand can represent any
whole sign, classifier morpheme, or numeral, and its domain
is determined by the topic held in the common ground within
a stretch of discourse. Torso tilts can contrast information
of different kinds, from foreground/parenthethical information
to different discourse referents, and the information structure
determines its distribution. In these ways, the components of the
body combine and recombine to convey complex information in
sign languages.

It has long been observed that signers of different,
unrelated sign languages can strike up a conversation and
understand one another (e.g., Supalla and Webb, 1995;
Newport and Supalla, 2000; Zeshan, 2015). Here we see
that the use of the body, intricately orchestrated in similar
ways across established sign languages, together with similar
strategies for iconic symbolization, provide an envelope for
understanding.

The overall picture that emerges suggests a hierarchy, in which
smaller units of language are conveyed by smaller articulators and
larger ones are signaled by larger (or wider reaching) articulators,
schematized in Figure 12.

The schema is intentionally broad, in order to capture
generalizations that are themselves broad. As noted, the torso
conveys contrasts both between referent perspectives and
between topics under discussion, and torso movement can be
accompanied by or reduced to head or eye movement. The
non-dominant hand, in addition to signaling topic continuity,
can remain in the signing space for purely prosodic reasons, not
related to meaning (Nespor and Sandler, 1999). Nevertheless,
this schema captures fundamental and testable relations between
language and its bodily manifestation in sign languages. Where,
then, did this system come from?

FIGURE 11 | Recombining components of facial intonation in Israeli Sign Language. (A) Furrowed brow for wh-question. (B) Squint for shared information.
(C) Furrowed brow and squint for a wh-question about shared information (following Sandler, 1999b).
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FIGURE 12 | Hierarchical organization of body and discourse components.

GESTURE

The flourishing field of gesture studies converges with this
line of inquiry, investigating the properties both of gestures
that accompany speech and of silent gesturing by hearing
people in experimental tasks (e.g., Efron, 1941; McNeill,
1992; Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Kendon, 2004; Müller et al.,
2013, 2014; Seyfeddinipur and Gullberg, 2014; Church et al.,
2017; Goldin-Meadow and Brentari, 2017)23. We now can
state unequivocally that everyone in every culture gestures.
The literature is replete with examples in which gesture
adds imagistic and informative, content to the message
that is non-redundant – not present in the speech signal
(e.g., McNeill, 1992 and many others). Most of the signal
is extra-linguistic in the strict sense that it typically does
not explicitly interact with the grammar, although it can
be influenced by specific languages (Kita and Özyürek,
2003; Gullberg, 2011). That such elaboration is part of our
universal language faculty is confirmed by the fact that signers,
whose hands are occupied in the transmission of words,
simultaneously produce iconic gestures with their mouths
(Sandler, 2009).

Gestures can also interact more directly with linguistic
structure in some cases. For example, pointing gestures are
intimately integrated into speech, so that the referent of a deictic
expression such as that chair, is unclear without pointing (Fricke,
2014).24 Similarly, speakers, like signers, can set up topics in space
and refer back to them with gesture, or use body position for
reference. In a treatment of speech act control, Landau (2016)
suggests that reference can be specified solely by the position of
the body. A scenario he proposes is shown in (3). In the example,
the body position (body shift, when the speaker turns to the girls)
identifies the intended addressees.

(3) Body shift to evaluate addressee (Landau, 2016)

23See Müller, 2018 for a current detailed comparison of sign and gesture.
24Speakers can point with many parts of the body, not just a hand, but in true
deixis, they must use a visible gesture of some sort.

Dad and mom are reading in the living room. Jen, the
older daughter, is there too. The little boys and the little
girls are in the kids’ room, making a hell of a lot of noise.
Dad tells Jen to go tell the boys to be quiet. Mom tells
Jen to go tell the girls to be quiet (they are not aware of
each other’s orders). Jen walks over to the kids’ room and
says: “[To the boys:] Dad said to be quiet, [turning to
the girls] and mom did too.”

Landau’s semantic analysis attributes the addressee function
to linguistic structure, but assumes that evaluation of the
addressees (the boys and the girls, respectively) belongs
to extralinguistic pragmatic context. However, his analysis
overlooks the fact that the body gesture is a visible signal
and as such it is part of the utterance (see Kendon, 2004).
In that sense, it differs from ambient pragmatic knowledge
that is not signaled. Therefore, there is another possible
interpretation: that bodily gesture is part of the linguistic
expression. This shift in body position is reminiscent of
role shift in sign languages (see the section on torso,
above).

Most gesture studies attend exclusively to the hands.
One exception is Birdwhistell (1970), who suggests that
actions of the head and torso indicate person (first or
second), prosodic boundaries, and other functions (see Kidwell,
2013 for an overview). Another is Calbris’ detailed study
of Parisian gestures (Calbris, 1990), which shows that the
face and the hands can separately contribute information
to a configuration containing both. This is the essence of
compositionality.

Adam Kendon, the father of contemporary gesture studies, in
early work, clearly proposes that the physical domain of gesture
is the entire body. Kendon wrote:

“Just as the flow of speech may be regarded as a
hierarchically ordered set of units, so we may see the
patterns of body motion that are associated with it as
organized in a similar fashion, as if each unit of speech
has its “equivalent” in body motion. . . Each speech-
unit is distinguished by a pattern of movement and of
body-part involvement in a movement. The larger the
speech unit, the greater the difference in the form of
movement and the body parts involved” (Kendon, 1972,
pp. 204–205).

It is not hard to see a relation between use of the body
in co-speech gesture and in sign languages as schematized
in Figure 12. Yet clearly, the two systems are not the same.
Gesture is typically optional with speech, and actions of the body
rarely comprise explicitly linguistic constructions themselves,
nor are they nearly as systematic and complex as they are
in sign languages (McNeill, 1992; Özyürek, 2017). Moreover,
gestures that accompany speech can only be fully understood
with speech, which results in a complex – and, most likely,
compositional – interaction between speech units and body
units.

A detailed comparison between sign language and gesture
would take us too far afield (but see, e.g., Janzen and Shaffer,
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2002; Müller, 2018). However, the rich gestural scaffolding
that Adam Kendon describes apparently taps into the same
Grammar of the Body that underpins sign languages (see
Kendon, 2012). Sign languages develop the components into fully
fledged, rule-governed, compositional linguistic systems. Goldin-
Meadow and Brentari (2017) conclude that language (in either
modality) incorporates gesture, and that the two must be studied
together.

ROOTS OF COMPOSITIONAL
EXPRESSION IN INTENSE EMOTIONAL
DISPLAYS

All established contemporary human languages, spoken or
signed, have a remarkable, creative, and productive range of
expression, thanks in no small part to compositionality. Is
this compositional structure in human language, so faithfully
manifested in the body, alone in nature? Do other species possess
it? Is it part of the language faculty alone, or might it have
roots in other communicative systems of our species? The next
section discusses some current issues in language evolution as
context. The section following that presents evidence that human
expression of intense emotion has compositional characteristics,
suggesting a propensity for compositional expression in humans
that is far more ancient than language.

Evolution of Language: Some Key Ideas
The field of language evolution has grown to encompass a vast
body of research over the past several decades. I make no attempt
to do it justice here, instead offering below only a few broad
comments as context.

One widely held view is that the mental computational ability
of humans to produce discrete infinity, or open-endedness,
in language results from recursive application of Merge, an
operation that combines two syntactic units to form a new
syntactic unit. Proponents of this view hold that this single
property distinguishes human language (the faculty of language
in the narrow sense – FLN) from communication systems of
other animals (Hauser et al., 2002).

According to one view, the computational ability attributed
to FLN has no evolutionary precursor and is due to a small
mutation resulting in rewiring of the human brain (Chomsky,
2007). It follows that the only reasonable direction for linguistic
investigation to take is to develop the best theory to characterize
this ability in contemporary humans. A different paradigm
accepts the centrality of FLN in language evolution, but proposes
that the evolution of this mental computational ability can be
traced from cognitive (not communicative) systems of other
species. Seyfarth and Cheney (2014) argue that, while there
is only scant evidence for hierarchical or recursive structure
in communication systems of other species, there is elaborate
hierarchical structure in social cognition, particularly of non-
human primates, and it is this cognitive underpinning that could
have provided the basis for language. In a cogent review of
a recent book by Berwick and Chomsky (2016), Fitch argues
that “animal cognition offers richer parallels and potential

precursors to human thought and concepts than does animal
communication” (Fitch, 2017, p. 603). He reasons that if recursive
computation is a cognitive capability, then it makes sense to seek
its evolutionary roots in the cognitive abilities of other species.

The uniqueness of recursion as the sole property responsible
for open-endedness (‘discrete infinity’) has recently been
questioned by Meir (2018). She demonstrates that a different
kind of open-endedness – topic open-endedness – is a defining
characteristic of human language, though it is not facilitated by
recursion. Topic open-endedness refers to our uniquely human
ability to express an endless variety of situations, thoughts, and
ideas, real or hypothetical. She argues that, while Al Sayyid
Bedouin Sign Language, an emerging language, does not have
syntactically marked recursion at the outset (Sandler et al., 2011),
it does have all the critical properties responsible for topic open-
endedness – properties that are not present in communication
systems of other species – symbolization, meaning extension,
predication, negation, and compositionality.

Compositionality, the property that is the focus here, is present
in all languages, including very young ones like the earliest forms
of ABSL (see Sandler, 2012a for sample utterances of a first
generation signer). Compositionality emerges in real time in
iterated learning laboratory experiments with visually perceived
stimuli, in which participants tend to extract recombinable
components from holistic symbol transmission, and to assign
meaning to them, from “generation” to “generation” (see Smith
and Kirby, 2012 for an overview).

We find robust compositionality in the bodily division of labor
in sign languages and in gesture, as shown in earlier sections.
In the next section, we extend the body-as-evidence approach to
address the evolution of this property. Our approach contrasts
conceptually with the view that the “externalization” of language
by the body is of secondary importance in language evolution
(Berwick and Chomsky, 2016). The body-as-evidence view is
compatible with Fitch’s (2017) position that externalization
is important in understanding language evolution, but for
different reasons. Fitch argues that externalization by the body
is important because it can provide critical clues to computation
and processing required by language. Here we see the body
as manifesting, and thus revealing, compositional properties of
language, directly. The experiment described below explores
the human propensity for compositionality in a kind of bodily
expression that is far more ancient than language: intense
emotion.25

Corporeal Emotional Displays of Athletes
and Their Interpretation
Certain emotional configurations of facial expression (Ekman,
1992) and of body posture (de Gelder et al., 2015) are
reliably interpreted in the same way. This shows that they are

25Some have suggested that visible bodily forms of expression – sign, gesture, or
pantomime – preceded speech in evolution (Armstrong et al., 1995; Corballis,
2003; Arbib, 2012), an issue that is orthogonal to the present discussion of
communicative bodily compositionality. But it should not go unnoticed in this
context that in hearing as well as deaf contemporary humans, both the mouth and
the hands are intricately, profusely, and simultaneously involved in communicative
expression (Boyes-Braem and Sutton-Spence, 2001; Sandler, 2009).
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communicative (e.g., Fridlund, 2014). But does this form of
communicative expression consist of holistic gestalts of face and
body displays? Or is it compositional – like language?

Some researchers hold that facial configurations in particular
are holistic or non-compositional, e.g., that all the facial actions
contributing to an angry face or a happy face form a conglomerate
(Ekman, 1992). Others suggest that each particular action of
different parts of the face contributes its own meaning, in a
structure that is compositional in nature (Russell, 1997; Scherer
and Ellgring, 2007). Aviezer et al. (2012, 2015) are among the few
who have considered both the face and the body together. In a
study of emotional displays of athletes, they found the body to be
a more reliable indicator of valence (positive or negative emotion)
than the face, and they concluded that the face is ambiguous
(Aviezer et al., 2015).

In our own recent work, we ask a different question.
Within displays of intense emotion, we ask: Is it possible to
identify emotions or emotional states associated with individual
face/body features that contribute to the interpretation of the
overall display? To probe this question, we investigated the
displays of intense emotion by athletes who have just won or lost a
competition (Cavicchio and Sandler, 2015; Cavicchio et al., 2018).

We select such displays first because they are intense and
complex, reacting to the result of a high-stakes competition in
which athletes have invested a huge amount of their lives. The
intensity of the displays makes coding more straightforward, and
their complexity provides a rich array of features for analysis.
Second, by selecting the moment at which the athletes realize that
they have won or lost, we are able to study displays which are
more likely to be spontaneous and genuine, and not filtered by
convention.

We began by minutely coding facial and bodily features
of displays in over 300 photographs, using the Facial Action
Coding System (FACS, Ekman and Friesen, 1978) for face,
and a body coding system that we created. In our first study
(Cavicchio and Sandler, 2015), we identified the features which
statistically cluster together in victory displays and in defeat
displays, respectively, revealing displays prototypical of each. Our
second study (Cavicchio et al., 2018) presented participants with
a total of 184 photographs of athletes: 49 displaying prototypical
victory displays, 58 with prototypical defeat displays, 36 with
‘mixed’ displays, and 41 photos of athletes in non-competitive
contexts, displaying neutral face and body.

We asked 84 participants to identify emotions or
emotional states and their intensities in each display.
Specifically, they were asked on a sliding scale of 0 to
100: “To what extent does the person in the image feel
submissive/ashamed/sad/disappointed/frustrated/angry/happy/
proud/dominant?”

We found that the most salient categories were dominance
and submission, each associated with its own block of face
and body features which complemented each other in the two
major categories. Dominance judgments correlated with upright
posture, contracted upper face, mouth open and stretched,
and clenched fists (see Figure 13). Submission correlated with
prostrate posture (kneeling or lying down), head down, face
covered by the hands or otherwise not visible.

Within these broad conglomerates, positive or negative
emotions could be identified by looking at individual features
or feature groupings. For example, [lip corners up] (smiling
mouth) was deemed happy or proud and [lip corners down] was
associated with the negative emotions: sadness, disappointment,
frustration, and anger. We found that [lip corners down]
distinguished those negative emotions from other negative
emotions which express resignation and did not have this feature:
submissiveness and shame.

Individual features related to the position of the upper body
also contribute to interpretation. The feature [forward upper
body] was associated with the emotions submission, shame,
and sadness. These emotions are grouped by Ortony et al.
(1990) as evaluative disapproval and focusing on self, which
we interpret as resignation. The feature [asymmetrical upper
body] was significantly associated with emotions related to
disappointment, frustration, and anger, grouped by the same
authors as reactions to goal obstruction. The position of the
upper body, then, distinguishes resignation from resistance to
goal obstruction.

Our results were tallied statistically from complex displays,
and included only emotions rated by participants as strongly
expressing a given emotion on the emotion scale.26. While the
pictures of athletes were complex and did not necessarily reflect
all typical constellations together, we can infer that the strongest
dominant postures were typically characterized by all highly rated
features together, and this is confirmed by the earlier analysis of
these pictures in terms of features that clustered with victory (a
typically dominant display) and similarly with defeat (a typically
submissive display). Based on the findings in Cavicchio et al.
(2018), we have now created computer-generated 3D images that
reflect abstract representations of emotional states consisting of
all the features that were significantly associated with them, and
that pinpoint distinctions and refinements made by individual
features or feature groupings on this basis.

Figure 13 below shows images of displays that are (A)
dominant, (B) dominant and happy, (C) dominant and angry,
and (D) submissive and resigned. The main features associated
with each one, and distinguishing them from each other and
other displays as elaborated in Cavicchio et al. (2018), are listed
in the figure caption. We can think of these images, derived from
participant ratings, as composite realizations of typical mental
representations of these emotional states.

Compositionality of emotional displays reveals ancient
underpinnings of compositional communication that are
potentially relevant to the evolution of language. However, the
use of the body in emotional displays does not correspond in any
direct way to its use in language. Our results do not suggest that
the Grammar of the Body sketched in relation to sign languages
corresponds to the use of the body in the expression of emotion,
nor would we expect it to. Language is not emotion. What
the two have in common is communicativeness and complex
compositionality not found to date in other species.

26In our analysis, we collapsed FACS action units which overwhelmingly occurred
together, such as those that lower the brows and narrow the eye aperture, referred
to here as ‘contracted upper face.’ See details in Cavicchio et al. (2018).
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FIGURE 13 | (A) dominant: [standing, upper body back, stretched mouth, contracted upper face]. (B) Dominant plus happy, same as (A) plus [lip corners up] and
[shoulders back]. (C) Dominant plus angry, same as (A) plus [lip corners down] and [asymmetric upper body]. (D) submissive: [kneeling, upper body forward, hand/s
to head or face, mouth slightly open, lip corners down, inner brows raised]. Figures created by Daniel Landau.

Interpretation of emotional displays is highly context
dependent. In an experiment in which actors performed
contextualized narratives with nonce speech, Dael et al. (2012)
found that body forward signals hot anger, while in our
studies of sports competitions, torso forward is associated with
resignation and submission. The difference might be attributable
to differences in coding categories (whether or not ‘forward’
entails bending at the waist), or to different interpretations
of the same feature in different contexts. The answer awaits
future research. The interpretation of linguistic expressions is also
somewhat dependent on context, but conceivably to a much lesser
extent.

The complex emotional expressions described above bear
the human trait of compositionality, and differ strikingly
from communicative expressions of other species, as far as
we know (see footnote 4). We do not yet know whether
there are constraints on the combinations of face and body
actions, nor do we know how productively the components that
comprise them can be manipulated and recombined to form new
messages. Such possibilities and comparisons of different kinds of
compositional communication offer a new spectrum of research
possibilities.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The relation between mind and body has been debated by
philosophers for centuries (Robinson, 2017), because the issue is
central to understanding human nature. Scientific investigations
of spoken and signed language include the description of bodily
articulation (particularly in phonology in spoken language, and of

the whole body in sign language). But since the language faculty
is often seen as a property of mind alone, the role of the body
is viewed as secondary for understanding the essential principles
governing language. Here we propose a change, by showing that
the body does provide evidence for key properties of language and
its emergence.

If successful, the approach proposed here will encourage
several directions of research, some of them already underway.
A nuanced theory of the Grammar of the Body will make
informed predictions, which can be empirically tested, about
structures that are likely to occur in all established sign languages,
and will uncover differences as well. Such structures can also
reflect the underlying composition of spoken constituents,
as we have seen in connection with sign language and
gesture – from the semantic components of words to reference,
complex propositions, and higher levels of discourse. Detailed
comparisons between sign languages and their gestural roots, to
some extent shared by all, can ensue, following Kendon’s insights
(see Gesture).

Sign languages provide contemporary, empirical evidence for
language emergence, in populations of contemporary humans.
These emerging sign languages are the only empirical source
of evidence for identifying the bare essentials of language
that emerge without any model and for the development and
conventionalization of complex structures across generations.
The Grammar of the Body model, and more refined measures of
body and language efficiency and complexity sketched in section
Support From Israeli Sign Language (ISL), Another Young
Sign Language, can be developed and elaborated to explore the
emergence of other sign languages and their development over
time.
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There is no doubt that visible bodily actions evolved as part
of our communicative endowment, and evolutionary biologists
take the body seriously in understanding language evolution
(e.g., Donald, 1993; Fitch, 2010, 2017). We are now developing
a test of our preliminary findings about the compositionality of
bodily displays of emotion by experimentally manipulating the
components and investigating the resulting interpretations. The
role of context in organizing and interpreting emotion displays
vs. linguistic expressions also offers fertile ground for future
comparison and characterization of these systems.

Taken together, evidence from spoken language, sign language,
language emergence, co-speech gesture, and the communicative
expression of emotion demonstrates that compositional
communication in all domains is an inherent human trait. We
have been able to arrive at this conclusion by admitting the body
as evidence for the nature of language.
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Constructing Complexity in a Young
Sign Language
Svetlana Dachkovsky, Rose Stamp* and Wendy Sandler

Sign Language Research Laboratory, University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel

A universally acknowledged, core property of language is its complexity, at each level of
structure – sounds, words, phrases, clauses, utterances, and higher levels of discourse.
How does this complexity originate and develop in a language? We cannot fully
answer this question from spoken languages, since they are all thousands of years
old or descended from old languages. However, sign languages of deaf communities
can arise at any time and provide empirical data for testing hypotheses related to
the emergence of language complexity. An added advantage of the signed modality
is a correspondence between visible physical articulations and linguistic structures,
providing a more transparent view of linguistic complexity and its emergence (Sandler,
2012). These essential characteristics of sign languages allow us to address the issue
of emerging complexity by documenting the use of the body for linguistic purposes. We
look at three types of discourse relations of increasing complexity motivated by research
on spoken languages – additive, symmetric, and asymmetric (Mann and Thompson,
1988; Sanders et al., 1992). Each relation type can connect units at two different levels:
within propositions (simpler) and across propositions (more complex).1 We hypothesized
that these relations provide a measure for charting the time course of emergence
of complexity, from simplest to most complex, in a new sign language. We test this
hypothesis on Israeli Sign Language (ISL), a young language, some of whose earliest
users are still available for recording. Taking advantage of the unique relation in sign
languages between bodily articulations and linguistic form, we study fifteen ISL signers
from three generations, and demonstrate that the predictions indeed hold. We also find
that younger signers tend to converge on more systematic marking of relations, that
they use fewer articulators for a given linguistic function than older signers, and that the
form of articulations becomes reduced, as the language matures. Mapping discourse
relations to the bodily expression of linguistic components across age groups reveals
how simpler, less constrained, and more gesture-like expressions, become language.

Keywords: language complexity, language emergence, sign languages, discourse relations, gesture, use of body,
compositionality

1Propositions are semantic constructs that usually represent meaning of sentences and discourse, and are subject to truth
conditions. They consist of a predicate, a number of arguments and one or more modalities (e.g., Goddard, 2011).
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INTRODUCTION

The form of language is complex at each level of structure – the
word, the phrase, the clause, and higher units in the linguistic
hierarchy. And at each level, language is compositional – building
up complex structures by combining and recombining simpler
meaningful units. Children inevitably acquire this complex
system, but not all at once. The gradual, step-by-step process
of acquisition offers insight into the relative complexity of
different language structures and their interaction (Brown, 1973;
Barrett, 2016; Dromi, 2016; Tomasello and Brooks, 2016). The
contribution of the child’s mind to this process is clearly
impressive, but the process always occurs in the presence of adult
models, which also contribute to acquisition. How does a new
language accrue linguistic complexity from scratch? What are the
characteristics of language emergence de novo in a community?
Sign languages offer an opportunity to watch this phenomenon
unfold.

This opportunity is unique to sign language in two ways: (1)
they are young languages, and new ones can arise at any time
and (2) there is often a direct correspondence between visible
physical articulations and linguistic structures, providing a more
transparent view of the emergence of complexity. The emergence
of complexity with no model in spoken languages cannot be
traced, because spoken languages are all thousands of years
old or descended from old languages with complete linguistic
structures. However, sign languages arise spontaneously in a
community of signers, and if linguists are in the right place at
the right time, they can observe the emergence of language.

It is generally assumed that sign languages begin life as
gestural systems (Janzen and Shaffer, 2002; Goldin-Meadow,
2003; Meir et al., 2016) and interact with gesture even as they
transform into linguistic systems (Liddell, 2003; Padden et al.,
2013). Gestures are used by all of us, and they accompany spoken
language. However, they are unlike language because they are less
conventionalized and less systematic (McNeill, 1992). Established
sign languages are clearly fully linguistic systems (Sandler and
Lillo-Martin, 2006; Pfau et al., 2012). But how did they get that
way?

A good deal of research has described the home sign system
created by deaf children without a language model (Goldin-
Meadow, 2003), and compared it with established sign language
or with spoken language. Though most studies of the gestures
that accompany speech are restricted to manual gestures, it has
long been noted in studies of co-speech gesture that actions of
the whole body accompany linguistic interaction (Kendon, 1972;
Kidwell, 2013). But no study to date has attempted to combine
measures of discourse complexity and bodily systematicity in
order to map the emergence of language in a community, as we
do here.

As will become clear, unlike the relation between form and
meaning in spoken languages, many linguistic structures in
sign languages have overt physical form, so that actions of
different articulators – the hands, face, head, and torso – convey
particular linguistic information. This is another advantage for
our pursuit, as we explain. We do not claim that all aspects of
sign language structure have overt physical correlates. We accept,

for example, that syntactic, semantic, and other relations and
properties can be covert, and that evidence for them can be
attained through linguistic analysis of the same kind that applies
to spoken language (Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006; Pfau et al.,
2012). However, the unique kind of direct mapping that we will
demonstrate offers an opportunity to observe particular linguistic
properties directly as they unfold.

One study to date has adopted the strategy of matching
bodily form to linguistic function in a newly emerging language,
Al Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL). This language was
formed in a Bedouin village in present day Israel, after four
deaf children were born in a single household, and deafness
began to proliferate throughout the village (Sandler et al., 2005).
The study showed that with each new generation of signers,
additional articulators were recruited to convey increasing
linguistic complexity as the language developed (Sandler et al.,
2011; Sandler, 2012). In particular, Sandler (2016) found that
the first overt markings to appear served to organize discourse
functions, such as topic-comment structure, referent perspective,
and topic continuity across a discourse – and in that order. This
approach and its preliminary findings motivate the current study,
and we describe it in more detail in Emerging Sign Languages:
Use of Body Articulators.

We investigate the emergence of complexity in a different sign
language of the same age as ABSL, Israeli Sign Language (ISL).
This language has developed under different social conditions
from those of ABSL (described briefly in The ISL Community
and the Formation of the Language), leading to certain
differences in the path of emergence (Meir et al., 2012; Meir and
Sandler, in press). In more than a decade of research on ABSL,
the research team refrained from attributing complex syntactic
structure to utterances without overt evidence, and instead based
their analyses primarily on the meaning and prosodic structure
of the productions, and their interaction (Padden et al., 2010b;
Sandler et al., 2014, 2005). We follow that strategy in the present
study of ISL as well.

We adopt the theory of discourse relations proposed by
Mann and Thompson’s (1988) and Sanders et al.’s (1992), laid
out in Measuring Relations and Complexity in Discourse, to
investigate the degree of complexity of utterances, and to measure
the frequency and systematicity of the discourse relations they
convey, including, for example, dependency between clauses.
We look at three types of relations of increasing complexity,
motivated by research on spoken languages. In the spirit of
Mann and Thompson (1988) and Sanders et al. (1992, 1993), we
adopt the following terms: additive, symmetric and asymmetric
(see Types and Levels of Discourse Relations and Their
Relative Complexity). Each of these types of relations can
occur at two different levels: within propositions (simpler) and
across propositions (more complex). We hypothesized that these
constructions provide a measure for charting the emergence of
complexity in a young language, from simplest to most complex,
and tested the hypothesis on ISL.

By studying the recruitment of articulators to express
linguistic form in fifteen ISL signers from three generations,
we show in the section Discussion: Bodily Marking Emerges
Gradually that this is indeed the case. In other words, the
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emergence of constructions reflects the degree of complexity
in terms of relation type and level. We also find evidence for
increasing systematicity and automaticity of form as the language
matures. Our conclusions and suggestions for future research
comprise the Conclusion.

The ISL Community and the Formation of
the Language
Israeli Sign Language is the established language of the deaf
community in Israel (Meir and Sandler, 2008). It is a young
sign language, roughly about 90 years old, which arose with the
formation of the deaf community in Israel around the 1930s,
beginning with the establishment of the first Israeli School for
the Deaf in 1932 in Jerusalem. Immigrants from all over the
world contributed to the signing used by a small number of
deaf Jews and Arabs already in Jerusalem. Vocabulary items have
been traced to a small number of immigrants from Germany,
and immigrants from elsewhere in Europe, North Africa, and
the Middle East also brought their sign languages or home sign
systems with them. A conventional local sign language evolved,
and today, ISL is used in a wide range of settings including
the educational system, deaf social and cultural institutions,
interpreting programs, and the media.

The linguistic structure of ISL is investigated in earlier work
(e.g., Meir, 1998, 2010; Meir and Sandler, 2008; Meir and Sandler,
in press) and its emergence has recently become the object of
study, briefly noted in The Body as a Marker of Linguistic
Complexity below.

The Body as a Marker of Linguistic
Complexity
Signers exploit the use of the hands, torso, head and
facial expression to convey linguistic information. Early sign
language research demonstrated that non-manual signals play
important roles in American Sign Language (ASL) grammar
by systematically co-occurring with various linguistic structures:
questions, topics, conditionals, and others (e.g., Baker and
Padden, 1978; Liddell, 1978, 1980; Baker-Shenk, 1983; Reilly
et al., 1990). Later, similar phenomena were demonstrated in
other sign languages (Bergman, 1984, Swedish Sign Language;
Engberg-Pedersen, 1990, Danish Sign Language; Coerts, 1992,
Sign Language of the Netherlands (NGT); Nespor and Sandler,
1999, Israeli Sign Language; Sutton-Spence and Woll, 1999,
British Sign Language; Herrmann and Steinbach, 2013, German
Sign Language). Although most of this research studied facial
expressions, a few studies focused on the role of other articulators,
such as the head (Sandler et al., 2011; Dachkovsky et al., 2013;
Lackner, 2013; Puupponen et al., 2015) and torso (Wilbur and
Patschke, 1998; Ormel and Crasborn, 2012); also see Pfau and
Quer (2010) and Sandler (2010) for overviews of non-manuals
in sign languages.

While early work on the role of non-manual markers in
various structures such as interrogatives, topics, and relative
clauses attributed them to the syntactic level of analysis (e.g.,
Liddell, 1978, 1980; Neidle et al., 2000), other researchers have
argued that facial expressions and head movements are driven

by various information structure and discourse considerations,
such as topic continuity, foregrounding-backgrounding in
subordinate constructions and others (Dachkovsky et al., 2013;
Sandler et al., in press). For example, Figure 1 below illustrates
the marking of a neutral conditional in ISL. It typically consists of
raised eyebrows and forward movement of the head (Dachkovsky
and Sandler, 2009).

Moreover, those signals can co-occur with other signals to
create a more complex grammatical meaning. Thus, raised
brows and forward head movement signaling conditionality can
combine with squinted eyes to create a more complex linguistic
form – together they systematically mark counterfactual
conditionals in ISL (Dachkovsky, 2008). An example of this
subordinate construction using a complex array of facial
expressions and head movements is presented in Figure 2.
The antecedent, or ‘if ’ clause, in this example comprises an
intonational phrase, and the head position and facial intonation
align with the timing of the hands to mark the phrasal boundary.
Thus, the head posture (head movement forward) and facial
expression (raised brows and squinted eyes) change between the
last sign of the first clause and the first sign of the second clause.
This change follows the manual cue at the intonational phrase
boundary – the hold in position of the last sign CATCH-BALL of
the first clause.

These findings motivated a study of a newly emerging
Bedouin sign language, which we discuss below. The study
demonstrated that, in addition to the hands, head, and face,
the torso and the non-dominant hand independently can be
recruited for discourse organization. Since each articulator
contributes additional linguistic information, recruitment of
more articulators for different functions implies more complexity
of language structure.

Taking the findings across sign languages into consideration,
we arrive at a very general model that relates bodily articulators
to linguistic roles across sign languages (see Sandler, 2018

FIGURE 1 | Typical intonational display of the antecedent clause of an ISL
neutral conditional in a sentence meaning, “If you eat now, you won’t be
hungry for lunch.” The image was captured while the signer was producing
the underlined sign.
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FIGURE 2 | Typical intonational display of the antecedent clause of an ISL counterfactual conditional and its change in the consequence clause, in a sentence
meaning, “If the goalkeeper had caught the ball, the team would have won the game” and glossed [GOALKEEPER HE CATCH-BALL] [WIN]. The figure shows the
underlined signs.

for more details). This sort of correspondence is derived
from a range of data and methods of analysis in different
sign languages, and awaits statistical confirmation. Here our
point of departure is that reliable correspondences between
articulator activation and linguistic roles exist, and we test them
statistically across different generations of signers in a young sign
language.

Emerging Sign Languages: Use of Body
Articulators
The new field of emerging sign languages has laid the foundation
for understanding how language arises. Yet, in most cases, these
studies evaluate particular structures at the level of the word, the
clause, or the sentence, without generalizing across levels. Since
sign languages are transmitted in the visual modality and use
multiple articulators, the findings of most earlier studies do note
the role of the body in the process of the emergence of complex
grammatical distinctions, but only indirectly.

Here we aim to overcome these limitations. First, the theory
of discourse relations that we adopt allows us to make broader
generalizations about the emergence of complexity across the
clause and the sentence levels. Second, we exploit the direct
relation between bodily action and linguistic structure to evaluate
the emergence of complexity and systematicity.

Senghas (1995) and Senghas et al. (1997) were pioneers in
this field. They have claimed rapid language development and
change between cohorts of children in a deaf school in Nicaragua.
In their work, the researchers focused on the development of
temporal and spatial devices in this rapidly developing language
(Senghas and Coppola, 2001; Kocab et al., 2016). Assignment to
a cohort reflects both the age at which the signers arrived at the
newly established school, and whether or not they had signing

models in the environment. Members of the first cohort were
older when they arrived at the school, and had no models for
creating a language, while the second cohort were younger and
had the advantage of the older cohort as a language model.

In their work, the researchers examined the emergence of
particular discourse signals, often called referential shift devices –
that is, devices, which shift the perspective of the discourse. In
addition to lexical labels, sign languages can mark the shift with
a manual point or with a movement of the body to a specified
location in the three-dimensional space in front of the signer,
capitalizing on the spatial affordances of the visual modality.
While there was no significant difference between age cohorts
of Nicaraguan Sign Language (NSL) in the use of neutral lexical
signs and indexical points, there was a difference in the use
of spatial devices (e.g., indexical points to space, body shifts
and spatially modulated signs), with second-cohort signers using
them significantly more (Kocab et al., 2015).

Ergin (2017) investigated the development of a recently
discovered young sign language – Central Taurus Sign Language
(CTSL), which emerged in the 1960s in a remote village situated
in the mountainous region of Southern Turkey. The researcher
reported on the emergence of a phonological system, handshape
classifiers and argument structure in this village sign language,
with a special focus on the way the semantic complexity in various
different scenarios is realized on the surface structure of such a
young language. In her study of the word order in this language,
the author also demonstrated that the more specified use of
body articulators (‘body segmentation’) in signaling reciprocal
argument relations in a sentence is more characteristic of the
younger signers’ production (Ergin, 2017).

The youngest reported sign language – the Sao Tome and
Principe Sign Language (LGSTP) – started to emerge just a
few years ago and is still in its first age cohort. The research
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group investigating this language conducted a longitudinal study
through a few successive sessions of video recordings. One of
their findings is that the earlier stages of language development
are characterized by larger signing space than subsequent, later
stages (Mineiro et al., 2017), measured according to the size of
the joints involved in sign production.

By and large, all the studies mentioned so far have traced the
emergence of the signed word, morphological complexity, and
syntax within the sentence. As noted above, their findings related
to the use of the body were an artifact of studying languages
conveyed by corporeal articulators. Taking linguistic functions
as the point of departure, their strategy can be summarized as a
function-to-body approach.

A different perspective has arisen in the studies investigating
a young sign language that emerged in a Bedouin village in
the Negev desert of present day Israel. ABSL has been the
object of study for over a decade by Aronoff et al. (2008) and
Sandler et al. (2014, for an overview). ABSL began with four
deaf children in a single family about 90 years ago, and the
deaf population has since spread throughout the village, now
numbering about 150 deaf people in a village of 4,000. ABSL has
been developing across generations of signers. In their work on
this young language, the team has been especially interested in the
externalization by the body of the emergence and development
of grammatical functions. The researchers paid special attention
to manual timing and to use of the face and head in order to
understand the structuring of sentences in ABSL (Sandler et al.,
2005, 2011; Padden et al., 2010a).

Taking those studies as a basis, Sandler (2012) explicitly
addressed the emergence of ABSL from a body-to-function
perspective. With this approach, she investigated broader
discourse functions, such as the discourse topic. This
preliminary study traced the step-by-step recruitment of
different articulators – the face, the head, the torso, and the non-
dominant hand – to create an increasingly complex linguistic
system in ABSL. In this way, a correlation was found between the
increase in language complexity and the affordances of multiple
bodily articulators participating in language expression at higher
levels of discourse.

Two observations emerge from this work, which are relevant
for the present study. The first is that there is often a direct
correspondence between linguistic and bodily complexity. The
second is that the body traces the order of emergence of linguistic
structure, such that words on the hands are first; propositions and
links between them, signaled by the head and face, are next; and
broader discourse organization, embodied in movement of the
torso and independent spatial placement of the non-dominant
hand, is last. Details of this emergence are expanded in Sandler
(2012, 2013).

Although ABSL studies rely on a small number of participants,
due to the exigencies of fieldwork in a community of this kind,
ISL offers a field that is much less limited, both in the size of
the deaf population (estimated at about 10,000) and in their
availability. At the same time, ISL arose under very different
conditions, and can be considered a creole of many substrates
but no superstrate (Meir and Sandler, 2008), so that the stages of
its emergence may be less crisply defined. Nevertheless, concrete

results about the emergence of this language have been reported.
For example, conventionalization of the use of space was studied
in Padden et al. (2010a). Another study found consistent and
quantifiable relations between the increasing organization of
bodily articulators and of linguistic structure in this language
(Stamp and Sandler, 2016). Specifically, younger signers are
more likely than older signers to use the head and the body
simultaneously for separate linguistic functions.

In a study of relative clauses across age groups, Dachkovsky
(2017) found that younger signers, unlike older signers,
consistently organize this construction by aligning the noun
and predicate of the relative clause with characteristic head
positions and facial expressions. In the youngest group,
the bodily markers are phonetically reduced, indicating the
increased automaticity and conventionalization typical of
grammaticalization (Dachkovsky, 2017). In general, these
studies point to increased language complexity tied to increased
articulatory complexity, as well as increased efficiency in use of
different parts of the body as a language matures.

Here we develop the body-to-function approach and
investigate the emergence of complexity and conventionalization
in finer resolution. Specifically, we trace the relationship
between the recruitment of bodily articulators and
the complexity of discourse relations both within and
across propositions. We adopt a particular measure
of discourse relations and complexity, described in
Measuring Relations and Complexity in Discourse, and
investigate their emergence by tracking actions of the
body for different linguistic units across age groups. We
review relevant properties of language change, such as
convergence as well as reduction of form in the process of
conventionalization.

Measuring Relations and Complexity in
Discourse
We approach the study from the perspective of relations
among constituents in a discourse, and their relative complexity.
By discourse, we mean a coherent multi-utterance dialog
or monolog text. Discourse contains propositions, where
propositions are usually understood to be truth bearing
statements denoting states of affairs (e.g., Wittgenstein, 1961;
Krifka, 2001; Cristofaro, 2003), but it is more than a sequence
of propositions. Despite some key differences, all definitions
view discourse structure as the conceptual organization of a
text, driven by the communicative goals of language users, the
direction of information flow and considerations of common
ground.

Discourse structure subsumes such notions as segmentation,
anaphoric relations, and relations between segments (Kruijff-
Korbayová and Steedman, 2003). As a result, stretches of
discourse are analyzed as connected to each other through a
range of discourse relations (see, among others, Gernsbacher and
Givon, 1995; Graesser et al., 1997; Noordman and Vonk, 1997).

In the present study we are concerned only with relational
aspects of discourse organization. Discourse relations usually
connect events and situations described in propositions, and,
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therefore, cross the bounds of isolated propositions (cf.
Hobbs, 1979; Mann and Thompson, 1986; Sanders et al.,
1992, 1993). Yet, elements at a lower discourse level, within
propositions, also contribute to discourse connectivity. For
example, relations between topic and comment contribute
substantially to information packaging.

In discourse, both explicit and implicit devices signify links
between propositions, and between groups of propositions (e.g.,
Mann and Thompson, 1988; Kruijff-Korbayová and Steedman,
2003). Our approach encompasses both conceptual relations in
discourse connectivity and overt linguistic signals. This approach
is especially appropriate in the signed modality, where formal
syntactic machinery for signaling these relations may be missing,
controversial, and/or lacking empirical support, particularly in
new sign languages.

Not all discourse relations contribute to complexity in the
same way. In Types and Levels of Discourse Relations and Their
Relative Complexity and Increasing Complexity in Language
Ontogeny, Diachrony, and Typology, we introduce the types
and levels of discourse organization that we adopt in terms of
complexity, and briefly survey empirical evidence.

Types and Levels of Discourse Relations and Their
Relative Complexity
A significant part of the discourse literature has focused on the
question of how various sets of relations should be organized
and what principles guide their groupings. Sanders (1997,
121) determined the properties common in all relations, in
order to define “the relations among the relations” relying on
the assumption that some discourse relations are more alike
than others (see also Mann and Thompson, 1988). Within an
organized system of discourse, its segments2 may bear relation
to the system as a whole, or to each other, or to both. On these
grounds, some discourse relations are described as more basic
and others as more complex. We adopt here the general principles
of an approach that distinguishes relations based on two criteria:
types and levels (Sanders et al., 1992; Givón, 1995).

The first criterion, relation type, distinguishes between degrees
of connection between the units of discourse, ranging from
additive (weakly connected) to asymmetric (strongly connected)
relations. In additive3 relations, basic units bear relations to the
system as a whole but not to each other (Sanders et al., 1992).
A more complex type of relation is symmetrical (e.g., Cristofaro,
2008; Givón, 2009a; Nir and Berman, 2010): units of the same
rank are related both to the system as a whole, and to each other.
Symmetric type relations can involve either coordinate (e.g., I
walk to work and also walk back home) or contrastive relations
(e.g., I walk to work but drive back home). In a third type of
organization, known as asymmetric relations, the units are not
of the same rank; one unit is dependent on another unit in the
system (e.g., Cristofaro, 2008; Givón, 2009a; Langacker, 2009; Nir
and Berman, 2010; see Table 1).

The units in example (1) in Table 1, show additive relations
within a proposition, where the only relation between them is

2Discourse segments can be characterized as formally distinct units of discourse.
3Additive relations are also known as iterative (Givón, 2009b).

TABLE 1 | Examples from our data for each relation.

Within proposition Across proposition

Additive (1) My father was
[hammering], [sawing], [and
painting].

(4) [I talked with Dani], [Kate
danced with Peter], [and
Sveta ate her sandwich].

Symmetric (2) [As well as sign
language (being important)],
[I don’t rule out the
importance of spoken
language].

(5) (The basketball game), it
was [Tel Aviv] vs. [Haifa].

Asymmetric (3) [My father and his wife]
[they both had to stay].

(6) (Doctor said). . .
[because you’re not getting
vitamin B12], [you need
injections].

that they belong to the same whole. The order of items in additive
relations does not change the meaning of the proposition.
Example (2) is different because the units of the same rank
are related symmetrically to each other through contrast. In
(3), the elements of the utterance are not of the same rank so
that the topic, ‘My father and his wife,’ serves as an anchor for
the subsequent predication. We can see that they are related
asymmetrically, since the former serves as a background for the
latter, and their order cannot be reversed without changing the
meaning of the utterance.

The second criterion relates to the level of language items
across which the relations hold. Thus, the same major types of
relations exemplified in 1–3 can also hold across propositions,
exemplified in examples 4–6, resulting in more complexity within
the same types of relations.

Asymmetrical relations across propositions are prototypically
signaled by syntactically subordinate constructions, as in
(6), where the asymmetric temporal relations between two
propositions are manifested explicitly by the subordinating
conjunction and different tense agreement in the English
translation.

If categorization of discourse relations in terms of complexity
is significant apart from purely descriptive considerations, it
should prove relevant in areas such as language development,
both synchronically (language acquisition) and diachronically
(language change). In both areas, there is substantial supporting
evidence for the increasing complexity of these relations.

Increasing Complexity in Language Ontogeny,
Diachrony, and Typology
The increasing complexity of discourse relations is reflected in the
order of development of its markers, both in ontogeny (language
acquisition) and in diachrony (e.g., grammaticalization, pidgin
and creole studies). Such general trends are reported in the works
of Bloom (1973), Bowerman (1973), Bates (1976), Scollon (1976),
Givón (1979, 1987, 2009a), Bickerton (1981), Bickerton (1990),
Heine and Kuteva (2007), or Sanders et al. (2009), and others.

In stages of child language development, increasing
complexity is well documented (Bloom, 1973; Bowerman,
1973; Scollon, 1976; Ochs and Schieffelin, 1979; Givón,
2009b). The focus has typically been on the use of connectives
such as conjunctions reflecting age-related command of
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complex syntax (e.g., Jisa, 1987; McCabe and Peterson, 1991;
Berman, 1996; Akinci and Jisa, 2000; Diessel, 2004), where
syntactic development progresses from linear juxtaposition.
Relations between clauses are first implicit (e.g., Hobbs,
1979; Diessel, 2004) then coordination is acquired, followed
by subordination and embedding (Verhoeven et al., 2002).
This progression corresponds to additive, symmetrical, and
asymmetrical relations, within and across propositions in the
Type and Level Approach adopted in this study.

Similarly, in historical change, in both established languages
and in creole genesis, the development from additive relations
to asymmetric relations across propositions has gained extensive
empirical support (e.g., Heine and Kuteva, 2007; Hilpert
and Koops, 2009; Koops and Hilpert, 2009). In addition,
connective devices initially used at the level of the proposition
often grammaticalize into various types of connectors
across propositions. For example, the clause-final locative
demonstrative ia ‘here,’ originally characterizing a location in a
single proposition in Tok Pisin, developed to signal particular
relations across propositions – between relative and main clauses
(Sankoff and Brown, 1976).4

Conventionalization, Convergence, and Reduction
A critical part of language emergence and change is
conventionalization. Through conventionalization, a language
community converges on a consensus about the relationship
between forms and their meanings. In a comparison of two
young sign languages, ABSL and ISL, Meir and Sandler (in press)
showed that language begins with extensive variation at all levels
of structure, before gradually converging on conventionalized
forms. They also showed that different parts of the grammar (e.g.,
phonology and different kinds of morphology) conventionalize at
different paces, so that different aspects of linguistic organization
should be evaluated in their own right, a direction that we take
here.

In established languages, diachronic changes are sometimes
driven by a tendency to distinguish grammatical meanings
with distinctive forms, to make language more precise and, as
a result, more explicit. For example, the Latin subordinating
concessive conjunction quamvis started out as a clause-internal
marker of speech-situation evocation meaning something like
‘as you want’ and grammaticized to a marker of concessive,
adversative relations between propositions. As often happens in
grammaticalization, at the beginning of this process, quamvis
occurred interchangeably with other conjunctions, but gradually
became the most frequent marker of the concessive/adversative
relation in Latin, interpreted as ‘although,’ while the usage of
other variants for this function decreased drastically. We will
report a similar process of convergence and conventionalization
in ISL.

4Sociolinguistic factors can affect the degree of language complexity in young
and emerging languages. This is mostly as a result of external factors, such as
the degree of contact with other languages, the size and social structure of the
language population, and the number of second language users (Bolender, 2007;
McWhorter, 2007; Wray and Grace, 2007; Lupyan and Dale, 2010; Meir et al., 2012;
Trudgill, 2012; Meir and Sandler, in press in signed and spoken language research).
The comparison of ISL with other languages using the same criteria is a topic for
future research.

In the process of conventionalization and specialization,
the form of quamvis was also phonetically reduced – another
measure of language emergence and conventionalization. The
principle of economy (reduction of effort in the production of
form) constantly interacts with the frequency of a language item,
as demonstrated for example by Bybee (2010, 2013) in a series
of studies on spoken languages. It is well known that the most
frequent expressions tend to be reduced phonetically (see Zipf,
1935). In other words, information that is redundant because it is
recoverable and/or predictable, either due to frequency of use or
grammatical redundancy, tends to be reduced.

In sum, increase in complexity is accompanied by the
development of linguistic signals specialized for a particular
discourse function in a systematic (conventionalized) way, as well
as by the reduction of articulatory effort (Lehmann, 2008; Bybee,
2010). It should be emphasized that language changes do not
happen overnight; old forms do not give way to new without
oscillation or variation. Changes occur gradually, as “orderly
heterogeneity” is a fundamental characteristic of language (e.g.,
Weinreich et al., 1968; Labov, 1981). For example, in Labov’s
(1981) discussion of the a split (i.e., tense/lax) in Philadelphia
there is a steady movement from 0% tense a in the oldest speakers,
a slight tendency toward tensing in speakers 40–60 years
old, about 30% tensing among speakers in their twenties and
thirties, and almost 50% among pre-adolescents and adolescents.
Moreover, this growth in the tensing pattern does not occur
evenly across the gamut of lexical items, but rather progresses
incrementally by particular lexical items. Similar patterns of
change have been observed for sign languages (Meir and Sandler,
in press).

Research Questions and Hypotheses of
the Present Study
The present study elaborates and further supports the Type
and Level Approach to understanding linguistic complexity and
its emergence. We extend the approach to a language in a
different physical modality from that of spoken language – a sign
language. As ISL is a young language and some of its earliest
users can still be recorded, we can track the development of
complexity over time. We take advantage of the unique relation
in sign languages between bodily articulations and linguistic
forms, to investigate the accumulation of more complexity, more
convergence in form, accompanied by reduction in this young
language.

We hypothesize that the Type and Level Approach predicts
the course of emergence of linguistic complexity in ISL – from
more basic additive relations to the more complex asymmetric
relations, and from the lower, within-proposition discourse level
to a higher, across-proposition level, as schematized in Figure 3
below.

In addition to increased complexity, we hypothesize that
markings will become more systematic (i.e., more frequently used
in the expected context), that signers will converge on fewer
types of marking for a particular relation (like quamvis in Latin
described above), and that their form will be reduced as the
language matures.
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FIGURE 3 | Schema of complexity cline.

METHODOLOGY

This project follows the approach introduced in Sandler (2012),
by analyzing language from the outside in, paying particular
attention to the bodily articulators in sign languages and
evaluating the linguistic structures that they manifest according
to their meaning and discourse relations. Here we present
evidence from ISL, a young sign language (about 90 years old)
for the gradual emergence of linguistic complexity – from basic
to complex language forms – through the gradual increase in
systematicity and specificity of bodily signals.

To this end, we investigate the emergence of three relations,
varying in terms of relation type (additive, symmetric, and
asymmetric) and level (within or across propositions). We
compare the frequency and systematicity of each relation
produced by fifteen signers of different ages in 2 min each
of spontaneous narrative. While spontaneous data are less
controlled than elicited data, spontaneous data have the
advantage of being natural and more ecologically sound than
elicited data in terms of information structuring and the relations
among constituents.

We adopt the apparent time hypothesis (Labov, 1963; Sankoff,
2006), which holds that language users do not change their
language significantly after young adulthood, so that the language
of older generations is a reflection of the state of the language
in their youth. A comparison between older and younger signers
enables us to make inferences about language emergence from
the outset, since the language analyzed in this study is less than
100 years old.

According to the Type and Level Approach, we expect
additive constructions to be present in the earliest stages of
sign language emergence, as discussed in Research Questions
and Hypotheses of the Present Study. Therefore, we expect
signers of all ages to show similar frequency rates for additive
constructions. Conversely, since we expect constructions with
more complex relation types, such as symmetric and asymmetric
relations, to appear in later stages of language emergence, we
predict that younger ISL signers will show more examples of
these relations than older ISL signers. Assuming that relations
across propositions are more complex than relations within
propositions, we expect older signers to convey symmetric and
asymmetric relations within propositions more often than across
propositions, and younger signers are expected to mark more
across proposition relations than older signers.

Participants
Fifteen deaf ISL signers were filmed as part of this study. They
represent three age groups, five in each: younger (18–29), middle
(30–54), and older (55+ years). Participants ranged in age from
18 to 68 years (mean age: 42 years, 6:9 male: female), and their
preferred language was ISL.

The oldest group of signers in our study have varied language
backgrounds. Some were born outside of Israel, immigrating to
Israel at a young age. Despite this, the first and most preferred
language for the older signers in our dataset was ISL. The
language of this group, like subsequent age groups, is by no
means a home sign system. It qualifies fully as a language,
since it has a large, conventionalized vocabulary and linguistic
organization; it is the preferred language of its users; and it fulfills
all communication and social functions of language throughout
the larger community of 10,000 (See Meir and Sandler, 2008 for
details). We did not control for heterogeneity (i.e., variation in
terms of education and literacy), because it is this sort of variation
that characterizes the language of this age group, and which was
the model for the younger groups. Younger signers in our dataset
are less heterogeneous than older signers, as they were exposed to
peers and adult models from a young age, and attended school in
deaf education frameworks.

All participants of all three age groups either grew up in
deaf families (70% participants in the two younger groups) or
have signed from a very young age, and all use sign language as
their primary means of communication. This was confirmed by
a detailed questionnaire containing information about language
use throughout the lifetime of the participants. Consent was
obtained from all participants for their involvement in the
filming, and signers were compensated for their time. Filming
took place at the University of Haifa Sign Language Research Lab.

Task Procedure
Participants were asked to tell a personal life story to a deaf
native signer research assistant of middle age. Narratives ranged
in length from 3–40 min. We extracted 2 min from the middle
of each narrative for this study (30 min of data in total). We did
not analyze the beginnings of narratives as our aim was to analyze
naturalistic signing, when the signer had become accustomed to
the presence of the camera.

Coding Units of Analysis and Discourse
Relations
Narratives were divided into intonational phrases based on
manual signals. Previous research has demonstrated that manual
signals, such as pause, hold and reduplication, correspond to
phrase-final lengthening in ISL, and are reliable signals of
intonational phrase boundaries, often accompanied by blinks in
ISL5 (Nespor and Sandler, 1999). The intonational phrase is the
main domain of non-manual intonational contours. In other
words, facial expression and head movements, corresponding
to intonation, systematically align with intonational phrase
boundaries (Nespor and Sandler, 1999; Dachkovsky et al., 2013).

5Eyeblinks were also found to align with intonational phrase boundaries by Wilbur
(1994).
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As in spoken languages (e.g., Chafe, 1984; Du Bois, 1985),
intonational phrases can be considered as roughly corresponding
to thought units. In this study the intonational phrase was the
basic unit in the analysis of the distribution of non-manual
signals marking discourse relations. All coding was completed
using ELAN (Crasborn and Sloetjes, 2008), a video annotation
software.

Each discourse relation was identified based on reliable
markers in the sign language literature (see Table 2). The first
relation, additive, is often described in the sign language literature
as listing. It is expressed by a movement of the head, often in a
thrusting action, along the forward-back axis, with or without
movement of the torso. This has been noted in a number of
sign languages (Wilbur and Patschke, 1998 in ASL; van der Kooij
et al., 2006 in NGT; Sandler, 2012 in ABSL; Puupponen, 2017
in Finnish Sign Language). The second relation, the symmetric
relation, is marked by opposite torso or head leans (van der Kooij
et al., 2006 in NGT; Man, 2008 in Hong Kong Sign Language;
Crasborn and van der Kooij, 2013; Puupponen, 2017 in Finnish
Sign Language). A similar contrastive display has been noticed for
ISL (Meir and Sandler, 2008).

Finally, a number of articulations of the body have been
associated with asymmetric relations. For example, raised brows
has been shown to characterize subordinate constructions, such
as conditionals and temporal clauses, as well as asymmetric
relations within propositions such as between topic and
comment (Liddell, 1980; Cecchetto et al., 2006; Dachkovsky and
Sandler, 2009; Gökgöz, 2009; Fenlon, 2010). These relations are
by definition asymmetrical because one constituent provides
background information for the other constituent. Another
marker, forward torso lean and/or forward head movement,
marks asymmetric relations across the proposition, e.g., in
conditional and relative clause constructions (Dachkovsky and
Sandler, 2009; Dachkovsky et al., 2013; Dachkovsky, 2017).
Forward head movement commonly combines with raised brows
to mark dependent constructions (Nespor and Sandler, 1999;
Dachkovsky and Sandler, 2009; Dachkovsky et al., 2013).

In total, for the present study we coded 17 articulations. They
included movements of the torso (thrust, forward, back, tilt left,
tilt right, turn left, and turn right), and head (thrust, forward,
back, tilt left, tilt right, turn left, turn right, up, and down), as
well as eyebrow raises. We made the distinction between head or
torso thrusts or head and torso movements. The two share the
same direction, forward and back, while a thrust has a quicker
movement.

Data Analysis
From here on, we use the term ‘marking’ to refer to the
articulations of the body, which accompany a given construction.
We are aware that this term is traditionally restricted to
conventionalized grammatical units such as morphemes, but here
we follow the sign language literature which has long studied
‘non-manual markers,’ and we use the term in a broader sense,
to mean any articulatory action corresponding to a linguistic
unit, agnostic with respect to the degree of conventionalization.
Another caveat before we proceed: apart from brow raises, our

coding did not include facial expressions6, and this awaits future
research.

We investigate the frequency in the marking of three
different types of relations: additive, symmetric, asymmetric.
We follow these relations at two levels of discourse: within
and across propositions. Together with discourse relations, we
investigate three parameters that accompany the increase of
language complexity, as described in Measuring Relations and
Complexity in Discourse: (1) systematicity, (2) convergence
on a particular marker, and (3) articulatory reduction of these
markers, which is also an indication of their conventionalization.
We measure (1) systematicity in terms of frequency of marking
of these relations – we calculate the proportion of intonational
phrases marked with each relation during 2 min of narrative
and (2) convergence in terms of number of marker variants
for the same function. Finally, we measure (3) the reduction of
articulatory effort by (a) number of articulators and (b) type of
articulators, where a decline in the number of articulators as well
as a reduction in size of articulators is an indicator of a reduction
in marking. For example, the head is a smaller articulator and
its activation results in less muscular activity and displacement
in space than the torso. Each specific marking (e.g., torso thrust)
was calculated as a fraction of the total marked instances for each
relation (e.g., 20% of additive relations marked by a torso thrust).
The results of these analyses were further correlated with the
complexity of discourse relations in order to see if the changes in
the parameters of systematicity, convergence and reduction are
indicative of an increase in complexity.

A total of 1473 tokens were analyzed. For every intonational
phrase, we counted whether each relation was present, in order
to make the tokens binary. For our study, we were interested
in whether the frequency of each relation is predicted by the
signer’s age. To this end, we included age as an independent
and continuous variable (i.e., entering individual ages in years
rather than categorical age groups). We conducted multivariate
logistic regressions using a program known as Rbrul (Johnson,
2009) for each individual relation. Rbrul quantitatively evaluates
the influence of multiple factors on variation (Rand and Sankoff,
1990). We included participant as a random effect in order to
account for the effects of individual differences (Baayen, 2008;
Jaeger, 2008).

RESULTS

Relations per Intonational Phrase Unit
The total number of relations produced in our dataset was
755. On average, each signer produced 50 relations of varying
degrees of complexity during 2 min of spontaneous narrative. We
also found that on average signers across age groups produced
similar numbers of intonational phrases during 2 min of narrative
(O = 100, M = 95, Y = 100).

Table 3 presents the average percentage of all intonational
phrases containing each relation, displayed by each age group.

6For a study of the emergence of a particular structure in ISL that explicitly
incorporated facial expression, see Dachkovsky (2017).
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TABLE 2 | Marking for each relation in ISL.

Relation Gloss of ISL example
and translation

Marking in ISL Example of ISL marking

Additive within
proposition (no
examples of additive
across proposition)

[FATHER] [HAMMER]
[SAW] [PAINT]
My father was hammering,
sawing, and painting.

Head thrusts

HAMMER (head thrust)

Symmetric within
proposition

[TEL-AVIV] [HAIFA]
[COMPETE]
It was Tel Aviv vs. Haifa.

Contrasting head
and/or torso positions

TEL-AVIV (torso and head tilt right) HAIFA (torso and
head tilt left)

Symmetric across
proposition

[ALSO LANGUAGE
SIGN-LANGUAGE] [ALSO
ME NO RULE-OUT
IMPORTANT ORAL]
As well as sign language
(being important), I don’t
rule out the importance of
spoken language.

Contrasting head
and/or torso positions

ALSO (head tilt left) RULE-OUT (head tilt right)

Asymmetric within
proposition

[TWO-OF-THEM WIFE
FATHER] [TWO-OF-THEM
STAY]
My father and his wife they
both had to stay.

Head forward, brow
raise, and retraction

FATHER (head forward, brow raise) STAY (retraction)

Asymmetric across
proposition

[BECAUSE B-12 NO]
[NEED INJECTION]
(Doctor said). . .because
you’re not getting vitamin
B12, you need injections.

Head forward, brow
raise and retraction

NO (head forward, brow raise) INJECTION (retraction)

The underlined words are the signs represented in the images.

Some relations appear in similar distribution across all age
groups. For example, additive constructions are present in
0.12 for younger, 0.13 for middle and 0.10 for older signers.
Other constructions appear to be more frequent for some age
groups than for others. For example, asymmetric relations across

propositions (e.g., clausal dependencies) are more frequent in the
narratives of younger signers (0.08) compared to older signers
(0.01). We now present our statistical findings for types and levels
of relation, leading us to an interpretation of the data relative to
our hypotheses.
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TABLE 3 | Proportion of relations per intonational phrase.

Construction Older Middle Younger Total

Additive 0.098 0.13 0.118 0.346

Symmetric within
proposition

0.018 0.037 0.042 0.097

Symmetric across
propositions

0.03 0.061 0.108 0.199

Symmetry 0.146 0.228 0.268 0.642

Asymmetric within
proposition

0.116 0.12 0.074 0.31

Asymmetric across
propositions

0.018 0.04 0.076 0.134

Asymmetry 0.134 0.16 0.15 0.444

Total number of intonational
phrases

500 475 500 1475

Types of Relations
We investigated age-related differences for additive, symmetric
and asymmetric constructions, using statistical methods, to
see whether the presence of a particular relation type is
predictable by a signer’s age. The simple, additive type of
construction occurred at the within-proposition level only, and
was common across age groups. Multiple regression analysis
reveals no significant differences with age for additive relations
(p > 0.05). However, presence of symmetric constructions (log-
odds7

−0.029, p = 0.015) and asymmetric constructions (log-odds
−0.014, p = 0.0233) was significantly predicted by age. The results
show that these relations are used significantly more by younger
signers. The results are plotted as percentages in Figure 4 below.

Levels of Relations
For levels of relations (within or across propositions), we
investigated whether there were any age-related differences. Here
we found a difference between the two levels. The data show
similar numbers of symmetric and asymmetric relations within
propositions across all age groups – there were no significant
age-related results for symmetric or asymmetric relations within
propositions. While no significant age differences were found
for symmetric constructions across propositions (p > 0.05),
we did observe a trend, such that younger signers mark
symmetric constructions across propositions more than older
signers (Y = 11%, >M = 6%, >O = 4%). We expect this result
to be significant with the addition of more tokens.

For asymmetric constructions across propositions (e.g.,
main/subordinate constructions, i.e., embedding), age was found
to be statistically significant. Multiple regression revealed that
presence of these relations was predicted by age (log-odds
−0.043, p < 0.01), with significantly more relations found in the
signing of younger signers.

7Log odds measure the strength of the relationship between a factor (in this
case, age) and a dependent variable (in this case, presence of a relation type
in each intonational phrase). Results with positive log odds, above 0, indicate a
positive correlation and results with negative log-odds, below 0, indicate a negative
correlation between the variables - the higher the value the stronger the correlation.

Convergence in Marking of Relations
Our results point to increasing convergence; that is, there is
less variation in the ways in which relations are marked in
the younger signers. The findings for each relation are as
follows:

(a) For the marking of additive relations, older signers mark
these relations with a number of coexisting variants, with
similar frequencies (torso thrust 30%, head and torso thrust
19%, head thrust 25%, etc.) Younger signers employ the
same variants as the older signers, but they show clear
convergence in the direction of one variant for the marking
of additive relations: head thrust 41%.

(b) For asymmetric relations within the proposition, the main
marking used by older signers is manual timing, i.e., phrase
final lengthening (32%), followed by a number of other
frequent variants (brow raise and forward head movement
18%, brow raise alone 15%, and forward head movement
alone 12%). Younger signers, however, converge toward
two main signals making up the majority of the marking
(brow raise and forward head movement 35% or forward
head movement alone 38%).

(c) While 44% of asymmetric relations across propositions are
marked with a brow raise and forward head movement
by older signers, the majority of the marking (56%)
is randomly divided among other unrelated signals
represented by single occurrences (e.g., head tilt, head turn,
or brow lower). Younger signers again show more efficient
and systematic use of the body, using only two major
variants in equal distribution, one a reduced version of
the other (brow raise and forward head movement 34% or
forward head movement alone 34%).

(d) For symmetric relations within propositions, older signers
use three distinct variants (torso and head tilt 50%, torso tilt
25%, and head tilt 25%) while all of the marking for younger
signers is attributed to two variants, i.e., articulation by one
articulator or the other (head tilt 53% and torso tilt 47%).

(e) For symmetric relations across propositions, we find no
clear reduction in the number of variants used across age
groups. That is, we do not see convergence on particular
variants. Instead, we see a reduction in the number and type
of articulators used (reported in Changes in Number and
Type of Articulators below).

Changes in Number and Type of
Articulators
Further analyses of the data reveals differences in the number and
type of articulator activated. We find three main age differences;
the marking of relations by younger signers is characterized
by: (a) fewer articulators, (b) less use of the torso, and (c)
composites are split into individual markers. We present the
findings below:

(a) Fewer articulators – we collapsed our findings to consider
the average number of articulators used to mark a discourse
relation by signer age group (see Table 4). Younger signers
in all relation types and levels are more likely to use a single
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FIGURE 4 | Percentage of intonational phrases containing each relation, displayed by age group.

TABLE 4 | Average percentage of articulators per discourse relation.

Age group 1 Articulator 2 Articulators 3 Articulators Manual
timing

Older 38.6% 45.2% 7.4% 6.6%

Middle 47.2% 45% 5.2% 2.6

Younger 63.8% 33.8% 2.4% 0%

articulator to mark a relation (64%) than older signers
(39%). Older signers favor the use of two articulators in
most cases.

(b) Less use of the torso – in additive relations and symmetric
relations across propositions we see a reduction in the use of
the torso across age groups, with younger signers using the
torso less than older signers. Asymmetric relations, within
and across propositions, rarely use the movement of the
torso and therefore we do not see any change across the age
groups for this parameter.

(c) Composites split into individual markers – in nearly
all relations, older signers tend to use a composite of
articulators simultaneously for the same relation (e.g.,
torso and head tilt simultaneously for symmetric within
proposition). Younger signers, rather than simply moving
toward the use of one dominant marker exclusively, split
the composite into individual articulators and use either
one of the articulations used in the composite (e.g., torso
tilt or head tilt for symmetric within proposition). We
discuss the implications of this trend in the Discussion:
Bodily Marking Emerges Gradually. In Figure 5 below,

FIGURE 5 | Decrease in multiple marking of symmetric relations within
propositions.

we categorize the use of head and torso movements
in symmetric relations and demonstrate the reduction
in composites and the increase in individual head
or torso use (composities: O = 67%>, M = 22%>,
Y = 5%).

While the patterns across age groups are clear, we do find
some variation at the level of individual signers, as shown
in Figure 6. Despite this individual variation, results were
significant at the age group level, a finding to which we return
below, in Convergence: Increased Systematicity of Bodily
Marking.
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FIGURE 6 | Variability of the marking of symmetric relations within proposition.
Signer 1, 2, 8, and 15 showed no examples for this relation.

DISCUSSION: BODILY MARKING
EMERGES GRADUALLY

Our results suggest that a signer’s age – and according to our
analysis, the age of the language – is an important predictor
of frequency, systematicity, and complexity of relation marking.
Frequency of marking varies depending on relation type and
level. Our results indicate that younger signers mark more
symmetric and asymmetric relations than older signers, despite
the fact that all signers produced similar numbers of intonational
phrases. There were no significant differences in the frequency of
marking for simple additive relations, however. We also found a
difference between the frequency of asymmetric relation marking
depending on whether they were relations within or across
propositions, with younger signers marking more asymmetric
relations across propositions than older signers. Systematicity of
marking differed across age groups. While older signers used
larger articulators (the torso) and often redundantly marked
relations with combinations of articulations, younger signers
used the torso less, and they used fewer articulators, and often
fewer composites, for a given relation. In the next sections, we
discuss how our findings may be interpreted in terms of language
emergence.

Similarity in Number of Thought Units
Across Age Groups
Interestingly, we found no difference in the numbers of
intonational phrases produced across age groups. All signers
produced roughly 100 intonational phrases during the 2-min
narrative. Similar results were found for ABSL (Sandler et al.,
2011). The number of signs in an intonational phrase and the
internal complexity increased for younger signers, as did the
speed of signing, but the number of intonational phrases was
constant. In this study, we found that propositions produced by
older signers consisted of fewer signs than propositions produced
by younger signers. Based on the proposed correspondence
between intonational phrases and thought units (Chafe, 1984;

Du Bois, 1985), this finding suggests that humans generally
conceive of and express thought units at the same rate, regardless
of the internal linguistic complexity of each unit and of their
interrelations.

This finding is important in verifying our results as it indicates
that older signers are not simply marking fewer relations because
they produce fewer or less complex thought units – instead, it
strengthens our finding that older signers simply do not have
the linguistic means for marking relations. The recruitment of
different bodily articulators for different linguistic purposes takes
time to emerge in a young sign language.

Simple Adjacency Emerges Before
Dependency
We suggest that those relations that are marked statistically more
frequently by younger signers are undergoing change; that is,
these relations are increasing as the language matures, while those
used similarly across age groups are not undergoing change.
In terms of language emergence, relations that are no longer
undergoing change with age but show a stable use across all
age groups (e.g., additive relations, see Types of Relations) may
reflect earlier constructions that have stabilized in the language
development process. Signals which are still undergoing change
may reflect constructions that conventionalize later, that take
time to emerge in a language. Therefore, since we find no
age differences for additive relations, we propose that additive
relations emerge before symmetric and asymmetric relations,
and that relations within proposition (both symmetric and
asymmetric) emerge before relations across propositions (i.e.,
symmetric and asymmetric across propositions). This supports
our hypotheses, as schematized in Figure 3. Importantly, this
shows that not all relations are marked from the outset of
language emergence, and furthermore, that both the type and
level of relation are important predictors in the ordering of
emergence.

Since the relations that appear in the earliest stages of
language emergence – additive type relations and relations
within propositions – are less complex, we conclude that
simple discourse relations emerge before more complex ones,
as hypothesized. This directionality of language development –
from additive relations to more dependent relations – has
been attested in numerous studies in the framework of
grammaticalization, in well-researched European languages, like
Latin (Lehmann, 2008), and also in less studied languages, such
as Saliba, an Oceanic language (Bril, 2007). Similar findings have
been shown in the development from pidgins to creoles (e.g.,
Bruyn, 1995). However, since all of these studies involve old,
well established languages or languages descending from them,
conclusions could not be drawn regarding the emergence of a
language from scratch. The current study fills this gap.

Convergence: Increased Systematicity of
Bodily Marking
In most types of relations that we analyzed, the marking becomes
more convergent as the language matures. In other words, signers
gradually converge on one or two signals to mark a specific
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relation from a larger number of signals. In doing so, the degree
of variation decreases over time, with fewer coexisting variants
observed in the signing of later generations (i.e., younger signers).
In some cases, we see that signers in the older generation fail to
explicitly mark the relation at all, only using manual signals to
mark the intonational phrase boundary, or mark relations with a
number of coexisting variants, with no indication of convergence
among older signers toward a particular marker for each relation.

Increase in conventionalization has also been attested in
an earlier study on the grammaticalization of relative clause
constructions in ISL (Dachkovsky, 2017), as noted above. Similar
processes have been attested in child language acquisition in
a number of spoken languages (Berman, 1988, 1996; Givón,
2009b; Tomasello and Brooks, 2016). Results of experiments on
language acquisition point in the same direction. For example,
Hudson Kam and Newport (2009) investigated what learners
acquired when their input contained inconsistent grammatical
morphemes by manipulating the degree of input inconsistency
and the age of the learners (children vs. adult). They demonstrate
that only children, not adults, regularize inconsistent input and
make their output less variable and more systematic. These results
suggest that children may play a unique and important role
in creole formation by regularizing grammatical patterns. And
indeed, this is the trajectory of changes shown for pidgins and
creoles (e.g., Muysken, 2001; McWhorter, 2005; Plag, 2008).

Literature on conventionalization suggests that the effect of
regularization through repeated learning and use is amplified
more when measured at the level of the whole population, rather
than at the level of an individual language user (Smith and
Wonnacott, 2010). The study reported here comes to exactly
the same conclusions, but the evidence comes from a language
in the visual modality. Specifically, we demonstrate that the
convergence on specific articulators and increase in systematicity
are a cumulative result of comparison across the age groups (see
Figure 5 above), whereas individual signers display considerable
variability in their signing, as shown in Figure 6.

Reduction of Marking in Terms of
Number and Type of Articulators
So far we have demonstrated that as the language matures there
is an increase in the frequency and systematicity of marking
which directly corresponds to the degree of complexity of these
relations. In addition to this, our findings show a gradual
reduction in the number and type of articulators, in line with
grammaticalization studies in established languages, as outlined
below.

Type of Articulators
In addition to the number of articulators, we also find a change
in the type of articulator involved in marking. For symmetric
relations, older signers typically displace the head and torso
together (see Figure 7). Younger signers, however, in most cases
engage only the head or only the torso in the marking of relations
(see Figure 8). The former change, from head and torso to
only head, shows that the use of a larger, grosser articulator
(the torso) is replaced by a smaller, subtler articulator (the
head).

A comparable change has been observed in the use of different
arm joints – studies on sign language acquisition have found
that signers change from first using joints closer to the body
(e.g., movement of the shoulder) to using joints further from
the body (e.g., movement of the elbow) (Lavoie and Villeneuve,
1999; Takkinen, 2003), causing reduction in the overall size of
the sign. This also resembles findings by Mineiro et al. (2017),
in which signing size decreased in the early stages of a new
sign language. It may be that signers of a new language become
gradually more efficient in the use of their articulators and that as
a result signing becomes reduced as the signer is able to reduce
their production effort. This seems to hold true in studies on
young sign languages with later generations of signers using their
bodies in a less holistic way compared to earlier generations in the
marking of various linguistic functions (Kegl et al., 1999; Aronoff

FIGURE 7 | Marking of a symmetric relation by an older signer with opposite tilts of head and torso together.

head and torso tilt left head and torso tilt right

EXIST FOOD NOT-EXIST FOOD
Sometimes there was food and sometimes there wasn’t food (The underlined words in the glosses above are the words signed in the corresponding figures.).
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FIGURE 8 | Marking of a symmetric relation by a younger signer with opposite head-only tilts.

head tilt right head tilt left

BEFORE DOCTOR HE REPLACE DIFFERENT NEW DOCTOR SHE SIGN GOOD

et al., 2003). Older signers in NSL and signers of ISL (compared to
ASL) typically used their whole bodies for representing character
viewpoint (i.e., overt constructed action, whole-body classifiers).
While reduced effort might account for this replacement of larger
articulators (e.g., torso) with smaller articulators (e.g., head), this
does not explain why younger signers in ISL continue to use the
torso as a relation marker, without moving the head. In the next
section, we propose that signers benefit by separating the use of
the torso and the head in order for one to be made available to
participate in other linguistic functions.

Number of Articulators
Generally, we see a decrease in the number of articulators
when we compare across the different age groups. Older signers
tend to use multiple articulators – for example, the signer
in Figure 9 moves her head forward, raises her eyebrows
and turns her head, compared to younger signers who use
a single articulator for the marking of asymmetric relations,
such as dependencies (typically, subordination, see Figure 10) –
for example, with only forward head movement. This change
across age groups reflects a diachronic change, such that
there is a decrease in the number of articulators used for
the marking of these discourse relations as the language
matures.

Less Is More: Implications for
Compositionality
In later stages of the language, signers use fewer articulators
to mark a single linguistic function. What we see here is a
reduction in redundancy of articulator marking as the language
evolves. During language emergence one might expect that
redundancy of feature marking may increase in order to improve
comprehensibility (e.g., Pinker and Jackendoff, 2005; Bazzanella,

2011). That said, languages must find a balance between
comprehension and economy (Zipf, 1949). ISL at only 90 years
of age is considered to be a young sign language8, and yet studies
of its development have shown that it has changed dramatically
relative to other sign languages of a similar age in villages and
towns in Israel (Padden et al., 2010a; Meir and Sandler, in press).
This has been attributed to the size and heterogeneity of the ISL
population, as well as to its use in a range of different domains
including education, interpreting programs and the media (Meir
et al., 2012). As a result, it is perhaps unsurprising that we see a
reduction in redundancy of features in this language, as we find
in spoken languages also (e.g., Jaeger, 2010; Bazzanella, 2011).
Considering the mixed backgrounds of older deaf signers in our
dataset, we might expect to find clearer patterns of reduction
in older signers of ABSL, where the sign language community
receives relatively little contact from other languages, spoken or
signed.

With decreased redundancy and increased systematicity come
a number of advantages. In the case of sign languages, by using
one fewer articulator in the marking of a specific function, the
signer is able to recruit that articulator to mark a different
function (Sandler, 2012, 2013 for ABSL). Simultaneous markings
of different functions by different articulators do not stand
out in our dataset, which we attribute in part to the fact that
we restricted our analysis to markers of a subset of discourse
relations. For example, markers of information status, indicated
by facial expressions (Dachkovsky et al., 2013) and independent
actions of the non-dominant hand (Liddell, 2003; Sandler, 2012,
under review), were not included in the analysis. We predict
that the inclusion of such structures in future research will show

8In comparison with British Sign Language, at 300 years old, which is considered
to be old among established sign languages (Kyle and Woll, 1985).
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FIGURE 9 | Marking of an asymmetric relation across propositions shown by an older signer – torso shift, forward head movement, head turn, and eyebrow raise
accompanies the first part of this construction.

torso and head turn, brow raise, head forward head tilt left
FATHER SAY YOU TWO THREE ME ONE GO
My father said that if there had been two or three of us (girls), then I could have gone.

FIGURE 10 | Marking of an asymmetric relation across propositions shown by a younger signer – forward head movement accompanies the first proposition When
my mother needed urgent treatment and backward head movement accompanies the second proposition, we did not know what to do.

head forward head back
SHE MOTHER EMERGENCY PAST SHE WE THINK WHAT-TO-DO
When my mother needed urgent treatment we did not know what to do.

that increased linguistic complexity is reflected by increased
simultaneous activation of different articulators for different
functions, as demonstrated for ABSL.

However, in the present study, there are some examples of
such simultaneous complexity in young signers. For example, one
young signer produced an utterance containing two relations (see
Figure 11 above). The utterance can be translated as:

[[[When I was at that school,] [they closed the deaf program]],
[and I moved to another school.]]

In this example, the signer marks a symmetric (coordinate)
contrastive relation between the two main constituents by tilting
his torso to the right for ‘When I was at that school, they closed

the deaf program,’ and to the left for ‘and I moved to another
school.’ The first constituent has as its topic ’that school,’ and
topic continuity is marked by keeping the non-dominant hand
(‘nd’ – indexing the location of the school) in the signing space
throughout.

The information provided in the first constituent is further
subdivided into two clauses in an asymmetrical (dependent)
relation to one another (‘When I was at that school’ and ‘they
closed the deaf program’). Here the signer moves his head forward
for the dependent clause, ‘When I was at that school,’ and back for
the matrix clause, ‘they closed the deaf program’ – while keeping
the body position constant throughout this whole complex first
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FIGURE 11 | Mapping between simultaneous discourse relations and simultaneous articulations. Opposite torso tilts signal the symmetric contrast between the two
major constituents (two different schooling situations); the non-dominant hand (=nd) marks topic continuity; and forward-backward head movement marks the
asymmetric relation between dependent and matrix clauses within the first coordinated constituent.
head forward head back

torso tilt right torso tilt left

[[ME GROW-UP SCHOOL THERE] [END SCHOOL THERE CLOSE DEAF INTEGRATE NO-MORE] [MOVE-HERE]]

[[When I was at that school,] [they closed the deaf program]], [and I moved to another school.]]

constituent, and changing it only for the second constituent, ‘I
moved to another school.’

By separating out articulators for different functions, two
discourse relations can be conveyed simultaneously – symmetry
by torso tilt and asymmetry by head movement – so that the
compositionality of the discourse relations is reflected in the
compositionality of bodily articulations.

CONCLUSION

Differences between the frequency of occurrence and the type
and consistency of marking of discourse relations by younger
and older signers reveal specifically how this young language
becomes increasingly complex over time. The most striking
finding in this regard is that the asymmetrical relations across
propositions – that is, typically, subordination – are significantly
more common in the younger than in the older signers. This
finding is commensurate with a more limited study on ABSL,
where dependent, subordinate structures were found only in
younger second generation signers (Sandler et al., 2011).

We also find here that the marking of the discourse relations
becomes more systematic over time, in that they become more
reliably marked by the same articulators. As the language
matures, the signals become more specialized, with fewer
articulators dedicated to a particular function, and with finer
movements, involving the head more than – and separately
from – the torso. Systematic use of the body for linguistic
organization mirrors the emergence of linguistic complexity.

The overall picture painted by these results is that of a system
that begins with simple relations, unconstrained, redundant
form, and high variability. Thus, while the system of older signers
clearly has linguistic properties, as we have explained, the aspects

of its organization uncovered here are less systematic. We see
gradual change in all of these parameters, resulting in a more
conventionalized, systematic, constrained, and compositional
sign language.

The previous work on ABSL has suggested that the markers
of different discourse functions do not appear all at once.
The present study on ISL expands and enriches that proposal
by demonstrating that the recruitment of the specific bodily
articulators follows a rule-governed functional trajectory – from
less complex to more complex discourse functions. Another
hypothesis put forward by the earlier study, that the earlier stages
of a sign language are characterized by a more holistic use of the
body, was also supported in the present study. The current study
suggests benefits that the specification of the articulators might
contribute in the process of language emergence. Moreover, the
findings here shed light on the complex tug of war between
conventionalization and regularization on the one hand and
variability and diversity on the other (see Meir and Sandler, in
press). A lower number of participants in the previous studies
might have obscured that issue. In addition, until now, little has
been reported at the level of discourse about the path from a
system with idiosyncratic characteristics to a more constrained
and complex sign language. The work we report here reveals steps
along that path.
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Different Approaches to Meaning
in Primate Gestural and Vocal
Communication
Katja Liebal* and Linda Oña

Comparative Developmental Psychology, Department of Education and Psychology, Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany

In searching for the roots of human language, comparative researchers investigate
whether precursors to language are already present in our closest relatives, the non-
human primates. As the majority of studies into primates’ communication use a
unimodal approach with focus on one signal type only, researchers investigate very
different aspects depending on whether they are interested in vocal, gestural, or facial
communication. Here, we focus on two signal types and discuss how meaning is
created in the gestural (visual, tactile/auditory) as compared to the vocal modality in non-
human primates, to highlight the different research foci across these modalities. First,
we briefly describe the defining features of meaning in human language and introduce
some debates concerning meaning in non-human communication. Second, with focus
on these features, we summarize the current evidence for meaningful communication
in gestural as compared to vocal communication and demonstrate that meaning is
operationalized very differently by researchers in these two fields. As a result, it is
currently not possible to generalize findings across these modalities. Rather than arguing
for or against the occurrence of semantic communication in non-human primates, we
aim at pointing to gaps of knowledge in studying meaning in our closest relatives, and
these gaps might be closed.

Keywords: meaning, vocalization, gesture, modality, referential, intentional, primates, human language

INTRODUCTION

Human language is characterized by a number of ‘design features’ (Hockett, 1960). Semanticity,
with signals linked to specific meanings, is closely related to other design features. For example,
arbitrariness refers to the lack of a natural connection between the signal’s signifying form and its
signified meaning – the concept to which it refers (de Saussure, 2003/1916). Duality of patterning
represents the ability to combine a limited set of meaningless components (phonemes) into
meaningful structures (morphemes, words) and even longer, more complex sequences (sentences),
organized based on specific rules (syntax), while productivity refers to the capacity to produce an
infinite number of expressions. Since the purpose of such signals is communication, intentional use
(specialization) is another key feature of language (Hockett, 1960). Although there are various other
features characterizing human language, we will focus on this selection, as these features are closely
linked to meaning in human language. They are therefore central to our comparative approach to
meaning in primate communication.
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As comparative researchers assume a gradual evolution
of human language, they suggest that precursors to these
characterizing features of language are already present in our
closest relatives, the non-human primates (hereafter: primates).
Consequently, research into their communicative abilities has
been shaped by terms and concepts used to characterize
human language. It has, however, been questioned whether
the use of linguistic terms is justified when describing the
communicative abilities of primates (Scott-Phillips, 2008). For
example, regarding meaning, Rendall et al. (2009) argue
that animal signals merely influence others, but they cannot
convey semantic information (but see Scarantino, 2010). While
in human language, meaning “. . .is the central explanatory
construct . . .[which] arises from the common representational
states of speakers and listeners” (Rendall et al., 2009, p. 234),
in primates, signalers neither intend to inform others when
communicating nor do they consider whether recipients need
this information (but see Crockford et al., 2012). Meaningful
communication, however, involves “overt intentionality”, which
requires the sender to “. . .produce signals with an intention that
receivers recognise that the signaller has such intention” (Scott-
Phillips, 2016, p. 233). This intentional structure is suggested
to be an inherent component of meaningful communication
(Grice, 1957), fueling the debate whether such ostensive
communication – with the signalers’ communicative intention
accompanied by their intention to inform – is unique to humans
(Scott-Phillips, 2015b) or shared with other primates (Moore,
2016).

Here, we will not argue in favor of or against claims for
meaningful communication in other primates. Rather, our aim
is to demonstrate that in research on primate communication,
meaning is conceptualized very differently depending on the
signal type studied. We will contrast research into gestural
communication – including visual, but also tactile and auditory
gestures – and vocalizations of primates with regard to those
features relevant for meaning: the roles of the sender and
the recipient for identifying meaning, the relationship between
the signal and its reference (arbitrariness), intentional use
(specialization), and the combination of different signals into
meaningful sequences (duality of patterning, productivity). Note
that as some of these features are closely related or might
partly overlap, it is not always possible to address each of them
separately.

Primates communicate via different sensory channels,
including olfactory, tactile, visual and auditory signals. However,
signals are often not differentiated based on their sensory
modality, but are rather categorized based on the different
cognitive mechanisms assumed to underlie their usage (Liebal
et al., 2013b). Consequently, researchers distinguish gestures,
facial expressions, and vocalizations. Here, we focus on
gestures and vocalizations only, as there are virtually no studies
on meaningful combinations or intentional usage of facial
expressions (for exceptions, see Waller et al., 2015; Scheider et al.,
2016).

Gestures are movements of the limbs or head (e.g., ‘extend
arm’, ‘head shake’) or body postures (e.g., ‘present’). As they can
comprise different sensory modalities, visual gestures (e.g., ‘wrist

offer’) are differentiated from tactile (e.g., ‘slap’) and auditory
gestures (e.g., ‘chest beat’), with the latter producing a sound,
which does not engage the vocal folds (Call and Tomasello, 2007).
Vocalizations (or calls), however, emerge from the larynx, unlike
sounds (e.g., ‘raspberries’, ‘whistles’), which do not engage the
focal folds.

RELATIONSHIP(S) BETWEEN
SIGNALS AND THEIR REFERENTS
(ARBITRARINESS)

Whether signals have meaning(s) is closely linked to whether
they refer to specific referents. In human communication, the
exact nature of the relationship(s) between a signal and its
referent may vary, as reference is differently conceptualized
across disciplines and modalities (Leavens et al., 2005). While
linguists use “reference” synonymously with symbolic reference
to indicate that in spoken language, “a word stands for
something”, developmental psychologists also consider non-
verbal means of communication in the form of referential
gestures, such as pointing gestures of pre-linguistic children
(Iverson and Goldin-Meadow, 2005), which can be used
to refer to different referents. Furthermore, while linguists
highlight the arbitrary relationship between a word and
its referent, developmental psychologists suggest that for
pointing gestures, the triadic relationship between signaler,
recipient, and the external entity is not arbitrary, as “. . .a
point’s specific meaning is determined in large part by the
spatial locations of the pointer, the thing indicated, and the
communicative partner” (Leavens et al., 2005, p. 185). Together
this shows that in human communication, reference is treated
differently in spoken language compared to visual non-verbal
communication.

Likewise, for primates, comparative researchers operationalize
reference differently depending on signal type. Vocal researchers
focus on context-specific vocalizations to find “. . .the animal
equivalent to referential words in human language” (Liebal
et al., 2013b, p. 399), in the form of functionally referential
vocalizations. They are produced in response to a specific
stimulus (the referent, e.g., a predator), with receivers showing
a specific response to these calls, even in the absence of
the eliciting stimulus, indicating that this response itself is
stimulus-independent (Macedonia and Evans, 1993; Evans,
1997). As it is unclear whether primates’ calls refer to
a specific referent, for example, a predator (“leopard”), or
are requesting a specific action in response to this referent
(“go up tree”), the term “functional” is used for primates’
referential vocalizations to distinguish them from human
referential communication. The ground-breaking finding that
vervet monkeys use distinct predator-specific alarm calls
in encounters with their main predators (eagles, leopards,
pythons) sparked great interest in such functionally referential
vocalizations, as playback experiments confirmed that the
monkeys showed predator-specific responses upon hearing the
corresponding alarm call (Seyfarth et al., 1980). Although
claims suggesting the “word-like” nature of these alarm calls
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have not been confirmed, many following studies found
evidence for functionally referential vocalizations in many
primate species. They vary in their degree of specificity as
they may refer to specific (e.g., leopard versus eagle) or types
of predators (e.g., aerial or terrestrial) (Schel et al., 2009),
and have been found in different contexts, such as predation,
feeding, or social behavior (Di Bitetti, 2003; Slocombe et al.,
2010).

In the gestural modality, visual signals in the form of
pointing gestures have received considerable attention regarding
their referential function. In humans, pointing gestures emerge
early in ontogeny (Liszkowski et al., 2004), and are used to
refer to different external entities, such as objects, persons, or
events. Thus, pointing gestures have no one-to-one referential
meaning; instead, the meaning of a pointing gesture depends
on its context of use and the common ground shared
by the gesturer and the recipient (Liebal et al., 2013a).
In primates, the use of pointing gestures has mostly been
studied in interactions with humans (Call and Tomasello,
1994; Leavens et al., 1996; but see Vea and Sabater-Pi,
1998; Hobaiter et al., 2014), within which they use these
gestures to request food rewards or objects they cannot
obtain otherwise (Bullinger et al., 2011). Like in humans,
the meaning of primates’ points depends on the context
and the common ground primates share with the human
experimenter (Bohn et al., 2016). Iconic gestures represent
another type of referential gestures, which depict specific objects
or actions, resulting in a non-arbitrary relationship between the
gesture and the referent. Although concepts of iconicity differ
across studies (Perlman et al., 2014), there is some evidence
that primates use iconic gestures, mostly to request specific
actions (Tanner and Byrne, 1996; Douglas and Moscovice,
2015).

Together this shows that the nature of relationships between
a signal and its referent(s) varies across modalities: while some
vocalizations are functionally referential signals that refer to
specific referents, the relationship between a gesture and its
referent(s) varies across gesture types. Pointing gestures can be
used to refer to different entities, while iconic gestures depict
specific actions.

INTENDED VERSUS EXTRACTED
MEANING: THE ROLES OF SIGNALERS
AND RECIPIENTS (SEMANTICITY AND
SPECIALIZATION)

Inspired by ethology, some scholars suggest differentiating
between the “messages” of the signaler and the “meaning”
extracted by the receiver (Smith, 1965; Font and Carazo, 2010).
Meaning is thus conceptualized very differently depending
on whether the focus is on the signaler’s or recipient’s
behavior. Vocal studies traditionally focus on the recipient.
By using playback studies, researchers investigate recipients’
responses toward specific vocalizations to extract their meaning,
while they consider contextual information or the signaler’s

behavior to a much lesser extent than gesture studies. In the
gestural domain, it is not possible to use similar playback
experiments to elicit responses to specific gestures at least in
interactions between conspecifics. Therefore, unlike in vocal
communication, gesture researchers focus on the signaler and
investigate whether they produce their gestures intentionally.
The term “intentional” is applied in a sense that an individual
communicates in a purposeful, goal-directed way, by means of
voluntarily controlled actions, while this does not necessarily
imply that the recipient understands a signaler’s gesture as an
intended act of communication. It is also debated whether
apes who gesture intentionally could additionally be said
to act with communicative intentions (Scott-Phillips, 2015a;
Moore, 2016; Townsend et al., 2017). Furthermore, unlike
in vocal studies, gesture research largely ignores context-
specific signals, as flexible usage is an important criterion
to identify intentional communication. Therefore, researchers
focus on those gestures used across different contexts and
argue that the meaning of a gesture might differ depending
on the context in which it is used (Call and Tomasello,
2007). However, although contextual information contributes
to identifying a gesture’s meaning, “context” should not be
used as a substitute for “meaning”. More recently, gesture
researchers have started to also consider recipients’ responses
to identify the signalers’ intended meaning when performing
a gesture (more in section “New Developments and the Way
Forward in Studying Meaning in Primate Communication”),
which is more in keeping with vocal research. Importantly, note
that “intentional gesture production” has to be distinguished
from the “signaler’s intended meaning”: A message is only
taken to have an intended meaning (as distinct from an
intended effect) if it was produced not only intentionally,
but with communicative intent – that is, if it was produced
both intentionally and ostensively (Scott-Phillips, 2015a; Moore,
2016).

Unlike in the gestural modality, intentionality in vocal
production has received little attention. Vocalizations have
been suggested to be involuntary expressions of emotional
states (Tomasello, 2008), supported by neurobiological
studies indicating that vocal production is largely mediated
by several motor nuclei in the pons and the reticular
formation in the medulla, with no direct connections to
cortical motor areas (Jürgens, 2002). This traditional notion,
however, is increasingly being challenged, as it has been
shown that several cortical areas (e.g., anterior cingulate
gyrus and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex) are involved in
the production of volitional calls (Gavrilov et al., 2017).
Furthermore, as vocal researchers have started to consider
the signaler’s behavior, they found that chimpanzees’ alarm
calls are most likely intentionally produced signals (Schel
et al., 2013). Chimpanzees even seem to consider conspecifics’
knowledge states, as they only vocalize when unknowledgeable
individuals are close to a hidden predator (Crockford et al.,
2012).

Thus, to determine a signal’s meaning, gesture researchers
usually focus on the signaler’s behavior, while vocal researchers
consider the recipient’s reactions. However, research on both
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modalities is increasingly investigating both signalers’ and
recipients’ behaviors to extract the meaning of vocal and gestural
signals.

CREATION OF NEW MEANINGS
(DUALITY OF PATTERNING,
PRODUCTIVITY, SYNTAX)

Duality of patterning and productivity are two design features of
human language, which both relate to creating new meaningful
utterances from an existing, potentially limited repertoire.
Comparative researchers are therefore interested in whether
primates also combine their signals into meaningful sequences.
They investigate whether combinations of several signals are
used for different functions than the components they consist
of, or alternatively, whether the meaning of one of the
components is modified by the other component. Combining
several signals is closely linked to the question of whether a
specific order is crucial for the creation of new meaning and
thus whether such combinations are based on specific syntactical
rules.

Zuberbühler (2002) demonstrated that in some situations,
Campbell’s monkeys combine their alarm calls with a preceding
boom-call, which modifies the meaning of the following alarm
call. Thus, while the functionally referential alarm call is uttered
in encounters with their predators, they use this specific call
combination in less dangerous situations, such as falling trees.
Proceeding from this finding, later studies concluded that “. . .the
Campbell’s monkey call system may be the most complex
example of ‘proto-syntax’ in animal communication known to
date” (Ouattara et al., 2009). A different system was found
in Putty-nosed monkeys that use two alarm calls, which are
not predator-specific. Interestingly, the reference to specific
predators is achieved by producing sequences of calls, as hack-
sequences are more likely to be used in response to eagles,
while pyow-sequences occur in response to leopards (Arnold
and Zuberbühler, 2006). Combinations of the two call types,
however, are used to initiate group travels, indicating that
by combining these different vocalizations, new meaning is
created.

In the gestural domain, sequences are defined as multiple
gestures produced one after the other by one individual, toward
the same recipient and the same goal, with sequences varying in
the number of gestures combined (Liebal et al., 2004). Although
findings across species and studies differ, common conclusion are
that gestures are not combined in ways to create new meanings
and that gesture combinations are not governed by specific rules
(e.g., Genty and Byrne, 2010; Roberts et al., 2013; Hobaiter et al.,
2014).

This suggests that gesture combinations are not based on
combinatorial rules and are not used for different functions
than their single components like it has been shown for
vocalizations. However, the finding that primates are able to
combine vocalizations into more complex sequences with specific
meanings is also debated, as “. . .there is no evidence of the
compositionality essential to language—having a few sequences

TABLE 1 | Different approaches to studying meaning in primates’ gestural and
vocal communication.

Gestures Vocalizations

Who is studied? Signaler (and recipient) Recipient

Is intentionality considered? Yes (production) No

How is meaning studied? Intended meaning Extracted meaning

Which signals are studied? Context-unspecific Context-specific

What is the relationship
between signal and referent?

No one-to-one
referential meaning
between pointing
gestures and their
varying referents

One-to-one referential
meaning between
functionally referential
signals and their
referents

Which species are studied? Apes Monkeys

Which methods are used? Observations Playback experiments

Where are studies conducted? Captivity Natural habitats

with a well-defined meaning does not qualify as syntax” (Arbib
et al., 2008).

NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND THE WAY
FORWARD IN STUDYING MEANING IN
PRIMATE COMMUNICATION

We have shown that meaning in primates is conceptualized
and studied very differently in the gestural as compared
to the vocal modality (Table 1). Rather than representing
fundamental differences across modalities, this may reflect
different research traditions and historical limitations in
methodological approaches. While gesture research focuses on
signalers and whether they communicate intentionally, vocal
researchers study the recipients’ responses to identify the
meaning they extract from a call. Gesture researchers highlight
the importance of the context in which an interaction takes
place, as it contributes to a gesture’s meaning. They focus on
flexible gesture usage as an important characteristic of intentional
communication, and are less interested in context-specific
gestures. Vocal researchers, however, traditionally focus on
context-specific, functionally referential vocalizations. Slocombe
et al. (2011) further demonstrated that gestures are usually
studied in great apes, in captive settings, by using observational
methods, while most research on vocalizations is conducted with
monkey species, in their natural habitats, by using experimental
methods. These fundamental differences in how meaning is
studied across modalities hinder comparisons across signal types
and make it difficult to conclude whether there is evidence for
meaningful communication in primates. Furthermore, it seems
that researchers are often not aware that they use the term
meaning very differently, which in turn does not support a fruitful
discourse about how comparative approaches contribute to our
understanding of language evolution (Bar-On and Moore, 2017).

However, in both vocal and gestural research, traditional
approaches have been questioned and new approaches for
studying meaning have been suggested. For example, in
the vocal modality, the concept of functionally referential
vocalizations has been recently criticized for a number of
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different reasons (see Wheeler and Fischer, 2012; Fischer and
Price, 2016). First, because of the strong focus on context-specific
vocalizations, the prevalence and significance of functionally
referential vocalizations might have been overestimated as
compared to other, less context-specific vocalizations. Second,
it is often assumed that these vocalizations might require more
sophisticated cognitive skills than other vocalizations or other
signal types, since the differentiated responses of receivers of
such calls “. . .have been widely interpreted as evidence that
signals elicit mental representations in receivers based on the
information extracted from the signal” (Wheeler and Fischer,
2012, p. 199). However, such specific responses may be explained
by lower-level mechanisms such as classical conditioning,
“. . .without drawing on the concept of information, the
meaning of calls, or mental representations of a signal’s
purported referent in listeners” (Wheeler and Fischer, 2012,
p. 199). Because of this, the relationship between a vocal
signal and its referent might not be as arbitrary as previously
suggested. Wheeler and Fischer (2012) therefore suggested
abandoning the concept of functionally referential vocalizations.
Rather, meaning in primate vocal communication should be
studied in the framework of pragmatics to investigate how
primates use contextual information – in addition to the
information provided by the signal itself (Wheeler and Fischer,
2012).

In the gestural domain, we can observe the opposite trend.
While gesture researchers have previously proposed that gestures
do not have inherent meaning, but have rather highlighted
the importance of the context for defining the meaning of a
gesture (Call and Tomasello, 2007), recent studies emphasize
that gestures indeed have specific meaning (Cartmill and Byrne,
2010; Hobaiter and Byrne, 2014; Graham et al., 2018). This
new approach focuses on both the signaler and the recipient by
investigating if the signaler’s intended meaning when using a
gesture matches with a particular outcome (Byrne et al., 2017).
If the recipient’s response satisfied the signaler – evident in
the signaler stopping the production of a certain gesture – this
is referred to as the “apparently satisfactory outcome” of this
specific gesture. In other words, the matching of the intended
and extracted meaning is used as an approximation of the
gesture’s meaning. Hobaiter and Byrne (2014) found that wild
chimpanzees use at least some gestures with tight meaning, in
a sense that the same outcome was observed in more than
70% of their use, while other gestures have loose meaning, as
they elicited the same outcome in only 50–70%. Note, however,
that chimpanzees still used the majority of their gestures for
multiple outcomes (Hobaiter and Byrne, 2014), as found by
other studies, which focused on the flexibility of gesture use,
and which therefore concluded that chimpanzee gestures have
no inherent meaning, as the meaning is defined by the context
in which they are used (Tomasello et al., 1994). This shows that
conclusions drawn from such studies depend at least partly on
which findings are emphasized: while some authors focus on
those gestures flexibly used across different contexts and conclude
that gestures have no meaning, others focus on context-specific
gestures, used for one or few outcomes, and consequently
emphasize their specific meaning(s). Future research should

bring together these two perspectives and study context-specific
and unspecific gestures in concert, as gesture types may vary in
their degree of specificity, as found for vocalizations. For example,
chimpanzees’ visual gestures are more likely to occur in a specific
context (e.g., sexual behavior, requesting food) and thus represent
“intention movements”, which are abbreviations of full-fledged
behaviors used for a specific purpose (Tomasello et al., 1989),
while tactile and auditory gestures are often produced across
different contexts to trigger others’ actions (Liebal and Call,
2012).

Related to this, it is important to discuss how specific meaning
has to be, particularly if we aim at comparing meaning across
modalities (Scarantino, 2013). Thus, we have shown that pointing
gestures have no one-to-one referential meaning, as pointing can
be used to refer to different entities, while functionally referential
vocalizations often refer to specific referents. Furthermore,
researchers differentiate between tight and loose meanings of
chimpanzee gestures, and even gestures with tight meanings
may result in multiple outcomes. This highlights the lack of
definitions applicable across modalities as well as a lack of a
measure based on which the specificity of meaning of a signal can
be judged.

Sievers and Gruber (2016) therefore suggest using a
“pragmatic notion of reference” that focuses on the use of a
signal to refer to something in a specific situation – rather than
expecting that signals have referential meaning in themselves.
They further highlight that in human language, reference is
an action of the signaler and claim that “. . .any definition
describing reference in non-human animals must also focus
on the producer” (Sievers and Gruber, 2016, p. 759). In other
words, a signal only has referential meaning if the signaler
intends to refer to a specific referent. This has important
implications, as functionally referential vocalizations have been
almost exclusively studied with focus on the recipient. Therefore,
to be able to conclude that vocalizations are indeed meaningful,
we would have to additionally demonstrate that they are
intentionally produced.

Finally, we have argued that unlike in the vocal modality,
there is currently no evidence for meaningful combinations in
gesture sequences. This may be partly explained by the fact
that there is only little research investigating if single gestures
are meaningful units. As a result, we are currently lacking
sufficient datasets to determine whether a gesture’s meaning
changes when it is part of a sequence compared to when it
is used in isolation. Furthermore, we want to highlight the
importance of multimodal approaches (Slocombe et al., 2010),
as it is currently unclear whether combinations consisting of
different signal types, such as gesture plus facial expression
or gesture plus vocalization result in the creation of new
meaning or the modification of an existing one (Hobaiter et al.,
2017; Wilke et al., 2017). To study meaningful communication
in primates in more comprehensive ways, the essential first
step is to combine research efforts across modalities, based
on shared definitions which are applicable across signal types
and to use a multi-perspective approach, which considers the
behavior of both signalers and recipients, in addition to the
context.
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This paper aims to evidence the inherently metonymic nature of co-speech gestures.
Arguing that motivation in gesture involves iconicity (similarity), indexicality (contiguity),
and habit (conventionality) to varying degrees, it demonstrates how a set of metonymic
principles may lend a certain systematicity to experientially grounded processes of
gestural abstraction and enaction. Introducing visuo-kinetic signs as an umbrella term
for co-speech gestures and signed languages, the paper shows how a frame-based
approach to gesture may integrate different cognitive/functional linguistic and semiotic
accounts of metonymy (e.g., experiential domains, frame metonymy, contiguity, and
pragmatic inferencing). The guiding assumption is that gestures metonymically profile
deeply embodied, routinized aspects of familiar scenes, that is, the motivating context
of frames. The discussion shows how gestures may evoke frame structures exhibiting
varying degrees of groundedness, complexity, and schematicity: basic physical action
and object frames; more complex frames; and highly abstract, complex frame
structures. It thereby provides gestural evidence for the idea that metonymy is more
basic and more directly experientially grounded than metaphor and thus often feeds into
correlated metaphoric processes. Furthermore, the paper offers some initial insights into
how metonymy also seems to induce the emergence of schematic patterns in gesture
which may result from action-based and discourse-driven processes of habituation and
conventionalization. It exemplifies how these forces may engender grammaticalization
of a basic physical action into a gestural marker that shows strong metonymic form
reduction, decreased transitivity, and interacting pragmatic functions. Finally, addressing
basic metonymic operations in signed lexemes elucidates certain similarities regarding
sign constitution in gesture and sign. English and German multimodal discourse data
as well as German Sign Language (DGS) are drawn upon to illustrate the theoretical
points of the paper. Overall, this paper presents a unified account of metonymy’s role in
underpinning forms, functions, and patterns in visuo-kinetic signs.
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INTRODUCTION

Gestures are essentially metonymic: Iconic gestural figurations
and enactments, in particular, exhibit the principle of partial
semiotic portrayal par excellence. In interaction with concurrent
speech, evanescent hand shapes and movements tend to abstract
salient characteristics from, briefly allude to, or otherwise evoke
entire persons, three-dimensional objects, holistic motion events,
and rich contexts (e.g., Gibbs, 1994; Müller, 1998; Bouvet,
2001; Mittelberg, 2006; Calbris, 2011). With their gestures and
postures, speakers typically foreground the particular aspects
of previously witnessed or newly imagined objects, actions,
behaviors, or scenarios that are especially relevant to their
communicative intentions in ongoing discourses. They may
trace, for instance, the spatial proportions of a building in
the air or imitate a person’s action, such as running to catch
a bus or handing a present to someone, in a reduced or
stylized fashion. Interlocutors may thus, consciously or not,
convey essential facets and kinesthetic qualities of their embodied
experiences, memories, habits, mental imagery, or the immediate
environment by schematically but effectively making them
tangible and thus intersubjectively sharable in the here and now
of a given multimodally orchestrated speech event (e.g., Sweetser,
2007; Mittelberg, 2013; Müller, 2014, 2017).

For example, if I am telling a friend that I will be spending the
entire weekend working on my paper and simultaneously make a
fleeting typing action, my hands simulate typing on an imaginary
keyboard. From such a quick iconic gestural action, the addressee
may infer that I will, in fact, be carefully and concentratedly
typing for hours on the keyboard that actually exists on my desk.
She can also infer the fact that, in this context, “working” means
writing with the help of a computer. Moreover, she can imagine
the written text that will result from this action, the content of
the paper she knows I am working on, as well as other practically
and ideationally related actions, entities, stages, versions, and
mental or emotional states involved in eventually reaching the
goal of submitting the finalized manuscript. All these various
aspects are metonymically linked in a pragmatically structured
context of experience, or frame (Fillmore, 1982), in which one
gesture may evoke not only the immediately contiguous virtual
keyboard, but also trigger an ensuing associative chain and
a larger semantic network (e.g., Calbris, 2011; Mittelberg and
Waugh, 2014; Mittelberg, 2017a).

Metonymic Motivation of Gestural
Abstraction and Enaction: More Than
Iconicity
The primary aim of this paper is to pinpoint the inherently
metonymic nature of co-speech gestures. It will show how distinct
metonymic principles may lend a certain experientially grounded
regularity to processes of ad hoc abstraction and enaction that are
involved in gestural sign formation (e.g., Arnheim, 1969; Müller,
1998). Gestural abstraction and the resulting schematicity here
are assumed not to be random, but experientially, cognitively,
linguistically, pragmatically, and culturally motivated. Due to the
temporal dynamics of face-to-face communication, there is only

a very limited amount of time to perform gestures in sync with
the conceptual contents, incremental articulation, and prosodic
contours of the simultaneously evolving utterance as well as with
other bodily signs such as gaze and head movements.

Crucially, visual perception, often somewhat privileged
in cognitive approaches to language, is only one sensory,
experiential source from which gesturers intuitively draw
their semiotic material. A point the present proposal wishes
to make is that motivation in gesture involves more than
iconicity (e.g., McNeill, 1992; Mittelberg, 2006, 2014; Perniss
et al., 2010).1 It is claimed that in gesture, besides interacting
with iconicity and metaphoricity, it is through indexicality
that metonymy also operates on latent contiguity relations
between the hands and the material and social world.2 Such
contiguity relations may become operationalized for gestural
communication and thus lead the interpreting mind to ‘grasp’
the virtual objects and tools that gesturing hands seemingly
manipulate (e.g., Müller, 1998; Streeck, 2009; Mittelberg and
Waugh, 2014). By laying out how gestures may metonymically
evoke frames through picking out aspects of basic scenes of
experience (Fillmore, 1977, 1982; Goldberg, 1995, 1998), it
will further be argued that a frame-based approach to gesture
may not only integrate various accounts of metonymy (e.g.,
Dancygier and Sweetser, 2014), but also account for processes
of pragmatic inferencing that are often heavily involved in
gesture interpretation.

While the paper focuses on spontaneous gestures that
are temporally, semantically, and syntactically integrated
with concurrent speech (e.g., McNeill, 1992; Müller, 1998;
Kendon, 2004; Fricke, 2012), metonymic modes underpinning
iconic signs in sign language will also be addressed to
highlight some commonalities regarding principles of sign
constitution. Furthermore, the paper offers some initial
insights into how embodied metonymic principles also seem to
underpin discourse-pragmatic processes of routinization and
schematization in gesture; that is, how metonymy may induce
the emergence of gestural patterns with increased degrees of
habit-driven conventionalization (e.g., Mittelberg, 2006, 2017a,c;
Müller, 2017). Overall, this paper presents the first unified
account of metonymy’s role in underpinning forms, functions,
and patterns in visuo-kinetic signs.

Gestures as Visuo-Kinetic Signs in
Multimodal Contextures of
Communicative Action
Co-speech gestures here are understood as discourse-embedded,
kinetic action that is performed with the head, hands, arms,
torso, or entire body and has some communicative function(s)

1According to Peirce (1960, p. 157), “icons have qualities which resemble those of
the objects they represent, and they excite analogous sensations in the mind.” The
term ‘Object’ here encompasses existing and imagined entities, persons, actions,
etc. For both the gesturer and the interpreter, gestural icons thus rely on a perceived
similarity between the gestural from and what they are signify.
2In indexical signs, the relation between sign and object is based on contiguity,
according to Peirce, that is, on a factual (physical or causal) connection between
a gestural form and what it evokes: “An index is a sign that denotes its object by
virtue of being really affected by that object” (Peirce, 1960, p. 143). See also Table 1.
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(e.g., Müller, 1998; Kendon, 2004; Calbris, 2011). Partly in
reference to Jakobson (1972, p. 474) notion of “motor signs,”
the term visuo-kinetic signs is introduced here to encapsulate
the fact that gestures are part of, or emerge from, the
human body with its inherent morphology, motion range,
motor routines, and multiple senses with which we perceive
and understand the world around us. Gestures genuinely
preserve and (re-)enact some of their kinetic, sensorimotor,
tactile, and interpersonal origins (e.g., Mittelberg, 2010, 2018;
Müller, 2017). While gestures usually need concurrent speech
to specify their local meaning, they often do something in
their own right and in their own specific, experientially
motivated ways (e.g., Mittelberg and Joue, 2017; Müller, 2017;
Wehling, 2017).

While gestures are part of the visual – and thus visible
and observable – facets that make up contextualized language
use in interaction, the Kendon’s (2004) idea of visual action
as utterance duly emphasizes the fact that gestures are more
than just visual. Gestures are communicative bodily actions
that are instantaneously performed by human beings and
dynamically evolve in time and space (e.g., Müller, 1998;
Sweetser, 2007; Goodwin, 2011; Streeck et al., 2011). One
important factor in gesture interpretation and analysis, however,
resides in the fact that the ‘semiotic material’ we are looking
at consists not only of observable physical components –
such as body posture, body motion, finger configurations, as
well as the position and movements of gesturing hands –
but also of immaterial, yet signifying, components such as
evanescent movement traces created in the air or imaginary
surfaces, objects, or points in space (e.g., Mittelberg, 2010;
Hassemer, 2015). Speakers’ hands often pretend to hold or
otherwise manipulate virtual objects and/or tools – the typing
gesture necessarily implies an imagined keyboard – or to
interact with imaginary interlocutors. Consequently, to do
justice to the noted specific semiotic nature of gestures,
the present account of gestures as visuo-kinetic signs also
includes elements and dimensions of multimodally achieved
sign processes that are not visual, and hence rather invisible,
but still contribute to a gesture’s kinesthetic feel, meaning,
and pragmatic function(s) (e.g., Mittelberg, 2006, 2013). As
will be shown below, metonymy enables us to account for
the virtual elements thus implied, or created on-the-fly, which
may be inferred from their dynamically evolving multimodal
semiotic contextures (Jakobson, 1956; see also Müller, 1998;
Streeck, 2009; Goodwin, 2011). By illuminating the pragmatic
workings of metonymy in visuo-kinetic signs, this paper
seeks to provide additional insights into the nature of both
gesture and metonymy.

TOWARD A FRAME-BASED ACCOUNT
OF EMBODIED METONYMY IN
GESTURE

Metonymy belongs – together with metaphor, synecdoche, and
irony – to the four master tropes (Burke, 1941). Jakobson (1956)

was one of the first to advocate a balanced theory of metaphor
and metonymy as two universal principles of association and
signification that are prominent in language, thought, discourse,
literature, and the visual arts (e.g., Waugh and Monville-Burston,
1990). Subsequently, experientialist views on language and the
embodied mind attributed a preeminent role to metaphor
(e.g., Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Johnson, 1987; Lakoff, 1987;
Sweetser, 1990). The ground-laying idea was that the human
conceptual system, language, language change, and language
use, encompassing all types of discourse, are structured and
function metaphorically to an extent that had previously been
underestimated.

With little delay, metonymy has become recognized as an
equally important figure of thought and language (e.g., Gibbs,
1994, 1999; Panther and Radden, 1999; Barcelona, 2000a,b,
2003; Dirven and Pörings, 2002; Fauconnier and Turner, 2002;
Panther and Thornburg, 2003). In recent years, cross-linguistic
research has clearly confirmed that metonymy plays a constitutive
role in conceptual, semantic, and grammatical structuring, as
well as in discourse processes, including, for example, indirect
reference, speech acts, and pragmatic inferencing (e.g., Barcelona,
2009; Panther et al., 2009; Benczes et al., 2011; Kövecses, 2013;
Littlemore, 2015). A crucial tenet of the present proposal on how
gesturally engendered sign processes involve ‘metonymy in the
making’ is that “metonymy is a central organizing principle of
pragmatics, the contextual use and interpretation of meaning”
(Dancygier and Sweetser, 2014, p. 162; see also contributions
in Hampe, 2017).

Furthermore, there is a growing body of work on metonymy
in various modalities, media, and art forms, ranging from
mnemonic devices, painting, material culture to advertisement
and film (e.g., Jakobson and Pomorska, 1983; Mittelberg,
2002, 2006; Forceville, 2007; Forceville and Urios-Aparisi, 2009;
Littlemore, 2015). Regardless of the modality or medium in which
metonymy materializes, it may create single meaningful sparks
in our minds or set into motion complex associative chains
and networks (e.g., Benczes et al., 2011). Metonymy thus may
propel diverse processes of reasoning, imagination, and discourse
construction (e.g., Coulson, 2001; Fauconnier and Turner, 2002;
Dancygier and Sweetser, 2014), both within one modality and
across modalities.

Due to limits of space, this paper cannot provide a
comprehensive overview of all the different kinds, functions,
and manifestations of metonymy described in the literature.
Rather, I will draw on the approaches to metonymy that seem
particularly apt to account for the structuring and meaning-
making processes at work in bodily signs that partake in
multimodal interaction. I will thus try to show why, in the
case of manual gestures and other visuo-kinetic signs, it makes
sense to shift the focus from strongly cognitively oriented
accounts to truly embodied, or body-based, understandings of
metonymy. To this effect, the exposition below will provide
further gestural evidence for the claim that metonymy is more
directly experientially motivated than metaphoric processes
with which they tend to interact (building on Mittelberg,
2006, 2013, 2017a; Mittelberg and Waugh, 2009, 2014; see
also, e.g., Barcelona, 2000b; Kövecses, 2013; Dancygier and
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Sweetser, 2014; Ruiz de Mendoza Ibanez, 2017).3 Advocating
a frame-based account of metonymy in gesture, the ensuing
sections aim to show how various metonymic principles
function as fundamental construal mechanisms that drive
pragmatically grounded processes of embodied schematization in
co-speech gestures.

Experiential and Functional Domains
According to domain-based accounts, metonymic mappings
occur within the same cognitive or experiential domain, or
within the same idealized cognitive model (i.e., ICM, Lakoff,
1987; Panther and Radden, 1999: 19ff.). Barcelona (2003, p. 83)
provides the following definition with a functional emphasis: “(a)
metonymy is a mapping of a cognitive domain, the source, onto
another domain, the target. Target and source are in the same
functional domain and are linked by a pragmatic function, so
that the target is mentally activated.” Let us consider the by now
classic example of a metonymic linguistic expression given in (1)
(Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 35; see also Dancygier and Sweetser,
2014, p. 5):

(1) The ham sandwich is waiting for his check.
(2) Table 5 urgently needs to pay.

Here, “the ham sandwich” does not refer to a food item
but, indirectly, to the restaurant client who ordered it. The
dish previously served by a member of the service personnel,
and probably already consumed by the client, thus stands for
the latter, based on contextual, pragmatic links binding these
elements within one and the same functional domain (e.g.,
Fauconnier and Turner, 2002). Another common way to refer to
restaurant clients is by the number of the table they are sitting
at, such as in (2). Here, a different element in this particular
experiential domain or pragmatic context is highlighted, namely
the table as a physical location inside the restaurant. In both
expressions, the client is the metonymic target domain. The kind
of domain that is chosen to be the metonymic source domain
depends on the pragmatic forces and customs at work in a
particular context of use. The factors that determine the choice
of source domain in (1) and (2) include the interpersonally built-
up common ground and the professional practices of the service
personnel, who are used to communicating about this kind of
frequently occurring situation.

As is well known, metaphor, by contrast, involves a mapping
between two different experiential domains, as expressed by,
for instance, the conceptual metaphor UNDERSTANDING IS
GRASPING (e.g., Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). This cross-domain
mapping gives rise to metaphoric linguistic expressions, such
as in (3), where the abstract target domain of understanding

3The line of research on which this paper builds (Mittelberg, 2006, 2008, 2013,
2014, 2017a; Mittelberg and Waugh, 2009, 2014) combines traditional semiotic
frameworks that are not exclusively based on language – notably the works
of Jakobson (1956, 1972) and Peirce (1960) – with embodied approaches to
language, cognition, and interaction (e.g., Fillmore, 1982; Johnson, 1987; Lakoff,
1987; Goldberg, 1995; Gibbs, 2006; Dancygier and Sweetser, 2014). While the
previous work focused on semantic and pragmatic functions of metonymy in
gesture, this paper is the first account that integrates related aspects of embodied
grammaticalization, multimodal constructions, and lexemes in signed languages.

is conceptualized in terms of the physical source domain of
manually seizing an object. Alternatively, the same target domain
may be structured by another bodily source domain, that
is, visual perception as a way of comprehending something
(UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING, ibid.), such as in (4).

(3) Paula grasped the new idea right away.
(4) Paula instantly saw what I meant.

In gesture, body-centered and action-based source domains
may intuitively activate pragmatic links to metonymic targets
with which they are connected through repeated instances of
similar physical experience (e.g., Mittelberg and Joue, 2017).
Certain manual actions may evoke the objects or tools that
are routinely handled when they are actually performed. For
instance, to ask for more bread in a restaurant, one may first
raise a hand to catch the waiter’s attention and then point with
that hand at the empty bread basket one is holding up with
the other hand. The waiter will readily understand this gestural
request based on the gesture and the empty bread basket, which
here functions as the source domain pointing to the desired
target: additional bread. Put differently, the CONTAINER stands
metonymically for the wanted CONTENT; arriving at the latter
involves following a contextually shaped, inferential pathway
(e.g., Barcelona, 2003, 2009; Panther and Thornburg, 2003).
Bread basket and bread belong to the same mundane experiential
domain not only in people’s homes, but also in a restaurant
context, where it is common practice to serve bread in baskets
and also to provide refills.

If one performs this gestural request without concurrent
speech, the basket metonymically evokes the idea of bread on
visual and experiential grounds. However, it is likely that the
person wanting more bread actually also verbally asks the waiter
for it, as in (5) or (6), once the latter has arrived at the table.
In both linguistic examples, there is no mention of the basket,
only of the (non-existent) bread. Furthermore, (6) functions as
an indirect speech act, that is, an assertion indirectly functions
as a request in this case. Qualifying as a speech act metonymy, it
may be understood “as a scenario having metonymic structure”
(Panther and Thornburg, 2003, p. 128).

(5) Could we have more bread please?
(6) We are out of bread.

Building on Langacker (1987), Croft (1993) extended the
single-domain approach to a domain matrix, which involves
shifts in foregrounding from one domain to another domain in
the same matrix. Applying this idea to the bread-request scenario,
we can assume that first the empty basket is foregrounded due
to its perceptional prominence with respect to the bread that
formerly existed in it; then, the metonymic process causes a
shift in foregrounding onto the metonymic target, that is, the
indirectly referenced bread that the client would like the waiter
to fetch.

When it comes to gesture and multimodal interaction, the
focus is naturally on the communicating human body and thus
especially on those experiential domains that are indexically
anchored in the material and social contexts of people engaged
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in some sort of physical action or in communicative exchange
(Mittelberg, 2017a). For example, a participant in a study
on transitive action gestures (Grandhi et al., 2011) gives the
following verbal instruction regarding how to slice an apple
into pieces:

(7) You need to slice the apple by holding it down and cutting it
there.

Here no actual (i.e., visible) physical object is involved in the
gestural portrayal. Pretending to be holding a virtual knife in
her dominant right hand, she pantomimes how she would cut
a virtual apple that she is seemingly holding down with her left
hand (Figure 1, adapted from Grandhi et al., 2011).4

Indeed, slicing an apple into pieces necessitates a particular
action (cutting), an object (apple), and a tool (knife). All
three elements thus belong to the same experiential domain
or scenario. Whereas what the participant says in (7) draws
attention to the cutting action and the object, but not to the tool,
the latter can be easily inferred from the action context. Again,
the actions and objects implied belong to an everyday domain of
experience. Moreover, this example involves a CAUSE-EFFECT
metonymy, for we can imagine the apple first in its entirety and
then the slices resulting from the cutting action (as shown in
Figure 1; see also Mittelberg and Waugh, 2014).

Semantic Frames and Familiar Scenes of
Experience
A large part of what has been described above based on cognitive,
experiential, or functional domains can also be understood in
frame-semantic terms (see also, e.g., Panther and Radden, 1999,
p. 9; Kövecses, 2013; Dancygier and Sweetser, 2014). According
to Fillmore (1982, p. 111), the term frame covers “any system of
concepts related in such a way that to understand any of them you
have to understand the whole structure in which it fits.” Frames
can thus be understood as metonymically structured wholes in
which one of its parts may evoke another correlated part or the
frame as a whole (e.g., Mittelberg and Joue, 2017).

4An ethics approval was not required as per applicable guidelines and regulations.
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. For all figures
appearing in this paper, written informed consent was obtained from the
participants for publication of the images.

While the semantic structures in question are situated at
relatively high levels of abstractness, Fillmore (1975, p. 127)
emphasizes how frames are experientially grounded in familiar
scenes which underpin the acquisition of word meanings and the
gradual differentiation of whole scenarios into their constitutive
parts. Scenes “include not only visual scenes but familiar kinds of
interpersonal transactions, standard scenarios, familiar layouts,
institutional structures, enactive experiences, body image; and,
in general, any kind of coherent segment, large or small, of
human beliefs, actions, experiences, or imaginings” (Fillmore,
1977, p. 63). Since human behavior and gestures are intrinsic
to such scenes and are also shaped by them, it seems fitting to
exploit the notions of both frames and scenes to explicate gestural
communication (e.g., Sweetser, 2012; Mittelberg and Waugh,
2014). As proposed in earlier stages of the present account (e.g.,
Mittelberg, 2017a,c; Mittelberg and Joue, 2017), gestures that
recruit frame structures tend to metonymically pick out essential
elements and salient qualities of scenes, that is, the motivating
context of frames. This especially pertains to situated factors of
real-world, enactive experiences that can be recruited for both
literal and metaphorical construal and thus also involve primary
scenes and primary metaphor (Grady, 1997; see also section
“Metonymy Underpins Schematic Gestural Patterns and Fully
Codified Visuo-Kinetic Signs”). The ways in which embodied
metonymy plays a central role in frame-based processes that
drive multimodal discourse pragmatics is discussed in the
next section.

Frames and Frame Metonymy in Co-speech Gestures
Dancygier and Sweetser (2014: 102ff.) point out that, compared
to domains, the structural organization of frames allows for a
more fine-grained and systematic account of correlations not
only within a frame (thus giving rise to frame metonymy), but
also between two frames that are partially mapped onto each
other (thus giving rise to metaphor). They provide the following
general definition of metonymy: “the use of some entity A to
stand for another entity B with which A is correlated” (ibid.:
134, italics in the original). Frame metonymy refers “to all usages
where one reference to an element of a frame is used to refer to
either the frame as a whole or to other associated elements of
the frame” (ibid.: 135), for example, where ‘the Crown’ refers to
the British monarchy. Part-whole frame metonymy includes what

FIGURE 1 | Photos (A,B) show a before-and-after scenario presented to participants who were asked to tell interviewers how to get from (A) to (B). The video still
(C) shows how gesture draws on the experiential domain of cutting an apple into slices; adapted from Grandhi et al. (2011). Written informed consent was obtained
from the depicted individuals for the publication of this image.
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is generally understood by synecdoche, for example, where ‘field
hands’ stands for people who work outdoors on a farm.

An often-cited example is the RESTAURANT DINING frame
(or script, see Schank and Abelson, 1977); it implies elaborated
scenarios involving certain culturally shaped sets of elements,
roles, behaviors, and sequences of events (Fillmore, 1982). Seen
from this perspective, Examples (1), (2), (5), and (6) discussed
in Section “Experiential and Functional Domains” involve items
that are integral to this frame structure: the guest who ordered
the ham sandwich, the sandwich itself, Table 5, the bread basket,
ordering more bread, and asking for the check. We are able to
place and relate all these items within a structured, dynamic
fabric of correlations that allows us to quickly understand acts
of indirect reference and other metonymic operations occurring
within it. Such larger frame structures, or scripts, are supposed to
be active in the background processing of cognition and behavior
(e.g., Coulson, 2001), in the sense that one becomes aware of them
if an element is omitted or occurs sequentially out of place; for
example, if someone asks for the bill before having consumed the
dish that s/he ordered.

In processes of frame-based language use, reasoning,
and discourse understanding, networks of metonymic
relations inherent to specific frames thus become activated
and operationalized (e.g., Coulson, 2001; Dancygier and
Sweetser, 2014). Thereby, each frame structure provides various
springboards for metonymic associations as well as entry points
and conceptual bridges for intersubjective meaning construction
in conversational exchanges or collaborative story telling. In
ongoing interaction, speakers may use linguistic, gestural, or
eye-gaze cues to frame a given scene in positive, critical, doubtful,
or humorous terms, from a scene-internal or a scene-external
viewpoint, or by adopting several viewpoints simultaneously
(e.g., McNeill, 1992; Dudis, 2004; Sweetser, 2012; see Mittelberg,
2017b on the interplay of viewpoint, indexicality, and metonymy
in gesture). Alluding to a particular discourse-relevant frame
element may automatically trigger connections of different
scope and varying complexity, for example, to directly correlated
elements, the frame as a whole, or metaphoric associations.

With regard to the typing gesture described in the
introductory section, a decisive detail lies in the fact that
understanding the message involves a cross-modally instantiated,
frame-internal metonymic process. So, again, if I imitate typing
with both hands while saying to a friend:

(8) I’ll be working the entire weekend on my paper.

the pantomimed action of typing not only gets profiled against
the ground of the imaginary keyboard, thus evoking the TYPING
and WRITING frames, but also against the backdrop of larger
frame structures, such as WRITING AN ACADEMIC PAPER
or PUBLISHING. Note that in the verbal part of the utterance,
the verb does not refer to the gesturally simulated typing action,
but to the more general WORK frame. Hence, a cross-modal
metonymic process takes place whereby the gesture specifies the
verbally communicated information ‘I’ll be working’ as ‘typing’
or ‘writing’ a manuscript. For the interlocutors, this visuo-kinetic
sign (including the imaginary keyboard) may instantly serve as a

dynamically created material anchor (Hutchins, 2005) for joint
attention and thus evoke aspects of their shared experience of
such situations. In this way, webs of associations may branch
out from such a mutual gestural anchor: In their respective
embodied minds, this may facilitate associations that are not only
directly grounded in physical experience, such as manipulating
a keyboard or touchpad, but also bring to mind less tangible
associations, such as subsequent phases of the work process,
the potential structure and content of the paper, a previously
co-authored paper, as well the community’s reaction (see also
Calbris, 2011: 10f.). Through activating the WEEKEND frame,
they might also think of what one misses out on while working
the entire weekend. For both the speaker and the interlocutor(s),
frame-metonymic associations are thus also likely to solicit
subjective and intersubjective dimensions connected with certain
mental or emotional states, such as being focused, anxious, or
happily working away (see also Mittelberg and Waugh, 2014).

Regarding linguistic expressions, Dancygier and Sweetser
(2014, p. 108) further emphasize that a certain degree of salience
is needed to clearly associate a term with a frame in the sense of
Langacker’s (1987) notion of active zone as the profiled part of a
whole.5 For a body-based and action-based view of metonymic
processes (Mittelberg, 2017a), it is particularly relevant that the
human body forms a metonymically structured whole in and
of itself. Certain parts of it, for example, the head or hands,
may become prominent in a meaning-making process such as
in the verbal example of ‘field hands’ mentioned above. In this
kind of part-for-whole frame metonymy “the part centrally or
directly involved in an activity stands for the whole. The hand,
for example, is the part of the arm used for holding, touching,
etc.; hence it is the active zone of the arm for many purposes”
(Dancygier and Sweetser, 2014, p. 144).

Visuo-kinetic signs performed by heads, shoulders, and/or
hands may also function as the signifying, active zone of the
gesturer’s body that ‘stands out’ within dynamic multimodal
contextures and may thus become meaningful. Furthermore,
these signs may metonymically stand for the entire person
making the gesture – or for the belief system behind a certain
stance s/he is expressing toward what is being said (see also
Calbris, 1990 on body segments).6

Gestural Frame Evocation at Varying Levels of
Groundedness and Complexity
Building on Fillmore’s (1977, 1982) notion of semantic frames,
Mittelberg (2017a) has recently presented a frame-based
account of gesture pragmatics. It proposes different kinds of
embodied frame structures that are situated at varying levels of
groundedness, schematicity, and complexity, a synopsis of which
will be presented here.

First, basic physical action frames and basic object frames are
understood as being directly grounded in physical experience and

5Langacker (2009, p. 48) defines active zones as follows: “An entity’s active zone,
with respect to a profiled relationship, is that facet of it which most directly and
crucially participates in that relationship.”
6In sign language, body partitioning (Dudis, 2004) also draws on the metonymic
organization and affordances of the signer’s body to adopt and combine different
viewpoints on a given scene.
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basic scenes (Mittelberg, 2017a: 215ff.). These strongly embodied
frames mainly encompass prototypical events (Slobin, 1985) such
as pushing, pulling, and teasing apart; mimetic schemas (Zlatev,
2014) such as jump, kick, grasp, and hit; basic-level actions
(Lakoff, 1987) such as eating, running, and walking; as well
as any other intransitive, transitive or ditransitive actions that
may be simulated via gestures and whole-body enactments (e.g.,
Hostetter and Alibali, 2008; Bressem and Müller, 2014; Müller,
2017). In addition, basic physical action frames may intertwine
with basic object frames to account for the physical entities
that the former, together with their affordances, typically imply
(as in Figures 1, 4; see also Grady, 1997 on primary scenes).7

Basic object frames also get evoked in multimodal descriptions
of physical entities or spaces.

Second, more complex frame structures comprise frames that
are internally more differentiated, more detached from the
motivating contexts of experience and hence situated at higher
levels of abstractness (Mittelberg, 2017a: 220ff.). Presupposing
the “development of a complex frame out of correlated simpler
frames” (Dancygier and Sweetser, 2014, p. 138), we will first
consider frame structures that are composed of several connected
basic action or object frames and hence exhibit an intermediate
level of groundedness. The RESTAURANT DINING script (see
section “Frames and Frame Metonymy in Co-speech Gestures”),
for example, consists of such a culturally shaped ordered set
of basic actions and their implied objects and/or interacting
persons that are fairly well grounded and may thus function
as experiential anchors: being seated, looking at the menu,
signaling to the waiter, eating, paying, etc. Each of the sequenced
actions and behaviors involve physical activities and can thus
be easily enacted through postures, gestures, and facial mimics,
and hence evoke other, correlated items or the overarching frame
as a whole.

Highly abstract complex frame structures are understood
as being a lot more detached from motivating contexts
than the frames discussed so far. They involve cognitive
and semiotic structures and activities that people rely on
when producing or describing phenomena at a meta-level, for
instance, linguistic structures, genre-dependent narrative and
conversational patterns, plots of novels, films, or animated
cartoons, mental maps, as well as knowledge systems and
schematic conceptual structures such as theories or category
systems (Mittelberg, 2017a: 223f.). In gesture, such larger
architectures may be overtly represented and thus become
visible, albeit minimally and fleetingly, via virtual time lines
traced in the air (e.g., Calbris, 2011) or other diagrammatic
configurations of points placed in gesture space that highlight
how individual words, items, places, events, concepts, or more
general discourse contents relate to one another temporally,
spatially, or logically (e.g., Kendon, 2004; Mittelberg, 2008;
Enfield, 2009; Bressem, 2014). Beat gestures (McNeill, 1992)
are also a means to accentuate particularly relevant parts of an
utterance, thus making them metonymically stand out from the
speech chain as a whole.

7See Mittelberg and Joue (2017) on gestural source actions as metonymic bases of
metaphoric processes.

FIGURE 2 | Speaker evoking the SWIMMING action frame in a reduced and
partial metonymic fashion. Written informed consent was obtained from the
depicted individuals for the publication of this image.

Let us now look at how basic and more complex frames
may interact in organizing a thematic unit of multimodal
discourse. Example (9) is taken from a description of a past
vacation scene produced in the context of a travel-planning
task. Suggesting Hungary as a possible destination on a joint
trip through Europe, the person on the right in Figure 2 is
telling her conversational partner in German that on a previous
visit to Budapest the weather was very nice. By mentioning
that it was beautiful outside (‘it. . . was really nice’), the speaker
verbally evokes the WEATHER frame in an indirect fashion. She
then profiles a specific sub-frame against the backdrop of the
larger, general WEATHER frame by uttering the compound noun
‘Schwimmwetter’ (swimming weather).8

(9) es (. . .) war richtig schön und so [Schwimmwetter]
(it (. . .) was really nice and like [swimming weather])

The simultaneously produced visuo-kinetic sign shown
in Figure 2, consisting of simulated swimming movements
performed by the speaker’s hands and arms, renders this
specification salient. This gesture can be said to activate the
basic physical action frame SWIMMING. Not all the body parts
usually involved in swimming participate in this partial, stylized
iconic enactment of a learned motor routine. With reference
to Hostetter and Alibali’s (2008) gestures-as-simulated-action
(GSA) framework, this gestural action exemplifies how “gestures
emerge from the perceptual and motor simulations that underlie
embodied language and mental imagery” (Hostetter and Alibali,
2008, p. 502). Under the present view, this is another example
of how communicative gestures may metonymically evoke the
physical actions they are imitating iconically by only minimally
enacting the onset or some essential characteristics of a full-blown
action routine in a rather schematic fashion.

Looking at the immediate discourse context of this bimodal
performance reveals that it belongs to a vivid description,
provided in (10), in which several gestures portray additional
aspects that belong to what seems a general, yet culture-
dependent, understanding of WARM WEATHER. Enquiring

8Another way to express such a relation is to say that a detail is profiled against
the backdrop of a cultural model (Cienki, 1998) or an idealized cognitive model
(Lakoff, 1987).
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about the weather conditions on this past trip, the participant
on the left actually first evokes the WINTER frame: He asks
whether there was snow and simultaneously makes a bimanual
Palm-Up Open Hand gesture (PUOH, Müller, 2004), shown in
Figure 3A. This pragmatic gesture functions here as a visuo-
kinetic question marker, or an interactive seeking gesture (Bavelas
et al., 1995), that is soliciting an answer from his interlocutor in
an ‘empty-handed’ manner (see also Kendon, 2004; Streeck, 2009;
Bressem and Müller, 2014). His interlocutor then replies that it
was actually rather nice and warm.

(10) PLeft: lag Schnee? [was there snow?]
Pright: nein (−) es war schon

warm
no (−) it was actually
warm

also so
[T-Shirt-Wetter] und

well like [t-shirt
weather] and

[Shorts-Wetter] (. . .) [shorts weather] (. . .)
war richtig schön was really nice
und so
[Schwimmwetter].

and like [swimming
weather]

When explaining that it was “t-shirt weather” the speaker
on the right rotates both hands at approximately shoulder
height with the palms facing toward the t-shirt she is wearing
(Figure 3B). This gesture may be interpreted as pointing to
the short sleeves of her t-shirt. Considered as a cyclic gesture
(Ladewig, 2011), it may also evoke the idea of continuously

feeling hot or of sensing hot air surrounding the body. The
speaker then accompanies her verbal utterance “shorts weather”
with another bimanual gesture: With the palms facing the torso,
the outer edges of the hands indicate the location on her thighs
where shorts typically end (Figure 3C). Only then does she
multimodally activate the SWIMMING frame as described earlier
(Figures 2, 3D). These individual, metonymically linked frame
elements jointly draw on the WARM WEATHER frame as a
whole. In this way, the semantic structures evoked in Example
(10) involve several, metonymically correlated frame elements
and are thus more complex than the individual basic physical
action frame (SWIMMING) and the basic physical object frames
(T-SHIRT and SHORTS) which constitute them. Larger frames
at this intermediate level of groundedness are still rooted in
habitual, mundane physical and social activities and thus may
draw on various “scenes basic to human experience” (Goldberg,
1995, p. 5).9

Indeed, scenes have been found to be particularly relevant
with respect to how interlocutors construe and follow processes
of online meaning construction. According to Fillmore (1977,
p. 1226), “in most natural conversations, the participants have,
already ‘activated,’ a number of shared, presupposed, scenes
that we can speak of as being in their consciousness as they
speak.” This supports the idea that scenes partake in the dynamic

9For examples of highly abstract complex frame structures, see
Mittelberg (2017a: 223ff.).

FIGURE 3 | Multimodal evocation of larger frame structures: (A) The linguistic question evokes the WINTER frame, while the gesture pragmatically evokes the
QUESTION (speech act) frame; the linguistic reply evokes the WARM WEATHER frame characterized by a series of gestures, each of which details a different basic
object/action frame: (B) T-SHIRT; (C) SHORTS, and (D) SWIMMING. Written informed consent was obtained from the depicted individuals for the publication
of this image.
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contexts that shape multimodal processes of conceptualization
during both the production and interpretation of co-speech
gestures. A frame-based understanding of multimodal discourse
pragmatics has the advantage of including larger semantic
networks that go beyond local reference or individual simulated
actions, thus leading into discourse-driven processes of more
complex meaning construction.

Although the different kinds of frame structures discussed
so far only pertain to concrete actions and objects, they may,
in principle, also underpin metaphoric construal in gesture
(e.g., Dancygier and Sweetser, 2014; Mittelberg and Joue,
2017). This line of inquiry also leads into related linguistic
issues such as how embodied scenes and frame metonymy
may factor into related syntactic frames, grammaticalization
in gesture, as well as multimodally instantiated constructions
(e.g., Mittelberg, 2017c; Zima and Bergs, 2017; see section
“Metonymy Underpins Schematic Gestural Patterns and Fully
Codified Visuo-Kinetic Signs”).

Reference and Pragmatic Inferencing in
Gesture
Exploring how metonymy motivates gestural practices of frame
evocation necessarily raises questions concerning reference and
inference. While these complex issues cannot be resolved here, let
us pursue the idea that many gestures tend to evoke frames and
enact or simulate physical actions rather than represent or refer
to things or actions in the real world (e.g., Merleau-Ponty, 1962;
McNeill, 2005; Mittelberg, 2018). Unlike spoken and signed
languages, most spontaneous gestures do not rely on fully coded
form-meaning pairings on the basis of which referential processes
typically function. Rather, habituated inferences based on habitual
actions as well as habits of gesture production and interpretation
seem to play a central role in how gestures signify. Here, a parallel
may be drawn with how metonymy plays a role in catalyzing
inferential and referential interactions in language, as Barcelona
points out:

Metonymy has this inferential role because of its ability to
mentally activate the implicit pre-existing connection of a certain
element of knowledge or experience to another. The referential
function of metonymies is thus a useful (hence extremely
frequent) consequence of their inference-guiding role since what
we do when we understand a referential metonymy is to infer
the referential intentions of others (Nerlich and Clarke, 2001;
Barcelona, 2009, p. 369).

Metonymic inferences in co-speech gestures may occur within
the gestural modality or cross-modally, that is, triggered by a
linguistic cue (e.g., Mittelberg, 2017a). Experientially entrenched
pragmatic inferences (Dancygier and Sweetser, 2014, p. 144)
are indeed key to mentally simulating and understanding the
communicative intentions of the gestural actions performed by
others. As we saw earlier, Figure 1 demonstrates a habitual
metonymic correlation between gesturing hands and the cutting
action they are simulating: the apple is seemingly being held
down by one hand, while the seemingly held knife in the other
is not referred to in the speech chain, but implied in the action.
Performing an “inference-guiding role,” the gesture here can be

said to activate an “implicit pre-existing connection of a certain
element (. . .) of experience to another” (Barcelona, 2009, p. 369).
Gesturally triggered metonymic pathways of this nature may
be seen as natural inference schemata (Panther and Thornburg,
2003, p. 8) or vital relations (Fauconnier and Turner, 2002: 93ff.):
they intuitively draw on people’s embodied, situated ways of
functioning not only in the physical world, but also in imaginary
and/or abstract worlds (e.g., Sweetser, 2007, 2012).

For example, arriving at the contextualized meaning of the
quick gestural indications in Figure 3 relies on several cross-
modal processes of pragmatic inferencing. Understanding these
gestural portrayals as illustrating the WARM-WEATHER frame
requires integrating the verbal utterance in (10) with information
that is made visually salient. Apart from the iconic swimming
gesture, the other frame elements mentioned in speech, such
as the t-shirt and shorts, are evoked in a rather approximate
way. In this multimodal portrayal, we can identify the following
inferential pathways: two lead from the gesturing hands to the
respective body parts and indicated items of clothing. Through
the indexicality inherent to these gestures, what they allude to
briefly constitutes a signifying, active zone (Langacker, 1987) that
is profiled and thus perceptually foregrounded in this instance
of multimodal meaning elaboration (see section “Experiential
and Functional Domains”). Together these pathways lead more
globally into the WARM-WEATHER frame, in the context
of which these specific garments are commonly worn in
combination. In these cases, but also more generally, the
concurrent speech content is needed to disambiguate, via
inferential processes, especially those gestures that only vaguely
allude to something in the interlocutors’ environment or evolving
discourse context.

So, although reference is one of metonymy’s chief functions,
processes of pragmatic inferencing are often more crucially
involved in assuring a gesture’s communicative function, at
least from the perspective of the interpreter. Further gesture
research is clearly needed to gain a fuller understanding of how
speech and gesture interact in cross-modal processes of pragmatic
inferencing including those that involve less accessible targets,
for instance, through metaphoric construal (Mittelberg, 2006,
2017a).10 We will now look more closely at the junctures where
such inferences tend to take place within visuo-kinetic signs.

Contiguity Relations Operationalized in
Co-speech Gestures
From a semiotic perspective, similarity (iconicity), contiguity
(indexicality), and conventionality (symbols, habits) constitute
the three fundamental semiotic relations that may be established
between a material sign carrier and what it signifies; in any given
sign process, they typically mix to varying degrees (Peirce, 1960).
The present proposal emphasizes that motivation in gesture relies
on both similarity and contiguity and that both modes usually
also interact with various pressures of conventionalization (e.g.,
Mittelberg, 2006, 2013, 2014). According to Peirce (1960),
contiguity encompasses different kinds of factual connections,

10See also Calbris (2011: 78ff.) on body-focused gestures and Mittelberg and Waugh
(2014) on body part indices.
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notably physical impact, contact, and adjacency, as well as
temporal and spatial proximity or distance. All of these may
underpin indexical sign processes in which the material sign, for
example, fingerprints left at a crime scene, points the interpreting
mind toward the “object,” namely the person whose fingers
caused traces of their impressions to adhere to surfaces through
physical contact. Generally speaking, there are innumerable
latent contiguity relations out there in the world, in our
imagination, and in our embodied knowledge structures that may
be operationalized when we are reasoning and communicating.
This section will focus on contiguity relations that the speaker’s
body forms with the physical or the imaginary world at her/his
fingertips and that are intuitively drawn upon for multimodal
meaning-making (cf. Table 1 for an overview of the Peircean and
Jakobsonian semiotic concepts discussed in this section).

Within cognitive linguistics, contiguity relations
underpinning metonymic expressions are understood as
either objectively given or cognitively construed (e.g., Panther
and Radden, 1999; Dirven and Pörings, 2002). They are assumed
to be contingent (Panther and Thornburg, 2003), that is to
say, they may be canceled. These views are highly relevant to
bodily semiotics and visuo-kinetic signs, for gesticulating hands
typically do not manipulate real physical objects or surfaces; they
only pretend to do so [as in simulating typing a paper, Example
(8)]. In their prototype approach to conceptual contiguity and
metonymy, Peirsman and Geeraerts (2006) posit the spatial
and material domain as the prototypical core of contiguity.
They present a continuum of strength of contact as the basis
for spatial, temporal, as well as abstract domains (including
events, actions, processes, and assemblies). For instance, in the

TABLE 1 | Overview of semiotic foundations of metonymy in visuo-kinetic signs,
drawing on Peircean semiotic theory and Jakobson’s view of metonymy as being
derived from (outer and inner) contiguity and indexicality (as discussed in section
“Contiguity Relations Operationalized in Co-speech Gestures”).

Semiotic
relations
(Peirce)

Semiotic modes
(Peirce)

Metonymic principles grounded in
contiguity and indexicality
(Jakobson)

Similarity Iconicity Inner contiguity relations underpinning
internal metonymy (e.g., partial, stylized
iconic gesture standing for entire action
involving more body parts and complex
action routine)

Contiguity Indexicality Outer contiguity relations underpinning
external metonymy (e.g., gesture for
object involved in imitated action)

Conventionality
habit

Symbolicity Habitual/conventionalized metonymic
operations (involving iconicity,
indexicality, and symbolicity)

• Habitual actions and pragmatic
inferences operationalizing
inner/outer contiguity relations
(e.g., engendering gestural
patterns)

• Coded metonymic operations
drawing on inner/outer contiguity
relations (e.g., underpinning sign
language lexemes)

spatial/material domain, the continuum extends from spatial (i)
part/whole (e.g., head/person) to less prototypical cases, such as
(ii) containment/container (e.g., milk/glass), (iii) location/located
(e.g., house/inhabitants), and (iv) entity/adjacent entity (e.g.,
person/clothing). The first is equivalent to a part-whole-frame
metonymy. Reflecting diminishing degrees of strength of contact,
the second captures the relationship between a bread basket
and bread (as discussed in “Metonymy Underpins Schematic
Gestural Patterns and Fully Codified Visuo-Kinetic Signs”),
the third captures the relationship between a table and a client
sitting at a table [as in Example (2)], and the last captures the
connection between the speaker’s legs in Example (10) and
the shorts she refers to verbally. We will now consider a view
of contiguity that makes comparable distinctions, but places
emphasis differently.

Jakobson’s (1956) account of contiguity relations has proven
to be particularly suitable to describe the functions that
metonymy may assume in experientially motivated gestural signs
(Mittelberg, 2006, 2010, 2013; Mittelberg and Waugh, 2009,
2014). In his writings on aphasic disorders, Jakobson (1956)
showed just how deeply rooted the distinction between similarity
(iconicity/metaphor) and contiguity (indexicality/metonymy) is.
Furthermore, he differentiated contiguity relations in the physical
world, for example, between a knife and a fork, and those which
combine items in a semiotic contexture, for example, linguistic
units jointly forming a syntagm or a discourse (Waugh and
Monville-Burston, 1990; Dirven and Pörings, 2002; Hopper and
Traugott, 2003). Of particular relevance to understanding how
metonymy is operationalized in gesture is Jakobson’s distinction
between inner contiguity and outer contiguity. The following
visual scene serves to illustrate these different operations, which
will be applied to gesture below:

One must – and this is most important – delimit and
carefully consider the essential difference between the two aspects
of contiguity: the exterior aspect (metonymy proper), and the
interior aspect (synecdoche, which is close to metonymy). To
show the hands of a shepherd in poetry or the cinema is not
the same as showing his hut or his herd [. . .]. The operation of
synecdoche, with the part for the whole or the whole for the part,
should be clearly distinguished from metonymic proximity. [. . .]
the difference between inner and outer contiguity [. . .] marks the
boundary between synecdoche and metonymy proper.

(Jakobson and Pomorska, 1983, p. 134).

Inner Contiguity: Parts, Phases, Contours, and
Essential Qualities
Inner contiguity underlies part-whole relationships, that is,
between a part and another part, a part and the whole, or the
whole and the part (Jakobson and Pomorska, 1983). Internal
metonymy operationalizes these kinds of contiguity relations
inherent to a given gestalt. For instance, in everyone lives under
one roof, ‘roof ’ evokes the entire house of which it constitutes
a physical fragment. Hence, internal metonymy entails that the
inner structure of a body, entity, or action is broken down into its
component parts, phases, or any other characteristic, and that one
of them is taken to imply a connected component or the entire
gestalt structure.
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In manual gestures and whole-body enactments, internal
metonymy establishes a predominantly iconic ground for
signification (Peirce, 1960; Sonesson, 2007; Mittelberg, 2013,
2014). That is, it relies upon a metonymic rendition of what
it signifies based on a perceived or construed similarity.
Internal metonymy may thus motivate processes of profiling
and highlighting prototypical, or locally salient, aspects of
a given, existent or imagined, experience or gestalt. For
instance, a gesturally enacted onset, path, or manner of
motion may evoke, in an abstracted and idealized manner,
the corresponding, fully articulated physical action (e.g., the
swimming gesture in Figure 2) or motion event (e.g., McNeill,
1992). It is via metonymy that iconic gestures may also
give salience to contours, shapes, spatial dimensions, and
other relevant qualities of objects, spaces, and other kinds
of physical structures (Mittelberg and Waugh, 2014). In the
study on transitive action gestures mentioned in Section
“Experiential and Functional Domains” (Grandhi et al., 2011), an
alternative way of enacting the apple-slicing scenario (Figure 1)
was to use the hands as if they were the apple and the
knife, respectively, rather than pretending to handle them.
Figure 4 shows two slightly different variants of this gestural
technique, exemplifying the representing mode, according to
Müller (1998, 2014).

(11) You need to slice the apple.
(12) You need to cut the apple.

In Figure 4 [Examples (11) and (12)], both of the participants’
hands exemplify the working of internal metonymy: The flat,
vertically held hand looks and functions like the blade of a
knife, that is, like the part of the kitchen tool would actually
cut into an apple; the other, non-dominant hand forms a fist,
thus resembling a round object, which, in this case, signifies an
apple. Furthermore, the participant shown in Figures 4B,C opens
up his hand, representing the apple, at the very moment when
‘the knife’ hits it, so that his fingers may be taken to iconically
portray the apple slices resulting from the repeated cutting action
in a schematic and partial fashion. In this visually effective
instance of a gestural CAUSE-EFFECT metonymy, the semiotic
affordances of the manual articulators are thus exploited to a
great extent.

Outer Contiguity: In Touch With the Physical, Social,
and Imagined World
Outer contiguity underlies metonymic expressions in which
the profiled element is not part of, but externally contiguous
and/or pragmatically related to the element that it enables an
addressee to infer. External metonymy may draw on various
kinds of outer contiguity relations and imply different degrees
of metonymic proximity, such as contact, adjacency, impact, and
cause/effect (Jakobson and Pomorska, 1983, p. 134). For instance,
with respect to the metonymic source expressions “the ham
sandwich” [Example (1)] and “Table 5” [Example (2)] referring to
a restaurant client, the relevant contiguity relations hold between
the client and the dish ordered earlier (temporal contiguity) and
the table s/he is sitting at (spatial contiguity).

In gesture, contiguity holds between hands and the objects,
tools, and surfaces with which speakers are (seemingly) in
touch when communicating. Indexically anchoring the give
and take of conversational exchanges in the actions of the
human body, the material and social environment, or in
imagined spaces (Sweetser, 2012; Mittelberg, 2017b), gestures
readily (re-)establish and highlight such relations by instigating
metonymic modes that operate at junctures of gesturing hands
and contiguous persons or entities (as in the transitive action
gesture in Figure 1).11

In Figure 5, for instance, the purpose of the gestural
enactment is not to iconically imitate someone who is holding
something. While this is, via internal metonymy, the perceivable
starting point of the enacted meaning construction, it is the
imaginary entity, externally contiguous to the PUOH seemingly
supporting it, that the speaker is verbally drawing attention to. In
Example (13), the architecture student is describing an analogy
between the architectural design process and a musical episode.
Due to the basic physical action frame of holding a physical
object, it is easy to infer a generic object. The latter here stands
for an abstract concept, an analogy, via an embodied metonymic
inference mechanism based on immediate metonymic proximity
of the open palm and the imagined object. It is through
action-based, metaphorical reification that the analogy becomes

11See Mittelberg and Waugh (2014) for a typology of predominantly indexical
or predominantly iconic gestures, metonymic chains triggered by gestures, and a
continuum spanning varying degrees of metonymic proximity.

FIGURE 4 | Gestural examples of internal metonymy: the hands turn into an apple and a knife to portray how to slice an apple: the outspread fingers of the right
hand in (C) also evoke the slices resulting from the cutting action. Video still (A) corresponds to Example (11); video stills (B,C) correspond to Example (12) (adapted
from Grandhi et al., 2011). Written informed consent was obtained from the depicted individuals for the publication of this image.
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FIGURE 5 | Gesture exemplifying an outer contiguity relationship between the
left open flat hand and a virtual object seemingly placed on it. A muted index
anchors a cross-modal process of pragmatic inferencing: the abstract
discourse content, an analogy metaphorically construed as a tangible entity,
can be inferred from the surface of the open hand via external metonymy
(Example 13). Written informed consent was obtained from the depicted
individuals for the publication of this image.

a tangible and thus intersubjectively sharable element in the
discourse context (Mittelberg, 2008; Mittelberg and Joue, 2017).

(13) Es gab ja die Analogie zur. . . zur Musik, also. . . oder. . ..
oder auch zu ‘ner Interpretation
(‘There was the analogy to. . . to music, so. . . or. . . or even
to an interpretation’).

Under the present view, it is through a cross-modal process
of pragmatic inferencing and a low degree of indexicality
(Mittelberg, 2017a,c) that the PUOH is pointing to the existence
and relevance of the verbally referenced analogy. Concurrently,
the speaker’s right hand with the palm turned downward is
oriented toward his left hand and thus creates an additional index
leading to the analogy. This gesture thus heightens the relevance
of an idea that seems to be physically graspable through the
ongoing multimodal description.

These observations further support the idea that the source
meaning, embodied in the form of a hand configuration
and/or movement, remains present and perceptually salient
in metonymic mappings, while the target meaning, that is,
the discourse contents (such as the analogy in Figure 5) is
cognitively prominent in the ongoing exposition (e.g., Panther
and Thornburg, 2004, p. 95, 105; Mittelberg, 2006). We can
also say that such object-oriented action gestures may trigger
a frame-internal metonymic shift at outer contiguity junctions
constituted by the hands and the virtual objects and tools they
seem to be holding or manipulating (Mittelberg and Waugh,
2014). For example, the apple-slicing scenario in Figure 1
exemplifies the underlying metonymic mapping ACTION-FOR-
OBJECT INVOLVED IN ACTION; in addition, the gesture in
Figure 5 simultaneously relies on the relation PRESENTATION-
FOR-PRESENTED (e.g., Panther and Radden, 1999; Panther and
Thornburg, 2003; Barcelona, 2009; see also Mittelberg and Joue,

2017 on gestural framing actions). In both cases, what we actually
see are the physical actions, but through following the linguistic
cues in the unfolding discourse our attention shifts to the implied
items and ideas.

A recent study combining behavioral and brain-imaging
experiments (Joue et al., 2018) provides some initial
neuroscientific evidence for processing differences that seem
to broadly reflect the metonymic principles distinguished by
Jakobson and Pomorska (1983) and discussed in this section.
The study participants were shown video recordings of persons
verbally describing and gesturally performing actions in which an
object/tool in question was either represented by a finger/hand
(internal metonymy or body-part-as-object) or the person was
pretending to be holding or otherwise manipulating an object
or tool (external metonymy or pantomime; see, e.g., Lausberg
et al., 2003). Results suggest that metonymy may guide an
interpreting mind to focus primarily on either locally relevant
features (part-for-whole metonymy) or more globally relevant
aspects (frame metonymy) of what is being communicated (Joue
et al., 2018; see also Grandhi et al., 2011 on a user study showing
clear preferences for external metonymy).

Experiential, Metonymic Bases for
Metaphoricity in Gesture
Metonymy and metaphor have been found to interact to
varying degrees in language and other multimodal forms of
communication (e.g., Jakobson, 1956; Goossens, 1990; Barcelona,
2000a; Radden, 2000; Mittelberg, 2002, 2008; Panther et al.,
2009; Benczes et al., 2011; Kövecses, 2013; Littlemore, 2015;
Hampe, 2017; Ruiz de Mendoza Ibanez, 2017). Investigating how
indexical and iconic principles jointly guide the interpretation
of predominantly metaphoric gestures, Mittelberg and Waugh
(2009) suggest two distinct but intertwined semiotic processes
in which metonymy leads into metaphor. For example, to
reconstruct the meaning of the gesture evoking an analogy in
Figure 5, we can first assume a process of metonymic inferencing
as described in Sections “Reference and Pragmatic Inferencing
in Gesture” and “Contiguity Relations Operationalized in Co-
speech Gestures.” The metonymic source, namely the flat open
hand involved in the source action (Mittelberg and Joue, 2017) of
holding something, points to the adjacent metonymic target: the
virtual object involved in the action. Second, the same imaginary
object serves as the source of the metaphoric mapping whose
target is the abstract notion of analogy referred to verbally (see
also Taub, 2001 and Meir, 2010 on double mappings in sign
language). Note that in this example of a gesturally enacted
metaphor, the concurrent speech is non-figurative (see also
Cienki and Müller, 2008; Mittelberg, 2008, 2014).

Furthermore, the gesture in Figure 5 is an instance of a
gesturally expressed primary metaphor (Grady, 1997; Hampe,
2017), namely IDEAS ARE OBJECTS. It thereby evokes the
basic physical action and object frame of handling objects
(Mittelberg, 2017a), which involves a primary scene (Grady,
1997), a prototypical event (Slobin, 1985), and a scene basic
to human experience (Goldberg, 1995; as discussed in Section
“Gestural Frame Evocation at Varying Levels of Groundedness
and Complexity”). It is hence central to the present perspective
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on multimodal metonymy that “(f)rame metonymy is closely tied
to the kind of correlations which are involved in experientially
based metaphors, in particular Primary Metaphors (. . .). It is
precisely the development of a complex frame out of a correlated
simpler frame which makes a primary scene so powerful”
(Dancygier and Sweetser, 2014, p. 137). We can draw from these
insights that metaphoricity in gesture needs to be analyzed in
view of its experientially grounded, metonymic bases, which
may be predominantly iconic or predominantly indexical (e.g.,
Mittelberg and Waugh, 2014). This also further supports the idea
that metonymy is experientially more basic than metaphor. (Cf.
Table 2 for an overview of the different approaches to metonymy
discussed in this section).

METONYMY UNDERPINS SCHEMATIC
GESTURAL PATTERNS AND FULLY
CODED VISUO-KINETIC SIGNS

Throughout the foregoing discussion, we have seen how
metonymic modes may motivate various processes of
experientially grounded abstraction and schematization

with respect to particular gestures. We will now consider how
metonymy may be said to also underpin the emergence
of gestural patterns (in section “Enacted Schematicity:
Pragmatically Driven Patterns in Co-speech Gesture”) as
well as fully coded visuo-kinetic signs (in section “Metonymic
Principles Operating in Signed Languages”).

Although gestures and signed languages largely share the same
articulators and space as a medium of articulation, they also differ
in the ways in which they are ‘visual’ and act as signs (e.g., Liddell,
2003; Wilcox, 2004c; Sweetser, 2009; Perniss et al., 2010; Kendon,
2014; Müller, 2017). In many discourse contexts, spontaneous
gestures can afford to be quite allusive, idiosyncratically reduced
semiotic gestalts, for they do not need to fulfill well-formedness
conditions in the way that emblems and linguistic symbols in
signed languages do. Gestures may in fact push metonymic form
reduction and schematization to quite extreme degrees. This is
partly because, most of the time, gestures do not carry the full load
of meaning-making: The concurrent spoken utterance gives them
a hand, so to speak, thus disambiguating potentially polysemous
hand shapes and movements (e.g., Müller, 1998; Calbris, 2011).

A central point that this paper wishes to make is that
using the umbrella term visuo-kinetic signs to encompass

TABLE 2 | Overview of experiential and cognitive bases and the corresponding metonymic operations in accordance with cognitive linguistic approaches to metonymy.

Experiential and conceptual bases METONYMY Metaphor

Domains
(Section “Experiential and Functional
Domains”)

Metonymic operations profiling certain
elements/qualities within the same

• Experiential/functional domain or domain matrix
• Idealized Cognitive Model (ICM) or cultural model

Crossmodal metonymy-metaphor interaction:

Frames and scenes
(Section “Semantic Frames and Familiar
Scenes of Experience”)

• Frame metonymy and part-for-whole frame
metonymy

• Metonymic organization of semantic/syntactic
frames

Correlations between profiled parts across experiential
domains/frames, e.g.,:

Gestural frame evocation
(Section “Gestural Frame Evocation at
Varying Levels of Groundedness and
Complexity”)

Gestures metonymically profile salient elements of
scenes and frame structures at varying levels of
groundedness, schematicity, and complexity:

• Basic object/action frames
• intermediately complex frames
• highly complex and abstract frame structures

Embodied metonymic bases of metaphoricity:

(a) Gestural action evokes the object involved in the
action via metonymy;

(b) The same imagined tangible object signifies an
abstract idea via metaphor.

Reference/inference
(Section “Reference and Pragmatic
Inferencing in Gesture”)

• Referential metonymy and indirect reference
• Pragmatic inferencing guided by embodied habits

of action and interpretation and/or linguistic cues

(see section “Experiential, Metonymic Bases for
Metaphoricity in Gesture”)

Contiguity
(Section “Contiguity Relations
Operationalized in Co-speech
Gestures”) (Table 1)

Metonymic correlations based on physical/conceptual
contiguity. Contiguity relations get operationalized via
predominantly iconic or indexical modes in gesture
and/or linguistic cues:

• Inner contiguity (internal metonymy; synecdoche),
e.g., profiling quality or phase of an action

• Outer contiguity (external metonymy), e.g.,
between hand and object involved in action

Interacting metonymic and metaphoric processes may
propel

• Pragmatic functions
• Schematization
• Grammaticalization

(see section “Enacted Schematicity: Pragmatically
Driven Patterns in Co-speech Gesture”)

In addition, the table includes an application of semantic frames to gestures, devising varying levels of groundedness, schematicity, and complexity in gestural frame
evocation, as well as aspects of metonymy-metaphor interaction in gesture.
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co-speech gestures and signed languages allows us to elucidate
some commonalities regarding certain core principles of
metonymically driven sign constitution and interpretation.

Enacted Schematicity: Pragmatically
Driven Patterns in Co-speech Gesture
A central goal in gesture research has been to identify patterns
in gestural practices within and across individual speakers,
languages, discourses, contexts, communities, and cultures (e.g.,
Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 2005; Streeck et al., 2011). Certain co-
speech gestures have indeed been found to exhibit relatively high
degrees of patterning and conventionality. Under the present
view on regularities in gesture, conventionality strongly pertains
to the Peirce (1960) notion of habit, rather than to imposed,
symbolic codes in the narrow sense of the term (Mittelberg,
2006). Highly frequent and routinized gestures, particularly those
that (also) fulfill pragmatic functions, indeed show an increased
‘visibility’ in multimodal interaction: for example, gesture families
(e.g., Kendon, 2004); recurrent gestures such as the PUOH
(Müller, 2004, 2017) or the cyclic gesture (Ladewig, 2011, 2014; see
also Bressem, 2014; Bressem and Müller, 2014); and/or gestures
enacting embodied image and force schemas (e.g., Mittelberg,
2008, 2018; Cienki, 2013; Wehling, 2017).12

Suggesting that scenes basic to human experience (Goldberg,
1995, p. 5) may underpin entrenched patterns in both
language and gesture, it was argued in Section “Toward a
Frame-Based Account of Embodied Metonymy in Gesture”
(drawing on Mittelberg, 2017a and Mittelberg and Joue, 2017)
that certain gestures tend to metonymically profile salient
aspects of deeply embodied, routinized aspects of scenes,
that is, the motivating context of semantic frames (Fillmore,
1977, 1982). The next logical steps of this rationale involve
examining how metonymy conditions gradual, pragmatically
motivated processes of grammaticalization (Hopper, 1998;
Hopper and Traugott, 2003; Bybee, 2010) in gesture, how the
resulting schematic gestures evoke correlated syntactic frames
(e.g., Goldberg, 1995, 1998), and how they may partake in
multimodally instantiated constructions (e.g., Mittelberg, 2017c;
see also contributions in Zima and Bergs, 2017). A full account
of these complex phenomena cannot be provided here, but we
will see an example of how metonymy factors into gestural
schematicity below.

Regarding the meaning of constructions in language,
Barcelona (2009) ascribes a fundamental role to metonymy and
pragmatic inferences (see also Panther et al., 2009). According to
the present, admittedly preliminary, consideration of comparable
processes in gesture, habituated physical actions and repeated
similar acts of gesturing involve metonymy through propelling
the establishment of not only individual, metonymically reduced
gestures, but also more schematic gestural patterns, notably via
discourse-driven routinization (e.g., Haiman, 1994; Hopper and
Traugott, 2003) of certain physical actions. Such commonly
used, more strongly conventionalized, visuo-kinetic signs

12Pointing gestures (e.g., McNeill, 1992; Haviland, 2000; Kendon, 2004; Fricke,
2007) are also commonly observed gestural practices, but limits of space do not
allow them to be included in the present discussion.

should evidence the metonymic processes discussed in this
paper to high degrees. Gestures displaying this increased level
of embodied schematicity are likely to combine referential
(including metaphoric) and pragmatic functions, and their
interpretation can be expected to rely on entrenched processes
of pragmatic inferencing (such as the ones described in section
“Reference and Pragmatic Inferencing in Gesture”).13

For instance, basic manual actions, such as holding or
giving something to someone, have been shown to entail
schematic scenes that underpin prototypical cases of transitive
or ditransitive argument structure in language (Goldberg, 1995).
In German, the full verb geben (give), a three-place predicate,
underwent a process of grammaticalization engendering the
existential construction es gibt ‘it gives’ (there is/are; Newman,
1998). In a recent study on multimodal instantiations of this
impersonal construction (Mittelberg, 2017c), it has been argued
that the manual action of giving also serves as experiential
substrate in processes of embodied grammaticalization that result
in gestural existential markers observed to co-occur with es
gibt. These gestural markers tend to enact reduced and more
schematic variants of the full action of giving. To illustrate this
point, let us revisit the PUOH gesture in Figure 5 (discussed in
section “Outer Contiguity: In Touch With the Physical, Social,
and Imagined World”). In his left hand, the participant is
seemingly holding the analogy he is talking about while using
an es gibt construction to refer to it verbally (Example 13).
The basic sense of the full verb geben (give) as well as the
basic scene it evokes still resonate not only in this intransitive
linguistic construction, but also in the gestural enactment that
co-occurred with it. In essence, metonymic reduction can be said
to motivate such frequently occurring, schematic communicative
gestures out of fully fledged, object-oriented physical actions that
originally involve object transfer. The act of giving is reduced to
an act of unimanual holding that exhibits a decreased degree of
transitivity and iconicity, thus evoking, for instance, a scene of
existence, or presence, rather than a scene of object transfer.

These grammaticalized gestural markers of existence tend
to stay rather close to the speaker’s body instead of reaching
toward an (imagined) receiver. The hands are also more relaxed
and reveal less effort than would be necessary to actually hold
something. In addition, these visuo-kinetic existential markers
tend to combine referential dimensions, afforded through
metonymy, with modal or epistemic, that is, pragmatic functions
(e.g., Sweetser, 1990). They also tend to express subjective and
interactive dimensions of meaning (e.g., Hopper and Traugott,
2003), such as in Example 13, where the speaker points out
something that seems obvious to him (for further details and
examples see Mittelberg, 2017c; see also Bressem and Müller,
2014; Müller, 2017). Reduced degrees of iconicity and indexicality
seem to push such commonly used gestures closer toward
the juncture of habit-driven, embodied grammaticalization and
gesture pragmatics. Further research is clearly needed to establish
how these initial insights play out across speakers, languages, and
discourse contexts.

13For a brain-imaging study on perceived conventionality in co-speech gestures
see Wolf et al. (2017).
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FIGURE 6 | Photo (A) shows the DGS sign for ‘Baurrr’ (tree) exemplifying internal metonymy: photos (B,C) show the DGS sign for ’Banana,’ exemplifying external
metonymy. Written informed consent was obtained from the depicted individuals for the publication of this image.

The observations discussed here are akin to work on
grammaticalization in signed languages, in the context of which
gestures have been shown to serve as the substrate of certain
lexical and/or grammatical signs (Janzen and Shaffer, 2002).
Bearing this in mind, we will now turn to how metonymy
operates in signed language.

Metonymic Principles Operating in
Signed Languages
Metonymy has been ascribed an important role in the
construction of form and meaning in signed languages, for
example, in ASL (e.g., Mandel, 1977; Taub, 2001; Liddell, 2003;
Wilcox et al., 2003; Wilcox, 2004a,b), French Sign Language (LSF;
e.g., Bouvet, 1997), German Sign Language (DGS; e.g., Kutscher
and Lincke, 2012); and Israeli Sign Language (ISL; e.g., Meir,
2010; Meir and Cohen, 2018 fc.). For instance, investigating how
iconicity and metaphor interact in ASL, Taub (2001) suggests a
set of principles of sign constitution including image selection,
schematization, and encoding. Metonymy particularly comes into
play at the image selection stage: The ASL sign for ‘academic
degree’, for instance, consists in showing the gestalt and length
of a rolled-up diploma shaped like a cylinder. The sign portrays a
tangible element that is pragmatically correlated with the target
meaning within the same frame: “The degree itself is a non-
physical title, rather than a physical object, and so a salient
object is chosen for the purposes of creating an iconic sign”
(Taub, 2001, p. 46).

Let us now see how internal and external metonymy (as
introduced in section “Contiguity Relations Operationalized in
Co-speech Gestures”) are manifested in DGS. In Figure 6A, the
lexical sign for ‘Baum’ (tree) exemplifies the workings of internal
metonymy in the form of a bimanually achieved schematic
icon that profiles the salient, structural parts of a tree, namely
its trunk and branches, as well as the ground in which it is
rooted. By contrast, the DGS sign for ‘Banane’ (banana) is a
good example of how outer contiguity relations between the
hands and a manipulated object are drawn upon to pragmatically
infer what is signified (Figures 6B,C). While internal metonymy
underpins the iconic hand shapes and movements as such, it is via
external (or frame) metonymy that the hands’ shapes and actions
evoke the implied (invisible) fruit. Although the peeling action
is physically made salient, it is the object undergoing the action
that is being referred to via this iconic visuo-kinetic lexeme. The

latter may be said to evoke a basic action and object frame as
discussed in section “Reference and Pragmatic Inferencing in
Gesture” (Mittelberg, 2017a), involving the metonymic mapping
ACTION-FOR-OBJECT INVOLVED IN ACTION (see section
“Toward a Frame-Based Account of Embodied Metonymy in
Gesture”; see also Wilcox et al., 2003).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The insights offered in the foregoing discussion provide
further support for the idea that metonymy is a fundamental
principle that operates across different modalities of experience,
thought, and expression. The chief goal of this paper was to
characterize and evidence the inherently metonymic nature of
co-speech gestures. Combining cognitive linguistic and semiotic
perspectives on how embodied metonymic principles may
underpin the formation and interpretation of gestures, the
discussion has shown how a frame-based account may integrate
related concepts such as scenes, experiential domains, contiguity
(indexicality), similarity (iconicity), and habit/conventionality
(symbolicity). Under this unified view, these different concepts
provide an insightful lens onto various experientially grounded
processes of metonymic motivation that tend to pragmatically
induce, in one way or another, not only the forms and
functions, but also the habit-driven processes of patterning and
schematization that are discernable in gesture. We also saw
gestural evidence for the claim that metonymy is experientially
more basic than metaphor and hence often feeds into correlated
metaphoric processes.

How metonymy plays out in signed language could only be
briefly touched upon here in comparison to its role in co-speech
gesture. We can preliminarily conclude that metonymic processes
typically apply on-the-fly and from scratch in gestures, whose
forms and potential meanings are highly context-dependent
and not as strongly stabilized as they are in signed languages.
However, what I am suggesting here is that the set of metonymic
principles discussed in this paper seem to generally operate in
visuo-kinetic signs, thus engendering similarly principled ways of
forming embodied signs, as well as guiding inferential processes
that are implied in their interpretation. Exactly how these
metonymic mechanisms systematically compare and differ in
gesture and signed language, including gestures occurring within
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signed discourse, needs to be established through future research
across languages, modalities, and discourse genres. Empirical
investigation into how metonymic processes are conditioned
by interacting experiential, physical, cognitive, cross-modal,
modality-specific, discourse, interactional, and cultural forces will
no doubt further our understanding of the complex dynamics of
multimodal face-to-face interaction.
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During communication, speakers commonly rotate their forearms so that their palms

turn upward. Yet despite more than a century of observations of such palm-up gestures,

their meanings and origins have proven difficult to pin down. We distinguish two gestures

within the palm-up form family: the palm-up presentational and the palm-up epistemic.

The latter is a term we introduce to refer to a variant of the palm-up that prototypically

involves lateral separation of the hands. This gesture—our focus—is used in speaking

communities around the world to express a recurring set of epistemic meanings, several

of which seem quite distinct. More striking, a similar palm-up form is used to express

the same set of meanings in many established sign languages and in emerging sign

systems. Such observations present a two-part puzzle: the first part is how this set of

seemingly distinct meanings for the palm-up epistemic are related, if indeed they are; the

second is why the palm-up form is so widely used to express just this set of meanings.We

propose a network connecting the different attested meanings of the palm-up epistemic,

with a kernel meaning of absence of knowledge, and discuss how this proposal could be

evaluated through additional developmental, corpus-based, and experimental research.

We then assess two contrasting accounts of the connection between the palm-up form

and this proposed meaning network, and consider implications for our understanding of

the palm-up form family more generally. By addressing the palm-up puzzle, we aim, not

only to illuminate a widespread form found in gesture and sign, but also to provide insights

into fundamental questions about visual-bodily communication: where communicative

forms come from, how they take on new meanings, and how they become integrated

into language in signing communities.

Keywords: palm-up, gesture, sign, meaning, shrug, communication

INTRODUCTION

Centuries ago in Italy, a keen observer took notes on a conversation unfolding nearby. He
inventoried a number of movements and gestures. He writes, for example: “Another with arms
spread open showing the palm, shrugs his shoulders up to his ears and makes a grimace of
astonishment” (qtd. in Isaacson, 2017, p. 283). The observer was Leonardo da Vinci, and his careful
observations of the role of the body in everyday communication—including observations of a
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deaf associate—informed his painting (Isaacson, 2017; see also
Streeck, 2003). In The Last Supper, a panoramic buffet of
gestural expression, Leonardo would capture the same gesture he
described as “showing the palm.” The three apostles on the far
right of the panel—Matthew, Thaddeus, and Simon—all produce
some version of this form as they react to Jesus’s announcement
that there is a traitor in their midst (Figure 1). The meaning of
these palm-up gestures is impossible to pin down with precision,
of course, but, in broad strokes, it is hard to mistake: the three
men are taken aback and trying to make sense of what has just
happened. What? Who? Could it be? Across half a millennium
and despite peeling paint, the gestures still convey meaning.

Palm-up gestures remain ubiquitous today, and yet their
meanings are still difficult to pin down precisely; they are
generally interpretable and yet confoundingly elusive, much as
in Leonardo’s rendering. The present paper shines a spotlight on
this family of forms, exposing a puzzle of form and meaning that
is bigger and thornier than previously appreciated. We are hardly
the first to note the prominence of palm-ups in communication.
Indeed, observations about the form stretch back to antiquity,
and a growing number have been made in recent decades.
Unfortunately, these observations have sometimes been made in
mutual isolation from each other, often using different analytic
frameworks and pursuing different ends. Work on palm-ups
as used by speakers, for instance, has often been carried out
independently from work on palm-ups as used by signers.
An important goal of the present paper is to bridge these
literatures and present a comprehensive synthesis of research on
palm-ups in both spoken and signed communication. Another
goal looms perhaps larger: shedding light on palm-up forms
stands to shed light also on general questions about where
bodily communicative forms come from, how they take on
new meanings through processes of semantic and pragmatic

FIGURE 1 | Detail from Leonardo da Vinci’s The Last Supper, a mural from the late fifteenth century, showing three figures producing gestures with the palms turned

up.

extension, and how they become integrated into language in
signing communities. That is, palm-ups—in all their ubiquity
and multiplicity of meanings—present a critical case study for
scholars of visual-bodily communication.

Part of what makes palm-ups a compelling phenomenon
of study is their sheer pervasiveness. The largest study of the
gestures accompanying spoken English to date, an analysis of
8000 gestures produced by 129 speakers, found that two gesture
types involving the palm-up form together accounted for 24%
of all gestures (Chu et al., 2013). Such ubiquity has also been
reported in analyses of signed communication. A large-scale
corpus study of British Sign Language (BSL) reports that the
palm-up, glossed by the authors as a discourse marker meaning
WELL, is the second most frequent sign (after the first-person
pronoun) (Fenlon et al., 2014). A comparably sized corpus study
also found the palm-up to be the second most frequent sign
in the sign language of Australia (Auslan) (Johnston, 2012),
as did a smaller corpus study of New Zealand Sign Language
(NZSL) (McKee and Wallingford, 2011); and it was the third
most frequent sign in a corpus study of Swedish Sign Language
(SSL) (Börstell et al., 2016).

There is little reason to think the prominence of palm-up
forms is a quirk of communication in Anglophone and European
communities. As we review later, speakers from communities in
Asia, Africa, South America, and elsewhere also produce this
same form family—and one “family member” in particular—
to express a number of meanings. Several of these meanings
seem at first blush quite distinct from each other—sometimes
even contradictory—and yet, intriguingly, the same cluster of
meanings pops up in culture after culture. Moreover, signers
from far-flung signing communities produce the palm-up form
to express a similar cluster of meanings. Palm-ups are also used
in emerging languages, including the so-called “shared” sign
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systems of villages with high rates of hereditary deafness (Nyst,
2012) and the idiosyncratic communication systems innovated
by profoundly deaf people who grow up without access to
conventional sign language, called homesigners (e.g., Franklin
et al., 2011). These observations invite two preliminary points.
First, if a community uses a single form to cover two or more
meanings—and, if other communities also use a single form to
cover the samemeanings—these meanings are most likely related
to each other. The task of the analyst—and the task we take up
here—is to articulate these links. Second, if different communities
use the very same form for a particular set of meanings, there is
probably a motivated relationship between form and meaning,
however obscure this motivation may be to the casual observer
(for arguments of this type in sign, see Aronoff et al., 2005;
Wilbur, 2010). The challenge for the analyst—and, again, the
challenge we take up here—is to try to discern that motivation.

Our attempt to understand palm-ups thus engages long-
standing questions about form and meaning common to the
study of all communication—spoken, signed, or gestured. The
“palm-up puzzle” of our title can be crystallized as having two
parts. First, how are the seemingly distinct meanings of palm-
ups related? And, second, why is the palm-up form used to
express them? Adding to the difficulty of our task, there are
complexities of interpretation that make the puzzle thornier
than it first appears. Most critically, there is not one palm-up
form but a family of forms, and whether this form family has
important finer divisions within it remains contested. Moreover,
palm-ups often co-occur with other bodily forms, including
facial expressions, head shakes, and, notably, shoulder shrugs,
as we discuss in detail later. Terminological profusion further
complicates matters. Gestures exhibiting the palm-up form
have been called “hand shrugs” (Johnson et al., 1975), “palm-
revealing” gestures (Chu et al., 2013), “hand flips” (Ferré, 2011),
“palm up open hand” (PUOH) gestures (Müller, 2004), the
“open hand supine” gesture family (Kendon, 2004), and the
“rotated palms” gesture family (Gawne, 2018) (see also Givens,
2016, p. 1–2). Gesture researchers have variously classified palm-
ups as “emblems” (e.g., Johnson et al., 1975), “recurrent gestures”
(Müller, 2017), “pragmatic gestures” (Kendon, 2004), “interactive
gestures” (Bavelas et al., 1992), “metaphorics” (e.g., Parrill, 2008),
and beyond. Sign researchers have described palm-ups as having
both grammaticalized uses as a sign and uses as a co-sign
gesture (McKee and Wallingford, 2011). When used as a sign,
grammatical classification varies; some describe palm-up signs as
discourse markers (Engberg-Pedersen, 2002), others as particles
(Conlin et al., 2003). Palm-up forms have been described as
serving a suite of functions—cohesive, modal, and interactive—
all within individual sign languages (Engberg-Pedersen, 2002;
McKee and Wallingford, 2011; Volk, 2017). There are also clear
cases where frozen signs, such as interrogative markers and
indefinites, incorporate the palm-up form (e.g., Zeshan, 2004). In
short, in both gesture and sign, palm-ups exhibit wide diversity
in form, puzzling multiplicity in meaning, and vexing variability
in the terminology and frameworks used to characterize them.

Our plan for taking on the palm-up puzzle is as follows.
We begin by collating existing observations about how palm-
up forms are used by gesturers (next section) and by signers

(following section). As will become clear, our focus is not on
the entire family of palm-up forms, but on a particular gesture
within the family that is widely used in both gesture and sign:
what we call the palm-up epistemic gesture. This particular palm-
up presents a puzzle all on its own, and we consider it in detail: we
discuss the meanings that have been most widely associated with
this gesture across speaking and signing communities, and we
propose a meaning network to account for how these meanings
are related to each other. Recognizing the provisional status of
this proposal, we also discuss the types of new evidence that
would be most useful in testing and refining it. Finally, before
concluding, we evaluate two accounts of the ultimate origins
of the palm-up epistemic gesture—that is, accounts of what
motivates the use of this form for this set of meanings. Ultimately,
by treating this particular palm-up gesture in detail, we aim to
shed light on the meanings and origins of the entire palm-up
form family.

PALM-UPS IN GESTURE

Preliminaries
Before cataloging observations about use of the palm-up form
in gesture, it will be helpful to briefly introduce our perspective
on gestural form and meaning. Here, we use the term “form”
to refer to features of handshape and movement irrespective
of meaning, and reserve “gesture” for particular conventional
pairings of form and meaning (for discussion, see Cooperrider
and Núñez, 2012). Take the “thumbs up”: speakers may produce
a number of gestures involving a thumbs-up form, but the
“thumbs-up gesture” refers to a conventional pairing of that form
with a particular meaning. The form/gesture distinction is even
more critical in light of the fact that conventional gestures, like
language, sometimes exhibit cases of apparent “homonymy” in
which the same form is associated with distinct meanings (for
discussion, see Sherzer, 1973). As an illustration, consider two
conventional gestures involving an extended index finger. On one
occasion, a speaker may hold up this finger vertically to raise
an objection; on another, the vertical finger may serve to ask an
interlocutor to wait a second. These uses share a common form,
but they have different meanings and motivations. In short, they
are different gestures.

With this perspective in mind, we now turn to several sticking
points in the palm-up literature. The first and biggest of these is
the question of whether all forms that exhibit an upturned palm
should be considered one inter-connected family of gestures,
a family but with key divisions, or perhaps several distinct
gestures related in form only. Researchers broadly agree that the
family of palm-up forms is sprawling; they disagree on how the
family should be divided or whether it should be. Kendon (2004,
pp. 273–281), for instance, divides the family based on differences
in motion pattern. One variant—the “palm lateral”—involves
rotating the forearms so that the palms face upward and moving
the hands apart. A second—the “palm presentation”—involves
moving the upturned palm toward the listener, as if “presenting”
something. Other authors have echoed such divisions. Chu
et al. (2013), for example, distinguish between “palm-revealing
gestures” (comparable to Kendon’s “palm lateral”) and “conduit
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gestures” (comparable to his “palm presentation”). In motivating
such a split, these researchers argue that formational features
can generally (though not always) distinguish between these
two variants, and that these variants express different kinds of
meanings.

Other authors make no such divisions, seeing the palm-up as
a large extended gesture family, a set of related forms paired with
related meanings. For instance, Müller (2004) considers these
formational variants together under a unified semantic theme,
as we discuss later. Streeck (2009) would seem to similarly lump
together uses, describing some uses that seem akin to Kendon’s
“palm presentation” and others akin to the “palm lateral.” Other
researchers follow this lumping approach while also taking the
presentational variant of the gesture as the central explanandum
(e.g., McNeill, 1992; Parrill, 2008). In the sign literature, to which
we turn later, Engberg-Pedersen (2002) echoes this focus on the
presentational use, as do other researchers to lesser degrees (e.g.,
McKee and Wallingford, 2011). Part of what makes this sticking
point particularly sticky is that researchers are not always explicit
about how, if at all, they divide up the palm-up form family.

Our own strategy here will be a splitting one. Similar to the
proposals of Kendon (2004) and Chu et al. (2013), we draw a
key distinction within this extended form family between what
we term “palm-up epistemic”1 gestures (comparable to Kendon’s
“palm lateral” and Chu et al.’s “palm-revealing”) and “palm-
up presentational” gestures (comparable to Kendon’s “palm-
presentation” and Chu et al.’s “conduit gestures”) (Figure 2).
There are certainly uses of palm-up forms that do not fall into
either category, but we narrow our analysis to these2. For clarity,
we label these gestures with reference to the most salient aspect
of their form (“palm-up” in both cases) and the most salient
aspect of their meaning (“epistemic” or “presentational”). In their
prototypical versions in Anglophone and European cultures,
these gestures appear to exhibit differences in form: in the
protoypical palm-up epistemic gesture, the palm or palms are
turned upward and moved outward; in the prototypical palm-
up presentational, the palm is directed toward the interlocutor3.
However, we caution that form is not a foolproof guide to
meaning (see also McKee and Wallingford, 2011; Chu et al.,
2013). In many tokens of palm-up gestures, interlocutors—
and analysts—will need to assign meaning based on context in
addition to form, and some tokens may be compatible with either
an epistemic or presentational meaning.

1We use “epistemic” in the general sense of “relating to knowledge,” not in any of
the technical senses in which it is sometimes used in linguistics or philosophy.
2We do not, for example, discuss Kendon’s category of “palm-addressed” gestures
(Kendon, 2004). Nor do we consider the palm-up, open-hand points sometimes
used by speakers when indicating interlocutors or other people (see, e.g.,
McGowan, 2010 for examples), perhaps for politeness reasons (Calbris, 1990).
Finally, we do not discuss the emblematic “all gone” gesture, produced with both
palms turned up, which is widely observed in children’s gesture and in child-
directed gesture (McNeill, 1992; Iverson et al., 2008; Beaupoil-Hourdel andDebras,
2017), but does not appear to be widely used in adult discourse.
3Though not prototypical, palm-up epistemic gestures also sometimes involve an
indicating component, as when the speaker asks a question about some person
or entity in the world. Matthew’s gesture in The Last Supper (see Figure 1, at
left), apparently directed toward the center of the panel, can be interpreted in this
way—as reinforcing a question about Jesus.

FIGURE 2 | Examples of two gestures within the palm-up form family. In

English speakers, depicted here, these gestures prototypically involve different

motion patterns. Palm-up epistemic gestures (Left) involve a lateral separation

of the hands (or a lateral movement of one hand), and are used to express

epistemic meanings. Palm-up presentational gestures (Right) prototypically

involve a movement toward the interlocutor as if “presenting” an idea. Images

reproduced under fair use.

Again, while we aim to shed light on the entire palm-up
form family, our particular focus in much of what follows is
the epistemic variant. This is for a few reasons. Both types
of palm-up gestures are common in spoken communication
(e.g., Chu et al., 2013) and both appear to be used in signed
communication (e.g., Engberg-Pedersen, 2002), yet the palm-up
epistemic appears to be much more widely incorporated into
sign language grammars (e.g., as question-markers or modals).
A likely reason for this difference is that the palm-up epistemic
gesture has several highly conventional, readily glossable uses
(e.g., “I don’t know”); it may thus be considered a “holophrastic
emblem” in that it can serve as a communicative turn all on its
own4. Much research suggests that highly conventional gestures,
including holophrastic emblems, are ripe for incorporation into
sign systems (Wilcox, 2004; Pfau and Steinbach, 2006; Spaepen
et al., 2013; Haviland, 2015). The palm-up presentational gesture,
by contrast, is used to underline the presentational function
of speech rather than replace speech, and does not appear to
have an easily glossable, holophrastic meaning. Another reason
for our focus on the palm-up epistemic is that it is perhaps
the more puzzling of the two gestures. Though the palm-up
presentational gesture is not as easily glossed, its meaning appears
to be consistent across uses—it underlines the presentational
aspect of speech. The palm-up epistemic, however, is widely

4This high degree of conventionalization is likely the same reason that the palm-up
epistemic gesture is enshrined in GIFS (see, e.g., https://giphy.com/search/shrug)
and emoji (see, e.g., https://emojipedia.org/shrug/). And it may be the same reason
that palm-up epistemics are produced earlier in child development than palm-up
presentation gestures (Graziano, 2014).
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associated with a seemingly disparate set of meanings beyond its
most conventional ones.

Our division between palm-up epistemic gestures and palm-
up presentational gestures makes all the more sense in light of a
second sticking point in the literature: the shrug. Though this fact
sometimes goes unmentioned, there is a clear affinity between
the palm-up epistemic gesture and shoulder shrugs—indeed,
the two commonly co-occur, and some have even considered
them functionally interchangeable (e.g., Chu et al., 2013). Palm-
up presentational gestures, meanwhile, have no such affinity
with the shrug. Research on the shrug is scarcer than research
on palm-ups, but detailed observations go back to Darwin
(1998/1872), who considered the shrug a “gesture natural to
mankind” (p. 269), and there are also a handful of more recent
studies (Givens, 1977, 1986; Debras, 2017; Jehoul et al., 2017).
As we will argue later, understanding the relationship between
the shrug and the palm-up epistemic gesture may be critical to
understanding the broader palm-up puzzle.

A third and final sticking point concerns what kind of
gestures palm-ups are. If researchers agree on anything, it is
that palm-ups are interactional in nature—that is, they are not
like pointing or depicting gestures that relate to the content of
what is being described. Some thus describe them as “interactive”
(Bavelas et al., 1992), “speech-handling” (Streeck, 2009), or
“pragmatic” (Kendon, 2004) gestures. Some researchers also
consider them fundamentally metaphoric, as gestural expressions
of the “conduit metaphor” (McNeill, 1992). Another point of
disagreement concerns whether palm-ups should be considered
conventional “emblems,” “recurrent gestures” (see Müller, 2017),
or more idiosyncratic in nature. Evidently, they run the
whole gamut: like emblems, they sometimes have a readily
glossable meaning (Johnson et al., 1975), but like “recurrent” or
idiosyncratic gestures, they can also be layered atop utterances
to add shadings of meaning (Gawne, 2018). With these sticking
points in mind, we can now move to an overview of observations
about palm-up forms, with a focus on the meanings that have
been ascribed to the palm-up epistemic gesture.

Discussions of Palm-Ups in Gesture
Observations about palm-ups have a long history (reviewed in
Müller, 2004). Quintillian mentions them briefly in his classic
discussion of gesture in oratory; John Bulwer notes how a
palm-up form is used when “begging;” and Andrea de Jorio
describes several contexts in which Neapolitan speakers make
use of the form family. The first detailed treatments, however,
can be found in Kendon (2004) and Müller (2004). Kendon’s
(2004) discussion characterizes how the gesture is used by English
speakers in Britain and Italian speakers in Naples. As noted
earlier, a key feature of his treatment is the separation of the
larger family of palm-up forms into three distinct variants: the
“palm lateral” (in our terms, the “palm-up epistemic”), the “palm
presentation” (in our terms, the “palm-up presentational”), and
the “palm addressed” (which we do not discuss). Our focus,
again, is on the first of these, the palm lateral, which corresponds
most closely to what we term the palm-up epistemic gesture.
Kendon distinguishes five uses of this variant: (1) unwillingness
or inability on the part of the speaker; (2) that a proposition

is obvious; (3) as part of a question that cannot or need not
be answered (i.e., a rhetorical question); (4) that a proposition
“could be;” (5) the availability of the speaker for service. He
discerns an over-arching theme of “non-intervention” running
through these uses5. Interestingly, Kendon does comment on the
apparent affinity between certain of these uses and the shoulder
shrug (p. 265), but he does not dwell on the question of what
might explain this affinity.

Müller (2004) presents a rich history of observations about
palm-ups—or, in her terms “palm-up open hand” (PUOH)
gestures—as well as examples of their use in Spanish speakers.
She sees the PUOH as part of an extended family of gestures, but,
unlike Kendon, she does not tease out major subdivisions of the
family based on motion pattern. For Müller, this family is rooted
in practical actions of giving and receiving objects. Thus, she sees
PUOH gestures as fundamentally metaphorical in that they treat
the abstract objects of discourse—propositions, ideas, questions,
answers—like the physical objects of everyday life in that they can
be held up, offered, requested, exchanged, and so on.

The giving-related senses Müller identifies for the PUOH
center around the idea that there is an imaginary object presented
on the palm. These senses include: (1) presenting an abstract
object as visible or even obvious; (2) presenting an abstract object
for joint inspection; (3) proposing a shared perspective on an
abstract object. The receiving-related senses Müller identifies
center around the idea that the palm is shown to be empty. These
include: (1) to plead for an abstract object; (2) to request an
abstract object; (3) to express openness to the reception of some
abstract object; (4) to express the fact of not knowing. As noted,
Müller does not highlight the contrasts in motion pattern that
Kendon (2004) keys in on, nor does she dwell on the affinity
between some palm-ups and the shrug. Müller’s treatment thus
combines uses of the palm-up that Kendon treats as distinct
and gives them a single overarching motivation. In some cases,
this leads the two authors to different conclusions about what
motivates the use of this form. For example, Müller relates the
use of the PUOH to express “obviousness” to the idea that some
imaginary object is presented forcefully and thus “obviously”
on the palm, whereas Kendon relates this use to the idea of
non-intervention, that “nothing further can be said” (p. 265).

A more recent analysis by Streeck (2009) combines elements
of Kendon’s and Müller’s accounts. Like Kendon, for instance, he
notes the affinity of meaning between certain uses of the palm-
up and the shrug. Like Müller, he emphasizes the grounding of
palm-up gestures in practical actions. His treatment is also more
explicitly steeped in the idea that palm-ups embody metaphors,
in particular the “conduit metaphor” (Reddy, 1979; McNeill,
1992), according to which conversation is conceptualized as the
exchange of abstract objects through a channel, or “conduit.” A
distinctive aspect of Streeck’s treatment is his attention to use of
palm-ups in certain types of interactive moves, also a focus of

5This fifth use is given the least attention in Kendon’s account, and it is the one
that conspicuously does not fit the theme of “non-intervention” that he discerns.
A different interpretation is that this use stems from the act of moving the hands
away from the body and presenting the torso, as if to say, “Here I am,” which may
be yet another conventional gesture in the palm-up form family.
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some sign language analyses (e.g., Engberg-Pedersen, 2002). For
instance, one of the uses he discusses is the “weak offering” in
which the palm-up suggests that some idea is being offered up,
but without particular conviction or assertiveness.

The only large-scale quantitative analysis of palm-up gestures
to date comes from a study by Chu et al. (2013) on individual
differences in gesture production. The authors separate
out “conduit gestures” (corresponding to Kendon’s “palm
presentation” variant and our “palm-up presentational” gesture)
from what they term “palm-revealing gestures” (corresponding
to Kendon’s “palm lateral” and our “palm-up epistemic” gesture).
They ascribe three primary uses to the palm-revealing variant:
to express uncertainty, to express resignation, or to show that
the speaker has nothing more to say. Interestingly, they also note
a possible motivation for the link between the palm-up form
and the meanings they ascribe to it: that the hand is shown to
be “empty.” Thus, like Streeck, they echo Müller’s interpretation
that the palm-up embodies metaphors of giving and receiving.
Interestingly, more than other authors to date, Chu et al. (2013)
emphasize the affinity of palm-revealing gestures with the shrug.
In their coding scheme, for example, shoulder shrugs produced
without a palm-up were considered palm-revealing gestures if
“used for the same purposes” (p. 700). Finally, they are notably
cautious about the possibility of distinguishing these two types of
palm-up gestures on the basis of form alone. Though Kendon’s
description of the “palm lateral” suggests outward movement
is always present, Chu et al. note that their “palm-revealing”
gestures do not always “move laterally and the palm may not
always face upward” (p. 700).

Finally, we turn to the most thorough analysis of a palm-up
gesture in a non-European language—Syuba, a Tibeto-Burman
language of Nepal (Gawne, 2018). Gawne discusses in particular
the “rotated palms gesture family,” which in Syuba is associated
with a theme of interrogativity. One of the most interesting
aspects of this palm-up gesture—which we take to be a version
of the palm-up epistemic gesture—as it is used by Syuba speakers
is that it involves a distinctive handshape not reported elsewhere:
the index finger and thumb are extended and the remaining
fingers curled back into the palm to various degrees. Moreover,
the Syuba version does not prototypically involve a lateral
movement of the hands, or any other distinctive motion pattern.
In terms of its meaning, the emblematic form of the gesture
is produced without speech to ask, “What are you doing?”
“What to do?” or “What to say?” Such emblematic uses, Gawne
notes, are widely attested across India and Nepal and are likely
related to formationally similar interrogative signs in the sign
languages of the region (see next section). Gawne also observes
substantial variation in the gesture’s form—it may involve one
or two hands, more or less curling-in of the fingers, and a
substantial hold or no hold at all. To the gesture in its co-speech
uses, Gawne ascribes meanings of interrogativity, uncertainty,
and—intriguingly— hypotheticality. Finally, Gawne notes that
the gesture is sometimes accompanied by a shrug, particularly in
its emblematic meaning of “What to do?”

A number of other observations have been made across
cultures about what appear to be uses of the palm-up
epistemic gesture. Many are in-passing comments, but it is

nonetheless striking that most of the uses of the gesture just
discussed have also been described in other, often unrelated
communities. Discerning such commonalities in meaning
involves interpretation on our part, as researchers do not always
use the same descriptors for different uses of the gesture. This
caveat aside, we group these observed uses into six meaning
categories: absence of knowledge, ability, or concern; uncertainty;
interrogatives; hypotheticality; obviousness; and exclamatives
(Table 1; see also Appendix 1 in Supplementary Material for a
reorganization of the same data, along with additional details
from primary sources).

As suggestive as the evidence is about the pervasiveness
and recurring meanings of the palm-up epistemic, it also has
limitations. For one, many of these treatments do not include

TABLE 1 | Observed uses of the palm-up epistemic in gesture.

Meaning category Communities

Absence of

knowledge, concern,

or ability

Example glosses:

“I don’t know”

“What can I do?”

Arabic (Barakat, 1973)

Catalan (Payrató, 1993)

English (American) (Ekman and Friesen, 1972; Johnson

et al., 1975; Bavelas et al., 1992; Streeck, 2009)

English (British) (Kendon, 2004; Chu et al., 2013)

Farsi (Iran) (Sparhawk, 1978)

Italian (Neapolitan) (Kendon, 2004)

Kenya (Creider, 1977)

Russian (Monahan, 1983)

Spanish (Colombia) (Saitz and Cervenka, 1972)

Spanish (Spain) (Müller, 2004)

Syuba (Nepal) (Gawne, 2018)

Yoruba (Nigeria) (Agwuele, 2014)

Zulu (South Africa) (Brookes, 2004)

Uncertainty

Example glosses:

“I’m not sure”

“Maybe”

Arabic (Barakat, 1973)

Catalan (Payrató, 1993)

English (American) (Johnson et al., 1975)

English (British) (Chu et al., 2013)

French (Ferré, 2011)

Syuba (Nepal) (Gawne, 2018)

Interrogatives

Example glosses:

“What?” “Where?”

“Who?”

“Are you coming?”

English (American) (McNeill, 1985)

English (British) (Chu et al., 2013)

Italian (Neapolitan) (Kendon, 2004)

Kenya (Creider, 1977)

Portuguese (Brazilian) (Rector, 1986)

Spanish (Colombia) (Saitz and Cervenka, 1972)

Spanish (Spain) (Müller, 2004)

Syuba (Nepal) (Gawne, 2018)

Hypotheticals

Example glosses:

“I hope he will come.”

Syuba (Nepal) (Gawne, 2018)

Obviousness

Example glosses:

“Of course he did”

Dutch (Jehoul et al., 2017)

English (British) (Kendon, 2004)

French (Calbris, 1990)

Italian (Neapolitan) (Kendon, 2004)

Exclamatives

Example glosses:

“Whatever!”

Portuguese (Brazilian) (Rector, 1986)
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fine-grained descriptions of form, so we cannot be sure that the
prototypical motion pattern of the gesture described earlier is
found more broadly—in at least one case, a palm-up gesture with
epistemic meanings uses a different prototypical form (Gawne,
2018). Further, given that many of these sources do not attempt
an exhaustive treatment of the gesture, the lack of mention of
any particular meaning should not be taken as evidence that
the meaning is absent from a community. A final limitation of
the literature is that, even among the extended treatments of
the palm-up, quantitative methods are rare (but see, e.g., Chu
et al., 2013; Jehoul et al., 2017). Nevertheless, the widespread
use and apparent semantic regularities in the palm-up epistemic
are striking. A natural further question is whether the palm-
up form is universally used to express these meanings—that
is, is the palm-up epistemic gesture found in all communities?
Any attempt to answer this question would be premature, and
absolute universals are notoriously difficult to demonstrate.What
we can say, however, is that use of the gesture to express a
recurring set of meanings strongly suggests (a) that the meanings
are related and (b) that the use of the palm-up form to express
them is motivated. We revisit the puzzle presented by these
observations later, after first considering comparable evidence
from the palm-up in sign.

PALM-UPS IN SIGN

Preliminaries
The palm-up form in sign languages has also been widely studied.
Though this line of research often nods to possible relations
between the gestural and signed uses of the form (see, e.g.,
Zeshan, 2004, p. 23; Van Loon et al., 2014), little work has directly
engaged with both sizeable literatures at once. Several of the
sticking points bedeviling work on palm-up forms in gesture are
evident here, too—for instance, whether there is more than one
form-meaning pairing at work, whether palm-ups are related to
the shrug in some way, and how palm-ups should be classified.
This last sticking point takes on new significance in the sign
literature because one’s choice of terminology is bound up with
fraught empirical and theoretical issues. Whether palm-ups are
considered lexical items, discourse markers, or co-sign gestures
has implications—not only for the analysis of this particular
form—but for general questions about differences between sign
and gesture (e.g., Goldin-Meadow and Brentari, 2017), and about
how sign languages may draw on gestures from surrounding
speaking communities. In what follows, we focus on the most
extended and focused discussions of palm-ups in sign; we begin
with palm-ups in well-established sign languages and then turn
to homesign systems.

Discussions of Palm-Ups in Sign
One of the earliest in-depth treatments of the palm-up in sign
is Conlin et al.’s (2003) analysis of the form in American Sign
Language (ASL). The authors note that the form has clear lexical
incarnations—such as in the signs WHAT and MAYBE—as well
as uses as a discourse particle indicating uncertainty of different
kinds. They focus, in particular, on a use of the particle to mark
“indefiniteness.” Though difficult to lexically gloss, the addition

of the palm-up can turn a sign sentence that means “A boat sank
off Cape Cod” into a sentence with a more indefinite meaning,
such as “Some boat or other sank off Cape Cod” or “Some kind of
boat sank off Cape Cod” (p. 8). Depending on its position, the
palm-up may also express indefiniteness, or uncertainty about
the proposition as a whole, e.g., “A boat sank off Cape Cod I
think” (p. 10). Such uses of the palm-up thus allow one to sidestep
conversational norms limiting contributions to those known to
be true (Grice, 1975). Conlin and colleagues also briefly describe
uses of the palm-up form for emphasis, as in “John does not know
the answer!” (p. 13), noting that such an utterance implicitly asks
the question, “How could you have thought he would?” And,
finally, they characterize several uses of the form in sentences
with HOPE and WISH. They link these uses to the broader
theme of uncertainty; but, as discussed later, we group these with
hypotheticals and other statements of possibility.

Aboh et al. (2005) also pursue a particle analysis for a palm-
up sign glossed as G-WH (general WH-word) in Indian Sign
Language (IndSL, also called Indo-Pakistani Sign Language; see
Zeshan, 2003, where the sign is labeled as KYA:). As in the
“rotated palms” gesture in Syuba, the palm-up particle in IndSL
has a notable handshape, with the index finger and thumb
extended and the other fingers curled slightly into the palm.
This sign form can also be used as a sentence-final discourse
particle signaling hesitation and as an indefinite marker. The
interrogative and indefinite uses of the form also share other
syntactic characteristics. Though G-WH is the only specifically
interrogative sign in IndSL, it combines with other signs to
express more specific interrogativemeanings. For example, FACE
G-WH can be used to ask “Who?” (Aboh et al., 2005). Similarly,
the palm-up form can be combined with the sign MAN to form
the indefinite SOMEONE/SOME MAN (Zeshan, 2003). This use
of a specific word or morpheme to form paradigms of indefinite
and WH-expressions is common across spoken languages.

Around the same time, Engberg-Pedersen (2002) analyzed
the palm-up form in Danish Sign Language (Dansk Tegnsprog,
DTS). She describes it as fundamentally “presentational,” a
“materialization of the conduit metaphor” (p. 143). Like Conlin
et al. (2003), she notes that the form appears to be present in
certain clearly lexical DTS signs, such as WHAT and WHERE.
Her focus, however, is on uses of the form as a “gesture;”
she primarily focuses on analyzing how the form is placed in
interactive sequences, rather than on identifying its invariant
meanings. Though this is not her goal, many of the uses
she illustrates bear a clear relation to those identified in ASL
and IndSL. These include cases where the signer is expressing
uncertainty or tentativeness, or is asking a question. However, it
should also be noted that she describes a number of other uses for
the palm-up that are hard to square with the observations of other
sign researchers. A possible reason for this discrepancy is that
Engberg-Pedersen explicitly treats presentational and epistemic
uses of the palm-up under the same umbrella, in the same way
that some gesture researchers do (e.g., Müller, 2004).

More recently, McKee and Wallingford (2011) have analyzed
the palm-up in NZSL, characterizing it as a “frequent and multi-
functional item” (p. 240). They are explicit about the thorniness
of classifying this “item,” alternately describing it as a “gesture,”
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a “sign,” or simply a “form.” They note, too, that the palm-up
form exhibits wide formational variation; and they report NZSL
signers’ intuitions that such “variations are neither consistent in
usage, nor necessarily contrastive in meaning” (p. 220). Their
data consist of a corpus of conversational signing, produced by
20 signers, totaling more than 5,000 signs. They find that the
palm-up form accounts for 5% of all signs, making it the second
most frequent sign in their corpus [comparable to what has been
reported for BSL (Fenlon et al., 2014) and Auslan (Johnston,
2012)]. Following Engberg-Pedersen (2002), the authors focus
on the sequential positioning and functioning of the form
rather than on its invariant meanings. However, they too note
a number of uses for the form that align with those epistemic
uses reported elsewhere, including: expressions of uncertainty,
interrogatives, hypotheticals, expressions of obviousness, and
exclamatives. Intriguingly, they also note an “elaborative” use
of the form, in circumstances that resemble the use of English
“which” to introduce free relative clauses (p. 229).

Two especially valuable sets of observations about epistemic
uses of the palm-up come from studies of homesigners,
profoundly deaf individuals raised without access to a
conventional language (e.g., Goldin-Meadow and Mylander,
1984; Goldin-Meadow, 2003). The first of these is a study of
an adult homesigner (and her hearing associates) from the
Enga region of Papua New Guinea (Kendon, 1980). Kendon
describes a number of uses of what he calls “the double palm
present” and its cousin the “lateral hand flip,” which have
related meanings. These are used as a question marker [example
utterance: “Whose father is coming?” (p. 276)]; to indicate
the absence of knowledge [“I don’t know” (p. 277)]; and, less
commonly, in a “whether” statement [“Whether he will. . . that’s
his business” (p. 276)], which is similar in meaning to uses of the
palm-up for hypotheticals reported elsewhere. Kendon discerns
a theme running through these uses—“absence of knowledge”
(p. 278)—and notes in passing that the double palm present is
likely related to the shrug. Finally, he also observes that the form
is used in certain contexts to express negation.

The second set of observations focused on a child homesigner
in the United States (Franklin et al., 2011). The researchers
analyzed 208 uses of the “flip,” as they call the palm-up epistemic,
which were observed in a corpus of 3,080 gestured utterances that
the signer, David, produced between the ages of two and four.
Three primary uses of the gesture were observed. A first was to
mark questions [e.g., “Why is the car there?” (p. 8)]—indeed,
92% of questions in the dataset involved a flip, while others
were marked by a facial expression or, interestingly, a shrug. Of
comparable frequency was the use of the flip as an exclamative—
that is, to mark heightened affect. Examples included cases
in which David was showing frustration (“Whatever!”) or
expressing surprise. Under the umbrella of exclamative use, the
researchers also included expressions of “doubt,” a use of the
palm-up epistemic observed in hearing gesturers and already
discussed. Finally, a rarer but intriguing use of the form turned
up in David’s expressions about location. In one example, David
combined a palm-up form with a pointing sign to create an
utterance glossed as “The place where the puzzle goes is the toy
bag” (p. 407). The authors interpret this use as analogous to what

are sometimes called “free relative” expressions. In fact, as the
authors observe, these three uses—interrogatives, exclamatives,
and relatives—are tacitly connected in English and other spoken
languages through their common use of interrogative words.

A number of further observations have been made about
what appears to be the palm-up epistemic in other signing
communities (Table 2; see Appendix 2 Supplementary Material
for a reorganization of the same data, with additional details),
though often in passing. Most interesting for our purposes,
these observations, taken together, touch on all of the meaning
categories ascribed to the palm-up epistemic in co-speech gesture
and discussed earlier: expressions of absence of knowledge,

TABLE 2 | Observed uses of the palm-up epistemic in sign.

Meaning category Communities

Absence of

knowledge, concern,

or ability

Example glosses:

“I don’t know”

“What can I do?”

Enga homesign (Papua New Guinea) (Kendon, 1980)

Uncertainty

Example glosses:

“I’m not sure”

“Maybe”

American Sign Language (Conlin et al., 2003)

Danish Sign Language (Engberg-Pedersen, 2002)

Indo-Pakistani Sign Language (Zeshan, 2003)

Inuit Sign Language (Schuit, 2014)

New Zealand Sign Language (McKee and Wallingford,

2011)

Sign Language of the Netherlands (Van Loon, 2012)

Turkish Sign Language (Zeshan, 2006b)

US homesign (Franklin et al., 2011)

Interrogatives

Example glosses:

“What?” “Where?”

“Who?”

“Are you coming?”

American Sign Language (Conlin et al., 2003)

Danish Sign Language (Engberg-Pedersen, 2002)

Enga homesign (Papua New Guinea) (Kendon, 1980)

Finnish Sign Language (Zeshan, 2004)

Indo-Pakistani Sign Language (Zeshan, 2003)

Inuit Sign Language (Schuit, 2014)

Israeli Sign Language (Meir, 2004)

New Zealand Sign Language (Zeshan, 2004)

Providence Island Sign Language (Washabaugh et al.,

1978)

Sign Language of the Netherlands (Van Loon, 2012)

Tanzania Sign Language (Zeshan, 2013)

Turkish Sign Language (Zeshan, 2006b)

US homesign (Franklin et al., 2011)

Yucatec Maya Sign Language (Shuman and

Cherry-Shuman, 1981)

Yolngu Sign Language (Bauer, 2015)

Hypotheticals

Example glosses:

“I hope he will come.”

American Sign Language (Conlin et al., 2003)

Enga homesign (Papua New Guinea) (Kendon, 1980)

New Zealand Sign Language (McKee and Wallingford,

2011)

Obviousness

Example glosses:

“Of course he did”

New Zealand Sign Language (McKee and Wallingford,

2011)

Exclamatives

Example glosses:

“Whatever!”

American Sign Language (Conlin et al., 2003)

New Zealand Sign Language (McKee and Wallingford,

2011)

US homesign (Franklin et al., 2011)
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concern, or ability; expressions of uncertainty; interrogatives;
hypotheticals; expressions of obviousness; and exclamatives (for
examples, see Figure 3). Several other meanings ascribed to the
palm-up epistemic in sign do not have a clear counterpart in the
existing gesture literature, however. For example, the use of the
palm-up for indefinites (someone, somewhere, somehow) has been
described in both ASL (Conlin et al., 2003) and IndSL but not in
any hearing community to date. These uses may be closely related
to the interrogative uses of the palm-up. After all, though not the
case in English, it is common cross-linguistically for indefinite
expressions to be formed out of question words (Ultan, 1978;
Haspelmath, 1997), as noted above in the discussion of G-WH

in IndSL. Further, several authors also note that the palm-up
is used to express negation in certain contexts, a phenomenon
observed in Turkish Sign Language (Zeshan, 2006b), Inuit Sign
Language (Schuit, 2014), and Enga homesign (Kendon, 1980).
Finally, observations of the palm-up in ASL (Conlin et al., 2003)
and in US homesign (Franklin et al., 2011) note uses of the palm-
up in non-restrictive and free relative clauses—intriguingly, both
places where interrogative words are used in English and other
spoken languages. Thus, though the palm-up epistemic may
be used for a wider set of meanings in sign than in gesture,
these additional uses appear to be extensions of the interrogative
meaning that is attested in gesture. In delving into the meaning
of the palm-up epistemic in the next section, we focus on the six
categories where there is clear attested overlap between gesture
and sign.

On a cautionary note, there are limitations to the existing
literature on the palm-up epistemic in sign, and these parallel
the limitations of the gesture literature. For one, many of the
observations collated above are drawn from brief mentions, and
do not always include fine-grained descriptions of form. It is
thus unclear whether the palm-up epistemic in sign resembles
the prototypical form of the gesture discussed earlier—indeed,
beyond the core palm-up aspect of the form, there appears
to be considerable variation across languages (see Figure 3).
Further, since interrogatives have become a topic of interest
in sign language typology (Zeshan, 2004, 2006a), a number
of sources comment on the palm-up in this context without
venturing observations about wider usage. Finally, as in the
gesture literature, there are only a handful of quantitative corpus
treatments, making it difficult to assess, for instance, how
commonly the palm-up is used to express the various meanings
ascribed to it. Thus, as in gesture, further research is warranted.

THE PALM-UP PUZZLE

We now turn to the puzzle highlighted in our title. The broader
puzzle concerns the meanings and origins of the entire palm-
up form family. But a smaller and especially perplexing puzzle
concerns the meanings and origins of the palm-up epistemic
gesture in particular. This second, smaller puzzle has two parts.
First, how are the six superficially distinct meanings for the palm-
up epistemic gesture related, if indeed they are? Second, why is
this form used for these meanings? In this section, we take these
questions in turn.

FIGURE 3 | Examples of signs involving palm-up forms, taken from three

unrelated sign languages. Signs in the left column have interrogative

meanings; signs in the right column have other epistemic meanings, such as

absence of knowledge. All images, glosses, and language classifications are

from the “Spread the Sign” dictionary (https://www.spreadthesign.com).

Images reproduced with permission.

How Are These Meanings Related?
Several of the meaning categories just discussed appear obviously
connected, others less so. Why should we assume that these
meanings are related in the first place? In making this
assumption, we follow an inference commonly made in the
study of linguistic polysemy: when one form covers the same
meanings in different languages, there is most likely a conceptual
link between those meanings, however distinct they may seem
on the surface (e.g., Jurafsky, 1996; Evans and Wilkins, 2000).
Indeed, so-called “accidental homophony” is usually considered
an explanatory last resort. Given that the palm-up epistemic
is associated with each of the six meaning categories in more
than one community, we thus assume there are conceptual links
between these meanings.

In trying to make sense of these links, we take inspiration
from other accounts of cross-linguistic tendencies in meaning
extension, such as Jurafsky’s (1996) account of the sprawling
meanings of diminutives. Such accounts posit a core meaning
and then show how other observed meanings can be understood
as extensions from that core, or as extensions from extensions.
Together these nodes and extensions comprise what might be
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called ameaning network.We take the coremeaning of the palm-
up epistemic to be the expression of absence—of knowledge (“I
don’t know”), ability (“I can’t”), or concern (“I don’t care”)—
on the part of the speaker (for similar proposals, see Kendon,
1980; Zeshan, 2013). Importantly, the form is not widely used to
convey the objective absence of some external entity, substance,
or quality in the world (“There is none” or “There are none”) (but
see footnote 2). Rather, it is used to convey the absence of some
inner state or attitude. This meaning—which, for simplicity,
we gloss as absence of knowledge—is among the most widely
attested cross-linguistically, and each of the five other meaning
categories ascribed to the palm-up can be considered extensions
from this core. Here we discuss each of these extensions in turn,
beginning with the more intuitive ones (e.g., how the absence
of knowledge meaning motivates uncertainty-related meanings)
and proceeding to the more surprising ones (e.g., how the
absence of knowledge meaning motivates exclamative meanings).
We summarize this meaning network in Figure 4, leaving aside
for now meanings documented only in sign. Importantly, the
fact that these extensions are attested across communities does
not imply that the palm-up epistemic will exhibit all of these
extensions in every community; it does imply, however, that
communities will not skip over nodes in the network.

ABSENCE OF KNOWLEDGE > UNCERTAINTY

The expression of absence of knowledge can take different forms.
Most basically, it can take the form of a confident statement
that one lacks relevant knowledge, a simple assertion of “I
don’t know.” However, language users are often unsure about
whether they remember a fact correctly, fully grasp a concept,
or completely agree with a statement, and, accordingly, they
distance themselves from the truth of their statements. Such
expressions of uncertainty can be conceptualized as a higher
order absence of knowledge—that is, a lack of knowledge
about one’s own knowledge or belief. Speakers have a range
of resources for conveying uncertainty, including linguistic
resources discussed under the banners of “modality” (Palmer,
1986) or “epistemic stance” (Du Bois, 2007), and a range of
gestural resources beyond palm-ups (Roseano et al., 2014). In

FIGURE 4 | Proposed meaning network connecting the most broadly attested

meanings of the palm-up epistemic in gesture and sign, with a core meaning

of absence of knowledge, ability, or concern.

English, available linguistic resources include modal words like
“maybe,” “perhaps,” or “could,” as well as so-called hedges, such
as “I’m not sure,” “I guess,” “Well. . . ” and so on. Linguistic
hedges have been described as devices for distancing oneself
from the truth (or falsity) of a proposition, giving language
users the resources to express things that aren’t quite true, aren’t
quite false, or aren’t quite true or false (Lakoff, 1973). Gestural
hedges like the palm-up epistemic seem to perform the same
function. The uncertainty category may partially account for
why palm-ups are highly frequent in corpus studies of signed
communication—the form, among its other functions, seems
to be a favored pragmatic hedge in some sign languages (e.g.,
NZSL). Interestingly, instances of the palm-up sign used as
a pragmatic hedge or hesitation marker tend to be classified
as “gestural”—that is, part of signed communication but not
part of the grammar or lexicon (e.g., McKee and Wallingford,
2011).

ABSENCE OF KNOWLEDGE > INTERROGATIVES

Another of the meaning categories most widely associated
with the palm-up epistemic is interrogatives. While some
authors describe the form as being associated with particular
subtypes of questions (e.g., rhetorical; Kendon, 2004), most
link it to the broader category of interrogatives. The link
between absence of knowledge and interrogative meanings is
perhaps intuitive. A question, after all, can be thought of
as doing two things: first, implying that the questioner lacks
relevant knowledge, and, second, putting it to the addressee
to supply that knowledge (Wierzbicka, 1977; Kendon, 1980;
Franklin et al., 2011). Thus, much as the gesture may be
used when the speaker is expressing absence of knowledge,
it may also be used when the speaker is both expressing
absence of knowledge and asking the interlocutor to supply
that knowledge. Interestingly, it is the interrogative uses of
the palm-up epistemic that appear to be the best studied and
documented in sign languages (see Zeshan, 2004; Table 2); but
whether the interrogative use is indeed the one most often
lexicalized across sign languages remains a question for future
work.

ABSENCE OF KNOWLEDGE > HYPOTHETICALS

The absence of knowledge sense also extends to hypotheticals,
such as those associated with the palm-up epistemic in Syuba
(Gawne, 2018); statements in the subjunctive mood (“I wish. . . ”),
such as those associated with the palm-up particle in ASL (Conlin
et al., 2003); and “whether” statements, such as those associated
with the sign in Enga (Kendon, 1980). For simplicity—and
lack of an appropriate general term—we refer to these uses
together as “hypotheticals.” The link to absence of knowledge
is, again, relatively intuitive: when speakers describe a state of
affairs that has not happened and may or may not happen,
they implicitly convey an absence of knowledge about that state
of affairs. Interestingly, these and other uses of the palm-up
epistemic appear to fall under the umbrella of irrealis (e.g.,
Elliott, 2000). This is a broad category, covering statements
of all kinds about events or facts that are not “real” in the
sense that they have not yet happened; in some accounts, it
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includes hypotheticals, interrogatives, imperatives, and more.
But, importantly, the palm-up epistemic does not appear to
be associated with the entire irrealis category—for example,
there is no evidence for an association between palm-ups and
imperatives.

ABSENCE OF KNOWLEDGE > OBVIOUSNESS

Ameaning category that is less intuitively related to the absence of
knowledge is obviousness. Indeed, this extension is, at first blush,
puzzling: Why would the very same gestural form sometimes be
used to convey a lack of certainty and, other times, to convey
a conviction that something is so certain as to be obvious?
One straightforward account of this link is that expressing
that something is obvious amounts to expressing that “I don’t
know what else I could say about it” (Jehoul et al., 2017,
p. 7). The use of the palm-up epistemic to express obviousness
resembles a similarly counter-intuitive extension of gestural
meaning observed in the case of headshakes: speakers commonly
shake their heads while making extreme positive evaluations
(e.g. “It was marvelous”; Kendon, 2002, p. 172–3). A possible
explanation is that, in such cases, the speaker is rejecting an
implicit assumption that something is ordinary or unremarkable.
In a similar way, when using palm-ups to express obviousness,
speakers may be reacting to an implicit assumption that more
could or should be said—they are asserting that, in fact, they do
not know more, do not care more, or are not able to say more.
Another account of the link between absence of knowledge and
obviousness would consider it a less-direct extension, mediated
by interrogative uses of the palm-up epistemic. On this account,
the statement that something is obvious can be seen as entailing
an implicit question, such as “How could it be otherwise?”
“How could you not know this?” or “What else could one say?”
More data are needed to adjudicate between these possible paths
of extension; for now, we default to the more parsimonious
assumption that obviousness extends directly from absence of
knowledge. Regardless of the extension path, this use of the
gesture is distinct from the others discussed so far in that it
expresses something about the speaker’s affective state. Here the
palm-up serves what is sometimes described as an expressive
function (e.g., Cruse, 1986; Potts, 2007) in that it changes the
affective coloring of the utterance but not the information it
conveys—that is, its assertive content.

INTERROGATIVES > EXCLAMATIVES

Another meaning category less obviously connected to the
others is exclamatives. Exclamatives are statements exhibiting
a high degree of affect, whether positive or negative (in this
category we include uses of palm-ups as part of “emphatic
statements”; Rector, 1986; Conlin et al., 2003). As with the
category of obviousness, there is something initially puzzling
here. Why would the same gesture be sometimes used to
convey a lack of certainty or concern and, other times, to
convey extreme certainty or concern? And, again, as with
the category of obviousness, exclamative uses of the palm-
up epistemic are fundamentally expressive. We interpret the
association of palm-ups with exclamatives as an extension of
their association with interrogatives. This extension path parallels
the cross-linguistically robust phenomenon in spoken languages

whereby interrogative words are used to form exclamatives (e.g.,
Bolinger, 1972; Wierzbicka, 1977; Espinal, 1995). Examples in
English include expressions such as “How rude!” and “What
a jerk!” Further, though cross-linguistically less common (Rett,
2008), exclamatives may also be derived from polar interrogatives
(e.g., “Boy, did she run!”). The precise semantic-pragmatic
motivation for this repurposing of interrogative structures in
exclamatives remains a matter of theoretical discussion (e.g.,
Rett, 2008). These clear links to interrogatives notwithstanding,
it should also be noted that exclamatives can be marked in a
number of ways—that is, utterances with exclamative force are
not uniformly couched in a particular structure. In a similar
way, the palm-up epistemic gesture appears to be associated with
exclamations generally (e.g., “That’s great!”), whether or not they
involve interrogative words or other interrogative structures.

Evaluating the Proposed Extension Paths
The meaning network just proposed crystallizes a hypothesis,
one that remains to be tested and refined. Doing so will require
more data—in particular, more detailed, systematic, quantitative
analyses from across languages, both spoken and signed. Here we
highlight several kinds of data that would be especially useful in
assembling a clearer picture.

A first type of data that would be useful are observations over
the lifespan, that is, developmental data. Knowing how children
use the palm-up epistemic gesture initially, for instance, may shed
light on its core meaning. Though we have proposed that the core
of the gesture is absence of knowledge (see also Kendon, 1980;
Zeshan, 2013), there are other possibilities. For instance, the
gesture could have roots in the expression of external, objective
absence, rather than absence of knowledge, ability, or concern.
The emblematic “all gone” gesture—used to remark on objective
absence—is well attested in children’s early communication
and in child-directed speech (see footnote 2). Indeed, some
observations suggest that this gesture may emerge before
epistemic uses of the palm-up form (e.g., Beaupoil-Hourdel
and Debras, 2017). Whether such observations contradict our
proposal, however, is unclear. The distribution of the “all
gone” gesture is currently unknown. Such a convention may
occasionally arise because objective absence is a more accessible
meaning for young children than absence of knowledge. That
is, the “all gone” gesture could be a kind of a gestural “back
formation” that becomes conventionalized in some communities.
More cross-linguistic developmental data will be needed to
explore this possibility.

Developmental data would also shed light on particular paths
of meaning extension. We would not necessarily expect children
to use the palm-up for all of the attested meanings in the
network—much as we would not expect all communities to use
the palm-up for all meanings in the network—but, again, we
would expect children not to skip over nodes in the network.
Thus, if our proposed path from absence of knowledge to
interrogatives to exclamatives is correct, children may not use the
palm-up epistemic exclamatively until they have already begun to
use it interrogatively; in turn, they may not use it interrogatively
until they have already begun to use it to express a lack of
knowledge. In practice, such semantic extensions may be hard
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to detect because several meanings may emerge within a narrow
time frame. Developmental analyses of this sort have recently
begun to shed light on how other bodily forms of communication
take on new meanings (for the case of negation, see Andrén,
2014; Beaupoil-Hourdel et al., 2016). And one recent study
throws some valuable initial light on developmental changes
in how palm-up forms are used. Graziano (2014) examined
the emergence of “palm lateral” (in our terms, the palm-up
epistemic) and “palm presentation” (in our terms, the palm-
up presentational) gestures in Italian children between the ages
of 4 and 10. She found that palm-up epistemic gestures were
present in the youngest children, but that palm-up presentational
gestures did not emerge until later ages. Moreover, she noted that
children first used the palm-up epistemic along with “crystallized
expressions” (p. 311), such as “I don’t know,” and only later used
themmore flexibly as adults do, e.g., to express obviousness. This
finding is consistent with our suggestion that obviousness is an
extension of absence of knowledge, and thus should emerge later.
Further studies of the developmental changes in use of the palm-
up form family would be valuable, including studies in different
speaking communities and with even younger children.

Another important source of data would be additional
studies with adult speakers and signers, both corpus-based and
experimental. A corpus-based analysis using the categories of
meanings described above, for instance, could shed light on
which meanings are most common within and across languages.
At present, our understanding of the relative prominence of
these different meanings is sketchy at best, based largely on
the number of communities in which they have been reported.
Corpus studies may also reveal additional recurring meanings of
the palm-up epistemic beyond the six we have focused on. There
have already been several insightful corpus-based treatments of
the palm-up in sign, but especially valuable would be further
studies that compare use of the form in different sign languages
using the same analytic criteria and theoretical framework. Such
an approach would be critical in distinguishing cross-linguistic
patterns from language-specific particulars.

Experimental studies in both speakers and signers would
provide complementary insights. Elicitation tasks would be
helpful in discerning the strength of association between
particular meaning categories and the palm-up epistemic. In
gesturers, a well-devised elicitation task might tell us whether,
for instance, speakers associate the gesture more strongly with
expressions of absence of knowledge than with expressions of
obviousness, as might be predicted from the fact that absence
of knowledge is the proposed core. In signers, similar tasks
could shed light on which uses of the palm-up epistemic are
strongly tied to certain contexts—and thus, by hypothesis, are
more grammaticalized—and which are less strongly tied—and
thus are more gestural, or affective. Judgment tasks with both
groups could also be illuminating. Do listeners find palm-up
epistemics in certain discourse contexts—or co-produced with
certain words (e.g., interrogative words)—to be more natural
than others? Such studies could shed crucial light on the shadings
of meaning that palm-ups add when conjoined with certain kinds
of discourse content or when produced in certain conversational
positions.

Why This Form for These Meanings?
The second part of the palm-up puzzle is why these meanings
are associated with this form in particular. We assume there
is indeed a motivation behind the pairing of these meanings
with this form simply because of the recurrence of the pairing
across communities. This inductive inference is parallel to
one commonly made in studies of figurative language and
grammaticalization: if the same target concept is expressed using
the same source concept in more than one speech community,
there is likely a motivated relationship between to the two
concepts (e.g., Brown and Witkowski, 1981; Sweetser, 1990;
Heine, 1997). But it is also possible, of course, that there really
is no motivation to explain. On this skeptical account, the palm-
up epistemic could be merely a “catchy convention” that has
spread far and wide, emanating perhaps from some centuries-
old source in European culture. We think this scenario is
unlikely. The wide distribution of the gesture—a distribution
matched only by a few other bodily communicative forms,
such as headshakes, index-finger pointing, and certain facial
expressions—suggests independent development in different
communities. And independent development, in turn, suggests
an underlying motivation. There can be little doubt that there
are conventional aspects to the palm-up. That is, part of why
people use it in the ways that they do (e.g., with the distinctive
handshape used in Syuba) is that others in their community use it
in these ways. Crucially, however, just because a communicative
form has conventional aspects does not mean it is unmotivated
(e.g., Jakobson, 1972; Enfield, 2009). Here we consider two
explanations for the underlying motivation between the palm-up
form and the meaning it is so widely associated with—absence
of knowledge, which we take to be its core meaning. As will
become clear, questions about the origins of palm-up gestures
are impossible to separate from a sticking point with which we
started: whether there is one interconnected family of palm-up
gestures or separate gestures with similar forms.

The Metaphorical Account
A first of account of the origins of the palm-up epistemic gesture
is that it is a kind of metaphorical action, rooted in practical
actions of giving and receiving physical objects (e.g., Müller,
2004; see also McNeill, 1992; Engberg-Pedersen, 2002; Parrill,
2008; Streeck, 2009). On this account, the gesture expresses
the “conduit metaphor” (Reddy, 1979; McNeill, 1992), in which
discourse is understood as object exchange: ideas are presented
and requested much as real objects are in routine activities.
In line with this metaphor, palm-ups generally can be seen
as representing that the hands are metaphorically full, and a
discourse object is being offered to the listener, or that the
hands are metaphorically empty, and a discourse object is being
requested. Intuitively, if palm-ups sometimes represent empty
hands, we have a plausible motivation for what we take to be
the core meaning of the palm-up epistemic: that the speaker
lacks some knowledge, internal state, or attitude (e.g., Chu et al.,
2013). In a similar way, when using the palm-up in the course
of asking a question, the speaker may be showing that the hand
is “empty” of knowledge, or, perhaps, inviting the listener to
put some knowledge into that empty hand (e.g., Müller, 2004).
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Kendon (2004) also describes the gesture as rooted in practical
action but keys in on a different aspect of the gesture’s form: he
sees the lateral movement as indicating that “whatever has been
presented is being withdrawn from” (p. 265). There are certainly
appealing features of this type of metaphorical account. The
general idea that many discourse-related gestures are rooted in
practical actions has explanatory power and intuitive plausibility.
In the case of the headshake used for negation, for instance,
researchers have made a plausible case that its motivations lie
in the practical action of averting the face from a food source
(Darwin, 1998/1872; Beaupoil-Hourdel et al., 2016), and many
recurrent gestures seem to be related to action schemas (e.g.,
Müller, 2017).

However, there are also limitations to such a metaphorical
account as it applies to palm-ups. Most importantly, the account
is mum about the widely observed relation between palm-up
gestures and shrugs. As has been widely observed, palm-ups and
shrugs are frequently co-produced and overlap in meaning (as
noted in Kendon, 1980, 2004; Franklin et al., 2011; Chu et al.,
2013). And, yet, people do not shrug their shoulders as part of
the routine exchange of objects. The shrug seems to demand
an explanation outside of the realm of practical action, and so,
too, may the palm-up epistemic. The second explanation for the
gesture’s motivation centers on its relation to the shrug.

The Reduced Shrug Account
A different account sees the palm-up epistemic as derived
from the shrug. The shrug—as described originally by Darwin
(1998/1872) and by several observers since (Givens, 1977, 2016;
Streeck, 2009; Debras, 2017; Jehoul et al., 2017)—is amultifaceted
display that very often involves rotating the forearms so that the
palms turn upward. It has been attested in a range of cultures, in
both speakers (e.g., Creider, 1977; Feldman, 1986; Agwuele, 2014)
and signers (e.g., Zeshan, 2006b; McKee and Wallingford, 2011;
Schuit, 2014), and is sometimes considered a “candidate gesture
universal” (Streeck, 2009, p. 189). Interestingly, the meanings
of the shrug are less controversial than the meanings of palm-
ups. Observers broadly agree that the shrug is used primarily
to indicate absence of knowledge, ability, or concern—the same
meaning we have described as the core meaning of the palm-
up epistemic gesture—and that it can also be used to indicate
both uncertainty and obviousness (Debras, 2017; Jehoul et al.,
2017), two of the other meaning categories commonly associated
with the palm-up epistemic6. But what motivates the connection
between the shrug and these meanings? As noted already, the
shrug is not a component of practical actions involving object
exchange. Darwin (1998/1872) explained its origins in a different
way, by invoking his “principle of antithesis.” According to this
principle, a certain meaning will sometimes be expressed with a
certain bodily form, not because that bodily form itself naturally
expresses the meaning, but because it contrasts with another
bodily form that naturally expresses the contrasting meaning. In

6Other uses of the shrug have also been described. Calbris (2011) notes that in
French it can be used to signify: exclamation; powerlessness; or getting rid of
something insignificant. She sees the form of the shrug as motivated by the idea
of removing an “annoying object” through the shoulder movement.

other words, a form of expression may be motivated in that its
“antithesis” is motivated. The widespread use of the head nod for
affirmation may be described in just this way: it is not naturally
connected to affirmation, but in its vertical movement pattern it
contrasts with the lateral pattern of the head shake, which many
have argued is naturally connected to negation because it emerges
out of the act of refusing food. For Darwin, to understand why
the shrug means what it does we must first understand its bodily
opposite: an aggressive, fighting stance, which involves making
fists, squaring the shoulders, and making the arms rigid. By
bodily contrast with this assertive posture, the shrug embodies a
non-assertive, non-aggressive attitude. A related proposal is that
the shrug is rooted in a primordial crouching posture (Givens,
1986). Both explanations highlight the non-assertiveness of the
shrug, and might thus plausibly account for why the gesture
would be used widely to express absence of knowledge, ability, or
concern and, by extension, the other meanings reviewed earlier.

As others have noted, the palm-up epistemic when produced
on its own can be described as a reduced, or manual-only
version of the shrug. Darwin (1998/1872) himself noted that
shoulder movement is an optional component; he describes, for
instance, a shrug that takes the form of a “mere turning slightly
outwards of the open hands” (p. 266). One group of researchers
refers to palm-ups, in fact, as “hand shrugs” (Johnson et al.,
1975). Another group, in investigating the prevalence of different
bodily components of the shrug display, reports that the palm-
up form is, in fact, a more frequent component of the shrug than
shoulder action (Jehoul et al., 2017, p. 3). More generally, many
researchers since Darwin have noted connections between the
shrug and the palm-up (Givens, 2016; Debras, 2017), and some
have described them as functionally interchangeable (Chu et al.,
2013). Regardless of whether one endorses Darwin’s account of
the antithetical origins of the shrug in its particulars, a strength
of the reduced shrug account is that it takes seriously the clear
affinity between palm-up epistemics and shrugs, rather than
ignores it.

But the reduced shrug account is not without limitations.
Notably, the meanings of the shrug and of the palm-up epistemic,
while clearly overlapping, do not appear to be completely co-
extensive. Absence of knowledge, uncertainty, and obviousness
have all been attributed to both gestures. But, notably, shrugs
do not appear to be widely used for interrogative functions
(though see Franklin et al., 2011). Howmight we account for this
partial dissociation? A possible explanation concerns how readily
different bodily actions can be produced to overlap with speech.
Shoulder shrugs with palm-ups, shoulder shrugs without palm-
ups, and palm-ups without shoulder shrugs can all be used to
good effect on their own—that is, without co-occurring speech,
or as prefaces or end-caps on utterances. However, the palm-up
and shrug are not equally suited to spanning over long stretches
of talk. In order to be salient, the shoulder-hunching component
of the shrug requires a relatively quick up-and-down movement
of the shoulders. Shoulder shrugs are thus not easily held in a
way that spans across speech. Palm-ups, by contrast, do not have
this limitation, as they remain salient when held. Intriguingly,
one recent study noted a marked difference in how long different
components of the shrug (e.g., shoulder action, palm-up form,
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and head tilt) were held (Jehoul et al., 2017, p. 8). Speculatively, if
the palm-up form is a component of the full-blown shrug display
better suited for spanning over speech, it may be more strongly
associated with functions that take scope over an utterance (e.g.,
interrogatives).

To be sure, the ultimate origins of this form-meaning pairing
are hard to pin down decisively. Part of the difficulty in
adjudicating between the “metaphorical” and “reduced shrug”
accounts just sketched is that they tend to have different
explanatory targets. Many proponents of the metaphorical
account do not observe a distinction, as we and others do
(Kendon, 2004; Chu et al., 2013; Graziano, 2014), between what
we have called palm-up presentational gestures and palm-up
epistemic gestures. Rather, they have in mind a broader family of
palm-up forms with a broader family of meanings, built around
a “presentational” core (Engberg-Pedersen, 2002; Müller, 2004;
Parrill, 2008). A compelling possibility, in our view, is that the
metaphorical account best explains the palm-up presentational,
whereas the reduced shrug account best explains the palm-
up epistemic. On this account, the palm-up presentational and
palm-up epistemic gestures may be best thought of as “false
friends”—that is, communicative forms that look deceptively
alike, but actually have quite different meanings and origins. But,
certainly, to begin to adjudicate between possible origin stories,
we first need a better handle on the relationship between these
two proposed gesture variants. Other observations could also tip
the balance in favor of one or the other of the origin stories
outlined above. If the reduced shrug account is correct, we would
not expect to find the palm-up epistemic gesture in broad use
except in those cultures where the shrug is also in broad use.
We might also expect to find that, developmentally, the shrug
precedes, or at least co-occurs with, the palm-up epistemic. The
metaphorical account does not predict either of these patterns.

CONCLUSION

One of the most common gestural forms that speakers produce
in everyday communication involves rotating the forearms so
that the palms face upward. Palm-up forms are captured in
the paintings of Renaissance masters and in the GIFs and
emoji of contemporary social media; they are produced by
gesturers and signers the world over. In their pervasiveness,
cross-linguistic spread, and frequent incorporation into sign
language grammar, palm-up forms may be surpassed only by
pointing and head gestures. And yet palm-ups remain puzzling.
They vary considerably from one use to the next, even in sign
languages; they go by different labels; they resist current gesture
classification schemes and elude existing linguistic categories. In

fact, it is not even clear what the palm-up form family consists
of—one sprawling family of interconnected meanings, a family
with salient divisions, or perhaps a pair of “false friends.” A
number of meanings have been attributed to palm-ups, not
always obviously connected to each other, and sometimes even
contradictory. And fundamentally different accounts have tried
to explain the fact that this particular form—however we label,
classify, or circumscribe it—is used for similar meanings in
culture after culture.

Here, we have tried to find some clarity amid these
complexities. Following others, we proposed a distinction
between the palm-up presentational and the palm-up epistemic,
and focused our attention on the latter. We showed that, in
the existing literature, at least six meaning categories have been
recurrently associated with this variant of the palm-up in both
gesture and sign. Examining what we have described as the first
part of the palm-up puzzle—how these meanings are related—we
showed that this set can be understood as extensions from a
kernel meaning of absence of knowledge. Examining the second
part—why this form is associated with this set of meanings—we
sketched two accounts, a “metaphorical account” and a “reduced
shrug account.” This does not mean, of course, that we can now
pronounce the palm-up puzzle solved. But the first step in solving
any puzzle is to figure out what the pieces are—and we hope to
have made progress toward this more modest goal. We have also
made concrete suggestions for where research on palm-ups could
go next. Part of our interest in this puzzle has little to do with the
palm-up form family per se. Rather, it has to do with meaning
generally: with how bodily forms come to express abstract
meanings; how meanings extend to new meanings; and how
bodily forms combine with language—as in the case of co-speech
or co-sign gestures—or even become grammaticalized—
as in the case of sign. Future efforts to illuminate
palm-ups will throw much-needed light on this broader
puzzle too.
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Considerable evidence now shows that all languages, signed and spoken, exhibit a
significant amount of iconicity. We examined how the visual-gestural modality of signed
languages facilitates iconicity for different kinds of lexical meanings compared to the
auditory-vocal modality of spoken languages. We used iconicity ratings of hundreds of
signs and words to compare iconicity across the vocabularies of two signed languages –
American Sign Language and British Sign Language, and two spoken languages –
English and Spanish. We examined (1) the correlation in iconicity ratings between the
languages; (2) the relationship between iconicity and an array of semantic variables
(ratings of concreteness, sensory experience, imageability, perceptual strength of vision,
audition, touch, smell and taste); (3) how iconicity varies between broad lexical classes
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, grammatical words and adverbs); and (4) between more
specific semantic categories (e.g., manual actions, clothes, colors). The results show
several notable patterns that characterize how iconicity is spread across the four
vocabularies. There were significant correlations in the iconicity ratings between the
four languages, including English with ASL, BSL, and Spanish. The highest correlation
was between ASL and BSL, suggesting iconicity may be more transparent in signs than
words. In each language, iconicity was distributed according to the semantic variables in
ways that reflect the semiotic affordances of the modality (e.g., more concrete meanings
more iconic in signs, not words; more auditory meanings more iconic in words, not
signs; more tactile meanings more iconic in both signs and words). Analysis of the 220
meanings with ratings in all four languages further showed characteristic patterns of
iconicity across broad and specific semantic domains, including those that distinguished
between signed and spoken languages (e.g., verbs more iconic in ASL, BSL, and
English, but not Spanish; manual actions especially iconic in ASL and BSL; adjectives
more iconic in English and Spanish; color words especially low in iconicity in ASL and
BSL). These findings provide the first quantitative account of how iconicity is spread
across the lexicons of signed languages in comparison to spoken languages.

Keywords: sign language, spoken language, iconicity, modality, American Sign Language, British Sign Language,
English, Spanish
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INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, language scientists recognize that iconicity – in
complement to arbitrariness – is a fundamental feature of human
languages (Perniss et al., 2010). On this theory, many of the
forms of languages, from phonology to morphology to syntax,
are motivated by a resemblance to the meaning they are used to
express. Recent studies indicate that iconicity can serve several
important functions, playing a role in how language is produced
and processed, how it is learned and acquired by children, how it
changes over history, and indeed, how it evolved in the first place
(see reviews in Imai and Kita, 2014; Perlman and Cain, 2014;
Perniss and Vigliocco, 2014; Dingemanse et al., 2015; Meir and
Tkachman, 2018).

Building on the growing documentation of iconic phenomena
across languages both signed and spoken, including the
spontaneous gestures that are integrated with sign and speech,
researchers are beginning to apply a comparative perspective
to the study of iconicity (e.g., Voeltz and Kilian-Hatz, 2001;
Kita and Özyürek, 2003; Dingemanse, 2012; Padden et al., 2013;
Perry et al., 2015; Östling et al., 2018). Although most previous
research has focused separately on signed or spoken languages,
a comparative approach raises fundamental questions related
to the modality of language. How is iconicity manifested in
languages that are signed, compared to those that are spoken? Is
it true that signed languages are categorically more iconic than
spoken languages, as it is often assumed? Or might there be more
interesting, richer differences – as well as similarities – in the
patterns of iconicity found in signed and spoken languages?

In this paper, we examine whether the visual-gestural modality
of signed languages facilitates iconicity for different kinds of
lexical meanings than the auditory-vocal modality of spoken
languages. Our study analyzes iconicity in the vocabularies of two
signed languages – American Sign Language (ASL) and British
Sign Language (BSL), and two spoken languages – English and
Spanish. Using previously collected iconicity ratings of signs and
words1, we directly compared how semantics motivates iconicity
across the lexicons of the four different languages.

Iconicity in Signed and Spoken
Languages
It is widely taken for granted that signed languages are
categorically more iconic than spoken languages. Many scholars
have observed that signed languages, which are based on visible
actions of the hands, body and face, are well suited for iconic
representation (Johnston and Schembri, 1999; Meier, 2002; Meir,
2010; Cartmill et al., 2012; Kendon, 2014). Stemming from this
potential, the iconicity in signed languages is widespread and
clearly evident in both their grammar and, of focus here, their
lexicon (Klima and Bellugi, 1979; Armstrong et al., 1995; Taub,
2001; Liddell, 2002; Aronoff et al., 2005). For example, Stokoe
(1965) identified 25% of ASL signs to be either pantomimic
or iconic, and Wescott (1971) further estimated that of the
remaining 75% of signs, about two-thirds seemed plausibly

1We take the convention of referring to lexical items in signed languages as signs,
and to lexical items in spoken languages as words.

derived from iconic origins. A more rigorous analysis examining
1944 signs of Italian Sign Language found that 50% of handshapes
and 67% of body locations appeared to have iconic motivation
(Pietrandrea, 2002). Indeed, many signs are iconic to such a
degree that it was not until the pioneering work of Stokoe (1965)
that they were even recognized by linguists as the components of
legitimate languages, rather than idiosyncratic pantomimes and
“mimic” signs (Wilcox, 2004).

Recent studies show that iconicity in the vocabularies of
signed languages is not exhibited haphazardly. Signs for some
kinds of meanings tend to be more iconic than others. For
example, an analysis of BSL found that signs for objects and
actions were more iconic than signs for properties (Perniss et al.,
2017), presumably because manual signals afford more iconicity
for objects and actions. Some patterns of iconicity have been
shown to be common across a large number of signed languages.
Lepic et al. (2016) found, across four unrelated languages, that
two-handed signs are more frequently associated with meanings
that are inherently “plural.” A larger-scale study based on the
automated visual processing of signs from 31 different languages
similarly found a correlation between the use of two-handed
forms for signs and the degree of plurality in their meaning
(Östling et al., 2018). Östling et al. (2018) also analyzed signs
with sensory and body part-related meanings, where they found
a correlation between the anatomical meaning of a sign and the
location on the signer’s body where it is articulated.

In addition, comparative studies – such as by Meir et al.
(2013) – have observed that patterns of iconicity in the lexicon
of a signed language can vary systematically between languages.
For example, Padden et al. (2013) examined the iconic strategies
that signers used to represent hand-held tools (e.g., comb, mop,
handsaw) in ASL, New Zealand Sign Language (NZSL), and Al-
Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL). Their analysis compared
the use of three primary iconic strategies used by signers to
represent the objects: signing as if handling the object (handling);
signing as if using the object, but with the hands shaped to display
qualities of its shape (instrument); and signing as if the hands
are the object, but without performing its characteristic action
(object). The results showed that, compared to hearing non-
signers, signers of all three languages more strongly preferred
the instrument strategy over the handling strategy. Notably, the
signers of different languages also showed different proclivities:
signers of ASL and ABSL displayed a stronger preference for the
instrument strategy than NZSL signers.

In another comparative study, Meir et al. (2013) examined
how signers use their body as a resource for the iconic
representation of actions involving particular body parts. The
authors observed that signers can make use of two different
iconic strategies with respect to indicating the participants of
an action. They can use their body as the subject of an action
(e.g., the signer represents the subject of ‘eat’, i.e., the eater),
without indicating the person of the participant. Or they can
use their body to indicate a first person participant in an action
in opposition to directing the sign toward locations in space
associated with non-first person participants (representing ‘I eat’
vs. ‘you eat’). Meir et al. (2013) then compared the strategies
used in the signs of ABSL, a young signed language, to those of
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Israeli Sign Language (ISL), a more mature language. For ISL,
signs were elicited from three different age groups of signers,
providing diachronic perspective on the language. The study
found that ABSL signers only used signs implementing the body-
as-subject strategy, without encoding person distinctions – a
pattern that was also predominant with older ISL signers. In
contrast, younger ISL signers – representing the more mature
stage of the language – made use of a person agreement strategy
in which they directed some signs toward locations in space to
show who did what to whom. Thus, the body-as-subject strategy
appears to be more basic and prevalent across signed languages,
whereas the agreement strategy within ISL may be adopted by
more mature languages in which a lexical class of agreement verbs
is created over time.

In contrast to signed languages, the predominant linguistic
theories over history have widely assumed that the vocabularies
of spoken languages are essentially arbitrary (e.g., de Saussure,
1959; Hockett, 1960; Pinker and Bloom, 1990). A common
line of explanation for this builds on the assumption that the
auditory-vocal modality affords far less potential for iconicity
than the visual-gestural modality (e.g., Hockett, 1978; Armstrong
and Wilcox, 2007; Tomasello, 2008; Meir et al., 2013). The
clear exception of onomatopoeia – the iconic representation
of sounds – has often been trivialized, without much attempt
at rigorous empirical justification. For example, Newmeyer
(1992), citing Whitney (1874), referred to “the almost complete
non-existence of an iconic relationship between words and
their referents,” suggesting that “the number of pictorial,
imitative, or onomatopoeic non-derived words in any language
is vanishingly small” (p. 758)2. Similarly, Pinker (1999) observed
that “onomatopoeia and sound symbolism certainly exist, but
they are asterisks to the far more important principle of the
arbitrary sign” (p. 2). And in this vein, a popular introduction to
psycholinguistics acknowledges that onomatopoeic words such as
cuckoo, pop, bang, slurp, and squish are exceptions to the principle
of arbitrariness, but observes that “there are relatively few of these
in any language” (Aitchison, 2007, p. 29).

Nevertheless, over the years, researchers have collected wide-
ranging evidence of iconicity in the vocabularies of spoken
languages (Perniss et al., 2010; Perlman and Cain, 2014;
Dingemanse et al., 2015). As a baseline, it turns out that
onomatopoetic words are much more prevalent than the above
quotes suggest, and indeed, may even constitute a distinct lexical
class that is universal across languages (Dingemanse, 2012). For
example, although English has been characterized as a spoken
language with a vocabulary that is relatively lacking in iconicity
(e.g., Vigliocco et al., 2014), studies of onomatopoeic words in
English reveal a substantial and varied inventory. For instance, an
analysis by Rhodes (1994) examined over one hundred English
words used to refer to “aural images,” including predominantly
onomatopoeic words. These words spanned diverse conceptual
categories, including sounds produced by the vocal tracts of

2Citing Klima and Bellugi (1979), Newmeyer also claimed that, “We now know
that even the signed languages of the Deaf, where one might intuitively expect it,
manifest little sign-referent iconicity” (p. 758). This characterization of Klima and
Bellugi’s study of iconicity in ASL appears to miss the considerable complexity and
nuance in the findings of their research and their conclusions.

humans (e.g., yell, hum), and other animals (e.g., moo, tweet),
as well as non-vocal sounds (e.g., click, bang). While somewhat
narrower in scope, the use of iconic words to represent vocal
tract actions in spoken languages can be seen as an analog to the
iconic representation of various kinds of manual actions in signed
languages.

Rhodes (1994) noted that onomatopoeic words fall
broadly along a continuum in the degree to which they are
conventionalized into the lexicon (also see Dingemanse and
Akita, 2017). On one end are tame words, which are highly
lexicalized and characterized by standard phonological and
syntactic patterns. On the farthest end of tame, Rhodes observed
that a few aural images are conveyed by standard arbitrary words
such as noise, sound, and din. On the other end of the scale
are wild words, which utilize the full range of the vocal tract to
precisely imitate sounds (also see Lemaitre et al., 2016). Both the
prevalence and the productiveness of onomatopoeia in English
are illustrated in dictionaries, such as the online Written Sound
Onomatopoeia Dictionary, which contains 772 entries3 (retrieved
1/11/2017), and KA-BOOM! – a dictionary of onomatopoeia
in comic books – which contains 119 pages and thousands of
entries (Taylor, 2007). The quickly evolving contents of these
dictionaries pay tribute to the dynamic quality of onomatopoeia,
which can serve as a productive source of lexical innovation,
perhaps comparable in ways to the creative functions of iconicity
in signed languages (cf. Klima and Bellugi, 1979).

Beyond the often-underestimated base of onomatopoeia, a
growing number of cross-linguistic studies show that iconicity
in spoken languages is far from limited to the representation
of sounds. In most languages around the world, onomatopoeic
words typically represent just a portion of a semantically
broader class of vocabulary – variously termed mimetics,
expressives, phonaesthemes, and most generically, ideophones
– that are used to communicate about an array of concepts
related to the senses (Diffloth, 1972; Nuckolls, 1999; Voeltz
and Kilian-Hatz, 2001; Dingemanse, 2012; Kwon, 2015). As
a general class, ideophones are characterized as marked
words that are used to convey sensory imagery (Dingemanse,
2012). They are noted for their special forms and distinct
grammatical properties, e.g., the use of reduplication as an iconic
representation of repetition. Ideophones subsume onomatopoeia,
and they broadly comprise a dynamic class of words that
is commonly associated with creativity and lexical innovation
(Dingemanse, 2014). In addition to sound, ideophones are
used to express meanings from varied semantic domains
such as luminance, manner of movement, size, texture, shape,
taste, temperature, and emotional and psychological states
(Dingemanse, 2012). This range is illustrated by Dingemanse
(2012, p. 661), which presented an assortment of examples
from seven diverse languages: for example, gùdùù ‘pitch dark’
(Siwu), juluq ‘to gulp down (something solid) without chewing’
(Somali), dzing ‘a sudden awareness or intuition, especially one
that causes fright’ (Pastaza Quechua), potïl ‘soft and tender
(surface)’ (Korean), kilá -kilá ‘in a zigzagging motion’ (Ngbaka
Gbaya), liplip ‘sparkling like a diamond or piece of glass’

3www.writtensound.com
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(Upper Necaxa Totonac), and blbP@ ‘painful embarrassment’
(Semai).

Native speakers typically have the impression that ideophones
are distinctly depictive and often iconic of their meaning, and
comprehension experiments with naïve listeners provide some
support for these intuitions (Kantartzis et al., 2011; Dingemanse
et al., 2016; also see Kwon, 2017 for English phonaesthemes).
For example, Dingemanse et al. (2016) tested the ability of naïve
listeners to understand the meanings of ideophones from a
diverse sample of unfamiliar languages. The stimuli represented
five different semantic domains, including color/vision, motion,
shape, sound, and texture. Although listeners were most
accurate at guessing the meanings of ideophones for sound
concepts, their guessing was significantly above chance for each
domain.

In light of cross-linguistic surveys indicating the widespread
prevalence of ideophones, and especially their semantic diversity,
some linguists have proposed that studies of ideophones call
for typological and comparative approaches (Diffloth, 1972;
Voeltz and Kilian-Hatz, 2001; Dingemanse, 2012, 2017a). In this
spirit, Dingemanse (2012, p. 663) proposed an implicational
hierarchy for the semantic range of ideophone systems across
languages. According to this hierarchy, almost all spoken
languages have ideophones for sound concepts. As an ideophone
system becomes richer and more varied, it tends to expand
first to encompass meanings related to movement, then visual
patterns and other sensory perceptions, and finally inner
feelings and cognitive states. The prominence of sound in this
semantic hierarchy may correspond to the higher potential for
iconicity in sound-related ideophones (cf. Dingemanse et al.,
2016).

In addition to ideophones (including onomatopoeia), a
number of cross-linguistic studies show that some words outside
of this distinct class may also be iconic, especially within a
few particular semantic domains. For example, across many
languages, words that express the concept of ‘small’ are more
likely to have higher-frequency vowels, such as the high front
vowel in the English teeny, compared to the low-frequency
back vowel in huge (Ultan, 1978; Ohala, 1994; Haynie et al.,
2014; Blasi et al., 2016). This may reflect the tendency for
smaller things – particularly vocalizing animals – to emit higher-
frequency sounds, compared to larger things, which tend to emit
sounds of lower frequency. A similar pattern is reflected in male
and female personal names, e.g., Emily and Thomas (Pitcher et al.,
2013), and in indexical words used to refer to proximal and distal
referents, e.g., this and that, near and far (Tanz, 1971; Ultan, 1978;
Johansson and Zlatev, 2013).

Similar to signed languages in which the body serves as an
iconic naming device for anatomical meanings (Meir et al., 2013),
in spoken languages, we find an analog in the articulation of
words used to refer to parts of the vocal tract (Wichmann et al.,
2010; Urban, 2011; Blasi et al., 2016). For example, evidence
from statistical studies across large, diverse samples of languages
indicates that words for ‘lip’ tend to feature bilabial consonants
(as do words for ‘breast,’ perhaps related to suckling). In addition,
words for ‘nose’ tend to feature nasal phonemes, and words for
‘tongue’ the lateral /l/.

Considered together, these studies illustrate how iconicity is
a prevalent characteristic of signed and spoken lexicons alike.
Crucially, iconicity appears to be spread systematically across
the semantic space of a language in ways that correspond with
the iconic resources of its modality. For example, in signed
languages, iconicity is high in words related to (non-vocal)
bodily actions, whereas in spoken languages iconicity is more
concentrated in words related to vocal tract actions and sounds.
Indeed, Dingemanse et al. (2015) has postulated some basic
commonalities and differences that might characterize iconicity
in the lexicons of signed versus spoken languages based on
the semiotic affordances of each modality. They suggested that
meanings related to qualities like ‘size,’ ‘repetition,’ ‘temporal
unfolding,’ and ‘intensity’ may readily lend themselves to
iconicity in both modalities. Meanings related to ‘spatial relations’
and ‘visual shape’ may afford iconicity in signed languages,
but not spoken ones, while ‘sound’ and ‘loudness’ may afford
considerable iconicity in spoken words, but not signs. Semantic
domains like ‘abstract concepts’ and ‘logical operators’ may be
hard for both types of languages to represent with iconic forms.

Iconicity Ratings of Signs and Words
While cross-linguistic studies provide suggestive evidence for
hypotheses such as those of Dingemanse et al. (2015), a
more decisive investigation requires broader, systematic analyses
of how iconicity is spread across the lexicons of individual
languages. To this end, some recent studies have used iconicity
ratings collected for large numbers of signs (e.g., Vinson et al.,
2008; Caselli et al., 2017) and words (e.g., Perry et al., 2015;
Winter et al., 2017a). For example, an original study of BSL
collected iconicity ratings for 300 signs sampled from various
sources to include a range of iconic and non-iconic signs (Vinson
et al., 2008). The signs were rated by deaf signers on a scale
from 1 (not iconic) to 7 (most iconic). The results showed
that the iconicity of signs was negatively correlated with the
age at which they are typically acquired: signs learned earlier
tended to be more iconic (also see Thompson et al., 2012
for similar findings with children). There was also a small
positive correlation between iconicity and the familiarity of signs.
Iconicity ratings of a larger, more widely representative sample
of ASL signs – these rated by hearing non-signers – found
that signs were skewed toward the arbitrary end of the 1-to-
7 scale (Caselli et al., 2017). Iconicity ratings showed a weak
negative correlation with frequency, and a positive correlation
with neighborhood density – that is, more iconic signs tended to
be similar in form to more signs. A follow-up study with a subset
of the ASL signs found a similar relationship between iconicity
and age of acquisition to that of BSL (Caselli and Pyers, 2017).
Thus, the use of iconicity ratings revealed interesting patterns
in the distribution of iconicity across the lexicons of these two,
unrelated signed languages.

Recently, a series of studies applied a similar approach to study
iconicity in the vocabularies of spoken languages. The first of
these studies compared iconicity in roughly 600 words in English
and in Spanish (Perry et al., 2015). Notably, English and Spanish
are Indo-European languages, which – it has been claimed – are
less iconic than most other spoken languages (Perniss et al., 2010).
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This idea is illustrated by Vigliocco et al. (2014, p. 2): “Indeed, if
we look at the lexicon of English (or that of other Indo-European
languages), the idea that the relationship between a given word
and its referent is defined by an arbitrary connection alone seems
entirely reasonable. For example, there is nothing in the sequence
of sounds in the English word ‘house’ that indicates its meaning of
‘a building for human habitation’.” However, contrary to this line
of reasoning, the results of Perry et al. (2015) demonstrate that
the vocabularies of English and Spanish are iconic in measurable,
theoretically interesting ways. For example, in both languages, as
in BSL and ASL, the iconicity ratings of words were negatively
correlated with their age of acquisition – even when excluding
onomatopoeia (also see Massaro and Perlman, 2017; Perry et al.,
2017). Thus, it appears that young English and Spanish speaking
children are sensitive to the iconicity of words, and they pick up
on the more iconic words first.

The ratings also gave an opportunity to examine whether
iconicity in languages like English and Spanish – which lack
rich ideophone systems – might nevertheless pattern according
to certain semantic dimensions, such as those postulated by
Dingemanse (2012) and Dingemanse et al. (2015). Indeed, when
iconicity was compared between lexical classes, some noteworthy
patterns emerged. In English, Perry et al. (2015) found that
onomatopoeia and interjections were highest in iconicity,
followed by adjectives and verbs, then nouns, and finally closed-
class function words. This pattern roughly corresponds with the
ordering of Dingemanse’s (2012) implicational hierarchy, which
proposed that ideophones are most prevalent for the expression
of sound concepts, followed by concepts related to motion,
vision, and other sensory perceptions. Similarly, Imai and Kita
(2014) noted that ideophones typically have a rich inventory for
expressing manners of action, physical sensations and certain
properties of objects, but are not often used to refer directly to
objects. Thus, it fits that in English, onomatopoeia, and then
verbs – typically relating to motion and action, and adjectives –
relating to sensations and properties, would be most iconic.
Likewise, it fits that nouns, which often refer to objects, would
be relatively low in iconicity. Furthermore, the low ratings for
function words may reflect Dingemanse et al.’s (2015) suggestion
that logical relations are not amenable to iconic representations.

The results for Spanish were comparable to those of English,
but with one key difference that may stem from a typological
difference between the languages. Perry et al. (2015) noted that
English and Spanish vary in the typology of their verbs (Talmy,
2000; Beavers et al., 2010). English is a satellite-framed language,
which typically conveys manner of motion in the main verb.
In contrast, Spanish is a verb-framed language – verbs tend to
convey the path of motion, and leave information about the
manner for expression in adverbials. For example, consider the
English sentence “The bottle floated into the cave,” in which
manner of movement is expressed by the verb. Compare this to
the Spanish “La botella entró a la cueva flotando,” in which the
manner of the action, “flotando” (floating) is separated from the
main verb “entró” (moved-in). Because Spanish verbs tend not
to express manner of motion, a rich source of iconicity in many
ideophones, Perry et al. (2015) predicted that these words would
be less iconic. In line with this hypothesis, the results showed that

the iconicity of Spanish verbs was low compared to adjectives,
and more comparable to nouns and function words.

A subsequent study with English expanded on Perry et al.’s
(2015) iconicity ratings to include a total of 3001 words (Winter
et al., 2017a). This study found essentially the same pattern
of results with respect to lexical class: onomatopoeia and
interjections were highest in iconicity, then verbs, adjectives,
nouns, and finally function words. Winter et al. further examined
the specific semantic factors that might influence the distribution
of iconicity across English vocabulary. First, they tested whether
the iconicity ratings correlated with ratings of the degree to which
a word “evokes a sensory experience” (Juhasz and Yap, 2013). In
a model that also included imageability ratings and frequency,
sensory experience was the strongest predictor of iconicity.
As with ASL (Caselli et al., 2017), frequency was negatively
correlated with iconicity. Imageability was also negatively
correlated with iconicity, suggesting that more highly visual
words may be less iconic. A subsequent analysis categorized the
meanings of the words into their dominant sensory modality.
This showed that words with meanings most strongly associated
with the auditory and the tactile modalities were rated higher in
iconicity than those associated with the other modalities, with
visual words even lower than olfactory and gustatory words.

Another set of analyses by Sidhu and Pexman (2017) with
the English iconicity ratings found a similar relationship between
iconicity and the sensory experience ratings of Juhasz and
Yap (2013). Additionally, this study found that the strongest
relationship was between iconicity and semantic neighborhood
density, which mediated the effect of sensory experience. Words
in sparser semantic neighborhoods, particularly those high in
sensory experience, tended to be more iconic, a result that held
across adjectives and adverbs, verbs, and nouns. This finding
supports the idea that lexicons exhibit a balance between iconicity
and arbitrariness: as more words share similar meanings, the
ability to discriminate between them becomes more critical,
which drives them toward more arbitrary forms (Gasser, 2004;
Dingemanse et al., 2015).

In summary, these studies with iconicity ratings show some
of the various ways that iconicity is systematically distributed
across the lexicons of signed and spoken languages. Some of
these patterns appear to be common to both language modalities.
For example, there is a consistent relationship between the
iconicity of a sign or word and the age at which it is learned
by children: more iconic items tend to be learned earlier. Yet,
these studies also hint at some notable differences between the
iconicity in signed and spoken vocabularies, particularly with
respect to different semantic domains. For instance, in spoken
languages, adjectives and particularly words for auditory and
tactile properties appear to be relatively high in iconicity, whereas
this may not be the case in signed languages (cf. Perniss et al.,
2017). Conversely, nouns and visual words in spoken languages
appear to be low in iconicity, while there is reason to think they
are more highly iconic in signed languages.

Current Study
In the current study, we conducted a direct comparison between
the iconicity of signed and spoken vocabularies and how it
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varies across different semantic domains. We asked whether the
gestural-visual modality of signed languages motivates iconicity
for different kinds of meanings than the vocal-auditory modality
of spoken languages. To investigate this question, we utilized
previously collected iconicity ratings to compare ASL and
BSL with English and Spanish. Across the four languages, we
examined: (1) the correlations between languages for iconicity
ratings of the same meanings; (2) the relationship between
iconicity ratings and an array of ratings for various semantic
properties (e.g., concreteness, sensory experience); (3) how
iconicity ratings vary broadly between (English-based) lexical
classes; and (4) how they vary between more specific semantic
categories (e.g., clothes, colors).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Iconicity Ratings
Our study utilized previously collected iconicity ratings for
100s of signs and words in ASL, BSL, English, and Spanish.
These samples of signed and spoken languages were chosen
opportunistically because of the pre-existing data available, and
not because ASL and BSL share any particular comparable
relationship to English and Spanish. Notably, ASL and BSL
are not historically related to each other, whereas English and
Spanish share common ancestry as Indo-European languages.
Moreover, there is even more recent shared ancestry between the
spoken languages as English contains a large amount of Latinate
vocabulary from French.

Table 1 shows information about the source of the ratings for
each language, the participants who provided the ratings, and
the number of signs and words covered. Iconicity ratings for
993 ASL signs come from Caselli et al. (2017; see the LEX-ASL
database4). The signs were rated by non-signers on a scale from 1
(“not iconic at all”) to 7 (“extremely iconic”). Iconicity ratings for
604 BSL signs are from Vinson et al. (2008) and Thompson et al.
(unpublished). In these studies, signs were rated 1 (arbitrary) to
7 (iconic) by a mix of native and non-signers in four different
experiments. When ratings for a given BSL sign were collected in
multiple experiments, we used an averaged rating for our analysis.
We found that our different ratings for BSL signs were highly
correlated, including between signers and non-signers (r ≥ 0.84
for all sets of overlapping ratings). This was comparable to a study
of ASL with a different set of signs, which found a correlation
of r = 0.82 between the ratings of ASL signs by signers and
non-signers (Sevcikova Sehyr et al., 2017).

4http://www.asl-lex.org/

Iconicity ratings for 3001 English words were collected by
Perry et al. (2015) and Winter et al. (2017a). Native speakers rated
the words on a scale from −5 (sounds like the opposite of what
it means) to 5 (sounds like what it means), with 0 (arbitrary) at
the middle point. Iconicity ratings for 637 Spanish words come
from Perry et al. (2015). These were provided by native speakers
and collected according to a similar procedure as the English
ratings. In a few instances, multiple Spanish words shared the
same English gloss, e.g., Spanish un and una translate to English
a, and Spanish poco and poquito to English little. For these cases,
we selected the variant with the higher iconicity rating for our
analyses.

We direct the reader to the original sources for further
information on the procedures used to collect the ratings,
including the particular instructions and examples used to define
‘iconicity.’ One detail of the instructions that is worth noting here
is that they all reflected the modality of the language: for signs,
iconicity was defined as when a sign ‘looks’ like what it means,
and for spoken words, as when a word ‘sounds’ like what it means.

Ratings for Semantic Properties
We investigated the relationship between the iconicity
ratings and a battery of ratings related to various semantic
properties of words: concreteness, imageability, sensory
experience, and perceptual strength for vision, audition,
touch, gustation, and olfaction. Figure 1 shows the number
of items in each language for which we had each measure.
Notably, each of these measures was collected with respect
to English words, and thus, our analyses of words and
signs of other languages use the ratings from their English
translations.

Concreteness ratings come from Brysbaert et al. (2014).
Participants were asked to rate the degree to which the referent
of a word was experienced “directly through one of the five
senses.” Imageability ratings come from Cortese and Fugett
(2004), which assessed how much the meanings of words related
to “sensory experience, such as a mental picture of sound.”
Sensory experience ratings were collected by Juhasz and Yap
(2013). For these ratings, participants rated the degree to which
a word evoked a sensory experience. Finally, perceptual strength
ratings include ratings of verbs from Winter (2016), adjectives
from Lynott and Connell (2009), and nouns from Lynott and
Connell (2013). These ratings measured the degree to which a
word was associated with each of the five sensory modalities.

Lexical Classes
Our analyses of iconicity and lexical class focused on the
220 meanings for which we had iconicity ratings in all

TABLE 1 | Source of iconicity ratings for each language.

Modality Language No. signs Raters References

Signed ASL 993 Non-signers Caselli et al., 2017

BSL 604 Mix of native/non-signers Vinson et al., 2008; Thompson et al., unpublished

Spoken English 3001 Native speakers Perry et al., 2015; Winter et al., 2017a

Spanish 637 Native speakers Perry et al., 2015
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FIGURE 1 | Pearson correlation coefficients between iconicity ratings and ratings of semantic properties. Error bars show 95% confidence interval. Below each
language, n indicates the number of signs or words for which there were ratings. Stars indicate the significance of the correlation. ∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01,
p∗ < 0.05.

four languages. To sort the meanings into broad semantic
categories, we assigned each one to a lexical class based
on its part of speech in English, adapted from Brysbaert
and Keuleers’ (2012) annotation of the SUBTLEX corpus.
This resulted in 132 nouns, 41 verbs, 28 adjectives, and
19 grammatical words and adverbs (not typically related to
manner). Table 2 shows the lexical class for each of these
words.

The use of lexical class to classify meanings into broad
semantic categories is supported by theories of cognitive
grammar, which posit that classes such as nouns, verbs, and
adjectives reflect conceptual prototypes (Givón, 2001; Langacker,
2008; also see Strik Lievers and Winter, 2018). For example,
according to Langacker, nouns are rooted in the prototype of a
physical object, a ‘thing’ (i.e., subsuming people and places and
not limited to physical entities); verbs typically refer to actions
and events, profiling change over time; and adjectives typically
specify more static properties. Nevertheless, we emphasize that
our designated lexical categories, based on English, serve just for a
broad-stroke comparison of how different kinds of meanings vary
in iconicity between the languages. We do not mean to imply that
ASL, BSL, and Spanish necessarily share these same lexical classes
with English.

Specific Semantic Categories
We further classified each of the 220 meanings into more
specific semantic categories. As shown in Table 2, these included
nine classes of nouns, three classes of verbs, four classes of
adjectives, and four classes of grammatical words and adverbs.
These specific categories were determined ad hoc from the
sample of 220 meanings that happened to feature ratings in
each language. Accordingly, their purpose is to present a more
detailed – but exploratory – breakdown of iconicity across the
four vocabularies.

Data Availability
Data and analysis scripts are made available through the Open
Science framework at https://osf.io/d759h/.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Correlation of Iconicity Between
Languages
First, we calculated the correlation between the iconicity ratings
of each pair of languages. The correlation between ASL and BSL
signs was fairly strong, r = 0.68, t(344) = 17.0, p < 0.0001.
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TABLE 2 | Lexical class and particular semantic categories of the 220 meanings for which we had iconicity ratings in all four languages.

Lexical class Semantic category Meanings

Nouns Small artifacts (roughly fits within two
hands)

Ball, balloon, book, bottle, doll, hammer, knife, medicine, money, napkin, paper,
pencil, scissors, soap, spoon, telephone

Body parts and clothes Arm, dress, ear, glasses, hair, hat, mouth, necklace, scarf, shirt, shorts,
shoulder, skirt

Vehicles Airplane, bicycle, boat, car, helicopter, motorcycle, train

Food Apple, banana, bread, butter, cake, cereal, cheese, chocolate, coffee, egg,
hamburger, meat, milk, potato, salt, soup, spaghetti, strawberry

Animals Animal, bear, bird, butterfly, cat, cow, crocodile, deer, dog, duck, elephant,
giraffe, horse, lion, monkey, mouse, owl, pig, rabbit, sheep, snake, squirrel,
tiger, turkey, turtle, wolf

Natural things Cloud, fire, flower, grass, moon, rain, star, sun, tree, water

Buildings and rooms Bedroom, church, garage, house, kitchen, school

People Baby, boy, brother, clown, doctor, family, friend, girl, man, nurse, person, sister,
uncle, woman

Other things (bigger and/or more
abstract things)

Bed, blanket, box, chair, clock, computer, country, day, door, dryer, flag, mirror,
morning, movie, night, picture, pillow, shower, stairs, street, table, window

Adjectives Colors Black, blue, green, orange, red, yellow

Evaluations Bad, cute, good, poor, right

Feelings and emotions Cold, hungry, sad, scared, sick, tired

Other properties Dirty, full, hard, new, old, quiet, same, slow, small, tall, wet

Verbs Manual actions Brush, draw, drink, eat, paint, pull, push, sweep, throw, tie, write

Locomotion Come, fall, fly, go, jump, run, skate, swing, walk

Other actions Break, buy, cook, cry, find, finish, have, help, make, play, read, see, show, sing,
sit, sleep, talk, think, wait, want, win

Adverbs and grammatical words Spatial and determiners Behind, here, more, some, that

Time After, later, now, yesterday

Question words How, what, when, where, which, who

Other grammatical words And, but, you, with

English showed a small but reliable correlation with ASL, r = 0.16,
t(550) = 3.7, p < 0.0001, BSL, r = 0.22, t(601) = 5.4, p = 0.0003,
and Spanish, r = 0.16, t(478) = 3.6, p = 0.0003. Spanish ratings
did not significantly correlate with BSL, t(323) = 0.2, p = 0.83,
and showed a weak, negative correlation with ASL, r = −0.12,
t(275) = −2.02, p = 0.04.

These results suggest that signs for particular meanings are
fairly consistent in their level of iconicity in ASL and BSL,
while there is greater variability between English and Spanish
words. This pattern may reflect that potential iconic mappings
between form and meaning are more direct and transparent for
many signs, and hence more consistently realized across different
signed languages. In comparison, words may reflect vaguer, less
obvious iconic mappings between form and meaning, which, as a
consequence, appear less consistently across spoken languages.

Intriguingly, in addition to being correlated with Spanish,
the iconicity of English words was also weakly, but positively,
correlated with the iconicity of the corresponding ASL and
BSL signs. However, this was not the case with Spanish, which
showed – if anything – a negative correlation with the signed
languages. In part, this may stem from the low iconicity of
verbs in Spanish in comparison to English, as was previously
reported by Perry et al. (2015). Accordingly, English may
share with ASL and BSL relatively high iconicity in verbs,
but shares other features of iconic vocabulary with Spanish.
The following analyses examine how iconicity is spread across

these four vocabularies in more detail, shedding light on their
commonalities and differences.

Iconicity and Semantic Properties
For each language, we examined the relationship between
iconicity ratings and ratings of a host of semantic properties:
concreteness, imageability, sensory experience, and perceptual
strength with respect to vision, audition, touch, gustation, and
olfaction. Figure 1 shows plots of the correlations between the
iconicity ratings in each language and these variables. To test
whether the strength of these relationships differed between
language modalities (i.e., signed or spoken), we constructed
linear mixed-effects models with the ratings of each semantic
property as a predictor of iconicity ratings. The models included
main effects for the semantic variable and modality (both
centered), and a term for their interaction. Random intercepts
were included for language and meaning, and random slopes
were included for the semantic variable on language. Significance
tests were calculated using χ2-tests that compared the model
likelihoods with and without the factor of interest.

The model for concreteness ratings showed that concreteness
was a significant predictor of iconicity, b = 0.14, 95% CI = [0.08,
0.20], χ1

2 = 4.42, p < 0.01. More concrete meanings tended to
have more iconic signs and words. There was also a significant
interaction between concreteness and modality, b = −0.28, 95%
CI = [−0.40, −0.17], χ1

2 = 9.04, p < 0.01. This indicated that
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concreteness was more highly correlated with iconicity ratings in
signed languages.

The model for sensory experience ratings showed that sensory
experience was a significant predictor of iconicity ratings,
b = 0.13, 95% CI = [0.05, 0.21], χ1

2 = 7.17, p < 0.01. Meanings
higher in sensory experience were associated with more iconic
signs and words. There was not a significant interaction between
modality and sensory experience, χ1

2 = 0.96, n.s.
The model for imageability ratings (scaled to z-scores) showed

that imageability was a significant predictor of iconicity ratings,
b = 0.11, 95% CI = [0.04, 0.17], χ1

2 = 6.14, p < 0.05. More
imageable meanings tended to have more iconic signs and words.
There was not a significant interaction between imageability and
modality, χ1

2 = 1.95, n.s.
The model for visual strength ratings showed that visual

strength was a significant predictor of iconicity ratings, b = −0.18,
95% CI = [−0.29, −0.06], χ1

2 = 6.92, p < 0.01. Meanings with
greater visual strength tended to have less iconic signs and words.
There was also a significant interaction between visual strength
and modality, b = 0.20, 95% CI = [0.01, 0.41], χ1

2 = 4.37, p< 0.05.
The relationship between visual strength and iconicity ratings was
more strongly negative in signed languages.

The model for auditory strength ratings showed that auditory
strength was not a significant predictor of iconicity ratings,
χ1

2 = 0.03, n.s. However, there was a significant interaction
between auditory strength and modality, b = 0.21, 95% CI = [0.10,
0.33], χ1

2 = 7.52, p < 0.01. This revealed that the positive
relationship between auditory strength and iconicity ratings was
stronger in spoken languages.

The model for haptic strength ratings showed that haptic
strength was a significant predictor of iconicity ratings, b = 0.14,
95% CI = [0.03, 0.25], χ1

2 = 5.10, p< 0.05. Meanings with greater
haptic strength were associated with more iconic signs and words.
There was a marginally significant interaction between haptic
strength and modality, b = −0.21, 95% CI = [−0.42, 0.00],
χ1

2 = 3.82, p = 0.05, suggesting that the relationship between
haptic strength and iconicity was stronger in signed languages.

The model for gustatory strength ratings showed that
gustatory strength was not a significant predictor of iconicity
ratings, χ1

2 = 0.24, n.s., and there was no interaction with
modality, χ1

2 = 0.14, n.s.
Finally, the model for olfactory strength ratings showed that

olfactory strength was a significant predictor of iconicity ratings,
b = −0.10, 95% CI = [−0.19, −0.02], χ1

2 = 3.14, p < 0.05. Across
languages, the olfactory strength of meanings was negatively
associated with iconicity ratings. There was not an interaction
between olfactory strength and modality, χ1

2 = 0.18, n.s.
These results reveal several interesting patterns across the

four languages in the relationship between iconicity and the
semantics of signs and words. One notable finding is that
iconicity is strongly associated with the concreteness of meanings
in the signed languages, but not in the spoken languages. In
comparison, while the correlation between iconicity with both
sensory experience and imageability is weaker, it is found across
the four languages. The relationship between sensory experience
and iconicity in English matches previous results using much
of the same data (Sidhu and Pexman, 2017; Winter et al.,

2017a), although Winter et al. (2017a) found the opposite – a
negative – relationship between iconicity and imageability. In this
latter model, Winter et al. included additional factors, including
sensory experience rating, which may have accounted for some of
the variance explained by imageability in the present model.

A somewhat counterintuitive result was that ratings of visual
perceptual strength were negatively correlated with iconicity
ratings in both signed languages. Part of the explanation for
this may stem from meanings referring to color (e.g., red, blue,
black), which are among the meanings with the strongest visual
strength. To examine this possibility, we removed color words
from the set, and then retested the model of visual strength
ratings as a predictor of iconicity ratings. This showed a reduced,
but still significant negative effect of visual strength b = −0.13,
95% CI = [−0.24, −0.02], χ1

2 = 5.38, p < 0.05). However,
the interaction between visual strength and modality was no
longer significant, χ1

2 = 0.89, p = n.s. Thus, while visual strength
was still negatively correlated with iconicity ratings across the
languages, after removing color words, this relationship was
weaker overall, particularly within the signed languages.

Along with concreteness, haptic strength proved to be the
strongest positive predictor of iconicity ratings, both overall, and
especially in signed languages. For signed languages, this is an
intuitive finding. The haptic sense is largely channeled through
manipulative actions of the hands, and therefore, these meanings
may afford a high degree of iconicity in signs. The positive
correlation between haptic strength and iconicity in English fits
with the similar finding by Winter et al. (2017a), which used
mostly the same data. Ongoing work suggests that part of the
basis for the high iconicity of tactile words may relate to surface
texture, and particularly the dimension of roughness versus
smoothness (Winter et al., 2017b). However, Spanish appears to
contradict this trend common to English and the two signed
languages.

As expected, auditory strength was a strong predictor of
iconicity in the spoken languages in particular, with an opposing
tendency in ASL and BSL. This again replicates Winter et al.
(2017a) for English. These results likely reflect the highly
compatible format of the vocal-auditory modality of speech
for the iconic representation of sound-related meanings (e.g.,
Perlman and Cain, 2014; Dingemanse et al., 2015).

Across the four languages, the relationship between gustatory
and olfactory strength and iconicity was less consistent. For the
signed languages and English, it appears to be, if anything, a
somewhat negative relationship. Meanings strongly associated
with smell and taste tended to have less iconic forms.
Spanish, on the other hand, hints at the opposite: a positive
relationship between iconicity and meanings related to smell
and taste. These preliminary – and tentative – findings with
Spanish are unexpected. Smell and taste are distinct from the
sensory modalities primarily involved in signed and spoken
communication, which directly involve vision, audition and the
kinesthetic sense, vis-a-vis the visual and auditory perception of
the sights and sounds of bodily movements. And while meanings
related to smell and taste are represented by ideophones across
languages, they have been counted as less common (Dingemanse,
2012).
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In interpreting these different results, it should be considered
that all of the ratings for semantic properties were based on the
ratings of English glosses judged by English speakers. Thus, the
way these ratings characterize the semantics of the translated ASL
and BSL signs and the Spanish words is likely to be inaccurate
to a degree. Additionally, as a result of this procedure, more
English words were covered by the ratings than were the signs
and words of the other languages. Consequently, our inferences
about English may be more finely tuned than those for the other
languages. Conversely, the fewest items were covered for Spanish,
leading to wider margins for error in our estimates.

Iconicity and Lexical Classes
In the next set of analyses, we focused on the 220 meanings
for which we had iconicity ratings in all four languages. First,
we examined how iconicity varied across the vocabularies of the
four languages according to broad semantic categories based on
the lexical class of the English gloss. Figure 2 shows iconicity
ratings by lexical class – nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs and
grammatical words – for each language, displayed as z-scores. To
test for differences in iconicity between lexical classes, for each
language, we constructed a generalized linear model with lexical
class as a predictor of iconicity rating.

For ASL, the model showed that nouns were less iconic than
verbs, b = 0.86, 95% CI = [0.25, 1.48], t = 2.78, p < 0.01,
but more iconic than adjectives, b = −0.86, 95% CI = [−1.57,
−0.15], t = −2.37, p < 0.05. Nouns were not significantly higher
in iconicity than grammatical words (and adverbs), b = −0.65,
95% CI = [−1.48, 0.19], n.s. Similarly, for BSL, nouns were also
lower in iconicity than verbs, b = 0.62, 95% CI = [0.04, 1.21],
t = 2.10, p < 0.05, but higher than adjectives, b = −0.78, 95%
CI = [−1.45, −0.10], t = −2.24, p < 0.05. Again, nouns were
not significantly more iconic than grammatical words, b = −0.51,
95% CI = [−1.31, 0.28], n.s. For English, nouns were lower in
iconicity than both verbs, b = 0.49, 95% CI = [0.20, 0.78], t = 3.27,
p < 0.01, and adjectives, b = 0.58, 95% CI = [0.24, 0.93], t = 3.46,
p < 0.001, but there was no significant difference between nouns
and grammatical words, b = −0.13, 95% CI = [−0.53, 0.27],

FIGURE 2 | Means and standard errors of normalized iconicity ratings for
each language by English lexical class. The values were calculated from the
220 meanings for which we had iconicity ratings in all four languages. n
indicates the number of shared words and signs for each lexical class.

n.s. And finally, the model for Spanish indicated no statistical
difference in iconicity between nouns and adjectives, b = 0.17,
95% CI = [−0.15, 0.48], n.s., but nouns (and adjectives) were
higher in iconicity than verbs, b = −0.46, 95% CI = [−0.73,
−0.19], t = −3.24, p = 0.001. Nouns were also significantly higher
in iconicity than grammatical words, b = −0.39, 95% CI = [−0.77,
−0.02], t = −2.06, p < 0.05.

To determine whether there was an interaction between
modality and lexical class, we constructed a linear mixed-effects
model of iconicity rating. The model included main effects
for (centered) modality and lexical class and a term for their
interaction. Random intercepts were included for language and
meaning. The results showed a main effect for lexical class,
χ1

2 = 14.75, p < 0.01, indicating that overall, nouns were less
iconic than verbs, b = 0.38, 95% CI = [0.08, 0.68], t = 2.52,
and more iconic than grammatical words, b = −0.42, 95%
CI = [−0.83, −0.02], t = −2.04, but not more iconic than
adjectives, b = −0.22, 95% CI = [−0.57, 0.12], t = −1.26. There
was a highly significant interaction between modality and lexical
class, χ1

2 = 43.97, p < 0.001. This interaction reflected that
adjectives were relatively higher in iconicity in spoken languages,
b = 1.19, 95% CI = [0.48, 1.68], t = 4.86, and that verbs
were higher in signed languages, b = −0.73, 95% CI = [−1.14,
−0.31], t = −3.45. There was no evidence that the iconicity of
grammatical words differed between modalities, b = 0.32, 95%
CI = [−0.25, 0.87], t = 1.10.

These analyses point to some interesting differences between
signed and spoken languages in how iconicity is spread across
broad semantic categories of signs and words. In signed
languages, verbs – and thus, presumably, actions – were
consistently high in iconicity. This may derive from the natural
correspondence between sign and action, as signs are themselves
comprised of manual and bodily actions (Armstrong and Wilcox,
2007). Like Perry et al. (2015), we found that English verbs were
also high in iconicity, while Spanish verbs were markedly lower.
English verbs may be more iconic because they tend to express
information about the manner of motion, in contrast to Spanish
verbs which do not. Manner of motion might be especially
amenable to iconic expression in speech, as, for example, reflected
in ideophones (Imai and Kita, 2014).

Notably, in all four languages, nouns – which typically refer to
various kinds of things – exhibited an average level of iconicity.
Previous work in BSL has suggested that signs for objects,
along with actions, are more likely to be iconic (Perniss et al.,
2017). Yet, the current results suggest that signs for actions,
on the whole, tend to be more iconic than signs for things. At
least part of the explanation for this discrepancy may be that
there are considerably more nouns in our analyses than other
lexical classes. Thus, the nouns may extend to more abstract and
complex meanings that are less well suited to iconicity.

As in previous studies (Perry et al., 2015; Winter et al.,
2017a), adjectives, which contain many meanings for properties,
are rated high in iconicity in both English and Spanish. This
contrasts to ASL and BSL, in which adjectives were relatively
low in iconicity, at least as compared to nouns and especially
to verbs. Similarly, Perniss et al. (2017) found that BSL signs for
properties tended not to be iconic. Such findings may be seen to
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fall out of line with accounts such as Dingemanse et al. (2015),
proposing that meanings related to certain properties – such as
‘size,’ ‘repetition,’ ‘temporal unfolding,’ and ‘intensity’ – may lend
themselves to iconicity in both modalities. One possible reason
is that the iconicity for the apparently low degree of iconicity in
signs for properties is that the iconicity of signed vocabularies
is dominated by even more easily representable actions, and
to a lesser degree, things. Or it may be that many properties
(e.g., colors) do not, in fact, readily lend themselves to iconicity
through the manual movements of signs.

Finally, we observed that the miscellaneous category of
grammatical words and adverbs tended to be relatively low in
iconicity across both the signed and spoken languages. This
conclusion is limited by the smaller sample of these meanings,
but replicates previous results in English from Perry et al. (2015)
and Winter et al. (2017a) with much of the same data. It fits with
the prediction of Dingemanse et al. (2015) that meanings like
‘abstract concepts’ and ‘logical operators’ may be hard for both
types of languages to represent with iconic forms.

Iconicity and Specific Semantic
Categories
Finally, we zoomed in and looked at iconicity across more specific
semantic categories for the same 220 meanings. The top panel of

Figure 3 shows the means and standard errors of the z-scored
iconicity ratings for semantic categories of nouns, and the bottom
panel shows these values for categories derived from adjectives,
verbs, and the class of grammatical words and adverbs. Specific
examples of words with high, low, and mixed iconicity across
signed and spoken languages are presented in Table 3.

As shown in the figure, among nouns in the signed languages,
small artifacts (i.e., those that can be manipulated by the hands),
body parts, and clothes are highest in iconicity, and among verbs,
manual actions are especially high. These results demonstrate
that in signed languages, iconicity is elevated in meanings related

TABLE 3 | Examples of meanings with high and low iconicity in signed and
spoken languages.

Signed iconicity Spoken iconicity Meaning

High High Baby, elephant, balloon, mouth

High Low Book, shoulder, eat, skirt

Low High Wet, sick, full, slow, hard

Low Low Yellow, doll, apple, and

High Mixed Fly, pull, push, break

The row with ‘mixed’ spoken iconicity displays meanings with high iconicity in
English, but low iconicity in Spanish.

FIGURE 3 | Means and standard errors of normalized iconicity ratings by specific semantic category. (Top) Shows categories of nouns. (Bottom) Shows categories
spanning adjectives, verbs, and other lexical classes.
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to the hands and other body parts, supporting the observation of
Meir et al. (2013) that the body is ideally suited to represent itself
and its parts (also Taub, 2001). On the other end of the scale,
iconicity is extremely low in signs for colors. As noted above,
the low iconicity of colors contributes to the negative correlation
between iconicity and visual strength. Iconicity was also low in
signs for time-related meanings and evaluative adjectives, as well
as food, buildings and rooms, and terms for different kinds of
people (including familial relationships and occupations).

In the spoken languages, over all the noun categories, Spanish
words were consistently higher in iconicity than English words,
with Spanish nouns for people being especially iconic. Iconicity
was highest in nouns for vehicles in both English and Spanish.
Outside of nouns, words for other properties were highest in
iconicity in both spoken languages. Iconicity in English was also
high for feelings and emotions, although this was not the case in
Spanish. These results hone previous findings that adjectives, as
a broad lexical class, tend to be more iconic in spoken languages,
and they fit with cross-linguistic studies showing that ideophones
tend to express sensory meanings (Dingemanse, 2012). Of verbs,
manual actions and verbs of locomotion were highly iconic in
English, but not in Spanish. This pattern may reflect a further
refinement of the typological preference of English verbs to
express information about manner of motion, which may be
more easily rendered into iconic word forms.

Considered together, these findings suggest specific ways in
which some semantic categories are more iconic in signed
languages, while others are more iconic in spoken languages.
Thus, they illustrate the important role of modality in
determining how iconicity is distributed across the lexicon of
a language. Prominently, the isomorphism between gestures
and manual actions appears to motivate a heightened level of
iconicity for signs mapping the two (cf. Streeck, 2009). For
comparison, however, meanings related to vocal tract actions –
that is, those that would afford the spoken parallel of this
isomorphism (i.e., onomatopoeia) – are not represented among
the 220 meanings we analyzed. Although words for sound-
related meanings are generally prevalent in spoken languages,
and included in our ratings for English and Spanish, vocabulary
to talk about sound is presumably much less common in signed
languages. Nevertheless, previous research has shown that, as
a domain, sound-related words do tend to be highly iconic
(Dingemanse et al., 2016; Winter et al., 2017a).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Considerable evidence now shows that languages of all sorts,
signed and spoken, exhibit iconicity, or resemblance between
form and meaning (Perniss et al., 2010; Dingemanse et al.,
2015; Perry et al., 2015). From a typological and comparative
perspective (e.g., Voeltz and Kilian-Hatz, 2001; Kita and Özyürek,
2003; Dingemanse, 2012; Padden et al., 2013), this raises a host
of exciting new questions regarding how iconicity is distributed
across the lexicons of different languages. Some of the most
basic questions to be answered relate to the modality of the
language. Are signed languages really more iconic than spoken

languages? How does the modality of a language influence which
lexical forms are iconic and which are not? To investigate these
questions, we used previously collected iconicity ratings of signs
and words to compare iconicity in the vocabularies of BSL and
ASL with those of English and Spanish. Our analyses produced
four main sets of findings that serve to characterize how iconicity
is spread across the vocabularies of the four languages. These
patterns include both interesting similarities between signed and
spoken languages, as well as differences between them.

First, we found positive correlations between the iconicity
ratings of all four languages, including between English and both
ASL and BSL, and between English and Spanish. The one notable
exception to this pattern was between Spanish and both of the
signed languages – perhaps reflecting the distinctly non-iconic
character of Spanish verbs, which tend not to express information
about the manner of movement. The relationship between the
iconicity ratings of ASL and BSL was especially strong, particular
in comparison to that between English and Spanish. This may
indicate that the iconicity of signs is, on the whole, more direct
and transparent than the iconicity of words – a point to which we
return below.

Second, we found that iconicity is distributed overs signs and
words in systematic ways according to an array of semantic
properties. On the whole, signs and words related to the senses –
meanings that are more imageable and more connected to
sensory experience – are likely to be more iconic. Critically
though, concreteness is only associated with more iconicity in
signs, not words. Such an asymmetry makes sense, as manual
gestures may provide a more concrete semiotic resource for
iconicity than do vocalizations. In both types of languages,
iconicity is strongest for lexical items with sensory meanings
corresponding to the respective language modality – touch in
signed languages, and sound in spoken languages.

Third, we found that lexical items for some semantic domains
tend to be higher in iconicity than others, and there are
characteristic patterns that distinguish between signed and
spoken languages. These patterns of iconicity are found at the
level of broad semantic categories – for example, actions, things,
and properties, as reflected by English glosses as verbs, nouns, and
adjectives, respectively. They are also found at the level of more
specific semantic categories – manual actions, clothes, emotions,
and colors, for example. For the most part, these patterns fit
with predictions derived from rationale regarding the semiotic
resources of sign versus speech (cf. Dingemanse et al., 2015). For
example, in signed languages, signs for actions, and particularly
manual actions, are quite high in iconicity, while in spoken
languages, words for properties tend to be higher. Critically, this
set of analyses was restricted to the 220 meanings with ratings
in all four languages, and so the differences between languages
cannot be attributed to differential coverage of the ratings.

Finally, one somewhat unexpected set of findings was the
relatively low iconicity of nouns and visual words in signed
languages, particularly those lacking connection to manual
manipulation and the body. While the domain of color was an
extreme case of this pattern, it does not provide the complete
account. An additional explanation may be that many signs for
objects may actually be limited in the level of iconicity possible,
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especially in comparison to the iconicity afforded by actions.
For example, there may be a certain degree of abstractness
involved in using the hands to represent different kinds of things,
particularly those that are highly visual. This point is illustrated
by the example of the ASL sign for ‘diploma’ (Taub, 2001), which
combines the two hands with round handshapes that trace its
rolled-up shape. Taub observed that the same iconic resources
are modified to represent different kinds of cylinders – water
pipes, batons, or a rolled-up poster. Although this scheme makes
a productive iconic device, it also demonstrates a baseline of
abstractness that derives from mapping the hands to other kinds
of objects. This may drive a more moderate level of iconicity for
many object meanings, even those with characteristic shapes that
can be modeled with the hands.

These four sets of findings point to some interesting new
directions for future research into how iconicity is distributed
across different kinds of languages. However, it is important to
emphasize that our conclusions are preliminary and tentative,
and they should be weighed against some notable limitations of
our methodology. For one, our study relied opportunistically on
samples of rated signs and words that were not originally selected
for cross-modal comparison. As a consequence, the ratings that
overlapped across languages were somewhat lacking in systematic
coverage of the semantic domains that might be of most interest.
Additionally, the sample of four languages was not especially
well suited to cross-modal comparison. English and Spanish –
both Indo-European languages with heavy Latinate influence –
are hardly representative of spoken languages. Likewise, ASL and
BSL – two widely used, urban signed languages – do not represent
the diversity of signed languages (de Vos and Pfau, 2015).
Another notable limitation of the study is the disproportionate
influence of English on our data. The norms for semantic
variables were based on English glosses, rated by English speakers,
and similarly, the designations of lexical class were based on
English. The iconicity ratings for ASL, and many of those for BSL,
were provided by non-signing English speakers. Moreover, the
iconicity ratings for Spanish were provided by native speakers of
Spanish who were also likely bilingual English speakers, as they
were residents of the United States. Given these different factors,
it is likely that more diversity in patterns of iconicity would be
found by taking a more English-independent approach to a more
diverse sample of signed and spoken languages.

Comparing Iconicity in Signed and
Spoken Languages
Our findings provide a preliminary, quantified account of how
iconicity is spread across the lexicons of signed languages
in comparison to spoken languages. As we have sought to
demonstrate, the use of iconicity ratings provides researchers
with a systematic, standardized method to describe how iconicity
is distributed across the vocabulary of a language, which enables
direct comparisons between different kinds of languages.

Notably, this approach adopts a strong theoretical premise
about the nature of signs and words. The premise is not just
that many signs and words are iconic, but as Wescott (1971)
observed of what he called “iconism,” pointing to a quotation

from Bronowski (1967, 377): “[T]he only realistic question we
can ask about a given form is not ‘Is it iconic?’ but rather
‘How iconic is it?’ A measure of support for this theoretical
approach to iconicity is borne out by the richness of the current
results. The present work – in addition to several previous studies
using iconicity ratings (e.g., Thompson et al., 2012; Perry et al.,
2015; Caselli and Pyers, 2017; Occhino et al., 2017) – shows
that it is useful to think of iconicity as a “substance” that can
shape the forms of signs and words to a greater-or-lesser degree
(Dingemanse, 2017b).

In particular, where our study breaks new ground is in
its direct side-by-side comparison between signed and spoken
languages. We suggest that part of the reason for the previous
lack of detailed comparative studies between modalities is the
widespread assumption that signed languages are far more iconic
than spoken languages (Meier, 2002; Armstrong and Wilcox,
2007). For example, based largely on their intuition, Klima and
Bellugi (1979, p. 21) asserted that the “vocabulary of ASL—
and, to our knowledge, that of other primary sign languages—is
a great deal more iconic than are the morphemes of spoken
languages.” This idea figures prominently in many theories of
language evolution that argue that the first symbolic forms must
have been built from gestures (e.g., Corballis, 2003; Armstrong
and Wilcox, 2007; Tomasello, 2008; Arbib, 2012; Fay et al., 2014).
These gesture-first theories depend critically on the premise that
signs afford much more iconicity than words.

Such an important claim begs for empirical evidence, and
indeed, the high correlation we found here between iconicity
ratings of ASL and BSL compared to English and Spanish gives
it some initial quantitative support. These results suggest that
iconic mappings are more consistently realized in the signs of
ASL and BSL compared to the words of English and Spanish. To
the extent that one can generalize from these four languages, this
may indicate that signed languages are iconic in a qualitatively
different – and, specifically, a more widely intuitive way – than
spoken languages.

However, this intuitiveness may be limited to a significant
extent. Previous research has shown that the iconic mappings
of signs are not readily obvious to most naïve viewers. For
example, experiments have found that non-signers are quite poor
at guessing the meanings of unfamiliar signs (Klima and Bellugi,
1979). Of 90 concrete and abstract nouns from ASL, non-signers
could not correctly guess the meaning of 81 of them, with the
remaining signs only guessed correctly by a small proportion of
participants. Guessing was only a little better when constrained to
a forced choice with just five alternatives. Similarly, a more recent
study of ASL with a much larger set of signs also found that non-
signers were very limited in their ability to guess the meaning
of the great majority of them (Emmorey and Sevcikova Sehyr,
2018). This lack of transparency is also evidenced in differences in
the judgments of iconicity between signers of different languages:
signers rate the signs of their native language as more iconic than
those of an unfamiliar signed language (Occhino et al., 2017).

Nevertheless, despite this degree of opacity, in the experiments
by Klima and Bellugi (1979), when participants were provided
with the meaning of the sign, they were often very consistent
in explaining the specific correspondence involved. In line
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with this, we found with our multiple sets of iconicity ratings
for BSL that the ratings provided by non-signers were highly
correlated with those provided by signers (see Materials and
Methods), as was the case for ASL (Sevcikova Sehyr et al., 2017) –
all with coefficients of r = 0.82 or higher. In comparison, Perry
et al. (2015) found in two experiments with English a correlation
of r = 0.62 between the ratings, and in two of experiments with
Spanish a correlation of r = 0.41. While these experiments were
each slightly modified in their procedure, they were alike in
using only proficient speakers of the respective languages. This
greater consistency in the iconicity ratings of signs may reflect
the quality – perhaps reflected in a measure of concreteness –
that gives traction to accounts of signed languages that postulate
clearly identifiable mappings between distinct formal parameters
(e.g., handshape, movement, location) and particular aspects
of meaning (e.g., shape, motion, position). Such a semiotic
framework has given rise to useful theoretical constructs such
as structure mapping (Emmorey, 2016) and the double mapping
constraint on metaphoric signs (Taub, 2001; Meir, 2010).

Yet, while iconic mappings may be more concrete and
structured in signs, spoken languages do still feature their
share of transparent mappings. These are found, for example,
in correspondences between vowel position and size, between
the vocal tract and related anatomical meanings, and between
reduplication and iterative action, among others. Clearly
structured mappings are especially apparent in the case of
onomatopoeia, where there is potential for more isomorphic
correspondence between the sound segments of a word and the
properties of the sound to which it refers (e.g., Rhodes, 1994).

In addition to highly structured mappings, as our
methodology highlights, signs and words may also reflect more
abstract and impressionistic correspondences between form
and meaning – a vaguer sense that a form looks or sounds
like what it means. Thus, it may be that the iconic mappings
of signed vocabularies are, on the whole, more concrete and
structured, while those of spoken vocabularies are more abstract
and impressionistic. Future research – using more nuanced
semantic analysis to compare the iconicity of more strategically
constructed samples of languages and coverage of vocabulary
items – should examine this hypothesis, along with the general

claim that signed languages exhibit higher overall levels of
iconicity.

CONCLUSION

Iconicity is now widely documented across the diverse languages
of the world, signed and spoken. In both modalities, it is
implicated in how people process, produce, and learn to use
language, and in the evolutionary processes by which languages
are created and change over time. Even if signed languages prove
to be “more” iconic than spoken languages, it is becoming clear
that this sort of broad generalization is no longer sufficient.
Rather, we should aim to describe and compare the detailed,
characteristic ways that iconicity is distributed across both kinds
of languages.

Although the current study has focused on signs and words,
the influence of iconicity extends far beyond the level of the
lexicon. Iconicity is also pervasive in the grammars of signed and
spoken languages (e.g., Givón, 1985; Liddell, 2002; Aronoff et al.,
2005), and in the prosodic inflections (e.g., Shintel et al., 2006;
Perlman et al., 2015; Tzeng et al., 2017) and the spontaneous
bodily, oral, and vocal gestures that are deeply intertwined
with signing and speaking (e.g., McNeill, 1992; Emmorey, 1999;
Sandler, 2009; Kendon, 2014; Blackwell et al., 2015; Clark, 2016).
Thus, a complete theory of iconicity must seek to explain how the
modality of a language figures into the complex interplay between
iconicity and the lexicon, as well as all of the other various
levels and forms of expression that people use to communicate
meaning. Only through such a comprehensive theory of iconicity
will we be able to fully understand the nature of human language.
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In everyday communication, not only do speakers describe, but they also depict. When
depicting, speakers take on the role of other people and quote their speech or imitate
their actions. In previous work, we developed a paradigm to elicit depictions in speakers.
Here we apply this paradigm to signers to explore depiction in the manual modality,
with a focus on depiction of the size and shape of objects. We asked signers to
describe two objects that could easily be characterized using lexical signs (Descriptive
Elicitation), and objects that were more difficult to distinguish using lexical signs, thus
encouraging the signers to depict (Depictive Elicitation). We found that signers used
two types of depicting constructions (DCs), conventional DCs and embellished DCs.
Both conventional and embellished DCs make use of categorical handshapes to identify
objects. But embellished DCs also capture imagistic aspects of the objects, either
by adding a tracing movement to gradiently depict the contours of the object, or by
adding a second handshape to depict the configuration of the object. Embellished
DCs were more frequent in the Depictive Elicitation context than in the Descriptive
Elicitation context; lexical signs showed the reverse pattern; and conventional DCs were
equally like in the two contexts. In addition, signers produced iconic mouth movements,
which are temporally and semantically integrated with the signs they accompany and
depict the size and shape of objects, more often with embellished DCs than with either
lexical signs or conventional DCs. Embellished DCs share a number of properties with
embedded depictions, constructed action, and constructed dialog in signed and spoken
languages. We discuss linguistic constraints on these gradient depictions, focusing on
how handshape constrains the type of depictions that can be formed, and the function
of depiction in everyday discourse.

Keywords: depiction, depicting constructions, iconic mouth movements, gesture, iconicity

INTRODUCTION

In everyday communication, not only do people use words to convey their thoughts and actions,
but they also often iconically demonstrate what they are thinking or seeing. For example, consider
two accounts of a bicycle accident:

(1) The bike crashed into the woman.
(2) The bike hit the woman, BAAAM [iconic gesture in which one hand collides with the other].
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In (1) the speaker describes the event using only conventional
lexical items, and conveys the fact that the collision was violent
with the word “crash.” In (2) the speaker describes the event with
a less evocative lexical item (“hit”) but adds information about
the severity of the collision with vocal onomatopoeia and the
vowel elongated, BAAM, accompanied by an imagistic gesture
depicting the crash. Instead of simply describing the event as in
(1), the speaker in (2) combines two modes of representations—
conventional signs and spontaneous depictions. The second
utterance may do a better job of evoking a sensory image of the
event, allowing one to imagine just how bad the collision was.

Speakers often combine different communicative devices—
words, gestures, enactments—to produce multi-modal
“composite utterances” (Enfield, 2009). Depiction is one of
these communicative devices often used along with conventional
linguistic forms. When depicting, speakers can vocally represent
an object or event in an iconic and meaningful way (Clark and
Gerrig, 1990). The goal in depiction is to set up a physical scene
that is analogous to the real-world scene, and to invite the listener
to imagine the sensory or visual experience (Clark and Gerrig,
1990; Clark, 2016). The forms used in a depiction are often
unconventional, and map onto meaning gradiently rather than
categorically (Shintel et al., 2006). Users of sign language also
make use of depiction (Liddell, 2003; Streeck, 2008), innovating
visual forms that map gradiently onto meaning (Okrent, 2002;
Emmorey and Herzig, 2003). Here we focus on how depiction is
used by signers in situations designed to be difficult to describe.

Depiction in Spoken Languages
Depiction in speakers can have a significant semantic, and
possibly even grammatical role, in a sentence (Ferrara and
Johnston, 2014; Hodge and Johnston, 2014). For example, a
depiction can function as a noun or verb phrase, embedded
within a larger phrase (Clark, 2016). In example (3), the speaker
was discussing a piece played by Bela Bartok. He starts his
sentence by saying, “he does not play,” and then depicts a musical
passage on the piano using a style not used by Bartok—this
passage takes on the role of a noun phrase in the speaker’s
sentence. The speaker then contrasts this depiction with another
depiction, a musical rendition of how Bartok did play the passage,
which also takes on the role of a noun phrase.

(3) He does not play (demonstrates four measures on the piano
while singing) but rather he plays (demonstrates the same
four measures while singing, but differently)—and he does it
better than I do. Clark (2016)

These musical depictions function as parts of the speaker’s
sentence, and the speaker uses them contrastively to highlight
how the piece was actually played. Note that the speaker’s
sentence is actually incomplete without the two performative
chunks. However, even though these depictions are functioning
as part of the speaker’s sentence, they are not conventional
linguistic forms. In the Bartok example (3), the depictive forms
were created on the spot by the speaker, but can be immediately
understood by others through the iconic mapping between the
forms and the events they represent.

Speakers also use depiction to demonstrate the speech, affect,
and emotions of another person. In the following example (4),
Matt talks about a customer, Beth.

(4) She says ‘well, I’d like to buy an ant’ Clark and Gerrig (1990)

Matt is not referring to himself when he says “I,” but is instead
taking on the role of Beth, who is talking to a store clerk. As such,
he may also be raising the pitch of his voice and gesturing as Beth
might gesture. Examples of this sort are referred to as role shift,
direct quotation, direct speech, or constructed dialog.

Depictions can contain a mixture of categorical and gradient
forms. Mimetic words, called ideophones, found in languages
like Japanese or Siwu (Kita, 1997; Dingemanse and Akita, 2016),
are good examples. These spoken devices are iconic, sensory
words that contain properties amenable to gradient modification
(e.g., reduplication or vowel lengthening). A Japanese speaker
can reduplicate the ideophone zorot(-te), which means ‘one
after another in line,’ to create zorozorot-te, which iconically
expresses the intensity of incoming waves. This kind of expressive
foregrounding is not limited to mimetic linguistic forms. Non-
mimetic words can be modified analogically by, for example,
elongating the vowel “o” in the word long in a meaningful way:
“It was a loooooong time” (Okrent, 2002; Shintel et al., 2006). The
meaning of the categorical form is preserved, while the analog
acoustic overlay contributes additional rich meaning (Kästner
and Newen, 2017).

Depiction in Sign Languages
Depiction is not only prevalent in everyday spoken language, but
is also common in signed language. Signers often use constructed
dialog or constructed action, where the signer takes on the role of
another person or produces an action of another person or object
(Metzger, 1995; Quinto-Pozos, 2007; Cormier et al., 2015). In
Quinto-Pozos (2007) study eliciting utterances with constructed
action, a signer takes on the role of a seal and enacts its behavior
by using his body to represent the animal’s body. The hands
form 5 ( ) handshapes and are placed on the side of the body
to represent the flippers. Then, the head and torso sway forward
and back, and the mouth opens and closes as if representing the
mouth of seal, which appears to be pure enactment.

In a different example, a signer first identifies an agent by
signing WOMAN, and then describes the agent’s goal—MONEY
HOW-MUCH TOTAL (5); the woman wanted to know the
total cost (Cormier et al., 2012). The signer then enacts the
woman’s actions on a calculator by using her body to represent
the woman’s body and her hands to represent the woman’s
hands on the calculator. The handling handshape representing
the agent’s actions on the calculator is considered to be a depicting
construction (DC). As in the Bela Bartok example above, the
depiction completes the sentence and makes it comprehensible.

(5) WOMAN MONEY HOW-MUCH TOTAL (enacts using
the calculator with handling DC) Cormier et al. (2012)

Signers also use DCs, also known as classifier constructions.
DCs are comparable to Japanese mimetics in the sense that they
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are gradient and can represent physical properties of events.
In these predicates, handshape is used to denote the category
of the object being described; for example, an index finger
( ) handshape represents a long, thin object, or a bent-V ( )
handshape represents an animal (Supalla, 1982, 1986). These
forms are conventional, although they can take on mimetic
properties (as do ideophones in speech); for example, the
handshape can be iconically and topographically moved in sign
space to portray the location and motion of the object. In these
constructions, handshape is categorical, with clear and predicable
mappings onto semantic categories, but movement is arguably
gradient (Emmorey and Herzig, 2003; Liddell, 2003; although
see Supalla, 1982, for a different view). This gradient property of
DCs makes these forms highly productive; signers can combine
multiple components and manipulate them gradiently in space
in a seemingly infinite number of ways.

The sign language literature typically characterizes a linguistic
form as either categorical or gradient. But it can, in fact, be both
(Emmorey and Herzig, 2003). Recent research on Taiwanese Sign
Language (e.g., Duncan, 2005) has shown that signers gradiently
modify their categorical handshapes, often using these gradient
devices to convey the same type of information that speakers
incorporate into their co-speech gestures. Signers used an animal
classifier handshape (thumb-and-pinky handshape) to represent
the cat in a story, and gradiently modified the handshape to
represent the cat’s ever-changing body form as it moved up the
drainpipe. Indeed the signers used the same modifications to
capture the cat’s movements that hearing speakers use in their
co-speech gestures describing the same scene (Duncan, 2005).

The Current Study
The goal of our paper is to characterize depiction in signers
with an eye toward similar phenomena in spoken languages. In
previous work, we developed a paradigm for eliciting depiction
in speakers (Lu and Goldin-Meadow, 2017). Here we apply this
paradigm to signers to explore depiction in the manual modality.
In a within-subjects design, we asked speakers to describe two
objects that could easily be characterized using lexical words
in English (Descriptive Elicitation), and two objects that were
more difficult to distinguish using English lexical words, thus
encouraging speakers to depict (Depiction Elicitation). When
speakers struggle to access lexical words, they gesture at relatively
high rates (Chawla and Krauss, 1994; Hostetter et al., 2007;
Sevcikova Sehyr et al., 2018), and we found that speakers did
indeed use more iconic gestures in the Depictive Elicitation
context than in the Descriptive Elicitation context (Lu and
Goldin-Meadow, 2017).

Here we ask how signers behave in Depictive Elicitation
contexts, and focus on the depiction of the size and shape of
objects, where handshape and movement contribute to creating
meaning about both properties. Depiction of size and shape
is a relatively underexplored area compared to depiction of
action, handling, or viewpoint (Metzger, 1995; Quinto-Pozos,
2007; Cormier et al., 2015). Previous literature has characterized
handshape and movement within DCs as categorical (e.g.,
Supalla, 1986); we extend this research by exploring other kinds
of DCs that have imagistic and gradient qualities.

We developed a paradigm that systematically elicits depictive
devices. Signers described to a camera pairs of objects that
belonged to the same category and were of the same color but
differed in shape (e.g., a yellow vase of shape 1 vs. yellow vase of
shape 2). The lexical signs YELLOW and VASE do not distinguish
between the two vases, and there are no lexical items in ASL that
correspond to the difference in shape between the two yellow
vases. As a result, signers may feel the need to depict. We explore
the depictive strategies signers use when lexical signs alone are
not likely to suffice in communicating the full message.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Nineteen deaf participants, fluent in American Sign Language
(ASL), were recruited at a local Deaf event or through email
advertisement. Four participants were excluded from the data
analyses because they did not understand the instructions (e.g.,
they created elaborate stories unrelated to the task, or did not
use any lexical signs in their descriptions; n = 3) or because they
had proficiency in another sign language prior to learning ASL
(n = 1). Data from the remaining 15 participants were coded by a
deaf and a hearing coder, both of whom were fluent in ASL. The
mean age of first exposure to ASL is 0.43 years (SD = 0.82, range:
0–3 years), and 10 out of 15 participants were native signers born
to deaf parents. Thirteen participants gave ASL as their preferred
language; the remaining two did not respond to the question.
Signers were paid $50 for their participation and travel.

The stimuli were 24 pairs of objects presented on a computer
screen, 12 in the Depictive Elicitation context (pairs of objects
that are difficult to distinguish using lexical signs, e.g., a yellow
vase of shape 1 vs. a yellow vase of shape 2; Figure 1;
Supplementary Material), and 12 in the Descriptive Elicitation
context (pairs of objects that could be identified by different
lexical signs, e.g., pot vs. bowl)1. The presentation of stimuli
was programmed on Psyscope X B77 (Cohen et al., 1993). The
objects in both the Descriptive and Depictive Elicitation contexts
belonged to five different shape categories: (1) long and thin
objects (e.g., a stick), (2) small and discrete objects (e.g., pills), (3)
cylindrical objects (e.g., a vase), (4) round objects (e.g., a rock),
and (5) objects with a combination of shapes, (e.g., a mushroom,
which was a combination of a thin stem and a round cap). The
contexts were designed to elicit the following handshapes—Claw
5 ( ), C ( ), F ( ) handshapes (see Supplementary Tables S1, S2).
The position of the objects appearing on the left or right side of
the screen was counterbalanced, and the order of presentation of
stimuli was random.

Procedure
Prior to the study, participants were interviewed online about
their language and education background, and also filled out
consent forms and a questionnaire on their language background.

1Participants also saw 12 pairs of objects that were from the same category but
of a different color (e.g., a white ornament vs. a green ornament) and thus could
be identified by different color signs. The data from this ‘Descriptive (color)’
condition were not analyzed here.
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Deaf participants were asked in ASL by a native deaf signer to
describe what they saw on the screen; they were told that this was
a communication task and that another participant would later
watch the video of their responses and be asked to identify which
of the two objects the response referred to. Once they completed
their responses, the experimenter debriefed the participants on
the goal of the study.

FIGURE 1 | Pairs of stimuli presented in Descriptive and Depictive Contexts.

TABLE 1 | Total number of Conventional and Embellished DCs produced by each
participant in the Descriptive and Depictive Elicitation Conditions.

Descriptive condition Depictive condition

Participant Conventional Embellished Conventional Embellished

DCs DCs DCs DCs

1 12 14 10 19

2 1 7 8 16

3 8 21 33 23

4 2 14 6 28

5 12 14 9 42

6 31 23 5 27

7 3 14 3 30

8 15 26 6 41

9 10 33 9 42

10 40 58 5 51

11 0 12 3 40

12 24 56 10 51

13 5 60 5 58

14 37 46 39 73

15 15 87 14 91

Coding
We transcribed all of the lexical items and DCs that each
participant produced in the Depictive and Descriptive Elicitation
contexts. We included in the analyses core lexical signs (Brentari
and Padden, 2001) and fingerspelled words serving as nouns
or adjectives, as well as DCs describing perceptual attributes
of the objects (see Figure 2). In a lexical sign, the handshape,
location, and movement are fixed (unless inflected by a regular
morphological process).

Depicting constructions are also called “classifiers” (Frishberg,
1975; Kegl and Wilbur, 1976; Supalla, 1986), “polymorphemic
signs” (Engberg-Pederson, 1993), “polycomponential signs”
(Slobin et al., 2003), and “depicting verbs” (Liddell, 2003).
Following Johnston and Schembri (2010) and Cormier et al.
(2012), we use the term “depicting constructions,” DCs. Each
component of a DC—handshape, location, movement—bears
meaning (unlike phonological components of signs), and each
is a bound morpheme that can recombine with each other.
We excluded the few DCs that were used to describe actions
performed on or with the objects (e.g., handling DCs), as well
as pointing and numbers signs. We identified two main types of
DCs in our data: conventional DCs and embellished DCs.

Conventional DCs
These DCs are also known as “size and shape specifiers” (SASS)
or, more recently, “entity DCs” (Cormier et al., 2012; Zwitserlood,
2012). The handshape in these DCs represents the shape of the
object (Supalla, 1986). For example, a signer could use an F ( )
handshape to represent a coin, a C ( ) handshape to represent
a bottle, or an index finger ( ) handshape to represent a pen.
The handshapes in conventional DC’s are fixed but, unlike lexical
signs, can combine with a variety of movements or locations.
However, the handshapes in the conventional DCs produced
in our study were combined, for the most part, with a hold
movement, or a series of holds, in neutral space. If the signer
produced a series of repeated handshapes, without pausing, to
indicate a set of items (e.g., pills), this response was coded as a
single conventional DC. If the signer described the first three pills
in a row, paused, and then described the second two pills (which
were spaced closer together than the other three), this response
was coded as two separate conventional DCs (see Figure 2).

Embellished DCs
Participants also produced DCs that have imagistic components
added to a conventional base. Conventional DCs draw from
a conventional set of handshapes (Supalla, 1986; Zwitserlood,
2003). Embellished DCs use these same handshapes but embellish
them, either by adding a second conventional handshape or
by adding movement. These embellished DCs appear to be
spontaneously created at the moment to capture particular
aspects of the objects to which they refer.

Combining two handshapes
Combining two conventional handshapes allows signers to
capture objects with a complex configuration or with multiple
parts (see Sevcikova Sehyr et al., 2018). For example, a signer can
use a C ( ) handshape on the non-dominant hand to represent
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FIGURE 2 | Examples of lexical signs, conventional DCs, and embellished
DCs. (Top) Lexical signs for BROCCOLI and ROCK. (Middle) Conventional
DCs used to represent a small and discrete ( ) object (left), like a pill; a long

and thin ( ) object, like a stick (middle); and a cylindrical ( ) object, like a
vase (right). Third row: two-handed embellished DCs used to depict the shape

of a rock with two Claw-5 ( ) handshapes (left), and the shape of a broccoli

with a C ( ) handshape capturing the stem of the broccoli and a Claw-5 ( )
handshape capturing its florets (right). (Bottom) Tracing embellished DCs

used to depict the shape of a vase (a 3D representation) with two Claw-5 ( )
handshapes (left), and the outline of a square (a 2D representation) with index

fingers ( ) (right).

the stem of a broccoli and a Claw-5 ( ) handshape on the
dominant hand on top of the C ( ) handshape to represent the
florets (Figure 2). Two-handed DCs do not always contain two
different handshapes; e.g., two of the same handshapes ( ) can
combine to form a round configuration like a rock (Figure 2).

Adding a tracing movement
Adding movement to a conventional handshape allows signers
to capture the object’s shape (see Figure 2). This type of sign,
which traces the outline of the object in 3D space, has been called
a “tracing SASS” (Supalla, 1982), a “contour sign” (Zwitserlood,
2003), “molding,” or “sculpting” where the hands “shape a
transient sculpture in space” (Müller, 2013; see also Kendon,

2004; Nyst, 2016). For example, a signer moves two Claw-5 ( )
handshapes in and out while going from bottom to top in space
in order to sculpt the outline of a vase. At times, signers used an
index finger ( ), rather than a classifier handshape, to sketch or
draw an object’s contour (Mandel, 1977; Müller, 1998; Müller,
2013; Nyst, 2016). Both of these types of tracing DCs can be
performed either with one hand or with two identical hands (see
Figure 2).

The two embellishing strategies that the signers used in
our data to modify their handshapes both mimetically depicted
aspects of the stimuli. However, the strategies lent themselves to
capturing different features and thus were often used for different
stimuli. The signers tended to add movement to depict long,
thin objects and cylindrical objects; to add a second handshape
to depict small, discrete objects; and to use both strategies
(at approximately the same rates) to depict round objects and
objects with a combination of shapes. We combined these
strategies into a single category, which we called Embellished
DCs.

In a few cases, there were challenges in distinguishing DCs
from lexical signs that may have originated as DCs. For example,
the sign for BOTTLE resembles a tracing DC and presumably
was derived, at some point, from this spontaneous construction
(Cormier et al., 2012). These ambiguous signs were relatively rare
(99/2004 = 0.05 of all observations) and were excluded from the
analyses.

In addition to depicting on the hands, signers also produced
movements with their mouths that captured aspects of the
objects, often the same aspects captured by the hands (see
Sutton-Spence and Boyes Braem, 2001; Sandler, 2009). Using
an expanded version of Anderson and Reilly’s (1998) coding
system for mouth movements (e.g., glosses such as ps to indicate
cheeks sucking in or puff to indicate puffed cheeks), we identified
three types of mouth movements: mouthing, lexical mouth
components, and iconic mouth movements.

Mouthing
Mouthing lexical words that are borrowed from spoken language
(Sutton-Spence and Boyes Braem, 2001; Crasborn et al., 2008);
e.g., mouthing the word “bottle” while producing the lexical sign
for BOTTLE).

Lexical Mouth Components
Mouth movements that obligatorily co-occur with specific lexical
items, but are not derived from speech (Meir and Sandler, 2008;
Sandler, 2009); e.g., in Israeli Sign Language, a mouth movement
“fa” has to be obligatorily produced with a sign meaning THE-
REAL-THING; “fa” has no relation to the words in Hebrew that
mean ‘the real thing.’

Iconic Mouth Movements
Mouth movements that depict the size and shape of the objects.
These movements often capture aspects of the object that are
simultaneously captured on the hands; e.g., puffing one’s cheeks
three times as the hands trace the three bulges of the vase.
This category includes mouth movements that Sandler (2009)
categorized as adverbial or adjectival modification. However,
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in our study, signers rarely used a single adjectival mouth
morpheme to modify a nominal sign, as in puffed cheeks used to
mean big (Liddell, 1980; Sutton-Spence and Woll, 1999; Crasborn
et al., 2008). In our study, signers typically produced sequences of
mouth movements (rather than a single movement) to highlight a
property of the object (presumably because of the types of objects
we presented).

Reliability
A second coder, a hearing signer fluent in ASL, coded 20% of
the participants to establish reliability. The coders agreed on 83%
of decisions categorizing DCs and 80% of decisions categorizing
mouth movements. Coders discussed their disagreements and
reached full consensus on the categories.

RESULTS

Signs Produced in Depictive vs.
Descriptive Elicitation Contexts
Figure 3A presents the mean number of lexical signs (adjectives
and nouns) and Figure 3B presents the mean number of DCs
(conventional and embellished) produced by our participants
in the Descriptive Elicitation condition and in the Depictive
Elicitation condition.

We first analyzed the patterns of lexical signs produced
in Descriptive vs. Depiction conditions. We performed a 2
(Condition: Descriptive vs. Depictive) × 2 (Word type: Nouns
vs. Adjectives) repeated measures ANOVA, using count of
lexical signs as the dependent variable. As expected, there
was a significant main effect of Condition, where participants
produced more lexical items or fingerspelled words, either

nouns (e.g., ‘bottle’ and ‘vase’) or adjectives (e.g., ‘thin’ and
‘yellow’), to describe the pairs of objects in the Descriptive
Elicitation condition than in the Depictive Elicitation condition
[F(1,14) = 51.13, p < 0.0005]. There was also a significant
main effect of Word type, where subjects produced more nouns
than adjectives [F(1,14) = 8.99, p < 0.005]. Finally, there was
no significant interaction between Condition and Word type
[F(1,14) = 0.0002, p = 0.90].

Next, we analyzed the patterns of DCs produced in
Descriptive vs. Depiction conditions. We performed a 2
(Condition: Descriptive vs. Depiction) × 2 (Conventional
DCs vs. Embellished DCs) repeated measures ANOVA, using
count of DCs as the dependent variable. There was a significant
main effect of Condition, where subjects produced more DCs
in the Depictive Elicitation condition than in the Descriptive
Elicitation condition [F(1,28) = 1.26, p < 0.05]. There was
also a significant main effect of DC type, where participants
produced more embellished DCs than conventional DCs
[F(1,14) = 22.57, p < 0.0005]. There was also a significant
interaction between Condition and DC type [F(1,28) = 8.54,
p < 0.005]. We investigated this interaction further with
post hoc tests, and found that, at an alpha level of 0.025,
signers produced significantly more embellished DCs in
the Depictive Elicitation condition than in the Descriptive
Elicitation condition (p < 0.005). In contrast, the number
of conventional DCs that the participants produced did not
vary by condition (p = 0.05). Embellished DCs have better
potential to mimetically capture the size and shape of the objects
than conventional DCs. The signers took advantage of this
potential and used more embellished DCs in the Depictive
condition than in the Descriptive condition. In contrast,
they used the same number of conventional DCs in the two

FIGURE 3 | (A) Depicts the mean number of Adjectives and Nouns produced in the Descriptive Elicitation (blue) and the Depictive Elicitation (red) conditions.
(B) Depicts the mean number of Conventional DCs and Embellished DCs produced in the Descriptive Elicitation (blue) and the Depictive Elicitation (red) conditions.
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conditions, underscoring the depictive limitations of this type
of DC.

Our paradigm was thus successful in eliciting depiction in
signers. We focus for the remainder of this paper on DCs
produced in the Depictive Elicitation condition.

Conventional vs. Embellished DCs
Table 1 presents the total number of conventional DCs and
embellished DCs produced by each participant. Note that all 15
participants produced instances of each type of DC.

We explored whether signers used different depictive
strategies depending on the stimulus type. As we saw in Figure 1,
the objects fell into five different shape categories: (1) long and
thin objects (e.g., a stick), (2) small and discrete objects (e.g.,
pills), (3) cylindrical objects (e.g., a vase), (4) round objects (e.g.,
a rock), and (5) objects with a combination of shapes (e.g., a
mushroom which has both a round part and a long thin part). We
selected one representative stimulus from each shape category,
and analyzed the total number of conventional vs. embellished
DCs that each participant produced (see Table 2). Signers used
conventional DCs primarily for the small and discrete objects,
and embellished DCs for all of the other objects.

Signers also produced a combination of DCs to describe a
single object. For example, to describe a rock, a signer first
produced a Claw-5 ( ) handshape with her left hand, and then,
with her right hand in a B ( ) handshape, traced a curved
trajectory on the Claw-5 ( ) and thus produced an embellished
DC. She ended by producing a second embellished DC — two
Claw-5 ( ) handshapes touching at the fingertips representing
the rock as a whole (Figure 4, top row). This sequence could
be described as a decomposed depiction, where the parts of
the object are described sequentially (Sowa and Wachsmuth,
2009). The sequence contains a “frame hold” in which the non-
dominant hand remains still while the dominant hand performs
the tracing depiction (the embellished DC).

As an example of a combination of embellished DCs used to
describe a mushroom, one signer first added a tracing movement
to two C ( ) handshapes to depict the stem, and then combined
two handshapes—the non-dominant C ( ) handshape depicting
the stem and the dominant Claw-5 ( ) hand depicting the
mushroom cap (Figure 4, bottom row). This is an example of
a decomposed depiction where the signer uses two forms of
embellished DCs to form an entire image of the object.

Mouth Movements in the Depictive
Eliciting Condition
Signers used mouth movements with over half of their lexical
signs (M = 55%, SD = 15%). They also used mouth movements
with about a third of their Embellished DCs (M = 36%,
SD = 12%), but used them with very few of their Conventional
DCs (M = 8%, SD = 5%). We found a significant effect of sign type
on the number of mouth movements that accompanied the signs
[F(2,28) = 25.01, p < 0.0001]. Lexical signs were significantly
more likely to be produced with mouth movements than both
types of DCs (embellished DCs, p < 0.01; conventional DCs,
p < 0.01), and embellished DCs were significantly more likely

FIGURE 4 | Examples of a combination of embellished DCs. (Top) In the

image on the left, the non-dominant hand forms a Claw-5 ( ) handshape,

while the B ( ) handshape on the dominant hand produces an embellished
DC (in which she adds a tracing movement to capture the curvature of the
rock). In the right image, the signer ends with another embellished DC (in
which she adds a second handshape) to depict the whole shape of the rock.
(Bottom) To depict a mushroom, the signer first adds a tracing movement to

two C ( ) handshapes to depict the stem, and then combines two
handshapes, the non-dominant C ( ) handshapes to depict the stem and

the dominant Claw-5 ( ) handshape to depict the mushroom cap.

to be produced with mouth movements than conventional DCs
(p < 0.01).

Moreover, signers used different mouth movements with each
sign type. Figure 5 presents the mean number of tokens of lexical
signs, conventional DCs, and embellished DCs that co-occurred
with iconic mouth movements (green bars), mouthing (red bars),
and lexical mouth movements (blue bars). We ran a 3x3 repeated
measures ANOVA (Sign type: Conventional DCs, Embellished
DCs, and Lexical Signs) × Mouth Movement type (Iconic
mouth movements, Mouthing, Lexical mouth components)
using count of signs as the dependent variable. We found a
significant main effect of Mouth Movement type [F(2,28) = 26.45,
p < 0.0005], where signers produced significantly more lexical
mouthings (p < 0.005) and significantly more iconic mouth
movements (p < 0.005) than lexical mouth components. We also
found a significant main effect of Sign type [F(2,28) = 24.99,
p < 0.0005], where signers produced significantly more lexical
signs than conventional DCs (p < 0.005); and significantly more
embellished DCs than conventional DCs (p < 0.005).

Importantly, there was a significant interaction between
Mouth Movement type and Sign type [F(4,56) = 61.71,
p < 0.0005]. We followed up this interaction with post hoc
tests at the alpha level of 0.017. Mouthings appeared more
often with lexical signs than with either conventional DCs
(p < 0.0005) or embellished DCs (p < 0.0005), and more often
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FIGURE 5 | Mean number of Lexical Signs, Conventional DCs, and Embellished DCs produced by participants in the Depictive Elicitation Condition, classified
according to whether they co-occurred with Mouthings, Lexical mouth movements, or Iconic mouth movements.

with conventional DCs than embellished DCs (p < 0.05). In
contrast, iconic mouth movements appeared significantly more
often with DCs (both embellished, p < 0.0005, and conventional,
p < 0.05) than with lexical signs, and more often with embellished
DCs than with conventional DCs (p < 0.0005). Lexical mouth
components were rarely produced with any of the three sign
types. The fact that iconic mouth movements co-occurred most
often with embellished DCs underscores the imagistic aspect of
these depictive signs.

Iconic Mouth Movements Produced With
Embellished DCs
Signers frequently exploited the same iconic mapping in their
iconic mouth movements that they displayed in their embellished
DCs. For example, one signer sucked in his cheeks (a ps mouth
movement), which evokes an imagery of thinness, while at the
same time tracing the bottom, thinner part of the vase with two
Claw-5 ( ) handshapes (the hands were held close together in
space). The mouth then transitioned to puffed cheeks while the
hands traced the top, wider part of the vase (the distance between
the hands increased (Figure 6)2. The change from one mouth
shape to another is gradual, and is tightly correlated with the
changes in the space between the two hands in the embellished
DC.

Not only do signers gradiently modify their mouth shapes,
transitioning from one mouth shape to another, but they often

2For some figures, we have added information about iconic mouth movements
using Anderson and Reilly’s (1998) notation system, denoted with underlines.
For example, puff indicates that the cheeks were puffed out with air, and ps
indicates that the cheeks were sucked in. There is also information about depicting
constructions in brackets, which indicates the handshape being used and the type
of movement involved in the production.

FIGURE 6 | An Example of a Series of Iconic Mouth Movements Combined
with an Embellished DC. The signer started off with hands close together to
indicate the narrow part of the vase while sucking in his cheeks, and then
widened the distance between his hands while puffing his cheeks. The hands
and mouth movements are thus tightly correlated in size and shape.

reduplicate the same mouth shape to reflect repeated properties
of the object. These mouth reduplications correspond to the
spatial reduplications of tracing movements in the embellished
DCs. For example, in describing a tree branch with three curves,
one signer reduplicated his mouth shape, ps, three times as he
traced the three curves with his dominant hand in a G ( )
handshape, thus displaying a perfect correspondence between
his mouth movements and the hand in his embellished DC
(Figure 7).

In another example of reduplicated mouth movements
combined with an embellished DC, a signer produced two cheek
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FIGURE 7 | An Example of Reduplicated Iconic Mouth Movements Combined
with an Embellished DC. The signer produced the mouth shape, ps, three

times while tracing the three curves of the stick with a ( ) handshape, thus
displaying a perfect correspondence between the individual ps movements
and each curve in the embellished DC.

FIGURE 8 | An Example of Iconic Mouth Movements Produced with an
Embellished DC. The signer produced two cheek puffs, one as he sculpted
the bottom bulge of the vase and one as he sculpted the top bulge.

puffs while tracing the two round parts of a yellow vase (Figure 8).
The signer puffed his cheeks while first tracing the bottom round
part of the vase; as he sculpted the middle part of the vase with
his hands, he shrunk his cheek puffs; finally, as he traced the top
round part of the vase with his hand, he puffed his cheeks again.

Iconic Mouth Movements Produced With
Conventional DCs
Conventional DCs were often produced to describe the smaller
objects, particularly those laid out in distinct arrays. For example,
to describe two arrays of pills (see Figure 1), one signer used a
conventional DC handshape ( ) to represent each individual
pill, and laid the set of DCs out in space. Note that signing
space is used differently in conventional DCs than in embellished
DCs. In embellished DCs, space is used to represent the shape
of a single object, but in conventional DCs, space is used to
represent an arrangement of multiple objects. The signer also

varied her mouth movements to capture the distance between
the pills. For the first set of five pills, where the pills were evenly
spaced, the signer produced a repetitive bum mouth movement
as she laid out each pill. For the second set of five pills, where the
first three were evenly spaced and separated from the second 2
(which were closely spaced), the signer produced a frown mouth
movement to capture the relatively wide distance between the
pills for the first three pills, and then a repetitive bum bum mouth
movement to capture the closer distance between the last two
pills (see Figure 9). Iconic mouth movements co-vary with hand
movements in conventional DCs, as they do in embellished DCs.

Individual Differences in Depicting
Signers varied in the particular movements they produced in their
embellished DCs. These variations suggest that embellished DCs
were likely to have been created in the moment rather than drawn
from a conventional store of movements. Some signers were
more veridical to the size and shape of the objects they described,
and traced the entire object. Other signers were less specific and
captured only the distinguishing features of the objects in their
tracings. For example, one signer was attentive to the details of
the shape of a water bottle in her description of the bottle and
traced its entire contour, depicting the narrower circumference

FIGURE 9 | An Example of an Iconic Mouth Movement Combined with a
Conventional DC. The signer used a G ( ) handshape to represent each
individual pill in both descriptions. To describe the first array in which five pills
were evenly spaced (top), she produced a repetitive bum mouth movement
as she laid out each pill with her hands; the spacing between each pair of pills
was even in both the signer’s mouth and hand movements. To describe the
second array in which three pills were evenly spaced and separated from two
pills, which were more closely spaced (bottom), she produced a frown mouth
movement as she placed the first three pills, and then a bum bum mouth
movements as she placed the last two pills.
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FIGURE 10 | An example of individual variation in the embellished DCs
signers use to portray a water bottle. The signer in the top image traced the

top of the bottle with two bumps with 5 ( ) handshapes. The signer in the

bottom images traced the bottle from bottom to top with C ( ) handshapes

and then transitioned to an F ( ) handshapes at the top.

of the bottom half of the bottle and the two bumps on the top
(Figure 10, bottom row). Another signer did not trace the bottom
of the bottle and represented only the two bumps on the top in her
tracing DC (Figure 10, top). Additionally, these two signers used
slightly different handshapes—one signer used 5 ( ) handshapes
on both hands (Figure 10, top) and the other signer used C ( )
handshapes and then transitioned to F ( ) handshapes as she
traced the top of the bottle (Figure 10, bottom).

Signers also varied in how they combined the two handshapes
in their embellished DCs. For example, in depicting a rock, some
signers produced a combination of DCs by holding a Claw-5 ( )
handshape on the left, and then using a B ( ) handshape on the
right hand to trace the curvature (Figure 4). Other signers would
instead hold a Claw-5 ( ) handshape on the left, and then place
another Claw-5 ( ) handshape on the top and not use any tracing
movement.

The variation across individuals in hand tracings and hand
combinations was paralleled by variation in iconic mouth
movements. To describe a stick, one signer traced the branch
with an F ( ) handshape and reduplicated the ps mouth shape
(Figure 11). To describe the same stick, another signer used two
S ( ) handshapes that were slightly open to trace the curve of the
stick, and produced one continuous mouth movement by puffing
her cheeks and bottom lip.

In contrast to the variability found in embellished DCs
and iconic mouth movements, there was (not surprisingly) less
variability across signers in the conventional DCs. Signers tended
to use the same handshape to represent a particular shape, for

FIGURE 11 | An example of individual variation in the embellished DCs and
iconic mouth movements signers used to portray a branch. The signer on the

left traced the branch with an F ( ) handshape while reduplicating the ps

mouth movement. The signer on the right traced the branch with two S ( )
handshapes while producing one continuous cheek-puffing mouth movement.

example, a G ( ) handshape for small and discrete items, and
a C ( ) handshape to represent cylindrical objects, each with
a hold movement. Moreover, they used relatively few mouth
movements with conventional DCs and, when they did use a
mouth movement with this type of sign, they tended to draw from
a relatively small set of mouth movements (e.g., usually single
cheek puffs).

DISCUSSION

Signers use multiple strategies to depict the size and shape of
objects. When it is difficult to succinctly distinguish between
two objects using lexical labels, signers resort to depiction. They
recruit conventional and embellished DCs, and combine each
type with iconic mouth movements to imagistically capture the
sizes and shapes of the objects they are describing. However,
embellished DCs occurred more often in Depictive contexts
than in Descriptive contexts, whereas conventional DCs occurred
equally often in the two contexts. Moreover, embellished DCs
co-occurred more frequently with iconic mouth movements
than conventional DCs, and may be more tightly integrated,
temporally and spatially, with these mouth movements than
conventional DCs. Taken together, these findings suggest that
embellished DCs share properties with co-speech gestures in that
both are imagistic and spontaneously created.

Depicting Constructions vs. Lexical
Signs
Depicting constructions are a heavily used resource for signers
to describe the size and shape of objects. Signers often choose
to depict rather than use available lexical signs, such as LONG,
TALL, or MIDDLE. Interestingly, when asked to distinguish
between the same pairs of objects, speakers often use a litany of
adjectives and invoke specific scenarios (e.g., “a vase that you can
put a flower in”; Lu and Goldin-Meadow, 2017). In one example
(6), an English speaker said the following to distinguish between
the two yellow vases in Figure 1:
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(6) “One of the objects in this one is a yellow... Looks like a vase
that you can put a flower in. Um it’s like it gets slimmer as
you go toward the bottom whereas the other object could
also be a flower vase, there are like two different bumps in
the middle and at the bottom.”

The speaker also produced many iconic co-speech gestures
along with his many adjectives, slim, middle, and bottom, to
describe different aspects of the vase. Signers rarely used the sign
equivalents of these adjectives, even though they are available in
ASL. They relied entirely on depictive devices to convey size and
shape.

Why might it be easier to depict in sign rather than use
descriptive lexical items, and what prompts signers to rely on
these depictive devices? We can imagine several factors that could
lead to heavy use of depiction in sign: (1) It may be particularly
efficient to use DCs, which can encode two characteristics of an
object (e.g., width and height) simultaneously within a single
construction; encoding the same information lexically would
require several signs (Quinto-Pozos, 2007; Sevcikova Sehyr et al.,
2018). (2) Many lexical signs in ASL have an iconic base, and these
iconic properties might clash with the meaning of the objects
being described (cf. Meir, 2010); using a depictive device would
circumvent this potential difficulty. For example, the sign THIN
involves using two pinky fingers that first contact each other and
then move in opposite directions vertically in space. The vertical
movement of this lexical form nicely captures objects that are thin
and upright, such as a candle. Signers are likely to use this lexical
sign in this case. However, this form is a less good rendition of
objects that are thin and horizontal, such as the sticks in our
study. Signers may therefore be less inclined to use the lexical
sign THIN, which is produced vertically in space, to describe a
horizontal stick. Instead, they turn to an embellished DC, tracing
a G ( ) handshape horizontally in space. When lexical signs
do not map neatly onto their referents, signers may choose to
depict using embellished DCs so that they can be faithful to the
iconic mapping. Future work is needed test this hypothesis by
exploring whether lexical signs are more likely to be used than
depictions when they can be fully mapped onto the form of their
referents. (3) ASL signers and English speakers have different
lexicons (Quinto-Pozos, 2007; Sevcikova Sehyr et al., 2018), and
some of the stimuli in our study were difficult to label with a single
lexical sign in ASL (e.g., knob of the French press; florets of the
broccoli; tip of the screwdriver). Signers may need to resort to
depiction, using embellished DCs in particular, to describe items
that English speakers can reference with lexical labels (there are,
of course, items that do not have ready labels in English, and
we predict that English-speakers will rely on depiction for these
items).

Embedded Depiction in Signed and
Spoken Languages
Depicting constructions play an important role within a signed
utterances in that, if they are removed, significant information is
lost. DCs can be analyzed as a constituent within a clause-like unit
(Ferrara and Johnston, 2014; Hodge and Johnston, 2014), just as
embedded depictions can be analyzed as linguistic units in spoken

languages (Clark, 2016). In the Bartok example presented earlier
(2), the pianist starts his sentence with, “he does not play,” and
then depicts what the pianist doesn’t do by playing a short Mozart
passage, a depiction that functions as a noun phrase.

In our data, signers often began by first naming the object (e.g.,
using the lexical sign for vase) and then following that description
with a spontaneously created depiction (e.g., tracing the contour
of the vase; using two hands to indicate the configuration of the
vase). These depictions thus function like adjectival predicates.
Similar structures can be found in speech. For example, a speaker
begins by describing the vase (“there is a vase”), and then switches
into depiction by tracing the two bumps of the vase in a co-speech
gesture; gestures of this sort are often accompanied by sound
effects (in this case, bum bum), which seem to function like
iconic mouth movements. As in sign, this depiction serves as
an adjectival predicate, and the shape information is not found
anywhere else within the clause.

These depictions in speech and sign contain gestural materials
in the sense that the forms are not conventional, and are
unlikely to have been drawn from a lexicon of words or signs.
Nevertheless, the forms often take on the full weight of expressing
information about the size and shape of an object (which is not
conveyed anywhere else in the utterance). The gestural materials
work together with the linguistic materials to form a composite
utterance (Enfield, 2009; Ferrara and Johnston, 2014).

Relevant phenomena, such as constructed action in sign and
demonstrations in speech, have both been analyzed as predicates,
each providing action information that is not found anywhere
else in the sentence. In the following examples, the first in sign
(7) and the second in speech (8), the constructed action functions
as a verb phrase:

(7) BOY (CA: THE BOY LOOKS INTO THE HOLE) Hodge
and Johnston (2014)

(8) I got out of the car, and I just (demonstration of turning
around and bumping his head on an invisible telephone pole)
Clark and Gerrig (1990)

In the clause-like unit in (7), the actor is the boy, who is
identified with the lexical sign BOY. However, there is no lexical
verb describing the boy’s action of looking through the hole,
other than the enactment in the constructed action. The signer
uses his torso, head, and face to represent the boy, and enacts
the looking process. In the clause-like unit in (8), the gestural
demonstration also functions as a verb-like predicate, conveying
action information that is not found in the speech. In our data,
signers often use depiction as the only source of information
about the size and shape of objects. These depictions thus appear
to function as an adjectival predicate within the clause.

Linguistic Constraints on Depictions
Handshapes in DCs have been analyzed as morphemes (Supalla,
1982, 1986) and we agree with this analysis. Indeed, both
conventional and embellished DCs appear to be categorical (and
conventional) in that the signers in our study always used the
same handshape to refer to a particular type of object, for
example, a G ( ) handshape to refer to small and discrete
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items (such as pills) or the Claw-5 ( ) handshape to refer to
round objects (such as rocks). Overall, there was very little
variability in the handshape signers used to depict different
shapes of objects, which suggests that handshape is conventional
in these constructions (Frishberg, 1975; Kegl and Wilbur, 1976;
Zwitserlood, 2003).

But handshape does not provide the full meaning of the
object in embellished DCs (Zwitserlood, 2003). Signers added
movement to the handshape to capture the referent’s shape. The
movements they added were gradient (rather than categorical)
and signers varied in the shapes they sculpted with their moving
hands (Emmorey and Herzig, 2003; Liddell, 2003; Schembri
et al., 2005). Nevertheless, there were still linguistic constraints
on these embellished DCs. Signers could trace the contours
of an object using either an index finger (which carves out a
2D representation) or another conventional handshape (which
carves out a 3D representation). For the most part, signers chose
the conventional handshape that captured a feature of the object.
For example, signers used either a B ( ) or Claw-5 ( ) handshape
to trace the contour of a vase, but did not use a less appropriate
handshape such as a G ( ) handshape. As another example,
signers often used a C ( ) handshape to represent the stem of
a mushroom and combined it with a Claw-5 ( ) handshape to
represent the cap; they rarely used other handshapes to represent
this object. Handshape in an embellished DC is conventionally
determined by the to-be-described object, following the same
constraints that arise in conventional DCs. The key difference is
that, in embellished (but not conventional) DCs, the handshape
is modified with gradient movement or with another handshape
to further specify the object’s shape.

Iconic mouth movements also provide shape information
about objects, and may reflect an interaction between motoric
and linguistic constraints. The mouth is not as free as the hands to
convey shape through three-dimensional space. As a result, there
are a limited number of mouth shapes available to signers that can
function as conventional, adjectival mouth morphemes (Liddell,
1980; Sutton-Spence and Woll, 1999; Crasborn et al., 2008). For
example, most signers puffed their cheeks when describing a
vase. However, signers displayed variation in how they modified
the cheek puff to capture the contour of the vase: one signer
transitioned from a cheek puff to ps; another puffed multiple
times to describe the same vase. The modifications overlaid on
top of the mouth movements thus appear to be idiosyncratic and,
in this sense, gestural.

Embellished DCs and modified iconic mouth movements can
thus both be analyzed as categorical forms that are gradiently
modified. These productions are comparable to analog speech
in spoken language, where categorical forms are modified
in a meaningful and iconic way (Shintel et al., 2006). For
example, speech can be modified analogically by elongating the
vowel “o” in the word long: “It was a loooooong time.” The
conventionalized, categorical form “long” is modified gradiently
to add emphasis to the meaning; it was not just a long time,
but a really long time. However, there are constraints on how
words can be modified analogically. For example, one cannot
elongate other parts of the word and thus cannot say lllllong or
longngngng; the vowel is a more likely candidate for modification

than the consonant (Okrent, 2002). This constraint parallels the
constraints that signers face when they use a particular handshape
or mouth movement to construct a depiction.

Depicting Constructions Share
Properties With Spoken Ideophones
A special class of sensory words in spoken language—mimetics
or ideophones found in African languages like Siwu or Japanese
(Dingemanse and Akita, 2016)—may be a good analog to DCs in
sign language. Like DCs, these spoken devices are iconic words
that are borderline linguistic. They are flexible and amenable to
gradient modification via reduplication or vowel lengthening. For
example, the ideophone, gat(-to), meaning a ‘rattling sound,’ can
be reduplicated to gagagagagagagat-to to depict the reverberating
sounds of debris falling (note that the morpheme within the
ideophone, gat, can itself be iconic). Interestingly, ideophones
frequently co-occur and are tightly integrated with iconic co-
speech gestures, and often depict the same meaning as those
gestures—they “perform the same role of depicting sensory
imagery, albeit in different modalities and therefore also with
different affordances for iconicity” (Dingemanse and Akita, 2016;
see also Kita, 1997). For example, a speaker talks about an
incoming wave using the ideophone, zorot(-te), meaning ‘one
after another in line,’ and reduplicates it, zorozorot-te while
producing a time-aligned, reduplicated iconic gesture—he swings
his arms from right to left twice.

Depicting constructions are similar to ideophones in two
ways. First, categorical handshapes in signs are combined
with non-discrete movement, just as conventional morphemes
in ideophones are imagistically and analogically reduplicated,
resulting in high expressivity. Second, DCs are tightly coupled
with iconic mouth movements, just as ideophones are tightly
coupled with co-speech gestures. If there is a spoken language
that uses ideophones to describe the shape of objects, we predict
that speakers of this language would use ideophones cohesively
with iconic co-speech gesture.

Conventions in the Practice of Depicting
We raise one last point with respect to depiction—although
aspects of the form of depiction may not be entirely conventional,
the practice of depicting may be conventional. The degree of
conventionalization of a construction can be analyzed on two
levels: conventionalization of the form itself (which we have
discussed), and conventionalization of how the form is used
(Okrent, 2002). Evidence from an emerging sign language shows
that some linguistic devices can be conventionalized even before
phonology emerges (Meir et al., 2010). In Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign
Language (ABSL), signers often use two signs to label a single
object. For example, to identify a pen, signers often sign WRITE,
followed by a conventional DC (‘SASS classifier’) referring to a
thin object. Even though ABSL signers often choose different
aspects of the pen to highlight in their conventional DCs, they
are remarkably similar in how they order their two signs (DCs
occupy the second position in 90% of instances).

In our data, depictions arise frequently, and we speculate, in
a predictable way. For example, Enfield (2009) notes that there
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may be conventions with respect to when and how co-speech
gestures are used (see also Lu and Goldin-Meadow, 2017). In fact,
listeners can use the speaker’s eye gaze toward gesture space to
predict when the speaker is going to produce a tracing gesture.
Future work is needed to determine whether there is systematicity
in when and how signers use embellished depictions, how
embellished depictions relate to other constituents within the
clause, and whether these depictions are foreshadowed by other
cues.

How Necessary Are DCs to Convey the
Full Communicative Message?
Depicting constructions contribute significant meaning to
linguistic utterance. Indeed, as in other depictive phenomena
in spoken and signed languages (Clark and Gerrig, 1990;
Liddell, 2003; Quinto-Pozos, 2007; Hodge and Johnston, 2014;
Clark, 2016), the message would be incomplete without DCs.
Signers may show a strong preference for depictive devices
over lexical items in some communicative contexts simply
because depictions can often provide more depth and accuracy
in portraying a referent than lexical signs. In future work,
our goal is to elicit judgments of signed utterances that
contain either depiction or lexical items, and to assess how
much information can be gleaned from these two types of
utterances, how obligatory depictive devices are, and whether
depictive devices provide richer meanings than descriptive
devices.

We have demonstrated several ways in which depictive
devices play an important role in conveying meaning in
sign language. Importantly, this phenomenon is not unique
to sign languages. Yet depiction tends to be relegated to
the margins of language sciences and ignored in standard
models of language (Liddell, 2003; Clark, 2016; Dingemanse
and Akita, 2016). We have shown that signers, at times,
will choose depiction over description as their primary
communicative strategy, thus signaling the importance of
depiction in discourse. The interesting question is whether
depiction is just as important in spoken languages as it is in
signed languages, a question that can only be answered by

exploring depiction under comparable circumstances in speech
and sign.
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Metaphor abounds in both sign and spoken languages. However, in sign languages,
languages in the visual-manual modality, metaphors work a bit differently than they do in
spoken languages. In this paper we explore some of the ways in which metaphors in sign
languages differ from metaphors in spoken languages. We address three differences:
(a) Some metaphors are very common in spoken languages yet are infelicitous in sign
languages; (b) Body-part terms are possible in very specific types of metaphors in
sign languages, but are not so restricted in spoken languages; (c) Similes in some
sign languages are dispreferred in predicative positions in which metaphors are fine,
in contrast to spoken languages where both can appear in these environments. We
argue that these differences can be explained by two seemingly unrelated principles: the
Double Mapping Constraint (Meir, 2010), which accounts for the interaction between
metaphor and iconicity in languages, and Croft’s (2003) constraint regarding the
autonomy and dependency of elements in metaphorical constructions. We further argue
that the study of metaphor in the signed modality offers novel insights concerning the
nature of metaphor in general, and the role of figurative speech in language.

Keywords: metaphor, simile, iconicity, inhibition, Double Mapping Constraint, autonomous and dependent
elements

INTRODUCTION

Metaphor, the use of an item from one semantic domain in a different semantic domain in order to
characterize the latter in terms of the former, is pervasive in human language and thought. Though
it is often regarded as a poetic device used in figurative language to create special poetic effects,
works on metaphor in the past several decades have demonstrated that metaphors are used in
everyday use of language, and not only in language but in thought and action as well (Lakoff and
Johnson, 1980). In fact, we cannot avoid using metaphors; all we need is to look and we will catch
metaphors in many everyday utterances (note that look and catch are used metaphorically here).
Since our potential experiences are infinite, yet the lexicon of any language is finite, the use of
metaphor is a powerful way to refer to new situations by using the existing linguistic means that we
have (e.g., surfing the internet, a computer mouse, a spaceship).

Furthermore, metaphor is not restricted to language; it is used in other domains of human
cognition as well, such as mathematics (Nunez, 2008), visual art (Kennedy, 1982, 2008; Forceville,
2008), graphics, and music (Zbikowski, 2008).

Natural languages come in two modalities—spoken and signed. Both types of languages
develop naturally in human communities, shaped by the special characteristics of the human
brain and human capacity for language, by human cognition and by the communicative needs
and constraints of human communities. The languages produced in the two modalities have
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many important properties in common, in their linguistic
structures, processes, constraints and communicative functions
(Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006). Since metaphor seems to be
such a basic and pervasive cognitive process, we would expect to
find it in both types of languages.

Yet the two types of languages differ markedly in their physical
characteristics, and these physical characteristics entail some
important linguistic differences between the two modalities. For
example, in sign languages, both the articulations of the hands
and their relation to space are directly perceivable, unlike those of
the vocal tract, whose articulations are perceivable only indirectly,
via the acoustic patterns created by air passing through different
vocal tract configurations. Sign languages also fully exploit the
existence of the two hands – phonologically, lexically, and at
higher levels of structure. These two identical articulators can
behave independently, and have no parallel in speech (see e.g.,
Sandler, 1993, 2006, 2013; Liddell, 2003; Crasborn, 2012).

These modality differences result in structural differences as
well (see e.g., Meier et al., 2002). For example, sign languages
exhibit more simultaneous structure on all linguistic levels
(Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006; Vermeerbergen et al., 2007),
while spoken languages show a tendency toward sequential
structures. In addition, iconicity is more pervasive on all
linguistic levels in sign languages than in spoken languages
(Johnston and Schembri, 1999; Aronoff et al., 2005; Meir, 2010;
Lepic et al., 2016).

What about metaphor? Would we expect languages in the
two modalities to behave differently with respect to metaphorical
expressions? Why should we, or why shouldn’t we, expect such
differences? As we pointed out above, metaphors can be found
in visual forms of communication and art. Therefore, we would
expect to find them in visual languages too. However, metaphors
in visual systems may work differently than metaphors in spoken
languages. Kennedy (2008, p. 455) points out that a metaphor
such as a burning passion works well in spoken language, but a
picture of a burning person misses the point entirely. He points
out that additional physical details, that cannot be avoided in a
picture, are often extraneous and distracting. Kennedy further
notices (ibid., p. 458) that in pictures one cannot distinguish
between a metaphor (my daughter is an angel) and a simile (my
daughter is like an angel)1.

Sign languages are both visual systems and linguistic systems.
We might expect metaphor to work in a similar way in languages
in general, building on the properties shared by all human
languages. Yet if modality does play a role in shaping metaphors,
as suggested above, then metaphors may work differently in the
two types of languages.

Research on metaphors in sign languages reveals that
metaphor is abundant in these languages. The seminal work of
Wilcox (2000) and Taub (2001) on metaphor in sign languages
showed that metaphorical mapping plays a central role in
creating signs, especially signs for abstract concepts. Moreover,
they show that the types of mappings found in ASL are those

1Forceville (1996, 2005) draws a distinction between pictorials metaphors and
what he calls ‘similes,’ but by this he just means cases where the source and target
domains are visually presented separately.

mentioned by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) as forming the basis
for conceptual metaphors in spoken languages, such as: GOOD
IS UP, THE FUTURE IS AHEAD, INTIMACY IS PROXIMITY,
COMMUNICATION IS SENDING, UNDERSTANDING IS GRASPING,
and many more. More recently, Roush (2016) examined eleven
sub-mappings of location event-structure metaphors, which are
claimed to be universal in spoken languages, and found that all of
them are exhibited in signs from the ASL lexicon. These studies
provide strong support for prevalence of conceptual metaphor in
human language, regardless of modality.

Important insights can be obtained from the study of
metaphorical gestures (e.g., Cienki and Müller, 2008), although
gestures, unlike signs, usually co-occur with speech. While
McNeill (1992) distinguishes between iconic and metaphorical
gestures, Cienki and Müller (2008) argue that metaphorical
gestures are in fact iconic. The iconic nature of gestures is
particularly important, as it “affords different potentials than
aural/oral expression does” (Müller and Cienki, 2009, p. 322).

Wilcox (2000) and Taub (2001) focus on the interaction of
metaphor and iconicity in the structure of signs. They show
how the different phonological components of a sign – its hand
configuration, location and movement – can represent iconically
some of the meaning components of that sign, and then can
be metaphorically mapped to an abstract concept in a different
semantic domain. For example, the sign EAT in Israeli Sign
Language (ISL) has the form of a handshape, moving in a
repeated movement toward the signer’s mouth. The form of
the sign iconically represents holding a small object (by the

handshape), and putting it into the agent’s mouth (Figure 1).
When the hand performs the same movement toward the temple,
the sign means LEARN, represented iconically as the action of
putting something inside one’s head (Figure 2). In this sign, the
iconic representation is mapped onto the abstract domain of
mental activities, which is characterized by putting objects (ideas,
information, pieces of knowledge) into a container (the head).

Taub (2001) elaborated on the relationship between iconicity
and metaphor, and suggested an explicit model capturing the
relationship between the two. Specifically, she suggests that the
creation of an iconic sign is a process of mapping elements of
form to elements of meaning. And the creation of an iconic-
metaphorical sign is shaped by double mapping: an iconic
mapping from form to meaning components, and a metaphorical
mapping from the meaning components (the source domain of
the metaphor) to the target domain of the metaphor.

As we demonstrate in this paper, our own work on
metaphors in sign languages, based on Taub’s model, shows
that indeed metaphors in sign languages work a bit differently
from spoken languages. First, some metaphors that are very
common in spoken languages cannot receive a metaphorical
interpretation in the signed modality (Meir, 2010). Second, while
in spoken languages a word or an expression that are interpreted
metaphorically have the same form as their non-metaphorical
counterpart, in sign languages often metaphorical use of sign
also involves slight changes in the form of the sign (Cohen and
Meir, 2014). Furthermore, in sign languages similes are often
less favored than their metaphorical counterparts, in linguistic
environments in which both are acceptable in spoken languages.
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FIGURE 1 | An iconic sign: EAT (ISL).

In the current paper we explore some of the ways in
which metaphors in sign languages differ from metaphors in
spoken languages, and suggest explanations to these differences.
We further argue that the study of metaphor in the signed
modality offers novel insights concerning the nature of
metaphor in general, and the role of figurative expressions in
language.

In what follows, we describe and account for three types of
differences between metaphors in sign languages and in spoken
languages. In Section “The Interaction Between Iconicity and
Metaphor,” we focus on the interaction between iconicity and
metaphor, showing that the iconicity of signs constrains the
metaphorical interpretations they can get. We introduce the
Double Mapping Constraint (Meir, 2010), and suggest that it can
explain the differences between languages in the two modalities,
as well as shed light on the predication nature of metaphor.
Body-part terms, a common source for metaphors in spoken
languages, show variable behavior concerning participation in
metaphorical expressions in sign languages. We argue that this
variable behavior can be explained by the interaction between
the DMC and Croft’s (2003) constraint (see section “The Body
in Metaphors”). Croft’s constraint is also used to explain two
additional, seemingly unrelated, differences between sign and
spoken languages, namely that in sign languages similes are often

FIGURE 2 | An iconic sign used metaphorically to represent an abstract
action: LEARN (ISL).

dispreferred while their metaphor counterparts are acceptable,
and the fact that often metaphorical signs have a slightly different
form than their non-metaphorical counterparts (see section
“Similes and Metaphors in ISL”). We conclude by describing two
intriguing difference between the use of metaphors in signed vs.
spoken languages, to which we do not yet have an explanation,
and which we leave for future research (see section “Conclusions
and Future Work”).

A word on methodology is in order here. The data presented in
this paper are based on consultation with three ISL native signer,
and an ASL native signer, as well as some informal discussions
with a few more fluent ISL signers. Though there are differences
and variation among signers regarding specific possible and
impossible metaphors and figurative expressions in ISL, there was
general agreement regarding the data presented here.

THE INTERACTION BETWEEN
ICONICITY AND METAPHOR

The Double-Mapping Constraint
Metaphor involves mapping between source and target domains.
However, not any such mapping is acceptable. For example,
Lakoff (1990) formulates what he calls the Invariance Hypothesis,
according to which metaphorical mappings between source and
target domain are partial, and the portion of the source domain
which is mapped preserves the image schematic structure of the
source domain that is topologically consistent with the structure
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of the target domain. Thus, metaphors only map structure from
the source domain that is compatible with the target domain.

Meir (2010) notes that in sign languages metaphorical
mapping is further constrained, as some expressions that receive
a metaphorical interpretation in spoken languages cannot be so
interpreted in sign languages. For example, (1–3) normally do
not mean that the house/acid/car literally ate all my savings/the
metal/gas, but rather that these substances were consumed by the
event that took place.

(1) The house ate up all my savings.
(2) The acid ate through the metal.
(3) My car eats gas.

However, this metaphorical interpretation of the verb to eat is
unavailable when these sentences are translated to sign languages,
such as American or Israeli Sign Languages. Meir attributes
the unavailability of metaphorical interpretation to the iconicity
of the sign EAT in these languages, whose form represents
putting something into the agent’s mouth (Figure 1 above). She
suggests that the iconicity of this sign clashes with the shifts in
meaning that take place in these metaphorical extensions. This
explanation is based on Taub’s (2001) model that both iconicity
and metaphors are built on mappings of two domains: form
and meaning in iconicity, source domain and target domain in
metaphors. Iconic signs that undergo metaphoric extension are
therefore subject to both mappings.

Yet, this double mapping is not always available. When the two
mappings do not preserve the same structural correspondence,
Meir (2010) argues that the metaphorical extension is blocked.
This line of explanation accounts for the impossibility of using
the ISL sign EAT in the above expressions. The meaning of ‘eat’ is
‘to put (food) in the mouth, chew if necessary, and swallow.’ That
is, the food is consumed as a result of the eating event. But the
consumption of the food is not represented iconically in the form
of the sign. The form of the sign iconically represents holding a
small object (by the handshape), and putting it into the agent’s
mouth (represented by the movement of the hand toward the
signer’s mouth). Each of the formational components of the sign
(its handshape, location and movement) corresponds to a specific
meaning component of the event of eating, as is shown in the left
and middle columns of Table 1.

But the metaphorical use of eat in the above sentence profiles
the consumption: The house ate up my savings means that the
house consumed my savings as the agent consumes the food
in an eating event. The metaphorical mapping between the two

TABLE 1 | Double mapping for EAT and ‘consuming is eating.’

Iconic mapping Metaphorical
mapping

Articulators Source Target

handshape
Mouth
Inward movement
X

Holding an object (food)
Mouth of eater
Putting food into mouth
Consumption of food

X
X
X
Consumption of object

domains is presented by the middle and right columns of Table 1.
The two mappings, the iconic mapping and the metaphoric
mapping, do not match, as can be seen from Table 1 (Meir, 2010,
p. 879).

The meaning component that is active in the metaphorical
mapping, the consumption, is not encoded by the iconic form of
the sign. And the meaning components of the iconic mapping –
the mouth, manipulating an object, putting into mouth – are
bleached in the metaphor. The mismatch in the double mappings
of the verb EAT and its intended metaphorical interpretation
suggests that there is some kind of interaction between the
iconic form of a sign and the kinds of metaphorical extensions
it can undergo. Specifically, the iconic form of a concept and its
metaphorical extension cannot profile different aspects of that
concept. This is captured in the following constraint (Meir, 2010,
p. 879):

The Double-Mapping Constraint (DMC): A metaphorical
mapping of an iconic form should preserve the structural
correspondences of the iconic mapping. Double-mapping should
be structure-preserving.

The DMC can account for other metaphors that are possible
in many spoken languages but not in sign languages, such as
Time flies, He climbed the ladder of success, the project took off. In
each of these expressions, the concept undergoing metaphorical
extension is represented in ISL and ASL by an iconic sign, whose
form highlights aspects of the meaning that should be bleached
in the metaphor. In FLY (Figure 3), the hands represent the
flapping of the wings, a meaning component irrelevant for the
metaphor. The metaphor profiles the speed of motion, which is
not represented by the form of the sign. Similarly, the form of
the ISL sign CLIMB highlights the manner of motion (moving
by grasping the wrings of the ladder in an alternating fashion)
rather than the upward movement intended as the basis for the
metaphoric interpretation; and the form of the ISL sign TAKE-
OFF highlights (by its handshape) the instrument performing
the action (an airplane), which is irrelevant for the metaphor.

FIGURE 3 | The iconic ISL sign FLY, highlighting the manner of motion.
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The Source for the DMC: Inhibition in
Metaphor and Iconicity
The DMC suggests that iconicity interacts with metaphor in an
interesting way: it restricts the possibility of an iconic sign to
be used or interpreted metaphorically, if the property which is
iconically represented in the form of the sign is not the property
which the metaphor is based on. But what is the source for
this restriction? Why does iconicity interfere with metaphorical
extension of a sign? We attribute this interference to another
property of iconic expressions, the fact that iconicity cannot be
inhibited. Yet metaphorical interpretation requires the inhibition
of certain properties of the word. It is the tension between these
two factors that will feature prominently in our explanation of
the DMC. Inhibition, then, is crucial to our suggestion, to which
we turn in this section. We first look at the role of inhibition
in metaphoric interpretation, and then at its interaction with
iconicity.

Metaphor and Inhibition
Intuitively, in order to interpret a metaphoric statement such
as (4), we need to inhibit the literal properties of the sun,
such as being very massive or very hot or 150 million
kilometers from Earth; we keep only the properties that are
relevant to the interpretation of the metaphor. The notion that
metaphor interpretation requires inhibition has received some
experimental confirmation.

Glucksberg et al. (2001) show that properties that are not
relevant to the metaphorical interpretation are negatively primed,
i.e., inhibited. Subjects were asked to judge the acceptability of
target sentences following either metaphors or literal statements.
For example, a sentence like (6) was judged following either the
literal (5a) or the metaphorical (5b).

(4) Juliette is the sun.
(5) (a) The hammerhead is a shark.

(b) My lawyer is a shark.
(6) Geese can swim.

Glucksberg et al. (2001) found that (6) took longer to judge
when preceded by (5b) than when preceded by (5a). Their
explanation is that the word shark normally primes the property
swim, facilitating the interpretation of a sentence containing it.
However, if shark is interpreted metaphorically, this property is
not primed. This is why (6), which contains the word swim, takes
longer to judge when following the metaphorical (5b) than when
following the literal (5a).

Fernandez (2007) extended these findings, by showing that
the irrelevant property is not simply not primed, but actually
inhibited. Using a lexical decision task, Fernandez showed that
words that are related to the literal meaning of the metaphor
actually took longer to judge than words that were not related
at all.

For example, consider (7) and (8): in both of them, a target
word follows a sentence. The target word in (7b), skin, is not
related to any of the words of (7), hence it is not primed. In
contrast, the target word in (8b), animal, is related to the word zoo
appearing in (8a). But note that zoo is used metaphorically in (8a),

and the interesting result is that the judgment of (8b) is actually
slower than the judgment of (7b)! This result demonstrates that
the literal meaning of zoo is actually actively inhibited, not merely
not primed. Interestingly, the effect occurs only after 1500 ms,
which is consistent with the fact that inhibition takes time.

(7) (a) Wisdom teeth are troublemakers.
(b) Skin

(8) (a) State schools are zoos.
(b) Animal

Langdon et al. (2002) provide evidence for the inhibition
hypothesis from a different direction: the behavior of
schizophrenic patients. In particular, they studied both the
ability of these patients to inhibit irrelevant information and
their interpretation of metaphors, and found the following
correlation: “the better the patients were at suppressing
prepotent inappropriate information. . . the more likely they
were to recognize appropriate uses of metaphorical speech.”

Iconicity and Inhibition
Thompson et al. (2010) found that iconic signs are much harder
to inhibit than non-iconic ones, even in tasks that require no
access to meaning. They asked deaf signers of British Sign
Language (BSL) to make a phonological decision: to decide
whether BSL signs, presented in video clips, were produced with
a handshape with straight or curved fingers (see Figure 4). The
signs were both iconic and non-iconic, but importantly, the
iconicity of the signs was irrelevant for the task, as the task did
not involve access to the meaning or meaning components of the
signs. Thompson et al. (2010) found that iconic signs led to slower
reaction times and more errors in the participants’ responses.
They suggest that meaning is activated automatically for highly
iconic signs, because of the closer form-meaning mapping in
these signs2. This automatic activation of meaning interfered
with the task because it provided information that could not be
inhibited yet was irrelevant to the task at hand. It seems, then,
that iconicity cannot be ignored, even when it is irrelevant.

Another possible inhibitory effect of iconicity was found by
Baus et al. (2013). The tasks in this study did involve meaning,
as bilingual (ASL-English) signers were asked to translate signs
(iconic and non-iconic) from ASL to English and from English
to ASL, or to determine whether a given ASL sign and a given
English word match in meaning. The findings show that iconicity
interfered with the performance of fluent ASL-English bilinguals:
their responses to the ASL-into-English translation task and the
matching task were significantly slower for iconic signs than for
non-iconic ones. These results are surprising. In the Thompson
et al.’s (2010) study described above, iconicity seemed to interfere
with the task because it caused automatic access to meaning,
which was irrelevant to the phonological task in that study.
Yet in the translation task, faster access to meaning is expected
to speed translation for iconic signs. The authors suggest that

2A similar explanation in a different theoretical framework is suggested by
Emmorey (2014), who regards iconic representations as structured mapping
between two mental representations. She suggests that structure-mapping
sometimes cannot be avoided, and that iconic mappings are automatically available
to signers.
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FIGURE 4 | Examples of handshapes with (A) straight fingers and (B) with
curved fingers.

maybe the iconicity of the signs “forced” the participants to use
a specific translation strategy that slowed down performance. In
order to translate a word, an association must be formed between
the lexical systems of the source and target languages (word–
word association), or the associations can be formed through
the conceptual systems (conceptually mediated translation). The
authors tentatively suggest that “the imagistic or sensory-motor
properties of the iconic signs induced these signs to be translated
via conceptual mediation, which slowed translation times” (Baus
et al., 2013, p. 269). An explanation along these lines supports the
hypothesis that iconic properties of signs cannot be inhibited.

Putting it Together: The Source for the DMC
It seems, then, that iconicity and metaphorical interpretation
play a constant tug-of-war game. Metaphorical interpretation
requires the inhibition of some aspects of the literal meaning of
the word, in particular, those aspects that are irrelevant for the
metaphorical reading. Iconic aspects of signs, together with the
meaning components they are associated with, on the other hand,
cannot be inhibited. They are too salient in the form of the sign
to ignore. If the metaphorical reading requires the inhibition of
those meaning components that are iconically present in the form
of the sign, the metaphoric interpretation is not available. Hence
the source for the DMC is the competing and opposing forces
that iconicity and metaphor require: inhibition of meanings
vs. the impossibility of inhibition of these meanings. 3We now
turn to a specific type of source domain for metaphor that is
affected by the DMC in an interesting way, namely body-part
terms.

THE BODY IN METAPHORS

The Problem
Words denoting body-parts are a rich source for metaphorical
use in spoken languages, especially for expressing spatial
and containment relations (‘the foot of the hill’), part-
whole relations (‘the mouth of the river’), and more abstract
relations (‘the heart of the problem’). In ISL and other
sign languages, such metaphors are completely absent. They
are also impossible; signers we’ve consulted with affirm
that that they would never use body-part signs in such
contexts. Yet sign languages use body-part signs productively
in compound-like constructions, such as the following ISL
examples: HEAD+STOP ‘to have a blackout’ (Figure 5),

3This conclusion has implications, beyond sign languages, on the general meaning
of metaphor. Specifically, it favors the view that metaphor expresses predication
rather than categorization (Cohen and Meir, 2015).

HEAD+FALL ‘to faint,’ HEAD+COGWHEELS ‘to think deeply,’
‘EYE+SHARP’ ‘to discern visually,’ MOUTH+SMEAR ‘to
mislead (by talking),’ HEAD+EMPTY ‘doesn’t understand
anything.’ These constructions are common in various sign
languages, such as ISL, ASL, British Sign Language (BSL) and
others4. In ISL we found about 70 constructions of this type
(termed sense compounds in Aronoff et al., 2005). They are also
productive; signers use body-part terms with other words to
create novel expressions. The equivalent English constructions
are predicate-argument constructions (e.g., My head is empty,
His eyes are sharp) or predicating-modifier constructions (an
empty-headed person, sharp-eyed).

Why do sign languages allow metaphors involving body-part
signs in these constructions but not in relational constructions,
while spoken languages allow both? What is special about body-
part terms in sign languages that makes them more constrained
in terms of the metaphorical extensions they can undergo?
The answer to this puzzle involves both the DMC, and a
constraint suggested by Croft (2003) regarding the autonomy
and dependency of elements in a metaphorical construction. We
turn now to introduce Croft’s constraint, then return to offer an
explanation of the behavior of body-part signs in metaphors in
sign languages.

Croft’s (2003) Constraint
Croft (2003) addresses the issue of what drives listeners to
interpret a construction metaphorically rather than literally.
For example, in a sentence such as Denmark shot down the
Maastricht treaty (ibid., 162), how does the listener know that
the sentence is about politics rather than about war? Denmark
and the Maastricht treaty are entities in the domain of politics,5

while shoot down is an action that belongs to the domain of
war. Why is shoot down interpreted as a political action rather
than interpreting Denmark and the Maastricht treaty as belonging
to war? And why not interpret the sentence literally? Croft
argues that what drives the metaphorical interpretation is “the
conceptual unity of domain: all of the elements of a syntactic
unit must be interpreted in a single domain.” (ibid., 162). If the
literal interpretation provides different semantic domains, the
sentence is not rejected as semantically incoherent. Rather, the
listener attempts to interpret some of the elements figuratively, as
belonging to the same semantic domain as the other elements in
that sentence (ibid., 195).

Yet which element of the unit will be interpreted
metaphorically? Here Croft draws on Langacker (1987,
1989, 1991, 2002) distinction between autonomous and
dependent elements. Langacker notices that in most grammatical
combinations, one notion is relatively autonomous, while the
other is relatively dependent in the sense that it presupposes
the autonomous element as part of its internal structure or
interpretation (Langacker, 2002, p. 122). In the phrase a tall

4See Aronoff et al. (2005); Meir and Sandler (2008) for ISL; Brennan (1990); Sutton-
Spence and Woll (1999) for BSL; Carol Padden, p.c. for ASL; Meir et al. (2012) for
ABSL.
5In fact, Denmark is in the domain of geography, and belongs to politics only after
it is interpreted metonymically. Although Croft does discuss metonymy, we will
not deal with it here.
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FIGURE 5 | Compound-like constructions that include body part in ISL: HEAD+STOP ‘to have a blackout.’

man, man is autonomous, since one can conceive of a man
without considering his height; while tall is dependent, since
its meaning is dependent on the conceptualization of an entity
to which a quality of tallness can be attributed (Sullivan, 2009,
p. 3). When considering predicative elements such as verbs,
adjectives, or adverbs vs. nominal arguments, it is usually
the case that the latter are autonomous while the former are
dependent.

Croft suggests that this distinction is relevant for figurative
interpretation of language. In particular, in metaphor,
Croft observes that the dependent element is interpreted
metaphorically, while the autonomous elements are interpreted
non-metaphorically, and signal the target domain. In the
sentence above, Denmark and the Maastricht treaty are
autonomous, while shoot down is dependent, as its meaning
is elaborated by the two nominal phrases. Therefore, the two
nominal phrases are interpreted non-metaphorically, and they
indicate the target domain (politics) onto which the dependent
element should be mapped. The verb, the dependent element,
receives a metaphorical interpretation: its meaning is mapped
from the domain of war (its source, or literal domain) to the
domain of politics (the target domain).

To take another example, in the sentence My heart broke, the
noun heart and the verb broke belong to two semantic domains:
heart belongs to the domain of emotions (by metonymy, the
heart is the location of emotions) while break belongs to the
domain of solid objects. Domain unity requires both elements
to be interpreted as belonging to the same domain. Since break
is dependent while heart is autonomous, it is break that is
interpreted metaphorically. Heart signals the target domain of
emotion, while break, whose source domain is that of solid
objects, is mapped to the domain of emotions, receiving a
metaphorical interpretation.

Evidence for this constraint comes from psychological
experiments. Gentner and France (1988) found that subjects
prefer to generate metaphorical interpretations for verbs rather
than nouns. For example, they prefer an interpretation of (9)

where the lizard basked in the sun, rather than an interpretation
where the person who looks like a lizard worshipped.

(9) The lizard worshipped.

There is also evidence from corpus studies. Huang (1994)
found that in both English and Chinese, metaphorically
interpreted elements are predominantly adjectives and verbs,
not nouns. Sullivan (2007, 2009), in a corpus study of
metaphorical expressions, tested Croft’s constraint. She analyzed
2415 metaphorical constructions of six different types. Her
findings indicate that Croft’s predictions are borne out in each
of these six constructions. Two of these constructions belong to
the constructions relevant for the sign language data, presented
above, to which we turn in the next section.

What is the explanation for Croft’s constraint? Croft does
not propose one, but we believe it follows from the nature of
metaphor. There is a debate concerning what the interpretation
of metaphor involves6. The prevailing views can be roughly
classified into two camps: Class inclusion and Predication.

Consider the following example:

(10) Businesses are dictatorships.

According to class inclusion theories of metaphor, the
interpretation of (10) involves the construction of an ad
hoc superordinate class—dictatorship*. This class plausibly
contains organizations and communities that are managed non-
consensually and punitively by one person. Sentence (10) is then
taken to mean that the class business is a member of this ad-hoc
superordinate class.

According to predication theories of metaphor, the
interpretation of (10) is different. It assumes that there is a
set of relevant properties associated with dictatorships: be

6See Chiappe and Kennedy (2001), Glucksberg (2001, 2008, 2011), Bowdle and
Gentner (2005), Glucksberg and Haught (2006a,b), Jones and Estes (2006), and
Utsumi (2007, 2011), inter alia.
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a form of government, be ruled by one person, be ruled non-
consensually, regulate many aspects of the lives of their members,
employ political propaganda, use terror and violence, etc. One
such property, P, is selected. Sentence (10) then means that
business have property P. For example, in a given context the
selected property may be be ruled by one person. Then (10)
means that businesses are run by a single person. In this paper we
assume the predication theory of metaphor (cf. Cohen and Meir,
2015). One argument for the predication view is that it makes
possible a natural explanation of Croft’s constraint, which would
otherwise be an unmotivated stipulation. The explanation is as
follows. An intuition that goes as far back as Plato and Aristotle
is that a sentence is divided into subject and predicate, where
the subject is typically nominal and the predicate is typically
verbal or adjectival7. It follows that the prototypical predicative
categories are verbs and adjectives, rather than nouns (although
all three have the same logical type: properties of individuals).
We therefore expect verbs and adjectives to be preferred in
metaphorical interpretation, which is precisely what is described
by Croft’s constraint.

Possible and Impossible Body-Part
Metaphorical Extensions in Sign
Languages
We turn now to the participation of body-part terms in
metaphors in sign languages. Let us address first the question
of why body-part terms in sign languages are more constrained
than their spoken language equivalents. Again, the key to that
question is their form. Body-part terms in sign languages usually
take the form of pointing to the relevant body part. The signs for
EYE, NOSE, EAR in ISL involve a pointing handshape ( ) to the
relevant organs. The sign for HEAD is a handshape that touches
the temple; FACE involves a circle movement of the handshape
around the face; HEART is a hand that touches the location of
the heart, and so on. In all these signs, the actual body part serves
as the place of articulation of the sign, and is highlighted by the
movement of the hand toward it.

The salience of the actual body part in the sign is also what
constrains its use in metaphors. The foot of the hill is not really a
foot; it is the lowest part of the body, the one that makes contact
with the ground, which is what it has in common with the feet
of a human body. But it doesn’t have toes, it is not connected
to a leg, and it doesn’t come in pairs. In spoken languages,
the metaphorical use is built on the resemblance of the spatial
relations between the foot and the body it is part of, abstracting
away from the actual form of the human vs. geographical foot.
In sign languages, the actual form of the organ is there as
part of the form of the sign, and is highlighted in the sign. It
cannot be inhibited, and its actual form cannot be ignored. The
metaphorical mapping is therefore incongruent with the iconicity
of the sign, violating the DMC, and is consequently blocked.

Yet body-part terms in sign languages seem to be absent
from one type of construction, and possible in another

7Of course, the subject needs not be a separate phrase or even word, and may be
incorporated into the predicate, as it is in many polysynthetic languages.

type. This differential behavior can be explained by looking
at the relationship between the different components of
each construction in terms of their relative dependency. In
constructions such as the mouth of the river, the foot of the hill
(Sullivan’s ‘prepositional phrase constructions’), there is a part-
whole relationship between the body-part and the noun in the PP,
designating a geographical area. The element denoting the part is
the dependent element, since its conception is dependent on the
conceptualization of the whole that it is part of. It is impossible
to conceive of a mouth without referring to body that it is part
of (in our case, river). The entity is relatively autonomous, as
it is possible to conceive of a river (or of any body) without
referring to specific sub-parts of it (Croft, 2003). According to
Croft’s constraint, the NP denoting the entity, as the autonomous
element, is interpreted literally and signals the target domain
(geographical areas), while the body-part, as the dependent
element, should receive a metaphorical interpretation. However,
in sign languages this is not possible, as pointed out above: the
form of signs denoting body-parts highlights the actual body-
part. The metaphorical mapping is therefore incongruent with
the iconicity of the sign, violating the DMC, and is consequently
blocked.

The metaphorical expressions HEAD+EMPTY,
HEART+BLACK, exhibit a different pattern of autonomous-
dependent relationship between its components. These belong
to what Sullivan (2007, 2009) calls ‘predicating modifier
constructions’ (an empty head), or to ‘predicate-argument
constructions’ (your head is empty). In both cases, the predicating
element is conceptually dependent, since its interpretation needs
to make reference to an entity to which the relevant property
can be attributed. The body-part is autonomous, signaling, by
metonymy, the target domain of the metaphor: mental activities
or emotions (the head is the site for mental activities, the heart
the site of emotions). Since the body-part does not receive
metaphorical interpretation, it is not subject to the DMC, and is
not blocked by it. Therefore, such constructions are possible in
sign languages.

We conclude that body-part signs are indeed excluded from
being used metaphorically in sign languages because of their
form. But they can be part of a metaphorical construction where
they function as the autonomous element, denoting the target
domain. The interaction of the DMC with Croft’s constraint
explains how body-part signs, and iconic signs in general, can
participate in metaphors.

SIMILES AND METAPHORS IN ISL

The Distribution of Similes vs. Metaphors
in ISL
The phenomena described in the previous sections indicate that
metaphorical use is more constrained in sign languages than in
spoken languages, which we attributed to the constraining effect
of iconicity on metaphor. Since iconicity is much more prevalent
in sign languages, this restricting effect is more noticeable in these
languages than in spoken languages.
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We now turn to another phenomenon where ISL exhibits a
more restricted use of figurative language compared to English
and Hebrew: the use of similes. Similes are figures of speech
that involve comparison between two things of different kinds, in
order to characterize one term by the other. In that, they resemble
metaphors. However, in similes, the comparison is made explicit,
by using words such as like, as: My lawyer is like a shark, He works
like a mule. Importantly, in many linguistic structures in spoken
languages, similes and metaphors can be both used, as in (11):

(11) John is (like) a snake.

The relationship between similes and metaphors has been
studied extensively for millennia. Starting with Aristotle, many
scholars (e.g., Bergmann, 1979; Miller, 1993; van Genabith, 2001)
argue that a metaphor is an (elliptical) simile. Yet, others argue
that metaphors and similes differ in kind. How do we decide
this question? We may try to find languages where similes are
allowed but not metaphors, or vice versa. It would seem that if
such a language is attested, this would indicate that metaphors
cannot be reduced to similes. It turns out that the study of sign
languages provides us with such a language, but not with the
expected outcome.

To the best of our knowledge, the use of similes vs. metaphors
has not been studied in sign languages. It might be expected
that since in similes the comparison is explicit, iconicity will not
play such a restrictive role regarding their use. On the other
hand, since in both metaphors and similes, the characteristics
that are profiled by the comparison do not necessarily coincide
with those profiled by the iconic form of a sign, similes may
show very similar behavior and distribution to that of metaphors.
To our surprise, when we started looking at the distribution
of metaphors and similes in ISL, we found out that in some
environments, such as predicative or adverbial positions, similes
are often not possible or dispreferred, where metaphors are
possible or preferred, as exemplified in (12–14):

(12) JOHN (∗LIKE) SNAKE ‘John is (∗like) a snake.’
(13) MARY WORK (?LIKE) MULE ‘Mary works (?like) a

mule.’
(14) KIM STRONG (?LIKE) OX ‘Kim is strong (?as) an ox.’

Note that in the English sentences that correspond to (13)
and (14), not only is the simile form possible, but it is, in fact,
mandatory: the metaphor form, that is, the form without like/as,
is unacceptable.

What is the source of these differences between the two types
of languages? To answer this question, let us again consider
the English sentence (11). In this sentence, under either its
metaphor or simile form, the noun snake receives a figurative
interpretation. But doesn’t this fact violate Croft’s constraint?
Nouns are regarded as relatively autonomous, and should not
receive figurative interpretation according to Croft. However,
Croft (2003) speculates that the noun can be construed as
dependent after all: “While there appears to be no general
principle by means of which we can say that the metaphorically
interpreted noun is. . . dependent. . . it seems to be a not
unreasonable hypothesis. . . and should be investigated further”

(p. 194). But sign languages allow another option, namely a shift
in the lexical category of the noun.

Categorical Reinterpretation of
Figurative Signs
Sign languages in general show more flexibility regarding lexical
categorical distinctions, in that words in many sign languages are
often multicategorial and can be interpreted as nouns, verbs or
adjectives (Meir, 2012 and references therein).

“We also find a substantial amount of systematic ambiguity
or vagueness in many sign languages. For instance, in Indo-
Pakistani Sign Language (IPSL) many signs tend to have rather
general meanings that are narrowed down by the context of
the utterance. . .. and similar problems are encountered in many
other sign languages as well.” (Schwager and Zeshan, 2008,
p. 513).

In ISL, for example, a sign such as LONELY may function
as an adjective in (15) and as a noun in (16), and this is
characteristics of many signs. In many cases, lexical category is
assigned according to the function of a sign in a specific syntactic
environment rather than as a lexical property of that sign.

(15) I LONELY ‘I am lonely.’
(16) LONELY MORE MORE WIDE-SPREAD ‘Loneliness

becomes more and more wide-spread.’

We propose that in the case of nominal metaphor, the noun
is reinterpreted as an adjective or adverb, and then it is more
readily be construed as dependent. For example, in (12’) SNAKE
is interpreted as an adjective:

(12’) HE SNAKE ‘He (is) snaky/snakelike.’

One piece of evidence for categorical reinterpretation of
figurative signs comes from the fact that many metaphorical
signs in ISL and ASL have a slightly different form from their
non-metaphorical counterparts. This has been observed for ASL
by Klima and Bellugi (1979, p. 299) “Figurative extensions of
meaning are preferentially accompanied by minimal changes in
movement.” In ISL, we find that the difference in the quality of
movement (as in the sign CAT, Figure 6A) is often accompanied
by other phonological differences such as the number of hands
(non-figurative CAT is two-handed while figurative CAT is
one-handed) and handshape (as in DONKEY, Figure 6B).
However, the quality of movement is crucial here, since it is
often associated with differentiating parts of speech in sign
languages. For example, nouns and verbs in noun-verb pairs in
many sign languages are distinguished by length and quality of
movement. This observation was first made for ASL by Supalla
and Newport (1978), and then found in other sign languages
(see Schwager and Zeshan, 2008; Tkachman and Sandler, 2013
for an overview). Furthermore, ASL has means for deriving
verbal/adjectival predicates from nouns. Klima and Bellugi (1979,
p. 296) describe a systematic change to the movement of ASL
nouns, forming predicates with the meaning of ‘to act/appear like
X,’ as in ‘to act like a baby’ from BABY, ‘to seem Chinese’ from
CHINESE and ‘pious’ from CHURCH. The derived predicates
have a fast and tense movement with restrained onset. Similarly,
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FIGURE 6 | Differences in form between figurative and non-figurative use of
ISL signs: (A) CAT. (B) DONKEY.

differences in movement encode an extended use of signs as
sentential adverbials, as in ‘suddenly’ or ‘unexpectedly’ from
WRONG, ‘unfortunately’ from TROUBLE.a

A second piece of evidence demonstrating that nominal
metaphors are indeed interpreted as adjectives is the fact that they
can be modified by a degree adverb such as ‘very’ (17a). Such
modification is also possible with regular adjectives (17b), but
impossible when the noun is used literally (17c).

(17) (a) HE CATfigurative VERY. ‘He is very “catty”/sly.’
(b) HE STRONG VERY. ‘He is very strong.’
(c) ∗HE CATliteral VERY. ‘He is very cat.’

Back to Similes vs. Metaphors
The proposal that metaphorically interpreted-nouns are
reinterpreted as adjectives explains why similes are strongly
dispreferred in ISL: syntactically, the preposition LIKE cannot
precede an adjective or an adverb.

(18) JOHN (∗LIKE) SNAKEfigurative

This is to be contrasted with a spoken language like English,
where the figuratively interpreted noun does not change its
category, and can therefore unproblematically combine with a
preposition:

(11’) John is (like) a snake.

Note that this explanation is essentially syntactic, and is not
dependent on any difference in meaning between metaphors and

similes. Even if metaphors are, indeed, elided similes, the scarcity
of similes in sign languages would still be explained in the same
way, on the basis of the categorial flexibility of these languages.

There is an important lesson here. In an attempt to
demonstrate that metaphors and similes differ in their meaning,
we tried to find languages that have metaphors but (almost) no
similes. We have, indeed, found such a language—ISL; and yet, we
found that the facts of this language have nothing to do with any
supposed semantic difference between metaphors and similes.
Hence, if anything, our findings provide support for the view that
metaphors and similes are very close in their meaning.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the preceding sections, we focused on the differences
between manual-visual languages and auditory languages in the
expression and use of metaphor and simile. A key issue here is
the greater ability of sign languages for iconic expressions. While
iconicity provides signs with the ability to represent visual aspects
of concepts in a vivid and straightforward way, it also constrains
those signs from taking additional, metaphorical meanings, if
these are not built on the visual imagery profiled by the sign’s
iconicity. As we pointed out, iconicity cannot be inhibited,
while metaphorical interpretation is built on inhibition. If both
forces play tug-of-war on the same meaning components, the
metaphorical interpretation is blocked. The use of similes is
further constrained by the categorical shift from nouns to
adjectives/adverbs. This shift is made possible by the general
flexibility of sign languages regarding lexical categories. But it also
constrains the use of similes, since a preposition such as LIKE
must be followed by a noun, not an adjective/verb.

We would like to conclude by describing two striking
difference between the use of metaphors in signed vs. spoken
languages, for which we do not yet have an explanation.

The Expression of Metaphor
We have seen in Section “Categorical Reinterpretation of
Figurative Signs” that when a sign is interpreted metaphorically,
its form changes slightly. This constitutes an interesting
difference between languages in the two modalities: in spoken
languages, the main expression of metaphor is through the
use of a word in a different semantic domain with an
accompanying change in meaning, as in wave (an electro-
magnetic wave, waves of immigrants, feminism wave, wave of
excitement); in sign languages, in contrast, the main expression
of metaphor is in creating new signs (Taub, 2001; Roush,
2016). Sign language abound with metaphorical signs, signs
built on both iconic and metaphorical mapping, such as the
sign LEARN (Figure 2). Crucially, it is not the case that the
sign EAT itself is used metaphorically; rather, the form of
the sign is changed in a specific manner—movement toward
the signer’s temple rather the mouth—and a new sign is
formed.

In fact, many (if not most) of the signs denoting abstract
concepts in a given sign language are built on this double
mapping, as illustrated and exemplified in depth by Taub (2001).
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Moreover, this is a very productive way for creating new signs, in
everyday use and in sign language poetry. In spoken languages,
metaphor is often described as a process of making novel use of
existing means: existing lexical items are used to refer to novel
concepts by means of metaphorical extensions. In sign languages,
this description is not accurate: metaphor is usually not making
novel use of existing means, but rather the means for creating
novel forms. At present, it is not clear to us how to account for
this difference, and we leave it as an open question for future
research.

Alternatives to Metaphor
Another difference between languages of the two modalities
pertains to providing alternatives to metaphors. Metaphors and
similes are often used to create a vivid sensory image. But there
are other means for achieving this goal. One alternative way to
create vivid imaginary is through iconic means, which, as we have
seen above, cannot be inhibited.

Since iconicity is much more prevalent in sign languages, we
expect to find many instances of vivid iconic representations of
the desired visual image, instead of metaphors or similes. This
is indeed the case. For example, while the salience of body-
parts can inhibit certain metaphorical uses, as we discussed
in Section “The Body in Metaphors,” it can also be exploited
for specific effects, both in everyday use and in poetic signing.
A widespread use of body parts in visual languages is signaling
the target domain of metaphorical mapping by articulating a
sign close to a specific body part. We saw an example with the
sign LEARN, where the head signals that the action encoded
in the sign is a mental action. Another example is the sign for
BOIL, usually articulated in neutral space. However, when signed
close to the chest, the metaphorical site for emotions, it means
‘inner boiling,’ that is, VERY-ANGRY (Figure 7). Changing the
sign’s location can be also used creatively. One of our consultants
signed the sign DEPLETE on his bicep instead of in neutral space
to convey the meaning of ‘to be exhausted, run out of steam’
(Meir and Sandler, 2008, p. 57). Another consultant created
a new sign by signing the sign SHINE close to the eyes, to
convey the meaning ‘shining eyes.’ The consulted pointed out
that this neologism is more vivid in evoking a mental image
of shining eyes than using a metaphor such as ‘Her eyes were
shining stars.’ The deaf Dutch poet Wim Emerik, in his poem
‘Member of Parliament,’ uses the same technique to convey
the idea that the politician consumes the reported news as an
automatized bodily function. As the poet depicts the politician
eating lunch and reading the newspaper, he changes the location
of the verb EAT from the mouth to the eyes, indicating that the
politician consumes news as he consumes food (Figure 8) (ibid.,
56)8.

8Another creative use of the signer’s body is personification, where the poet uses
his/her body to ‘become’ the entity (person, animal, object) in the poem. This
creates a blend of the characteristics of the poet and characteristics of the focal
entity, highlighting how those entities would view the world not only as humans
but as signing deaf people, who view the world visually and communicate in signs
(Sutton-Space, 2012, p. 1007. See Sutton-Spence and Napoli, 2010 for a thorough
description of this device).

FIGURE 7 | Body parts signal target domain of metaphor: VERY-ANGRY
(boiling signed close to chest, signaling the domain of emotions).

FIGURE 8 | Body parts signal target domain of metaphor in sign language
poetry: the member of parliament consumes food and news, by his mouth
and eyes (Wim Emerik, ‘Member of Parliament’).

All these examples show how the iconicity of body parts in
sign languages can be exploited to create a vivid sensory image,
without resorting to explicit or implicit comparisons as in similes
and metaphors. Spoken languages cannot exploit body-part terms
in the same way, since these terms are not iconic in the spoken
modality. Yet iconicity can be used to create sensory image
even in the spoken modality. Languages that have a wide array
of mimetics, often prefer those to the use of metaphors: “. . .
some types of pain that are mimicked by mimetics in Japanese
are expressed by metaphors in other languages (e.g., gangan
‘one’s head pounding,’ kirikiri ‘one’s stomach splitting,’ sikusiku
‘one’s stomach griping’).” (Akita, 2016, p. 155). And Sharlin
(2009, p. 5) concludes: “Ideophonics, flexible and welcoming to
creativity, seem to take the place of other figurative language
(simile, metaphor) generally absent in Japanese.” It seems, then,
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that creating a vivid sensory image is cherished by language
users in general. But different languages have different means
for achieving this goal. Affordances of the modality may channel
languages to use specific means, e.g., the preference of languages
in the signing modality to use iconic expressions. But as the use
of mimetics show, it is not only about modality. Even within the
same modality, languages may show different preferences. We
leave it for future study to investigate the different factors that
may lead languages to show preference to one figurative means
over another.

A Final Word
In languages in both modalities, metaphor is prevalent, and
many metaphorical mappings are shared by both, providing
strong support for a universalist view of metaphor and
metaphorical mapping in language. But each modality has its
own constraints and affordances, shaping the use of metaphors
in ways particular to the modality. A cross-modal and cross-
linguistic comparison enables us to grasp the central role of
metaphors in human expression on the one hand, and the
different means that languages provide for carrying out this
function.
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We use automatic processing of 120,000 sign videos in 31 different sign languages to

show a cross-linguistic pattern for two types of iconic form–meaning relationships in the

visual modality. First, we demonstrate that the degree of inherent plurality of concepts,

based on individual ratings by non-signers, strongly correlates with the number of hands

used in the sign forms encoding the same concepts across sign languages. Second,

we show that certain concepts are iconically articulated around specific parts of the

body, as predicted by the associational intuitions by non-signers. The implications of our

results are both theoretical and methodological. With regard to theoretical implications,

we corroborate previous research by demonstrating and quantifying, using a much larger

material than previously available, the iconic nature of languages in the visual modality. As

for the methodological implications, we show how automatic methods are, in fact, useful

for performing large-scale analysis of sign language data, to a high level of accuracy, as

indicated by our manual error analysis.

Keywords: iconicity, sign language, location, two-handed signs, semantics, lexical plurality, automated video

processing, typology

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Iconicity Across Languages and Modalities
The traditional view of the linguistic lexical unit has been that it is created by combining
meaningless units (phonemes) into a meaning-bearing form (morpheme/word) which is
semantically not compositional or even motivated, i.e., it is arbitrary (de Saussure, 1916).
Arbitrariness of word forms has even been used as a criterion for what constitutes language
(Hockett, 1960). However, the view of the building blocks of language as being entirely arbitrary
has later been questioned after it has been found—across languages—that both units smaller than
words and words themselves may exhibit non-arbitrariness. The clearest case of non-arbitrariness
is iconicity, the direct form–meaning association in which the linguistic sign resembles the denoted
referent in form, which has been found across languages in both the spoken and the signed
modality (Perniss et al., 2010; Meir and Tkachman, 2018). However, it is often claimed that signed
languages are more iconic than spoken languages, because the former are—due to the visual
modality—“richer in iconic devices” (Meir and Tkachman, 2018).
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For spoken languages, sensory imagery appears to be
particularly associated with various forms of iconic sound
symbolism (e.g., splash, beep) (e.g., Dingemanse, 2012; Schmidtke
et al., 2014; Kwon and Round, 2015; Dingemanse et al., 2016;
Winter et al., 2017), and has also been recreated in experimental
settings (e.g., Köhler, 1929; Lockwood and Dingemanse, 2015;
Cuskley et al., 2017; Fort et al., 2018). Urban (2011) and Blasi
et al. (2016) demonstrate that there are a number of iconic
form–meaning mappings across large samples of the world’s
spoken languages, such as the mapping between phonemes
and its associated articulatory body part (e.g., /n/ with “nose,”
/l/ with “tongue,” and bilabials with “lip”), or the mapping
between phonemes and physical properties (e.g., /i/ with “small”).
Although iconic expression is often concrete, it may also be
extended to abstract senses (Auracher, 2017). Thus, iconicity
seems to be an integral part of language (Dingemanse et al.,
2015), which has been found to be a facilitating element when
acquiring a language, regardless of the modality (e.g., Thompson
et al., 2012; Monaghan et al., 2014; Lockwood et al., 2016; Ortega,
2017). In their overview of research on (non-)arbitrariness in
the vocabularies of human languages, Dingemanse et al. (2015)
conclude that there are trade-offs in making use of arbitrariness
and non-arbitrariness (e.g., iconicity). Whereas arbitrariness
offers fewer constraints on form, it makes it harder for users to
learn; and whereas iconicity facilitates learning, it may restrict the
forms and abstraction possibilities of the language. We hope that
our present work in the visual modality can contribute toward
determining the parameters involved in this trade-off.

The type of iconicity is possible is partly dependent on
the modality. For example, whereas quantity (size, plurality,
intensity) is easy to depict iconically with either spoken or signed
forms (e.g., by duration or reduplication), spoken language is
better for depicting sound, and signed language is better for
depicting visual properties and space (Dingemanse et al., 2015,
608)1. In this paper, we are mainly interested in the visual
iconicity found among signed languages.

1.2. Sign Language Iconicity
Already some of the earliest research on signed languages
acknowledged the iconic motivation found in many signs (Klima
and Bellugi, 1979). That is, the form of a sign is directly motivated
by visual properties of its referent. This is a quite uncontroversial
claim today, and there is a growing body of work looking at
the interaction between iconicity and the structure of signed
language (e.g., Taub, 2001; Meir, 2010; Lepic, 2015). However,
it has been argued that there is a language-dependent factor
in the iconicity of signs, such that signers tend to rate the
signs of their own language as more iconic than the signs with
corresponding meanings in another sign language (Occhino
et al., 2017). Those looking at iconicity as a factor shaping the
very structure of signed languages have noted that individual
form features of a lexical sign can provide separate parts of the
combined semantics of the whole. For instance, the handshape

1Note that visual iconicity is present also in the multimodal communication of
speakers of spoken languages, as many co-speech gestures are known to be iconic
(Poggi, 2008).

may be used to describe size and shape properties of an entity, by
letting the hand represent either the entity itself, or the hand as
it handles the entity (Padden et al., 2013). Similarly, the type of
movement in the articulation of a sign may be motivated, such
as having movement manner, duration, and onset/offset encode
lexical aspect iconically, such as distinct end movements being
associated with telicity (Grose et al., 2007). In a model developed
by Taub (2001), the form and meaning of signs can be formalized
as a so-called double mapping in which form parameters are
mapped to the concrete source of a metaphor, which in turn
are mapped onto a metaphorical target. Using this model, Meir
(2010) shows how the Israeli Sign Language sign for “learning”
makes use of the metaphor UNDERSTANDING IS GRASPING. In
this sign, the handshape represents holding an object, which is
interpreted metaphorically as considering an idea, and the sign
location (forehead) represents the head, which is metaphorically
linked to the location of the mind2.

In this paper, we are specifically interested in two broad
phonological parameters of signs: number of hands and sign
location. Both of these parameters have been found to contribute
to the iconicity of signs.

Any sign can be produced with either one or two hands.
This dichotomy has initially mostly been treated merely as a
phonological feature of signs (van der Hulst, 1996), perhaps
because the distribution of one- and two-handed signs across
sign language lexicons seems to be 50/50 (Börstell et al., 2016;
Crasborn and Sáfár, 2016), suggesting a random distribution3.
However, it has been shown that the number of hands used
in a sign can be attributed to meaning, based on the iconic
mapping between the articulators (e.g., the hands) and (parts
of) a referent, for example as plural/reciprocal alternations (Pfau
and Steinbach, 2003, 2006, 2016) or multiple entities (e.g., Dudis,
2004; Zwitserlood et al., 2012). However, the use of two hands
for plural expression has also been shown to work on the
lexical level. For example, Lepic et al. (2016) showed that while
the distribution between one- and two-handed signs in any
random sign language lexicon appears balanced and arbitrary,
there is significant overlap in which meanings are encoded
by two-handed signs across languages. Using what the authors
term articulatory plurality, Börstell et al. (2016) argue that sign
languages are able to map plural referents onto the plural
articulators. Börstell et al. (2016) and Lepic et al. (2016) show that
sign languages favor two-handed sign forms across languages to
represent lexically plural concepts. Lexical plurals are concepts
that carry some form of inherent plurality in their semantics, for
example reciprocals, events/relationships necessarily involving
multiple participants (“kiss,” “argue,” “friend”) (Haspelmath,
2007; Acquaviva, 2008), and mass/dual/plural groups or objects,
involving multiple members/parts (“army,” “socks,” “gloves”)
(Koptjevskaja-Tamm, 2004; Acquaviva, 2008, 2016; Wisniewski,

2In her paper, other form parameters (e.g., movement) of the sign are also
represented as having a double mapping with iconicity and metaphor (Meir, 2010,
p. 877).
3One-handed signs seem to constitute a higher proportion of sign tokens in corpus
data, thus the the 50/50 distribution is mainly relevant for sign types, i.e., in a
dictionary (Crasborn and Sáfár, 2016, p. 244).
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2010; Lauwers and Lammert, 2016; Mihatsch, 2016). The
association between plurality and two-handed forms is argued
to be an iconic mapping in the same domain as the association
between repeated or longer word forms and quantity/plurality
(Dingemanse et al., 2015), based on the metaphor MORE OF

FORM IS MORE OF CONTENT (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 127).
Another parameter of the lexical sign is its location (or, place

of articulation), which means the place in signing space, on or
around the signer’s own body, at which a sign is produced.
A sign location may be lexically specified or modified. For
example, any lexical sign has a lexically specified location—
e.g., the signs EAT and SAY are typically signed at the mouth,
in an iconic fashion (Frishberg and Gough, 2000; Taub, 2001).
However, the location may sometimes be altered in order to
indicate associations with referents localized in signing space
(Cormier et al., 2015; Occhino and Wilcox, 2016). Since the
lexical location may be iconic (e.g., EAT at the mouth), there
may be restrictions to the possible modifications of locations in a
sign. For example, if the location is iconic, modifying the location
results in a loss of (metaphorical) iconic mapping which may
be disallowed by the language (Meir, 2010; Meir et al., 2013).
In this paper, however, we focus on the issue of location only
as a lexically specified parameter of a sign, in order to evaluate
quantitatively, within and across sign languages, to what extent
this parameter is iconically motivated. Location has long been
known to constitute a possible iconic parameter of lexical signs.
Locations may be directly or metaphorically associated with a
certain meaning—i.e., locations may be iconic. For instance,
the forehead is associated with cognition, whereas the chest is
associated with emotion (Brennan, 1990, 2005). Although this
is a well-known property of lexical locations, it has never been
quantified to any larger extent. An attempt at quantifying the
form–meaning mapping of sign locations was made by Börstell
and Östling (2017) by linking the manually annotated Swedish
Sign Language dictionary to a semantic dictionary. This showed
that signs of certain semantic domains (e.g., “think,” “see,” “eat”)
were more prominent in certain locations (forehead, eyes, and
mouth/belly, respectively) than signs in general.

In this paper, we aim to investigate the number of hands and
location in signs and their association with specific semantics.
We do this using automated methods on a large dataset with
120,000 videos from a sample of 31 different sign languages, using
the parallel sign language dictionary Spread the Sign 20124. We
specifically hypothesize that (1) the iconic mapping strategy of
articulatory plurality, specifically using two-handed sign forms
to represent plural meanings, is employed across languages, and
(2) sensory and body part-related meanings will be iconically
articulated at their associated locations on the body across
languages.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

We use data from the online parallel dictionary Spread the Sign
2012, which contains a total of 31 sign languages with sign entries,

4The Spread the Sign dictionary has recently been used to create an online database
of certain iconic patterns across a sign languages (Kimmelman et al., 2018).

TABLE 1 | The 31 sign languages in the dataset.

American Sign Language Estonian Sign Language Latvian Sign Language

Austrian Sign Language Finnish Sign Language Lithuanian Sign Language

Belarusian Sign Language French Sign Language Polish Sign Language

Brazilian Sign Language German Sign Language Portuguese Sign Language

British Sign Language Greek Sign Language Romanian Sign Language

Bulgarian Sign Language Icelandic Sign Language Russian Sign Language

Chinese Sign Language Indian Sign Language Spanish Sign Language

Croatian Sign Language International Sign Swedish Sign Language

Cuban Sign Language Italian Sign Language Turkish Sign Language

Czech Sign Language Japanese Sign Language Ugandan Sign Language

Ukrainian Sign Language

and roughly 300,000 videos of individual signs. Table 1 shows the
sign languages included in our dataset. The language sample is
not typologically balanced, showing a clear bias toward European
or European-derived sign languages. The issue of genealogical
relatedness and contact is notoriously difficult when it comes
to sign languages. There is little research on the topic, and
most classifications are based on either historical sources of
contact (usually concerning deaf education) or lexicostatistical
comparisons classifying languages based on lexical similarity
(cf. Brentari, 2010; Jepsen et al., 2015). A basic attempt at a
classification is found under the Sign Language family in the
Glottolog database, according to which several of the languages in
our dataset are categorized as part the same language group (e.g.,
Swedish Sign Language and Finnish Sign Language, or German
Sign Language and Polish Sign Language) (Hammarström et al.,
2017). In this study, we are not concerned with the potential
relatedness between languages. The aim is to explore iconic
properties of any language in the visual modality and the possible
patterns that may be discerned. However, it should be noted
that some patterns of metaphorical iconicity found here may
be influenced by having a European/Western-biased language
sample.

2.1. Aims
In this study, we use computer vision techniques to infer the
main areas of hand activity for individual sign videos. This allows
us to study visual iconicity in sign languages in several ways:
by comparing patterns of articulation and iconicity between
different semantic concepts and categories within the same
language, or by comparing signs for the same concept or in the
same semantic category across different languages in order to see
possible patterns across the sign languages of our sample. Our
two main research questions are the following:

1. What is the distribution of one- vs. two-handed signs across
sign languages?

a. Is the general distribution of one- vs. two-handed signs
50/50, when looking at a semantically diverse set of items,
as found by Lepic et al. (2016) and Börstell et al. (2016)?

b. Is lexical plurality associated with two-handed signs, as
argued by Börstell et al. (2016)?
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2. Is there a cross-linguistic pattern of sign locations being
iconically associated with specific meanings, as found by
Börstell and Östling (2017) for Swedish Sign Language (e.g.,
“think” associated with the forehead)?

We approach these two main research questions in two studies.
Study 1 deals with identifying the number of articulators (i.e.,
one- vs. two-handed signs) and correlating this with plurality.
Study 2 deals with the visualization of sign location based on
hand activity and the correlation with semantics. Thus, the two
studies aim to show the extent to which visual iconicity is found
across sign languages with regard to articulators and locations.
The studies also provide us with the possibility of evaluating
how signed language can be analyzed with the help of automated
video processing methods. By utilizing such methods, we are
able to quantify some of the claims about sign language iconicity
previously investigated with much smaller datasets in terms of
the number of languages and the number of signs involved.

2.2. Data Processing
Video files were downloaded from the Spread the Sign public
website, along with metadata on the language used, as well as
the name of the concept and the concept’s category (in English)5.
As the first step in our processing chain, we used the body pose
estimation model of Cao et al. (2016) to identify the position of
wrists and elbows for each video frame. We used the model file
published by the authors, which has been trained on the COCO
dataset (Lin et al., 2014)6. While their model can identify the
poses of multiple humans in a frame and thus is much more
general than needed here, we found that it is highly accurate in
identifying the required body parts. This step required about two
months of computing time on a single GPU.

Since the body pose estimation model is not directly trained
to detect hands, we estimate their location by extrapolating the
elbow–wrist line outwards by half the distance between the elbow
and wrist. As shown in Figure 1, this assumes a hand position
based on a straight wrist joint and the lower knuckles (the
metacarpophalangeal joints) as the center of the hand, which
is a fairly close approximation in most cases, but discards any
possible wrist flexion. Furthermore, since there is considerable
variation in body shape and camera distance, we normalize the
coordinates such that the averaged location of the signer’s nose
is at origo, the x axis is scaled by the mean distance between
the shoulders, and the y axis is scaled by the mean distance
between the nose and the neck (Figure 2). This normalization is
performed per video.

2.3. Study 1: Number of Articulators
Our main interest is to explain why certain signs are two-handed
while others are not. In particular, based on previous studies
(Börstell et al., 2016; Lepic et al., 2016) we expect that lexical
plurality is an important semantic component in predicting
whether a sign is two-handed or not. Although lexical plurality
has been researched extensively across many languages (e.g.,

5http://www.spreadthesign.com/
6Common Objects in Context (COCO) is a dataset of 328,000 images of basic
objects that have been labeled for developing object recognition models.

FIGURE 1 | The hand location (red) is extrapolated based on the automatically

detected joints (blue) by adding half the distance between the elbow and wrist

to the wrist location as a straight line from the elbow and wrist joints (dotted

red line).

FIGURE 2 | The automatically detected joints (circles) and connectors (lines)

identified by the body pose estimation model. Signer body normalization is

done based on the averaged location of the signer’s nose (red circle) as origo,

after which the x axis is scaled by the mean distance between the shoulders

(green circles), and the y axis is scaled by the mean distance between the

nose and the neck (yellow circle).

Acquaviva, 2008, 2016; Lauwers and Lammert, 2016), we include
here data from a plurality rating task, in order to account for
plurality—or, specifically the perceived plurality—of concepts as
a scalar property7. For this, we designed a questionnaire as
described in section 2.3.2 below. Another possible explanation
that we explore is the influence of frequency, since the principle
of economy suggests that high-frequency concepts should have

7We thank one of the reviewers for this suggestion.
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forms that are less costly to articulate, which in turn could
influence the number of articulators used for specific signs (cf.
Crasborn and Sáfár, 2016, p. 244). For this, we used the lemma
frequency of the concept’s English name in the British National
Corpus (Leech et al., 2001).

2.3.1. Data Processing
We estimate the number of articulators by calculating the total
length of the path traced by each hand (in the normalized
coordinate system) during a sign. If the path length of one hand
exceeds the other’s by a factor of more than 3, we classify the sign
as one-handed. All other signs are classified as two-handed. In
rare cases, the video processing stage fails to identify the hand(s).
To deal with this we discard all signs with hands detected in <10
frames.

2.3.2. Plurality Rating Questionnaire
Since little quantitative data exists on lexical plurality, we sent
out an online questionnaire and collected plurality ratings
from respondents (N = 23; 10 female, 13 male; mean age
29, SD 10), mainly those without a linguistics background.
Respondents were asked to rate the lexical plurality of 100
concepts, 50 of which were taken from a previous study
(Börstell et al., 2016), collected from various sources (Attarde,
2007; Haspelmath, 2007; Wisniewski, 2010) identifying them as
lexically plural concepts, and 50 which were random concepts
frequency matched (pairwise) to the lexically plural concepts
in another study (Börstell et al., 2016). Lexical plurality is
defined in the questionnaire as “whether or not there is some
inherent plural meaning of the concept (e.g., involving multiple
parts/participants/events).” Concepts were presented in random
order, and respondents were asked to provide ratings on a
discrete scale from 1 (“not at all plural”) to 7 (“definitely plural”).
For our analysis, 19 concepts from the questionnaire were
excluded for one of two reasons:

1. 5 concepts: Body parts for which Börstell et al. (2016) used a
plural form (e.g., “eyes”) while Spread the Sign uses a singular
form (e.g., “eye”).

2. 14 concepts: Missing data from Spread the Sign.

Thus, a total of 81 concepts with both plurality ratings and
number of hands in Spread the Sign remained to be used in our
analysis.

2.3.3. Statistical Model
We model our data in the following way. The plurality rating of
respondent i for concept c, Rc,i, is assumed to be an independent
draw from a normal distribution with standard deviation σQ

and mean (1 + 6pc) + ri, that is, Rc,i ∼ N(1 + 6pc + ri, σQ).
Note that the unobserved ‘true’ plurality pc is a continuous
variable on the interval [0, 1] while Rc,i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}.
To account for individual bias among respondents, we add an
individual noise term ri ∼ N(0, σR) for respondent i. We
assume a logistic regression model for the probability of a
sign Sc,l, expressing concept c in language l, being two-handed:
P(Sc,l = 1) = σ

(

βppc + βf fc + αL
l
+ αC

c + a
)

, where the logistic

function σ (x) = 1/
(

1+ e−x
)

. The unobserved variables of the

TABLE 2 | Unobserved variables in our statistical model.

Variable Prior Description

βp N(0, 5) Plurality coefficient

βf N(0, 5) Frequency coefficient

pc U(0, 1) Plurality of concept c

ri N(0, σR) Effect of rater i on rating

αLl N(0, σL) Effect of language l on number of hands

αCc N(0, σC) Effect of concept c on number of hands

a N(0, 5) Intercept term

σQ Exp (1/5) Standard deviation of Rc,·

σR Exp (1/5) Standard deviation of αR

σL Exp (1/5) Standard deviation of αL

σC Exp (1/5) Standard deviation of αC

TABLE 3 | Observed variables in our statistical model.

Variable Description

Rc,i Plurality rating (integer 1–7) of concept c from respondent i

Sc,l Number of hands (1 = two, 0 = one) used in the sign expressing

concept c in language l

fc log-frequency in British National Corpus of concept c, scaled to [0, 1]

model are listed in Table 2, and the data are summarized in
Table 3. Weakly informative priors are used throughout, since
we do not have strong prior knowledge to further constrain
the model. Logistic regression coefficients are unlikely to have
absolute values much above 5, so we use N(0, 5) priors. Standard
deviations of either concept/language-specific regression terms
or rating scores are also unlikely to be much above 5, so we
use exponential priors with λ = 1/5. For inference, we used
the NUTS sampler implemented in the Stan software package
(Carpenter et al., 2017) to run four independent chains with 5,000
burn-in iterations followed by 5,000 sampling iterations. All
parameters have the Gelman-Rubin statistic R̂ < 1.01, indicating
convergence.

2.4. Study 2: Sign Locations
For visualizing articulator activity over a large number of signs,
we also use the normalized coordinates of the hands. These are
used to trace the path of each sign individually on a grid. The
path is then blurred to reflect the uncertainty in our estimate
of the hand location, by convolving it with a Gaussian function
(σ = 0.03125x, where x is the horizontal resolution of the figure),
and placed on top of a silhouette positioned as a reference point
in relation to the positions of the body pose joint coordinates
(see Figure 2). The values on the grid are then averaged over the
group of signs to be visualized together. In our visualizations we
color the activity of the left hand in blue and the right hand in red.
The final strength of each color in the visualizations represents
the mean amount of time, across languages, each hand spends at
a certain location.
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FIGURE 3 | Respondents place a rectangle (red) on the part of the silhouette

they judge most iconic for a concept. The rectangle’s area is mirrored

symmetrically (dotted red). Hand coordinates falling within either original or

mirrored rectangle (green circle) receive the distance 0. Hand coordinates

outside the rectangles (blue circle) receive the distance to the nearest

rectangle border (black arrow).

2.4.1. Quantifying Iconicity Through Location Ratings
To demonstrate that systematicity in sign locations across
languages is in fact attributed to iconicity, we define a quantitative
measure of iconicity. To obtain data, we created a computer-
based visual questionnaire for location ratings. Respondents (N =

10; 6 female, 4 male; mean age 41, SD 13), none of which
reported knowledge of any sign language, were instructed to place
a rectangle on a body silhouette (see Figure 3). This is the same
silhouette we use for visualization of the hand activity across
concepts. Respondents were presented, in random order, with
the name of the concept in English and the silhouette, and were
instructed to place a single rectangle—the size of which could be
controlled by the respondent—on the part of the image that they
most strongly associate with the concept. To ensure symmetry,
the rectangle is mirrored so that any part covered in the left half of
the body is also covered on the right half, and vice versa. We refer
to the resulting rectangle(s), either one or two, as a location rating.
The iconicity score of a sign with respect to a location rating is
then computed in the following way:

1. Guess the dominant hand by choosing the hand with the
longest trajectory length during the sign. In case of symmetric
two-handed signs, the choice of dominant hand will be
arbitrary, but since the computations are symmetric this will
not affect the result.

2. All video frames without the dominant hand are removed, and
then the first 20% and the last 20% of remaining frames are
removed, because they tend to include movements from and
to a neutral position.

3. The iconicity score is now computed as the negative mean
distance, over all remaining video frames, between the
dominant hand and the closest rectangle in the location rating.
If the hand is inside a rectangle, the distance is zero for that
frame. Otherwise, Euclidean distance between the hand and
the closest point of any rectangle is used (see Figure 3). Thus,
the highest possible iconicity score (zero) is obtained if the
whole sign is articulated entirely inside the space marked by
all respondents in the location ratings. Lower values (that is,
increasingly negative) of the iconicity score indicate increasing
divergence form the location ratings.

To compute the iconicity score for a concept, we compute the
N ×M iconicity scores for each combination of the N languages
that have a sign for the concept and the M location ratings for
that concept, and use the mean of these values. Thus, the higher
the iconicity score, the closer the articulation of the signs are to
the areas indicated by the respondents.

The iconicity score is difficult to interpret out of context. For
this reason, we also compare the location ratings to each concept
in a vocabulary list, to estimate the level of chance similarity.
We use the Swadesh list from Study 1 (see section 2.3), with the
concept FOOD added in order to ensure that all the concepts in
this study are covered. If iconicity is a significant factor, we expect
the location ratings of a particular concept to be closer (have a
higher iconicity score) to signs expressing the same concept, than
to unrelated signs.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Study 1: Number of Articulators
3.1.1. Processing Quality
To assess the soundness of our method, we decided to manually
annotate 20 randomly sampled signs for each language: 10 that
were classified as one-handed, and 10 that were classified as two-
handed8. All the sampled concepts are in the Swadesh list. With
this information, we are able to estimate the precision for each
category (one-handed and two-handed). While statistical power
is limited due to the small sample, we can easily identify two
languages for which the automatic processing fails completely:
Czech Sign Language and Russian Sign Language. For these
languages, only 3 of the 10 signs classified as two-handed are in
fact two-handed. For two other languages, British Sign Language
and Portuguese Sign Language, 7 of 10 signs classified as two-
handed are really two-handed. All other languages contained at
most 2 errors per group of 10 for two-handed sign detection, and
all languages (including the ones above) have at most 2 errors
per group of 10 for one-handed sign detection. Qualitatively,
we found that these errors were mainly due to camera setup in
these languages, in which the non-articulating hand was partly

8Cuban Sign Language was excluded from this manual inspection, since there are
<10 signs each in the one- and two-handed classification group, respectively.
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TABLE 4 | Number of one-handed (1H) and two-handed (2H) signs according to the Spread the Sign data for concepts in the Swadesh list (Core vocabulary) and for all

concepts with a single-word English translation (Extended vocabulary).

Core vocabulary Extended vocabulary

Sign language 1H 2H 2H/(1H+2H) (%) 1H 2H 2H/(1H+2H) (%)

American Sign Language 102 130 56.0 2,216 3,535 61.5

Austrian Sign Language 100 133 57.1 1,527 3,942 72.1

Belarusian Sign Language 56 89 61.4 738 3,003 80.3

Brazilian Sign Language 126 83 39.7 1,302 1,715 56.8

*British Sign Language 64 170 72.6 715 4,829 87.1

Bulgarian Sign Language 85 67 44.1 588 841 58.9

Chinese Sign Language 83 93 52.8 876 2,977 77.3

Croatian Sign Language 30 39 56.5 402 919 69.6

Cuban Sign Language 6 9 60.0 22 34 60.7

*Czech Sign Language 23 210 90.1 248 5,260 95.5

Estonian Sign Language 100 136 57.6 1,468 4,097 73.6

Finnish Sign Language 17 12 41.4 121 92 43.2

French Sign Language 82 139 62.9 1,184 3,833 76.4

German Sign Language 109 122 52.8 1,815 3,711 67.2

Greek Sign Language 12 25 67.6 483 950 66.3

Icelandic Sign Language 118 114 49.1 1,847 3,754 67.0

Indian Sign Language 91 98 51.9 626 1,714 73.2

International Sign 39 50 56.2 185 291 61.1

Italian Sign Language 102 132 56.4 1,136 4,450 79.7

Japanese Sign Language 79 116 59.5 660 2,033 75.5

Latvian Sign Language 100 134 57.3 1,720 3,905 69.4

Lithuanian Sign Language 117 113 49.1 1,921 3,572 65.0

Polish Sign Language 103 120 53.8 1,545 3,799 71.1

*Portuguese Sign Language 106 117 52.5 1,527 3,669 70.6

Romanian Sign Language 96 91 48.7 1,943 1,941 50.0

*Russian Sign Language 71 156 68.7 1,446 3,980 73.4

Spanish Sign Language 121 110 47.6 1,670 3,759 69.2

Swedish Sign Language 109 115 51.3 1,924 3,582 65.1

Turkish Sign Language 113 117 50.9 1,976 3,412 63.3

Ugandan Sign Language 15 19 55.9 75 135 64.3

Ukrainian Sign Language 118 115 49.4 1,739 3,556 67.2

Total 2,493 3,174 56.0 35,645 87,290 71.0

The proportion of two-handed signs [2H/(1H+2H)] is also given. Languages marked with asterisk have systematic processing errors.

in frame (and moving slightly) during one-handed signs, thereby
confusing the body pose estimation model. Overall precision for
one-handed sign detection is 95.0% (13 errors in 260 signs), and
95.8% (11 errors in 260 signs) for two-handed sign detection if the
four problematic cases mentioned above are removed. Without
removing these, precision for two-handed sign detection drops to
89.7% (31 errors in 300 signs) while one-handed sign detection
remains high at 95.7% (13 errors in 300 signs). We take this as
a proof of validity for our automated method in identifying the
number of hands in sign videos.

3.1.2. Distribution of One- vs. Two-Handed Signs
Table 4 shows the distribution of one- and two-handed signs in
each language, for both core vocabulary and extended vocabulary.
We define the core vocabulary to include all signs available in the

data that represent concepts in the Swadesh list from Lepic et al.
(2016), in total 5,667 signs for 195 concepts. Going beyond the
core vocabulary is problematic, since two-handedness becomes
a less meaningful property when dealing with compound signs
or whole phrases, and Spread the Sign does not contain enough
information to distinguish these from simple signs. In order to
obtain an extended vocabulary of mostly non-compound signs,
we use all signs for concepts with single-word translations in
an isolating language (English). This results in 122,935 signs,
an amount that would be very time-consuming to classify
manually, hence our automatic processing demonstrates its
usefulness.

From these results, we see that the proportion of two-handed
signs in the extended vocabulary (71.0%) is much higher than
the corresponding figure for the core vocabulary (56.0%, cf.
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FIGURE 4 | Distribution of one- vs. two-handed signs (n = 5, 667) across languages for concepts (n = 195) in the Swadesh list; dotted line showing the mean

proportion of two-handed signs across all signs (56.0%). Note that all languages in our data are included here, i.e., also those excluded from our analysis due to

unreliable video processing (Czech SL, British SL, Russian SL, and Portuguese SL).

Figure 4), although still lower than in the list of lexical plurals
(81.8%, cf. Figure 5)9. This may be explained by lexical frequency
and articulatory economy. For instance, Crasborn and Sáfár
(2016) show that the while the distribution of one- vs. two-
handed signs in Sign Language of the Netherlands is more or
less balanced in lexical databases, there is a bias toward one-
handed signs in corpus tokens. The authors suggest that ease of
articulation may cause lexically two-handed signs to be produced
as one-handed signs (Crasborn and Sáfár, 2016, p. 244). In
fact, it may even be possible that frequency effects on phonetic
reduction pushes toward one-handed articulation with frequent
signs, similarly to how frequent signs have been shown to be the
most reduced in terms of sign duration (Börstell et al., 2016).
However, seeing as other sign databases of similar size to Spread
the Sign (per individual language) have been shown previously
to exhibit a near 50/50 distribution of one- vs. two-handed signs
(Börstell et al., 2016, p. 393), it is also possible that the selection
of concepts in the Spread the Sign project affects the distribution.
As stated on their website, one objective of the project was to
facilitate vocational training exchanges between countries, and
possibly the inclusion of vocational school terminology results in
a higher proportion of complex concepts that require compound,
phrasal, and/or depicting constructions, which are more likely to
be encoded (in part) by two-handed forms.

9If the four languages with systematic errors are removed, the mean proportion of
two-handed signs drops to 53.1%—i.e., even closer to an even distribution.

3.1.3. The Influence of Plurality
Based on previous research (Börstell et al., 2016) and the results
obtained here (see Table 4 and Figure 4), we expect the—at least
core—vocabulary of any sign language to exhibit a close to 50/50
distribution between one- and two-handed signs. As shown by
Börstell et al. (2016) for a sample of 10 sign languages across
five language groups, this distribution becomes heavily skewed
toward two-handed signs when looking specifically at a list of
lexically plural concepts (i.e., concepts that are inherently plural).
The motivation for this is argued to be that sign languages
make use of articulatory plurality, which means that they map
plural referents onto the plural articulators (e.g., the two hands)
in an iconic manner. An informal glance at the distribution
across languages reveals that while the list of random concepts
shows a quite even distribution of one- vs. two-handed signs
(Figure 6), the sampled lexically plural concepts show a two-
handed preference across languages (Figure 5).

Setting the categorization of plural vs. random list aside, we
also want to compare the proportion of two-handed signs to
the perceived plurality of the individual concepts (section 2.3.2).
Figure 7 shows the correlation between the plural ratings for
individual concepts and the proportion of two-handed signs
encoding the same concepts across languages. Here we see
that there is a clear difference in patterning between plural
and random items. Random items have generally low plural
ratings (as expected), and are also evenly distributed across the
y axis, demonstrating that non-plural items exhibit the expected
50/50 split between one- and two-handed signs. However,
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FIGURE 5 | Distribution of one- (red) vs. two-handed (blue) signs across concepts (x axis) and languages (y axis) in the lexical plural list.

FIGURE 6 | Distribution of one- (red) vs. two-handed (blue) signs across concepts (x axis) and languages (y axis) in the random list.

the plural items have mixed plural ratings, although overall
much higher than the random items, and are all clearly biased
toward two-handed sign forms across languages. This gives

us a general visualization of plurality and two-handed forms
being correlated. We have investigated this more rigorously
using the model described in section 2.3.3. Its parameters were
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FIGURE 7 | Correlation between plurality ratings (x axis) and the proportion of two-handed signs across languages (y axis) for both plural (blue) and random (red) items.

estimated using the 81 concepts in the list ranked for lexical
plurality described in section 2.3.2. Table 5 summarizes some
important parameters and their estimates. Due to the relatively
low number of concepts studied, the posterior distributions of
these parameters are fairly wide, but still allow us to draw a
number of conclusions conditioned on the assumptions of our
model:

• P(βp > 0) ≈ 99.5% and P(βp > 1) ≈ 93.0%: lexical plurality
is extremely likely to be a predictor of two-handed signs, and
the effect is likely to be large.

• P(βf < 0) ≈ 41.7% and P(|βf | > 1) ≈ 26.5%: we do not have
evidence for frequency being a predictor of one-handed signs,
but even a large effect (in either direction) can not be excluded.

• P(σ L < 0.67) ≈ 97.5%: languages are fairly consistent in the
overall distribution of one- and two-handed signs, and most
variation is explained by other factors.

• P(σC > 1.30) ≈ 97.5%: concept-specific properties beyond
lexical plurality are important predictors of one- or two-
handedness. The αC

c values at the bottom of Table 5 provide
some examples.

Looking at the individual concepts in the lexical plural list, we
observe that all but two (“tongs” and “scissors”) are preferentially

encoded as two-handed signs across languages (Figure 5). This
can not be explained by any of the other factors in our statistical
model (see above, andTable 5). This is also reflected in the results
of Börstell et al. (2016), for which “tongs” and “scissors” were the
only concepts of those overlapping with this current study that
were not encoded as two-handed signs in any sign language. A
manual check in the Spread the Sign videos shows that “tongs”
are mostly referred to by a handling depiction (i.e., showing how
a hand uses tongs), whereas all languages have a one-handed
depiction of “scissors” with the fingers representing the shears.
As argued by Börstell et al. (2016), using dual/plural fingers
for mapping plural referents is also an instance of articulatory
plurality, only using a different individuation of articulators
(i.e., fingers instead of hands) in the iconic mapping between
articulators and plural referents. In Figure 5, we notice that
there has been a misclassification of “scissors” as two-handed
for two languages (Italian Sign Language and Portuguese Sign
Language).

There are also some clear examples of the opposite tendency,
where the other factors in our model are unable to explain
two-handedness. For instance, the concepts DRIVE and DOOR

are nearly universally two-handed signs in our sample, in spite
of receiving low plurality rankings. They both have iconic
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TABLE 5 | Estimates of some interesting model parameters, with credibility

intervals centered at the median.

Parameter Description Percentile

2.5 25 50 75 97.5

βp Plurality regression coefficient 0.58 1.68 2.25 2.84 3.93

βf Frequency regression coefficient –1.58 –0.40 0.18 0.77 1.92

a Intercept –1.02 –0.15 0.29 0.73 1.61

σC Per-concept regression term SD 1.30 1.50 1.61 1.74 2.03

σL Per-language regression term SD 0.20 0.33 0.41 0.49 0.67

σR Per-rater bias term SD 0.62 0.75 0.83 0.93 1.17

σQ Rating noise SD 1.47 1.50 1.52 1.53 1.57

αCSCISSORS Regression term of concept SCISSORS –5.50 –4.36 –3.82 –3.32 –2.43

αCHAIR Regression term of concept HAIR –5.02 –4.09 –3.63 –3.19 –2.41

αCGUY Regression term of concept GUY –5.50 –4.04 –3.39 –2.81 –1.85

...

αCDOOR Regression term of concept DOOR 0.50 1.41 1.93 2.49 3.75

αCSHORTS Regression term of concept SHORTS 0.22 1.33 1.98 2.71 4.38

αCDRIVE Regression term of concept DRIVE 0.81 1.84 2.45 3.13 4.73

motivations, but concept-specific ones not captured by the notion
of lexical plurality: driving a vehicle by holding the steering wheel
(usually symmetrically, using both hands), and opening a door in
a wall (asymmetric, with the non-dominant hand representing
a reference point in the wall/door post). These are, however,
motivations found by Lepic et al. (2016), for instance in having
spatial configurations with one hand as the reference point to
the other, such as in DOOR, or using plural hands to represent
plural hands, as in DRIVE, although the meaning of “drive” is not
inherently plural in itself (the plurality is in the limbs used for the
activity).

3.2. Study 2: Sign Locations
For our second research question, we wanted to investigate
whether there are cross-linguistically valid patterns of sign
locations being iconic. Here we define iconicity based on the
location ratings made by hearing non-signers asked to map
concepts onto a body silhouette (see section 2.4.1). Using
these ratings, we can also quantify the extent to which the
cross-linguistic hand activity patterns align with non-signers’
associations between concepts and the human body. Table 6
shows that out of the six concepts from Börstell and Östling
(2017), four are in the 4th percentile or lower, indicating a high
degree of similarity to the location ratings. The remaining two
concepts, FOOD and SAY, are both articulated at the mouth
in nearly all of the languages in our sample. Thus, for these
individual concepts, we find some clear examples of iconic
locations across languages.

In order to visualize cross-linguistic similarity, Figure 8 shows
the hand activity across the languages in the Spread the Sign
dictionary for the individual concepts. These concepts, also
compared to the iconicity of locations task, have been chosen in
part because they provide prototypical examples of the categories

TABLE 6 | Concepts and their similarity to location ratings (0 would indicate

perfect agreement).

Concept only All signs

Concept Mean sim. Percentile Mean sim. SD

FOOD –0.84 26 –0.95 0.18

HEAR –0.42 3 –1.03 0.32

HUNGRY –0.37 1 –0.93 0.30

LOVE –0.28 3 –0.52 0.18

SAY –0.88 32 –1.02 0.28

THINK –0.49 4 –1.10 0.33

Mean similarity scores are presented for signs in different languages representing the given
concept (left) and for all signs in the Swadesh list (right).

investigated by Börstell and Östling (2017) for Swedish Sign
Language. As expected, they show strong tendencies to be
located in certain areas: THINK (forehead), HEAR (ears), SAY and
FOOD (lower face), LOVE (chest, with crossed arms), HUNGRY

(belly). These sign locations are clearly iconic in some sense,
either directly or metaphorically: whereas “think,” “hear,” and
“say” are all located at the body part directly involved in the
respective activity (head/brain for thinking, ears for hearing,
and mouth/throat for saying), “food” is located at the body part
associated with a related action (mouth for eating). The concept
“hungry” is located at the belly, in which hunger is felt, and “love”
is located at the chest, which is explained by the metaphorical
association of heart as the center of experiencing the emotion. In
the visualization, some cases are clearer than others in that there
is less cross-linguistic variation. For instance, the concept “hear”
is clearly associated with the ears across languages, as is “think”
with the (fore)head and “food” with the mouth. The concept
“say” shows a slightly more variable location across languages,
yet mostly centered around the mouth (see Figure 8C), as has
previously been argued by Frishberg and Gough (2000, p. 117–
118). This shows that iconic mappings between sign location
and meaning—directly or metaphorically—are visible across
languages, which is supported by the fact that they correlate with
the locations identified as iconic for each concept by hearing
non-signers (Table 6).

Rather than looking at individual concepts, Figure 9 shows
hand activity over larger categories with hundreds of individual
signs each. The Nouns category is included as an example of
overall hand activity in a semantically non-coherent group of
concepts, while the remaining pictures in Figure 9 represent
semantically (relatively) coherent groups of concepts. Compare
the result to Figures 3, 4 in Börstell and Östling (2017, p. 223),
who used hand-coded data from Swedish Sign Language for
similar categories.

In some cases the categories are strongly associated with
particular body parts, which is reflected by our visualizations.
For example, Eyesight (eyes), Sound (ears), andHair (hair) are all
clearly associated with the expected body location. In other cases,
the categories are associated with large parts of the body, leading
to less focused activity patterns, as in the Clothes and Anatomy
categories. Overall, the activity areas are less distinct than for the
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FIGURE 8 | Visualization of hand activity in signs representing individual concepts across multiple languages. The activity of the right hand is shown in red and the left

hand in blue.

individual concepts shown in Figure 8, which is expected from
the conflation of data from many signs across all languages into
one image, but iconic mappings can still be observed.

Besides the figures shown here, we have generated
visualizations of sign locations across languages for all individual
concepts and sign categories present in the Spread the Sign
database at the time of download10. This may prove useful
for other researchers interested in further exploring the cross-
linguistic patterns of iconicity with regard to sign locations and
semantics.

4. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we set out to explore the visual iconicity of signed
languages, specifically targeting two phonological parameters—
the number of articulators (specifically the number of hands)
and the location used in a sign—investigated in the two separate
studies presented here. The aim was to explore how these
parameters relate to iconicity across languages. Furthermore,
since the method of using automated visual processing of large-
scale parallel sign language data is a novel one, we also wished to
evaluate the accuracy and usefulness of this method, for this and
future studies.

10https://www.ling.su.se/sign-language-iconicity

4.1. Number of Articulators
For our first study, we wanted to investigate the distribution
of one- vs. two-handed signs across the sign languages in
the dataset. Previous studies have suggested that sign language
lexicons exhibit quite an even split between one- and two-
handed signs (Börstell et al., 2016; Crasborn and Sáfár, 2016;
Lepic et al., 2016). Our statistical model (section 3.1.3), using
81 concepts for which we have lexical plurality ratings, indicates
that none of the sign languages in our sample has a strong
preference for either one- or two-handed signs. Sampling signs
corresponding to the concepts in a Swadesh list, which may
be used as an approximation of core vocabulary, we see that
the distribution corresponds to the one predicted, with an
even distribution across all signs and languages. Looking at
the individual languages in our data, there is one exception
to the overall 50/50 distribution that clearly stands out: Czech
Sign Language with 90.1% two-handed signs. This result, along
with those of the second and third most two-handed languages
(British Sign Language and Russian Sign Language), are likely
due to the systematic errors in the automatic processing of those
languages described in section 3.1.1. For this reason they have
been excluded from the statistical analysis, along with Portuguese
Sign Language which had similar problems.

However, when expanding our analysis to a much larger set of
concepts, using all concepts encoded by a single word in English
to avoid phrases and complicated multisign constructions, we
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FIGURE 9 | Visualization of hand activity in categories of signs representing a group of concepts (c:s) across multiple languages. The activity of the right hand is

shown in red and the left hand in blue.

see that the proportion of two-handed signs notably increases
to 71% of all signs across languages. Although we do not
have an answer to why this is the case, it is possible that less
frequent signs are more likely to be two-handed, if one assumes
that the the transition from two-handed to one-handed could
be a frequency-induced economically motivated reduction (cf.
Crasborn and Sáfár, 2016, p. 244). The frequency hypothesis
was tested in our statistical model using 81 concepts, but could
neither be supported nor conclusively rejected. It may also
simply be the case that the sample, though consisting of simplex
word forms in English, are encoded by complex, depicting, or
multi-sign constructions to a larger extent than the smaller core
vocabulary set, as larger lexical databases for individual sign
languages—hence implying both frequent and infrequent lexical
items included—have previously been found to adhere to the
50/50 pattern, too (see Börstell et al., 2016, p. 393). To what extent
the two-handed prominence is a result of misclassification by the
algorithm is not known, but manual checks of the classifications
have shown mistakes in both directions, without a clear bias
in either direction. Nonetheless, the previous claims of a 50/50
distribution are confirmed for a core vocabulary sample, but less
so for all languages and concepts in a larger sample of signs.

We do not have a definitive answer as to why the overall
distribution of signs exhibits a 50/50 split. It is possible that
it has to do with a general preference to organize linguistic
units as maximally distinct forms, in a similar fashion to spoken
language phoneme inventories preferring distinct (physically

and acoustically dispersed) vowels (Lindblom, 1986; Vaux and
Samuels, 2015). With this analogy, sign languages would use
the one- vs. two-handed division as one main distinction in
phonological form, and without taking articulatory economy into
account, this could generate an even split. Since we see that at
least two-handed forms are associated with certain semantics, we
still expect systematicity (and, in our case with plurality, iconicity)
in some parts of the lexicon, which affects this distribution
locally, and further investigations into form–meaning patterns
may resolve this issue. As argued for spoken languages (see
Dingemanse et al., 2015), there is an advantage in balancing non-
arbitrariness and arbitrariness in the word forms of a language,
since they have different benefits. For example, whereas the vowel
/i/ may be used to iconically denote “smallness,” it would be a
major restriction for a language to require such a form–meaning
mapping for all uses of /i/—that is, the /i/ would be restricted to a
very limited set of words with certain semantics. Similarly, if the
one- vs. two-handed division is a useful phonological distinction,
it would be a severe limitation to not let that distinction be
used arbitrarily. This does, however, not entail that it can never
be used iconically, and we argue that two-handed forms are
often iconically mapped onto plural meaning when possible, but
plurality is not a strict requirement when forming two-handed
signs.

Concerning the association between lexical plurality and
two-handed signs, as found by Börstell et al. (2016), we
can say with certainty that this is a valid claim across the
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languages in our dataset. Our statistical model showed that
concepts are significantly more likely to be encoded by a two-
handed form if the concept carries plural semantics, even
when taking language- and concept-specific variation as well
as frequency into account. We argue that this is not only
a systematic, but an iconic mapping between plurality and
two-handed forms, and an instance of articulatory plurality
(Börstell et al., 2016). We further corroborate that this is a
cross-linguistically valid pattern, and a unique iconic feature
of signed language employing the visual modality—unique in
the sense of having multiple symmetrical articulators available
simultaneously, which adds another articulatory dimension to
the previously known mapping between quantity of form and
quantity of meaning (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Dingemanse
et al., 2015). Thus, whereas the MORE OF FORM IS MORE OF

CONTENT metaphor here limits form to the two hands, the
mapping is found in reduplication among spoken languages, and
sign languages may also use other multiple articulators for this
mapping (e.g., individuated fingers). However, we do not assume
the use of multiple articulators in this way to be a unique property
of signed language, but rather unique to the visual modality,
as it has been shown that hearing non-signers too adhere to
articulatory plurality with regard to number of hands when
inventing silent gestures for lexically plural concepts (Börstell
et al., 2016).

4.2. Sign Locations
For our second study, we wanted to see to what extent
sign locations are employed in similar iconic mappings across
languages. In a previous study, Börstell and Östling (2017)
showed that it is possible to visualize the location–meaning
association of lexical signs in a quantified manner for a single
sign language (Swedish Sign Language). By using a series of
automated methods for identifying hand activity, including
extrapolating hand positions and normalizing sign locations with
body pose joint locations as reference points, we were able
to visualize areas of hand activity across languages for both
individual concepts and larger lexical or semantic categories. We
have also demonstrated that these location–meaning associations
are iconic, since they correlate strongly with the assignment
of iconic locations to concept meanings resulting from an
experimental task involving hearing non-signers. Some of these
mappings are concretely iconic, such as associating “think”
with the (fore)head and “say” with the mouth, and others
are metaphorically iconic, such as using the chest/heart area
to represent “love.” We thus conclude that both direct and
metaphorical mappings contribute to iconic sign formation
across sign languages, as argued by Taub (2001). However, we
cannot based on our data quantify the extent to which sign
language lexicons are iconically motivated, only that the iconic
motivation is an available strategy and one that can be verified
with quantitative methods.

For the concept categories, the picture becomes more
indistinct. This is unsurprising considering it is an overlay
of hundreds—or even thousands—of signs corresponding to
the concepts in the category, visualized in a single image.
Nonetheless, we do see that a category such as Sound shows

a location pattern similar to that of the individual concept
HEAR—i.e., around the ears—albeit with less distinct boundaries
and more noise. Thus, we still consider our method useful
in investigating cross-linguistic patterns of systematicity and
iconicity in sign locations, which are indeed visible in several
cases. It is possible that the visualization across languages and
concepts simultaneously would show clearer patterns if one were
to sample individual concepts based on pre-defined semantic
features—that is, rather than by the crude categorizations
available in Spread the Sign—but it is still likely that some
discrepancies and noise will be present. Even though this and
a plethora of previous studies have shown that iconicity is a
clearly visible feature of signed languages, we would not expect an
exact matching of sign locations across languages, even when the
location is iconic, seeing as different signs may draw on different
iconic mappings (cf. Klima and Bellugi, 1979; Lepic et al., 2016),
and thus some variability will appear as noise in this type of
visualization. Furthermore, as we argued concerning the one-
vs. two-handed division, we would not expect all sign locations
to be motivated by meaning, since that could induce unwanted
restrictions on possible forms. However, we do acknowledge that
many signs are in fact partially iconic, although the iconicity may
be found in other parameters than specifically location. Some
claims have been made for sign locations exhibiting systematicity
rather than iconicity, for instance with signs articulated on the
nose or the chin being associated with negative or derogatory
meanings in American Sign Language (Frishberg and Gough,
2000, p. 116–118). Thus, we assume that the benefits of balancing
arbitrariness and non-arbitrariness are as relevant to signed
languages as they are to spoken languages, even if the proportions
between the two strategies may differ.

4.3. Evaluating the Method
The main reason for using automated analysis is efficiency: we
can perform several types of analysis on hundreds of thousands
of individual signs, in dozens of languages, much faster than
any manual coding. This allows large-scale analyses that would
be unrealistic to perform manually, and furthermore creates a
great potential for exploratory work since working hypotheses
can be evaluated in hours rather thanmonths. However, since the
computer models available currently perform at less than human
performance, there are certain limitations to what we are able to
do.

One obvious limitation in using automated classification of
sign locations using visual video processing is the fact that this
classification only concerns two-dimensional space. The visual
modality uses three dimensions, hence any sign location is
three-dimensional. Thus, while the automated classification may
provide us with height and width information of signs, it does
not provide us with any information about the depth of the
articulation, such as whether the sign is articulated close to or
far away from the signer’s body, nor whether the sign has contact
with the body part in front of which it is articulated. It is known
from previous work on sign iconicity that contact as part of the
articulation at a location is in itself meaningful (e.g., Taub, 2001;
Meir et al., 2013), but this information is currently unavailable
to us. This means, for instance, that signs articulated in neutral
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space in front of the signer are conflated with signs articulated
on the signer’s chest/torso, and whereas the former may lack an
iconic mapping between meaning and location, the latter may
very well feature such a mapping (e.g., EMOTION being centered
around the signer’s chest). It is possible that a model that could
single out only signs with body contact articulation would show
even stronger patterns of iconicity in different locations.

The above-mentioned limitations are inherent to the video
analysis method we use, but we would also like to stress
that unexpected systematic and non-systematic errors can be
numerous in some cases, even with an automatic system that has
a high overall accuracy. For instance, seemingly trivial differences
in lightning conditions and how the frame was centered forced
us to discard data from four languages. This was discovered
only after manually annotating a random subset of signs from
each language as one-handed or two-handed. Such an annotation
also gives bounds on the rate of non-systematic errors, which
should ideally be low compared to the agreement between human
raters. We thus strongly encourage researchers to annotate as
much data as is practical manually for validation purposes,
both to quantify expected problems (when relevant) and to
discover unexpected ones. In our case we only considered one
variable—the number of active hands—but future work using
more fine-grained distinctions, such as handshape and non-
manual signals, should ideally contain an evaluation of the
accuracy with which each of the variables can be automatically
extracted. This is sometimes difficult to do in case the estimated
quantity would be complex to annotate, such as in our Study
2 in which we estimate overall levels of hand activity. In these
cases, proxy measures such as sign locations may have to be
used, although such values are categorical based on phonological
assumptions.

Nonetheless, our method here has proven useful in detecting
systematic form–meaning mappings across language and
concepts even without such an adjustment, showing that
automated video processing methods can be useful in analyzing
large datasets across languages in the visual modality.

4.4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have demonstrated that computational
methods may be used in order to detect and quantify patterns
of systematicity between form and meaning in the visual
language modality. By comparing these patterns to iconicity
measurements, we have also been able to show that several of
these systematic associations are in fact iconic in nature. For
the articulators, we corroborate previous findings, here with a
much larger language sample, that lexical plurality of concepts

(whether categorical or scalar) correlates with the likelihood of
sign languages using a two-handed form: plurality of meaning
is iconically mapped onto plural articulators. For sign locations,
we see that there are systematic patterns visible across languages,
and that these correlate with iconicity ratings given by hearing
non-signers, suggesting that concrete and metaphorical iconicity
is employed across our sampled sign languages.

Not only do our findings provide further proof of the iconicity
potential of language, here specifically the visual iconicity
prevalent across languages in the signedmodality, but it also adds
to a growing body of quantitative linguistics, including research
investigating non-arbitrariness across large sets of words and
languages (e.g., Urban, 2011; Blasi et al., 2016). We specifically
show that the number of hands and the location of signs may
be used iconically, across sign languages. We believe that this
is one further step toward measuring the prevalence of (non-
)arbitrariness in human language, not only across languages
but also across modalities, which is an important task in order
to explore the fundamental properties that constitute linguistic
structure. We also believe that computational methods may
become increasingly useful in quantifying language in the visual
modality, such as extracting formational features of signs or
gestures (e.g., handshapes, movement volume, and manner). To
some extent, this has been done previously, but then normally
already at the data collection stage, by using technology such
as Motion Capture (e.g., Puupponen et al., 2015) or Kinect
(e.g., Namboodiripad et al., 2016). Here, we show that even pre-
collected video data may be analyzed computationally, in post-
production, by employing automated video processing methods.
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In this paper we highlight the different challenges in modeling communicative gestures for

Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs). We describe models whose aim is to capture

and understand the specific characteristics of communicative gestures in order to

envision how an automatic communicative gesture productionmechanism could be built.

The work is inspired by research on how human gesture characteristics (e.g., shape of the

hand, movement, orientation and timing with respect to the speech) convey meaning. We

present approaches to computing where to place a gesture, which shape the gesture

takes and how gesture shapes evolve through time. We focus on a particular model

based on theoretical frameworks on metaphors and embodied cognition that argue

that people can represent, reason about and convey abstract concepts using physical

representations and processes, which can be conveyed through physical gestures.

Keywords: metaphorical gestures, embodied conversational agents, communicative behaviors, text analysis,

embodied cognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, computers are essential in a wide range of activities, from solving mathematical problems
to mediating our social interactions. Leveraging growth in computational power and functionality,
researchers in the field of Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) aim to develop computer
systems that can engage users in natural interactions. ECAs are virtual characters, usually
with human-like appearances, endowed with the ability to use natural language and nonverbal
behaviors the same way humans would (Cassell, 2000). They can be used as pedagogical assistants
(Harvey et al., 2015), video-game characters (Gris et al., 2016) or they can also be integrated
in more complex social simulations for medical purposes (Lisetti et al., 2015). Because their
effectiveness relies on the user interacting with them the same way she would with another human,
ECAs need to be able to decode and reproduce complex human communicative signals. While
using only verbal communication may be satisfying for inputting basic commands, face-to-face
communication requires the combination of speech with nonverbal behaviors that allows other
communicative functions to be expressed simultaneously. For instance, research has highlighted
how nonverbal behaviors are used by humans for disambiguation, clarification (Calbris, 2011),
turn-taking management (Duncan, 1972) and socio-emotional expression while talking (Argyle,
1972). Therefore, in order to develop richer and more efficient natural interactions, ECAs require
not only verbal capabilities but nonverbal ones as well.

While many communicative functions and nonverbal behaviors could be addressed, in this
paper we focus on representational gestures which are gestures used to accompany and illustrate the
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content of the speech. In particular, we present an approach to
automatically producing metaphoric gestures that are aligned
with the speech of the agent in terms of timing and meaning
(Cienki and Müller, 2008).

Metaphoric gestures use the physical behavior of a gesture,
its form and motion, to convey abstract concepts. For example,
although ideas are immaterial, a gesture that is a sideways flip
of the hand can convey the speaker’s rejection of an idea, as if
an idea is a physical object with physical features such as form
and location and therefore it can be held and discarded. This
view is in line with the embodied cognition theories that argue
that the same set of sensory and motor representations we use to
make sense of and act in our world are also used to make sense
of, reason and communicate about abstract concepts (Barsalou,
1999; Kendon, 2000; Tversky and Hard, 2009). Thought, and the
message to convey, is therefore construed in terms of concrete
elements, the properties of those elements and actions on them.
In this way, an “idea” conceptualized as a concrete object
possesses physical properties, such as size, location or weight, that
are tied to the abstract properties. For example, an important idea
is an idea that is big in size, ideas can be thrown away, etc. Beyond
offering a physical representation to abstract elements, embodied
cognition considers that reasoning and thought processing are
actions taken on these representations (Johnson-Laird, 2006),
and that gestures, in particular metaphoric gestures, are physical
representations of these actions realized at the conceptual level
(Hostetter and Alibali, 2008, 2010). In other words, holding
an idea in our hand or rejecting it by a sideway flip of
the hand is a mirroring of actions taken at the conceptual
level, in effect, considering an idea to examine or dismiss
it.

This work explores theoretical frameworks on metaphors
and on how people represent and transfer physical properties
from one concept to another that have been highlighted by
researchers in the field of embodied cognition (Wilson and
Golonka, 2013). We aim at capturing and understanding the
specific characteristics of communicative gestures in order to
envision how an automatic communicative gesture production
mechanism, inspired by these theoretical foundations on human
embodied cognition and on related work, could be built. Gesture
characteristics (e.g., shape of the hand, movement, orientation
or timing with respect to the speech) should convey the desired
meaning. A system capable of producing automatically relevant
and meaningful gestures is of particular interest for ECAs as they
often rely on canned templates or on scripted scenarios. Due
to the growing popularity of procedurally generated content in
virtual worlds, a system that can control autonomously the verbal
and the nonverbal behaviors of virtual characters could be used
in a variety of applications, from video games and movie tools
to virtual assistants. Our work faces the following challenges:
identifying a common representation between speech and
gestures that could be computationally manipulated, proposing
a mechanism to extract semantic elements of this representation
from the speech of the agent, associating these elements to gesture
characteristics and finally combining these gesture characteristics
to align them with the speech of the agent. Throughout this
article, we detail the different conceptual components of our

architecture and also their preliminary implementations to
demonstrate the feasibility of such a system. While we aim for a
balanced description of each of the conceptual components, some
of them are more advanced in terms of implementation and will
have a higher level of technical detail.

This article is organized as follows. In section 2, we present
the theoretical foundations of our study on gestures, embodied
cognition and discourse. We accompany this review with a
discussion on the challenges that arise from replicating these
human phenomena within an ECA. In section 3, we review and
analyze existing solutions that tackled parts of our challenge. We
leverage this literature to propose a system capable of generating
metaphoric gestures starting from the text to be said by the virtual
agent (see section 4). Finally, in section 5, we discuss the limits
and perspectives of our approach and outline the requirements
for future evaluations.

2. GESTURES AND MEANINGS

While talking, humans produce various nonverbal behaviors
that accompany the discourse. Among these behaviors,
communicative gestures can carry different meanings. They can
illustrate an idea, mimic an action or the shape of an object,
indicate a point in space or even mark an emphasis (McNeill,
1992). Various taxonomies of gestures have been proposed to
encompass these varieties of meaning (McNeill, 1992; Kendon,
2004; Poggi, 2007). Gestures can also be studied according to
their functions in the communication process. For example,
they can have a demarcative function and mark the rhythm of
an utterance, so as to underline speech chunks or to coordinate
who has the speaking turn. They can also be tightly tied to dialog
acts underlying a speaker’s intention. But gestures can also reveal
a speaker’s attitude toward what she is saying such as her level
of certainty or of agreement. Additionally, gestures can carry
information about affective states (Bänziger et al., 2012).

To convey these varieties of functions, the form and timing of
gesture production in relation to speech is critical. The temporal
relationship between speech and gesture is far from being trivial
as gesture can coincide with speech prosody or can be anticipated
or maintained afterward (Kendon, 2004). Additionally, gesture
shape and movement carry important meaning.

In Wagner et al. (2014), the authors gave an extensive review
of work on communicative gestures, from psychology studies
to computer systems. The results highlighted how closely tied
together speech and gesture are (in terms of meaning and
timing). According to some theoretical models, like McNeill’s
Growth Point Theory (McNeill, 1985), this could be explained
by the fact that gestures and speech are produced from the
same mental process. In particular, many studies investigated the
effect of embodied cognition on speech and gesture production
(Hostetter and Alibali, 2008) and hypothesized the existence
of a common mental imagery between the two communicative
channels (Kendon, 1980).

2.1. Gestures—Types and Structures
Some scholars have underlined how gesture definitions, in term
of shape and movement, can be viewed as the abstraction of an
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action (Kendon, 1980; Calbris, 2011). This is particularly true
for metaphoric gestures. For example, rejecting an idea can be
conveyed by a hand gesture metaphorically mimicking rejection
with a pushing away gesture.

Gesture can be characterized by its physical constituents. The
form of a gesture is described in term of the shape of the hand, the
wrist and the palm orientation. A gesture can be made with one
or two hands, symmetrically or in opposition. The movement of
a gesture can be defined by its direction, its path, its dynamism.

As mentioned by Kendon (1980), gestures exhibit different
structures. At the level of a gesture, there are different phases (e.g.,
preparation, stroke, hold and relaxation). Consecutive gestures
can be co-articulated, meaning that the last phase of a gesture
is mapped to the beginning phase of the next gesture. There
is a higher structure that corresponds to discourse segments
in which consecutive gestures share some of their constituents
and are kinetically segmented. It corresponds to the ideational
structure introduced by Calbris (2011). In her theory, Calbris
argues that discourse is composed of units of meaning and
rhythm she calls Ideational Units. Within an Ideational Unit,
there is a consistency between the gestures of the person as they
show similar properties.

2.2. Conceptual Metaphors and Image
Schemas
Within the literature on embodied cognition, the
conceptualization hypothesis states that the way we mentally
represent our world is constrained by our body (Wilson and
Golonka, 2013). In other words, our interactions with the world
through embodiment lead to the conceptual representations
we manipulate in our mind to ground abstract and concrete
concepts. This is how we can apply physical properties to
abstract concepts as part of our metaphorical reasoning. Lakoff
and Johnson (1980) describe Conceptual Metaphors to explain
how we can talk about one domain using properties from
another one. For instance, in the conceptual metaphor LOVE
IS A JOURNEY, love is seen as having an origin, a destination
(might be an end) and a series of events or steps between the two.

In that case, how do we represent in our mind these
properties that can be shared between concrete and abstract
entities? Johnson suggested that humans use recurring patterns
of reasoning, called Image Schemas, to map these conceptual
metaphors from an entity to another (Johnson, 1987). These
Image Schemas have also been studied by Grady in order to
attempt to explain how our perception mechanisms are at the
origin of our metaphorical reasoning (Grady, 2005).

For instance, the Image Schema CONTAINER gives an entity
the typical properties of a container such as having a boundary
with elements that are within it and elements that are outside.
We can think of culture metaphorically as a container in terms
of people that are part of the culture, and people that are not.
This illustrates how people use their physical reality to reason
about abstract concepts, thus giving physical attributes to abstract
concepts. Moreover, according to Wilson, using metaphoric
reasoning can unconsciously influence our nonverbal behavior:
if someone is thinking about a future event, he might be swaying
slightly forward (Wilson and Golonka, 2013).

2.3. Image Schemas and Gestures
While these Image Schemas have been investigated as linguistic
structures (Croft and Cruse, 2004), used in the production of
speech, other work suggests that they could be at the origin of
the accompanying gesture production as well (Cienki, 2013). In
Mittelberg (2008), the author describes how a gesture (mimicking
the shape of a box) can represent the Image Schema OBJECT
or CONTAINER, itself being linked to the conceptual metaphor
IDEAS are OBJECTS. In other work, Cienki conducted an
experiment to study if Image Schemas (a subset) could be used
to characterize gestures (Cienki, 2005); his conclusions showed
positive results. In Chui (2011), the authors revealed evidence of
the use of spatial conceptual metaphors in gesture production
for mandarin speakers. Another experiment by Lücking and
his colleagues tried to find recurrent gestures features in the
expression of particular Image Schemas (Lücking et al., 2016).
Their results showed that, for some Image Schemas, people
spontaneously used similar gesture features. Finally, in Mehler
et al. (2015), the authors developed a gesture-based interface for
an interactive museum system that used Image Schemas as a basis
for their gestural grammar.

Metaphorical reasoning allows the transfer of properties from
a source domain to a target domain and, in the discourse, this is
realized by talking about the target domain as if it was an entity
of the source domain (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). Metaphoric
gestures follow a similar process and, like iconic gestures, their
characteristics serve to illustrate and demonstrate particular
physical properties (metaphorically projected in the case of
metaphoric gestures) of the concept being communicated by the
speaker (Cienki, 1998). A hypothesis is that these characteristics
are tied to the Image Schemas underlying the production of
the metaphorical reasoning. Researchers have highlighted how
some typical metaphorical properties are often represented with
the same gesture characteristics (Cienki, 1998; McNeill, 1992;
Calbris, 2011). For instance, to represent the CONTAINER
concept, one might exhibit concave hands facing each other in
a bowl-like shape. These findings are in line with earlier works
of McNeill and Levy who observed how people (through the
use of the conduit metaphor Reddy, 1979) illustrate an abstract
entity, which could be tied to the OBJECT Image Schema, by
pretending to hold an object with their hand (McNeill and Levy,
1980).

More examples are given in these works. They illustrate
that different characteristics are used depending on the
metaphorical element being portrayed. Whereas CONTAINER
and OBJECT seem to be depicted through the shape and
the orientation of the hand, other Image Schemas can
be portrayed by other physical characteristics such as the
position or the quality of the movement. The Image Schema
SPLIT, which would underlie a separation or a difference,
can be illustrated by a vertically flat hand moving abruptly
downward; the SCALE Image Schema, parameterized so it
encapsulates the action of an increasing scale, can be depicted
with both hands moving away from each other (Calbris,
2011).

Inspired by this research, we propose to use Image Schemas as
the basis for our representation, to bridge the speech of an ECA
and its gestures.
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2.4. Gestures and Speech Alignment
Timing is key to the alignment of speech and gestures. For
example, in McNeill’s Growth Point Theory McNeill (1985),
the growth point is the initial form (or seed) of the thinking
process fromwhich the future speech and gesture are constructed
together in synchrony with each other. While Image Schemas
are good candidates for predicting gesture shapes, additional
information will be required in order to identify the most
appropriate meaning to be aligned with the speech by the gesture
production (not all Image Schemas are turned into gesture;
selection happens). Even if each word in isolation carried an
embodied meaning represented by an Image Schema, people do
not produce a gesture on every word. For instance, an “important
obstacle” potentially represents two Image Schemas, SCALE
(parameterized to encapsulate a big quantity) and BLOCKAGE.
However a speaker might produce a single gesture (i.e.,
overlapping the pronunciation of both words) corresponding
to the meaning that is being emphasized in the context of the
conversation.

Prosodic and linguistic features of the speech seem to have the
potential to be the contextual markers that could be correlated
with the Image Schema selection process (Wagner et al., 2014).
Several works showed that gesture and speech timings seem to be
close to each other but not exactly simultaneous. Results from
Leonard and Cummins (2011) or Loehr (2012) acknowledge
the correlation between gesture phases and prosodic markers
while accepting slight variations. In the particular case of beat
gestures, which are not constrained by meaning, the peak of the
stroke seemed to be closer to the pitch emphasis (Terken, 1991).
For representational gestures, it would seem that the gesture
anticipates the prosodic markers of the discourse. In Kendon
(1980), Kendon states that the stroke of a gesture precedes or ends
at, but does not follow, the phonological peak of the utterance.
In her work, Calbris also demonstrated that when constructing
thoughts in a discourse, gestures tend to slightly anticipate the
speech (Calbris, 2011).

Additionally, an utterance can be decomposed into a theme,
the topic being discussed, and a rheme, the new information on
the theme that is being conveyed (Halliday et al., 2014). Calbris
observed that while enunciating the rheme of an utterance, more
representational gestures are produced than in the theme (where
more beat and incomplete gestures are produced) (Calbris, 2011).
In other words, people tend to produce more representational
gestures for accompanying and describing the new information
brought by the rheme, and would align the peak of the gestures so
it falls closely in time with the accentuation of the pronunciation.

3. PRODUCING COMPUTATIONALLY
COMMUNICATIVE GESTURES

Different approaches have been investigated to address the
challenge of automating gesture production and more precisely
communicative gestures. Much of the existing work proposes
independent reasoning units that dissociate gesture production
from speech production. For instance, in Thiebaux et al. (2008),
the authors developed a Behavior Realizer (Vilhjálmsson et al.,

2007) capable of using different kinds of animations (computed
in real-time or using pre-configured handcrafted or motion
captured animations) to perform a set of requested signals.
Their architecture is structured into different components
communicating through a messaging system, allowing for a
dynamic and responsive system and they introduced hierarchical
rules to blend lower bodily functions (like posture) with higher
level ones (like gaze). In the following, we present other studies
that tried to do gesture alignment with the prosody or direct
mapping from the surface text of the agent’s discourse to gestures.

In Levine et al. (2009), the authors develop a real time
system that produces gestures using prosody as input andHidden
Markov Models as the probabilistic gesture model. This model
was not capable of properly handling the alignment between
prosodic cues and gesture segments so in Levine et al. (2010),
the authors proposed an improved version of the model using
Conditional Random Fields. The result is interesting as their
system produces well-aligned gestures but their meaning (and
therefore the gesture shape) is not correlated with the content of
the speech.

In an effort to produce gestures that were both well-aligned
as well as correlated with the speech content, Chiu and Marsella
integrated several data-driven, machine learning approaches1 to
acquire a model that took lexical, syntactic and prosodic features
as input (Chiu and Marsella, 2014; Chiu et al., 2015). While
the approach was capable of producing well-aligned gestures
correlated with the content, the results also illustrated that using
machine learning to realize automatic gesture production capable
of the richness of human gesture production would require a far
more extensive data collection effort.

Lee and Marsella (2006) compare two approaches to generate
nonverbal behaviors. The first approach, called the literature
based approach, involves using the literature on nonverbal
behavior as well as manual analysis of videos of human-human
interaction to hand craft rules that map between the content
of human speech and gestures. The overall design effort and
complexity of such rule-based systems is very high. The second
approach, a machine learning approach, uses a data-driven
automated processes to find features (in the AMI meeting
corpus Carletta et al., 2006) that are strongly associated with
particular behaviors. Then, one can use those features to train
models that will predict the occurrences of the behavior. The
authors compare several different learning techniques (Hidden
Markov Models, Conditional Random Fields, Latent-Dynamic
Conditional Random Field) on syntactic features, dialogue acts
and paralinguistic features, to predict speaker’s head nods and
eyebrow movements. The same authors used a machine learning
approach in Lee and Marsella (2009) to automatically produce
head movements on each part of the speech according to the
dialog acts and the affective state of the agent.

Sargin et al. (2008) developed a two-level Hidden Markov
Model for prosody driven head-gesture animation where the first

1The work combined deep learning techniques with the temporal modeling
capabilities of Conditional Random Fields to select which gesture to convey the
meaning, while Gaussian Process Latent Variable Models were used to synthesize
the gesture motion and co-articulate the gesture sequences.
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level performs temporal clustering while the second layer does
the joint modeling of prosody-gesture patterns.

In Busso et al. (2005), the authors synthesize rigid headmotion
from prosodic features, they also perform canonical correlation
analysis to ascertain the relationship between head motions
and acoustic prosodic features. The results suggested that head
motions produced by people during normal speech are very
different from the motions produced with an emotional state.

While prosodic information has been shown to be relevant
to identify the timing and the intensity of gestures, making it a
powerful input for generating beat gestures with no particular
meaning or connection to the verbal content, producing
representational gestures (deictic, iconic or metaphoric) requires
an understanding of the information that the speaker wants
to convey. Researchers aiming at producing automatically
representational gestures synchronized with speech have looked
at the potential of using the surface text of speech to link
it with gestural representation that can convey similar or
complementary information.

In Bergmann and Kopp (2009), the authors learned from an
annotated corpus of spatial descriptions a Bayesian model used
to predict the shape of a speaker’s iconic gestures to describe the
shapes of objects situated in a virtual environment (like a church).
The shape of the iconic gestures is automatically computed from
a geometric description of the objects in the environment. Such
an approach was also used in Kopp et al. (2007) where the
authors established Image Descriptive Features IDF (conceptually
close to Image Schemas but used to describe geometrical and
spatial features of concrete entities) and how they relate to
gesture features. In both works (Kopp et al., 2007; Bergmann
and Kopp, 2009), their context was a direction-giving task. They
analyzed a corpus of interaction between person giving directions
and exposed evidences of correspondence between the gesture
features and the spatial features of the object being described.
While both system allow combiningmultiple IDFs or geometrical
description to form one gesture, which is the approach we are
considering, they do not take into account the transfer of gesture
properties throughout the utterance of the agent.

In Kipp et al. (2007), the authors detail their data-driven
approach to build a system able to automatically generate
gestures synchronized with speech. Their approach relies on the
annotation of a corpus of videos of a speaker, identifying her
gestures and the words associated with them, which is then
used to learn the probabilities to observe particular gestures
with particular words (reduced to semantic tags). Their system
is capable of handling the co-articulation of gestures. When
generating and selecting gestures, proximity among gestures (in
terms of timing) is used to group them into gesture phrases.
This grouping allows for the adaptation of the different phase
existences and timings to co-articulate gestures within the same
phrase and is realized thanks to a set of rules and constraints.

In most of the reviewed works, the proposed systems either
tackle one aspect of our challenges (the alignment or the semantic
depiction) or do not consider an intermediate representation
that would allow them to reason on agent’s mental state and to
extend the gesture production with additional communicative
intentions (such as the expression of emotion). The work that

is the closest to our approach is the work conducted by Marsella
and his colleagues to develop the Cerebella system (Marsella et al.,
2013; Lhommet et al., 2015). In Cerebella, the studies of Lhommet
(Lhommet and Marsella, 2014, 2016) and Xu (Xu et al., 2014)
were combined into a complete system that extracts a mental
representation from the communicative intentions of the agent
to produce corresponding gestures.

In Lhommet and Marsella (2016), the authors proposed a
model that maps the communicative intentions of an agent to
primary metaphors in order to build a mental state of Image
Schemas. This mental state is used to produce corresponding
gestures in a second stage. In Xu et al. (2014), the authors
propose a system that produces sequences of gestures that
respect the notion of Ideational Units. Their system accepts
as input communicative functions organized within Ideational
Units (using an augmented version of the Functional Markup
Language Heylen et al., 2008). This information is used to
generate, using a set of defined constraints and rules, gestures
that share some properties (ex. shape of the hand or location)
or are co-articulated when belonging to the same Ideational
Unit. However, in this work, the authors limited themselves to
a restricted subset of Image Schemas and therefore have a limited
potential for generalization.

In our work, we aim at proposing an architecture for
automatically computing communicative gestures inspired by the
different aspects of the challenges that have been investigated by
previous researchers. Our model takes into account the linguistic
structure, the prosodic information and a representation of
the meaning conveyed by the agent’s speech to derive gesture
characteristics that are combined into coherent gesture phrases
thanks to an Ideational Unit mechanism. Our model is
geared to integrate a richer representation of Image Schemas
and to be integrated in an agent system that computes
in real-time the multimodal behaviors linked to additional
communicative functions (such as showing emotional states and
attitudes).

4. IMAGE SCHEMA BASED GESTURE
GENERATOR

If we were trying to replicate cognitive models proposed in the
literature (e.g., Barsalou, 2009), We would need to represent
mental states, and additional components such as the agent’s
perception, to build its inner reasoning pattern (Wilson and
Golonka, 2013). As a first step, we prefer to adopt a simplified
approach where Image Schemas are immediately tied to the
speech and the gestures. We make this assumption for following
reasons.

First, the focus of our investigation is on the meaning
conveyed by both the verbal and the nonverbal channels.
Therefore, we particularly stress the importance of the mental
imagery we chose to fulfill this task. We do not reject the idea
that a more faithful model would need to integrate additional
reasoning components such as a grounding mechanism like
in Lhommet and Marsella (2016). But our efforts focus on
identifying if using a shared language between speech and
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gestures allows for generating more consistent multi-modal
behaviors.

Second, we would have to perform more investigation on
how to replicate embodied cognition mechanisms within the
virtual environment of the ECA. Embodied cognition is related
to the physicality of our experiences and a virtual agent does
not physically experience its environment (even if it could be
simulated). This is a very interesting line of research but its
perspectives are outside the scope of our objectives.

The model we propose is organized around the concept
of Image Schemas as the intermediate language between the
verbal and nonverbal channels. We propose an adaptation of
the theoretical framework shown in Figure 1. In order to be
compatible with existing speech production system, our system
takes as input the speech of the agent with the prosodic
markers, infers possible Image Schemas underlying the speech
and generates the corresponding gestures. In the future, wemight
have a speech production system that works with Image Schemas
and therefore which is capable of giving these Image Schemas to
the gesture production component. But for now, we have to find
a way to extract them from the text. Our architecture is composed
of three levels: an Image Schema extractor, a gesture modeler and
a behavior realizer supporting Ideational Units. This architecture
is shown Figure 3.

4.1. Image Schema Extractor
The Image Schemas extraction component has the task of
identifying the Image Schemas from the surface text of the agent’s
speech and to align them properly with the spoken utterance
(for future gesture alignment). However, there does not exist a
definitive list of Image Schemas and different researchers have
proposed complementary or alternative ones. Therefore, we
propose our own list adapted from the original list of Johnson
(1987) and Clausner and Croft (1999). Following the idea of a
parameterization of Image Schemas (each Image Schema could

FIGURE 1 | (Top) simplified theoretical model according to (Kendon, 1980;

McNeill, 1985; Johnson, 1987), Image Schemas are used within the cognitive

processes as inputs for both channels. (Bottom) Our framework architecture,

the Image Schemas are retrieved from the text and combined with prosodic

markers to generate gestures. Reproduced with the permission of the

copyright holder IFAAMAS.

have different values), we decompose the SCALE Image Schema
into smaller ordered units that would be more easily exploitable
at a computer level (SMALL, BIG, GROWING, REDUCING)
resulting in the following list: UP, DOWN, FRONT, BACK, LEFT,
RIGHT, NEAR, FAR, INTERVAL, BIG, SMALL, GROWING,
REDUCING, CONTAINER, IN, OUT, SURFACE, FULL,
EMPTY, ENABLEMENT, ATTRACTION, SPLIT, WHOLE,
LINK, OBJECT. This list allows us to manipulate spatial,
temporal and compositional concepts (container vs. object and
whole vs. split for instance). This list is not exhaustive and should
definitely evolve in the future. This does not only mean adding
new Image Schemas, but also enriching their representation.
It should be possible later to parameterize Image Schemas, so
that the gestures can be parameterized as well, and to combine
them together. For instance, it should be possible to connect
Image Schemas together to describe the evolution of an entity
being discussed, like a CONTAINER being FULL or an OBJECT
being an ATTRACTION or part of a SPLIT. For now, we are
adopting a simplification where we are only looking to find
an unparameterized Image Schema to match it with a gesture
invariant. Gesture invariant corresponds to a feature of a gesture
that is always present to carry a given meaning Calbris (2011).
Our assumption is that as a first step, producing the invariant
should result in a coherent animation in terms of meaning.

4.2. Gesture Modeler
After obtaining a list of aligned Image Schemas for a sequence
of spoken text, the gesture modeler builds the corresponding
gestures.

The first step is to retrieve the gesture invariants to build the
final gestures. According to the literature, the typical features of
a gesture are: hand shape, orientation, movement and position in
gesture space (Bressem, 2013). In Kopp et al. (2007), the authors
proposed to represent gestures using the first three features
augmented with a movement information on each of them. In
our work, for each Image Schemas we want to find which features
are needed to express its meaning and how it is expressed. For this
task, we propose a dictionary that maps each Image Schema to its
corresponding invariants (the features that need not to be altered
to properly express the meaning). This dictionary is depicted in
Table 1. This dictionary was conceived after a review of work on
gesture meaning (Kendon, 2004; Calbris, 2011) and contains the
minimal features required to express a specific Image Schema. It
is not fixed and can be expanded.

Once the invariants are retrieved, a gesture is built using two
default gesture phases (a beginning and an end) parameterized
to reflect the specific invariants. Since we are using a default
template for the phases, most of the motion is predetermined
but the use of the specific invariants alters significantly the shape
of the gesture to express the desired meaning. For instance, if a
gesture should encapsulate the Image Schema UP, a gesture will
be built with its second phase (the stroke) that goes through a
high position. In order to decide what a high position is, we
follow McNeill’s gesture space that divides the space used by the
hand while gesticulating into 18 subspaces (upper position, lower
position, periphery, center etc.) (McNeill, 1992).
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TABLE 1 | Association between image schemas and invariant gesture

characteristics.

Image

schemas

Handshape Position Orientation Movement

UP Up

DOWN Down

FRONT Front

BACK Close Back

LEFT Left

RIGHT Right

NEAR Close

Center

FAR Away Frontward/

Downward

INTERVAL Flat Inward

BIG Open Away Inward

SMALL Mid-closed Close

center

Inward

GROWING From SMALL to

BIG

REDUCING From BIG to

SMALL

CONTAINER Bowl-shape Inward

IN Picking-shape Downward

OUT Open spread Outward

SURFACE Flat Downward Horizontal wipe

FULL Closed fist

EMPTY Open spread

ENABLEMENT Open Frontward

ATTRACTION Closed fist Backward

SPLIT Flat Inward Abrupt

downward

WHOLE Open Inward

LINK Hold Translation

OBJECT Conduit shape

4.3. Behavior Realizer Using Ideational
Units
The final layer of our framework has the role of combining the
composed gesture obtained through the previous components to
produce the final animation of the virtual agent.

We define a system that follows the Ideational Unit model
proposed by Calbris (2011) and the computational model of
Xu et al. (2014). The system operates the following main
functions: (1) co-articulates gestures within an Ideational Unit
by computing either a hold or an intermediate relaxed pose
between successive gestures (instead of returning to a rest pose),
(2) transfers properties of the main gesture onto the variant
properties of the other gestures of the same Ideational Unit, (3)
ensures that a meaning expressed through an invariant is carried
on the same hand throughout an Ideational Unit and (4) finally
dynamically raises the speed and amplitude of repeated gestures.
More precisely, to compute the relax pose of a gesture, our
algorithm lowers the wrist position in 3D space; it also modifies
the hand shape by using the relax position of the fingers rather

than straight or closed positions. A gesture phase is held within
an Ideational Unit when the time between the end of the gesture
stroke and the beginning of the next gesture stroke is below a
given threshold. To transfer properties of one gesture (here the
main gesture) to the other ones, we configure their features to
be identical to the main gesture, unless they were indicated as
invariant. To mark the repetition of a gesture, we extend the
position of the wrist in 3D space for each gesture stroke position
to increase the amplitude of the gesture. We do not modify the
timing of the gesture phases but since the position of the arms
have been extended and their duration is the same, the speed is
increased as a consequence.

This mechanism needs to know which is the main gesture of
an Ideational Unit and what are the invariants of the gestures
(in order to know which features from the main gesture can be
copied to which features of the other gestures). This information
is found within our dictionary of invariants. We are not working
on the automatic detection of Ideational Unit in the text however,
since this information is needed, we proposed a simplification of
the approach that considers for now that a sentence is equivalent
to an Ideational Unit. Of course, an Ideational Unit can span
over multiple sentences or multiple Ideational Units could be
found in a sentence, but this approximation allows us to start
to manipulate this concept. In order to select the main gesture,
we follow this simple rule inspired by Calbris’observations on the
importance of the rheme in a sentence Calbris (2011): we choose
as the main gesture the first gesture, in the sentence, built from a
stressed Image Schema (using the prosodic markers).

4.4. First Implementation : Metaphoric
Gesture Generation
In order to assess the relevance of our approach, we implemented
a preliminary version of the system that focuses on the
production of metaphoric gestures found in political speeches.
We decided to explore political speeches since they are known to
be richer in conceptual metaphors (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980),
which in turn might lead to more metaphoric gestures (Cienki,
1998) that, according to our assumptions, should convey Image
Schemas.

We implemented the model within the agent platform Greta
(Pecune et al., 2014). Greta is an agent platform, compliant with
the SAIBA standard, that allows the development of components
that integrate seamlessly. The SAIBA standard defines the base
components of an agent which includes an Intention Planner, in
charge of computing the communicative intentions of the agent,
a Behavior Planner, in charge of selecting the different signals
(verbal and nonverbal) to perform the intentions and a Behavior
Realizer that produces the final animations (see Figure 2). In our
case, we developed the Image Schema Extractor and the Gesture
Modeler as an alternative to the Intention and Behavior Planners
and we extended the Behavior Realizer in order to take into
account Ideational Units in the production of the animations (see
Figure 3). The system reads an XML-based text file (a Behavior
Markup Language BML document as described in Vilhjálmsson
et al., 2007) that describes the textual speech of the agent marked
with prosodic and Ideational Unit information and produces
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FIGURE 2 | The classic agent architecture SAIBA. The Intention Planner produces the intentions of the agent, the Behavior Planner selects the appropriate signals

and the Behavior Realizer computes the final animation.

FIGURE 3 | The steps and components of our architecture. The Image Schema extractor identifies Image Schemas from the text, the gesture modeler builds gestures

using the invariants associated to each Image Schema and the Ideational Unit compatible behavior realizer produces the final sequence of gestures aligned with the

audio.

the complete animation with the audio using a Text-To-Speech
component.

4.4.1. Image Schemas Extractor

Algorithm 1 ImageSchema extraction using WordNet.

for all word do

ImageSchema = none;
SynonymSet = Lesk(word);
while TopNotReached() & ImageSchema == none do

ImageSchema = getImageSchema(SynonymSet);
MoveUpFollowingHypernym();

end while

end for

For this first implementation of the Image Schema extractor,
we are using an expert approach using the WordNet dictionary
(Miller, 1995). In WordNet, words are organized in synonym
sets. A synonym set represents a meaning, with all the words
belonging to a synonym set sharing the same meaning. Each set
is connected to other sets by semantic relations, giving additional
information on a particular meaning. Following the hypernymic
relations of a synonym set, one can obtain a synonym set with
a more general meaning (for instance a hypernym of table is

furniture). This organization is similar to a class inheritance
system.

It is important to mention that a word might belong to
different synonym sets if it can have multiple meanings. For
instance, the word table can mean a piece of furniture or a set
of data arranged in rows and columns.

Our algorithm works as follows (see Algorithm 1): for each
word in the text, we use the Lesk method to disambiguate the
meaning of the word and find the most likely synonym set for
it using WordNet (Lesk, 1986). The Lesk algorithm compares
the set of neighbors of the word being analyzed, in the current
sentence, with its different definitions and chooses the definition
(the synonym set) that has the most words in common with
the neighbors. Then, we follow the hypernym path up in the
hierarchy until we find a synonym set corresponding to our Image
Schemas (if none is found, no Image Schema is returned). Using
the literature on conceptual metaphors and by observing political
videos, we empirically established this repertoire of synonym
sets corresponding to Image Schemas. Several synonym sets are
associated to each Image Schema to cover possible variations in
meaning.

4.4.2. Syntactic and Prosodic Selection
Instead of keeping all Image Schemas that were detected for every
word, we select some of them by following observations from the
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literature in order to avoid exaggerating the gesticulations of the
agent. We use OpenNLP chunker (Morton et al., 2005) to group
words into phrases (e.g., noun phrases and verb phrases) and we
tag one Image Schema per group as the main Image Schema of
this group. We use the Stanford POS Tagger (Toutanova et al.,
2003) to retrieve the syntactic role of each word and we prioritize
the Image Schemas obtained from modifiers such as adverbs and
adjectives (Calbris, 2011) as main ones unless a stressed accent is
put on a particular word, in which case we prioritize the Image
Schema coming from this word. This also leads to the selection of
the main gesture of an Ideational Unit as seen in section 4.3. In
case of multiple candidates, we randomly select the Image Schema
for the group from them. As we saw earlier in section 2, gestures
can also slightly anticipate speech (Wagner et al., 2014). In order
to properly align them, we use the prosodic information to ensure
that gesture strokes end at or before (up to 200 ms) pitch accents
(Kendon, 2004). In Wang and Neff (2013), the authors identified
through an experiment that an agent’s gestures might not need
to be tightly synchronized, little variations are acceptable, but
should they arise, gestures should be moved earlier and not later
(which is comparable to what has been found in the literature).
The result is a list of Image Schemas, each one specifying exactly
when it starts and ends in the spoken text using time markers.
The prosodic information needs to be given to our system. We
developed a pipeline to transform videos with subtitles into our
BML format that describes the speech content (as text) along with
its pitch contour. We are using OpenSmile (Eyben et al., 2013)
to extract the pitch contour and gentle2 speech alignment tool to
align the words with it. From there we can automatically build the
BML files, that include the prosodic information associated with
the text content of the speech, ready to be given to our system to
generate a corpus of examples.

4.4.3. Illustration
To illustrate our gesture generator model, we selected a video3

showing a politician (Al Gore) displaying metaphoric gestures;
we transcribed the textual speech and the prosodic information
from the videos and let our system produce the corresponding
gestures4. In this video, Al Gore is producing many metaphoric
gestures. This video offers an interesting comparative basis to
see if our model can capture the invariants of these metaphoric
gestures. The output of our gesture generator model showed
similarity with the input video. For each metaphoric gesture of
the video, our model produced a gesture with similar timings.
Some of them were carrying similar meaning as well; for the
sentence “the internet is full of junk,” both the politician and
our system produced a circling gesture depicting the fullness
underlined in this sentence. In another example, at the beginning,
the politician says “we have to get back to harvesting the wisdom
of crowds” while moving his arms in a circle like he is gathering
the wisdom (see Figure 4). Our algorithm captured the Image
Schema ATTRACTION in the word harvesting and therefore,
produced a gesture where the agent is pulling something toward
her (very similar to the politician gesture).

2https://lowerquality.com/gentle/
3https://youtu.be/0ggic7bDNSE
4https://youtu.be/47QLONZS5zw

Another interesting example happened when the politician
said “good ideas rise to the surface.” In the video, the politician
does a gesture mimicking something going up, to accompany the
verb “rise.” In our output, the Image Schema SURFACE, extracted
from the word “surface,” was identified as the main Image Schema
of the group rather than the UP one (that was extracted for the
“rise” word). This choice resulted in the agent doing a gesture
with a horizontal wipe (see Figure 5). This example is interesting
as, despite being different in meaning (compared to the politician
original gesture), the gesture produced by our system was still
coherent with the words of the speech. In the original video,
the temporal relationship between the speech and gestures varies,
with gestures being perfectly in sync and others being a little bit
ahead of the speech, consistent with the literature on the timing
of gestures. Our system did not produce that much variability in
the temporal relationship between speech and gesture, resulting
in gestures having closer temporal relationship with speech in our
output than in the original video. Understanding what causes this
temporal variability in human communication in order to model
it is another challenge that could be addressed in future work.

We observed that the output of our system did not
systematically reproduce the exact gestures seen in the source
video as it may select other Image Schemas to be highlighted
with a gesture (linked to another intention the speaker wants
to convey); but, nevertheless, it was able to generate animated
sequences that are coherent in terms of speech-gesture mapping
and synchronization. We gave as input to our gesture generator
model Al Gore’s speech defined in term of words and prosody.
Such input does not capture all the speaker’s intentions.
Differences between Al Gore’s gestures and output from our
algorithm could arise from this lack of information. Our
algorithm uses only words and acoustic information to select
which metaphoric gesture to display. It does not catch which
intention prevails in selecting a gesture. In the example “good
ideas rise to the surface” Al Gore does a UP gesture emphasizing
the emergence of good ideas while our model computed a
SURFACE gesture as specified in the text.

In a traditional SAIBA architecture, we start from the
intention of the agent from which we derive the signals to
produce. In our system, we assume that the speech is given to us,
without describing exactly what was the original intention that
led to this speech. This information would be useful in order to
disambiguate the meanings and to identify which word should
be stressed and illustrated with a gesture. Arguably, looking to
retrieve the Image Schema is a first step toward a mechanism that
could retrieve the communicative intentions of a speaker but this
is out of the scope of the current work.

5. CONCLUSION

Throughout this article, we established the foundations for
developing systems capable of generating metaphoric gestures
automatically from speech. We identified the key challenges
for the completion of this objective, from the synchronization
of speech and gestures in terms of rhythm and intensity,
to a proper meaning representation and the conveying of
that meaning. We discussed some of the fundamental issues
raised in the psychological and embodied cognition literature
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FIGURE 4 | The case of the sentence “We have to get back to harvesting the wisdom of crowds.” (Left) The politician gather the space around him toward him.

(Right) The agent produces a similar gesture by pulling something toward her. Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder IFAAMAS.

FIGURE 5 | The case of the sentence “good ideas rise to the surface.” (Left) The politician illustrates his speech with a rising gesture, communicating a particular

intention. (Right) The agent choses to illustrate the surface concept and thus displays an horizontal wipe gesture which illustrate a different communicative intention.

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder IFAAMAS.

on how people build and use structured representations to
produce both verbal and nonverbal behaviors. From there, we
proposed to use an intermediate representation between the text
and the gestures inspired by Image Schemas that could help
us solve the technical challenges of computing automatically
the communicative gestures. Our approach relies on inferring
automatically from the surface text of the agent the possible
underlying Image Schemas and to combine those with the
prosodic information in order to select the particular gesture
characteristics to convey the imagery. In order to propose a
coherent and flexible system, this process is integrated with an
ideational unit compatible engine that takes care of invariant
priority and co-articulation between the gestures. Our approach
leverages previous studies that tackled various parts of our
objectives by extending some of their functionalities and by
combining them into one complete system with regards to
the existing agent’s standards (the SAIBA architecture). These
parts include how to synchronize gestures and speech based on
prosodic information, how to configure the characteristics of
the gestures (hand shape, movement, orientation) to convey the
desired representational meaning and finally how to combine
and co-articulate these gestures into a coherent and meaningful
unit of behaviors. We implemented a first version of the system
in order to evaluate the potential of our approach. Our method
does not always produce the same gestures as in an original

video. From a technological perspective, these differences mainly
come from the selection of the “important” Image Schema and
with the speech alignment. A potential improvement for this
approach would be to use Sequential Learning approach as they
have proven to be an effective method to identify particular
structures in text like Named Entities (Nadeau and Sekine,
2007). Additionally, we consider an utterance and its prosody
profile, but we do not take into consideration other contextual
factors such as what has already been said or if there are
contrastive elements in the utterance. Another explanation for
the differences we obtained could be that our system has a limited
set of gesture invariants and, despite being able to produce
coherent gestures, it cannot capture the variations or style of a
speaker. An interesting alternative could be to build a stochastic
model of invariants learned from a corpus of gesture data for a
given speaker. This could introduce more variability and allow
the reproduction of a “speaker style” like in Durupinar et al.
(2016).

Alternatively, these differences might be due to some other
limitations from the theoretical background we are relying on.
The idea of a common mental structure is quite developed
through the literature as seen by work such as Croft and
Cruse (2004) or Cienki (2013) but the exact mechanism is
still unknown. While the field of embodied cognition supports
the idea that our physical interactions with the world shapes
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these structures (see Johnson, 1987; Wilson and Golonka, 2013),
the process that could give different shapes (how big is big
in the speaker’s mind?) and importances to them (what does
the speaker want to emphasize?) remains a complex system
which is not fully understood yet. Exploring these models and
theories with the use of virtual character capable of mimicking
the human communication processes, which can be extended
and manipulated, could help to investigate the details of these
theories.

Whereas our approach will allow an agent to produce
automatically metaphoric gestures, more investigation has to
be done to ensure how to extend our system to handle other
representational gestures (like deictic and iconic). Moreover, a
challenge that will arise will be to combine the meaning conveyed
by these metaphorical representations with the communicative
intentions of the agent or with other nonverbal behaviors that
can be used for turn regulation in the conversation. In the near
future, we plan to evaluate our model through a perception study

where participants will assess which Image Schema they perceive
in the gestures of the virtual agent. Their feedback will be valuable

to assess the progress of our approach toward an automatic
generation of nonverbal behaviors as well as to inform the next
steps of our research.
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Many studies have documented a close timing relationship between speech prosody
and co-speech gesture, but some studies have not, and it is unclear whether these
differences in speech-gesture alignment are due to different speaking tasks, different
target gesture types, different prosodic elements, different definitions of alignment,
or even different languages/speakers. This study contributes to the ongoing effort to
elucidate the precise nature of the gesture–speech timing relationship by examining an
understudied variety of American English, i.e., academic-lecture-style speech, with a
focus on an understudied type of gesture: Non-Referential gestures, which make up
the majority of this corpus. Results for the 1,334 Stroke-Defined Gestures in this 20-
min sample suggest that the stroke phase of a Non-Referential gesture tends to align
with a pitch-accented syllable, just as reported in studies of other gesture types (e.g.,
deictic gestures) and in other speaking styles (such as narration). Preliminary results
are presented suggesting that trajectory shapes of these Non-Referential gestures are
consistent across a higher-level prosodic grouping, supporting earlier proposals for
kinematic constancy across spoken prosodic constituents (Kendon, 1972, 1980, 2004).
Analysis also raises the possibility that the category of Non-Referential gestures is not
solely made up of ‘beats,’ defined as simple bi-phasic flick-like movements that beat
out the rhythm of the speech, but includes gestures with multiple phases and various
types of rhythmicity. Taken together, the results of this analysis suggest (1) a wide
range of gesture configurations within the undifferentiated category of Non-Referential
gestures or ‘beats,’ which requires further investigation, and (2) a close coordination
between co-speech gestures and the prosodic structure of spoken utterances across
speaking styles and gesture referentiality, which has profound implications for modeling
the process of planning an utterance.

Keywords: co-speech gesture, speech prosody, speech production planning, prosodic prominence, prosodic
constituents
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INTRODUCTION

The relationship between spoken utterances and the co-speech
gestures that often accompany them has been the subject of
great interest over the centuries, and this interest has intensified
with the development of modern prosodic theory. Over the
past few decades, the incorporation of phrase-level prosodic
constituency and prominence patterns into linguistic grammars
(e.g., Liberman and Prince, 1977; Selkirk, 1984; Beckman
and Pierrehumbert, 1986; Nespor and Vogel, 1986), along
with the development of an extensive system for capturing
significant systematic aspects of gestural movements and their
communicative function (Kendon, 1972, 1980, 2004; McNeill,
1992, 2005) has opened the door to a range of studies asking
how these two streams of behavior interact. This is an important
question, because to the extent that both sets of actions contribute
to the communication of a message during the act of speaking,
it is a reasonable presumption that they are planned together
(Esteve-Gibert and Prieto, 2013; Krivokapic, 2014; Wagner
et al., 2014; Krivokapic et al., 2015; Esteve-Gibert et al., 2017).
Such a view has critical implications for the development of a
comprehensive model of the speech production planning process.
Moreover, evidence that the two sets of actions are closely timed
with respect to each other has the potential to implicate a
prosodic representation as the integrating planning framework
for both speech articulation and co-speech gesture, since it is
increasingly apparent that prosodic structure is one of the major
factors governing speech timing (Wightman et al., 1992; Byrd
et al., 2006; Turk and Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2007 inter alia).

In his influential 1992 book Hand and Mind, David McNeill
proposed a categorization scheme for co-speech gestures that
separated Referential gestures, which visually illustrate some
aspect of the semantic content of the speech they accompany,
from Non-Referential gestures, which can be said to convey
information about the form of the utterance rather than
its content. Referential gestures have been subdivided into
various types (McNeill, 1992), including iconic (illustrating
concrete aspects of the speech content), metaphoric (illustrating
abstract aspects), and deictic (pointing to actual or symbolic
locations). These Referential gesture subclasses, based on the
philosophical work of Pierce (1960; McNeill and Levy, 1982),
have understandably been of particular interest, because their
relationship to the meaning of the speech is often straightforward
to identify. Moreover, this relationship is compelling as an
argument for the integration of the planning for speech and
gestural movements as co-signaling systems for the meaning
of an intended message. Thus, Referential gestures have been
extensively explored in a wide range of studies, which have
revealed their striking contribution to acts of communication.
In contrast, Non-Referential gestures, which are often called
‘beats’ (or sometimes, ‘batons,’ Efron, 1941/1972), have not
been as extensively subcategorized. The term ‘beats’ suggests a
degree of rhythmic periodicity, invoking a conductor beating
out the rhythm of an orchestral performance, and Non-
Referential gestures have sometimes been defined in these terms,
as e.g., beating out the rhythm of the speech. Alternatively,
McNeill (1992) describes a particular kind of beat, i.e., a single

in-out or up-down flick of the finger or hand, which he notes
can mark particular locations in a narrative structure. But Non-
Referential gestures or beats have been primarily defined as ‘not
iconic, metaphoric or deictic,’ leaving a substantial gap in our
understanding of the range of behaviors in this set of gestural
movements.

Although timing with respect to spoken prosody has been
particularly important for Non-Referential gestures or beats,
because they have been defined in terms of their relationship
to the rhythm of speech, i.e., to the pattern of prominences in
an utterance, Referential gestures have also been described as
temporally aligned with the prosodic structure of speech. For
example, Kendon (1972, 1980) proposed a hierarchy of prosodic
units, from tone groups to locutions, locution groups, locution
clusters and the discourse, and a corresponding hierarchy of
gestural structures, from gesture phrases to gestural units. In a
short sample of videoed conversation that he analyzed in great
detail, he reported that these two sets of units were closely
coordinated, such that, e.g., gesticular movements in successive
tone groups differ in some characteristics, while sharing other
characteristics if they formed a larger constituent, a locution
(generally a full sentence). He noted that co-speech gestures
may illustrate objects or actions referred to in the speech, or
they may indicate the organizational structure of the elements
of the discourse. Thus he did not distinguish sharply between
Referential gestures that visually illustrate an aspect of the speech,
and Non-Referential gestures that have other functions, in their
likelihood of aligning with prosodic structure.

Other investigators who have focused on gesture-prosody
alignment have also looked at co-speech gestures as a single
category, without distinguishing between Referential and Non-
Referential categories. For example, Loehr (2004) reports
temporal alignment between gestural strokes and spoken
pitch accents (i.e., phrase-level prominences signaled by F0),
without distinguishing among gesture types, and Shattuck-
Hufnagel et al. (2007) report similar findings for gestures
with sudden sharp end points (which they called ‘hits’).
Investigations have sometimes focussed on the alignment of
particular subtypes of Referential gestures, particularly deictic
or pointing movements, and eyebrow movements (Krahmer
et al., 2002; Keating et al., 2003), that appear to have a
prominence-lending function. Thus the question of how Non-
Referential gestures, as a specific subset of co-speech gestures,
align with spoken prosody has not been thoroughly investigated.
This paper reports some preliminary results from a larger
study aimed at extending our current understanding of the
relationship between the prosody of a spoken utterance and
Non-Referential co-speech gestures in an understudied speaking
style, i.e., formal academic lectures. Initial informal observation
suggested that this style elicits a large proportion of Non-
Referential gestures, which also provides an opportunity to
begin to examine the range and structure of this category
of gestures, which appears not to be homogeneous. Thus the
research questions addressed in this paper are (1) Are Non-
Referential gestures the predominant type in this speech sample?
(2) Do the Non-Referential gestures exhibit alignment with
prosodic structure? And (3) Are Non-Referential gestures a
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homogeneous category, as suggested by their designation as
‘beats’?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In the course of designing and carrying out this study, two issues
have come to the fore. The first concerns the question of how to
convey, in visual terms, the path of a gestural movement. Many
different conventions have been used in the literature to capture
on the printed page the dynamic aspects of a movement, which
the viewer can easily discern when watching the speaker in person
or watching a video. But none of these existing conventions
seemed precisely satisfactory for our purposes. To supplement
these conventions, we have developed a tool called the gestural
sketch, which is a simple line drawing of the path that the hand
traverses during a continuous sequence of gestures. This tool
plays an important role in describing the degree of similarity or
dissimilarity between successive gestures, as well as the trajectory
shapes for gesture sequences that are perceived as beatlike.

The second issue concerns the size of the prosodic constituent
in the speech that is most useful for reporting our results on
gesture grouping. The prosodic hierarchy for spoken utterances
is generally taken to have the Utterance as its highest constituent.
Each Utterance is made up of one or more Full Intonational
Phrases (marked by a Boundary Tone on the final syllable),
with each Full Intonational Phrase made up of one or more
Intermediate Intonational Phrases (marked by at least one Pitch
Accent (phrase-level prominence) and a Phrase Tone controlling
the fundamental frequency contour between the final pitch accent
and the end of the phrase), and so on down the hierarchy
(see Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk, 1996 for a summary). On
this view there are clear definitional characteristics that permit
the identification of Full and Intermediate Intonational Phrases
in the signal, but it is less clear what marks the edges of an
Utterance or of even higher-level constituents in the hierarchy,
such as the Locution or the Discourse (see Kendon, 1980 for
discussion). This problem was addressed here by extending an
existing method for prosodic annotation called Rapid Prosodic
Transcription (RPT), which was developed by Cole et al.
(2010). Extending the RPT method produced a ‘crowd-sourced’
identification of the higher-level constituents that were required
for our study.

Although studies of the temporal alignment of co-speech
gestures have generally found a close relationship between gesture
timing and prosodic timing, this is not always the case (McClave,
1994; Ferre, 2005, 2010). This raises the question of whether
different types of gestures and/or different types of speaking
show different patterns of alignment. However, it is difficult
to address this question because different studies have looked
at different speaking tasks (e.g., spontaneous conversational
speech, emotional speech, speech elicited in the laboratory via
highly constrained tasks) and different types of gestures (often
deictic), as well as different parts of a gesture [e.g., the gesture
stroke defined as the high-intensity movement to a target
(Yasinnik et al., 2004)] vs. the gesture stroke as the period
during which the arm maintains it maximum extension in a

deictic gesture, vs. the apex (Jannedy and Mendoza-Denton,
2005) and different locations in the spoken prosody (e.g., the
discrete point of maximum F0 for a high pitch accent, vs. the
time interval of the accented syllable). In addition, different
speakers appear to produce different proportions of gesture
types (Myers, 2012, described in Krivokapic, 2014), and findings
appear to differ across languages. This rich variety in sample
materials and methodological approaches and results has resulted
in a range of findings (see Krivokapic, 2014; Wagner et al.,
2014 for reviews) that suggest the need for a comprehensive
comparison of timing patterns across speaking tasks, gesture
types and prosodic structures, to determine the generalizability
of individual findings. Such comprehensive coverage is a very
long-term project; the study described in this paper contributes to
this long-term goal by focussing on a sample of an understudied
speaking style (academic lectures) in which the gestures are
predominantly Non-Referential. The analysis includes alignment
of the gestural strokes both with prosodic prominences and, in a
preliminary way, with higher-level prosodic constituents. Results
point the way to further studies to elucidate how speech and
co-speech gestures interact in a communicative event, and they
suggest some constraints on the set of appropriate models of the
planning process that produces such an event.

The analyses carried out in this study required the hand-
labeling of a wide range of characteristics of both the speech
and the co-speech gestures. This labeling process provides the
information that is necessary in order to test hypotheses about
how these two streams of behavior are aligned with each other,
and will be described in some detail.

The Corpus
The availability of a video-recorded speech sample that provides
a high proportion of Non-Referential gestures was discovered
by accident, when a set of commercially available academic
lectures (available from The Teaching Company/Great Courses
Company1) was chosen as an object of study. According to
information provided by the company, these lecturers are
selected for their popularity on their respective campuses, and
recruited to deliver a course in half-hour lectures to a small
audience that is physically present in the room. The lectures
are recorded on video and offered for sale to the public. It can
be presumed that the lecturers selected in this way are effective
communicators, and in our experience they generally produce
fluent speech as well as large numbers of co-speech gestures.
The sound quality of the recordings is also high, facilitating
transcription of the utterances as well as annotation of their
prosody. These videos were originally selected for the study
of gesture-prominence alignment in part because they provide
a clear view of the speaker’s upper body (Figure 1), which is
filmed directly from the front. As a result, most of the time
it is possible to view the full extent of the hands, arms, head
and upper torso (at least when the speaker is not occluded
by an illustrative graphic). In addition, these highly practiced
college professors produce their lectures quite fluently, so that
prosodic analysis of the prominences and word groupings in their

1https://www.thegreatcourses.com/
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FIGURE 1 | Illustration of the view of the speaker provided by the video
samples analyzed in this study. For most of the sample, the speaker’s upper
torso is visible, including the full extent of the arms and hands, enabling the
annotation of the co-speech gestural movements in 2-dimensional space.

speech is less challenging than for more typical speech, with its
hesitations, restarts and other disfluencies. As we began to label
the temporal locations of the gestures in these videos, we noticed
that a large proportion of the gestures did not appear to be
Referential, in the sense of visually illustrating the content of the
accompanying speech in any obvious way. Thus was born the idea
of analyzing this set of gestures with respect to its alignment with
spoken prosody, in order to compare the results with existing
observations of these alignment patterns for gestures which were
either explicitly Referential or not distinguished with respect to
their referential nature.

The subsample from the larger study that will be discussed in
this paper includes an entire 30-min lecture produced by one
male speaker (here referred to as the London sample, after its
topic), which comprises 30 min 47 s of speech, with 23 min 35 s of
video useable for gesture analysis. (For the excluded 7 min 12 s the
speaker was not visible due to the display of illustrative graphics.
The word transcriptions and prosody of the excluded portions
of the sample are available for future analysis of the discourse
structure of the lecture.)

Labeling
In this paper, we focus on the manual co-speech gestures in the
sample, i.e., those that involve the hand(s) and arm(s) of the
speaker [The co-speech movements of other articulators, such
as the head, eyebrows, direction of gaze and upper torso, are
also of interest for their alignment with spoken prosody (e.g.,
McClave, 2000; Keating et al., 2003; Shattuck-Hufnagel et al.,
2010; Swerts and Krahmer, 2010; Esteve-Gibert et al., 2017) but
will not be discussed here]. For most aspects of the labeling, the
gestures were annotated without listening to the speech, and the
speech without viewing the video, to avoid any possibility of the
labeler’s judgment about events in one channel being influenced
by events in the other. However, this was not possible for one type

of annotation, i.e., determining the referentiality of the co-speech
gestures; this required the labeler to listen and look at the same
time, because the decision depends on the relationship of the
gestures to the meaning of the speech. Unless otherwise noted,
each type of gestural annotation described below was carried out
while viewing the silent video, and each type of speech annotation
while listening to the sound recording only.

Gesture Annotation
The core of this study concerns the annotation of meaningful co-
speech gestures, based on an exhaustive analysis of all movements
made by the speaker during a lecture. Such annotation is not a
trivial matter. Movements which occur during the speech, but
can be regarded as not planned to be part of a communicative
act, must be identified as such, and distinguished from intentional
movements that appear to be part of a communicative act. These
include movements such as grasping the podium, reaching out
to turn a page, or very small ‘drifting’ movements of the hands
or fingers, in which the articulator moves slowly in space in
what appears to be a non-directed way. [There are gestures
that can be interpreted as information by listeners, such as self-
grooming actions like tucking the hair behind the ear or tossing
the head, and may even in some cases be planned by the speaker
to communicate information (such as flirtatiousness), but such
movements are not included here. The question of whether
even movements in this category are aligned with the spoken
prosody is left for another day.] For the purposes of this study,
we define movements planned to be part of a communicative act
as those which include a stroke, i.e., an intentional movement
that is sometimes referred to as ‘the business portion’ of a co-
speech gesture. Thus the first annotation step was to identify
the set of movements that each include a stroke, i.e., the set
of Stroke-Defined Gestures (SDGs); this category defines the
set of movements analyzed in this study. All of the gesture
annotations were carried out by the second author, who is highly
experienced in gesture labeling. Additional information on the
suite of labeling methods can be found at http://adainspired.mit.
edu/gesture-research/.

Gesture strokes
Gesture strokes were identified using the ELAN annotation
software2. As noted above, strokes were distinguished from a
number of other movement types, such as small undirected
movements that lacked a sense of intentionality, task-related
movements and drifting movements. The time of onset and offset
of each stroke movement was annotated in a Stroke tier in ELAN.

Once the strokes are identified, specifying the Stroke-Defined
Gestures (SDGs), a number of additional labeling steps can
be carried out. Annotation results that will be reported here
include the Referentiality of the gesture, its handedness, and for
sequences of gestures, their perceived grouping. A number of
additional characteristics have also been labeled for this sample,
including, e.g., the optional gesture phases (i.e., preparation,
pre-stroke hold, post-stroke hold and recovery, as proposed in
Kendon, 1980, 2004); handshape (and change in handshape);
trajectory shape (straight, curved or looping, i.e., forming a closed

2https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/
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curve); and location with respect to the speaker’s body; these
results will be reported in a subsequent publication and will not
be discussed further here.

Gesture referentiality
Referentiality was labeled for each Stroke-Defined-Gesture, using
an annotation scheme that included two categories: Referential
and Non-Referential. As noted above, this labeling task (unlike
the remaining tasks) was carried out while both viewing the video
and listening to the speech.

Gesture handedness
Gesture handedness was labeled with an annotation scheme
that included Left and Right for gestures made with one hand;
two-handed gestures were labeled as Bimanual-synchronous or
Bimanual-asynchronous (i.e., the two hands do not produce
symmetrical movements), and Bimanual-L-dominant or
Bimanual-R-dominant.

Perceived gesture groupings
As part of the larger ongoing study, sequences of gestures that
were perceived as occurring in a group were labeled as Perceived
Gesture Groups (PGGs), while looking at the silent video. This
terminology was adopted instead of Kendon’s ‘Gesture Units,’
because Gesture Units are proposed to conclude with a relaxation
phase, and it was not yet certain that the gesture sequences
perceived as grouped had this characteristic. These PGGs formed
the basis for analysis of the corresponding Gesture Sketches
described below.

Gesture sketches
Gesture sketches were developed to provide a visual impression
of the trajectory of a gestural movement, and to explore the
possibility that they could facilitate judging the similarity in this
characteristic across a sequence of gestures. Gesture sketches
are line drawings of the trajectory through space of the moving
hand, illustrated in Figure 2 above. They provide a more detailed
sense of the sometimes-complex path of movement of the
hand through space than is possible using either a single-word
characterization of path shape, or a short arrow added to a
drawing of the speaker indicating direction of movement. They
do not capture additional aspects of the movement, such as its
timing, changes in velocity over time or its alignment with the
speech, but for the purposes of this study they have proven to be
a useful indicator.

Additional gesture characteristics and components that have
been annotated, but are not discussed in this paper include
gesture phases (Kendon, 1980, 2004), handshape, trajectory
shape, and location with respect to the speaker’s body; these labels
are designed to facilitate the quantitative estimation of similarity
between one gesture and the next, and to test hypotheses about
the cues to gesture grouping (Shattuck-Hufnagel and Ren, 2012).
For some of the samples in the larger study, movements of
the head, eyebrows and upper torso have also been annotated
(Shattuck-Hufnagel et al., 2010), to facilitate comparison of
the prosodic timing of gestures by various articulators, and
investigation of the coordination among co-speech movements
of various body parts.

FIGURE 2 | These gesture sketches of the first 43 sets of gestures in the
London video sample show the paths of movement and handedness of
individual groups of gestures defined by perceptual labeling; see below for
discussion.

Speech Annotation
To determine the timing relationship between the co-speech
gestures and the prosodic constituent and prominence structure
of the speech, the speech was transcribed orthographically and
labeled for its intonational structure using Praat3 as a display
and labeling tool and ToBI4 as the prosodic annotation system.
This annotation was carried out by the first author, who is
an experienced ToBI labeler. ToBI labels include, among other
prosodic characteristics, the nature and location of tonal targets
that signal phrase-level prosodic prominences (pitch accents) and
two levels of intonational phrasing: higher-level Full Intonational
Phrases, and the lower-level Intermediate Intonational Phrases
that make up the higher level phrases.

In addition, to facilitate analysis of the temporal overlap
between gestural strokes and pitch-accented syllables, a rough
segmentation of the speech wave form into syllables was
carried out. This segmentation task is challenging for utterances
in English, where the syllable affiliation of an inter-vocalic
consonant in words like movie or label is not always clear, but an
approximate segmentation was carried out despite this difficulty.

Finally, when initial analyses made it clear that a larger
prosodic constituent than the Full Intonational Phrase would
be necessary in order to reach a clearer understanding of the
relationship between the grouping of successive gestures and
the prosodic constituent structure of the speech, a method for

3http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
4https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/electrical-engineering-and-computer-science/6-
911-transcribing-prosodic-structure-of-spoken-utterances-with-tobi-january-
iap-2006/
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annotating the higher-level prosodic constituents was developed.
This approach uses an extended version of the RPT, developed by
Cole et al. (2010, 2014), in which untrained participants listen to
recorded utterances and mark them (in real time) for prominence
and word-group boundaries. In RPT, listeners mark only one size
or level of boundary, and the annotations of multiple listeners are
summed to provide a continuous-valued estimate of the size or
level of the constituent boundary. While it is unclear exactly what
criteria listeners use in determining the location of the boundaries
they mark, since the full range of semantic and syntactic as
well as prosodic information is available to them, Cole et al.
(2010, 2014) have reported good agreement among listeners and
a correlation of Rapid-Prosodic-Transcription-defined groupings
with intonational phrases and prominences annotated by highly
trained ToBI labelers. We extended this method by inviting
listeners to mark three levels of constituent boundary rather than
just one level, using a single slash (/) for the smallest grouping, a
double slash (//) for a deeper boundary of a higher-level grouping,
and a triple slash (///) for the deepest boundary of the highest-
level grouping. As in RPT, Extended RPT boundary markers
are then summed across listeners, to provide an estimate of the
perceived higher-level word groupings.

RESULTS

The analyses reported in this paper address three specific
questions about the Stroke-Defined Gestures in the sample. First,
is there a high proportion of Non-Referential gestures in this
sample, as our preliminary impression suggested. Second, how
do the strokes of these Non-Referential gestures align with the
prosodic prominences of the speech they accompany. And third,
do these Non-Referential gestures form a unified class. Before
turning to these questions, we first summarize some of the
characteristics of this sample.

Corpus Characteristics
The 23-min portion of video in which the speaker was not
occluded by graphics was labeled with 1,334 Stroke-Defined
Gestures. The speech that accompanied these non-occluded
regions was labeled with 2,065 Pitch Accent labels, 682 Full
Intonational Phrase labels (ToBI Break Index 4), and 978
Intermediate Intonational Phrase labels (ToBI Break Index 3).

Are Most of the Stroke-Defined-Gestures
in This Corpus Non-referential?
Of the 1,334 SDGs identified in this sample, 1,263 (94.6%) were
labeled as unambiguously Non-Referential), and 70 (5.4%) as

Referential. (One gesture overlapped with a non-speech region
and was omitted from further analysis.) This result confirms our
initial informal impression that most of the manual co-speech
gestures employed by this speaker are not referential. To our
knowledge, extensive tabulations of the proportion of Referential
vs. Non-Referential gestures are not available in the literature,
so it is not yet possible to determine whether this proportion
is atypically large. However, it appears that for this speaker,
speaking in this style or circumstance, Non-Referential gestures
predominate. This provides an opportunity to determine whether
these largely Non-Referential co-speech gestures align with the
prominent syllables of the speech, just as has been reported for
individual Referential gestures and for corpora of gestures not
sorted by their referentiality.

Do These Gestural Strokes Align With
Spoken Prominences?
In this study, alignment between a Stroke-Defined Gesture and
a spoken prominence was defined as any degree of overlap
between the temporal region labeled as an accented syllable and
the region labeled as the gestural stroke. Although this definition
of an association between strokes and accented syllables is more
stringent than some in the literature, results are nevertheless
consistent with earlier reports (Loehr, 2004, 2012; Renwick et al.,
2004; Shattuck-Hufnagel et al., 2007), in that the proportion of
strokes in gestures perceived as Non-Referential in this speech
sample that overlap in time with accented syllables is very high:
83.1% (Table 1). This proportion does not differ substantially
from that for the (much smaller number of) gestures perceived
as Referential.

This result suggests that, like the strokes of Referential
gestures, the strokes of Non-Referential gestures tend to occur
in conjunction with spoken prominences. That is perhaps
unsurprising, in view of the general understanding of Non-
Referential gestures as ‘beats’ which mark out the rhythm
of the speech they accompany—but recall that these gestures
were annotated from the video alone, without access to the
accompanying speech. Thus this high percentage of overlap raises
several interesting questions about how two types of alignment
between spoken prominence and gestural stroke are related.
On the one hand, the stroke of a Referential gesture is often
aligned with a phrasally prominent syllable (see Kendon, 2004;
Ch. 7), and on the other hand, the strokes of Non-Referential
gestures in this sample are also reliably aligned with pitch-
accented syllables. In discussions of the alignment of Referential-
gesture strokes with phrasally prominent syllables, little mention
is made of concepts such as ‘beating out the rhythm of the
accompanying speech,’ whereas in discussion of the alignment of

TABLE 1 | The proportion of SDGs whose strokes overlap in time with a pitch-accented syllable, for gestures perceived as Referential vs. Non-Referential.

Tokens with overlap of
stroke w/PAcc syllable

Tokens with no overlap of
stroke w/PAcc syllable

Total Percent of tokens that
overlap with a PAcc syllable

Referential 58 12 70 82.85%

Non-Referential 1,050 213 1,263 83.13%

Total 1,108 225 1,333 83.12%
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FIGURE 3 | Perceived boundary size, as determined by the number of
boundary markers inserted by listeners, shown as a function of the duration of
silence between word pairs.

Non-Referential gesture strokes (or beats), this characterization
is common. Future work will need to sort out whether the
alignment phenomena for these two sets of co-speech gestures
have a mechanism in common, or whether the alignment of
Non-Referential gestures with the prominence patterns of the
speech is, for example, more reliable in regions where the spoken
prominences are more periodic, i.e., more beat-like.

Do Groups of Gestures Align With
Spoken Boundaries?
Our initial hypothesis about perceived gesture groupings was
that they would align with intonational phrases, i.e., either
with Intermediate Intonational Phrases (ToBI Break Index 3) or
with Full Intonational Phrases (ToBI Break Index 4). However,
analysis showed that this was not reliably the case. Only 224 of
431 PGGs (51.9%) fell within a single Full Intonational Phrase,
so that many PGGs appeared to extend across more than one of
these prosodic constituents. This result suggested that it would be
useful to extend the analysis to higher-level constituents, which
might be revealed by the Extended RPT labels. Results from
this analysis will be presented in two sections, addressing (1)
results from the E-RPT labeling suggesting that this method
captures aspects of higher-level prosodic constituent structure,
and (2) results from analysis of the gestures within such higher-
level constituents, suggesting that gesture sequences within those
constituents tend to share kinematics to a substantial degree.

Extended Rapid Prosodic Transcription
The expansion of Cole et al.’s (2010, 2014) method for rapid
‘crowd-sourced’ prosodic transcription to include marking three
levels of perceived boundary was undertaken in an exploratory
spirit, and the very preliminary results reported here must be
taken as no more than suggestive. Nevertheless, they are thought-
provoking, and so we include them here.

In this preliminary study, eight participants who were not
experienced prosody labelers listened to the first 2 min 15 s of the
London sample, and marked three levels of perceived boundary
strength by inserting one, two or three forward slashes between
pairs of words where they heard these boundaries. The number of

slashes inserted by all eight participants was then totaled for each
location where any participant inserted a boundary marker. Thus
the highest number of boundary markers that was possible at any
location was 3 × 8 or 24. Figure 3 shows the total number of
boundary markers inserted between a pair of words, as a function
of an acoustic measure of the signal: the duration of the silence
between those two words.

It appears that there is a reliable increase in the likelihood that
the listener will perceive a boundary between two words, as a
function of duration of the silence between those two words, so
that the longer the silence, the more likely a listener is to insert
a higher-level boundary. This observation is consistent with two
inferences: that speakers organize their intonational phrases into
higher level prosodic constituents, and that silence duration
may be a reliable marker of these constituent boundaries. In an
earlier study of possible groupings of intonational phrases into
larger constituents, Wightman et al. (1992) also found hints of
such a relationship between perceived higher-level constituent
boundaries and silence duration. However, like the current
findings, their study contained only a few such boundaries, so
that the generality and reliability of the observation remains to
be established by future studies.

Similarity of SDGs Within Higher-Level Constituents
Identified on the Basis of E-RPT Judgments
These preliminary results suggest that the listeners’ judgments
reflect the silence-duration marker cue to higher-level
constituents (other cues may of course also be contributing
to the perception of these higher-level constituent boundaries),
and they reflect a certain amount of agreement about the
location of those constituents. On the assumption that this
is the case, we adopted an arbitrary criterion of 15 or more
boundary markers inserted by the annotators as an indicator of
a higher-level grouping of individual utterances. This resulted
in the identification of 8 higher-level constituents in this 2-min
15-s sample, compared to 66 Full Intonational Phrases and 100
Intermediate Intonational Phrases. Gestural sketches for the
gestural accompaniments of 6 of the resulting 8 higher-level
constituents are shown in Figure 4, where they are designated
as Utterances. Visual inspection of these sketches suggests that,
within a constituent defined in this way, the trajectory shape and
handedness (right hand, left hand, or two hands) of successive
gestures are quite similar, and that these characteristics differ
from one such higher-level constituent to the next. Spacings
between the sketches reflect somewhat smaller constituents
defined by fewer than 15 E-RPT markings that group together
smaller ToBI-labelled Full Intonational Phrases. Thus these
preliminary data raise the possibility that closely related
sequences of gestures are planned to occur within higher-level
prosodic constituents.

Do Non-referential Gestures Form a
Unified Class?
The question of how to characterize Non-Referential co-speech
gestures is an important one, because the convention of referring
to them as ‘beats’ (or sometimes ‘batons’) makes it easy to assume
that they form a homogeneous set. But a careful reading of the
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FIGURE 4 | Gesture sketches for sequences of gestures that align with
higher-level prosodic constituents (here called Utterances), as determined by
Extended Rapid Prosodic Labelling, in the first 2 min 15 s of the London
sample. Utt 1 contained no gestures, and during Utt 2 the speaker was
mostly occluded by a graphic. Wider spaces indicate boundaries between
successive Perceived Gesture Groups. See text for further explanation.

literature soon reveals that this is not the case. McNeill (1992),
for example, distinguishes beats that are simple in-out or up-
down ‘flicks’ of the hand or finger, and occur at specific points
in a narrative, from other gestures that beat out the rhythm of
the speech they accompany. Other researchers have also wrestled
with the question of how to define and detect ‘beats,’ but from
our point of view, a particularly interesting question concerns the
ways in which a co-speech gesture can be seen as prosodic. That
is, in what ways do gestures align with the prosodic prominences
and constituents of the speech they accompany; in what ways to
they have their own prominences and grouping structure; and in
what ways do these two sets of prosodic behaviors align in time
and in communicative function.

In a preliminary attempt to address these questions, we
developed a system for labeling the ‘beat-like-ness’ of a sequence
of Stroke-Defined Gestures within a PGG. The definition of this
characteristic was somewhat informal, and relates to whether the
sequence of movements appears to be beating out a rhythm or
not. Our first attempt used a simple binary decision: is this group

of Stroke-Defined Gestures beat-like or not, but it soon became
clear that a more nuanced system was needed. We settled on
a three-level categorization: beat-like, somewhat beat-like and
not beat-like. The middle category, somewhat beat-like, included
sequences for which some of the strokes were perceived as beat-
like and others were not. (The second author, who carried out
this exploratory work, would like to try a 5-level system in the
future.) Results of this annotation showed that 138 (32%) of the
431 PGGs contained gesture sequences that were perceived as
beat-like. 119 were labeled as somewhat beat-like, and 174 as
not beat-like. A gesture sketch summary for the first 41 PGGs in
the London sample is shown Figure 5. It appears that gestures
with a straight trajectory, performed in an up-and-down vertical
dimension, are more likely to be perceived as beat-like, while
those with a curved trajectory are less so. A second constraint
appears to be temporal: strokes of gestures judged to be beat-
like occurred in quicker succession than those judged not to be
beat-like. For example, the mean inter-stroke interval, measured
from the end of one stroke to the beginning of the next within
a PGG, was 870 ms for sequences labeled as beat-like, 992 ms
for sequences labeled as somewhat beat-like, and 1,119 ms for
sequences labeled as not beat-like (excluding Perceived-Gesture-
Group-final tokens, for which the interval to the end of the next
stroke after the PGG boundary could be very long and variable).

This result provides an initial step in the direction of
distinguishing the set of Non-Referential gestures that are
perceived to have a strongly rhythmic beat-like character from
those with different timing characteristics. Additional work will
be needed to sort out the range of possibilities for characterizing
different types of Non-Referential gestures, and the ways in which
both Non-Referential and Referential gestures may have different
timing relationships both with other gestures and with the speech
they accompany.

This discussion highlights an additional issue of some
importance, which is the question of whether the common
practice of designating a co-speech gesture as a member of one
or another mutually exclusive category, such as ‘beat-like’ or
‘iconic,’ could be usefully supplemented by a dimension-based
system, in which each co-speech gesture is annotated for all of the
characteristics that it exhibits. This would permit, for example, a
sequence of iconic gestures to be labeled as beatlike, if it struck
the viewer as beating out the rhythm of the speech. In his article
for the Cambridge Encyclopedia of Linguistic Sciences, McNeill
(2006) points out the advantages of such a dimension-based
approach to co-speech gesture analysis:

“The essential clue that these are dimensions and not categories
is that we often find iconicity, metaphoricity, deixis and other
features mixing in the same gesture. Beats often combine with
pointing, and many iconic gestures are also deictic. . .A practical
result of dimensionalizing is improvement in gesture coding,
because it is no longer necessary to make forced decisions to fit
each gesture occurrence into a single box.”

Recently, Prieto et al. (2018) have discussed the multi-
dimensional characteristics of beats in just these terms, and have
proposed a labeling system that has many of these characteristics.
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FIGURE 5 | Gesture sequences judged to be beat-like, somewhat beat-like and not-beat-like for the first 43 PGGs in the London sample. For discussion of the
characterization of these sets, see text.

This approach may be particularly useful in the analysis
of gestures which are not referential in any obvious way, but
for which it is possible to imagine a metaphoric component.
For example, if a speaker saying ‘And thus it came to pass. . .’
accompanies this spoken word sequence with a horizontal back-
and- forth bimanual gesture with flat hands palm downward,
as if smoothing a tablecloth, is that a metaphoric gesture
that uses the indication of a flat smooth surface (or perhaps
the act of smoothing) to stand for the concrete sequence of
events to be described? This category of gesture is particularly
interesting, because it encompasses gestures which bear an
abstract relationship to the meaning of the speech. It sometimes
seems as if almost any gestural movement can be thought of
as having a metaphoric component, even though it is often
difficult to put into words exactly what the potential metaphor
is conveying. In a system where the degree of ‘metaphoricity’
could be ranked, or metaphoricity could be combined with other
dimensions such as rhythmicity, such problems might be less
vexing.

We note in passing that this sample includes very few of
the hand or finger ‘flicks’ identified by McNeill (1992): only 23
examples of in-out flicks were identified, i.e., 1.7% of the total
number of Stroke Defined Gestures. It is possible that this is due
to the fact that this speaker was standing up behind a podium,
with no place to rest his arms and hands, in contrast to speakers

who produce a narrative while sitting in a chair with arms where
they often rest their own arms and hands. This might make a
finger-flick more comfortable. Another possibility is that in this
sample, the function of a finger flick is served by a larger vertical
movement of the entire arm and hand. However, that seems
unlikely since such vertical movements are quite common in this
sample, and often give the impression of being comprised of a
preparation and a stroke, rather than of a bi-phasic in-out or
up-down ‘flick.’

DISCUSSION

The observation that most of the co-speech gestures in this
sample are judged to be Non-Referential has provided an
opportunity to examine some of the characteristics of this
type of gesture. The preliminary results presented here suggest
that the strokes of these Non-Referential gestures align with
prominent (i.e., pitch-accented) syllables in the speech they
accompany, as has been reported for small samples of Referential
gestures and for larger undifferentiated samples. In addition,
preliminary observation raises the possibility that they group into
constituents that align with higher-level prosodic constituents.
This is consistent with the possibility of a parallel signaling of
the organization of gestural and speech constituents at a level
higher than the individual intonational phrase or even utterance,
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as proposed in, e.g., Kendon’s hierarchy of prosodic/gestural
constituents (Kendon, 1972, 1980, 2004) and suggested by
McNeill’s ‘cohesive’ gestures (McNeill, 1992). The observations
reported here also suggest that Non-Referential co-speech
gestures are not a homogeneous class, either kinematically or
functionally, but instead may contain a wide variety of forms
and serve a wide range of communicative ends. This raises the
question of how the process of generating co-speech gestures can
be integrated into current models of speech production planning.
We will discuss each of these points in turn.

The Alignment of Non-referential
Gestures With Phrase-Level Prosodic
Prominences
The question of how speakers determine the alignment of speech
and co-speech gesture raises the methodological question of how
best to define and study the alignment of spoken prosody with
co-speech gestural events. With respect to the methodological
question, a range of criteria for accent-gesture alignment have
been used, from the strict temporal overlap of accented syllable
with gestural stroke employed in this study, to a more expansive
criterion of the two events being within a pre-defined number
of milliseconds (e.g., Loehr, 2004), and from the alignment
of temporal intervals (strokes with pitch-accented syllables)
to the alignment of precise time points (F0 maxima, gesture
apices). Brentari et al. (2013) suggest an interesting hierarchy
of alignments, ranging from exact correspondence of the two
time intervals, to overlap of the accented syllable with at least
part of the stroke, to overlap with at least part of the entire
gesture (including any preparation, hold, and recovery phases).
They note that listeners can form an impression of which word a
gesture is associated with, even when there is no direct temporal
alignment. The question of what ‘counts’ as alignment/association
between a spoken word and a gesture is clearly in need of
investigation. Studies by Renwick et al. (2004), Yasinnik et al.
(2004), and Shattuck-Hufnagel et al. (2007) measured alignment
of manual strokes that had short sharp end points (resulting in
a clear rather than a blurry video frame), which they called ‘hits,’
in a different set of academic lecture videos. Results showed that
these end points occurred reliably toward the end of or just after
a spoken accented syllable. Other investigations have focused on
the alignment of the onset of a gesture or the apex of a stroke with
an aspect of the speech. A model of speech production planning
that includes gestural planning will need to specify which part of
the gesture is planned to align with which part of the speech, in
cases where that relationship is shown to be systematic.

Beyond the question of precisely how strokes and accented
syllables are aligned, a larger question concerns which accented
words and syllables are accompanied by co-speech gestures and
which ones are not. For Referential gestures, earlier observations
showed that the stroke is likely to overlap with a phrase-level
prominence/pitch accent (e.g., Kendon, 2004). The finding that,
in the sample of largely Non-Referential gestures examined here,
83% of the stroke intervals overlap in time at least partially
with a pitch-accented syllable interval also reveals that 17% did
not. Why are some strokes produced in non-accented regions of

the speech? In addition, many pitch-accented syllables are not
accompanied by a co-speech gesture. What determines which
accents are aligned with strokes and which accents are not? This
question awaits further study.

The Alignment of Co-speech Gestures
With Higher-Level Prosodic Constituents
The preliminary observation that perceived higher-level prosodic
constituents in the speech may overlap with sequences of
kinematically similar Non-Referential gestures raises the question
of the precise nature of these constituents. Kendon (1980)
notes that, in his observations, prosodic Tone Groups are
combined into higher-level Locutions (said to generally comprise
a complete sentence), which are in turn combined into Locution
Clusters within a Discourse or conversational turn. These higher
levels of constituent structure do not figure prominently in the
Autosegmental-Metrical model of prosodic structure which was
initially adopted for this study, in part because they have not been
observed to have clear intonational markers. The Extended Rapid
Prosodic Transcription method may prove useful in identifying
acoustic cues that are specific markers for these higher level
structures, like the duration-of-silence correlate discussed above.
As Kendon proposed, some of the cues to these higher-order
structures may be found in the gestural domain, in the sense that
sequences of similar gestures may align with such constituents,
so that a change in a gestural dimension might mark the start
of a new constituent. If so, it will be consistent with the view
that models of human speech production planning (and speech
perception) must expand to accommodate the ways in which
speakers insert this kind of information into the visual signal.

An interesting aspect of these preliminary observations is
that they suggest subgroupings below the level of boundary
corresponding to the arbitrary criterion adopted here (15
boundary markers). For example, in the set of gestures within
the first of the higher-level spoken prosodic constituents shown
in Figure 4, there appears to be a shift in gesture kinematics
halfway through the constituent (i.e., between Utterance 3A
and Utterance 3B); this corresponds to a location where the
annotators inserted 14 boundary markers, a value which is just
under our arbitrary threshold. The suggestion of a lower-level
constituent boundary in the Extended Rapid Prosodic Transition
data at that location is consistent with the change in gesture
kinematics at that point. Similarly, in a later part of this sample,
where listeners annotated the word sequence ‘and only nearly lost
it, once’ as a single higher level constituent, but also indicated
a smaller perceived boundary after ‘lost it,’ the trajectory shape
of the Stroke-Defined Gesture produced with ‘once’ is different
from that of the SDGs produced with the preceding word
sequence ‘and only nearly lost it.’ Such observations support the
possibility that, like prosodic constituents, gesture sequences are
hierarchically organized.

Finally, the question of what signals the grouping of a sequence
of gestures into a constituent has been only tangentially addressed
in this paper. In the larger ongoing project of which this
study is a part, the visual-only annotation of gesture groups
employed to identify PGGs is supplemented with gesture phase
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labeling. This will enable testing the hypothesis advanced in
Kendon (2004) that groups of gestures (Gesture Units, in his
terminology) are marked by a recovery phase at the end of
the group-final gesture, in this sample of academic-lecture-style
speech that contains mostly Non-Referential gestures. Moreover,
combining video-only labeling of PGGs (which focuses on the
physical characteristics and timing of the gestural movements),
with sound-only labeling of the spoken prosodic constituents,
allows the investigation of timing and grouping alignments
between the two streams of behavior. In the end, however, by
combining these separate annotation approaches with listening
and looking at the same time, it may be possible to determine
how the semantic, syntactic, prosodic, and gestural structures of
an utterance combine to form an effective act of communication.
Modeling that process will require a collaborative effort which, it
is hoped, this report may help to inspire.

Integrating Gesture Production Planning
Into Current Speech Production Models
The results described in this paper offer support for the
hypothesis put forward over the years by Kendon and McNeill
and others, that the gestures that accompany a spoken utterance
are an integral part of the communication signal, and thus
that the planning process for producing a spoken utterance
must include the planning of co-speech gestures. In particular,
taken together with other results in the literature, these findings
suggest a tight temporal coordination between the prosodic
structure (i.e., the grouping and prominence structure) of a
spoken utterance and the prosodic structure of the gestures that
accompany it. In this way they are also consistent with the
hypothesis proposed by Keating and Shattuck-Hufnagel (2002),
that the planning frame for a spoken utterance is a prosodic
planning frame. Keating and Shattuck-Hufnagel propose a
‘Prosody First’ model of the phonological encoding process in
speech production planning. In that model, a representation
of the phrase-level prosody of an utterance is computed as
an abstract structure, simple at the beginning of the planning
process but gaining complexity as the phonological elements
of the planned utterance are inserted into its sequentially
and hierarchically organized slots. On this view, the prosodic
structure of an utterance provides the representational ‘spine’
that governs the serial ordering of lexical elements and their
sub-constituents, the integration of multiple factors involving the
surface timing/duration patterns of the speech signal, and the
computation of surface timing patterns.

For a more comprehensive view of speech production
planning that begins with the earliest formation of the intended
message, one can turn to the model proposed by Levelt (1989)
and implemented by Levelt et al. (1999). In this model the initial
formulation of a message takes place in terms of a cognitive
representation of meaning that is pre-linguistic. It may be this
very early representation that guides the subsequent formation
of both the spoken and the gestural realizations of the utterance.
Kendon (1980) suggests this when he notes that

“we may mention the views of Chafe (1970) who has argued
explicitly for the position that the process of utterance

generation proceeds through a series of steps starting with the
organization of semantic structures. The work on gesticulation
we have reviewed here would suggest that this earliest stage
in the process of utterance formation has, or can have, direct
expression in gesticular action.” (p. 224)

Jannedy and Mendoza-Denton (2005) expressed a related idea
in their report of a study of co-speech gesture timing and function
in a sample of highly emotional (and presumably not highly
rehearsed) political speech:

“We found that speech and gesturing are two different
channels/modes of information transfer which allow for different
content to be transmitted. If we assume the validity of Bolinger’s
(1986) claim that “gesture and speech stem from the same
semantic intent [. . .],” then we commit ourselves to the notion
that some degree of pre-planning is involved in generating not
only speech output but also gestural output in order to convey
information on different planes. How information is structured
and divided up across the two channels is not understood at
this point. From our data it appears that complementary and
contextual information is transmitted via gestures while concrete
assertions are made explicit via speech. We also do not know what
constraints exist in (pre-)planning complex gestures that we know
are time-aligned with linguistic structure in the final output.”
(Jannedy and Mendoza-Denton, 2005, p. 233).

CONCLUSION

The results described in this paper offer support for the
hypothesis put forward over the years by Kendon and McNeill
and their colleagues, that the gestures that accompany a
spoken utterance are an integral part of the communication
signal, and thus that the planning process for producing a
spoken utterance must include the planning of co-speech
gestures. In particular, taken together with other results
in the literature, these findings suggest a tight temporal
coordination between the prosodic structure of a spoken
utterance and the prosodic structure of the gestures that
accompany it. In this way they are also consistent with
the hypothesis proposed by Keating and Shattuck-Hufnagel
(2002), that the planning frame for a spoken utterance
is a prosodic planning frame. On this view, the prosodic
structure of an utterance provides the representational ‘spine’
that governs not only the serial ordering of lexical elements
and their sub-constituents, the integration of multiple factors
involving the surface timing/duration patterns of the signal,
and the computation of surface timing patterns, but also,
potentially, the integration of auditory with visual aspects of
the speech act. On this hypothesis, the prosodic planning
frame governs the timing of occurrence and the duration
of various components of both the spoken and the gestural
aspects of the communicative act (Shattuck-Hufnagel et al.,
2016).

It must be emphasized that the results reported here are drawn
from a single speaker, producing speech in a particular context
and style, and it is not yet clear how far they will generalize.
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Moreover, although some of the results reported here are
based on large numbers of manual gestures and spoken
prosodic events, others are based on very small numbers of
observations and are thus highly preliminary. However, in
concert with other observations in the literature, the results
reported here open the door to a number of lines of study.
These include the investigation of the cues to higher-level
prosodic constituents that group spoken intonational phrases
together, and of the patterns in the use of individual cues
to prosodic constituents in both the spoken and the gestural
domains that may vary across speakers, listeners, learners,
and users of different languages. It appears that the study of
how co-speech gestures and speech interact in communication
systems is poised on the threshold of some very interesting
discoveries which will enlarge and enhance our ability to build
models of the speech production planning and speech perception
processes.
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The development of body movements such as hand or head gestures, or facial
expressions, seems to go hand-in-hand with the development of speech abilities. We
know that very young infants rely on the movements of their caregivers’ mouth to
segment the speech stream, that infants’ canonical babbling is temporally related to
rhythmic hand movements, that narrative abilities emerge at a similar time in speech and
gestures, and that children make use of both modalities to access complex pragmatic
intentions. Prosody has emerged as a key linguistic component in this speech-gesture
relationship, yet its exact role in the development of multimodal communication is still
not well understood. For example, it is not clear what the relative weights of speech
prosody and body gestures are in language acquisition, or whether both modalities
develop at the same time or whether one modality needs to be in place for the other
to emerge. The present paper reviews existing literature on the interactions between
speech prosody and body movements from a developmental perspective in order to
shed some light on these issues.

Keywords: speech, gestures, prosody, development, multimodality

INTRODUCTION

Human language is an interesting input as it can be perceived through both ears and eyes. For
example, adults’ comprehension of speech in noisy and quiet environments is enhanced when they
have access to the visual cues conveyed by the speaker’s face (Sumby and Pollack, 1954). In face-to-
face interactions, the whole body is involved and may serve informative purposes (Kelly and Barr,
1999 for a review; Kendon, 2004). People around the world produce spontaneous gestures while
talking. These gestures accompanying speech, called ‘co-speech gestures,’ are so connected with
speech that people use their hands even when nobody sees them (Corballis, 2002), and congenitally
blind people gesture when interacting with each other (Iverson and Goldin-Meadow, 1998 and
Goldin-Meadow, 1998). Gestures can be defined on the basis of the articulator that is being used to
produce them (the head, as in head nods or head tilts; the hand, as in manual pointing, manual beats
or iconic gestures; the face, as in oral gestures or in facial expressions such as eyebrow movements),
on the basis of whether or not they are accompanied by speech (co-speech gestures), or based on
whether the gesture movement is continuous or discrete (see Wagner et al., 2014 for a review).
Another order of things is the function for which they are used in language and communication.
Gestures can serve a deictic or highlighting function, they can depict and represent semantic
meanings, and they can structure information in the discourse and be an indicator of pragmatic
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implicatures to be driven for a successful communication to
take place. Because all these levels have parallels with the
prosodic properties of speech, these gestures are also called visual
correlates of prosody.

It is now clear that co-speech gestures fulfill multiple cognitive
functions. Some studies focused on speaker-directed functions
suggesting that gestures may ease the speaker’s cognitive
load (Cook and Goldin-Meadow, 2006; Chu and Kita, 2011),
promote learning (Ping and Goldin-Meadow, 2010), help in
the conceptual planning of information and discourse (Alibali
et al., 2000; Cutica and Bucciarelli, 2008), and facilitate lexical
access (Rauscher et al., 1996; Alibali et al., 2000). Others stress
that gestures enhance the transfer of information by providing
it cross-modally, thereby facilitating uptake for addressees (De
Ruiter et al., 2012; Guellaï et al., 2014). These proposals account
for the adults’ use of co-speech gestures and focus on gestures
with a referential value in communication (deictic and iconic
hand movements). Yet, they are less effective for explaining
developmental patterns as well as the role of gestures with a non-
referential value in communication (such as facial expressions
and rhythmic ‘beats’).

In the following sections we propose to explore the
developmental links between speech and body movements (i.e.,
hand and head gestures, and facial expressions), focusing on one
specific linguistic aspect, namely prosody. Prosodic properties
of speech encode prominence, phrasal organization, speech act
types, emotions, attitudes, and beliefs (e.g., Pierrehumbert and
Hirschberg, 1990; Ladd, 1996; Byrd and Saltzman, 2003; Jun,
2005). There is a growing body of research showing that prosody
is not only expressed through the tonal and temporal properties
of speech, but also by means of body movements produced
with the hand, head, or face (e.g., Krahmer and Swerts, 2007;
Cvejic et al., 2012; Guellaï et al., 2014). The speech and gesture
dimensions of prosody are found to be tightly intertwined at the
temporal, semantic, and pragmatic levels, and this is true not only
in adult speech but also in language development.

Speakers’ body movements are temporally coordinated with
the prosodic structure in speech, pitch accents and boundary
tones serving as anchoring points for prominent phases in body
movements (Hadar et al., 1983; De Ruiter, 1998; Leonard and
Cummins, 2011; Esteve-Gibert and Prieto, 2013; Ishi et al.,
2014; Ambrazaitis and House, 2017; Esteve-Gibert et al., 2017a).
At the semantic and pragmatic levels, prosody and gestures
can both have a deictic component through which speakers
highlight certain elements in speech (Levelt et al., 1985; Roustan
and Dohen, 2010), they can disambiguate syntactic constituents
(Guellaï et al., 2014; Krivokapic et al., 2016), and mutually
influence the processing of speaker’s emotions, beliefs, and
attitudes (Ekman, 1979; Kendon, 2004; Poggi et al., 2013). In the
multimodal expression of prosody, the gesture dimension can
consist of movements of the hand or head, facial expressions, or
body postures. Traditionally, different types of body movements
have been studied independently (for instance, facial expressions
have received more attention in the literature on emotions, while
hand movements have been the focus of studies on the referential
value of gestures in language). In the present paper we will refer
to these different types of movements as ‘gestures,’ as we propose

that it is more interesting to take them as a whole to have a
complete picture of the speech-gesture relationship in language
and communication development.

TEMPORAL ASPECTS OF THE
AUDIO–VISUAL SPEECH INTEGRATION
IN INFANCY

Infants need to make sense of the rich multisensory stimulations
present in their everyday experiences. From the earliest stages of
development, infants are found to relate phonetic information
from the lips and the voice (Kuhl and Meltzoff, 1984; Aldridge
et al., 1999; Patterson and Werker, 2003). In these studies, infants
were presented with videos, side-by-side, of two faces articulating
two vowels (i.e., /i/ vs. /a/), while hearing only one vowel (i.e.,
either /i/ or /a/). Infants are considered to be able to detect audio–
visual congruency if they look longer at the matching stimulus.
Remarkably, there is evidence that from birth, infants detect
equivalent phonetic information in the lips and voice (Aldridge
et al., 1999). Auditory-visual phonetic matching is also shown
at 2 months (Patterson and Werker, 2003), at 4 months and a
half (Patterson and Werker, 1999), and at 8 months based on
the gender of the talker (Patterson and Werker, 2002). When the
vowels are reduced to sine-wave analogs or simple tones, infants
do not detect the congruent video anymore (Kuhl et al., 1991).
Taken together, these studies, focusing on perioral and facial cues,
suggest that infants already have the primitives of lip reading for
single speech sounds.

On the production side, newborns bring their hands and
objects to their mouth, and explore them orally, these behaviors
being considered to be the earliest signs of the oral-manual link
in language development (Iverson and Thelen, 1999). Around
6–7 months of age infants start to babble, a rhythmic close–open
movement of the jaw that results in the production of syllables
(Oller, 2000; Vihman et al., 2009). At the same age infants start
producing rhythmic arm movements that are temporally aligned
with the vocal babbling (Ejiri, 1998; Iverson and Fagan, 2004).
Interestingly, the acoustic quality of the infants’ babbles improves
when infants combine these vocalizations with rhythmic arm
movements, as syllables become shorter and display shorter
formant-frequency transitions (Ejiri and Masataka, 2001).

The time-aligned coordination of gesture and speech is also
present at later stages of language development. At the onset
of word production infants start combining vocalizations with
pointing gestures signaling referents in space, and these gestural
and speech dimensions are timely aligned in an adult-like way:
the accented syllable in speech coincides with the apex of the
pointing gesture (Butcher and Goldin-Meadow, 2000; Esteve-
Gibert and Prieto, 2014). Later, at 4–5 years of age we observe the
emergence of bi-phasic body movements that have no referential
meaning and that are timed with pitch accents that children use to
emphasize specific information in the sentence (Nicoladis et al.,
1999; Capone and McGregor, 2004; Esteve-Gibert et al., 2017b;
Mathew et al., 2017). These movements are typically produced
with the hand, arm, or head, and are called beats in the gesture
literature (Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 2005; Wagner et al., 2014).
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Beats provide clear evidence of the rhythmic entrainment
between the acoustic and visual dimensions of language, because
speakers are found to necessarily modify the acoustic properties
of speech when they produce these body movements (Krahmer
and Swerts, 2007). Thus, prosodic structure seems to be observed
at the speech and at the gestural levels, both dimensions being
temporally aligned in a precise way from early stages of language
development.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE AUDIO–VISUAL
INTEGRATION FOR WORD LEARNING

When addressing infants, adults usually use a speech register
which is commonly called Infant-Directed Speech (IDS). This
speech register has been the focus of numerous studies as it
presents particularities in the auditory domain. It is characterized
by slower speech rate and exaggerated pitch excursions compared
to Adult-Directed Speech (ADS) (e.g., Fernald and Simon, 1984;
Grieser and Kuhl, 1988; Fisher and Tokura, 1995). Vowel and
consonant contrasts are more clearly produced in IDS, and
this acoustic difference helps infants to build their phoneme
inventories (Kuhl et al., 1991; Werker et al., 2007; Cristia, 2011).
Also, the slower speaking rate and vowel properties help 21-
month-olds learn and remember new words better (Song et al.,
2010; Ma et al., 2011).

It has also been observed that IDS is associated with
exaggerated facial cues: when addressing infants, caregivers
usually exaggerate facial expressions and articulatory lip gestures
for corner vowels (Chong et al., 2003; Green et al., 2010). It
has been argued that visual IDS attracts infants’ attention to the
speaker and helps them to parse the speech stream (Kitamura
and Burnham, 2003). Some authors have examined sensitivity
to the temporal synchrony of visual prosody using continuous
IDS (Blossom and Morgan, 2006). They found that infants aged
10–11 months use visual prosody to extract information about
the structure of language as they matched synchronous faces and
voices. More recently, it has been shown that 8-month-old infants
reliably detect congruence between matching auditory and visual
displays of a talking face based on prosodic motion (Kitamura
et al., 2014), and that 9-month-olds can detect whether a manual
deictic gesture is congruently aligned with the corresponding
speech segment (Esteve-Gibert et al., 2015). Using an intermodal
matching paradigm, Kitamura et al. (2014) presented 8-months-
old infants with two visual displays of talking faces (i.e., only
moving dots) and one utterance that matched one of the two
facial configurations. Results showed that infants reliably detect
auditory and visual congruencies in the displays. It seems that
this ability emerges early in development as newborns are already
able to match a facial display to the corresponding speech stream
(Guellaï et al., 2016).

Another dimension of IDS is found in the body gestures
of caregivers, which trigger and enhance speech processing.
Indeed, caregivers accompany speech with deictic and iconic
gestures when talking about objects and actions to infants
(Clark and Estigarribia, 2011; Esteve-Gibert et al., 2016), and
highlight referential communication by labeling objects while

moving them in synchrony with speech (Gogate et al., 2000;
Jesse and Johnson, 2016). The caregivers’ use of co-speech
gestures seems to boost infants’ receptive vocabulary and memory
skills (Goodwyn et al., 2000; O’Neill et al., 2005; Zammit and
Schafer, 2011; Igualada et al., 2017). Igualada et al. (2017) tested
preschoolers in a word learning task in which certain words in
the list were accompanied by a beat gesture, and results indicated
that words co-occurring with gestures were better remembered
than gesturally unmarked words.

Yet the impact of Infant-Directed Gestures (or ‘gesturese’) on
language development is an unresolved issue. Some studies have
found that toddlers learn words better if adults accompany object
labels with deictic and symbolic gestures, and direct their gaze
toward the object (Booth et al., 2008; McGregor et al., 2009).
However, other findings do not support this hypothesis, some
results showing an absence or very small effect of parental use of
deictic and symbolic gestures on infants’ word learning abilities
(Zammit and Schafer, 2011; Puccini and Liszkowski, 2012).

MULTIMODAL DEVELOPMENT OF
DISCOURSE AND NARRATIVE SKILLS

An interesting aspect of prosody is that it can also convey
information about syntax (Nespor and Vogel, 1986, 2007; Langus
et al., 2012). For example, one can manipulate prosodic cues
to influence how listeners interpret syntactically ambiguous
sentences (Lehiste, 1973; Cooper and Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Price
et al., 1991; Carlson et al., 2001). These effects emerge very quickly
during sentence comprehension (Marslen-Wilson et al., 1992;
Warren et al., 1995; Nagel et al., 1996; Kjelgaard and Speer, 1999;
Weber et al., 2006). In the visual domain, the so-called beat
gestures seem to be also used to process the structure of the
speech signal. In languages such as Italian, English, Dutch, or
Catalan, beat gestures are temporally aligned with pitch accents
and boundary tones (Yasinnik et al., 2004; Krahmer and Swerts,
2007; Esteve-Gibert et al., 2017a; Krivokapic et al., 2017). Guellaï
et al. (2014) showed that spontaneous gestures accompanying
speech can be perceived as prosodic markers by adults. This
evidence goes in the same direction as a model based on Israeli
Signed Language (ISL) showing that body positions align with
rhythmic manual features of the signing stream to mark prosodic
boundaries (Nespor and Sandler, 1999; Sandler, 1999, 2005, 2011,
2012).

Speakers use prosodic means to emphasize new and important
information in ongoing discourse, and for signaling the
conceptual structure of the utterances in narrations (Swerts and
Geluykens, 1994; Gussenhoven, 2004; Baumann and Grice, 2006;
Ladd, 2008). Likewise, visual strategies are found to serve similar
functions. Articulatory and head gestures enhance the perception
of contrastive focus (Dohen and Loevenbruck, 2009; Swerts and
Krahmer, 2010; Kim et al., 2014; Prieto et al., 2015), and body
gestures such as eyebrow and head movements are produced
less often as a marker of the theme than as a rheme marker
(Ambrazaitis and House, 2017).

Children develop discourse and narrative skills relatively late.
At around 5 years of age, children use adult-like discourse
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markers, dependent clauses and sentential focus to narrate
actions with a coherent structure, and these abilities continue
to develop over the next years (Hudson and Shapiro, 1991;
Berman and Slobin, 1994; Diessel and Tomasello, 2005; Kallay
and Redford, 2016). The question is whether gesture and prosodic
markers emerge together with the development of syntactic and
lexical markers of conceptual structure. On the gesture side, at
ages four to five children use beat gestures to emphasize specific
information in the sentence (Nicoladis et al., 1999; Capone and
McGregor, 2004; Esteve-Gibert et al., 2017b; Mathew et al.,
2017). In narrations, children seem to gesture more when they
produce longer sentences with more connectives (Nicoladis et al.,
1999; Graziano, 2011, 2014; Colletta et al., 2014), and they
use different gesture types depending on the age and the type
of discourse they produce (Alamillo et al., 2013). Also, they
display better narrative skills in a story retelling game if they
have had access to manual beat gestures marking information
focus and event boundaries (Vilà-Giménez et al., 2017). On the
speech prosody side, children at age five and six are found to
use the appropriate pitch accents with the right alignment to
signal new information in the discourse (see Chen, 2018 for a
review), and in narratives they mark event boundaries through
pitch direction and linearity (Kallay and Redford, 2016). While
results from the gesture literature seem to suggest that gesture
marking of discourse structure is directly correlated with the
development of linguistic skills, results are less conclusive from
the speech prosody side. Kallay and Redford (2016) propose
that the correlation between the development of linguistic skills
and the development of discourse structure might occur at
the level of local pitch features, while more global aspects of
discourse prosody such as slope steepness, pitch resets, or pause
duration might be mediated by non-linguistic factors such as
breathing.

MULTIMODAL CUES IN DEVELOPING
EMOTION PERCEPTION AND
PRODUCTION

Perceptual skills related to emotion develop very early in infancy.
It has been found that 5-month-old infants are able to distinguish
between two different emotions on the basis of the speaker’s facial
expressions and the acoustic properties of speech (Fernald, 1993;
Grossmann et al., 2006; Vaillant-Molina et al., 2013). Evidence
using continuous speech typically shows that young infants rely
on the congruence between auditory emotions (happy, angry)
and the appropriate facial expressions (Soken and Pick, 1992;
Walker-Andrews, 1997). Production-wise, young infants at 4–
5 months of age express emotions such as sadness or enjoyment
through facial expressions, and at 12 months of age their facial
expressions can signal fear, pain, surprise, or interest (Sullivan
and Lewis, 2003). At similar ages, vocal cues are also found to
reflect their emotional states (Scheiner et al., 2002; Oller et al.,
2013; Lindová et al., 2015).

It is not until much later, however, that children use
this early sensitivity to visual and acoustic features of
emotion to understand their interlocutor’s affective state

(Nelson and Russell, 2011; Quam and Swingley, 2012; Berman
et al., 2016). Berman et al. (2016) designed a task in which 3- and
5-year-old children had to match pictures of happy-looking and
sad-looking faces to happy-sounding and sad-sounding speech,
while explicit (pointing) and implicit (eye gaze) responses were
measured. Results indicated that only 5 years old children were
able to explicitly match the appropriate acoustic and visual cues
of emotion, and that at 3 years of age they could only do it
implicitly for the negative valence pair.

Even more challenging for children are stimuli in which the
speaker intentionally mismatches the audiovisual cues of emotion
from the contextual and lexical information, with the purpose of
being ironic. In such cases, children at 5–6 years of age tend to
interpret the utterance literally even if prosodic cues of emotion
signal the speaker’s irony (Nakassis and Snedeker, 2002; Laval and
Bert-Erboul, 2005; Aguert et al., 2013; Bosco et al., 2013), and only
if the utterance is produced together with visual cues of emotion
can children infer non-literal meaning (Gil et al., 2014; González-
Fuente, 2017). Taken together, all these findings indicate that
vocal and visual cues of emotion are recognized and used very
early in infancy, and that children use these early skills to process
other people’s emotions once more complex cognitive abilities are
in place.

ACOUSTIC AND VISUAL MARKERS OF
INTENTIONS, ATTITUDES, AND BELIEFS

Infants recognize and express their social intentions and
communicative goals very early in development, and they use
prosodic and gestural means to do so. Twelve-month-old infants
rely on pitch, duration, and the shape of the gesture (open-palm
pointing, index-finger pointing, etc.) to understand whether the
interlocutor is communicating in order to request an object, to
inform the caregiver about its presence, or to share interest about
it (Behne et al., 2012; Sakkalou and Gattis, 2012; Esteve-Gibert
et al., 2017c; Rohlfing et al., 2017). For example, 12-month-old
infants use the shape of a pointing gesture and the information
from the context to understand that their interlocutor is referring
to a certain object in space with a specific social intention (Behne
et al., 2012). Interestingly, when contextual cues are ambiguous
or uninformative, 12-month-old infants use the shape of the
pointing gesture in combination with the prosodic features of
speech to infer the speakers’ pragmatic intentions (Esteve-Gibert
et al., 2017c). Some months later, at around 15 months of age,
infants distinguish an action as being accidental or intentional
only through the prosodic features of the interlocutor’s speech
(Sakkalou and Gattis, 2012).

At these pre-lexical stages of language development, prosody
and gesture also enable infants to express their intentions toward
their interlocutor. We know that 12-month-old infants produce
pointing gestures toward referents in space with the purpose
of requesting or declaring information, interest, attitudes, or
actions (Tomasello et al., 2007; Kovács et al., 2014). It seems
that not only pointing gestures but also the prosodic cues of the
vocalizations accompanying them indicate the infants’ intention
(Grünloh and Liszkowski, 2015; Aureli et al., 2017). Aureli et al.
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(2017), for instance, found that when Italian-learning 12- to 18-
month-olds intend to produce points with a declarative function,
the intonation of the vocalization accompanying these points is
mostly falling, while it rises to accompany points aimed at asking
objects from the interlocutor (thus paralleling what happens in
adult speech).

The speaker’s beliefs and attitudes about the content of the
message are also signaled through vocal and visual strategies.
Prosodic cues such as speech rate, pitch level and direction,
or voice quality, and gestures such as eyebrow furrowing, head
tilt, or shoulder shrugging, are reliably markers of the speaker
being uncertain, incredulous, or polite (Krahmer and Swerts,
2005; Dijkstra et al., 2006; Crespo Sendra et al., 2013). Children
need complex cognitive mental abilities (the so-called ‘Theory of
Mind’) to understand and express these meanings in language
(Wellman, 1990; Perner, 1991; Gopnik, 1993). A large body
of research has dealt with the question of when these abilities
emerge. Some researchers propose that only at ages four to five
do children have fully developed mind-reading abilities, since
it is at this age that they succeed in false-belief tasks (Wimmer
and Perner, 1983; Baron-Cohen et al., 1985). Yet others claim
that younger infants show early cognitive abilities of this kind
when less cognitively demanding tasks are used (Onishi and
Baillargeon, 2005; Baillargeon et al., 2010; Kovács et al., 2010).
Studies exploring the development of prosodic and gesture cues
to interpret the other’s beliefs and attitudes suggest that children’s
belief comprehension increases significantly during the preschool
years. For example, at 3–5 years of age children detect at above
chance level the speaker’s beliefs about what she/he is saying
thanks to the speaker’s facial expressions and, interestingly, those
that are more accurate are those with more sophisticated belief-
reasoning skills (Armstrong et al., 2014). Visual information is
found to be a stronger cue for preschoolers than prosodic cues
of uncertainty, even if prosody is a stronger indicator still than
lexical information (Moore et al., 1993; Hübscher et al., 2017).
On the production side, children first use prosody than lexical
cues to mark uncertainty in speech (Hübscher et al., 2016),
and at 7–8 year of age they signal uncertainty through facial
expressions such as eyebrow raising or furrowing or funny faces,
and with prosodic cues such as fillers, delays, and high intonation
(Krahmer and Swerts, 2005; Visser et al., 2014). All together,
these studies suggest that children use the acoustic and visual
components of prosody before lexical markers to understand
and produce beliefs and attitudes in language. Yet, more studies
are required to disentangle which of these prosodic dimensions
(visual or acoustic) comes first, and whether this developmental
path depends on the child’s cognitive abilities and/or on the
specific linguistic meaning that is investigated.

DISCUSSION

The present review is aimed at highlighting recent discoveries
on the developmental integration of speech in the auditory
and visual domains, focusing on the prosodic level. Although
there are more and more evidence of links between speech and
gestures, we do not fully understand the relative weight of each

modality in language comprehension, and we need to clarify
whether prosody has parallel forms and functions in the acoustic
and visual domains. Adopting a developmental approach could
help in answering these questions.

Developmental research can help disentangle whether
gestures are part of the speakers’ linguistic system. There is
consistent evidence that infants and children first use the
gesture modality to refer to objects in space before they use
words and word-gesture combinations to do so (Bates et al.,
1979; Butcher and Goldin-Meadow, 2000; Esteve-Gibert and
Prieto, 2014). In fact, the rate of gesturally pointed referents
is a reliable sign of the infants’ vocabulary skills at later stages
(Rowe and Goldin-Meadow, 2009; Igualada et al., 2015),
and the rate of pointing-speech combinations at 18 months
of age (when pointing and speech provide complementary
meanings) is a reliable predictor of sentence complexity at
42 months of age (Rowe and Goldin-Meadow, 2009). Mathew
et al. (2017) observed that 6-year-olds produce ‘beat’ gestures
with an emphasizing function, but surprisingly the gesture-
accompanying words did not always bear a pitch accent,
suggesting that children are still learning to use the speech
modality to emphasize discourse elements, while they seem to
already master the gesture. Although not all language functions
emerge first in the visual modality (note, for instance, that
toddlers first express actions with verbs and only later are able
to represent that same action with iconic gestures depicting
that action; Özçaliskan et al., 2003), the abovementioned results
indicate that infants and children do use gestures for linguistic
purposes, and that speech and gestures might be part of the same
linguistic and communicative system (Kendon, 1980; McNeill,
1992; Goldin-Meadow, 1998).

It is still an open question the reason why certain linguistic
functions are first expressed through gestures and some others
are first observed in the acoustic dimension. Parladé and Iverson
(2011) propose a dynamic systems approach to cope with the fact
that infants prefer to use one modality over the other for a given
linguistic function at certain stages in language development.
According to these authors, in periods where infants increase
their skills in one communicative behavior, there might be a
temporary regression in an alternative communicative behavior.
For instance, the authors find that when infants’ vocabulary
increases, their production of multimodal communicative
behaviors (i.e., combination of vocal, gestural, and affect
behaviors) is reduced. Later, once vocabulary skills are stabilized,
the rate of multimodal communicative behaviors increases again.
It remains unclear, however, why certain linguistic functions
emerge first through gesture rather than through speech, and
vice-versa, as well as what motor, cognitive, or communicational
factors might influence this behavior.

Studies in brain imagery could also help tease apart the
possibility of a gesture/speech linkage in language. Indeed,
in adult populations, it has been shown that listening to
speech evokes neural responses in the motor cortex. This
has been controversially interpreted as evidence that speech
sounds are processed as articulatory movements (Pulvermüller
and Fadiga, 2010). Recently, Biau et al. (2016) evaluated
beat synchrony against arbitrary visual cues bearing equivalent
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rhythmic and spatial properties as the gestures. Their results
revealed that left Middle Temporal Gyrus and Inferior Frontal
Gyrus were specifically sensitive to speech synchronized with
beats, compared to the arbitrary vision–speech pairing. Hence,
it seems that co-speech gestures and speech perception are
instantiated through a specialized brain network sensitive to the
communicative intent conveyed by the speaker’s whole body.

There are very few studies investigating the developmental
signs of the vocal-motor linkages at the neural level, and most
evidence comes from populations with developmental disorders
and brain injuries. For instance, children with perinatal brain
lesions are found to have both lower rates of gesture production
and smaller vocabularies (Sauer et al., 2010). Another way to
specify the links between gestures and speech would be to
explore how sensorimotor feedback influences auditory-visual
speech processing, for instance by investigating whether the
production of gestures influences infants’ speech fluency. If more
evidence is obtained showing that gesture and speech mutually
influence each other in language production, perception, and
comprehension, this would suggest that they are part of the
linguistic system and not only communicative means, especially
in development.

Among the linguistic aspects revealing the gesture/speech link
more clearly, we have shown that prosody has a prominent status.
Prosodic targets are anchoring points for manual gestures and
facial expressions to align, pitch accents attracting prominent
gestural phases and prosodic phrase boundaries framing the
scope of gesture movements. This is true in adults (Hadar
et al., 1983; De Ruiter, 1998; Leonard and Cummins, 2011;
Esteve-Gibert and Prieto, 2013; Ferré, 2014; Ishi et al., 2014;
Ambrazaitis and House, 2017; Esteve-Gibert et al., 2017a),
and it also seems to hold for infants and children (Butcher
and Goldin-Meadow, 2000; Esteve-Gibert and Prieto, 2014;
Mathew et al., 2017). While more research is needed to examine
the patterns of this temporal linkage in infants’ productions
(especially in stages when these prosodic targets become adult-
like), perception studies show that infants are sensitive to the
alignment of prosodic and visual cues as early as 8–9 months
of age (Kitamura et al., 2014; Esteve-Gibert et al., 2015). It has
been proposed that the driving force of this temporal linkage
is a bi-directional influence between gesture and speech ‘pulses’
(i.e., peaks in an ongoing rhythm) (McNeill, 1992; Tuite, 1993;
Iverson and Thelen, 1999; Port, 2003; Rusiewicz and Esteve-
Gibert, 2018).

Prosody and gestures also overlap in terms of which linguistic
functions they are used for. Infants use visual correlates of
prosody to segment the speech stream (e.g., Kitamura et al., 2014;

Guellaï et al., 2016), to organize information at the discourse
level (e.g., Nicoladis et al., 1999; Capone and McGregor, 2004;
Mathew et al., 2017), and to express emotions, intentions, and
beliefs (Sullivan and Lewis, 2003; Esteve-Gibert and Prieto, 2014;
Berman et al., 2016; Aureli et al., 2017; González-Fuente, 2017).
Children are sensitive to the fact that visual cues convey
relevant linguistic meaning, and experimental evidence shows
that gestures are processed earlier and more accurately than
prosodic or lexical cues (Armstrong et al., 2014; Esteve-Gibert
et al., 2017c; Hübscher et al., 2017). If future studies confirm that
infants and children first process through visual cues what they
later learn to process acoustically, this would mean that gestures
are key in the development of linguistic categories, and that they
not only precede but also scaffold language development (see a
proposal on this regard in Hübscher et al., 2017). Furthermore, by
examining in more detail how visual and acoustic cues of prosody
emerge, evolve, and interact across development, we will be able
to develop models that can predict and guide intervention in
the case of atypical language development. The studies reviewed
here have shown that gestures are tightly linked to prosody at
the formal and functional levels and across different stages of
language development. Still, further studies are needed to fully
clarify the origin of these links and their implications for language
acquisition.
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In signed and spoken language sentences, imperative mood and the corresponding

speech acts such as for instance, command, permission or advice, can be distinguished

by morphosyntactic structures, but also solely by prosodic cues, which are the focus

of this paper. These cues can express paralinguistic mental states or grammatical

meaning, and we show that in American Sign Language (ASL), they also exhibit the

function, scope, and alignment of prosodic, linguistic elements of sign languages. The

production and comprehension of prosodic facial expressions and temporal patterns

therefore can shed light on how cues are grammaticalized in sign languages. They can

also be informative about the formal semantic and pragmatic properties of imperative

types not only in ASL, but also more broadly. This paper includes three studies: one

of production (Study 1) and two of comprehension (Studies 2 and 3). In Study 1, six

prosodic cues are analyzed in production: temporal cues of sign and hold duration,

and non-manual cues including tilts of the head, head nods, widening of the eyes, and

presence of mouthings. Results of Study 1 show that neutral sentences and commands

are well distinguished from each other and from other imperative speech acts via these

prosodic cues alone; there is more limited differentiation among explanation, permission,

and advice. The comprehension of these five speech acts is investigated in Deaf ASL

signers in Study 2, and in three additional groups in Study 3: Deaf signers of German

Sign Language (DGS), hearing non-signers from the United States, and hearing non-

signers from Germany. Results of Studies 2 and 3 show that the ASL group performs

significantly better than the other 3 groups and that all groups perform above chance

for all meaning types in comprehension. Language-specific knowledge, therefore, has

a significant effect on identifying imperatives based on targeted cues. Command has

the most cues associated with it and is the most accurately identified imperative type

across groups—indicating, we suggest, its special status as the strongest imperative in

terms of addressing the speaker’s goals. Our findings support the view that the cues are

accessible in their content across groups, but that their language-particular combinatorial

possibilities and distribution within sentences provide an advantage to ASL signers in

comprehension and attest to their prosodic status.

Keywords: imperatives, speech acts, sign languages, gesture, prosody, semantics, non-manual markers
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known that signers use their hands, body, head, and
face for both grammatical and gestural purposes (see Goldin-
Meadow and Brentari, 2017 for a review), and non-manual
markers have been identified in signed and spoken languages
to express sentence meaning, as well as emotion, intention, and
the mental states of signers and speakers (for sign languages see
Baker-Shenk, 1983; Poizner et al., 1987; Emmorey, 1999; Wilbur,
2003; Dachkovsky and Sandler, 2009; Dachkovsky et al., 2013;
for good summaries see Pfau and Quer, 2010; Sandler, 2012; for
spoken languages see Bolinger, 1983; Borràs-Comes and Prieto,
2011; Borràs-Comes et al., 2014; Domaneschi et al., 2017). In this
paper, presenting three studies, we analyze the temporal and non-
manual prosodic cues associated with imperative constructions
as expressed in American Sign Language (ASL). We argue that,
while the non-manuals may be comprehensible to non-signers
to a large extent, in a sign language they take on specific
distributions as part of sign language prosody and achieve
grammatical status (cf. Nespor and Sandler, 1999; Wilbur, 1999,
2009, 2011, 2018; Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006; Brentari et al.,
2011, 2015; Sandler, 2012).

Our motivation for this group of studies is 2-fold. First, we
want to better interpret how signers and non-signers understand
the prosodic cues of a sign language in the expression of speech
acts, especially non-manuals that may also be comprehensible by
non-signers to some extent (for prosodic cues of speech acts in
spoken languages see Hellbernd and Sammler, 2016). Because
of their pragmatic status as directive speech acts, imperatives
engage a number of expressive facial expressions that have
this intermediate status. To address this question we carefully
annotate and analyze the cues produced in ASL imperatives in a
production study (Study 1), and we then use those productions
as stimuli for two comprehension studies (Studies 2 and 3),
which include two groups of Deaf signers—ASL and German
Sign Language (DGS)—as well as two hearing groups of non-
signers from the United States andGermany. If all groups are able
to perform equally well on a task of imperative comprehension,
this would lead us to conclude that the prosodic cues and their
patterns in ASL are equally accessible to signers and non-signers,
while any differences among the groups would allow us to infer
that modality- and language-specific experience, or effects of
a specific gestural competence within a community, can affect
accessibility. A second motivation for these studies is to shed
light on the semantics that underlie imperative types (i.e., the
imperative sentence mood). We investigate which imperative
speech acts are most clearly distinguished in production, and
which are most easily comprehensible across groups.

Sign Language Prosody
Prosody in sign languages takes the form of temporal properties
of a word or phrase and accompanying non-manual cues. As in
spoken languages, sign language prosody is relevant at several
grammatical levels. At the lexical level, Wilbur (1999) has argued
that the telicity of verbs and phrasal prominence are expressed
by the prosodic properties of acceleration and deceleration, and
this type of prominence can be paired with a number of different

sign types. The temporal markers of sign language prosody, such
as lengthening a sign’s duration or final hold together with non-
manual edge markers such as head nods and eye blinks have been
argued to mark constituent boundaries (cf. Nespor and Sandler,
1999; Sandler, 1999; Brentari et al., 2011, 2015).

Linguistic and gestural descriptions of non-manual markers
refer to aspects such as position, movement, tension, aperture,
and duration of musculature of the face, the head, and the body.
Grammatical non-manual markers combine simultaneously
with manual components as well as with other non-manual
markers; that is, the grammatical information marked by non-
manuals can be layered in a complex fashion (cf. Wilbur, 2000;
Dachkovsky and Sandler, 2009). Non-manuals are also capable
of deriving compositional meaning (cf. Nespor and Sandler,
1999; Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006; Herrmann, 2015). Sandler
and Lillo-Martin (2006) and Dachkovsky and Sandler (2009)
demonstrated that factual conditional sentences in Israeli Sign
Language (ISL) are marked by brow raise, whereas counterfactual
conditionals require an additional squint. They argue that each
non-manual marker has inherent semantic properties, which
are compositionally combined to derive the more complex
counterfactual meaning. In other cases, the layering of non-
manual markers is ascribed to the strong physical relation of the
specific components, which jointly fulfill the same grammatical
function. This applies, for example, to the forward head tilt
in polar questions of DGS, which is regularly accompanied
by a forward body lean (cf. Herrmann and Pendzich, 2014).
A further distinction is commonly drawn between the upper
face and the lower face among grammatical non-manuals (cf.
Liddell, 1980; Coerts, 1992; Wilbur, 2000) whereby the upper
face includes movements of the eyes and brows, and has been
grammatically associated with larger units of prosody (phrases,
clauses, utterances) whereas movements and positions of the
lower face and mouth have been associated with smaller prosodic
units, such as the syllable and prosodic word (Wilbur, 2000;
Brentari and Crossley, 2002). In the studies we present here,
the focus is on the eyes, head, and the presence or absence
of “mouthings,” which are the partial, silent articulations of an
English word.

With regard to the grammatical structure of sign languages,
non-manual markers play an essential role at all levels of
grammar. Starting with phonology, non-manual markers can be
lexically specified representing an inherent phonological feature
of an individual sign (cf. Coerts, 1992; Brentari, 1998; Woll,
2001; Liddell, 2003; Pfau and Quer, 2010; Pendzich, 2016). The
sign RECENTLY in DGS is, for instance, produced with a slightly
protruded tip of the tongue (cf. Herrmann and Pendzich, 2014).
The sign RECENTLY in ASL requires a subtle sideward head turn
and tensed cheek muscles (cf. Liddell, 1980). Moreover, non-
manual markers operate on the level of morphology expressing
adverbial and adjectival meanings (cf. Liddell, 1980; Vogt-
Svendsen, 2001; Pfau and Quer, 2010). A specific non-manual
configuration in ASL using a tongue-thrust functions as an
adverbial modifier meaning carelessly (cf. Liddell, 1980, p. 50).

Non-manual markers can also affect phrasal and sentence
meaning and spread over larger prosodic domains such as
phonological and intonational phrases (cf. Sandler, 2010;
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Crasborn and van der Kooij, 2013; Herrmann, 2015; among
others).The prosodic component is autonomous in the grammar
and has been shown to interface with the semantics and
pragmatics of sign languages (Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006;
Sandler, 2010). While non-manuals can indicate syntactic
constituency when combined with certain types of signs, as in
the case of relative clauses in ASL (Liddell, 1980), the timing
and spreading behavior of non-manualmarkers is associated with
prosodic constituency, in particular with the intonational phrase
(cf. Nespor and Sandler, 1999; Sandler, 2010). As demonstrated
in (1) from ISL (Meir and Sandler, 2008, p. 153), the intonational
phrase is not necessarily isomorphic with the syntactic domain.
The whole sentence represents a polar question syntactically, but
the non-manual marker brow raise (br) is argued to correspond
to a rising question intonation, which only scopes over the first
conjunct (cf. Sandler, 2010).

(1) The prosodic, rather than syntactic domains of prosodic cues
in ISL (Meir and Sandler, 2008)

br
YOU WANT ICE CREAM WHITE IX-A OR CHOCOLATE IX-B
[ISL]
‘Do you want vanilla ice cream or chocolate?’

In addition to grammatical non-manuals, such as those
described above, both spoken and signed communication
also involve facial expressions to express affective meanings
and mental states (cf. Campbell et al., 1999; Keltner et al.,
2003; McCullough et al., 2005), which we will refer to as
“expressives.” Several affective facial expressions associated
with a set of basic emotional states such as anger, sadness,
or joy are claimed to be universal and therefore cross-
culturally conveyed in a similar way (cf. Ekman and Friesen,
1971; Izard, 1994; Benitez-Quiroz et al., 2016). Affective facial
expressions include several types, however. One type involves
evaluative meaning as the expression of mental states, such
as “surprise” or “puzzlement” (cf. Campbell, 1997; Emmorey,
1999).

Another important group of gestural non-manual markers
are “iconic” and mimetic mouth gestures (cf. Sandler, 2009).
Some iconic mouth gestures are comparable to manual iconic
co-speech gestures (cf. McNeill, 1992), since they are produced
simultaneously with signs and convey properties of objects or
events. Accordingly, Sandler (2009) demonstrates that iconic
mouth gestures can be used in narration settings to embellish
or complement the linguistic descriptions produced by the
hands. In her study of ISL, signers used a manual classifier
construction to depict the journey of a cat up a drainpipe,
while one of several ways to indicate the narrowness of the pipe
was a tightened mouth movement, and one of several ways to
indicate a bend in the drainpipe was a zigzag mouth movement,
which aligned with the manual linguistic descriptions. These
iconic forms were variable across signers and this was one
of the reasons for considering them gestural. We consider
expressive and iconic forms to be different types of non-
manuals. Both may be accessible to non-signers to some
degree, but the former refers to the speaker’s or signer’s affect
(or quoted speaker’s or signer’s affect). Iconic forms refer to

the properties of an entity (e.g., size, shape) or an event
(manner).

Even though grammatical and affective non-manuals share the
same articulatory bases, they are argued to differ in a number
of important ways. Experimental evidence has been helpful in
distinguishing grammatical and affective non-manual markers.
For instance, in grammaticality judgment tasks, signers have clear
intuitions about grammatical non-manuals. By contrast, affective
non-manuals result in greater within-individual variability (cf.
Baker-Shenk, 1983; Poizner et al., 1987; Emmorey, 1999;
Wilbur, 2003). In addition, McCullough and Emmorey (2009)
investigated whether stimuli of continuously varying facial
expressions are perceived categorically, i.e., whether they result
in categorical perception (CP) effects. They found that sign
language experience influences CP effects for grammatical, but
not affective, non-manuals. Further evidence for distinctive
representations of grammatical and affective non-manuals
is based on neuropsychological studies, which demonstrate
that grammatical facial expressions are processed in the left
hemisphere, whereas affective facial expressions activate areas in
the right hemisphere of the brain (cf. Poizner et al., 1987; Corina
et al., 1999; McCullough et al., 2005; Corina and Spotswood,
2012). Finally, research on sign language acquisition reveals that
Deaf infants are competent in using a set of affective non-
manual markers such as the side-to-side headshake or brow
furrow in both production and perception at an early age, but
their grammatical use appears later during acquisition.Moreover,
when both a manual and non-manual marker have the same
grammatical function, such as in conditionals in ASL, the manual
marker is acquired first (cf. Baker-Shenk, 1983; Reilly et al.,
1990; Emmorey et al., 1995; Morgan and Woll, 2002; Reilly and
Anderson, 2002; Brentari et al., 2015).

Grammatical and affective non-manuals differ in their
distribution in terms of on- and offset, scope, and apex (cf.
Liddell, 1980; Corina et al., 1999; Wilbur, 2003; Dachkovsky,
2007). Accordingly, the on- and off-set of grammatical non-
manual markers align with consistent phrasal boundaries, and
grammatical non-manuals display a sudden increase of intensity
and have an abrupt onset and offset. In other words, the scope and
source of grammatical non-manuals are linguistically defined.
In contrast, non-manuals expressing emotional and evaluative
states that do not contribute to the linguistic meaning display a
gradual on- and offset as well as more variable spreading behavior
(cf. de Vos et al., 2009), and the apex of intensity also allows for
more variability (cf. Liddell, 1980).

One widely held view about non-manual marking is that
emotional and mental states, iconic depictions, and discursive
functions may be more accessible to non-signers, while
grammatical markers may be more arbitrary and inaccessible
(cf. Herrmann and Pendzich, 2014). However, even grammatical
facial expressions in sign languages have varying degrees of
accessibility, as seen in examples (2) and (3)—ranging from those
largely accessible to non-signers [e.g., head nod to mean positive
assertion (2a) vs. headshake to mean negation (2b)] to those
that are relatively inaccessible (e.g., conditionals; see also Malaia
and Wilbur, 2012; Malaia et al., 2013; Strickland et al., 2015).
Even if negative headshake has language-particular distributional
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properties that are relevant for the syntactic, typological groups
of sign languages (cf. Quer, 2012), both head nods for assertion
and headshake for negation are also accessible to non-signers. In
contrast, the difference between two simple conjoined clauses in
(3a) and a complex conditional construction in (3b) is thought
to be less accessible to non-signers. Both clauses have neutral
expressions, but in (3a), the neutral expression is extended over
both clauses, while in (3b), the first clause has a brow raise
used for conditionals. These four sentences are included in the
Supplementary Materials.

(2) Sentence meanings that are relatively accessible to non-
signers

a. Assertion (Video 1, Supplementary Materials)
head nod
I GO

“I’m going.”
b. Negation (Video 2, Supplementary Materials)

headshake
I GO

“I’m not going.”

(3) Sentence meanings that are relatively inaccessible to non-
signers

a. Coordinate Structure (Video 3, SupplementaryMaterials)
neutral

YOU COME I LEAVE

“You come and I’ll leave.”
b. Conditional Structure (Video 4, Supplementary

Materials)
brow raise neutral

YOU COME I LEAVE

“If you come, I’ll leave.”

This investigation targets the moment at which
affective/expressive forms take on systematic linguistic
distributions. As expressives, they may only be paralinguistic
(Bolinger, 1983), and if that is the case there should be no
advantage for knowing the grammar of ASL; however, if they
have a systematic function, scope, and alignment in production
and are used to the advantage of the ASL signers, we have
evidence for their systematically linguistic status as part of the
prosodic system. We will argue that the temporal and non-
manual properties of the expressives associated with imperatives
that we investigate in this paper are grammatical and prosodic,
even though they may be accessible to non-signers, since they
scope over and align with specific phrases, add prominence and
also suprasegmental meaning, and have a semantic and syntactic
role as well.

Imperatives
We now turn to the semantic and pragmatic properties of
imperatives. Following recent analyses of imperatives (Portner,
2007; Condoravdi and Lauer, 2012; Kaufmann, 2012; von Fintel
and Iatridou, 2017), we assume that imperative sentence types
are associated with a conventionalized meaning, the “imperative
mood.” The imperative meaning appears to be flexible, and is

compatible with a range of speech acts such as for example,
command, warning, and permission. Across languages, both
spoken and signed, imperatives employ prosodic cues along with
lexical and morphological markers, such as particles, word order
or verbal inflection, and imperatives can also be expressed by
prosodic cues alone (see Iatridou, 2008; Hellbernd and Sammler,
2016; von Fintel and Iatridou, 2017 for spoken languages; Donati
et al., 2017 for sign languages). Donati et al. (2017) present an
in-depth study of imperatives in three sign languages—Italian
Sign Language (LIS), French Sign Language (LSF), and Catalan
Sign Language (LSC). They found that a number of manual
signs, as well as temporal and non-manual markers were used to
express different types of imperatives cross-linguistically. While
there are more than four pragmatic types of imperatives studied
in Donati et al. (2017), in the current studies we focus on the
four speech acts expressed by the imperatives described in (4).
As we discuss below, these four speech acts belong to the group
of illocutionary forces typically realized with imperatives. At the
same time, the contextual conditions on these four speech acts
are different enough to clearly distinguish these speech acts from
each other1.

(4) Imperatives and example contexts

a. Commands: You must do ‘x’.
Possible context: You and a friend are in a library and you
are trying to hurry your friend along. You say, “Find a
book, and let’s go.”

b. Explanation: You must do ‘x’ in order to achieve some
goal.
Possible context: You and a friend are in a library and you
are explaining how to borrow a book. You say, “Find a
book, take it to the desk, show your card, and allow them
to stamp the book with the due date.”

c. Permission: You may do ‘x’.
Possible context: You and a friend are in a library and you
agree to allow her to borrow a book with your library card,
since she does not have one. You say, “Find a book and use
my card.”

d. Advice: You ought to or may do ‘x’ if you want to achieve
some goal.
Possible context: You and a friend are in a library and your
friend asks for advice on how to fix her car. You explain
that you don’t have that type of expertise, but since she is
in a library you say, “Find a book and figure it out on your
own.”

The examples in (4)—which can be enriched with distinctions
such as requests, exhortations, prohibitions, etc., and which can
be understood as falling in one of the subtypes identified—
illustrate that imperatives can be used to realize quite different
speech acts. There is a lot of discussion about the types of
speech acts expressed by imperatives in the semantics and

1In addition, we wanted to study the temporal and non-manual markers of
imperatives, and thus the sentences (i.e., the signs themselves and their order)
had to be the same across all speech acts. As this is not the case for all types of
imperatives, we avoided imperatives that involve different signs or different sign
orders.
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pragmatics literature (see Portner, 2005; Kaufmann, 2012 for
recent overviews), and often the question is raised whether
the imperative has a uniform meaning. The obvious variation
illustrated above suggests that the imperative is flexible in
illocutionary force, but it is also generally recognized that the
command is the “prototypical” use of the imperative (as the
word itself suggests). Considering these four imperative types,
the command is relatively more important from the perspective
of the speaker since it is the only speech act of the four
driven primarily by the speaker’s goal or needs. The speaker
has authority and uses the imperative as a command to get the
addressee to do something the speaker wants or deems necessary.
The other three imperative types (explanation, permission, and
advice) take the perspective of the addressee, and involve
primarily addressee goals, i.e., the imperative is used to further
a goal of the addressee. By their very nature, then, addressee-goal
imperatives appear weaker. This difference has not been featured
prominently in the literature, but it is instrumental, as it turns
out, to understanding the distinctive pattern of command we
observe in our studies.

The different types of imperative speech acts are derived
at the semantics/pragmatics interface on the basis of different
contextual conditions2 Framing our observations in terms of
preference (Condoravdi and Lauer, 2012), in commands such as
(4a), the speaker has a very strong preference for the addressee to
find a book, and the addressee knows that he/she is responsible
for the realization of the preference. Something similar holds for
explanations, although it is in the interest of the addressee (rather
than the speaker) to follow through. In permissions such as (4c),
it is not the speaker but the addressee who has a preference to
find a book. In this context, the imperative expresses a change
of the speaker preference to the preference of the addressee.
Likewise, in speech acts of advice such as (4d), the speaker either
has a weak preference for the addressee to find a book or the
speaker may add the preference of the addressee to find a book
to his/her preference. Either way, the speaker does not have a
strong preference for the proposition expressed by an imperative
of advice and addresses only the goal of the addressee.

Imperatives may thus be thought as having a uniform
semantic core of preference, but can be used to convey
various speech acts depending on contextual conditions. Chief
among those acts is the act of command, which relies on
the speaker’s goal to make the addressee bring about action
to achieve that goal. In this sense, the command reveals
the strongest force of the imperative, since the speaker is
personally invested in having their goal realized. The other three
types we distinguished are rooted in the perspective of the
addressee, hence the speaker is less invested in their realization—
they can therefore be seen as weaker from the speaker’s
perspective. In other words, we can view the four types in (4)
as realizing a two-way distinction based on speaker perspective
and strength: speaker-oriented imperatives (command, strong),
versus addressee-oriented imperatives (weaker from the speaker’s

2We refer to the semantics/pragmatics interface together because we are concerned
with sentence meaning that originates from sentence-internal factors (semantics)
or from the surrounding discourse (pragmatics).

perspective). The latter category is the one that involves more
variability in illocutionary force, it is therefore not unreasonable
to expect more variability in the means of realization.

Non-manual marking of imperative speech acts expresses
important pragmatic information that can be used to specify the
particular act expressed with an imperative. Although these non-
manual markings are not totally conventionalized (cf. Donati
et al., 2017), we assume that the different uses of imperatives
can be understood by prosodic cues alone. In the three studies
presented here, we ask how strongly and how consistently
the pragmatic differences, i.e. the illocutionary forces of the
imperatives in (4), are encoded in ASL and understood by ASL
signers and three other groups of signers and non-signers without
exposure to ASL.

With regard to comprehension, we are interested in
determining across groups whether the cues for the
imperative types show specific groupings—e.g., speaker-
(command) vs. addressee-oriented imperatives (permission,
advice, explanation), or, “must” type imperatives (command,
explanation) vs. “may” type imperatives (permission, advice).
With regard to the groups, we entertain two hypotheses,
which may seem like they are competing, but we expect the
results to support both of them, at least to some extent. The
Hypothesis of Universality (Hypothesis A) predicts that the
cues marking of pragmatic distinctions in imperatives reflects
universal expressive strategies based on facial expressions, such
as those described in Ekman and Friesen (1971). If this is the
case, the meanings should be accessible to all of the groups in
our studies equally, and knowledge of ASL should not provide
any advantage. The Hypothesis of Arbitrariness (Hypothesis
B) predicts that the cues marking of pragmatic distinctions
in imperatives are entirely arbitrary and language-specific,
and the meanings should not be accessible to anyone without
knowledge of ASL grammar. We expect the results to support
both hypotheses to some extent, since we not only expect the
facial expressions marking imperatives to be accessible to all
groups, but also that their particular grammatical distribution
in ASL grammar will offer a significant advantage to ASL signers
in distinguishing among imperative types. Study 1 involves the
production of five conditions (the four types of imperatives
mentioned above and neutral sentences) by a Deaf native ASL
signer. We annotate and analyze several different prosodic cues
for scope and quantity across the five conditions. In Studies 2-3,
we then use these production data as stimuli in a task designed
to study the comprehension of the speech acts corresponding
to the five conditions. Study 2 examines their comprehension
by other Deaf native and early learners of ASL. Study 3 expands
the groups of participants performing the comprehension
task to include a group of Deaf DGS signers, and two groups
of non-signers: a group from the United States and a group
from Germany. All three studies were approved and carried
out in accordance with the recommendations of the Internal
Review Board of the University of Chicago for the ethical
treatment of human subjects, and with written informed consent
from all subjects (IRB protocol 14-0410). All subjects gave
written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki.
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STUDY 1

Materials and Methods
Participants
The sentences were produced by one Deaf, third-generation,
native ASL signer (male, age 36).

Stimuli
All items consisted of two signs, which were combinations of four
verbs consisting of a single path movement—PICK/FIND (these
signs are homophonous), TAKE, THROW-AWAY, and KEEP—
and four nouns consisting of a 2-movement reduplicated sign—
BOOK, HAT, PAPER, and WATCH. Each sentence appeared in
five conditions: neutral, command, explanation, permission, and
advice (16 sentences × 5 conditions = 80 items). The number
of words and syllables per sentence was therefore uniform across
items, as was word order. Verb+NounDO is the unmarked order
for all sentences employed. The neutral clause was extracted from
the sentence frame “I LIKE” to ensure a neutral production (i.e., a
declarative sentence expressing assertion).

Procedures
Definitions and instructions were given in ASL. The signer was
told that the task was about understanding the meaning of
ASL sentences. After providing the signer with definitions of
the imperative types and examples of contexts in which each
of the speech acts would be produced, such as those in (4), he
was instructed to construct an imagined context to achieve the
targeted imperative type for each item presented. A set of 8–10
practice items were then presented. After the experimenter was
satisfied that the signer understood the task and was comfortable
with it, the 80 items were each presented in pseudo-random order
using a Powerpoint presentation. The signer could control the
pace of presentation. The types of imperatives were prompted by
a static image of a sign for the five types of sentences—neutral,
command, explanation, permission, and advice—followed by
static images of the two signs making up the sentence. The signer
was allowed to repeat the sentences until he was satisfied with
the production for each item. The clips he judged to be the most
representative for each item were then clipped and annotated in
ELAN (https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/). The annotations
were completed by a research assistant who is a fluent second
language learner of ASL and was trained in annotating non-
manual cues. 20% were re-annotated by the first author with
reliability of 95% for cues, and 90% for the duration of each sign.
After discussion all discrepancies were resolved.

The cues that were analyzed are listed and defined in Table 1,
and these were annotated for the verb and the noun separately.
The manual cues were sign duration and hold duration, and
the non-manual cues were head nod, head tilt, mouthing, and
eyes wide. In keeping with the distinction we made in the
introduction, annotators were sensitive to the possible use of
“expressive” and “iconic” non-manuals. We wanted to analyze
focus on expressives in this paper, so we constructed stimuli
with simple verbs and nouns that were not prone to iconic
non-manuals. As predicted, we found no manner, size, or shape
non-manuals in the signer’s productions.

The set of cues included in the analysis was arrived by first
annotating a much larger set of cues that are associated with
intonational phrases and have been observed in the literature
(Nespor and Sandler, 1999; Brentari and Crossley, 2002; Pfau and
Quer, 2010; Brentari et al., 2011, 2015; Sandler, 2012). In addition
to the six cues in Table 1, we annotated transition duration
between signs, brow raise, brow furrow, body lean, squint, single
head nods, smile, and corners of the mouth turned down, but the
cues in this last set were used too rarely or showed no relevant
pattern, and so were not included in the analysis. We then added
cues that we saw in the data that were previously unattested.
We added eyes wide to characterize a very open eye position
accompanied by a penetrating eye gaze that appeared frequently
in these data.

Examples are given in (5) of one sentence across all conditions
with its annotated cues; the distribution of cues is presented in
the Results section. Sign duration is noted by adjusting the space
between the glosses. Since these cues are relative and dynamic,
video examples are provided in the Supplementary Materials.

(5) Example ASL sentences (See also Supplementary Materials,
Videos 5–9)

a. Neutral:

mouthing

FIND BOOK

b. Command:

eyes wide

mouthing

FIND BOOK

c. Explanation

eyes wide

mouthing

holds

FIND BOOK

d. Permission

head nod

head tilt

mouthing

FIND BOOK

e. Advice

head nod

head tilt

mouthing

FIND BOOK

Results
We analyzed each of the cues with regard to its use on the verb
and on the noun in the 80 sentences. The distribution of each cue
across conditions is given in Figure 1. For the temporal cues (sign
duration and hold duration), we applied a log-transformation
to the values, and then scaled the log-transformed durations to
have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. We then report
the average scaled duration for each meaning type. Thus, values
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TABLE 1 | Prosodic cues analyzed in the productions of imperatives.

Property Definition

1. Sign duration Length of time from full formation of initial handshape to initial decay of final handshape; this measure includes sign-final holds

2. Hold duration Periods during which the handshape and location of the sign were static

3. Head nod Continuous nodding of the head during the production of a sign

4. Head tilt Tilts of the head backward, forward, or sideways

5. Mouthing The silent production of some or all of the corresponding English word

6. Eyes wide Eyes more widely open, accompanied by a penetrating gaze

FIGURE 1 | The distribution of the six prosodic cues annotated in this study. For the temporal cues (sign duration and hold duration) the scaled, log-transformed

durations are plotted against the average value across all conditions (assigned the 0 value). For the non-manual cues proportions are provided.

below 0 indicate shorter durations than the overall average across
all conditions, and values above 0 indicate longer durations than
the average across all conditions. For the remaining cues, we
report the proportion of signs that expressed each cue at any
point during the sign.

A summary of our findings is as follows. The average sign
duration is longer in neutral sentences than all other conditions,
and shorter in commands than in all other sentence types. Hold
duration has more modest effects, but sentences of explanation
have longer than average holds on both signs, while commands
have shorter holds on the verb, and sentences of advice have
shorter holds on the nouns. Sentences of explanation, permission,
and advice all employ head nod to some degree, and sentences
of permission have an increased use of head nods on the noun;
in contrast, neutral sentences and commands rarely use this cue.
Head tilts also occur with sentences of explanation, permission,
and advice more frequently than with neutral sentences or
commands; they are more likely to appear on the verb in
sentences of advice, on the noun in sentences of permission,
and on both in explanations. Mouthings accompany exclusively
the verbs and nouns; no other mouthing or mouth gestures
occurred. Mouthings occur quite frequently, but are less frequent
in neutral sentences. The cue eyes wide appears most frequently
in commands, and also appears frequently on the nouns of
explanations.

We used a multinomial logistic regression model on the cues
to try to predict the condition. We used 4-fold cross-validation

to assess the accuracy of the model. The data are randomly split
into 4 segments, and the model is trained on each possible set of
three segments and then used to predict the remaining segment.
We then compute the accuracy of these predictions. Because
the model is predicting across five conditions, a baseline chance
performance is 0.20.

Neutral sentences and commands are predicted well above
chance, and as presented in Table 2 they are rarely mistaken
for other sentence types. Explanation, permission, and advice
sentences are rarely mistaken for other meaning types, but they
are frequently mistaken for one other. From among these three
types, permission is predicted most accurately and it is mistaken
for other meaning types relatively least often, whereas sentences
of advice and explanation are often mistaken for one another.

Discussion
From the analyses above we can arrive at several generalizations
concerning the distribution of cues. This can be schematized as
in (6).

(6) Reliability of prediction of meaning types based on the
regression model

Neutral > Command > Permission > Explanation,
Advice

Neutral sentences could be identified as distinct from any of the
imperative types because they displayed the fewest non-manual
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TABLE 2 | Results of the Logistic regression model for Study 1 (Production task).

Stimulus Neutral command Explanation Permission Advice

MODEL OUTPUT

Neutral 0.81 0 0.06 0 0.12

Command 0 0.62 0.19 0.12 0.06

Explanation 0 0.12 0.38 0.25 0.25

Permission 0 0.12 0.25 0.5 0.12

Advice 0 0.06 0.44 0.19 0.31

The numbers in bold indicate accurate responses.

cues, both in type and frequency. Neutral sentences also had
longer average sign durations than any of the imperatives. In
essence, the lack of non-manual cues and the relatively long
durations were rather strong indications that the sentence is
a neutral sentence. It has been shown that the presence and
the absence of cues may be informative for sentence meaning
(Herrmann, 2015).

Of the imperative sentence types, commands could be
identified by the non-manual cue of eyes wide, along with shorter
sign durations. Commands were also less likely to have head
nods, head tilts, and the holds on verbs were shorter than average.
Explanations had longer holds on both signs, and sentences of
advice had shorter than average holds on the noun, but these
effects were relatively modest. The imperative findings in Study
1 suggest clearly a pattern of commands versus the rest, and this
divide maps onto the notion of speaker goal vs. addressee goal
outlined in the theoretical work on these speech act types.

Addressee goal imperatives such as advice, explanation, and
permission do not clearly have unique prosodic patterns. The
cues that appear on these sentence types were subtle distinctions
of distribution, and sometimes appeared on only one of the
two signs—either the verb or the noun. For example, sentences
of advice and permission both used head tilts but advice was
more likely to have this cue on the verb, and permission
more likely to have it on the noun. From among sentences of
advice, explanation, and permission, sentences of permission are
predicted more reliably than those of advice and explanation.
One interpretation of the variability would be that all items
without a clear absence or strong presence of prosodic markers
are unclassified. Another interpretation is in agreement with the
weaker nature of those imperatives, i.e., weaker in the sense that
the speaker is less invested in their realization (as noted earlier).
Given that the addressee’s investment is variable, the observed
flexibility is expected.

The regression model provides some predictions about what
humans might attend to in evaluating these sentences. With
regard to the type of cues, we expected both temporal and non-
manual cues to differentiate these meaning types and, indeed,
that is what we found. Since our sentences were from one signer,
we cannot rule out that other cues may also fill these same roles,
or that a pattern of general prominence is also factor, in addition
to the specific cues we found here. We now turn to the two
studies of comprehension of these cues by a group of signers of
ASL (Study 2) and by three other groups (Study 3): DGS signers
fromGermany, non-signers from the USA, and non-signers from
Germany. These studies will help us understand which cues

employed to identify these meaning types are accessible to the
different groups.

STUDY 2

Study 1 has informed us about the strength and frequency
of a set of six prosodic cues and their patterning in the five
target meanings, but they do not address whether the regression
model is predictive of the comprehension of these meanings
by ASL signers, nor what other cues may influence ASL signer
judgments. For example, the degree of tension in the body, and
movement acceleration and deceleration, are both noticeable, but
we could not reliably annotate these cues from the video stimuli;
therefore, the results of this study will help us determine if the
cues we annotated are indeed those that signers attend to when
identifying these five types of meanings based on prosody.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Thirteen adult, Deaf native or early learners of ASL signers from
the United States participated in this study. Eight participants
learned ASL from birth, while five participants were early learners
who acquired ASL prior to age 5 (eight females; five males). The
ages of our participants were as follows: three were 18–25 years,
two were 25–35 years, four were 35–45 years, one was 45–55
years, two were 55-65 years, and one was over 65 years.

Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of the 80 sentences analyzed in Study 1. A
sample video for each of the meaning types is provided in the
Supplemental Materials.

Procedures
Using a web-based interface, participants completed both a
multiple choice and a matching task. In this paper, we analyze
only the multiple-choice task3. The instructions for the task
and definitions of the meaning types and sample contexts were
presented in ASL on videotape to ensure consistency across
participants, along with some English text to label the conditions
and sentence choice options. The participants watched the
instructions before proceeding to two practice sentences using
commands and neutral sentences. The 80 two-sign sentences
were presented in pseudo-random order, and signers were free to
return to the definitions and sample contexts as often as needed.
The 80 sentences were split evenly between the multiple choice
and the matching tasks, with half of the participants completing
the multiple choice task first and half of the participants
completing the matching task first. For the multiple choice task,
each item consisted of a slide containing the video and 5 multiple
choice buttons with labels corresponding to the meaning type.
Participants were asked to pick the meaning that they thought
was being expressed. The items were presented in blocks of 10.

3We thought the matching task might be easier, but there was no statistical
difference between types of items, so in Study 3, two of the three groups were given
only multiple-choice items. To have comparable data for analysis across all groups
we therefore analyzed only the multiple-choice items here.
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TABLE 3 | Accuracy and confusion matrices for Study 2 (Comprehension-ASL

signer group).

Condition Neutral Command Explanation Permission Advice

ASL SIGNERS’ RESPONSES

Neutral 0.93 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.02

Command 0.01 0.82 0.07 0.02 0.09

Explanation 0.06 0.01 0.35 0.24 0.35

Permission 0.02 0.00 0.15 0.50 0.33

Advice 0.05 0.04 0.26 0.32 0.34

The numbers in bold indicate accurate responses.

Results
The accuracy and confusion matrices are provided in Table 3.
The results are strikingly similar to the predictions of the
regression model of Study 1, with comparable confusions among
the same imperative types. ASL signers were even better at
identifying neutral sentences and commands than the regression
model predicted in Study 1 (0.93 and 0.82). Explanation,
permission, and advice are about as accurate as would be
predicted by the model and confusable in the same ways. Among
the group that includes explanation, permission, and advice,
sentences of permission are slightly easier to predict (0.50).

Discussion
Because the results from the Deaf native ASL signers are so
similar to the regression model results, we can be reasonably
certain that we have annotated most of the relevant cues that ASL
signers employ to make their judgments of these five meanings.
We can also say with some certainty that ASL signers are—as
expected—able to identify speech acts on the basis of temporal
and non-manual prosodic cues.

STUDY 3

We now turn to the question of the accessibility of the ASL
prosodic cues used for imperatives by three additional groups
using the same comprehension task as was used in Study 2. The
groups are: signers of DGS, non-signers from the United States,
and non-signers from Germany. The DGS signers’ results will
inform us about how accessible the meanings of the prosodic
cue patterns are to people without exposure to ASL, but with
knowledge of a sign language and who are accustomed to
attending to the hands and face for prosodic cues. The results of
the American, hearing non-signers inform us about accessibility
that might be due to shared gestural competence based on
residing in the same country. The results of the German, hearing
non-signers will inform us about broader accessibility of these
patterns of prosodic cues, at least extending to communities
whose origin is Western Europe.

Questions of accessibility also indirectly address the issue of
how these cues come to be conventionalized, especially because
the imperatives utilize facial expressions of emotions and mental
states.

Materials and Methods
Participants
The participants in this study consisted of three groups. Group 1
consisted of fifteen adult, Deaf native or early learners of DGS
from the Göttingen area who had no knowledge of ASL. Ten
participants learned DGS from birth, and five participants were
early learners who acquired DGS prior to age 7 (9 female; 6
males). The ages of our participants were as follows: four were
18–25 years, three were 25–35 years, one was 35–45 years, four
were 45–55 years, two were 55–65 years, and one was over 65
years.

Group 2 consisted of 17 hearing American non-signers
(recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk) who had no
knowledge of any sign language (7 females; 10 males). The ages
of our participants were as follows: three were 18–25 years, nine
were 25–35 years, and five were 35–45 years.

Group 3 consisted of 15 German non-signers who had no
knowledge of any sign language (5 females; 10 males). The ages
of our participants were as follows: four were 18-25 years, and 11
were 25-35 years.

Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of the 80 sentences analyzed in Study 1.
Like the American signers, the American non-signers completed
both a matching and a multiple-choice task. The German signers
and non-signers performed the multiple-choice task for all 80
sentences. A sample video for representative sentences for each
of the meaning types is provided in (5) and in the Supplementary
Materials.

Procedures
Instructions, definitions and contexts for the American non-
signers were translated from ASL into English and presented as
English text. The instructions, definitions and contexts for the
German non-signers were translated from English into German
and presented in German text. The instructions, definitions and
contexts for the DGS group were translated from German into
DGS, videotaped and presented in DGS with some German text
to label the buttons, etc., parallel to the ASL instructions of Study
2. The other procedures for Study 3 were the same as for Study 2.

Results
The accuracy and confusion matrices for all three groups are
provided in Table 4. There are two main results. First, the ASL
signers from Study 2 as a group performed better than the other
three groups, and second, the three non-ASL groups performed
similarly to both the predictions of the regression model of Study
1, and to the ASL signer comprehension results in Study 2. Like
the ASL signers, these three groups were better at identifying
neutral sentences and commands, and they had less accuracy
and more confusion in identifying sentences of explanation,
permission, and advice.

In order to confirm these impressions, we also used a logistic
regression model that predicts whether participants gave the
correct response on each item. We included meaning type and
participant group as predictors, as well as the interaction between
these terms (in case some group performs significantly better or
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TABLE 4 | Accuracy and confusion matrices for the DGS, American non-signer,

and German non-signer groups.

Stimulus Neutral Command Explanation Permission Advice

DGS SIGNERS’ RESPONSES

Neutral 0.78 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.04

Command 0.02 0.75 0.11 0.07 0.05

Explanation 0.08 0.03 0.32 0.2 0.37

Permission 0.05 0.06 0.19 0.37 0.33

Advice 0.05 0.12 0.22 0.29 0.32

AMERICAN NON-SIGNERS’ RESPONSES

Neutral 0.78 0.02 0.13 0.03 0.04

Command 0.01 0.76 0.16 0.01 0.05

Explanation 0.06 0.11 0.29 0.24 0.30

Permission 0.04 0.05 0.26 0.44 0.21

Advice 0.05 0.13 0.29 0.26 0.26

GERMAN NON-SIGNERS’ RESPONSES

Neutral 0.83 0.02 0.08 0.04 0.03

Command 0.03 0.67 0.16 0.04 0.11

Explanation 0.08 0.06 0.41 0.18 0.27

Permission 0.05 0.06 0.26 0.35 0.29

Advice 0.06 0.08 0.33 0.27 0.26

The numbers in bold indicate accurate responses.

TABLE 5 | Results of the Logistic regression model for Study 3 (Comprehension

task-all groups).

Estimate Std. Error t-value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 0.9 0.025 36.06 <2e-16***

Dgs −0.08 0.024 3.29 0.00099***

German −0.11 0.025 4.47 8.0e-06***

American −0.08 0.026 3.02 0.0025**

Command −0.09 0.024 3.59 0.00034***

Explanation −0.52 0.027 −19.45 <2e-16***

Permission −0.43 0.024 −18.24 <2e-16***

Advice −0.53 0.023 −22.06 <2e-16***

(Interaction) German × explanation 0.15 0.04 3.66 0.00026***

** means ≤ 0.01; *** means ≤ 0.001.

worse on a particularmeaning type).We used stepwise regression
with the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to select relevant
predictors, since there are a large number of interactions for the
size of our data set.

The results of the logistic regression model after variable
selection are presented in Table 5. Note that the ASL-signing
participants and neutral sentences are the baseline encoded in
the intercept for the model. Positive coefficients mean better
performance than the baseline, whereas negative coefficients
mean worse performance than the baseline.

The negative coefficients for all three groups show that
they achieve lower accuracy than the ASL-signing participants.
There is no statistically discernible difference between the
coefficients for each group. Additionally, the only interaction
that was selected was the interaction of hearing German group

FIGURE 2 | Accuracy rate reported for meaning type by group, with standard

error bars.

and explanations, with hearing German participants identifying
explanations significantly better than the other groups. Aside
from this one difference, this shows that the three groups have
a pattern of performance that is largely the same in terms of
overall accuracy, as well as their accuracy with regard to the
meaning types: neutral sentences were most accurately identified,
then commands, and then the other three meaning types, with
permission the best identified of these three types for DGS signers
and American non-signers, and advice the worst identified type
for German non-signers.

All of the sentence types and all of the groups were
selected as significant predictors. Commands have a small
but significant negative coefficient, showing that participants
are slightly less accurate at identifying this type than neutral
sentences. Explanation, permission, and advice all have much
greater negative coefficients. There is no statistically discernible
difference between the coefficients for explanation and advice,
suggesting comparable performance on these sentence types.
However, the permission coefficient is slightly smaller, suggesting
better accuracy for this meaning type.

These patterns can also be seen in the graph below in Figure 2,
which shows the accuracy rates by sentence type and group.
The interval bars represent 95% confidence intervals for the
proportion of correct responses.

DISCUSSION: STUDY 3 AND GENERAL
DISCUSSION

Non-manual and temporal prosodic cues of a sign language can
be used to distinguish certain speech acts, but the patterns for
others are highly confusable. Our results across groups show
that commands are distinct among imperative types in that they
are the most easily identified type. This result is in agreement
with our earlier establishing of command as the strongest (thus
most proto-typical) speech act, because the speaker is highly
invested in the action she wants the addressee to do.We predicted
in our earlier discussion, and indeed found here, a pattern
distinguishing two classes of imperatives—commands versus the
rest—mapping onto speaker goal vs. addressee goal imperatives
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(Condoravdi and Lauer, 2012). The results of our study are thus
in line with recent analyses of the semantics and pragmatics
of imperatives, and the core distinction we drew in section
Imperatives.

Addressee goal imperatives such as advice, explanation, and
permission were found to not have unique prosodic patterns. The
cues that appear on these sentence types were subtle distinctions
of distribution, and sometimes appeared on only one of the two
signs—either the verb or the noun. For example, advice and
permission both used head tilts but sentences of advice weremore
likely to have this cue on the verb, and sentences of permission
were more likely to have it on the noun. The variability is
in agreement with the weaker nature of those imperatives, i.e.
weaker in the sense that the speaker is less invested in their
realization.

Imperative meanings are accessible to people without
exposure to ASL; however, as the cues and their distribution have
been further conventionalized in ASL, the ASL signers perform
better overall. Hence, the results of Studies 2 and 3 provide
evidence that certain non-manual and temporal prosodic cues
are integrated in the grammatical system of ASL as speech act
indicating devices (for the grammaticalization of gestures, see van
Loon et al., 2014).

Turning to our two hypotheses from the beginning of
the paper we can conclude that both the Hypothesis of
Universality and the Hypothesis of Arbitrariness are to some
extent supported. The Hypothesis of Universality predicted that
non-manual marking of pragmatic distinctions in imperatives
reflects universal strategies for expressing mental states. We
found that despite the fact that all groups found this task difficult,
all were able to perform the task at above chance levels. The
Hypothesis of Arbitrariness predicts that non-manual marking
of pragmatic distinctions, such as different uses of imperatives, is
entirely arbitrary and language-specific, and themeanings should
not be accessible to anyone without knowledge of ASL. And,
indeed, despite the fact that the content of the prosodic cues
was accessible to non-ASL-signers, the additional knowledge of
the patterns of conventionalization gave ASL signs a boost in
performance that was significant.

Let us first address the similarities in performance across
groups. There are at least two possible reasons why neutral
sentence and commands are identified most easily, and sentences
of explanation, permission, and advice are highly confusable.
The first is the system of cue marking. Neutral sentences have
the fewest cues and are, as expected, unmarked. Commands are
accompanied by the highest number of cues, so their patterns
are more structurally distinct from among these five meaning
types. Sentences of explanation, permission, and advice have a
more complex system of marking, and the differences among
the cue patterns for these meanings are more subtle and less
consistent; specifically, the same cues are used across all of them
to some degree, appear on fewer of the sentences overall, and the
differences among these sentences are rather small.

A second possible reason for the similarity in performance
across groups is that the content of the prosodic cues is familiar
to all groups, at least to some extent. Imperatives are associated
with speech acts, which are associated with specific emotional

and mental state facial expressions that accompany them in
canonical contexts. Across groups cues involving mental states
might include non-manual cues, such as a stern expression
for commands, differing degrees of an inviting expression for
advice and permission, as well as specific timing cues, such
as a slower articulation for explanation. Moreover, commands
demand something of the interlocutor and have more negative
valence, while the other three imperative types are offering
something to the interlocutor and have more positive valence.
These results are in line with the assumptions that properties of
the context are relevant to specify the speech act performed with
an imperative. The interaction of an underspecified imperative
sentence mood with specific pragmatic conditions yields the
speech act expressed in a specific contextual setting. In this
context, the non-manual and temporal prosodic cues seem to
function as speech act indicating devices.

Ongoing pilot data by our team involves two follow-up studies
using a set of English sentences that parallels the ASL sentences
(Brentari et al., 2017) and suggests that some of the same facial
expressions are used in English co-speech gesture and in ASL. In
preliminary analyses we found that head tilts were used in English
sentences of permission and advice, similar to their use in ASL.
Some of the temporal cues had parallel realizations as well; for
example, from among the imperatives, explanations tended to be
longer than any other imperative type in English, and in ASL as
we have seen here, perhaps because of their pedagogical nature.

Kuhn and Chemla (2017) and Domaneschi et al. (2017)
provide further evidence that hearing non-signers use facial
expressions to indicate various speech acts. Kuhn and Chemla
(2017) presented non-signers with four emblematic gestures
used in American culture combined with facial expressions
indicating four conditions. Expression of assertion, wh-question,
yes/no question, and command were combined with thumbs
up (“good”), thumb pointing (“him”), wrist tap (“time”), and
finger rub (“money”) gestures. For example, for the “money”
theme, the possible sentences expressing the speech acts were: It’s
expensive. (assertion), Pay up! (command), How much is it? (wh-
question), Do you need money? (yes/no question). Non-signers
were able to match the condition with the facial expression
at above chance levels. Likewise, Domaneschi et al. (2017)
show that Italian speakers associate certain facial expressions
with interrogative and directive speech acts. In particular,
action units 1 and 4 indicate questions and action units 4
and 5 commands. As opposed to questions and commands,
assertions are not marked by facial expressions. Hence, these
studies provide evidence that paralinguistic facial expressions
may contribute to the understanding of speech acts in spoken
languages.

We now turn to possible explanations for the difference
between comprehension accuracy in ASL signers vs. the other
three groups. Despite the fact that the DGS signers and non-
signers can perform this task at above chance levels, the ASL
signers were significantly better. Given the result that ASL signers
are significantly more accurate on the comprehension task than
the other three groups, the ASL signers are more sensitive to
the combinatorial properties of these prosodic cues and to their
temporal distribution than the other groups. This emphasizes
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that the grammar of a language concerns the distribution of
forms as much as the content. Dachkovsky et al. (2013) have
discussed a number of language-particular differences in the
non-manual grammatical markers of ISL and ASL in ways
that are relevant here. They outline the very subtle reasons
for why ISL and ASL might demonstrate differences in the
distribution of language-specific cues, both for phonetic and
semantic reasons. For example, the two sign languages produced
squints differently phonetically—ISL signers tighten their lower
eyelids to produce a narrowed eye aperture, while ASL signers
raise the cheeks to accomplish the same result. Semantically, the
given-new distinction in the two languages both use squints, but
with different frequency, based on how salient or accessible the
information is to the interlocutors (Ariel, 2001). ASL signers use
squint to mark given information only when that information is
very low in “givenness” (low accessibility), while ISL uses it at
both low and mid degrees of accessibility.

We acknowledge that our studies have a few weaknesses.
One is that there was only one ASL signer for Study 1 and the
production results and subsequent items in Studies 2 and 3 were
based on his productions. It would be helpful to see whether
the results of Studies 2 and 3 are due to the idiolectal cues of
one signer or generalizable across signers. Another is that we did
not offer alternatives to participants other than neutral and the
four imperative types; we might have included a yes/no-question
choice, for example. A third weakness is that, even though the 16
sentences appeared in all 5 meaning types and the lexical signs
were not sufficient to arrive at the meaning type, the ASL signers
knew the signs and theymight have been processing the sentences
somewhat differently than the other three groups. A follow-up
study could rectify all three of these weaknesses by having more
signers and additional groups engaged with different tasks—a
yes/no, a multiple choice task, and perhaps even a matching task,
and instead of ASL signs, also use nonce signs. This work is just a
first step along this path.

CONCLUSIONS

The studies presented in this paper have focused on imperative
speech acts that were expressed via prosody alone. These prosodic
cues signaling emotions and mental states are only partially
grammaticalized. Their content is accessible to non-signers to
a large extent, while further conventionalization of these cues
via their distribution give ASL signers a positive advantage in
identifying the imperative speech acts that we investigated. We
would argue that using a consistent distribution in alignment,
form, and function is an important step in creating a grammatical
form. The content of the form may be accessible to non-signers,

but as they become conventionalized, signers become more
sensitive to them in a particular systematic distribution.
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An ongoing issue of interest in second language research concerns what transfers from

a speaker’s first language to their second. For learners of a sign language, gesture is a

potential substrate for transfer. Our study provides a novel test of gestural production

by eliciting silent gesture from novices in a controlled environment. We focus on spatial

relationships, which in sign languages are represented in a very iconic way using the

hands, and which one might therefore predict to be easy for adult learners to acquire.

However, a previous study by Marshall and Morgan (2015) revealed that this was only

partly the case: in a task that required them to express the relative locations of objects,

hearing adult learners of British Sign Language (BSL) could represent objects’ locations

and orientations correctly, but had difficulty selecting the correct handshapes to represent

the objects themselves. If hearing adults are indeed drawing upon their gestural resources

when learning sign languages, then their difficulties may have stemmed from their having

in manual gesture only a limited repertoire of handshapes to draw upon, or, alternatively,

from having too broad a repertoire. If the first hypothesis is correct, the challenge

for learners is to extend their handshape repertoire, but if the second is correct, the

challenge is instead to narrow down to the handshapes appropriate for that particular

sign language. 30 sign-naïve hearing adults were tested on Marshall and Morgan’s task.

All used some handshapes that were different from those used by native BSL signers

and learners, and the set of handshapes used by the group as a whole was larger than

that employed by native signers and learners. Our findings suggest that a key challenge

when learning to express locative relations might be reducing from a very large set of

gestural resources, rather than supplementing a restricted one, in order to converge on

the conventionalized classifier system that forms part of the grammar of the language

being learned.

Keywords: gesture, locative expressions, classifier predicates, sign language, sign-naïve adults, adult second

language acquisition
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INTRODUCTION

This study offers a fine-grained analysis of how adults with
no knowledge of sign language (“sign-naïve adults”) begin to
use their hands to represent objects in spatial relationships
with other objects when required to do so without speech.
The relevance of this research potentially extends beyond sign
languages to linguistic theory more generally. Any theory of
second language acquisition needs to be able to account for
data on all languages, including languages in different modalities.
An issue of considerable interest in second language acquisition
research is what transfers from the speaker’s first language to
their second, in other words, identifying specific aspects of cross-
linguistic influence (Jarvis and Pavlenko, 2008). Traditionally,
one of the reasons that second language learners are thought to
differ from native speakers is because their first language “leaks”
into the new language. This is evident from foreign accents in
pronunciation (Elliott, 2003), from word choice (Caroll, 1992;
Janke and Kolokonte, 2015), and from sentence structure (Bardel
and Falk, 2007), for example. However, while transfer has been
extensively researched in the second language acquisition of
spoken languages (e.g., Montrul, 2000; Siegel, 2003; Sharma,
2005; Gabriele, 2009; Gabriel and Kireva, 2014), and even
to a certain extent with respect to manual co-speech gesture
(Kellerman and Van Hoof, 2003; Gullberg, 2009), it has been
largely neglected in studies of sign language acquisition (see
Ortega, 2013 for a rare exception).

Having detailed knowledge of what learners start out with in
terms of their gestural inventories before they begin to learn a
sign language allows us to identify contenders for both negative
and positive transfer. It is known, for example, that when
asked to reproduce signs that resemble gestures that accompany
speech, non-signers bring their gestural knowledge to bear on
the task, the result of which can be a less accurately produced
sign (see Chen Pichler and Koulidobrova, 2016, for a review
of the literature). Conversely, Taub et al. (2008) have identified
aspects of some sign novices’ gestures, such as a natural ability
to produce handshapes that closely resemble classifiers, which
correlate positively with their later ability to engage in third-
person discourse in American Sign Language. By providing a
detailed picture of gesturers’ manual resources, our study aims
to enable connections to be established between what learners
produce when acquiring sign and the resources they draw upon.

Our focus is on how objects are represented in space. The
visuo-spatial modality of sign languages allows signers to map
spatial relationships, such as the relative locations of two or more
objects, in a direct and very iconic way using their hands (what
Brentari et al., 2012 term “hand-as-object” representations). For
example, Figure 1A shows a signer of British Sign Language
(BSL) expressing the spatial relationship between the two objects
in Figure 1B. Her handshapes have the meaning of “object from
the class of curved entities” (in this particular case, “jar”), and
“object from the class of broad and flat entities’ (i.e., “sheet of
paper”). The orientation of her right hand shows that the jar is
upright, rather than on its side or upside down. The location
of the curved hand relative to the flat hand shows that the
jar is on the paper, and not in any other spatial relationship.

FIGURE 1 | (A) CL-CURVED-OBJECT ON CL-FLAT-OBJECT. (B) Jar on

sheet of paper.

The handshapes that she is using to represent different classes
of objects are termed “entity classifiers” (which Zwitserlood,
2012, terms “whole entity classifiers,” and which comprise both
what Supalla, 1986, terms “static size and shape specifiers”
and “semantic classifiers”; see Schembri, 2003, for a detailed
classification of classifiers in sign languages). Importantly,
different sign languages do not necessarily choose the same
handshapes to represent the same classes of objects; entity
classifiers differ cross-linguistically (Frishberg, 1975; Engberg-
Pederson, 2010) and the set of handshapes used in classifier
constructions is a subset of the handshape inventory for the
language as a whole. A speaker would represent relationships
such as those in Figure 1B very differently, using, depending
on their language, lexemes such as prepositions, postpositions,
circumpositions, locative case markers, or even positional and
posture verbs (see Perniss et al., 2015, for a fuller discussion).

Speakers also make extensive use of their hands during speech
(Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992), and these gestures complement
their verbal communication in interesting ways. Indeed, such
co-speech gestures can be similar in form to entity classifier
constructions (see Table 1 in Marentette et al., 2016, for a useful
summary of the similarities in form between signs and gestures).
The frequency with which co-speech gestures occur and the
types of gestures that are produced vary according to what a
speaker is trying to convey (Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992). For
example, a study by Lavergne and Kimura (1987) found that
conversation involving spatial descriptions elicited double the
number of gestures in adults compared to conversation unrelated
to spatial descriptions. However, co-speech gestures vary not only
in frequency but also in complexity. Representational gestures,
for example, contrast with beat gestures (see McNeill, 1992; Kita,
2000; Alibali, 2005), where the former include a heterogeneous
set (including handshapes, placement, and movement), which
buttress the semantic content of an utterance, and the latter
comprise a more basic and limited set of movements, which link
to an utterance’s rhythm.

The function of representational gestures means that they
might provide the greatest insight into the rich gestural resources
that sign-naïve speakers have at their disposal. However, co-
speech gestures are rarely used to represent the complete
semantic content of the utterances they accompany because
this content is already encoded by the spoken words they are
associated with. If we are to identify the full extent of the gestural
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resources that non-signers can draw upon, we need to provide a
context in which the purpose of the handshape they produce is
to fully represent a stimulus. In this respect, the term “dedicated
gesture,” as introduced by Sandler (2012), is helpful; this describes
the gesture recruited for a linguistic purpose, which gradually
evolves, reflecting the move from pre-linguistic to linguistic
articulation. A first step for researchers, then, toward achieving
a closer evaluation of a speaker’s gestural repertoire, is to increase
the communicative function of the gesture. This can be achieved
by studies of sign-naïve participants in which gestures replace
speech altogether, which is the paradigm that we adopt here.

Our examination of how sign-naïve adults gesture visual
stimuli that, in signers, elicit classifier constructions is motivated
by the gestural properties of these constructions. Although
there has long been debate over where classifier constructions
are positioned on the gesture-sign continuum (Kendon, 1988;
McNeill, 1992; see also chapters in Emmorey, 2003), there is
growing recognition that they share many of the properties of
gestures. For example, their movement, location, and orientation
features are gradient rather than discrete. Furthermore, two-
handed classifier constructions are not bound by the linguistic
constraints that govern the formation of lexical signs (i.e., the
symmetry and dominance conditions identified by Battison,
1978). Indeed, previous studies have shown that hearing adults
who are asked to use gestures, but no speech, to describe how
objects MOVE in space will produce gestures which have some
similarities to sign language classifier constructions (Singleton
et al., 1993; Schembri et al., 2005; Brentari et al., 2012). In
the current study, we monitor the way in which hearing adults
with no knowledge of sign language (“sign-naïve adults”) use
their hands to represent STATIC spatial relationships between
objects. In particular, we focus on the handshapes that they use
to represent the objects that they are locating in space, what
Perniss et al. (2015) term “entity representation.” Focusing on
static, rather than moving, objects is expected to facilitate greater
precision in our comparison of the handshapes of sign-naïve
adults and of signers. The depiction of moving objects runs the
risk of gesturers choosing to illustrate the path of the movement
and not necessarily the object itself (see similar arguments for
gestural ambiguity in Alahverdzhieva and Lascarides, 2010). Our
focus on static objects avoids this potential confound. It also
simplifies the task for participants, who need to concentrate
on representing only three parameters, namely handshape,
orientation and location, rather than handshape, orientation, and
location plus movement.

Our study builds on work by Marshall and Morgan (2015),
who investigated how accurately hearing adult LEARNERS of
BSL used entity classifier constructions to describe changes in
location and/or orientations of objects in pairs of pictures. The
learners were all intermediate level students of BSL, who had
been learning BSL for between 1 and 3 years. Although classifier
constructions have been identified as an area of difficulty for
hearing adult learners of sign languages (see Woll, 2012, and
references therein), it is not clear which aspects of classifier
constructions learners find challenging. Given the transparency
of the mapping between the world and the “hand as object” in
entity classifier constructions, and their potential gestural origins

(e.g., Okrent, 2002; Liddell, 2003; Schembri et al., 2005), one
might predict that they would be acquired easily and therefore
produced accurately by this group of learners.

In fact, the learners’ productions did not match those of native
signers very well (Marshall andMorgan, 2015). Although they did
produce entity classifier constructions on approximately three
quarters of the trials, on only one third of trials did they produce
a handshape matching that used by native BSL signers. On the
remainder of trials they used handshapes which were part of the
inventory of BSL handshapes but which were not appropriate
for the particular object being represented. Furthermore, learners
used handshapes inconsistently, e.g., different handshapes for the
same object within a trial. Figure 2 shows an example of this.
The signers are describing a photograph of two people standing
next to one another. The native signer, on the left, uses just the
index finger to represent “person,” whereas the learner of BSL
on the right uses first the index finger and then the flat hand.
Marshall and Morgan (2015) also saw learners over-use the flat
hand, which replaced other handshapes that native signers used.
Thus, there were occasions when learners over-differentiated (i.e.,
used two or more handshapes to represent the same object)
and other occasions when they under-differentiated (i.e., used
one handshape to represent two or more classes of object). In
contrast to the difficulty with selecting the correct handshape,
learners were nearly always accurate at conveying the location
and orientation of objects.

This relative difficulty for handshape over location and
orientation was only present in Marshall and Morgan’s
production task, however. Participants were considerably more
accurate in a forced-choice picture-selection task, in which they
were presented with trials consisting of four pictures depicting
objects in different spatial arrangements (Marshall and Morgan,
2015). Upon viewing the pictures, participants were shown a
video-clip of a native signer producing a classifier construction
that matched only one of the pictures. Participants succeeded in
selecting the matching picture in nearly 90% of trials. Mean error
rates for handshape, orientation, and location were all equally
low. Importantly, participants did not make more errors for the
handshape trials. For example, when presented with a video of a
signer signing a classifier construction as in Figure 1A, and being
shown pictures of different objects on a sheet of paper—jar, apple,
coin, and pen—the signers were highly accurate in selecting the

FIGURE 2 | Over-differentiation in a BSL-learner’s representation of two

people standing next to one another. The native signer, in the photograph on

the left, uses two upright index fingers to represent two people. The learner of

sign also uses two index fingers in the photograph in the middle, but then

changes to two flat hands in the photograph on the right.
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picture of the jar on the paper. In BSL, all those objects would be
represented by different classifier handshapes.

Interestingly, when this comprehension task was carried
out with a group of hearing adults who had no experience
of sign language at all, a similar pattern of success was
recorded (Marshall and Morgan, 2015). Although the sign-
naïve adults were less accurate overall compared to the learners
of sign, they, too, did not make more errors for handshape
compared to location and orientation. The fact that they all
performed significantly more accurately than chance suggests
that it is not particularly challenging for people who have
never seen a sign language before to map the shape of a
signer’s hands onto the correct referent when viewing entity
classifier constructions. Note that this is quite unlike spoken
second language acquisition, in which one would not expect a
person to understand a non-cognate word in a new language
on first exposure, thus rendering sign perception unique in this
respect.

A question that immediately arises from Marshall and
Morgan’s (2015) production task is how sign-naïve adults might
fare, given that learners found it so much harder to produce
classifier constructions than to comprehend them. Because sign-
naïve adults will, by definition, bring no sign language experience
to the task, their spontaneous creations are likely to build upon
their existing gestural abilities (as proposed by, inter alia, Taub
et al., 2008; Brentari et al., 2012; Ortega, 2013). The learners
of sign did have difficulty choosing the correct handshapes to
represent the spatial arrangements of objects in the production
task. Assuming that gesture is available as a substrate for learning
a sign language, there are two alternative possible reasons
for this difficulty. (1) Learners might have had few resources
from gesture to draw upon, and in particular, a very limited
repertoire of handshapes available to them to represent objects.
This would imply that they were learning from scratch that
the hand can take on different shapes to represent different
objects. (2) Another possibility, however, is that learners did
in fact have a substantial repertoire of handshapes at their
disposal from gesture, and that the difficulties they exhibited
in the production task stemmed from their needing to learn
to select the appropriate, conventionalized, handshape for each
object. On the basis of their participants’ patterns, Marshall and
Morgan (2015) stated that “gesture provides the substrate or the
tools that learners recruit to sign with initially” but also that
“this system needs to be reorganized for further development
toward the system used by native signers” (p. 78). However, they
did not discuss the alternatives (1) and (2), and because they
provided no details of which handshapes were produced, it is
not possible to tell whether the repertoire of handshapes that
the learners were drawing on was smaller or larger than the
repertoire of handshapes used by the native signers. This missing
piece of the puzzle provides the motivation for the present
study. By focusing on the handshapes produced by hearing adults
with no experience of sign, we test these two alternatives by
asking participants to describe the same pictures as Marshall and
Morgan’s (2015) participants, using silent gesture. Specifically, we
examine how they exploit gesture when attempting to express
spatial relationships with their hands. For comparison, we

include a reanalysis of some of the data from learners of sign and
native signers in Marshall and Morgan’s (2015) study.

If the first alternative is correct—i.e., gesturers have only a
limited repertoire of handshapes available to them to represent
objects—we predict that participants will use only a limited set of
handshapes as they complete the task. Indeed, they might make
few attempts to create handshapes to represent objects at all, and
might instead rely on pointing and enactments (i.e., positioning
their whole body to locate the object) as they attempt to convey
locative and distributional information about the objects in
the pictures. If the second alternative is nearer the mark—i.e.,
gesturers have a substantial repertoire of handshapes at their
disposal—we should see evidence of creativity with respect to
handshapes used to represent objects, which will manifest in
participants employing a wide range of handshapes that varies
between and within participants. In line with the learners in the
previous study, we would also expect to find instances of under-
and over-differentiation, as well as some handshapes bearing
strong similarities to those used by signers.

METHODS

Participants
Thirty hearing British adults (12 male, 18 female) with a mean
age of 32 years (SD 14; range 19–62) participated. This was an
opportunity sample, drawn from undergraduate and graduate
students at the universities where the authors work, and also
drawn from the authors’ acquaintances. Criteria for inclusion
were that participants had never learned a sign language, were
native speakers of English and reported no neurocognitive
impairments. Confirmation of this information was collected via
a brief language-history questionnaire, which was completed at
the end of the testing session. Information regarding participants’
additional languages was also collected from this questionnaire.
20 out of 30 participants had knowledge of one or more second
languages, where knowledge was classified as at least an O-Level
or GCSE (or its equivalent) in that language1. Participants were
unaware of the specific research questions and hypotheses of
the study—they were merely informed that the researchers were
interested in how people use their hands to describe pictures.

In addition to the data from our sign-naïve participants, we
reanalyzed for comparison some of the data from the learners
of sign and the native signers in Marshall and Morgan’s (2015)
study. Data from these participants allows us to investigate what
the conventionalized classifier system for a sign language (in this
case, BSL) looks like, and to determine how close to that system
a group of learners has moved. The learners of sign comprised

1GCSEs (General Certificate of Secondary Education) superseded O-Levels in
1986. The GCSE assessment is taken by students in England and Wales when they
are aged 16. It equates roughly with A2 in the Common European Framework of
Reference for languages, with students being able to:
• Understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of most
immediate relevance.
•Communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange
of information on familiar and routine matters
• Describe in simple terms aspects of their background, immediate environment
and matters in areas of immediate need.
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12 hearing adults (two male), with a mean age of 28 years (SD 6;
range 22–44). They had been learning BSL for between 1 and 3
years. All of them had passed BSL Level 1 (beginner), eight had
passed BSL Level 2 (intermediate), and three had begun classes
at pre-level 3, in preparation for BSL Level 3 (advanced). Of the
four adult native signers (one male), three were deaf and one was
hearing.

Procedure
Participants were seated at a laptop in a quiet room and informed
that they would see two pictures in succession on the screen.
Each picture featured two or more objects, whose location or
orientation, or both, changed in the second picture (but the
identity of the objects themselves did not change). Objects were
chosen to elicit a range of handshapes, and included glasses,
pens, books, toothbrushes, and toys such as human figures,
airplanes, cars and motorbikes. Picture 1 was presented for 3 s,
and then Picture 2 for 3 s, after which participants saw a large
question mark on the screen. This was the cue for them to
describe the pictures. Specifically, they were asked to explain,
using only their hands and no voice, how the two pictures
differed from each other, i.e., what had changed. This design
had proved very successful at eliciting classifier constructions in
Marshall andMorgan’s (2015) study—the learners of BSL focused
on describing just the relevant aspects of the scene, namely the
relative locations and orientations of the objects depicted, rather
than describing properties that were irrelevant for our purposes
such as the color of the objects and their relative sizes.

The experimenter further told participants that it might help
them to imagine that they were explaining the pictures to a
profoundly deaf individual (similar to the instructions given by
Schembri et al., 2005). Participants were not timed and could
control the speed at which they progressed through the task. They
were allowed to revisit a trial if they felt unsure about what they
had just seen. Their responses were filmed, using a video camera
mounted on a tripod, which was situated above and to the left of
them if they were right-handed and above and to the right if they
were left-handed.

Stimuli
The stimuli were identical to those used in Marshall and
Morgan’s (2015) study. Two types of construction that elicit

entity classifiers in BSL were included: locatives (i.e., X IS AT

Y), and distributive plural forms. The locative construction
included three conditions, namely, change of location, change
of orientation, and change of both location and orientation (see
Figure 3). There were 10 trials in each of these conditions. Of
the 30 locative trials, three had just one object and six had three
objects. The remaining 21 locative trials contained two objects.
The distributive plural construction included one condition,
namely change of distribution. This condition also contained 10
trials (see Figure 4), which resulted in a total of 40 trials for
analysis. Two practice items trials were presented immediately
after the instructions but not analyzed.

Coding
In order to describe the pictures in the task (see Figures 3, 4),
native signers divide their description into two parts. They
first sign the lexical signs for the objects, and then produce a
classifier predicate to give a spatial description of those objects.
As reported by Schembri et al. (2005), Brentari et al. (2012),
and Brentari et al. (2017), we expected gesturers either to do
something similar, i.e., to create gestures to first describe the
objects and then to show their relative locations, or alternatively
just to describe the locations using gesture (given that their
instructions were to “describe what has changed,” and only the
location and/or orientation of the objects did change). Like
Schembri et al. (2005) and Brentari et al. (2012, 2017), we
coded just the spatial description part of the gestural sequence,
and within that, only the handshapes that were used for that
description, as for the current study we were not interested in
the accuracy with which location/orientation were represented.

We anticipated that the set of handshapes produced by
sign-naïve gesturers would not map exactly onto the set
of conventionalized handshapes of BSL. Our coding system
thus needed to capture not only those handshapes that did
approximate those made by native signers but also those
innovations for which there was no obvious BSL parallel. On
this basis, handshapes were coded using the inventory and
classification scheme devised for BSL as a whole by Brennan et al.
(1984) which identifies five groups of handshapes according to
finger joint configuration: fully closed, curved or bent, fingers
together, fingers spread, and fingers extended from a closed
fist. Every trial was coded by the two authors independently,

FIGURE 3 | Example of a locative trial with a change in both orientation and location.
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who discussed any initial disagreements until agreement was
reached.

Photographs of all the observed handshapes can be found in
the appendix. They fell into four categories:

1. In the BSL inventory, and used by the native signers during
the task.

2. In the BSL inventory, but not used by the native signers during
the task.

3. Not in the BSL inventory, but variants of handshapes that are.
4. Not in the BSL inventory, and not falling straightforwardly

into the five aforementioned handshape classes identified
by Brennan et al. (Brennan et al., 1984). We labeled these
“miscellaneous.”

We also needed to distinguish between elicited productions that
attempted to indicate the location of an object using the hands
(analogous to the entity classifiers produced by signers doing
this task) and those that indicated location by using the hands
or whole body to mimic an action associated with the object or
relied on the whole body to represent the object (we coded these
as examples of enactment). Figure 5 illustrates the difference
between these two possibilities. In response to the first picture,
the participant places her index finger to indicate the position
and orientation of a motorbike, which is facing her right. In the
second, she relies solely on enactment to depict the change in
orientation of the bike, which now faces her left. She uses her
hands to represent holding the bike’s handlebars and steering to
the left.

Finally, we also coded instances in which a participant pointed
to locate an object in space.

Ethical Approval
This study was carried out in accordance with the
recommendations of University of Kent’s Research Ethics
Advisory Group for Human Participants. All participants gave
written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the University of Kent’s
Research Ethics Advisory Group for Human Participants.

RESULTS

In order to investigate the range of handshapes exploited by
sign-naive gesturers in their spatial descriptions of objects, we

carried out three analyses. The first simply calculated how
frequently gesturers use their hands to represent the relative
location and/or orientation of objects in space. The second
focused on the inventory of handshapes that gesturers draw upon
in their spatial descriptions, and how that inventory compares
to that of native signers and learners of sign. In the third, we
investigated whether gesturers consistently produce the same
handshape to represent the same object.

The Proportion of Trials for Which
Gesturers Used Their Hands to Represent
at Least One of the Objects in Their Spatial
Descriptions of the Elicitation Stimuli
We first calculated the proportion of trials for which gesturers
made at least one attempt to use “hand-as-object.” The total
number of trials was 40. The data were negatively skewed, as
shown in Figure 6 below: the group mean was 37.5 (i.e., 93.8%),
the median 39 and the mode 40.

Having found that hands were used to represent objects in
93.8% of trials, we then looked to see how participants were
responding in the remaining few trials, and found them to be
distributed between instances of enactments (2.1%), pointing
(3.2%), and trials in which participants failed to attempt to
represent the objects at all (0.8%).

Our interpretation of these data is that gesturers readily use
their hands to represent objects when describing the relative
locations and/or orientations of those objects, as signers do.
However, this does not mean that they are doing the same

FIGURE 5 | An illustration of the difference between use of an index finger

placed horizontally to represent a motor bike (photograph on the left) and

enactment of steering a motorbike (photograph on the right).

FIGURE 4 | Example of a distributive trial with a change in distribution.
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FIGURE 6 | The total number of trials for which participants used their hands to represent an object at least once.

thing with their hands as native signers. Although they use their
hands to represent objects, do they create handshapes that are
comparable to those of native signers? And how similar are their
handshapes to those of hearing adults who are learning sign?
We investigate these questions in the next section by comparing
the number of handshapes produced by gesturers with those of
the native signers and learners of BSL in Marshall and Morgan’s
(2015) study.

The Inventory of Handshapes That
Sign-Naïve Gesturers Drew upon, and How
That Inventory Compares to Native
Signers/Learners of Sign
We first compared the handshapes produced by gesturers to
those produced by the group of native signers. The number
of handshapes used by gesturers on the task ranged from 4 to
19 (Mean = 12.47, SD = 2.99). From this set, the number of
handshapes that overlapped with those used by the group of
native signers ranged from 2 to 11 (Mean = 7.10, SD = 1.99),
while the number of handshapes that were different from those
used by native signers also ranged from 2 to 11 (Mean = 5.37,
SD = 2.04). Therefore, the gesturers each produced handshapes
that were the same as those used by signers and likewise each
produced handshapes that were different to those used by signers,
despite there being a wide range in the number of handshapes
that each gesturer used in the task. The only handshape common
to all 30 gesturers was the flat handshape (see photograph 16 in
the appendix).

Considering the sign-naïve group as a whole, the number of
distinct handshapes produced by the sign-naive gesturers in the
task was 53. These handshapes are all shown in the appendix.
A reanalysis of Marshall and Morgan’s (2015) data revealed that
the number of handshapes employed by the native signers and
the learners of sign was much smaller, namely 16 for the native
signers and 15 for the learners, and those two sets overlapped
almost exactly. Gesturers therefore had a very wide selection of
handshapes available to them, a near superset of what native

signers and learners of sign used. This situation is illustrated
schematically in Figure 7.

From Figure 7, we can see that the sign-naïve gesturers
generated all the handshapes that the native signers did. In
addition, they created a number of handshapes not found in BSL,
or they employed BSL handshapes in different ways to signers.
We discuss some relevant observations below, starting with those
handshapes not found in BSL.

Firstly, four participants independently converged on a
handshape to represent “plane” that does not fit neatly into
Brennan et al.’s (1984) classification scheme for BSL, and which
to our knowledge does not occur in the inventory of any sign
language (although it should be noted that there is no exhaustive
list of all the handshapes in existence in all the world’s sign
languages, so our unawareness of its existence does not imply that
it does not exist). This handshape—where the index, middle and
ring finger were extended horizontally together, whilst the thumb
and little finger were projected out either side—is illustrated in
Figure 8, and in photograph 51 in the appendix. Interestingly,
Schembri (2001, Table 5.46, p. 229) reported five instances of
Australian sign-naïve gesturers using this same handshape when
they were describing the motion of an airplane, and noted that
none of the Australian and Taiwanese Sign Language users who
also took part in the study used it.

One of our participants created an unusual handshape to
represent people, which he relied on consistently throughout all
trials. His middle, ring and baby fingers were held vertically,
pointing down, in what appears to be an attempt to represent a
person’s legs, whereas his index finger pointed horizontally in the
direction in which the person was facing. By exploiting the index
finger to encode the direction in which the figure was looking,
the participant managed to convey several aspects of his target
simultaneously with one handshape. Figure 9 and photographs
48 and 49 in the appendix demonstrate this handshape.

Another interesting observation is that even when gesturers
produced a handshape that is part of the BSL handshape
inventory, they sometimes used it in different ways to the
native signers of BSL and the BSL learners. And yet, what
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FIGURE 7 | The overlapping entity classifier handshape inventories of sign-naïve gesturers, learners of BSL, and native signers. Numbers represent the number of

handshapes at the intersections of the different inventories (e.g., 12 is the number of handshapes that occurs in the inventories of all three participant groups: native

signers, learners of BSL and sign-naïve gesturers).

FIGURE 8 | This participant is using a novel handshape to gesture planes

lying side by side.

the gesturers were doing with this handshape has parallels in
another sign language. For example, five participants made
varied attempts at representing something akin to the “next
to” construction found in Turkish Sign Language (but not in
BSL). These attempts materialized when participants were faced
with photographs in which more than two objects were shown
and so had to overcome the problem of having too few hands
to depict all the objects simultaneously. Native signers of BSL
and learners of BSL overcame this problem by representing
objects sequentially rather than trying to represent them all at
the same time. Some of our participants, however, constructed
a simultaneous representation. One participant, for example,
formed a handshape with the index, middle and ring fingers
extended (palm down), using the three extended fingers to
represent a row consisting of two cars and a person (see
Figure 10).

This same participant produced the four handshape when
needing to depict four planes, changing the orientation of her
hand as shown in Figure 11.

These attempts at expressing the “next to” relation are similar
to locative predicates that are licit in Turkish Sign Language

FIGURE 9 | This participant is using a novel handshape to gesture people

standing in a row, using the index finger to represent the direction in which the

people are facing and the middle, ring and baby fingers the legs.

(Özyürek et al., 2010; Perniss et al., 2015). Özyürek et al.
(2010), for example, reported an experiment in which six (deaf)
Turkish signers were required to describe objects depicted in a
photograph in sign to another (deaf) Turkish signer who could
not see that photograph. Although the signers used locative
predicates far less frequently than classifiers to represent spatial
relations, all six of them relied on the locative predicate, “next
to” at some point when describing a photograph in which the
number of objects was greater than two. The horizontal three
handshape, for example, was adopted to depict three plates in
a row (see Perniss et al., 2015, Figure 4, p. 621), and the four
handshape was produced to illustrate four cups in a row.

In both these examples from Turkish Sign Language, however,
the multiple objects that these native signers needed to represent
were always of the same type. They were not required to describe
the position of several differently shaped objects. For this reason,
it is not clear whether the locative predicate would be a licit
means of representing different objects (i.e., cars and person,
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FIGURE 10 | This participant is using the three handshape to represent three

objects located next to one another.

FIGURE 11 | This participant is describing a row of four planes with the four

handshape.

Figure 10) next to each other or whether the locative predicate
would be restricted to depicting objects of the same type. If the
“next to” relation in Turkish Sign Language is restricted in this
way, some of our gesturers are showing a more flexible strategy
than is permitted in that language. What is interesting for our
purposes, however, is that five of our participants came up with
this gestural strategy spontaneously when presented with this
unforeseen challenge.

Motivated by the same challenge, namely that of depicting
more than two objects, some participants converged on
other handshapes when attempting to represent these objects
simultaneously. Some of the shapes they created can be found in
the BSL inventory, albeit with a different function. In one trial, for
example, participants were presented with pictures of two cups,
one of which held a toothbrush. Three participants employed the
handshape illustrated in Figure 12 below, and in photograph 1
of the appendix, to convey the cup with the toothbrush poking
out of it, where their fist depicted the cup and their thumb
represented the protruding toothbrush.

In another trial, participants were faced with two pens laying
either side of a notepad. One participant made a point shape for
one pen but produced a flat hand with her pinkie finger stretched
out to the side to capture the second pen (see photograph 53
in the appendix). There were several more examples of these
creative efforts to deploy the hands to illustrate three or more

FIGURE 12 | This participant is using two fists to represent the cups, with an

extended thumb to represent the toothbrush.

objects simultaneously, seemingly to avoid having to represent
them sequentially (such as the handshape in photograph 32 of
the appendix, with the index and middle fingers crossed, which
some gesturers used to represent two crossed pens so that their
other hand was free to represent a sheet of paper).

Despite the large set of handshapes used by the group of
gesturers, the majority of them—37 out of 53 handshapes—are
licit in the phonological inventory of BSL as a whole (see the
appendix), although signers would not use them all in entity
classifier constructions. Of the remaining 16 handshapes, seven
appeared to be variants of handshapes in the BSL inventory,
and four of those occurred only once in our data. The final 9
handshapes do not fit neatly into the classification scheme for
BSL handshapes (i.e., the ones labeled “miscellaneous” in the
appendix), but only one of those handshapes was used by more
than one person (as shown in Figure 8). The overall picture
with respect to the handshapes used by gesturers can therefore
be summarized as follows: (1) At a group level, our sign-naïve
gesturers draw on an inventory which is a superset of that used
by the native signers in entity classifier constructions, but they
rarely produce handshapes that are unlike those found in the
entire handshape inventories of BSL and other sign languages;
(2) At an individual level, no gesturer draws on exactly the same
inventory of handshapes as the native signers of BSL would use
in classifier constructions, and they sometimes use handshapes
in different ways to the native signers (e.g., by representing two
or more objects on the same hand).

We now turn to our third comparison, which considers
how consistently participants employed the same handshape
to represent a particular object when it occurred several times
during the course of the 40-trial experiment.

Handshape Consistency across Trials
The native signers in Marshall and Morgan’s (2015) study
proved remarkably consistent in using the same handshape
to represent a particular object when that object occurred on
multiple occasions. The learners in their study were not so
consistent, however, and the sign-naïve gesturers in our current
study are even less so. We examined the three groups’ responses
for six objects that are represented by different handshapes in
BSL, namely car (photo 16 in the Appendix), plane (photo 40),
pen (photo 26), book (photo 16), person (photo 26), and glass
(photo 7). Each of these objects occurred a minimum of five,
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TABLE 1 | Inter-trial consistency of handshapes chosen for six objects by three groups: sign-naïve gesturers, learners of BSL, and native signersa.

Sign-naïve gesturers (n = 30) Learners of BSL (n = 11) Native signers (n = 4)

Number of handshapes Number of handshapes Number of handshapes

Range Mean Median Mode Range Mean Median Mode Range Mean Median Mode

Carb 1–9 3.1 3 2 0–3 1.73 2 1 1–2 1.33 1 1

Plane 1–6 2.4 2 2 1–3 1.64 1 1 1–1 1 1 1

Pen 1–6 3.5 3 3 1–3 1.73 2 1 1–1 1 1 1

Book 1–6 2.4 2 2 1–2 1.27 1 1 1–1 1 1 1

Person 1–5 2.9 3 4 0–5 1.18 1 1 1–2 1.33 1 1

Glass 1–6 3.2 3 4 1–3 1.45 1 1 1–2 1.33 1 1

aData from the latter two groups originate from Marshall and Morgan (2015).
bAside from car, which occurred six times, there were five occurrences of each object.

and maximum of six, times throughout the task, enabling us
to track inter-trial consistency and to compare it across groups.
As evident from Table 1, which displays the range and central
tendency measures of the number of different handshapes used
for a particular object, there was most variability in the sign-naïve
gesturers, less variability in the learners and least of all in the
native-signers.

DISCUSSION

This study investigated the handshapes that hearing adults with
no knowledge of sign language create when asked to use just
their hands, and no voice, to describe pairs of pictures where
the relative location and/or orientation of one or more objects
changes. We compared these handshapes with the classifier
constructions produced by native signers and by learners of
BSL. Hypothesizing that manual gesture is a substrate for sign
language learning, we envisaged two potential scenarios: either
sign-naive gesturers would not readily exploit their hands to
represent objects when describing their spatial arrangement (and
if they did, would produce only a limited set of handshapes
relative to signers), or, alternatively, they would employ a much
wider set of handshapes than signers. In each instance, there is
a gap between the handshapes produced by the silent gesturer
(which are not linguistically constrained, e.g., Özçaliskan et al.,
2016) and handshapes that a native signer would produce.
However, the alternatives diverge in terms of the nature of this
gap. Thus, the hypotheses have different implications for the task
of the sign language learner.

Three main findings emerged from this study. First, for the
vast majority of trials, sign-naive gesturers used their hands to
represent objects and to give spatial descriptions that looked
similar in many ways to the entity classifier constructions
produced by signers. Second, the group as a whole drew upon
an inventory which is a superset of that of those used in the
classifier constructions of native signers, and yet they rarely
produced handshapes that are unlike those found in BSL as a
whole and other sign languages. When looking at individual
gesturers, we found that each used some handshapes that were
identical to those produced by native signers and some that were
not used by native signers, and they sometimes used handshapes

in different ways to the native signers (e.g., by representing two
or more objects using a single hand). Third, whereas individual
native signers consistently used specific handshapes to represent
particular objects, as did learners of sign, the sign-naive gesturers
were much less consistent, with the majority employing a variety
of different handshapes to represent the same object across the
trials in the task.

We argue that these findings are all consistent with
the following interpretation, namely that the challenge for
hearing adults when learning to use classifier constructions
in a sign language is in learning to select the appropriate,
conventionalized, handshapes from a large repertoire of possible
handshapes that are available to them by virtue of the large
articulatory range of the hands. In other words, the task for
learners of sign is not to learn how to represent objects using
their hands, but rather to narrow down the set of handshapes
that they have potentially available to them to the set of
classifier handshapes that is grammatical in the sign language
they are learning, and to select from that set accurately and
consistently. In the remainder of this section we discuss each of
the three findings in turn and motivate our interpretation of the
data.

Turning first to the frequency with which gesturers employed
their hands to represent objects, we found that the proportion
of trials for which gesturers used their hands to represent at
least one object on each trial was 94%, which is higher than
what Marshall and Morgan (2015) reported for learners of sign
(around 75%).We need to be cautious in comparing these figures
directly because the task instructions for the two groups were
not the same2 and so presumably the two sets of participants
approached the task differently. Nevertheless, our findings show
that learners do not lack the ability to represent objects with
their hands, so this cannot be the reason that they find classifier
constructions difficult. Gesturers did sometimes draw on other
gestural possibilities, such as pointing and enactment (i.e.,
positioning their whole body to locate the object), but they did so
only rarely. Instead, participants appeared to find it quite natural
to exploit their hands to represent objects.

2Gesturers were asked to explain, using only their hands and no voice, how the
two pictures differed from each other, whereas signers were asked to describe the
differences using BSL.
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On many trials, gesturers produced handshapes that were not
used by the native signers of BSL in Marshall and Morgan’s
(2015) study, but few handshapes fell outside the repertoire
of BSL handshapes, which is consistent with the notion that
some handshapes are physiologically harder to produce than
others and are hence less likely to occur (Mandel, 1981; Ann,
2006). Interestingly, some gesturers produced handshapes that
form part of the inventory of BSL classifier handshapes but
they deployed them in ways more akin to other sign languages.
For example, some of our gesturers used the handshapes with
three and four fingers extended to represent multiple objects
lying side by side in a way that is similar to how the “next
to” handshape is used in Turkish Sign Language (and possibly
in other sign languages too). We also found that objects were
not represented consistently, and that speakers often adopted
more than one handshape to represent the same object across
(and even within) trials. This finding is consistent with the
studies of Schembri (2001) and Schembri et al. (2005) for
Auslan (Australian Sign Language, which is historically closely
related to BSL). Like us, Schembri (2001) and Schembri et al.
(2005) investigated sign-naïve participants gesturing silently,
although the classifier constructions that they elicited required
movement—they were not static like ours. In both studies it was
noted that gesturers produced a greater number of handshapes
than signers did to represent each category of object. This
similarity between Schembri’s findings and ours suggests that
our task is tapping into resources that are not restricted to the
participants who undertook our particular study. Furthermore,
assuming that hearing adults draw on the resources available
to them in manual gesture when they start learning a sign
language, our findings and those of Schembri and his colleagues
are consistent with the interpretation that what is challenging for
learners of sign is to narrow down the many options provided
to them in gesture in order to converge on the narrower
conventionalized system of the particular sign language that they
are learning.

There are some limitations of our study. The first is an
obvious one: sample size. As can be seen in the appendix, only
two thirds of handshapes were produced by more than one
participant, meaning that the gestural handshape inventory that
we compiled would have been different if we had recruited
different participants, and likely larger if we had recruited a larger
sample. The inventory presented in the appendix is therefore
to a certain extent an artifact of sampling, and unlikely to
be replicated exactly. Nevertheless, our sample size (N = 30)
compares well with other similar studies (N = 22 in Brentari
et al., 2017; N = 25 in Schembri et al., 2005), and the study’s
substantive findings are surely likely to remain if the sample size
were bigger.

Secondly, the task was not embedded into a communicative
context. A future study might create a paradigm in which the
elicited gestures are integrated into a communicative event;
such stimuli might give rise to a different pattern of results.
A further interesting avenue to explore in subsequent work
would be to elicit gestures together with speech for the same
items, in order to better understand whether some of the more
idiosyncratic handshapes we found are also present in the same

gesturers’ co-speech gestural repertoire. We had included in
our instructions to participants that “it might help you to
imagine that you are explaining the pictures to a profoundly
deaf individual,” an instruction that has not always been included
in previous studies of silent gesture (although it was in the
study by Schembri et al., 2005). This instruction might have
encouraged participants to create more elaborate handshapes
in an attempt to provide greater specificity than would have
been the case otherwise. Indeed, there were many examples
of participants drawing on iconicity to create handshapes that
resembled the form of the objects being depictedmuchmore than
the conventionalized BSL handshapes do (recall, for example,
Figure 9), suggesting that it was important for them to recreate
the appearance of objects as accurately as they could. The
possibility that our instructions did encourage such elaborate
handshapes is not necessarily problematic for our study though—
most people who choose to learn a sign language such as BSL
do so with the aim of communicating with deaf people, and
the learners from Marshall and Morgan’s (2015) study (whose
data were reanalyzed in the current paper) were presumably
approaching this task with communication with deaf people
in mind. So although the large number of handshapes elicited
in this study may be due to the particular nature of the task
itself, and the same participants might produce fewer handshapes
in their spontaneous co-speech gesture, we would still argue
that we are tapping into speaker’s gestural resources. Our
particular task has allowed us to uncover just how varied those
resources are.

In future work the process of how hearing adults learn
a grammatically-constrained classifier system needs to be
investigated. So far in our research we have studied gesturers who
have never previously been exposed to BSL (current paper) and
learners of BSL at a point in time corresponding to between 1
and 3 years of BSL learning (Marshall and Morgan, 2015). We
have drawn some inferences about the learning process but, not
having studied it directly, we do not know what this process looks
like, and, in particular, how the set of classifier handshapes that is
grammatical in the language being learned is actually acquired in
the early stages of BSL learning. Crucial to such a study would be a
close monitoring of the instruction that BSL students receive—in
particular, the extent to which classifiers are explicitly taught. One
consideration is the relatively low frequency with which classifier
constructions occur in spontaneous conversation, as reported in
Fenlon et al. (2014), which may have consequences for the time
course of linguistic structuring.

Finally, our task could be used as a tool for studying the
cultural evolution of sign languages, within the iterated learning
paradigm of Kirby and colleagues (Kirby et al., 2014; Motamedi
et al., 2017a). In the words of Motamedi et al. (2017b, p. 35), we
have investigated in the current study how individuals “improvise
solutions to communicative challenges,” but we have not yet
looked at the next stages in the process of cultural evolution,
which are “how groups of individuals create conventions through
interaction and how these conventions are transmitted over
time through learning.” Given the likelihood that sign languages
originated as gesture without speech (e.g., Senghas and Coppola,
2001; Sandler et al., 2005), our task is appropriate for determining
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a possible gestural inventory available to deaf people when sign
languages emerge.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

To understand the nature of second-language learning, it is
essential to know what resources learners bring to the task. For
adult learners of sign, these resources presumably includemanual
gesture. Our study aimed to uncover what this manual gesture
looks like by eliciting silent gesture with a controlled set of
stimuli that in signers elicits entity classifier constructions. We
have shown that when sign-naïve adults are required to use silent
gesture to describe the locations/orientations of objects, they
exhibit a rich repertoire of handshapes. Furthermore, they do not
use these handshapes consistently. In contrast, signers have an
entity classifier system that is limited to a small set of handshapes
which is used in a consistent way. The set of handshapes
available to gesturers includes some handshapes that CAN be
used as classifiers in the language they are learning and some
that canNOT. Therefore, our findings suggest that the challenge
for learners of sign is to narrow down their large repertoire

to the conventionalized system of the particular language they
are learning. It remains to be investigated exactly how learners
respond to this challenge.
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The parts of the body that are used to produce and perceive signed languages (the

hands, face, and visual system) differ from those used to produce and perceive spoken

languages (the vocal tract and auditory system). In this paper we address two factors that

have important consequences for sign language acquisition. First, there are three types

of lexical signs: one-handed, two-handed symmetrical, and two-handed asymmetrical.

Natural variation in hand dominance in the population leads to varied input to children

learning sign. Children must learn that signs are not specified for the right or left hand

but for dominant and non-dominant. Second, we posit that children have at least four

imitation strategies available for imitating signs: anatomical (Activate the same muscles

as the sign model), which could lead learners to inappropriately use their non-dominant

hand; mirroring (Produce a mirror image of the modeled sign), which could lead learners

to produce lateral movement reversal errors or to use the non-dominant hand; visual

matching (Reproduce what you see from your perspective), which could lead learners

to produce inward–outward movement and palm orientation reversals; and reversing

(Reproduce what the sign model would see from his/her perspective). This last strategy

is the only one that always yields correct phonological forms in signed languages. To

test our hypotheses, we turn to evidence from typical and atypical hearing and deaf

children as well as from typical adults; the data come from studies of both sign acquisition

and gesture imitation. Specifically, we posit that all children initially use a visual matching

strategy but typical children switch to a mirroring strategy sometime in the second year

of life; typical adults tend to use a mirroring strategy in learning signs and imitating

gestures. By contrast, children and adults with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) appear

to use the visual matching strategy well into childhood or even adulthood. Finally, we

present evidence that sign language exposure changes how adults imitate gestures,

switching from a mirroring strategy to the correct reversal strategy. These four strategies

for imitation do not exist in speech and as such constitute a unique problem for research

in language acquisition.

Keywords: sign language, Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), imitation, language acquisition, visual perspective-

taking, American Sign Language (ASL)
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LEARNING AN EMBODIED VISUAL

LANGUAGE: FOUR IMITATION

STRATEGIES AVAILABLE TO SIGN

LEARNERS

Nearly 60 years of research into the signed languages of the Deaf
have unequivocally demonstrated that they are fully comparable
to spoken languages in a linguistic and biological sense, utilizing
similar brain tissue as spoken languages and organized on the
phonological, morphological, semantic, syntactic, and discourse
levels (e.g., Klima and Bellugi, 1979; Poizner et al., 1990;
Emmorey, 2002; Sandler and Lillo-Martin, 2006). They are
acquired naturally by children who are exposed to them and
achieve language milestones at similar ages as children acquiring
spoken languages (Newport and Meier, 1985), and exist as
naturally-occurring, autonomous linguistic systems throughout
the world wherever a Deaf community is found. Yet signed and
spoken languages are not the same. In recent years, many scholars
have investigated the role that modality—the channel through
which language is expressed and perceived—plays in linguistic
structure, highlighting the ways in which signed and spoken
languagesmay differ (Meier et al., 2002). In this paper we focus on
the visual-gestural modality of sign in order to identify a crucial
difference between the acquisition of sign and speech. We begin
with a discussion of the mental representation of lexical signs as
a way to frame the unique challenges entailed in sign acquisition.

How do we represent signs? We can represent them as they
are typically (but not invariably) viewed by an addressee; that is,
from a viewpoint opposite the signer. This is the representation
most often seen in videos or in linguistics papers, where photos or
line drawings show a frontal view, from waist to head, of a signer.
The sign BLACK1 (Figure 1A) viewed from this perspective,
moves to the addressee’s left (assuming that the signer is right-
handed). Yet movement to the addressee’s left is not linguistically
significant; if the addressee happens to be seated in the passenger
seat beside the signing driver of a (left-hand drive) car, the
sign BLACK moves to the addressee’s right. The addressee’s usual
perspective, opposite the signer, is familiar but is not the basis for
a linguistically correct description of the sign.

A better linguistic characterization is that the sign BLACK

moves to the signer’s right, but even this is not quite correct
because this description does not capture the way in which left-
handed people sign (or even the way in which a right-handed
person signs when using the left hand). A still better description
is this: in the sign BLACK the active hand moves laterally; the
direction of movement is away from the signer’s midline (and
away from the side of the signer that is ipsilateral to the active
hand). To take another example, the sign GIRL (Figure 1B) makes
contact on the signer’s cheek, specifically on the cheek that is
ipsilateral to the signer’s dominant hand. Years of linguistic
research have demonstrated that the best description of signs is
from the signer’s perspective, not the addressee’s. Thus, the way
in which we generally picture signs does not match the way in
which they should be linguistically represented.

1In this paper we refer to signs from American Sign Language (ASL). However, the
hypotheses advanced here apply to other sign languages. As is conventional in the
literature, words in SMALL CAPS indicate signs.

Which perspective to take when representing signs has been
an issue in attempts to design writing systems for signed
languages. In the development of SignWriting, Deaf users
instigated a shift from writing signs from the viewer’s perspective
to the writing of signs from the signer’s perspective (Hoffmann-
Dilloway, 2017). But, visual representations of signs from the
signer’s perspective are somewhat unfamiliar; native signers are
less accurate and slower to recognize signer-perspective videos
of signs than they are to recognize addressee-perspective videos
(Emmorey et al., 2009). Maxwell (1980) detected a similar
problem in how deaf children decoded drawings of signs in
relation to English words (Sign Print). She noted that English
print is represented from left to right, but the direction of
movement depicted in the drawings of some signs (such as the
Signing Exact English plural noun THING-S) was from right to
left. As a result, a 48-month-old deaf child misinterpreted the
signs as occurring in the reverse order (as S-THING). She also
sometimes turned her body so as to share the same orientation
as the figure depicted in the book, evidence of the difficulty posed
by the illustrations.

These difficulties in correctly representing signs are not just
a problem for linguists seeking to understand grammatical
descriptions of a signed language or for people interested in
representing signs in written form (or for children attempting to
read Signing Exact English). They are a fundamental challenge
to children and adults who are acquiring a signed language. We
posit that these difficulties present problems for acquisition that
are unlike the challenges of acquiring speech. The parts of the
body that are used to produce and perceive signed languages
(the hands, face, and visual system) obviously differ from those
used to produce and perceive spoken languages (the vocal
tract and auditory system). In this paper we specifically argue
that the asymmetric control of the articulators (the dominant
and non-dominant hands) that are used to produce signs, the
characteristics of the sign language grammar and lexicon, and
the multiple strategies available for the imitation of signs have
important consequences for language acquisition and processing.
We address each of these issues in turn, marshaling evidence
from development, second-language acquisition, and atypical
learners to support our observations.

Handedness and the Sign Lexicon
It is perhaps a trivial statement to note that signed languages
are produced with the hands, but a few observations about this
fact are in order. First, the articulators are paired; under normal
circumstances we have two hands. There is no obvious parallel in
spoken languages. There are two lips, but they are not involved
in the production of every phoneme. Furthermore, the lips are
paired vertically rather than horizontally; the same is true for
the top and bottom teeth. We would have to imagine a creature
with two mouths in a horizontal configuration, each of which
could articulate semi-independently from the other, to obtain an
adequate analog.

A second observation is that the hands are controlled semi-
independently and show different phonological properties. Signs
can be one-handed (as in GIRL, Figure 1B), two-handed and
symmetrical, in which both hands exhibit the same handshape
and movement (as in SCHOOL, Figure 1B), or two-handed
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FIGURE 1 | The ASL signs BLACK (A) and the signs GIRL, SCHOOL, and TURTLE (B). All photographs, copyright Aaron Shield and Richard P. Meier, are reproduced

here and in Table 1 with written permission of the model.

and asymmetrical, in which the hands can exhibit different
handshapes and in which the non-dominant hand can be static
whereas the dominant hand moves (as in TURTLE, Figure 1B).
Battison (1978) discussed the constraints that hold on these
three classes of signs in ASL and other signed languages. In
the case of one-handed signs, the signer can choose either
hand to produce the sign, as signs are not typically specified
for left or right2. Signers typically employ their dominant
hand to produce such signs, though in certain circumstances
they may choose to use their non-dominant hand (such as
if the dominant hand is holding an object or is otherwise
unavailable). The same is true for two-handed asymmetrical
signs: the dominant hand acts upon the non-dominant hand,
but whether the dominant hand is right or left depends on the
individual.

Now let us imagine being a young child who is exposed
to a sign language. Handedness is consistently evident by 6
months of age (Butterworth and Hopkins, 1993) or even in
utero (MacNeilage, 2008), long before children produce their
first signs. Let us further imagine that this hypothetical child is
an emergent lefty. But all of the adults around him are right-
handed, and all he sees is right-dominant signing. This situation
must be frequent: it is commonly accepted that about 90% of the
general population is right-handed (Corballis, 1980, 1992), and
the deaf, signing population shows similar percentages of right-
dominance (Conrad, 1979; Bonvillian et al., 1982; Sharma, 2014;
Papadatou-Pastou and Sáfár, 2016). How does our imagined child
come to understand that he may in fact perform signs with
his left hand, when all he sees are examples of right-handed

2Notable exceptions in many signed languages are signs indicating cardinal
directions (EAST is typically produced with a rightward direction and WEST with a
leftward direction, in correspondence with the directions on a compass); the same
is true for the lexical signs RIGHT and LEFT. We thank one of the two reviewers for
this observation.

input? Does his strong motor preference for the left dictate his
signing, or does a desire to imitate the exact movements of the
adults around him motivate him? We cannot know, of course,
what the child is thinking, but we can observe whether the
child signs with his right or left hand. In this paper we describe
several competing imitation strategies that are available to sign
learners and hypothesize that different groups of signers may
opt for different strategies due to how they interpret the sign
imitation/learning task.

Recent work also suggests that handedness plays a role in
sign recognition: Watkins and Thompson (2017) found that
left- and right-handed adult signers reacted differently to signs
produced by left- and right-handed sign models. Left-handed
adult signers responded more quickly on a picture-sign matching
task when they viewed two-handed asymmetric signs produced
by a left-handed model than by a right-handed model, suggesting
that the articulatory and perceptual complexity of this sign type
is more easily recognized when there is congruency between
signer and addressee, perhaps because the addressee can more
easily recognize the sign through simulation of the sign through
their own motor system. However, Watkins and Thompson
also found that for all other sign types (i.e., one-handed signs
and two-handed symmetrical signs), both left- and right-handed
participants identified signs produced by right-handed models
more quickly, suggesting a familiarity effect, since both left-
and right-handed signers are exposed to more right-handed
signing than left-handed signing. Similarly, Sharma (2014) found
that left-handed signers made fewer errors than right-handed
signers when forced to produce signs with their non-dominant
hand, either because they have more practice viewing and
processing signs with non-matched handedness or due to weaker
handedness than right-handed signers. There is simply no analog
to this situation in speech: there is no anatomical component of
the vocal tract that varies in such a significant way in a subgroup
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of the population and that could have such important effects on
both production and comprehension of language as does hand
preference in sign3.

Perspective-Taking
Like hand preference, the role of visual perspective-taking in
sign learning represents a unique challenge for sign learners.
Many scholars have noted the role that the three-dimensional
signing space plays in sign grammar: the physical space in
front of the signer is exploited for pronominal and anaphoric
reference, for verb agreement, and for the description of spatial
arrays (Bellugi et al., 1990). As far as we know, signed languages
universally depict such constructions from the perspective of
the signer. Courtin and Melot (1998: 85) point out that such
constructions require “a visual perspective change; the addressee
has to reorient the linguistic space according to the angle
existing between himself and the signer.” Particularly difficult
are descriptions of spatial arrays (that is, signed depictions of
spatial configurations or movements), as discussed by Emmorey
et al. (1998, 2000). Emmorey (2002) provides a schematic for how
such constructions are produced and understood. In Figure 2,
the arrow indicates the direction of movement of a referent,
which is represented by the X and is first located in the sign
space in front of the signer. The signer wishes to communicate
that the referent moved through space, first to the left, then
forward, and finally back to the right. The direction of movement
is only properly repeated if reversed by the addressee (as in
Figure 2A), whereas mirroring the movement (as in Figure 2B)
suggests an incorrect interpretation (right, forward, left). Bellugi
et al. (1990: 287) note the challenges that such structures pose
to learners: “The young deaf child is faced with the dual task
in sign language of spatial perception, memory, and spatial
transformations on the one hand, and processing grammatical
structure on the other, all in one and the same visual event.”
Unsurprisingly, linguistic structures in sign that crucially depend
on such mental transformations appear later in development
than might otherwise be expected (Lillo-Martin et al., 1985;
Newport and Meier, 1985), since “the young deaf child, unlike
his or her hearing counterpart, must acquire non-language spatial
capacities that serve as prerequisites to the linguistic use of space”
(Bellugi et al., 1990: 287).

Shield (2010) proposed that visual perspective-taking
and spatial transformations are necessary not only for
comprehending complex descriptions of spatial arrays but
also for acquiring the phonological form of individual lexical
signs. Lexical signs are acquired much earlier in development
than are complex spatial descriptions. Unlike the spatial
descriptions described by Emmorey (2002), lexical signs are
not (typically) specified for right or left, but for the dominant
and non-dominant hand. This difference in the use of space has
important consequences for the sign-learning child, who must
realize that the use of space in lexical signs is fixed and does not

3An imperfect analogy is perhaps the different vocal tract sizes and resulting
fundamental frequencies of male and female speakers (Peterson and Barney,
1952). Six-month-old hearing infants are able to recognize phonemes produced
by speakers despite great acoustic variation (talker normalization; Kuhl, 1979).

FIGURE 2 | A signed spatial mapping correctly reversed (A) and incorrectly

mirrored (B) (reproduced from Emmorey (2002: 415)). Used by permission. All

rights reserved.

make reference to space itself, whereas the descriptions of spatial
arrays discussed by Emmorey are linguistic devices for talking
about space.

Shield (2010) suggested that some signs engage perspective-
taking skills in more challenging ways than others, and that
certain types of learners would produce specific error types in the
process of learning and reproducing these signs, especially very
young typically-developing children as well as individuals with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD), who may have difficulties with
visual perspective-taking (Hamilton et al., 2009). With regard
to the sign types that may be challenging, Shield hypothesized
that lexical signs exhibiting lateral path movements (from the
ipsilateral side of the body to the contralateral side of the body
or vice versa) as well as inward–outward movements (movements
originating at a point distal from the signer’s body and moving
to a point more proximal to the signer’s body or vice versa)
require learners to engage perspective-taking skills in order to
form correct phonological representations of signs in ways that
other types of path movement (such as vertical movements in
an upward or downward direction) do not. Likewise, he argued
that inward–outward palm orientations, such as those found in
the ASL signs TUESDAY and BATHROOM (Figure 3) could also
engage perspective-taking, because these palm orientation values
appear differently from the signer’s and viewer’s perspectives.

Imitation
Like children acquiring speech, children learning sign must
imitate the linguistic symbols produced by the language models
around them4. However, unlike the learning of spoken words, we
hypothesize that there are multiple strategies for the imitation
of lexical signs, and that not all of these strategies will result
in a correctly-formed sign. The psychological literature has
distinguished two kinds of imitation strategies: anatomical
imitation and mirror imitation (Koski, 2003; Franz et al., 2007;
Press et al., 2009). In anatomical imitation the imitator activates

4We do not suggest that imitation is the only mechanism through which children
acquire linguistic symbols. We focus here on imitation as one essential component
of the language-learning process.
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FIGURE 3 | The ASL signs TUESDAY (left) and BATHROOM (right).

Photographs are reproduced with written permission of the model.

the same muscles as the model being imitated, such that, for
example, he raises his right arm to imitate the model’s raised right
arm, or his left arm to imitate the model’s raised left arm. In
mirror (or specular) imitation, the imitator performs the action
as if looking in a mirror (e.g., raising his left arm to mimic
the model’s lifted right arm). Pierpaoli et al. (2014) found that
adults tend to spontaneously engage a mirror imitation strategy
more often than an anatomical strategy unless given specific
instructions about which limb to use, suggesting that the mirror
strategy is a default imitation strategy for typical adults.

For sign-learning children, however, neither the anatomical
strategy nor the mirror strategy is correct, for two reasons. First,
the anatomical strategy is inappropriate for learners imitating a
model with different hand dominance: signs are not specified for
the right or left hand but for dominant and non-dominant. Thus
the anatomical strategy will fail when the signer and the learner
are discordant in hand dominance.

Second, though some signs can be mirrored without error
(e.g., signs exhibiting inward–outward movements and palm
orientations as in Figure 3 above), the mirroring of signs
containing lateral movements (as in the sign BLACK, Figure 1A)
will lead to movement reversal errors if signer and learner are
both right-handed or both left-handed. In this case, only a
reversing strategy will result in the production of the correct
form. We follow Emmorey (2002) in using the term “reversing”
since it implies that the imitator must perform a mental spatial
transformation of what he or she sees in order to produce the
correct form. To this strategy, we add the caveat that learners
must monitor the handedness of the signer and compare it
to their own; if hand dominance is discordant, learners may
correctly deploy the mirroring strategy.

In addition to these three strategies, yet another imitation
strategy is available to learners. Learners may reproduce what
they see from their own perspective. This is a visual matching
strategy because the child’s imitative movements match the
appearance of what she sees. Let us imagine a child who
has adopted this strategy and who is facing the signer. The
child sees a sign which originates at a point distal from the
signer and which moves toward the signer’s own body. The

child could interpret the signer’s movement in an absolute
sense. She could then reproduce the sign as beginning relatively
proximal to her own body and ending at a point distal from
her body. Similarly, she could imitate signs exhibiting outward-
facing palm orientations (as in BATHROOM, Figure 3) with her
palm facing inward toward her own body, thus reversing the
palm orientation parameter. Thus, the visual matching strategy
would lead to movement and palm orientation errors on signs
exhibiting inward–outward movements and palm orientations.
Note that this strategy yields predictions about inward–outward
movements and palm orientations, but not about hand selection.

To summarize, it appears that children learning sign have at
least four possibilities for imitating signs during acquisition:

1. Anatomical strategy: Activate the same muscles as the model,
regardless of the hand dominance of the signer.

2. Mirroring strategy: Produce a mirror image of what the signer
does.

3. Visual matching strategy: Reproduce the sign as it appears
from the learner’s perspective.

4. Reversing strategy: Perform a mental spatial transformation
on the observed sign and reproduce what the signer does after
checking for differences in hand dominance.

Table 1 summarizes each imitation strategy, the conditions under
which each strategy will fail, the types of lexical signs that could be
susceptible to error when employing each strategy, and the error
types that are predicted.

Which strategy or strategies do sign learners adopt, and how
would we know? We predict that the difficulties posed by the
interaction of sign type (one-handed, two-handed symmetrical,
and two-handed asymmetrical), natural variation in handedness,
and the four imitation strategies available to learners will lead
some sign learners to make specific types of errors, namely hand-
switches, lateral and inward–outward movement reversal errors,
and inward–outward palm orientation reversal errors, depending
on the type of strategy or strategies adopted. We first turn to
evidence from published studies on gesture imitation and sign
acquisition by typical and atypical hearing and deaf children,
as well as by typical adult learners. We then present two new
studies of gesture imitation by non-signers, sign learners, and
fluent signers to show how exposure to a sign language changes
how adults approach imitation. Throughout we demonstrate
that hearing and deaf, typical and atypical, children and adults
produce errors that reveal the specific difficulties presented by
learning a visual language.

STUDIES OF GESTURE IMITATION AND

SIGN ACQUISITION BY TYPICAL HEARING

AND DEAF CHILDREN

Children begin imitating the actions and gestures of the people
around them early in development, for example producing early
communicative pointing gestures and conventional gestures
such as the “wave bye-bye” gesture by 12 months (Bates,
1979; Carpenter et al., 1998). Studies of the ways that typical
infants imitate others suggest that they may shift from an
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TABLE 1 | Four imitation strategies in sign learning and predicted error types.

Strategy Under what circumstances will this

strategy lead to errors in sign formation?

Predicted errors Example signs

Anatomical: Activate the

same muscles as the model

When imitating one-handed and two-handed

asymmetrical signs if handedness of signer and

learner is discordant

Hand switches on one-handed signs such as

BATHROOM and two-handed asymmetrical

signs such as TOMATO

Sign: BATHROOM (produced by a

left-handed signer)

Produced (by a right-handed signer)

as:

Mirroring: Produce a mirror

image of what the signer

does

When imitating signs exhibiting lateral

movements if handedness of signer and learner

is concordant; for one-handed signs if

handedness of signer and learner is concordant

Lateral movement reversals (on signs such as

BLACK, SUMMER, BECAUSE, FARM, UGLY, DRY,

WE, COMMITTEE, CONGRESS, BOARD, SENATE,

ATLANTA, TORONTO, and POLAND); hand

switches on one-handed signs such as

BATHROOM

Sign: BLACK

Produced as:

Sign: BATHROOM

Produced (by a right-handed signer)

as:

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Strategy Under what circumstances will this

strategy lead to errors in sign formation?

Predicted errors Example signs

Visual matching:

Reproduce the sign as it

appears from the learner’s

perspective

When imitating signs exhibiting inward–outward

movements and palm orientations; when

imitating signs exhibiting lateral movements if

handedness of signer and learner is concordant

Inward–outward palm orientation reversals on

signs such as TUESDAY and BATHROOM;

inward–outward movement reversals on signs

such as WANT; lateral movement reversals

Sign: BATHROOM

Produced as:

Reversing: Reproduce

what the signer does after

performing a mental spatial

transformation and

checking for handedness5

Never None Sign: BATHROOM

Produced as:

or, for left-handed signers:

initial visual matching strategy to a mirroring strategy in the
second year of life. Evidence for this hypothesis comes from
studies on infants’ ability to perform role reversal imitation
(Tomasello, 1999; Carpenter et al., 2005), that is, performing an
action toward another person in the same way that the action

5Note that a right-dominant signer can correctly imitate a left-handed model (or
a left-dominant signer, a right-handed model) using the mirroring strategy. Under
this scenario, a signer would monitor the hand dominance of the model and then
employ mirroring if handedness is discordant.

was performed on the child. Two kinds of role reversal imitation
have been identified: self-self role reversal, in which the child
performs an action on his own body in imitation of an action
that the adult performed on her own body (e.g., the infant pats
his own head after the adult pats her own head), and other-
other role reversal, in which the child performs an action on the
adult’s body in imitation of an action that the adult performed
on the child’s body (e.g., the infant pats the adult’s head after the
adult pats the infant’s head). Carpenter et al. (2005) found that
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50% of their sample of typical 12-month-old infants and 90%
of their sample of typical 18-month-olds performed self-self role
reversals, suggesting that this ability develops and strengthens
during the second year. The ability to perform such reversals
could be key for the development of the reversing or mirroring
strategies of imitation, as children imitate not just what they see
but what others do. By the time typical children are preschool
age, they are able to imitate the actions of others with high fidelity
(Ohta, 1987), and no longer appear to engage the visual matching
strategy of imitation.

How does the child’s ability to imitate action contribute
to the acquisition of signs? Movement errors have frequently
been reported for young, typical deaf children acquiring sign
(Siedlecki and Bonvillian, 1993; Marentette and Mayberry, 2000;
Meier, 2006; Morgan et al., 2007). A problem in interpreting this
literature, which is largely based on the observation of naturalistic
data, is that it can be difficult to separate errors that arise due
to young children’s immature motor control from errors that
arise due to the perceptual challenges that are the subject of this
paper. Crucially, there are very few reports of the development of
palm orientation. Palm orientation is the parameter that could
shed the most light on the issues raised in this paper because
data on inward–outward palm orientations can tell us if children
have adopted a visual matching strategy (in which they are likely
to reverse inward–outward palm orientations) or have acquired
either a reversing or a mirroring strategy (both of which would
result in the correct imitation of palm orientation).

To address this question, Shield and Meier (2012) examined
659 tokens in the database of children’s early sign productions
of four typical deaf children between 9 and 17 months of age
(on which Cheek et al., 2001, had based a previous report).
This examination revealed 14 tokens (6 inward substitutions
and 8 outward substitutions) of reversed inward–outward palm
orientation in a database of 659 signs produced by typical deaf
children in the first year and a half of life. Thus, it appears
that very young typical deaf children do sometimes reverse the
palm orientation parameter in a way that appears consistent with
their use of the visual matching imitation strategy. However,
it is unclear if they do so systematically. We do not yet have
a systematic, longitudinal examination of children’s acquisition
of those sign types that are directly relevant to the hypotheses
presented above.

One feature of the way in which infants are socialized to
language may contribute to their reconciliation of the different
appearances that an individual sign has when viewed from
different perspectives. Infants are sometimes seated opposite
their parent—say, when they are in a high chair being fed.
But infants may also be seated on the parent’s lap; in this
instance their perspective on the world is closely aligned with
that of the parent. Several studies of child-directed signing by
Deaf caregivers have shed light on these interactions. Maestas y
Moores (1980) studied how American Deaf parents interacted
with their infants (n = 7); the infants ranged in age from
less than a month to 16 months. She found that Deaf parents
commonly signed in front of the infant while the infant was
seated on the parent’s lap such that the viewpoint of parent and
infant were shared. Parents also commonly signed on the infants’

bodies, molded their hand configurations, and guided their hand
movements, thus providing kinesthetic as well as visual feedback
to their children. Similar results have been found for Deaf British
mothers who use British Sign Language (Woll et al., 1988).

In a later study, Holzrichter and Meier (2000) reported that
four Deaf mothers of deaf children between 8 and 12 months of
age displaced signs with a place of articulation on the face onto
their children’s bodies about 18% of the time (21 of 116 tokens);
these instances occurred when there was no eye contact between
parent and child during or before the articulation of the sign, such
as when the child was sitting on the mother’s lap facing away
from her. Pizer et al. (2011) describe an interesting example of
such an interaction between a Deaf mother and her 18-month-
old deaf child. The child was seated on her mother’s lap; the
mother labeled the colors of the blocks that were on the floor
in front of them. The mother produced the ASL signs GREEN,
BLUE, and YELLOW in the neutral space in front of the two of
them. She then produced the sign ORANGE on her child’s mouth
rather than on her own body, as normal signing would dictate.
Why did themother do this in this instance? If she had articulated
the sign in contact with her own mouth, the sign would not have
been visible to the child (because the mother was behind her
daughter). When, in these instances, the mother signed GREEN,
BLUE, and YELLOW in front of the child and ORANGE on the
child’s mouth, she enabled her child to witness these signs from
the signer’s own perspective, rather than from the more typical
addressee perspective.

STUDIES OF GESTURE IMITATION AND

SIGN ACQUISITION BY HEARING AND

DEAF CHILDREN WITH ASD

We also find indications of the challenges presented by learning
sign in studies of atypical learners. Children with ASD, both
hearing and deaf, show distinctive patterns in imitation.

Hearing Children With ASD
Though language impairment is not considered a core feature
of ASD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), many
children with ASD exhibit abnormal language in both speech
and sign. A significant minority of children with ASD are
considered minimally-verbal (Tager-Flusberg and Kasari, 2013),
with expressive vocabularies under 50 words. Manual signs have
long been used as an alternative communication strategy for such
children, with varying degrees of success (Carr, 1979; Bonvillian
et al., 1981, for reviews). In general, minimally-verbal hearing
children with ASD are not exposed to, and do not learn, a
fully-fledged sign language such as ASL with its syntax and
morphology, but instead see a restricted set of lexical signs
that are used to communicate basic wants and needs, akin
to Baby Signs (Acredolo and Goodwyn, 2002). The published
reports on hearing children with ASD who are exposed to signs
are unfortunately not useful for the purpose of testing our
hypotheses, although Bonvillian et al. (2001) speculate that an
unexpectedly high preference for left-handed signing in their
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subjects may be attributable to mirroring. We now turn to the
literature on gesture imitation by children with ASD.

Various studies have observed that hearing children with
ASD do more poorly in general on gesture imitation tasks than
typical children, and numerous hypotheses have been advanced
to account for these deficits. Edwards (2014) recently performed
a meta-analysis of 53 studies on imitation in ASD. She found that
individuals with ASD performed on average about 0.8 standard
deviations below non-ASD individuals on the imitation tasks
contained in the studies, despite important differences between
the individual studies depending on the nature of the task and the
characteristics of the subject samples. In the section that follows
we do not claim to account for all children with ASD, but rather
focus on a subset of studies that describe a unique pattern that
thus far has only been documented in the imitative behavior of
children with ASD.

At least four studies have shown that children with ASD,
unlike typical children, produce gesture imitations suggestive of
the visual matching imitation strategy. Ohta (1987) was the first
to report such errors (which he called “partial imitations”): three
of 16 children with ASD between the ages of 6;3 and 14;4 (mean
age 10;2) imitated a “wave” gesture (in which the experimenter’s
open palm was oriented toward the child) with their palms facing
inward toward themselves, consistent with the visual matching
imitation strategy. Crucially, no member of an age- and IQ-
matched control group or of a second control group of 189 typical
preschoolers ages 3–6 imitated the wave gesture in this way,
suggesting that this imitation strategy does not occur in typical
development beyond a very early age.

Other studies have replicated this striking finding. Smith
(1998) found that hearing children with ASD made significantly
more 180-degree reversal errors (e.g., palm toward the viewer
rather than away from him) than age-matched language-
impaired and typically developing children when imitating ASL
handshapes and bimanual gestures. Whiten and Brown (1998:
270–271) also found that hearing children with ASD made
similar gesture imitation errors, highlighting

responses in which the imitating subject creates an action which

to him will look similar to what he saw when he watched the

demonstrator, instead of what the demonstrator would see. He
fails to translate appropriately, or “invert” the action to his own
perspective as actor. An example is “peekaboo,” performed by the
demonstrator with palms toward her own face, and sometimes
inaccurately imitated such that the palms are oriented away from
the imitator’s face (i.e., the actor sees the backs of the hands both
when the demonstrator performs the act, and when he himself
attempts it) (emphasis ours).

Adding to these findings, Hobson and Lee (1999) provide a
crucial link between the reversal errors in gesture imitation and
the role reversal skills described by Tomasello (1999). They found
that adolescents with ASD were significantly less likely to imitate
a self-oriented action (wiping their own brow with a toy frog
after an adult did so) than were age- and language-matched
intellectually-disabled children: only five of 16 children with ASD
performed the self-oriented action while 14 of 16 of the control
children did so. This finding suggests that it is indeed this early

development of role reversal skills that enables typical children
to transcend the visual matching strategy. That visual matching
strategy has now surfaced in multiple studies of how children
with ASD imitate gestures.

Deaf Children With ASD
More recently, Shield and colleagues have published a number of
studies describing the acquisition of ASL by deaf children with
ASD who have Deaf parents (Shield and Meier, 2012; Shield,
2014; Shield et al., 2015, 2016, 2017a,b; Bhat et al., 2016). The
first report (Shield and Meier, 2012) described the formational
errors produced by five native-signing children with ASD (four
deaf children and one hearing child of Deaf adults) ranging in
age from 4;6 to 7;5. These children were compared to a control
group of 12 typical native-signing deaf children between the
ages of 3;7 and 6;9. The data came from spontaneous signing
produced under naturalistic conditions and from a fingerspelling
task (in which children were asked to spell English written words
with their hands). Despite lifelong exposure to ASL, three of the
children with ASD (ages 5;8, 6;6, and 7;5) reversed the palm
orientation of 72 of 179 (40.2%) fingerspelled letters such that
the children’s palm faced toward their own body rather than
outward. None of the 12 typical deaf children produced any
such palm orientation reversals. These reversals are consistent
with the visual matching strategy of imitation and are nearly
identical to the errors produced by hearing, non-signing children
with ASD in the previously-discussed studies of gesture imitation
(Ohta, 1987; Smith, 1998; Whiten and Brown, 1998). The three
children with ASD who made such errors had lower parent-
reported language scores (M = 36.67, SD = 13.61, range 26–52)
on the Language Proficiency Profile-2 (LPP-2; Bebko et al., 2003)
than those children who did not make such errors, including the
12 typical deaf children (M = 90.25, SD = 17.07, range 59–112)
or the child with ASD who did not make any palm reversals
(=90). This difference was significant [t(14) = 5.23, p < 0.001],
suggesting that children with lower receptive and expressive
language skills may be more prone to making such errors.

If the palm orientation reversals exhibited by native-signing
children with ASD are the result of the visual matching imitation
strategy, then how do such children perform on gesture imitation
tasks? Two studies have shown that even deaf children who are
exposed natively to a sign language nonetheless show difficulties
with gesture imitation. In his unpublished dissertation, Shield
(2010) asked 12 typical deaf children and 17 deaf children
with ASD to imitate nonsense signs similar to ASL signs. He
divided up the target stimuli into test items (hypothesized to
require a reversing strategy in order to be imitated correctly,
i.e., with lateral path movements) and control items (which do
not require a reversing strategy in order to be imitated correctly,
i.e., with up–down path movements). The children with ASD
made significantly more imitation errors than typical controls
overall, as well as significantly more errors on test items than
control items, suggesting that gestures that require a reversing
imitation strategy can be particularly difficult for such learners.
The children with ASD also had significantly lower language
scores on the LPP-2 (M = 66.25, SD = 31.49) than the typical
children (M = 90.25, SD= 17.07), again indicating a relationship
between these errors and overall language abilities. Children with
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ASD made significantly more errors on inward–outward palm
orientations than on any of the other item types or parameters,
which may be a sign of the visual matching imitation strategy.
Thus, the observation of these palm orientation reversals in
gesture imitation by deaf, signing children provides a link
between the reversed signs observed by Shield and Meier (2012)
in spontaneous and elicited production of ASL and the reversed
gestures observed in hearing children with ASD by Ohta (1987),
Smith (1998) and Whiten and Brown (1998). All of the errors
indicate that some children with ASD use a visual matching
strategy in imitation far beyond the age that typical children stop
doing so.

Shield (2010) also examined whether right-handed children
switched hands during the task as a way of avoiding the reversing
strategy when imitating the right-handed investigator (thereby
using the mirroring strategy instead). Both typical and ASD
children switched hands significantly more often on test items
than control items, suggesting that both groups preferred to avoid
the reversing strategy for gestures that were more difficult to
imitate. Moreover, younger children switched hands more often
than older children, which implies that exposure to and practice
with imitation of gestures renders these processes easier over
time.

More recently, Shield et al. (2017b) examined the ability of 14
deaf children with ASD between 5 and 14 years old (M = 9.5)
and 16 age- and IQ-matched typical deaf children to imitate
a series of 24 one-handed gestures exhibiting inward–outward
movements and palm orientations and up–downmovements and
palm orientations. They found that children with ASD made
significantly more palm orientation errors than typical children
(though movement direction errors were largely absent in both
groups). Both groups were also inconsistent in the hand that
they used to imitate the gestures, possibly to avoid the reversing
strategy: on average children with ASD switched hands in 5.67 of
24 trials (23.6%), while typical children switched hands in 3.26 of
24 trials (13.6%). However, note that 10 of 16 typical deaf children
and 7 of 14 deaf children with ASD were consistent in using
the same hand to imitate all of the trials; these children never
switched hands.

Taken together, these studies lead us to think that the
imitation of certain types of signs and gestures is particularly
difficult for hearing and deaf children with ASD. The inward–
outward palm orientation reversal errors identified in studies
of gesture imitation by hearing and deaf children with ASD
(Ohta, 1987; Smith, 1998; Whiten and Brown, 1998; Shield,
2010; Shield et al., 2017b) and in the sign language of
some hearing and deaf children with ASD (Shield and Meier,
2012) suggest that some children with ASD employ the visual
matching strategy in gesture imitation, and that this approach
to imitation can then influence how children produce signs
on their own. Typical children do not appear to employ this
strategy once they have mastered role reversal during the very
earliest stages of language development. Both typical children
and children with ASD switch hands when imitating gestures
hypothesized to require the reversing strategy in order to be
imitated correctly, thus resorting to the less-difficult mirroring
strategy.

STUDIES OF GESTURE IMITATION AND

SIGN ACQUISITION BY TYPICAL ADULTS

In this section, we add to the evidence from studies of children,
by reviewing several studies of how typical adults learn signs and
imitate gestures.We ask if adults who are learning a sign language
exhibit patterns like those described for children, and we ask how
adults who have no exposure to sign imitate gestures.

Sign Learning
Rosen (2004) studied 21 adult beginning learners of ASL
in a 15-week course and described the types of errors they
made in articulating signs. He predicted error types based on
perceptual and articulatory factors; here we discuss only the
former. He noted that perceptual errors would be rooted in
“the physical stance from which the learner views the input
source such as the teacher” and would occur “when signers
either mirror or make parallel their signs with those of the
teacher” (p. 38). Such perceptual errors could then lead to a
situation wherein “signers may reverse the handshape, location
of contacts, direction of movements, and the orientation of
palms within lexical signs as compared to their teacher” (p.
38). As he predicted, Rosen found that adult learners of sign
made location, movement, and palm orientation errors based
on what he called “mirrorization” and “parallelization.” In our
terminology, “mirrorization” errors reflect either the mirroring
or anatomical strategy and “parallelization” errors reflect the
visual matching strategy. Mirroring errors included reversals of
lateral movements; anatomical errors were evidenced by hand
switches from dominant to non-dominant. Visual matching
errors included palm orientation reversal errors such as the
ASL sign DOOR produced with palms facing inward rather than
outward. Thus, Rosen found that adult learners of sign struggled
with particular types of signs and utilized, in our terms, the
mirroring, anatomical, and visual matching strategies to produce
them. Unfortunately, he included no quantitative analyses so we
do not know how frequently the beginning learners made such
errors. Nonetheless, the documentation of these error types in
the literature is helpful insofar as it suggests that some signs are
more difficult to learn than others, and that typical adults employ
several of the imitation strategies we describe in this paper.

Gesture Imitation
We again look to studies of gesture imitation to verify if
the errors observed in sign production could be the result of
imitation processes. Shield (2010) asked 24 hearing, right-handed
undergraduate students who were naive to sign to imitate 48
manual gestures, half of which were extant ASL signs and half
of which were nonsense gestures created by modifying the ASL
signs. By hypothesis, half of the gestures required a reversing
strategy in order to be imitated correctly (i.e., lateral and
inward–outward path movements and inward–outward palm
orientations) and half did not (i.e., up–down path movements
and palm orientations).

The undergraduates made significantly more errors when
imitating ASL signs and nonsense gestures hypothesized to
require the reversing strategy in imitation (e.g., exhibiting a
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lateral path movement) than on control items. Signs involving
a lateral movement were particularly vulnerable to error: 23
of 44 tokens (52.3%) of the sign BLACK (which moves from
the contralateral side of the forehead to the ipsilateral side; see
Table 1) contained a movement reversal error, while 16 of 44
tokens (36.4%) of the sign FLOWER, which also entails a lateral
path movement across the face, contained a movement reversal
error. Two of the subjects imitated all gestures with their left
hand (despite being right-handed), thus employing themirroring
strategy and avoiding the reversing strategy. Unlike children with
ASD, however, the undergraduates had no difficulty with inward–
outward movements or palm orientations and did not appear to
use the visual matching strategy.

Thus, this study suggests that typical adults tend to engage
a mirroring strategy when imitating novel gestures, which is
successful except in the case of lateral path movements when
handedness is shared between model and subject. In such cases,
typical adults made lateral movement reversal errors or switched
hands in order to mirror the gesture correctly.

DOES SIGN LANGUAGE EXPOSURE

CHANGE HOW LEARNERS IMITATE?

We have shown that the mirroring and visual matching strategies
both lead to specific kinds of imitation errors; furthermore it
appears that typical and atypical children as well as typical adults
produce errors consistent with these strategies in their signing
and gesture imitation.We now present two new studies to further
examine our hypotheses. We ask if sign language exposure can
change how learners imitate gestures. Specifically, we hypothesize
that sign language exposure could shift typical learners from a
mirroring strategy to a reversing strategy due to practice with
reversing.

Study 1: Mirroring and Signer Experience
Methods

To test the hypothesis that sign exposure may enable typical
adult learners to shift from a mirroring strategy to a reversing
strategy, we recruited non-signers, sign learners (intermediate
ASL students), and fluent signers for a study of gesture imitation.

Stimuli
We created 48 gesture stimuli based on four palm orientations
(up, down, in, out), six movements (inward toward the body,
outward from the body, up, down, ipsilateral→contralateral,
contralateral→ipsilateral), and two handshapes (the 1- and
5-handshapes); see Table 2. Each palm orientation type was
combined with each movement type to create 24 base gestures;
each of these gestures was then filmed twice, once with a 1-
handshape (with the index finger extended and all other fingers
retracted) and again with the 5-handshape (with all fingers
extended). Each videotaped stimulus lasted 1.5 s. None of the
gestures were extant ASL signs; thus, they were meaningless for
signers and non-signers alike.

We hypothesized that all subjects would be able to imitate
gestures with vertical and horizontal movements since these can
be imitated using the mirroring strategy. However, we predicted

that subjects with exposure to ASL would imitate gestures with
lateral movements more accurately than non-signers, since these
must be imitated using the reversing strategy. We did not predict
that any of the groups would have difficulty with the four palm
orientations, since these can also be imitated using a mirroring
strategy. In order to ensure that all participants would have the
opportunity to engage the reversing strategy, we verified the
handedness of each participant and then used either a right- or
left-handed version of the stimuli, such that every participant
imitated a model with concordant handedness. The left-handed
version of the stimuli was made by flipping the right-handed
stimuli horizontally; thus, the stimuli presented to left- and right-
handed participants were identical in every aspect, save for the
apparent handedness of the model.

Procedure
Participants stood in front of a 17′′ MacBook laptop computer,
which was placed approximately at eye level three feet away.
Participants were instructed to reproduce each gesture as
accurately as possible. Each participant viewed each of the 48
gesture stimuli in one of two pre-established random orders;
no stimuli were repeated. A 3-s pause followed each gesture
stimulus during which participants were asked to imitate the
gesture observed.

Participants
We recruited three groups of participants: (1) non-signing
undergraduate students at Boston University who had never had
any exposure to sign language (N = 34; all right-dominant, 19
females), (2) sign learners, students who were then enrolled in
the fourth or fifth semester of an ASL course (N = 25; 23 right-
dominant, 22 females), and (3) fluent signers, either professional
sign language interpreters or Deaf adults (N = 18; all right-
dominant, 12 females)6.

Coding
Each trial was coded blindly by aDeaf native signer formovement
direction and palm orientation values so that the coder did not
know what the stimulus gesture had been. There were two values
per stimulus, a movement value and a palm orientation value. A
second coder, a fluent signer, then matched the coded trials to the
target movement and palm orientation values and re-coded each
trial as correct or incorrect. Any movement or palm orientation
value other than the target was considered an error. In order to
assess intercoder reliability, a third coder (also a fluent signer)
re-coded 20% of the trials. There were 10 disagreements out
of 288 re-coded trials; Cohen’s κ was 0.97 for palm orientation
(6 disagreements out of 288 trials) and 0.98 for movement (4
disagreements out of 288 trials), indicating very high levels of
agreement.

Statistical analysis
We fit a generalized linear mixed-effects model using error
frequency as the dependent variable. The independent variables

6Although we did not collect data on the ages of participants, it is worth noting
that the fluent signers were working adults or graduate students, while the other
two groups were undergraduate students.
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TABLE 2 | Gesture stimulus types by palm orientation and direction of movement.

Palm orientation

Horizontal Vertical

MOVEMENT Out In Up Down

Vertical

Up

Down

Horizontal

In

Out

Lateral

Ipsi-Contra

Contra-Ipsi

Every gesture type above was shown to participants twice, once with a 1-handshape and once with a 5-handshape.
aExample of a stimulus with a 1-handshape (index finger extended).
bExample of a stimulus with a 5-handshape (all five fingers extended).

were experience (non-signer, sign learner, or fluent signer) and
gesture type (vertical, horizontal, or lateral movements; up–down
or in-out palm orientation). The mixed effects were necessary to
model the repeated measures design of the gesture type variable.

Results

Non-signers erred on 6.85% of the 48 gestures imitated
(M = 6.56 errors, SD = 4.62), sign learners erred on 2.63%
of gestures imitated (M = 2.52 errors, SD = 2.29), and
fluent signers erred on 1.39% of gestures imitated (M = 1.33
errors, SD = 1.88). Experience was a significant predictor
of performance, X2

(2) = 36.03, p < 0.0001. Post-hoc Tukey
comparisons found that non-signers produced significantly more
errors than either sign learners (z = 4.30, p < 0.001) or fluent
signers, (z = 5.59, p < 0.001). The difference between the sign
learners and the fluent signers was not quite significant (z= 2.08,
p= 0.09).

Movement items
Non-signers produced a significantly higher error rate (24.3%;
M = 3.88 errors, SD = 3.41) than either sign learners (14.3%,
M = 2.28 errors, SD = 2.3) or fluent signers (6.3%, M = 1.0
errors, SD = 1.68) on lateral (ipsilateral-contralateral or vice
versa) movements [X2

(2) = 17.23, p < 0.001], see Figure 4. Non-
signers also produced a significantly higher error rate (2.81%, M
= 0.45 errors, SD= 0.88) than either sign learners (0%) or fluent
signers (0%) on inward–outward movements [X2

(2) = 10.20,
p < 0.01]. There were no group differences in error rates on up–
down movements; the non-signers produced two total errors on
this parameter, while the sign learners and fluent signers did not
produce any errors on this parameter.

Palm orientation items
Non-signers made more palm orientation errors than either sign
learners or fluent signers for both up–down [X2

(2) = 11.80,
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FIGURE 4 | Error rate by movement type for non-signers, sign learners, and fluent signers. ***p < 0.001.

p< 0.01] and in-out [X2
(2) = 20.43, p< 0.0001] palm orientation

types. Non-signers produced an error rate of 5.04% on up–down
palm orientations (M= 1.2 errors, SD= 1.1), compared to 0.83%
(M= 0.2 errors, SD= 0.1) for sign learners and 1.16% (M= 0.28
errors, SD= 0.57) for fluent signers. On in-out palm orientations,
non-signers produced an error rate of 4.04% (M = 0.97 errors,
SD = 1.58) compared to 0.17% (M = 0.04 errors, SD = 0.2) for
sign learners and 0.23% (M = 0.06 errors, SD = 0.24) for fluent
signers; see Figure 5.

Discussion

We predicted that subjects would make more imitation errors
on gestures involving lateral movements across the body than on
gestures involving vertical or horizontal movements due to a bias
toward a mirroring strategy rather than a reversing strategy. Our
prediction was borne out: lateral movements were significantly
more susceptible to error than other movement types. We
further predicted that imitation performance would interact with
exposure to sign language, with fluent signers making the fewest
number of errors, followed by sign learners, and finally by non-
signers (though note that we did not detect statistical differences
between the sign learners and the fluent signers). This prediction
was also borne out both for the movement and palm orientation
gesture types. In particular, non-signers produced a significantly
higher rate of reversals on lateral movement gestures (24%)
than sign learners (14%) or fluent signers (6%). Non-signers
also produced more errors on horizontal (in-out) movements
than either sign learners or fluent signers. Importantly, neither
signers nor non-signers made errors on the control condition of
imitating up–down (vertical) movements.

Non-signers also produced more errors on both kinds of palm
orientations than either sign learners or fluent signers. We did
not predict these error types; one plausible explanation for their
occurrence is that non-signers may have been paying particular
attention to the more perceptually salient movements and were
paying insufficient attention to palm orientation. Subjects with
sign exposure know to pay attention to both movement and palm
orientation, since both have linguistic value in sign.

Study 1 showed that certain types of gesture found in signed
languages are more difficult to imitate, especially for non-
signers who tend to employ the mirroring strategy, leading
to lateral movement errors. However, the reversing strategy
is only necessary when imitating lateral movements produced
by people with the same hand dominance, i.e., right-handers
imitating right-handers or left-handers imitating left-handers.
Would right-handed non-signers still make more errors on
lateral movements if they were imitating a left-handed model,
and thus could use a mirroring imitation strategy? In order to
test this specific hypothesis, we designed an additional study to
examine the role that handedness plays in perspective-taking.

Study 2: Mirroring and Discordant

Handedness
If the difficulty of the reversing strategy is truly at issue in
the imitation of lateral movement gestures, then right-handed
subjects should only have difficulty imitating other right-handers.
Thus, we predicted that right-handed subjects would not have
a problem imitating lateral gestures produced by a left-handed
model, since such movements can be imitated with a mirroring
strategy rather than a reversing strategy.
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FIGURE 5 | Error rate by palm orientation type for non-signers, sign learners, and fluent signers. ***p < 0.001.

FIGURE 6 | An example of how a gesture stimulus from Study 1 (left) was

flipped horizontally to appear as if produced by a left-handed gesture model in

Study 2 (right). Still images of gesture stimuli are reproduced here and in

Table 2 with written permission of the model.

Methods

To test the hypothesis that discordant handedness allows
imitators to avoid the reversing strategy on difficult lateral
movements, we modified the stimuli used in Study 1.

Stimuli
The 48 gesture stimuli used in Study 1 were flipped horizontally
such that it now appeared that the right-handed gesture model
was producing the gestures with her left hand; see Figure 6. We
predicted that right-handed non-signers would not make lateral
movement errors in this condition, since they should be able to
use mirroring to correctly imitate.

Subjects
For Study 2 we recruited 67 non-signing undergraduate students;
34 right-handed non-signers (19 women) were assigned at
random to the flipped condition, and 33 right-handed non-
signers (27 women) were assigned at random to the same non-
flipped condition as in Study 1.

Results

Results for Study 2 are shown in Figure 7. In the flipped
condition, participants made 10 errors on vertical movements
out of 544 trials (1.8%), while in the non-flipped condition,
participants made 2 errors on vertical movements out of 528
trials (0.4%). The difference between conditions for vertical
movements was marginally significant (Fisher’s Exact Test,
p = 0.05). On horizontal movements, participants in the flipped
condition made 6 errors (1.1% of 544 trials); participants in
the non-flipped condition also made 6 errors on horizontal
movements (1.1% of 528 trials). There was no difference
between the two conditions for horizontal movements (Fisher’s
Exact Test, p = 1.0, ns). On lateral movements, participants
in the flipped condition made just 5 errors (0.9% of 544
trials), but 109 errors in the non-flipped condition (20.6%
of 528 trials). A two-sample Cramer Von-Mises test found
that error rate on lateral movements was significantly lower
(p < 0.001) in the flipped condition than in the non-flipped
condition.

No differences were detected between the error rates for palm
orientations. Participants produced errors on 1.64% of up–down
palm orientations in the non-flipped condition and 2.82% in the
flipped condition (Fisher’s Exact Test, ns), and 3.41% of in-out
palm orientations in the non-flipped condition and 1.47% in the
flipped condition (Fisher’s Exact Test, ns).
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FIGURE 7 | Error rates on movement types in the flipped and non-flipped

conditions. Subjects were sign-naive undergraduates. ***p < 0.001, *p = 0.05.

Discussion

Study 2 showed that handedness interacts with imitation in
specific and predictable ways. First, subjects in the non-flipped
condition exhibited a high error rate (20.6%) when imitating
lateral movements, replicating the results of Study 1 and
confirming that imitating these gestures is difficult. Second,
subjects in the flipped condition (who thus appeared to be
imitating a left-handed model) made significantly fewer errors
(0.9% error rate). We thus demonstrate that gestures exhibiting
lateral path movements can be successfully imitated by right-
handed subjects when the model being imitated performs the
movements with her left hand, thereby enabling a mirroring
strategy rather than a reversing strategy. Thus, we find strong
evidence that gesture imitation strategies are influenced by
handedness and that lateral movements are easier for non-
signers to imitate when handedness is discordant, in line with
our predictions. We find no difference in the flipped and non-
flipped conditions for palm orientation, in accordance with our
prediction that palm orientation would not be affected by the
handedness of the model.

The two new gesture imitation studies described here support
three hypotheses about the difficulties involved in learning a
sign language. First, sign language exposure changes how adults
approach imitation, shifting them from a mirroring strategy to
a more difficult reversing strategy. Second, lateral movements
across the body aremore difficult to imitate than either horizontal
(inward–outward) or vertical (up–down) movements, since
they require a reversing strategy in order to be successfully
imitated, provided that the handedness of the imitator and the
model is concordant. Since left dominance is relatively rare,
concordant handedness is likely to be true of the large majority
of sign learning encounters. Third, we demonstrate the role that
handedness plays in the imitation of lateral movements, as right-
handed non-signers were significantly better at imitating lateral
movements when imitating an apparently left-handed model.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

We have described some of the ways in which language
acquisition in the visual-gestural modality poses unique
challenges for sign language learners. Our argument can be
summarized as follows:

1. Signed languages use space for several purposes. They
can use space to talk about space, as in the descriptions of
spatial arrays discussed by Emmorey (2002). They can use
space to mark grammatical relations, as in verb agreement
and anaphora. Finally, they can use space in a fixed way,
as in lexical signs. The sign-learning child must learn to
distinguish these different constructions and uses of space.
Spatial arrays and grammatical uses of spatial anaphora are
relatively advanced skills that appear later in development,
but the acquisition of lexical signs occurs early. Children
must figure out that lexical signs are not specified for right
and left (unlike the spatial layout depicted in Figure 2) but,
instead for the movements of the dominant and non-dominant
hands.

2. The sign lexicon is composed of different types of
signs. Some are one-handed and some are two-handed; two-
handed signs may be symmetrical (with both hands exhibiting
the same handshapes and movements) or asymmetrical (with
each hand exhibiting a different handshape and movement).
Signers vary in hand dominance, thus input to children is
varied in terms of how they see one-handed and two-handed
asymmetrical signs being produced. Children also view signs
from various perspectives, further complicating the input they
receive.

3. At least four imitation strategies are available for imitating
signs. One strategy is the anatomical imitation strategy, in
which subjects activate the same muscles as the model they
are imitating, resulting in the switching of the hands from
dominant to non-dominant when signer and model do not
share handedness. We find evidence that typical adults, as well
as typical and atypical children, sometimes use this strategy,
particularly when imitating difficult gestures. A second strategy is
the mirroring strategy, in which subjects produce a mirror image
of the gestures or signs they are imitating. We find evidence
that typical adults learning sign and imitating gestures tend
to use this strategy, and that this results in lateral movement
errors when handedness is shared. A third strategy is the visual
matching strategy, in which subjects imitate what they see from
their own perspective. This leads to reversals in inward–outward
palm orientations and inward–outward movements in gesture
imitation and sign production. We find evidence that typical
adults learning sign, very young typical children, and older
hearing and deaf children with ASD sometimes employ this
strategy. Finally, skilled signers employ a reversing strategy, in
which they perform a mental spatial transformation in order
to reproduce the model’s gesture. We find that fluent sign
language users and sign language learners are better at imitating
gestures using the reversing strategy than are non-signers, who
prefer the mirroring strategy. We thus find evidence that sign
language exposure changes the way that typical adults imitate
gestures.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We argue that the visual-gestural modality presents challenges
to sign language learners unlike the challenges faced by learners
of spoken languages. Learners confront variation in input
due to differences in handedness in the population, with no
obvious analog in speech. One potential analog in speech is the
acoustic variation in phoneme production caused by differently-
sized vocal tracts, but it is unclear how comparable these two
phenomena are. Furthermore the visual-gestural modality allows
for multiple ways to interpret the imitation task, while the vocal-
auditory modality generally does not. An exception in speech
arises in the imitation of pronouns, such that an imitation of the
sentence “Mommy loves you” can retain themodeled pronoun or
can replace it with “me”, thereby preserving the reference of the
model sentence.

In the future we need further work on the acquisition of the
sign lexicon by typical deaf children. In particular we need better
documentation of their early sign development with regard to
the specific predictions made here, especially with respect to the
movement and palm orientation types discussed. It would also be
interesting to know if signs hypothesized to be difficult to imitate
are acquired relatively late in development. A systematic analysis
of the MacArthur-CDI database for ASL signs (Anderson and
Reilly, 2002; http://wordbank.stanford.edu) could shed light on
this problem.

The reports of reversed inward–outward palm orientations in
children with ASD, whether hearing children imitating gestures
or deaf children producing signs, are a robust indicator that some
children with ASD use the visual matching strategy in imitation.
However, we still do not have a clear understanding of which
children with ASD tend to use this strategy nor how frequently
the phenomenon occurs. It may just be a subset of children with
ASD who use this strategy rather than being a characteristic
strategy of all children with ASD; a crucial question to ask
is if those children who employ the visual matching strategy
also share a cognitive profile and if other related cognitive
characteristics can be identified.

Lastly, we need further work on the gesture development of
hearing children in the first 2 years of life. We need systematic

documentation of whether or not typical infants reverse the
direction of their palm when producing early gestures such as
the “wave bye-bye” gesture, when they produce the gesture in
its mature form, and what other cognitive milestones occur
contemporaneously. Such work on typical deaf and hearing
children will put us in a better position to understand the
development of sign and gestures in children with ASD. It will
also help clarify how children approach imitation and if emergent
imitation strategies can be more clearly linked to sign language
development.
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There is plenty of evidence that speech and gesture form a tightly integrated system,
as reflected in parallelisms in language production, comprehension, and development
(McNeill, 1992; Kendon, 2004). Yet, it is a common assumption that speakers use
gestures to compensate for their expressive difficulties, a notion found in developmental
studies of both first and second language acquisition, and in theoretical proposals
concerning the gesture-speech relationship. If gestures are compensatory, they should
mainly occur in disfluent stretches of speech. However, the evidence is sparse and
conflicting. This study extends previous studies and tests the putative compensatory
role of gestures by comparing the gestural behavior in fluent vs. disfluent stretches
of narratives by competent speakers in two languages (Dutch and Italian), and by
language learners (children and adult L2 learners). The results reveal that (1) in all
groups speakers overwhelmingly produce gestures during fluent speech and only rarely
during disfluencies. However, L2 learners are significantly more likely to gesture in
disfluency than the other groups; (2) in all groups gestures during disfluencies tend
to be holds; (3) in all groups the rare gestures completed in disfluencies have both
referential and pragmatic functions. Overall, the data strongly suggest that when speech
stops, so does gesture. The findings constitute an important challenge to both gesture
and language acquisition theories assuming a mainly (lexical) compensatory role for
(referential) gestures. Instead, the results provide strong support for the notion that
speech and gestures form an integrated system.

Keywords: gesture, speech production, language development, second language acquisition, crossmodal
coordination

INTRODUCTION

In a seminal paper entitled So you think gestures are non-verbal? David McNeill challenged the then
dominant view of gestures as a communicative frill of no consequence to our understanding of
language and linguistic processing (McNeill, 1985). The paper listed arguments for why gestures
are in fact verbal (i.e., linguistic), by highlighting their close relationship with spoken language
in language development, in language break-down, and in language processing. He argued that
speech and gesture develop in parallel in childhood, that the modalities break down together,
and that they are processed in parallel in crossmodal information integration. There is now a
substantial literature to support this view providing both behavioral and neurocognitive empirical
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evidence to show that speech and gesture form an integrated
mode of expression in production and comprehension (e.g.,
Kendon, 1980, 2004; McNeill, 1992, 2005; Willems and Hagoort,
2007 for overviews), in development (e.g., Capirci and Volterra,
2008; Colletta et al., 2015 for overviews), and across different
spoken languages (Kita, 2009 for an overview). Yet, despite
the evidence for such crossmodal integration, both empirical
studies and theoretical proposals concerning the speech-gesture
relationship often see gestures as having mainly a facilitating or
compensatory function, helping speakers to overcome expressive
difficulties (Gullberg, 1998, 2011 for overviews). However, the
evidence concerning the precise link between speech break-down
or disfluency and gestures remains contradictory. Therefore,
the current study aims to examine the distribution of gestures
relative to disfluencies in competent adult native speakers of two
languages, and of language learners, both children and adults,
in order to shed some light on the putative compensatory role
of manual gestures, extending previous studies. In the following,
we review the empirical and theoretical background to the study
of disfluency in general, and to the temporal and functional
relationship between speech and gesture specifically, including
possible crosslinguistic differences, before turning to the current
empirical study.

BACKGROUND

Despite ever-growing evidence for the integrated nature of
speech and gesture, many empirical studies still view gestures
as serving mainly a compensatory function. For example, in
many studies of infants or very young children, gestures are
described as behaviors preceding and preparing for language
(Bates, 1979; Volterra et al., 1979; Liszkowski, 2008), paving
the way for and predicting later linguistic development (e.g.,
Morford and Goldin-Meadow, 1992; Iverson et al., 1994;
Capirci et al., 1996, 2005; Butcher and Goldin-Meadow, 2000;
Özçalişkan and Goldin-Meadow, 2005; Pizzuto et al., 2005),
and even facilitating access to the child lexicon (e.g., Pine
et al., 2007). Gestures are thus generally implicitly described
as having a facilitating function. In contrast, in adult second
language acquisition and bilingualism studies, the compensatory
view is explicit. Adult learners are often observed to be
producing more gestures when speaking their second compared
to their first language. This behavior is generally described
as reflecting a compensatory effort to overcome lack of skill
and fluency in the weaker language (Gullberg, 1998, 2011), or
even as activating items in the mental lexicon (e.g., Nicoladis
et al., 2007, 2009). Finally, studies of atypically developing
or impaired populations also display a compensatory view of
gesture. Children with Specific Language Impairment (SLI) or
with Down syndrome show higher gesture rates than typically
developing peers (e.g., Fex and Månsson, 1998; Stefanini et al.,
2008), and so do aphasic patients, especially those with word
retrieval impairments (e.g., Feyereisen, 1983; Hadar et al., 1998;
Rose, 2006 for an overview). These higher gesture rates are
all seen as evidence that gestures facilitate speaking or at least
communicating.

Moreover, several theoretical accounts concerning the speech-
gesture relationship also have compensatory foundations,
revolving around how mainly referential1 gestures, which
convey information about referents’ size, shape, movement
or location, help speaking and thinking. For example, the
Information Packaging Hypothesis (e.g., Alibali et al., 2000;
Kita, 2000) suggests that referential gestures facilitate the
conceptual planning of the spoken message, particularly of
spatio-motoric concepts.2 A recent expanded version, the
Gesture-for-Conceptualization Hypothesis (Kita et al., 2017),
proposes that speakers can activate, manipulate, package, and
explore spatio-motoric information both for speaking and
thinking through referential gestures. Although there is an
underlying strand of compensatory thinking in these theories,
their scope is very broad and the notion of compensation is not
explicit. In contrast, the Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis (Krauss
and Hadar, 1999; Krauss et al., 2000; Morsella and Krauss,
2005) is explicitly compensatory, suggesting that the main role
of referential gestures is to facilitate lexical retrieval from the
mental lexicon through crossmodal priming. In studies testing
this theory, participants are often asked to name objects, or to
provide words to a given definition, and in some cases are put
in a tip-of-tongue state. These studies find that speakers produce
more referential gestures when they speak about spatial content,
and crucially, when they are searching for a word that is difficult
to retrieve or that is unfamiliar (Butterworth and Hadar, 1989;
Morrel-Samuels and Krauss, 1992; Rauscher et al., 1996; Krauss,
1998; Morsella and Krauss, 2005). More specifically, the claim is
that word retrieval is more successful when participants gesture
during the word search, that is, during the disfluency. Under the
argument that gestures facilitate word retrieval, the temporal link
between gesture production and disfluencies becomes crucial.

Disfluency and the Temporal
Speech-Gesture Relationship
The vast literature on speech errors and disfluency in speech
production has examined when and where in an utterance
speakers interrupt speech (e.g., Maclay and Osgood, 1959;
Goldman-Eisler, 1968; Hawkins, 1972; Beattie and Butterworth,
1979; Levelt, 1983, 1989; Clark, 1996 inter multa alia). They
reveal that the beginning of a clause is a vulnerable site and
that disfluencies also often occur before content words. In
addition, these studies have also provided taxonomies of different
types of disfluency markers (e.g., filled and unfilled pauses,
interruptions, repetition, and lengthening). Studies have also
shown that speakers prefer to self-correct (Schegloff et al., 1977),
and favor fluency over accuracy in interaction, which means
that they tend to interrupt speech not when the problem in
encoding is detected, but rather when speakers are ready to
produce a repair (Seyfeddinipur et al., 2008). Other studies
indicate that filled pauses may have a signaling function much

1Referential gestures are also known in the literature as representational,
sometimes further labeled iconic/metaphoric gestures (e.g., McNeill, 1992). We
will use the term referential gesture, following Kendon, 2004.
2A related suggestion is that gestures may relieve cognitive load although this is
not specifically related to language (e.g., Goldin-Meadow et al., 2001; Hostetter and
Sullivan, 2011; Cook et al., 2012).
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like discourse markers (Clark and Fox Tree, 2002), and that
both forms and distribution of such filled pauses are language-
specific (e.g., Trofimovich and Baker, 2006; de Leeuw, 2007).
In adult L2 learners, (dis-)fluency is discussed in terms of
proficiency and (foreign) language skills (e.g., Poulisse, 1999;
Schmid and Fägersten, 2010; De Jong et al., 2013; Bergmann et al.,
2015).

Studies that specifically examine gesture production in
relation to disfluency draw on some of these findings. Most
studies investigate the temporal relationship between the gestural
movement and disfluency markers. They present contradictory
evidence both regarding the exact timing of the gesture relative to
the disfluency, and the presence/absence of gesture. For example,
Butterworth and Beattie (1978) found that gestures were as likely
to begin during a silent pause as during speech. Ragsdale and
Silvia (1982) instead reported that gestures could begin just
before or simultaneously with non-fluent speech. However, in
this study a wide range of movements was included (posture
change, body shifts, foot, leg, head, and hand movements),
making assessments specifically for manual gestures difficult.
Generally, these early studies suggest that gestures tend to occur
in the neighborhood of disfluencies. However, later studies have
instead reported that speech and gesture stop at the same time.
For instance, it has been shown that in stuttering populations
the two modalities are interrupted together (Mayberry et al.,
1998; Mayberry and Jaques, 2000). In other studies gestures
are shown to stop even before speech stops (Seyfeddinipur
and Kita, 2001; Seyfeddinipur, 2006), or to be totally absent
during pauses and other disfluency phenomena (Christenfeld
et al., 1991; Yasinnik et al., 2005). Further to this, there is
some evidence that in adult L2 speakers’ gestures are less
frequent during disfluent than fluent speech (Gullberg, 1998).
The evidence for how gestures and disfluency may be linked is
thus mixed.

The explanations for the contradictory findings are likely to
be methodological in nature. An obvious issue is that studies
have focused on different kinds of movement involving various
body parts (head, hands, feet, etc.), or manual gestures with
particular functions such as referential gestures only versus
looking at all gestural movements. This makes it difficult to
assess comparability. Similarly, it is not always clear what kind
of disfluency is involved (unfilled pauses only, or also filled
pauses, repetitions, etc.). And most importantly, it is often
unclear which part of the gestural movement is considered when
the timing of a spoken disfluency and a gesture is compared:
the whole gesture phrase (starting from the preparation and
including the stroke and any post-stroke hold), or only the
stroke/core movement phase, etc. (cf. Kendon, 1980, 2004).
Claims about whether speech or gesture stops first, for example,
must be very specific with regard to gesture phase or movement
analyses (e.g., Seyfeddinipur and Kita, 2001; Seyfeddinipur,
2006). When more detail is provided, some studies find,
for example, that it is specifically gesture holds (i.e., the
momentary suspension of a movement en route) that tend to
coincide with speech pauses (Yasinnik et al., 2005; Park-Doob,
2010), even in children aged nine (Esposito and Marinaro,
2007).

Disfluency and Gestural Function
In addition to timing, studies present mixed evidence concerning
what gestural functions occur in disfluencies. As indicated,
the theories and many studies have focused on referential
gestures expressing referential content in disfluency. However,
some of the earlier studies indicated the presence of different
gestural functions by referring to ‘break-down’ gestures (Beattie
and Butterworth, 1979 following Freedman, 1972). McNeill
(1985, 1992) have subsequently labeled these ‘butterworths’ or
‘conduit gestures’, highlighting how gestures in break-downs
often refer to the break-down itself, not to the content of
speech. Gullberg (1998, 2011) has provided empirical support for
this view, showing that if native and second language speakers
gesture during disfluencies, they often produce gestures that
comment on the breakdown itself but do not represent the
referential content of the sought words. Many of these gestures
involve continued wrist turning to expose palms (labeled meta-
pragmatic, or ‘thinking gestures’ by Gullberg, ‘cyclic gestures’
by Ladewig, 2014), or palm up gestures directed toward the
interlocutor. Kendon (2004) calls many of these gestures that do
not express referential content for pragmatic gestures. On the
whole, however, evidence for what functions gestures have in
disfluency is scarce.

Disfluency and Crosslinguistic
Comparisons
Relatedly, most studies concerned with gesture and disfluency
are based on English production (except Italian in Esposito
and Marinaro, 2007, and German in Seyfeddinipur and Kita,
2001; Seyfeddinipur, 2006). There are no direct crosslinguistic
comparisons of the relationship between gesture and speech
in disfluency. However, reports are found in the literature of
differences in the distribution of gesture functions in speakers
of different languages. For example, in a pioneering study Efron
(1941/1972) observed that Italian immigrants in the United
States produced more referential gestures than Yiddish-speaking
immigrants, who instead tended to produce more pragmatic
gestures. Similarly, Kendon (2004) observed a wider range
of pragmatic gestures in Italian speakers than in British and
American English speakers. Gullberg (1998) also observed that
native Swedish speakers produced more referential gestures
than native French speakers who instead produced more non-
referential gestures (specifically beats). If gesture functions in
disfluencies vary, then crosslinguistic preferences for referential
or pragmatic gestures may interact with the kind of gestural
behavior found in disfluency. However, gestures and disfluency
has not been examined crosslinguistically, to our knowledge.

Intermediate Summary
In sum, previous studies provide inconsistent evidence on the
precise temporal relationship between gestures and (dis-)fluency,
presumably due to methodological differences. This in turn
makes it difficult to assess theoretical proposals such as the
compensatory Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis in contrast to the
view of speech and gesture as an integrated system. Moreover,
there is only scant evidence for how gestures are functionally
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distributed during disfluent speech despite the latent relevance
of gesture function to the theories about gesture and speech
break-down. Further to this, direct crosslinguistic comparisons
of speech disfluency and gesture are absent in the literature
in spite of the potential importance of such comparisons for
theoretical claims. Finally, data on language learners is scarce,
looking specifically at disfluency rather than on general linguistic
development in connection to gesture production. Therefore, to
improve our understanding of whether speech and gestures form
an integrated mode of expression or whether gestures mainly
serve a compensatory or facilitating role in speech production,
the current study aims to test the core predictions from the
Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis, and examine the precise temporal
and functional relationship between gestures and disfluencies
in competent adult native speakers of two languages, and in
language learners, children and adults.

CURRENT STUDY

The Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis predicts that (a) ongoing
gestures should occur in stretches of disfluent compared to fluent
speech if they are to help crossmodally prime lexical items; (b)
that these gestures should have referential functions linking the
gesture to the referential content of the lexical item sought.
Further, assuming that language learners are more disfluent
than competent speakers, we infer that the hypothesis would
predict (c) that this state of affairs should hold especially for
language learners. In contrast, the view of speech and gesture
as an integrated system predicts that ongoing gestures should
mainly occur in stretches of fluent speech compared to disfluent
speech. It makes no predictions about gestural functions;
however, previous observations suggest that ongoing strokes
in disfluency may have a pragmatic rather than a referential
function, commenting on the breakdown rather than reflecting
the referential content of the sought lexical item. Finally, it
predicts no differences between competent speakers and learners.
Neither view makes predictions about crosslinguistic differences.

The current study addresses these issues and extends previous
studies by comparing the gestural behavior during fluent and
disfluent speech in (a) adult native speakers of Dutch vs. Italian;
(b) child learners vs. adult competent speakers of Italian; and (c)
adult Dutch second language learners of French vs. adult native
Dutch speakers. We ask (1) whether speakers predominantly
produce gestures with fluent or with disfluent speech; (2) whether
gestures occurring with disfluencies tend to be ongoing strokes
or holds; (3) whether ongoing strokes during disfluencies have
referential or pragmatic functions; (4) and whether there are
crosslinguistic differences between Dutch and Italian speakers.

Method
Participants
The analyses draw on four multimodal corpora consisting of
narrative production (story retellings) in a dyadic, interactive
setting. The corpora are based on the narratives of 66 participants
divided over four groups (cf. Table 1): children learning Italian
aged four, six, and nine (n = 3 × 11, 22 female); adult Italian

TABLE 1 | Overview of participants.

Mean age
(year;month)

Age range
(year; month)

Learners

4-year-olds (n = 11; 6 f1) 4;7 4;1–5;4

6-year-olds (n = 11; 9 f) 6;8 6–7;8

9-year-olds (n = 11; 7 f) 9;2 8–10;9

Adult learners of L2 French (n = 11; 9 f)2 20 19–22

Competent speakers

Adult Italian L1 (n = 11; 7 f) 22 19–31

Adult Dutch L1 (n = 11; 9 f)2 20 19–22

1f, female.
2These are the same individuals.

native speakers (n = 11, 7 female); adult Dutch native speakers
(n = 11, 9 female), who are also second language learners of
French (n = 11, 9 female). The corpora thus consist of adult
native speakers of two languages (Dutch, Italian) allowing for
a crosslinguistic comparison of ‘competent’ speakers, and two
types of learners (children, adults), allowing for a comparison of
different types of learners (first vs. second language, L1 vs. L2).

Thirty-three Italian children were recruited in Naples (n = 26)
and Rome (n = 7). The 11 Italian adults were university
students recruited in Naples at the Università degli Studi di
Napoli “L’Orientale”. The 11 Dutch adults were recruited at
Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands. They participated
twice, speaking L1 Dutch on one occasion, and L2 French on
the other. At the time of recording they had studied French as
a foreign language for a minimum of 4 years, and had never
lived in a French-speaking country. In some cases, 3 years had
lapsed between their last contact with the language and the time
of testing. They were all at a low to intermediate proficiency level.
All participants signed a consent form; parents signed consent
forms for the children.

Materials
All participants retold cartoon stories. Two different cartoons
were used as stimuli. The Italian participants (children and
adults) were shown a video entitled Pingu’s family celebrates
Christmas (The Pygos Group, 1992), an episode lasting 90 s. The
Dutch participants (native speakers and learners) were shown
a printed wordless cartoon featuring three gnomes trying to
solve a problem (cf. Gullberg, 2006). Since narrative content and
structure is irrelevant to the analyses in this study, the use of
different cartoons to elicit narrative production was deemed to
be unproblematic.

Procedure
The Italian participants were presented with the cartoon on a
laptop that was removed after viewing. Children were recorded in
a familiar setting, either their home or at school. They retold the
story to a familiar adult (a friend of the family or their teacher).
The adult, who had also seen the cartoon, was instructed not to
interrupt the child during the retelling, not to suggest parts of the
story (even when the child missed them), but to provide feedback
showing interest and participation to the interaction (i.e., ah, uhu,
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I see, how nice). The Italian adults were recorded at university.
Two participants were involved in each session: one person was
asked to watch the cartoon and then to retell it to a friend who
had not seen it. In order to make the Italian adult narratives
comparable with those produced by the children, the listener was
instructed to only listen to the story and to avoid interrupting the
narrator, or to ask questions at the end of the story.

The Dutch participants were recorded at the Max Planck
Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, Netherlands, on two
different occasions approximately a week apart: once in Dutch
(the L1) and once in French (the L2). The order of the
language/sessions was counterbalanced. The story was told to a
confederate native speaker of the relevant language (Dutch for
the L1 sessions, and French for the L2 sessions) who had not seen
the cartoon. The interlocutor was instructed to ask clarification
questions and provide feedback to create as naturalistic a session
as possible.

Data Treatment and Coding
Data was transcribed and coded by frame-by-frame analysis of
digital video in the annotation software ELAN (Wittenburg et al.,
2006).

Speech
The retellings were transcribed using standard Dutch, French,
and Italian orthography by native speakers. For the analyses
presented here, all the L1 narratives (Dutch adults, Italian
children and adults) were transcribed and analyzed in full (mean
duration 2 min). Because the L2 narratives were considerably
longer (mean duration 8 min), a selection was made of 2 min
from the middle of the L2 recordings for transcription and
analysis (see Table 2).

Speech was coded as fluent when no disfluency markers were
present, or as disfluent when one of the following disfluency
markers was present (boldface = disfluency marker):

• Filled pauses (les deux eh nains ‘the two uh dwarfs’, D07L2);
• Unfilled pauses, minimum duration 200 ms, transcribed

with (.) [mettevano l’uovo (.) sopra ‘they put the egg (.) on
the top,’ ItCh12];
• Interruptions transcribed with apostrophe (juste une esc’

escalier ‘just one flight of st’ stairs,’ D21L2);
• Lengthenings, transcribed with colon (alla fine esce: l’albero

di Natale; in the end it comes: the Christmas tree,’ ItCh24);

TABLE 2 | Overview of duration of retellings.

Mean duration
retellings (min:sec)

Analyzed

Learners

4-year-olds (n = 11) 02:12 02:12

6-year-olds (n = 11) 02:33 02:33

9-year-olds (n = 11) 02:25 02:25

Adult learners of L2 French (n = 11) 08:23 02:00

Competent speakers

Adult Italian L1 (n = 11) 01:51 01:51

Adult Dutch L1 (n = 11) 03:01 03:01

• Repetitions (una palla di di di neve ‘a ball of snow,’ ItCh16);
• Combinations of these categories with at least two different

kinds of disfluencies appearing in immediate sequence [il a
une eh (.) eh image ‘he has a eh (.) eh image,’ D01L2].

Importantly, only intra-clausal occurrences of disfluency were
considered. That is, phenomena occurring at clause boundaries
(as in example 1) or following discourse markers (2) were
excluded.

(1) i regali che hanno fatto ai gentori (.) nella terza scena
troviamo che (ItAd17) ‘the presents that they had made for the
parents (.) in the third scene we find that’
(2) allora (.) ë vabbè l’inizio (ItCh12) ‘well (.) uh well the
beginning’

This selection was made to avoid over-estimating the amount
of disfluencies. It is well-known that pauses often occur at clause-
or utterance initial boundaries, and it is suggested that this is
a consequence of the planning of the next clause (Maclay and
Osgood, 1959; Hawkins, 1972, etc.). Moreover, it is also suggested
that gestures are more likely to occur within than between clauses
(cf. Beattie and Butterworth, 1979; McNeill, 1992, p. 94). In
an examination of claims concerning speech and gestures in
disfluency, instances of intra-clausal problems therefore seems
like a better test bed where speech production has been launched
and gestures are more likely to occur.

Twenty cases of repetition were excluded from analysis, since
there were too few instances to perform further analysis. This
procedure left 1,351 disfluencies for analysis. Tables 3A,B provide
an overview of the aggregated and relative frequency distribution
of fluent and disfluent stretches of speech across the groups, and
the frequency of each of the disfluency markers, respectively.

Gestures
The gesture coding took the speech analysis as its departure
point. First, for each fluent and disfluent stretch of speech, we
coded for the presence or absence of a gesture. Second, gestures
occurring with disfluent speech were further coded for their
structural properties, that is, whether they were ongoing strokes
or holds. Gestures were coded as ongoing when the stroke
(i.e., the most effortful part of the gestural movement where
the spatial excursion of the limb reaches its apex, cf. Kendon,
1980; McNeill, 1992; Seyfeddinipur, 2006) was being performed
(Figures 1B,C). Gestures were coded as holds when there was
a momentary suspension of movement, whether an interrupted
or held preparation, or a post-stroke hold (Figures 1D,E; Kita
et al., 1998). A total of 2,306 ongoing strokes, and 670 holds were
identified. To give an overview of gestural activity in the data,
we also computed mean gesture rate by word for each group,
by dividing the total number of words (excluding interrupted
words in disfluencies) with the total number of ongoing strokes
per individual. We then computed the mean rate across each
group. Table 4 summarizes the distribution of ongoing strokes
and mean gesture rate across groups to illustrate the properties of
the sample.

Third, we coded all ongoing strokes (both in fluent and
disfluent speech) for function. Following Kendon (2004), we
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TABLE 3A | Number and mean proportion of fluent and disfluent stretches of speech across groups.

Learners # Fluent stretches # Disfluent stretches M % disfluent stretches (SD)

4-year-olds 308 85 0.21 (0.08)

6-year-olds 495 155 0.23 (0.05)

9-year-olds 537 221 0.30 (0.06)

Adult learners of L2 French 471 395 0.46 (0.08)

Competent speakers

Adult Italian L1 719 285 0.28 (0.08)

Adult Dutch L1 603 210 0.26 (0.05)

TABLE 3B | Number of types of disfluencies across groups.

Types of disfluencies

Learners UP FP I L C

4-year-olds 39 4 20 11 11

6-year-olds 17 16 48 38 36

9-year-olds 32 23 57 75 34

Adult learners of L2 French 110 118 38 32 97

Competent speakers

Adult Italian L1 10 32 18 204 21

Adult Dutch L1 48 100 4 16 42

UP, unfilled pause; FP, filled pause; I, interruption; L, lengthening; C, combination.

FIGURE 1 | Example of gesture phases including ongoing stroke and post-stroke hold. (A) Preparation. (B) Stroke. (C) Stroke. (D) Post-stroke hold. (E) Post-stroke
hold.

distinguished between referential and pragmatic functions.
Gestures with a referential function (example in Figure 2)
express semantic content through the depiction of referential

TABLE 4 | Frequency of gesture strokes and mean gesture rate/word across the
groups.

# Gesture strokes Mean gesture
rate/word (SD)

Learners

4-year-olds 142 0.11 (0.06)

6-year-olds 325 0.13 (0.06)

9-year-olds 408 0.14 (0.05)

Adult learners of L2 French 392 0.29 (0.07)

Competent speakers

Adult Italian L1 692 0.24 (0.07)

Adult Dutch L1 347 0.09 (0.03)

Total 2,306

properties (e.g., size, shape, and action) or indexical properties
(deictic gestures and pointing). Gestures with a pragmatic
function (example in Figure 3), in contrast, convey part of “an
utterance’s meaning that [is] not part of its referential meaning
or propositional content” (Kendon, 2004, p. 158). In other
words, pragmatic gestures do not express referential content but
rather function like speech acts by commenting on the speaker’s
spoken production. For this coding, we excluded those gestures
that could not be determined as having either a referential or
pragmatic function (n = 35 or 8% of the total number of gestures).

Finally, a new coder coded 10% of the data across all groups.
We computed interrater reliability measures (Cohen’s kappa, cf.
Hallgren, 2012) for the identification of disfluencies, and gestures,
the coding of gestures as ongoing vs. holds, and gesture function
as referential or pragmatic (Table 5).

Analyses
For all analyses, we make (a) a crosslinguistic comparison of
competent adult native speakers of Dutch and Italian; (b) a
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FIGURE 2 | Example of a referential gesture depicting fist fighting.

FIGURE 3 | Example of a pragmatic gesture.

developmental comparison of three Italian child groups and
adult Italian speakers; (c) a developmental comparison between
competent adult native speakers of Dutch and adult Dutch L2
learners of French.

For the statistical analyses we used the glmerMod package in
R, version 0.98.953 (R Core Team, 2014) to perform Generalized
Linear Mixed-effects Models (GLMMs) with random intercepts
for participants and items (Baayen, 2008; Baayen et al.,
2008). Models were fit using maximum likelihood (Laplace
approximation) [‘glmerMod’], binomial family (logit), since the
dependent variable outcome throughout was binary. All analyses
were run on raw numbers, but for ease of exposition figures show
mean proportions.

TABLE 5 | Interrater reliability measures, Cohen’s kappa.

Group Data Observations Raters Kappa

Italian_L1 Speech disfluency 263 2 0.936

Italian_L1 Gesture 357 2 0.955

Italian_L1 Ongoing stroke/hold 267 2 0.867

Italian_L1 Gesture function 223 2 0.992

Dutch_L1 Speech disfluency 82 2 0.868

Dutch_L1 Gesture 90 2 0.937

Dutch_L1 Ongoing stroke/hold 37 2 0.874

Dutch_L1 Gesture function 35 2 0.968

Adult_L2 Speech disfluency 59 2 0.984

Adult_L2 Gesture 118 2 0.920

Adult_L2 Ongoing stroke/hold 116 2 0.987

Adult_L2 Gesture function 72 2 0.975

RESULTS

Gestures With Disfluent vs. Fluent
Speech
Figure 4 presents the mean proportion of ongoing strokes
occurring with disfluent and fluent speech, respectively,
comparing adult native Dutch and Italian speakers (Figure 4A),
Italian 4-, 6-, and 9-year-olds and adult Italian speakers (4B),
and adult native Dutch speakers and adult Dutch learners of L2
French (4C). Table 6 presents the output from three GLMMs
on the likelihood of gestures occurring with disfluent speech
across groups, again, first examining adult native Dutch and
Italian speakers; then Italian 4-, 6-, and 9-year-olds and adult
Italian speakers; and finally, adult native Dutch speakers and
adult Dutch learners of L2 French. Participants and items were
always random factors, and group (Dutch/Italian; 4-/6-/9-year-
old/adult Italian; L1/L2) and speech (disfluent/fluent) fixed main
effects.

The results indicate that in all groups there was a main effect
of speech type such that gestures were significantly more likely
to occur with fluent than disfluent speech (adult Dutch/adult
Italian, Est. = 2.491, z = 17.114, p < 0.001; Italian 4-/6-/9-
year-olds/adults, Est. = 2.2942, z = 20.253, p < 0.001; and L1
Dutch/L2 French, Est. = 2.1997, z = 9.512, p < 0.001). In addition,
the results reveal a shift over the course of child development,
with Italian adults (Est. = 1.8585, z = 5.291, p < 0.001) and
9-year-olds (Est. = 0.885, z = 2.539, p < 0.05) differing from 4-
year-olds who do not differ from 6-year-olds. Furthermore, for
L2 speakers there is an interaction with speech type such that L2
speakers are significantly more likely than L1 speakers to produce
gestures with disfluent speech (Est. = −0.8697, z = −3.176,
p < 0.01).

The following examples illustrate the main pattern of absence
of gestures during disfluencies. We follow Kendon (2004)
in transcribing gestures: | = gesture phrase/unit boundaries;
∼∼ = preparation phase; ∗∗ = stroke; underlined = hold;
-.- = recovery.

(3) adult Dutch native speaker D25L1
en t’ derdre mannetje die gaat er dus vandoor met ehm (.) de
ladder

|∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗|∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗|
‘and the third little man he just goes ahead with uh’
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FIGURE 4 | Mean proportion of ongoing strokes during disfluent/fluent speech across groups. (A) Adult native Dutch vs. Italian speakers. (B) Italian children aged 4,
6, and 9 vs. Italian adult speakers. (C) Adult native Dutch speakers vs. adult Dutch learners of L2 French.

In (3) a Dutch native speaker says en t’ derdre mannetje die gaat
er dus vandoor met ‘and the third little man he just goes ahead
with’ producing two gestures. The first is a referential gesture
where both hands have a tight grip handshape moving rightward,
as if holding something and moving it. The second gesture is a
pragmatic gesture where the both hands are twisted at the wrist to
reveal palms up. When she then becomes disfluent, starting with

a filled pause followed by a long silence, she drops both hands to
the lap.

(4) adult Italian native speaker (ItAd05)
il padre fuori l’igloo che: che: appunto addobba
|∗∗∗∗∗∗ |∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗|
‘the father outside the igloo that: that: in fact decorate’
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TABLE 6 | Summary of Generalized Linear Mixed Models testing whether ongoing
strokes occur with disfluent or fluent speech across groups.

Est. SE z

Adult Dutch/Adult Italian (gesture ∼ group+speech+1(1 | participant)

Intercept −2.2550 0.2595 −8.690∗∗∗

groupItalianAdu 1.5190 0.3246 4.679∗∗∗

speechFluent 2.4910 0.1456 17.114∗∗∗

Italian 4-/6-/9-year-olds/adults (gesture ∼ group+speech+1(1 | participant)

Intercept −2.4717 0.2741 −9.017∗∗∗

groupItalian6ys 0.6368 0.3514 1.812

groupItalian9ys 0.8850 0.3499 2.529∗

groupItalianAdu 1.8585 0.3513 5.291∗∗∗

speechFluent 2.2942 0.1133 20.253∗∗∗

Adult Dutch L1 vs. Adult L2 French (gesture ∼ group∗speech+1(1 | participant)†

Intercept −2.0253 0.2408 −8.412∗∗∗

groupL2 1.0865 0.2430 4.471∗∗∗

speechFluent 2.1997 0.2313 9.512∗∗∗

groupL2:speechFluent −0.8697 0.2738 −3.176∗∗

p-values: ∗∗∗0.001, ∗∗0.01, ∗ 0.05.
†The model with the interaction term better explained the data and was therefore
selected, χ2(1) = 10.802, p < 0.01.

In (4) an Italian native speaker says il padre fuori l’igloo ‘the
father outside the igloo’ and produces two gestures. The first is a
pragmatic gesture (the index and thumb held together to form a
ring). The second is a referential gesture performed with an open
hand palm facing leftward that is moved laterally to the right side
to indicate the outside. He then becomes disfluent and drops his
hands to the lap.

(5) Italian child learner (ItCh12)
invece al pappà un fiocchetto poi eh al ai al al: mh: al bimbo

|∼∼∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗-.- |
‘instead to the father a bow then eh to the to the to the to the:
mh: to the child’

In (5), during the fluent part of speech, an Italian child
produces a gesture representing the bow tie bringing both hands
to the neck and outlining the shape of a bow tie. During the
disfluent stretch she drops her hands to the lap.

(6) adult L2 learner of French (D25L2)
et une (.) structure avec eh
|∼-.- | |∼∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗-.-|
‘and a (.) structure with uh’

In (6), an adult L2 speaker launches a gesture preparation
(cf. Figure 1A) as she says une ‘a,’ but then becomes disfluent
and abandons the gesture immediately. Following this, during an
exceptionally long unfilled pause (4 s 242 ms), she does nothing.
Only when speech resumes with structure does she produce a
gesture with a referential function, outlining a big triangle. The
gesture goes into a hold as she says avec ‘with,’ and as she becomes
disfluent again with a filled pause, she drops her hands and
abandons the gesture.

Ongoing Strokes vs. Holds During
Disfluent Speech
Figure 5 presents the mean proportion of holds across fluent
and disfluent stretches of speech, respectively, comparing adult
native Dutch and Italian speakers (Figure 5A), Italian 4-, 6-,
and 9-year-olds and adult Italian speakers (5B), and adult native
Dutch speakers and adult Dutch learners of L2 French (5C).
Table 7 presents the output from three GLMMs on the likelihood
of holds occurring with disfluent speech across groups, again,
first examining adult native Dutch and Italian speakers; then
Italian 4-, 6-, and 9-year-olds and adult Italian speakers; and
finally, adult native Dutch speakers and adult Dutch learners of
L2 French. Participants and items were always random factors,
and group (Dutch/Italian; 4-/6-/9-year-old/adult Italian; L1/L2)
and speech (disfluent/fluent) fixed main effects.

The results indicate that in all groups there was a main effect
of speech type such that holds were significantly more likely
to occur with disfluent than fluent speech (adult Dutch/adult
Italian, (Est. = 3.007, z = 16.570, p < 0.001; Italian 4-/6-/9-year-
olds/adults, Est. = 3.1174, z = 20.211, p < 0.001; and L1 Dutch/L2
French, Est. = 3.2821, z = 10.062, p < 0.001). There were no
differences between the native speakers of Dutch and Italian,
and no developmental effects in the child-adult comparison.
However, for L2 speakers there was an interaction with speech
type such that L2 speakers were significantly more likely than L1
speakers to produce holds with fluent speech (Est. = −1.4160,
z =−3.828, p < 0.001).

In the interest of space, we provide only two examples from
learners to illustrate the occurrence of holds during disfluencies.

(7) Child learner (ItCh12)
vabbé l’inizio l: lasciamolo stare

|∼∼∼∼∼∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗-.-|
‘well the beginning l: let’s drop it’

In (7) an Italian 6-year-old prepares a gesture during the
fluent stretch l’inizio ‘the beginning.’ She then becomes disfluent
lengthening the consonant l: and at the same time suspends the
gesture preparation going into a hold. When speech is resumed,
the gesture is resumed and completed. She produces a referential
gesture with the right hand open with palm facing downward
moving laterally as if moving something aside.

(8) adult L2 learner of French (D17L2)
le trois persons eh can eh (.) hu ehm
|∼∼∼∼∼∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗-.-|
‘the three persons eh can eh (.) hu ehm’

In (8), an L2 speaker produces a gesture with a referential
function during the fluent stretch of L2 French, le trois persons,
‘the three persons,’ with both hands moving in a semi-circular
movement as if grouping the three people. During the first filled
pause (eh) the gestural movement goes into a hold and the
speaker suspends her two hands. The hold continues during the
subsequent disfluency until she abandons it, dropping her hands
during the lengthy unfilled pause.
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FIGURE 5 | Mean proportion of gestural holds during disfluent/fluent speech across groups. (A) Adult native Dutch vs. Italian speakers. (B) Italian children aged 4, 6,
and 9 vs. Italian adult speakers. (C) Adult native Dutch speakers vs. adult Dutch learners of L2 French.

Gesture Functions in Disfluent Speech
Figure 6 presents the mean proportion of gestures with a
pragmatic function across fluent and disfluent stretches of speech,
respectively, comparing adult native Dutch and Italian speakers
(Figure 6A), Italian 4-, 6-, and 9-year-olds and adult Italian
speakers (6B), and adult native Dutch speakers and adult Dutch

learners of L2 French (6C). Table 8 presents the output from
three GLMMs on the likelihood of pragmatic gestures occurring
with disfluent speech across groups, again, first examining adult
native Dutch and Italian speakers; then Italian 4-, 6-, and 9-year-
olds and adult Italian speakers; and finally, adult native Dutch
speakers in L1 and in L2 French. Participants and items were
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TABLE 7 | Summary of Generalized Linear Mixed Models testing whether gestural
holds occur mostly with disfluent vs. fluent speech across groups.

Est. SE z

Adult Dutch/Adult Italian (gesture2 ∼ group+speech2+1(1 | participant)

Intercept −0.5206 0.1877 −2.774∗∗

groupItalianAdu 0.2993 0.1919 1.559

speechFluent 3.0070 0.1815 16.570∗∗∗

Italian 4-/6-/9-year-olds/adults (gesture2 ∼ group+speech2+1(1 | participant)

Intercept −0.4770 0.2820 −1.692

groupItalian6ys 0.0140 0.3194 0.044

groupItalian9ys 0.3314 0.3127 1.060

groupItalianAdu 0.2154 0.2959 0.728

speechFluent 3.1174 0.1542 20.211∗∗∗

Adult Dutch L1 vs. Adult L2 French (gesture2 ∼ group∗speech+1(1 | participant)†

Intercept −0.6598 0.2542 −2.569∗∗

groupL2 0.0735 0.2742 0.268

speechFluent 3.2821 0.3262 10.062∗∗∗

groupL2:speechFluent −1.4160 0.3699 −3.828∗∗∗

p-values: ∗∗∗0.001, ∗∗0.01, ∗ 0.05.
†The model with the interaction term better explained the data and was therefore
selected, χ2(1) = 15.519, p < 0.001.

always random factors, and group (Dutch/Italian; 4-/6-/9-year-
old/adult Italian; L1/L2) and speech (disfluent/fluent) fixed main
effects.

The results indicate that in no group were pragmatic
gestures more likely to occur with disfluent than fluent speech
despite numerical trends in some groups. However, there was
a crosslinguistic difference in that Italian speakers were more
likely to produce pragmatic gestures with fluent speech than
adult Dutch speakers (Est. = −2.1988, z = −5.261, p < 0.001).
There was also a developmental effect in that Italian 9-year-olds
(Est. =−1.3441, z =−2.714, p < 0.01) and adults (Est. =−4.266,
z = −4.600, p < 0.001) were more likely to produce pragmatic
gestures with fluent speech than 4- and 6-year-olds, who did not
differ. Finally, adult L2 speakers were significantly more likely to
produce pragmatic gestures with fluent L2 speech than L1 speech
(Est. =−1.4160, z =−3.828, p < 0.001).

Examples (8) and (9) illustrate the occurrence of pragmatic
gestures during disfluencies.

(9) Italian child learner (ItCh31)
con matterello stava: (.) stendendo la sfoglia per fare dei
biscotti

|∗∗-.-| |∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗|
‘with the rolling pin was: (.) stretching out the pastry to make
cookies’

In (9), an Italian 9-year-old hesitates and produces a gesture
with a pragmatic function during the unfilled pause (.) with
the right open hand rotated up and down twice. Once speech
resumes, he continues to produce a referential gesture that
represents the stretching out of the pastry with both hands.

(10) adult L2 learner of French (D21L2) <> = whispering
ilest eh (.) <putting> ehm (.) le maison est

|∗∗|∗∗| |∗∗|∗| |∼∗∗∗∗∗∗-.-|
‘he is eh (.) <putting>ehm (.) the house is’

In (10), an L2 speaker produces a string of gestures with
pragmatic functions during a long disfluent stretch, tapping
her fingers with both hands on the table. These gestures are
accompanied by averted gaze and a thinking face (cf. Goodwin
and Goodwin, 1986; Gullberg, 2011). When she resumes speech
saying le maison ‘the house,’ she simultaneously produces a
gesture with a referential function, fingers tracing a square.

A final example (10) illustrates how an onstroking stroke with
a referential function is produced during a disfluency by a L2
speaker (L2 = L2 speaker; NS = native speaker interlocutor).

(11) adult L2 learner of French (D07L2)
L2: ils sont (.) très ehm (.)

|∗∗
NS: en colère

-.-.-.-|
L2: en colère et (.)

|∼∗∗∗∗
NS: ils se battent

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗-.-|
L2: oui oui
L2: ‘they are (.) very uhm (.)
NS: angry
L2: angry and (.)
NS: they fight
L2: yes yes’

In the sequence in (11), after the L2 speaker initiates a fluent
stretch, ils sont très ‘they are very,’ she becomes disfluent. In the
second unfilled pause, she produces a gesture with a referential
function representing the act of fighting with both fists moving
around each other in a circle (cf. Figure 2). She shifts her gaze to
the native interlocutor who offers a first solution, en colère ‘angry’
while the learner drops her hands. The L2 speaker repeats this
phrase but is not satisfied, so she repeats the gesture in a third
unfilled pause, again with gaze shifted to the native speaker. The
learner’s gesture has gone into a hold and is held while the native
speaker suggests ils se battent ‘they fight.’ The learner accepts
this suggestion, drops her hands, and confirms, oui oui ‘yes yes,’
nodding. The referential ‘fighting gesture’ is thus used to elicit the
lexical item from the interlocutor (cf. Gullberg, 1998, 2011).

DISCUSSION

This study examined the putative compensatory role of gestures
by investigating their distribution, temporal, and functional
properties relative to speech disfluencies in speakers of two
different languages (Dutch and Italian), and with different
degrees of linguistic expertise (child and adult language
learners). The key findings can be summarized in four
points. First, in all groups, speakers’ gesture production
differs in fluent and disfluent stretches of speech, such that
gestures overwhelmingly occur with fluent speech. Adult L2
speakers are more likely than anyone else to gesture also
during disfluent speech. Second, in all groups gestures tend
to be held during disfluent speech, not to be ongoing
strokes. Third, the small number of ongoing gestures during
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FIGURE 6 | Mean proportion of pragmatic gestures during disfluent/fluent speech across groups. (A) Adult native Dutch vs. Italian speakers. (B) Italian children aged
four, six and nine vs. Italian adult speakers. (C) Adult native Dutch speakers vs. adult Dutch learners of L2 French.

disfluency display both pragmatic and referential functions.
Adult L2 learners are more likely than anyone else to
produce referential gestures during disfluency. Fourth, there
are no crosslinguistic differences in gestural behavior during
disfluencies. We only find a crosslinguistic difference in the

production of pragmatic gestures during fluent stretches, with
Italian adults producing more such gestures than Dutch adults
and Italian children.

The overwhelming tendency for gestures to occur with fluent
rather than disfluent speech does not support the first prediction
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TABLE 8 | Summary of Generalized Linear Mixed Models testing whether
pragmatic gestures occur mostly with disfluent vs. fluent speech across groups.

Est. SE z

Adult Dutch/Adult Italian (gestfunction ∼ group+speech+1
(1 | participant)

Intercept 1.4438 0.3754 3.846∗∗∗

groupItalianAdu −2.1988 0.4179 −5.261∗∗∗

speechFluent 0.1424 0.2363 0.603

Italian 4-/6-/9-year-olds/adults (gestfunction ∼ group+speech+1
(1 | participant)

Intercept 1.4698 0.4204 3.496∗∗∗

groupItalian6ys −0.6383 0.5025 −1.270

groupItalian9ys −1.3441 0.4953 −2.714∗∗

groupItalianAdu −2.2660 0.4927 −4.599∗∗∗

speechFluent 0.1763 0.1859 0.949

Adult Dutch L1 vs. Adult L2 French (gestfunction ∼ group+speech+1
(1 | participant)

Intercept 1.0786 0.3109 3.469∗∗∗

groupL2 −0.6455 0.1948 −3.314∗∗∗

speechFluent 0.4498 0.2309 1.948

p-values:∗∗∗0.001, ∗∗0.01, ∗ 0.05.

by the Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis to the effect that, if gestures
facilitate lexical retrieval, they should occur more frequently
during speech disfluencies. Instead, the results suggest a very tight
link between fluent speech and gesture production, supporting
the notion that speech and gesture form an integrated or co-
orchestrated system in speech production (e.g., McNeill, 1992;
Clark, 1996; Kendon, 2004). The strikingly similar patterns found
across speakers of different languages and across competent
and learning language users alike support this notion quite
forcefully.

The finding that any gestural activity found during speech
disfluencies is mostly held or suspended in all groups similarly
further reinforces the view of an integrated speech-gesture
system. All speakers, children and adults, competent or learners,
either interrupt an ongoing gesture when speech is interrupted
(i.e., they stop or hold the preparation) or they freeze it (i.e.,
produce a post-stroke hold). That is, when speech stops, so
does gesture. This finding is in line with and extends previous
studies (e.g., Mayberry and Jaques, 2000; Seyfeddinipur and
Kita, 2001; Yasinnik et al., 2005; Esposito and Marinaro, 2007),
and provides supplementary evidence that holds or gesture
suspensions tend to coincide with disfluency markers. It is also in
line with McNeill’s suggestion of parallel break-downs (McNeill,
1985). These speaker-directed perspectives are complemented
by findings on the functions of holds in interaction, which are
relevant since the narratives analyzed here are interactive. For
example, in seminal work Duncan (1972) showed that holds and
‘relaxation’ of tensed hands consistently occurred at the ends of
turns in conversation thus signaling the end of a turn. When they
linger after the turn, they have often been treated as cues to elicit
a response from the interlocutor (Bavelas, 1994; Sikveland and
Ogden, 2012; Cibulka, 2016, inter al.). Park-Doob (2010, p. 1)
demonstrates that holds can “support continued expressiveness
and interpretability,” that is they can indicate that the concept

presented through the gesture is still active, thus allowing an
interlocutor to draw information from a suspended gesture.
Similarly, Cibulka (2016) reports that holds can be deliberately
inserted in repair sequences to indicate that an entire utterance
is momentarily suspended. Such functional analyses of holds
in interaction are not in contradiction to the current findings
concerning the speech production process. Instead, they provide
a window on the multi-functionality of gestures in general
and suspensions/holds in particular, whereby both speech and
gesture production processes are subject to multiple influences
in interaction (cf. Kendon, 2004).

Turning to gestural functions during disfluency, all groups
produced not only referential but also pragmatic gestures in
the small number of ongoing strokes found during disfluencies.
Again, this result does not support the second prediction by
the Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis, according to which we should
expect referential gestures during disfluencies activating lexical
items. As in the examples provided, the pragmatic gestures
performed during disfluencies are not related to lexical content
but rather to aspects of difficult interaction arising from the
disfluencies both in adults and children (cf. Graziano, 2014a,b
for similar findings on children). These gestures, often performed
with a repeated oscillation of the open hand through wrist
rotation or by tapping the fingers on a surface, provide a
metalinguistic comment on the communication breakdowns,
signaling that there is a problem in the speech production
or that the speaker is engaging in a word search. Stam and
Tellier (2017) classify word searching gestures as production
oriented. This certainly tallies with these findings. However,
although these gestures clearly indicate a production difficulty,
they equally clearly have the potential to serve an interactive
function (cf. Bavelas et al., 1992), indicating, for example,
that the speaker is holding the floor. The averted gaze and
the ‘thinking face’ (Goodwin and Goodwin, 1986) that often
accompanies these gestures, suggest a strong floor-holding
component.

Learners, both children and adults, overall revealed the same
patterns as competent speakers, and there were no crosslinguistic
differences in disfluencies. These findings highlight that the
integrated behavior is pervasive. That said, the adult L2 speakers
differed most from other groups both in speech and gesture.
Although they overall pattern in the same way as the other
groups, L2 speakers are more likely than native speakers to
produce (ongoing and referential) gestures with disfluent speech.
Although this result seems to support the predictions by the
Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis, it is important to qualify the
finding. First, it is not the dominant pattern even for L2 speakers.
Second, ongoing strokes in disfluency have both pragmatic and
referential functions. The pragmatic functions do not relate
to lexical content, so cannot support lexical retrieval. Third,
and most importantly, when referential gestures are produced
during disfluencies, they tend to occur in specific contexts,
illustrated by example (11). Here the L2 speaker seems to
produce referential gestures strategically to elicit lexical help
from the interlocutor – not from herself. In performing the
‘fighting’ gesture (cf. Figure 2) in silence, the L2 speaker
certainly represents the concept she has trouble expressing,
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but she also uses the referential dimension of the gesture in
combination with the direct gaze to the interlocutor with a
pragmatic aim, namely to request help from the interlocutor,
who does indeed provide a linguistic label for the gesture.
Such sequences are relatively common in face-to-face interaction
between L2 and native speakers (cf. Gullberg, 1998, 2011). There
is further support for the crucial interactive aspect of such
behavior. Holler et al. (2013) have shown that the communicative
situation affects the rate of referential gestures in disfluency.
During non-fluent speech, native speakers tend to produce more
referential gestures during tip-of-the-tongue states when facing
interlocutors than when they cannot see them or when they
speak to a recorder. Overall, such patterns of production of
referential gestures in disfluencies support Kendon’s (2004) claim
that gestures, depending on the context, can have multiple
functions at the same time; namely, in this case, referential
and pragmatic/interactive. Obviously, this is not to say that
referential gestures are never produced instead of lexical items
or never ease their production. But we do claim that this cannot
be considered the main function of gestures, not even for L2
speakers.

A further result from the L2 speakers is that they rather
surprisingly produce more holds with fluent speech than anyone
else. One possible reason for this is that the L2 speakers under
study really are beginners with low levels of proficiency. They are
therefore highly disfluent. In fact, they are so disfluent that their
‘fluent’ stretches of speech tend to be very short, consisting only
of one or two words, and to be ‘inserted’ between disfluencies,
rather than the other way around. Examples (6) and (9) illustrate
this quite clearly. In such situations, suspensions or holds from
a disfluency can ‘spill over’ to the fluent part of an utterance.
On the whole, then, L2 speakers display more of everything
than the other groups – they are more disfluent than any other
group, but their predominant pattern of no gesture or hold in
disfluency is the same as for all. They also produce more ongoing
strokes with referential functions in disfluencies than anyone else.
This is presumably a reflection of the fact that they may have a
communicative intention ready in their first language which they
cannot express lexically in the second language. Their referential
gesture can thus reflect a lexical notion in the L1 when they decide
to use the gesture to elicit help from an interlocutor. But if the
word is not known in the L2, then no amount of gesturing can
activate it.

It is important to acknowledge that the Lexical Retrieval
Hypothesis makes predictions specifically concerning lexical
difficulties in the domain of spatial language, assuming that
referential gestures will crossmodally prime spatial vocabulary.
The current analyses have not taken the specifics of lexical
information into account, but rather applied a global analysis
to all intra-clausal disfluencies. Partly, this is because we
have conducted a corpus analysis on naturalistically occurring
disfluencies in narrative corpora. In such contexts, it is not
always easy to know whether the sought word is spatial or
not, nor whether the resolution is even related to the original
lexical problem (cf. Seyfeddinipur, 2006 for similar comments).
However, it seems unlikely that the overwhelmingly clear patterns
found in the four corpora analyzed would change for spatial

language specifically. That said, an experimental study could be
undertaken inducing disfluency and targeting specific semantic
domains to see whether the type of analysis performed here
would yield similar results. This would also address other
drawbacks with the corpus analysis such as differing elicitation
methods across corpora both as regards stimulus materials
(printed/video) and common ground (whether interlocutors also
saw the stimuli or not). Both differences may have affected overall
gesture rate, for example, and although gesture rate was not of
interest per se in this study, it may have influenced the sample
size.

The current results provide no or little support for the Lexical
Retrieval Hypothesis proposing that ongoing referential gestures
in disfluencies help speech production. But what about the
ongoing pragmatic, or rather non-referential, gestures? Following
other authors, we have suggested that these gestures comment on
the break-downs in interactive settings. However, suggestions are
found in the literature to the effect that non-referential gestures
may serve a speaker-directed purpose, helping to stimulate
and focus attention thus keeping “communicative speech “on
course”” (e.g., Grand et al., 1977, p. 499; cf. Stam and Tellier,
2017). Admittedly, many findings are linked to the study of
populations with psychiatric conditions, but they open potential
new avenues of exploration.

CONCLUSION

Overall, the results from the present study suggest a very tight link
between fluent speech and gesture production, providing strong
support for the notion that speech and gestures form a tightly
integrated or co-orchestrated system, with similar properties
across languages and speakers’ skills. The findings constitute
an important challenge for gesture theories assuming a mainly
(lexical) compensatory role for (referential) gestures. Moreover,
the observation that gestures that do accompany disfluencies have
both pragmatic and referential functions raises further important
challenges for gesture theories which have hitherto been based on
subsets of gestures (referential) and solely on adult, competent,
fluent speakers. The findings are also challenging for theories
of language acquisition that tend to view gestures mainly as a
(lexical) crutch. Perhaps most importantly, the findings are a
challenge for mono-modal theories of language who look only to
(written forms of) spoken or signed language, ignoring gestures
as irrelevant. The data strongly suggest that when speech stops,
so does gesture across languages, across age, and across types
of learners. Speech disfluency is generally mirrored by gesture
disfluency. To us, this suggests that gesture production is part and
parcel of language production, and therefore worthy of linguistic
theorizing more broadly.
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